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 State, province, or region: 

Province of East Azerbaijan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The location of the city of Tabriz in Azerbaijan province 
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Name of property: 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geographical coordinates to the nearest second 

Site name Geographical Coordinates Map ref. 

Tabriz Historical 
Bazaar Complex 

(THBC) 

N: 38°  04'  53.00" 

E: 46°  17'  35.38" 
I 

 

Maps and plans showing boundaries of the nominated properties and buffer zones 

See the maps in the map volume 

 General landscape of  Azerbaijan 
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No Title Map ref. 

1 General landscape of Tabriz city I 
2 Landscape, Core Zone and Buffer Zone II 
3 Core and Buffer Zone  III 
4 Architectural Zones IV 

5 Zoning IV-A, IV-B, IV-C, IV-D, IV-E, 
IV-F, IV-G, IV-H, IV-I,  IV-J 

6 Sorkhāb Bāzārchāsi (B1) IV-A-B1 
7 Seyid-Alāgā Mosque(M1) IV-B-M1 
8 Akbariyya School(Sc2) IV-B-Sc2 

9 Siqqat-ul-islām Mosque (M3) &  
Sāhib-ul-Amr Mausoleum (Ma1) IV-B-[M3,Ma1] 

10 Hāj-Safar-Ali Ensemble including:Hāj-Safar-Ali Mosque (M4) & 
Hāj-Safar-Ali School (SC3) IV-C-[M4,SC3] 

11 Sādiqiyya Yakhchali (Y) IV-C-Y1 

12 Mirzā-Shafi Ensemble including: Mirzā-Shafi sarāsi (S6), Mirzā-
Shafi Timchasi (T1) & Mirzā-Shafi Dālāni (D2) IV-C-[S6,D2,T1] 

13 Aharilar Mosque (M8) IV-D-M8 
14 Malek Timchasi (T2) IV-D-T2 
15 Structural Analysis of Malek Timchasi (T2) IV-D-T2-S 
16 Mirzā-Mehdi (H2) IV-E-H2 

17 Mirzā-Abulhasan Ensemble including:Mirzā-Abulhasan Timchasi 
(T5) & Mirzā-Abulhasan Sarāsi (S15) IV-E-[T5, S15] 

18 Muzaffariyya Timchasi (T6) IV-E-T6 
19 Structural Analysis of Muzaffariyya Timchasi (T6) IV-E-T6-S 

20 Hāj-Mammad Quli Ensemble including: Hāj-Mammad Quli Timchasi 
(T11) & Hāj-Mammad-Quli Sarāsi (S17) IV-E-[T11, S17] 

21 Structural Analysis of Hāj-Mammad Quli Timchasi (T11-S) IV-E-T11-S 
22 Koucha-Mishkiyan House (Ho) IV-F-Ho1 
23 Hāj-Safar-Ali Timchasi (T10) IV-F-T10 
24 Structural Analysis of Hāj-Safar-Ali Timchasi (T10) IV-F-T10-S-I, IV-F-T10-S-II 

25 Hujjat-ul-Islām Mosque (M15) & 
 Jumā-Machidi Mosque (M16) IV-F-[M15,M16] 

26 Shahidi Mosque (M21) IV-G-M21 
27 Khālkhālli Mosque (M22) IV-G-M22 

28 Sheykh-Kāzim Ensemble including:Bālā-Sheykh-Kāzim Timchasi 
(T17)& Boyuk-Sheykh-Kāzim Timchasi (T18) IV-G-[T17,T18] 

29 Structural Analysis of Boyuk-Sheykh-Kāzim Timchasi (T18) IV-G-T18-S 
30 Mofid-āgā Mosque (M24) IV-I-M24 

31 Amir Ensemble including: Amir Sarāsi(S25), Junubi-Amir 
Timchasi(T20), Amir-Shumali Timchasi(T19) 

IV-I- [S25,T19,T20]-I , 
IV-I- [S25,T19,T20]-II 

32 Structural Analysis of  Junubi-Amir Timchasi (T20) IV-I-T20-S 
33 Amir-Shumali Timchasi (T19) IV-I-T19 
34 Shishegar Khānā (B5) IV-I-B5 
35 Kabud Mosque (Goi-Machid) (M28) IV-J-M28-I ,IV-J-M28-II 

36 

Main Rāstā I  including: Sādeqiyya Chārsugi (CH1), Sādeqiyya 
Rāstāsi (R4), Āynāchilār Rāstāsi (R7), Butchular Chārsugi (CH2), 
Ghadim-Rāstā-Bāzāri (R9), Talizchilar Chārsugi (CH3), Gand-chilar 
Rāstāsi (R13) & Hāj-Ali-Akbar Rāstāsi (R18) 

IV- Main Rāstā-I 

37 Main Rāstā II  including: Yamanduz Rāstāsi (R3), Jadid-Rāstā-Bāzāri 
(R6) & Talizchilar Chārsugi (CH4)  IV- Main Rāstā-II 
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Area of nominated property (ha.) and proposed buffer zone (ha.) 

 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex Area 

Core zone 28.9733 (ha) 

Buffer Zone: 
Total (Buffer Zone + Core Zone) 

75.4082 (ha) 
104.3815 (ha) 

Landscape Zone 492.8233 (ha) 

 

Textual description of the boundaries of the nominated property 

The criteria in Definition of buffer zone and its boundaries in Tabriz Historical 

Bazaar Complex are as follows:  

1- In north-east of “THBC”1, the buffer zone boundaries has been defined, two plaques 

from Sorkhāb Bāzārchā (B1). 

2- In north of “THBC”, the buffer zone boundaries has been defined, along Sorkhāb 

Bāzārchā’s buffer zone boundary and according to Najafgolikhān  fortification and 

Davachi (Shotorbān) gate.  

3- In west of “THBC” the buffer zone boundaries have been defined parallel to Rāstā-

kucha St. for controlling facade of this street that embody authenticity and visual 

integrity of bazaar. The buffer zone boundary has been defined two plaque from west 

ward of this St. 

4- In south-west of “THBC” in same parts, the buffer zone boundary has been defined, 

two plaques from Angachi Bāzārchāsi and other part due to overlapping with the 

“Nana Maryam” historical church, buffer zone has been defined according to this 

historical church buffer zone boundaries.  

                                                 

1 Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex (THBC) 
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5- In south of “THBC” the buffer zone boundaries has been defined parallel to jomhuri-e-

Islāmi St. and for controlling the façade of this street, that include the authenticity and 

visual integrity of bazaar, the buffer zone boundaries has been defined two plaque from 

southwards of this street, as include Shishegar Khāneh Bāzārchāsi. 

6- In south-east of “THBC” the buffer zone has been defined two plaque from Rahli 

Bāzārchāsi & Kabud mosque (Goy machid). 

7- According to eastwards of “THBC” that there are some valuable buildings, like 

historical houses belonging to Tabriz traders, Bāgmesha gate, government house, 

national bank, college building, that all of them has been registered in the national List. 

The buffer zone boundaries have been defined that protect all of these monuments.  

Generally the defined boundaries for “THBC” buffer zone is included 3 gates, from 8 

gates of old Tabriz Najafgolikhān fortification, Khiābān gate, Davachi (Shotorbān) gate, 

Bāghmishe gate, same part of Najafgolikhān fortification, some parts of historical urban fabric 

and limited to Motahhari (Rāstā kucha) St, Jomhuri-e-Eslāmi St, Allāmeh-Tabātabāei 

(Chāykanār) St, Āzādegān St, Tarbiat St, Artesh-e-Shomāli St and Imām-Khomeini St.  
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Textual description of the Core zone boundary 

In order to specify the latitude and longitude of spots around the core zone of 

THBC, the starting point is taken as C1 at the end of Seyyed-Ali-Hakim alley, right in 

front of the Jumā-machid. Then moving north east through the urban fabric, the C2 

point is reached which is situated at the end of Mollā-Ahmad alley and its intersection 

with another alley parallel to Jumā-machid Bāzārchā. C3 is located northwards at the 

end of this alley. Moving eastwards from this point is C4 at the intersection of the new 

Mashruta bazaar with the historical one. Moving northward from here and in parallel 

with Sādiqiyya-Rāstāsi is located point C5 at the northwestern corner of Sādiqiyya-

yakhchāli which is on the southern bank of Meydān-chāi River. From here moving 

eastwards point C6 is reached situated beside the Pol-Bāzār, then traveling northwards 

after passing the river there is point C7. Moving westwards from the northern bank of 

the river is point C8 at the southwestern side of Davachi-Bāzārchā. Traveling 

northwards from here (where the core zone line passes west of the Davachi-Bāzārchā) 

is point C9. After going around the northwestern section of Davachi-Bāzārchā via this 

point there is point C11 inside Sāmān-Meydāni alley (Kāhforushān). Moving eastwards 

from here as far as the north eastern end of Davachi-Bāzārchā is point C12 whence the 

route direction is changed southwards so that after passing the urban fabric point C13 is 

reached at Shahidrezā alley. Here traveling southwards through a narrow alley, Shahid-

Stebār-sāni alley and point C14 is seen. Here the direction is changed eastwards so that 

moving along Shahid-Stebār-sāni alley is point C15 on Dārāie-e-jadid Street. 

Proceeding at the same direction as before, Dārāiee Street is passed but from inside 

Sābunchilār alley and moving southwest is point C16 northeast of Sāhib-ul-Amr shrine 

and Seqqat-ul-islām mosque afterwards at the end of Sābunchilār alley and beside 

Meydān-chāi river is point C17 whence going west Point C18 is seen beside Dārāiee 

Street located southwest of Sāhib-ul-Amr shrine. Continuing westwards Dārāiee Street 

is passed and at Pol-Bāzār is point C19. Further south along the Pol-Bāzār passed river 

and point C20 is observed. Then going eastwards point C21 is reached at the 

southwestern corner of Dārāiee and Allāmeh-Tabātabāei (Chāykanār) crossroad. Here 

going south (Dārāiee Street is on our right and the historical bazaar is on our left) point 
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C22 is seen northeast Bāshmākh-chilār Rāstā entrance whence the direction is changed 

eastwards along Haram-khānā bazaar in order to reach point C23 northeast of that 

bazaar whence going south point C24 is seen. Afterwards turning west Dārāiee Street 

is entered once again with point C25 resting at its west and southeast of Bāshmākh-

chilār Rāstā entrance. This way Haram-khānā bazaar is also included in the core zone. 

Proceeding southwards point C26 is located at the beginning of Dārāiee Street beside 

Tejārat bank. Whence the direction is turned east along Jomhuri-e-Eslāmi Avenue until 

reaches point C27 located along Shishegar-khānā Bāzārchā. The core zone line goes 

through the middle Shams bazaar and Shishegar-khānā bāzārchā’s reaching point C28 

on Tarbiat Street. Here turning northwest along this street, point C29 is reached. 

Whence the core zone line extends northeast and goes through the middle of 

Shishegar-khānā Bāzārchā and Molānā mall reaching point C30 north side of Jomhuri-

e-Eslāmi Avenue. From here turning left at the beginning of north Shariati Street lays 

point C31. Proceeding northeast from east of this street is point C32 situated beside the 

entrance of Bāshmākh-chilār Rāstā towards north of Shariati Street. Then turning west 

on the opposite side lays point C33 near the entrance of Shahidi Rāstā. Continuing at 

the southwest direction along north Shariati Street lays point C34 southwest of Qizilli 

mosque. Whence the core zone line enters the urban fabric from west then goes into an 

alley at point C35 and returns the urban fabric at the previous direction. Afterwards 

passing south of Safi bazaar and Dig-bāshi alley (one block is located inside the core 

zone from south of that alley) point C36 is seen on Motahhari (Rāstā kucha) Street. At 

the same direction this alley is traveled to go into another urban fabric south of Angaji 

Bazarcheh to come to point C37 inside a narrow alley. At the end of this alley 

southwards, point C38 on Jomhuri-e-Eslāmi Avenue is reached. Along which moving 

west lays point C39 at the end of Angaji Bāzārchā near Angaji mosque. From here the 

direction of the line turns north and at the western entrance of Angaji Bāzārchā off 

Jomhuri-e-Eslāmi Avenue reaches point C40 and continuing north from here enters the 

urban fabric and extends as far as Rāstā kucha Street which is the location of point 

C41. Afterwards it tends eastwards and after passing Rāstā kucha Street and putting a 

block of the northern part of Dig-bāshi alley within the core zone, continues east as far 

as point C42 situated north of Safi bazaar entrance inside a narrow alley. From here the 
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core zone line first goes inside the urban fabric eastwards and then after passing two 

blocks moves north so that at the north eastern corner of Ali-ebne-Abitaleb pre-

university school yard and south of Jumā-machid mosque reaches point C43. Whence 

the line extends from the southern edge of the mosque eastwards then at its 

southwestern corner turns north as far as point C44 at the end of Aslānzādeh dead-end. 

Moving north it reaches point C1 located before the entrance of Jumā-machid at the 

end of Seyyed-Ali-Hakim. 

In order to delineate the core zone of Sorkhāb Bāzārchā, we start from point C45 

located at the end of Mollābāshi alley before the Sorkhāb Bāzārchā entrance. The line 

enters the fabric as far as one block in the western direction. Then moves north to reach 

point C46 inside Zahiroldivān alley which is perpendicular to its route and after a slight 

turn goes northwest to reach point C47 located west of the center of Sorkhāb alley then 

turns east as far as the opposite end of that center in which lays point C48. Then 

moving south, it passes through a block and joins point C49 at the end of another dead 

end. Whence it turns west and one block before the alley beginning goes south and 

after reaching the entrance of Sorkhāb Bāzārchā, from Mollābāshi alley turns west 

again to join the start point of C45. 

Additionally the core zone line of Rahli Bāzārchā, Kohna (khiābān) Bāzārchā 

and Karanei-khānā bazarcheh begins from Jomhuri Avenue and reaches the specified 

points of C50 and C51 which after encircling Karanei-khānā Bāzārchā reaches Artesh 

Street in a southeastern direction. The two points on the either side of the line in this 

street are designated as points C52 and C53. The core zone line enters the urban fabric 

after passing north of Artesh Street at the same direction so that it encloses Rahli 

Bāzārchā from two sides and reaches Khāghāni Street at points C54 and C55. 

Afterwards with a slight shift of angle goes through the urban fabric at the same 

direction but this time encircles Kohna (khiābān) so that at its end reaches points C56 

and C57 and with the points C58, C59 and C60 around Kabud (Goy-Machid) mosque 

is finally closed. 
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Point Coordinates Point Coordinates Point Coordinates 

N: 38˚ 04΄ 52.3˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 0.4˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 48˝ C1 E: 46˚ 17΄ 24.3˝  C21 E: 46˚ 17΄ 42.3˝ C41 E: 46˚ 17΄ 18.5˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 53.3˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 46.6˝ C2 E: 46˚ 17΄ 28.8˝  C22 E: 46˚ 17΄ 42˝ C42 E: 46˚ 17΄ 23.5˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 54.8˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 49.1˝ C3 E: 46˚ 17΄ 28˝  C23 E: 46˚ 17΄ 49.1˝ C43 E: 46˚ 17΄ 24.6˝ 
N: 38  04΄ 56.2˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 50.2˝ C4 E: 46  17΄ 33.2˝  C24 E: 46˚ 17΄ 48.9˝ C44 E: 46˚ 17΄ 23˝ 
N: 38  05΄ 2.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.2˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 4.1˝ C5 E: 46  17΄ 35.6˝  C25 E: 46˚ 17΄ 41.2˝ C45 E: 46˚ 17΄ 51.7˝ 
N: 38  05΄ 2˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 42.6˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 5.7˝ C6 E: 46˚ 17΄ 35. 6˝ C26 E: 46˚ 17΄ 40.7˝ C46 E: 46˚ 17΄ 51.5˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 3.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 42˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 7.06˝ C7 E: 46˚ 17΄ 36.7˝ C27 E: 46˚ 17΄ 35.3˝ C47 E: 46˚ 17΄ 52.8˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 8˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 38.5˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 6.2˝ C8 E: 46˚ 17΄ 29˝  C28 E: 46˚ 17΄ 32˝ C48 E: 46˚ 17΄ 54.2˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 9.8˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 42.3˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 4.7˝ C9 E: 46˚ 17΄ 31.5˝ C29 E: 46˚ 17΄ 34.8˝ C49 E: 46˚ 17΄ 53.4˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 11.4˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 42.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.4˝ C10 E: 46˚ 17΄ 27.4˝  C30 E: 46˚ 17΄ 34.8˝ C50 E: 46˚ 17΄ 45.6˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 12.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 42.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.8˝ C11 E: 46˚ 17΄ 27.1˝ C31 E: 46˚ 17΄ 32.1˝ C51 E: 46˚ 17΄ 44.5˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 11.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.2˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 38.4˝ C12 E: 46˚ 17΄ 33.9˝ C32 E: 46˚ 17΄ 33.9˝ C52 E: 46˚ 17΄ 46.6˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 9.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.1˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 35.1˝ C13 E: 46˚ 17΄ 34.2˝  C33 E: 46˚ 17΄ 33.6˝ C53 E: 46˚ 17΄ 47˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 9.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 45.7˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 30.9˝ C14 E: 46˚ 17΄ 35.1˝ C34 E: 46˚ 17΄ 32.4˝ C54 E: 46˚ 17΄ 56.1˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 5.6˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 46.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 30.3˝ C15 E: 46˚ 17΄ 42.7˝ C35 E: 46˚ 17΄ 28.7˝ C55 E: 46˚ 17΄ 55.5˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 4.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.4˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 29.4˝ C16 E: 46˚ 17΄ 45.8˝ C36 E: 46 ˚17΄ 20.1˝ C56 E: 46˚ 17΄ 59.7˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 2˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 28.8˝ C17 E: 46˚ 17΄ 46˝ C37 E: 46˚ 17΄ 14.3˝ C57 E: 46˚ 17΄ 58.8˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 2.81˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 46.9˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 25.9˝ C18 E: 46˚ 17΄ 43.6˝ C38 E: 46˚ 17΄ 14.4˝ C58 E: 46˚ 18΄ 05.8˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 2.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 46.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 22.34˝C19 E: 46˚ 17΄ 39.8˝ C39 E: 46˚ 17΄ 12.4˝ C59 E: 46˚ 18΄ 04.62˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 1.1˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 23.02˝C20 E: 46˚ 17΄ 39.2˝ C40 E: 46˚ 17΄ 12.7˝ C60 E: 46˚ 18΄ 02.28˝ 

  

 

Table: Geographical coordinates of the Core zone 
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Textual description of the Buffer zone boundary 

In order to delineate the latitude and longitude of prominent spots around the 

buffer zone of bazaar, the starting point is taken as B1 at the intersection of Tarbiat and 

Ferdosi streets whence the buffer zone line goes into the former street (little Tarbiat) 

and proceeds as far as its intersection with Postkhāneh alley which is point B2 then 

turning southwest it reaches the end of the fourth block of this alley from west which is 

point B3 then in a northeast direction it enters Shariati Avenue via the urban fabric. 

After crossing this street at the same direction it reenters the urban fabric and at B4 

reaches Meydān-e-Tarlan alley afterwards from west penetrates the urban fabric once 

again and at B5 goes into the same alley. Here it turns north as far as Jomhuri-e-Eslāmi 

Street and passing it enters Shahid-Modir-Shahlā alley then proceeds further and 

beside the square before Kalkatachi mosque reaches B6. At the opposite side of the 

square it goes into Khodi alley and its juncture with Javādi alley which is B7 whence 

turning westwards it enters the urban fabric so that a distance of two blocks with 

Motahhari (Rāstā-kucha) street is maintained. Then turning north it reaches Shahid-

Boluri Street at B8 and extending along it reaches B9 at its intersection with Shahid-

Sabzi alley in which it enters and at a two block distance of Motahhari (Rāstā-kucha) 

street from east namely B10 it turns north then keeping that distance it passes 

Sābunchilar dead end and Shahid-Sadruldini alley which are perpendicular to the 

buffer zone line direction so that along Reza-Shaghi dead end it joins B11 inside the 

city center. Here it proceeds toward the dead end and after crossing it reaches B12 on 

the bank of Meydān-chāi River and its bridge. At the opposite side of the bridge lays 

B13. Moving northwest along the riverside it reaches B14 whence it turns north and 

after crossing Sāmān-Meydāni alley it enters Tutzār alley. Then traveling northwards as 

far as ten meters along this alley it reaches B15 and turns north east to enter the urban 

fabric as far as Shahid-Dāvud-Āghandeh which is B16 then going south along this alley 

B17 is reached from which the direction is changed eastward and entering the urban 

fabric it passes the northern edge of Ommat elementary school and after reaching B18 

at Bāghlāchilār alley it proceeds as far as Dārāiee-Jadid Street. Crossing this street it 

reaches B19 at the beginning of Sorkhāb alley in which it goes at an eastward direction 
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as far as a two block distance of Sorkhāb local center then at a northerly direction from 

east reaches B20 at Eslāmieh alley whence it moves southeast and after passing 

through the urban fabric reaches Sorkhāb alley and B21 again. From inside the urban 

fabric and at a distance of two blocks from the buffer zone of Sorkhāb bāzārchā it first 

runs south then turns west until reaching Mollābāshi alley and B22 which is vertical to 

the direction of buffer zone line then keeping the above mentioned distance it enters the 

urban fabric from east and then turns north to reach Zahiroldivān alley and B23 

alongside the alley it travels west as far as its junction with Khānali Memār alley which 

is B24 then running south alongside this alley it reaches Meydān-chāi River and B25. 

On the opposite bank is B26 here going southeast from the south bank it reaches B27 

from which it turns south a far as B28 beside Amir-almomenin mosque whence it 

moves east from the southern riverbank and reaches B29 at the beginning of Samimi 

alley, then going south it crosses Dāneshsarā Street and reaches B30 at its southern 

sidewalk whence it goes one block east alongside that street then penetrates one block 

inside the city fabric at a southern direction to reach B31 then it turns west along 

Dāneshsarā Street as far as the eastern edge of Sahand inside multi-storied car park. 

To include all of the car park it travels south up to B32 and turning west again, it 

crosses Khāghāni Street and running at former direction, reenters the urban fabric and 

reaches B33 at the entrance of Shariati alley whence after traveling southwest 

alongside the alley meets B34 at its end then changing direction to southeast the urban 

fabric is penetrated again as far as Shahid-Afruzandeh alley which is B35 here it moves 

east and reaches B36 at the northeastern corner of Kabud mosque then after crossing 

Kohna-khiābān alley, Imām-Khomeini Avenue is seen and crossed from south here it 

enters one block inside the city fabric until at B37 the buffer zone course changes as far 

as Shahid-Delhāmed alley and B38 whence it enters the urban fabric at former 

direction so that at Shahid  (B39) it turns north as far as B40 at Imām-Khomeini 

Avenue. After crossing the avenue it reaches B41 which is located southeast of Kohna 

Bāzārchā from the western side of Khāghāni Park. Here the course turns northwest as 

far as B42 at Khāghāni Street and continues at the same direction to pass Hāji-hāshem 

alley and after entering the city fabric reaches north Artesh Street at B43 then after 

crossing this street enters the urban fabric from northwest and joins B44 at eastern edge 
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of Shams mall then turns southwest and after crossing Tarbiat Street and entering the 

city fabric reaches B45 at a distance of one block from that street then maintaining that 

distance at a northeastern direction rejoins B1 at Ferdosi street. 

 

 

Point Coordinates Point Coordinates Point Coordinates 

N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.89˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 15.98˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 37.76˝B 1 E: 46˚ 17΄ 30.03˝  B 16 E: 46˚ 17΄ 27.75˝ B31 E: 46˚ 17΄ 6.82˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 41.83˝  N: 38˚ 05΄ 14.50˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 37.28˝B 2 E: 46˚ 17΄ 22.2˝  B 17 E: 46˚ 17΄ 29.42˝ B32 E: 46˚ 17΄ 0.52˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 40.78˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 13.72˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.12˝B 3 E: 46˚ 17΄ 20.36˝  B 18 E: 46˚ 17΄ 37.42˝ B33 E: 46˚ 17΄ 56.92˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 44.69˝  N: 38˚ 05΄ 9.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 34.65˝B 4 E: 46˚ 17΄ 13.99˝  B 19 E: 46˚ 17΄ 44.5˝ B34 E: 46˚ 17΄ 54.98˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 45.21˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 4.2˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 34.65˝B 5 E: 46˚ 17΄ 11.00˝  B 20 E: 46˚ 17΄ 55.00˝ B35 E: 46˚ 18΄ 0.35˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 49.13˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 6.08˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 27.16˝B 6 E: 46˚ 17΄ 13.63˝ B 21 E: 46˚ 17΄ 56.49˝ B36 E: 46 ˚18΄ 10.13˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 55.43˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 3.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 19.93˝B 7 E: 46˚ 17΄ 18.86˝ B 22 E: 46˚ 17΄ 51.80˝ B37 E: 46˚ 18΄ 14.3˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 58.87˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 6.1˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 21.93˝ B 8 E: 46˚ 17΄ 19.47˝  B 23 E: 46˚ 17΄ 50.6˝ B38 E: 46˚ 17΄ 58.35˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 2.49˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 7.1˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 23.32˝B 9 E: 46˚ 17΄ 17.86˝ B 24 E: 46˚ 17΄ 46.6˝ B39 E: 46˚ 17΄ 54.91˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 2.37˝  N: 38˚ 05΄ 1.05˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 23.82˝B 10 E: 46˚ 17΄ 19.36˝  B25 E: 46˚ 17΄ 47.2˝ B40 E: 46˚ 17΄ 57.54˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 7.75˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 59.23˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 28.62˝B 11 E: 46˚ 17΄ 20.06˝ B26 E: 46˚ 17΄ 46.52˝ B41 E: 46˚ 17΄ 54.41˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 7.12˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 52.97˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 31.26˝B 12 E: 46˚ 17΄ 22.35˝ B27 E: 46˚ 17΄ 56.14˝ B42 E: 46˚ 17΄ 52.84˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 8.42˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 48.56˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 34.60˝B 13 E: 46˚ 17΄ 25.50˝  B28 E: 46˚ 17΄ 56.80˝ B43 E: 46˚ 17΄ 46.25˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 12.26˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 42.94˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.79˝B 14 E: 46˚ 17΄ 23.67˝ B29 E: 46˚ 17΄ 7.25˝ B44 E: 46˚ 17΄ 36.64˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 14.94˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.22˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 37.48˝B 15 E: 46˚ 17΄ 23.92˝ B30 E: 46˚ 17΄ 6.25˝ B45 E: 46˚ 17΄ 33.46˝ 

 

 

 

 

 

Table: Geographical coordinates of the Buffer zone 
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Textual description of the Landscape boundary 

In order to delineate the latitude and longitude of prominent points around 

landscape of bazaar, we begin at point L1 located at the intersection of Allāmeh-

Tabātabāei (Chāykanār) street with Ayatullāh-Beheshti Avenue (Mansur) then proceed 

in a southeastern direction along this avenue as far as its intersection with Bāghshomāl 

Street, which is point L2. Afterwards turning westwards along this street lays its 

intersection with southern Artesh Street which is point L3. The line extends along 

17Shahrivar Avenue as far as its intersection with south of Shariati Street which is 

point L4 then turning northwest and passing through Bāronāvāk alley, it joins L5. 

Afterwards at a northerly direction it reaches L6 at Fajr Square, continuing along 

Felestin Street it joins L7 at its intersection with Chāykanār. Then traveling along the 

same street it reaches L8 at its intersection with Shams-Tabrizi Avenue after passing 

Meydān-chāi River. Here it turns east and proceeding along Shams Tabrizi Avenue it 

joins L9 laying at Seqqat-ul-Islām Crossway, then turning southeast; it proceeds along 

Sarbāz-e-Shahid Street to reach point L10 whence after turning south and passing 

Ayatullāh-Beheshti Avenue (former Mansur) reaches its intersection with Chāykanār 

Street and Meydān-chāi River which is L1. 

 

 

Point Coordinates Point Coordinates Point Coordinates 

N: 38˚ 04΄ 40.40˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 14.40˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 16.94˝L 1 E: 46˚ 18΄ 28.08˝  L 5 E: 46˚ 16΄ 49.45˝ L9 E: 46˚ 18΄ 13.39˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 07.44˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 31.72˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 04.34˝L 2 E: 46˚ 18΄ 13.17˝  L 6 E: 46˚ 16΄ 54.56˝ L10 E: 46˚ 18΄ 36.87˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 05.82˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 16.76˝  L 3 E: 46˚ 17΄ 48.72˝  L 7 E: 46˚ 17΄ 07.18˝   
N: 38˚ 04΄ 05.79˝  N: 38˚ 05΄ 29.60˝  L 4 E: 46˚ 17΄ 01.22˝  L 8 E: 46˚ 17΄ 11.00˝   

 

 

 

 

Table: Geographical coordinates of the Landscape 
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A4 size map of the nominated property, 

showing their boundaries and buffer zones 
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Justification Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 
 

The Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex is embodied with a largest integrated, covered 

brick structure and is the greate economical-social system. Due to its strategical setting along 

the silkroad, it has had strong interaction with other cultures in the world, from antiquity until 

the present.  

Tabriz bazaar has effected economical, cultural and political movements in iran and 

has been a prototype for persian urban planing. 
 

- Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex is one of the most important international 

commercial centers on the path of the Silk Road. Due to the location of this complex, it has 

been considered one of the largest and most important commercial centers of the West and 

East for many centuries. The Silk Road’s most important lifeline has been the trade caravan's 

route from West to east and vice versa. It has spread from China and beyond to Tabriz, and 

has turned the city into a main commercial hub. The old city of Tabriz had many gates, which 

connected the city to other important cities while showing the wide-ranging communications 

within the city. Silk Road trade has been establishing throughout Tabriz. The connections 

extend from beyond Caucasia to Arab countries and include other areas such as the Middle 

East, Africa, Istanbul and many European countries. The Silk road route was the most 

important connection way between Mesopotamia and china throughout ancient world and 

connected eastern and western nations for 4000 years. It was a way for exchanging thoughts 

and religions while exchanging goods (especially silk). Studying the route of the Silk Road 

shows that cities on the Silk Road became more popular and had a higher tendency for 

commercial prosperity. The Silk Road's route in Persia was divided into two routes. After Rey, 

which the secondary route passed through Tabriz, but in this period of history, due to various 

reasons (that will describe in next pages) this route was turned into the most important road in 

Persia and it was the main factor for Tabriz commercial prosperity.        

These wide communications and interactions of the East and West are the central 

factor of traditional long living of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex for many centuries, and it 

allows the bazaar of Tabriz to show off in the world's markets as the largest trade-cultural 

center, with the widest covered architectural body, the most miscellaneous architectural areas, 

and the most sustainable social-economical structure. Due to the commercial prosperity and 
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traditional long living Tabriz bazaar, its primary setting has been immovable during history, 

even after various horrible earthquakes. It has been the center of exchanging the popular 

goods, such as Tabriz carpets, leather goods, and dried fruits, whose production and 

distribution cycles occur totally within the bazaar, in such a manner that tourists have been 

surprised, and now it is still alive and active. Identifying historical, traditional and cultural 

values of Tabriz bazaar as one of the best alive and active terminals of Silk Road and keeping 

it, will help increasingly to survive and recreate the overlooked traditions of the most 

important road, which join west to east in ancient world.  
 

Silk Road 
The Silk Road, or Silk Routes, is an extensive interconnected network of trade routes 

across the Asian continent connecting East, South, and Western Asia with the Mediterranean 

world, including North Africa and Europe. The so-called "Silk Routes" were not only conduits 

for silk, but for many other products and were also very important paths for cultural and 

technological transmission by linking traders, merchants, pilgrims, monks, soldiers, nomads 

and urban dwellers from China to the Mediterranean Sea for thousands of years.  

These routes enabled various peoples to transport trade goods and luxuries such as silk, 

satins, musk, rubies, diamonds, pearls and rhubarb. Not only were materialistic goods spread 

along the silk roads but thoughts, ideas, diseases, and cultures traveled along the routes as well 

resulting in a very far-reaching land based trade network unparallel in the ancient world.[2] The 

vast network encompassed different parts of China, India, and Asia Minor and the 

Mediterranean, extending over 8,000 km (5,000 miles). The Silk Road was a significant factor 

in the development of various great civilizations including China, India, Egypt, Persia, Arabia, 

Rome, and the Byzantines while also helping to lay the foundations for the modern world in 

several respects. 

 The term “Silk Road” implies a continuous journey yet very few travelers traveled the 

route from end to end. For the most part, goods were transported by a series of agents on 

varying routes and trade took place in the bustling mercantile markets of the large cities and 

oasis towns2. 

                                                 
2  From: “www.wikipedia.com” 
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The following maps show the route of the Silk Road throughout various time periods 

along with the position of Tabriz among them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The silk roads in Antiquity from 2ndcentury BC to 4th century AD 

The silk roads in Antiquity from 13th century AD to 16th century AD 

The silk roads in Antiquity from 5th century AD to beg of 13th century AD 
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Silk Road's route in the Iranian Plateau: 

Some parts of the Silk Road which pass through the Iranian Plateau have always 

existed in Chinese and Roman inscriptions because of the natural situation in around of the 

Iranian Plateau had created an important path for commercial caravans. Passengers of the Silk 

Roads after entering the Iranian Plateau arrived in Hecatompylos city or Hezārdarvaze and 

then Rey.  

The Silk Road's route was divided into two routes after Rey, in which the Northern 

route was established during the Sāsānid era, but the original route which had been turned into 

the Southern route, led to the center of the province of Mad (Ekbātān). After passing through 

the Zagros Mountains, the road entered into the Mesopotamia plain. This road was the most 

popular and important internal roads in Iran. Records of ancient buildings in this road denote 

that every city along this rout became more popular."  

Northern routes which led to Azerbaijan through Ray and then to Armenia, caused 

commercial prosperity in Armenian cities along its secondary routes, which joined to the 

transition centers of Devin, Tignoserat, Arzroom, Ertashat, then led to Bizans and Asia 

Minor's cities. 

In various sources, branches of the Northern route has been mentioned in the times of 

the Sāsānids and Ekbātān has been mentioned in the times of the Ilkhani reign. In some 

periods, such as the Ilkhāni's reign which was contemporary with Marko Polo's journey, this 

route became popular due to the insecurity of original road. 

  

Silk Road's route in Northwest of Iran: 

Because this road at northern part of Iran was difficult to pass, it was considered as a 

secondary route. Due to both mountainous areas and cold, this area was covered with snow in 

the most months of the year, and passing through it became virtually impossible.  

Yet, when Mesopotamia at some historical period was involved in the war, this route 

became popular. After the Sāsānid era, its popularity was due to the Ilkhāni's reign, because of 

the area's security and that Marāghe was the capital. Therefore, it turned this road into the 

main highway in the Iranian Plateau. 
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Old city of Tabriz has had various gates, which connected this city to other important 

cities, and show the wide ranging communications in this city. Some gates are named, and 

have the same old functions such as Istanbul Gate. In continuous, moreover showing Tabriz's 

map, and old gates' situations, we address the historical documentations at this field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tabriz 

Silk Road in Iran and the situation of Tabriz on the Silk Road 

Shotorban 
gate,to caucasia 

Sorkhsb gate 

Baghmishe 
gate,to ardabil 

Khiaban gate,to 
Tehran  

Gajil 
gate,to 

Baghdad  

 Istanbul gate,to 
Istanbul 

nobar gate 

mahad-mahin gate 

The situation of historical gates of Tabriz old city 
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1. Istanbul gate    to Istanbul and then European country   

2. Davachi(Shotorbān) gate      to Baku(Azerbaijan)  

3. Sorkhāb gate 

4. Bāghmishe gate    to Rey and then East Asia 

5. Khiābān gate 

6. Nobar gate                                   

7. Mahadmahin gate   

8. Gajil gate     to Baghdad, Arabia and Africa  

 

The historical documentations refer to several gates of historical city of Tabriz and 

wide communications of this city.   

Odoric, catholic priest from Pordnon visited Tabriz in the time of King Aboosaid 

Bahādorkhān, and went to China through Tabriz and returned through Hormoz and Baghdad. 

Ebn-e-Batouteh has described Tabriz Market as full of goods, prosperous and one of 

the best markets of the world and he wrote: “The next day we entered Tabriz city through the 

Baghdad gate and we got to a big market called “Ghazan Bazaar”. That was the best bazaar I 

had ever seen in all cities of the world. 

There is some more documentation about these gates, which include Istanbul Gate, 

Baku Gate, and Baghdad Gate in the history section of Tabriz Bazaar.     

The situation of the historical Bazaar of Tabriz, on the way of the Silk Road is the main 

reason of its popularity, even after various horrible earthquakes.  

Tabriz Bazaar's main Rāstehs, which were along the main roads and led to the city's 

central gates in the past, have kept their position to the current day. 
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Commercial relationships of Tabriz city with other main cities of the world, and 

cultural transactions, led to various effects on global values from east to west, and the 

existence of this bazaar is essential for trading such big volume of goods. This bazaar had such 

an economical prosperity that tourists were surprised at the multiplicity of the Caravansara in 

this complex and profitable economy. Also, it has had global popularity for trading the unique 

goods such as Tabriz carpet, silk textile and clothing, dried fruits as tourists say followings in 

this regard: 

 

Marco polo:   

Descriptions: Tabriz's inhabitants provide their expenses through trading various 

goods. Tabriz's products include all kind of silk, some simbaft and some gold cloths. You can 

find all sorts of precious stones in this city. Businessmen, who are trading there, will obtain 

remarkable profit. 

 

Yaghoot Hamavi:  

Descriptions: You can find all kind of fruits in this city. I had not seen such a delicious 

and clean apricot anywhere, rather Tabriz, which is called Moosel". 

They produce stain prayer rugs from "woolen" textiles and export them to other cities 

in the west and east. 

 

Today's setting of bazaar Setting of bazaar in Safavid period 
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Ebne Batoote:  

Descriptions: We entered Tabriz through Baghdad gate, and arrived at GhazanKhan 

Bazaar. It was the best bazaar, I ever seen in the world. Each of craftsmen had a special place. 

I entered into Jewelry Bazaar; I was dazzled by seeing so much jewelry. Nice servants with 

sumptuous dress, and a silk shawls wound around their waist. They stood nearby their master, 

and showed the jewelries to the Turkish Women. 
 

Kareri:  

Descriptions: After watching Caravansara and Zarābkhāne, we visited popular place 

is titled Gheisarieh. This building has high and big dome and it is a commercial center for 

businessmen. You can find the most precious goods there. Bazaar of goldsmiths is next to the 

Gheisarieh.  
 

Chardin:             

Descriptions: The most exquisite and glossiest bazaar in Tabriz is the bazaar in which 

all kind of jewelry is traded. It is titled Gheisarieh, which means king's bazaar. It's very wide 

and in Octagon shape. It was constructed (in 850 A.H.) by the order of Uzoon Hasan whose 

reign was in Tabriz. 
  

Tavarnieh:             

Descriptions: Here, wine and water of life and in fact all kind of goods is accessible to 

the customers inexpensively are present. In Tabriz, money is exchanged more than anywhere 

in the world. Many Armenian families have been affluent through trading there. … Tabriz has 

numerous and glossy bazaars.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 There are more descriptions in history section of Tabriz bazaar. 
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- Tabriz Bazaar as a perfect sample of trade complex has been a place for various 

opinions' transactions and was a center for social activities. This complex has the best perfect 

social organizations in the world and its social management has lasted up to now. The Bazaar 

of Tabriz is the best social-economical system, because people have had a main role in 

establishing, conservation and restoration of the Bazaar. (People's contribution).  

Tabriz complex is an integrated system, which has been constructed through a 

neighborhood of various elements. 

In fact, due to bazaar's multidiscipline, human's relationships have been facilitated and 

turned this complex into the perfect commercial–cultural complex in the world, which 

contains commercial centers, schools, mosques, baths and libraries.  

A variety of transactions and social activities of the bazaar of Tabriz is considered as 

au unique, in such a manner that we can see the appearance of transactions and social activities 

in various and integrated architecture, which has been turned it into the best design of bazaar 

architecture in the world. 

The Bazaar's area has been impressed by the religious beliefs of the society's ideology 

who wish for freedom, avoiding deceit, hypocrisy and selecting the best ones.  The central 

goal of society of Iranian-Islamic Bazaar, is gaining the most legitimate profit through trading 

which is gleamed in its architectural body and various special variety. Sparkled by the physical 

frame of the bazaar, is cultural and religious spirit of the bazaar, which turned it into a holy 

place. Existence of several schools and mosques in this complex shows that merchants keep 

their religious belief during all processes of trade. Close relationship between schools, 

mosques and commercial spaces in Tabriz bazaar is unique relative to the rest of the world. 
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Functions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

Trade Functions of historical bazaar complex: 

Bazaar of Tabriz is the best center for business. In fact, it is the best place for 

producing and distributing the goods, and the most suitable social-economical system. 

Social and architectural Structure of Tabriz Bazaar, in their interactions, draws the 

social relations in the best way.4  

                                                 

4 Merchants are put in one guild and next to each other: 
- establishing competitive place for whom to supply the best goods. 
-The possibility of comparing the goods for customers. 
Unity of original bazaar cover(ceiling) and near relationship between merchants and distributors:  
- Causing competition between sellers, in order to offer the goods inexpensively. 
-Existence of perfect competition in the bazaar among producers for submitting cheapest goods. 
Logical distance between the shops of two sides of the guild:   

-Collaboration and comprehension's feel between two guilds.   
-The possibility of seeing the products of two guilds by one passing. 

These two diagrams show the relationship between the commerce and religion in 
the bazaar of Tabriz. 
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Commercial functions of Bazaar of Tabriz are as follows: 

1- sale: it contains wholesale or retail 

2- Administrative- economical: The organizations, which are in the service of commerce 

directly, such as commercial centers and banks 

3- Private occupations: Occupations, which are in the service of commerce directly, such as 

dealerships. 

4- Workshops: This part is in the service of commerce directly and has following functions: 

1- Industrial work 

2- Repair 

3-packing and distributing 

5- Stocking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The groups which are establishing the social structure of bazaar of Tabriz have been 

acting since long time ago. 
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Other serving occupations, which make profit for commercial bazaars, are as follow:   

Moneychangers, dealers, peddlers, Mirzas (secretary), students of chambers, clerks, banks, 

police 
 

Merchants: 

The most important group of bazaars is the merchants, who are richer than other 

groups of bazaar. Older generation of merchants have had long recorded and experienced 

prosperity in the bazaar, and have high respect and social position within the bazaar. 

Merchants are purchasing and selling goods. Due to their affluence and position, they are able 

to enter any field, hence do not have any guild. We can say that specializing in trade, began 

from retailers, but what can be distinguished merchants from each other is their type of trade 

and religion.  
 

Wholesale dealer: 

Wholesale dealers are put in the second situation of the Bazaars' groups, which are 

connecting the supply and not contemporary to the demand of the bazaar. In fact, they are 

strong suppliers in the country, especially in the townships, and they are central to the 

economy of a bazaar, and their role in the economy is crucial. Hence, they have a central role 

in social and political changes and celebrities. Wholesalers, who are traditional and very pious 

in doing religious duties, play a central role in social and economical aspects in the bazaar. 

Their permanent presence in the depth of a bazaar makes this role more significant.  
 

Retailer: 

Retailers will organize the third group of a bazaar, and have experience in the special 

field and trade special good. In fact specializing in occupations began from retailers. They are 

expert in purchasing and selling special good, and purchase the product from a wholesaler and 

sell it at some profit. Retailers are middle class people, and become coordinated with the 

culture and the bazaar's tradition, participate in social and political living of the bazaar, have 

coordinated behaviors toward groups, and try to act conservatively.  
 

Dealers: 

This group is the cleverest traders and has multilateral activities. They are expert in 

their occupation and each one has specialty in one or two fields. They are responsible for 

finding customers, establishing the transactions, determining the terms and conditions and 

concluding the contract. Some times, they undertake supply guarantees and even have their 

own private banks. Administering the bazaar was dependant on dealers. This group is very 

aware of the method of the bazaar. Some times bankrupt traders enter this occupation due to 
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their useful information. These known people attend in many transactions, and less transaction 

will be done without their presence. Although dealers are aquatinted with laws of market, due 

to their multilateral activities, they are less dependent in tradition and use tradition as a tool for 

proceeding their transactions. This group writes all specifications of the transaction, product 

name, price, method of sale and purchase on it, even register the name of buyer and seller, 

seal, signature and fingerprint in his notebook.   

This notebook is valid and it is confirmable in trade courts. Although, the demand of 

dealers is known, they do not have good popularity and traders do not rely on them. 
 

Moneychangers: 

Moneychangers are in the same position as traders. Although dividend is prohibited in 

Islam the dealer's occupation is accepted. Many people are dealing in the bazaar especially in 

the profitable times. 
 

Mirzas (Secretaries): 

Tasks like registering sale and purchase is in charge of secretaries. These groups 

profited, but some times a percentage would be paid to them as commission. Paying this 

amount is not permanent custom, and depends on the agreement between trader and secretary.  

In the last decades, secretaries and plain clerks were the only persons who knew to write and 

read, and this matter, kept them away from the traditional world.  Secretaries are not traders, 

even though they are included in organizing groups. 
 

Warehousemen: 

Warehousemen keep one or some stocks in the bazaar or sides of it. They live in the 

bazaar due to the type of their occupation. The storage charge is hereditary, and there are 

families who have done this occupation for years from generation to generation. Some times 

porters of a bazaar will be promoted to Warehouseman after hard efforts and gaining 

confidence. The essential condition for becoming a warehouseman is confidence, even if they 

have another religion except Islam. They are responsible for the existing and entering the 

goods through arcades. Their setting is in Front of each arcade, there are Warehousemen in 

numbers of Timches' (arcade) doors. These people are appointed among clever and skillful 

people, because the traders entrusted their wealth to them and depending on the importance of 

the Timche (arcade), some workers, porters and packing men work for him.  In bazaar of 

Tabriz, Warehousemen are called "Odābāshi". 
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The porters: Passing any vehicle through Bazaar is impossible, due to its structure and 

architectural form, so, carrying the goods done by people whose occupations are porters, you 

can see any age among them.5 

 
 

Social function of Tabriz Bazaar: 

The Relationship of social affairs with commerce was in such a manner that, in 

addition to economical activities in the bazaar; it was a center for political and cultural 

activities too. Traders were always an integrated community, who negotiate about social 

matters with their own beliefs. Tabriz bazaar is a perfect sample of trade complex has been a 

place for opinions' transactions and was a center for social activities. 

In the cultural and social aspect, the bazaar of Tabriz has been a large center for 

broadcasting news. News and information was entered main bazaar from all religious, 

educational, administrative, economical centers such as (Jāme Mosque), (religious schools), 

(government), (guilds, chambers). Neighborhood of chambers and lack of windows and doors, 

(inner bazaar), has made traders very intimate. Here, we can see effect of architecture's frame 

on establishing the social interactions. Establishing all kind of social and common ceremonies 

such as celebrities and mourning in bazaar: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

5 More explanation has been submitted in anthropology's section. 

Social ceremonies in Tabriz bazaar 
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Official decorating of a bazaar, on the occasion of happy celebrations, religious and 

national ceremonies, and entertaining the foreign guests, increases the bazaar's importance. 

Bazaar of Tabriz as the most important cultural-economical complex has many various guilds 

and occupations, and due to the presence of numerous people with various cultures, there are 

many social and cultural interactions in this complex. The presence of numerous people in this 

bazaar and their interactions, has created certain and unique culture, which is one of the 

remarkable features of this complex.  

Bazaar of Tabriz as an economical and social system follows the City's social model. 

This means that establishing both social system and spatial structure, leads to a social 

environment which affects the individual and public behavior and effects individual and public 

characteristics. On the other hand, bazaar of Tabriz is a place for interaction of opinions and 

encountering the various customs, which have affected each other. This affecting and 

relationship in a traditional society organizes a potential power which joins cultural, social and 

historical fields, and also makes spiritual and cultural spaces. In studying and surveying the 

bazaar and its behavior, we can find that religion and family has a significant role in the 

activity of the bazaar. 

By the side of an economical aspect of the bazaar, religions role is very determinant. 

The existence of mosques, religious schools, shrines in the bazaar, certify this claim that 

traders always keep their religious and cultural aspects and respect them.  When somebody 

enters a bazaar, space and environment affects him/her, in such a manner that he has entered a 

holy place. This religious spirit makes him to respect all ritual affairs, as Helen Wolf indicates 

that the architecture's style of Islamic Bazaars are taken from  Mithraism temples, and they are 

common and necessary to silence and tranquility for saying prayer. Kinship is also one of the 

main factor for joining people and traders, in order to reach confidence and tranquility. 

Moreover, Bazaar of Tabriz have had a commercial and economical function in cultural and 

social aspects, it has a central role for disseminating the cultural views, because industry has 

been established in the bazaar and conveyed to students and children. Also, the bazaar's 

cultural features conveyed to homes, alleys and towns and broadcasted the culture and living 

society. Therefore, we can say that admitting the culture is dependent on the bazaar and this 

large community has had a central role in creating the culture. Bazaar of Tabriz is considered 

as the core and heart of Tabriz, which has been outlined by effect of environment's ideology 

and constructors' interests. It lasted in the course of its historical evolution in terms of 

economical and social parities, and each time, it had changed the basis of demand. Therefore, 
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we find out architectural body of bazaar has been organized on the basis of various necessities 

and conditions. 
 
 

Social sustainability In Tabriz bazaar: 

- Social self determination and cultural diversity. 

- being compatible with local community. 

- Protection and promote of human health trough a healthy and safe working environment. 

- Existing of mixed land uses in the bazaar complex that help to social sustainability. 
   

Religious and cultural function of bazaar: 

Religion has been one of the most determinant factors in social relationships. Eastern guilds, 

in the aspect of cities' morphology, and setting of bazaar near the mosques had an intimate 

relationship with the clergies. The original center of religious activities was at Jami Mosque, 

which is usually located in the bazaar or the length of its original road. Bazaars had an 

intimate and social relationship with Jami Mosques which were the spiritual centers of the 

city. The neighboring Jami Mosque bazaar shows the relationship of religion and trade. While 

one of the unique and significant matters regarding the bazaar of Tabriz is that there are many 

mosques in this complex, which have been active since long time ago. There are 28 mosques 

in this complex, which support this religious –cultural relationship.  

The Presences of numerous people from various groups of townsmen, villagers, shopkeepers 

union have caused social and cultural interactions in the bazaar. We can consider Tabriz 

bazaar as the center of cultural interactions and the most significant place for investigating 

cultural and social characteristics, because although many revolutions have occurred in this 

territory, the bazaar always defends the cultural values. The Bazaar, as a cultural congress has 

been the place of encountering the various cultural ethnics and was a center of languages, 

dialects and cultures. This ancient center is one of the main centers, which several religion and 

languages have been encountered. 
   

Historical and political functions: 

Although the bazaar of Tabriz does not have a political structure, it always has intervened in 

political or social affairs.  
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"Fighting against dictatorship and colonization emerged since end of 13th and first of 14th 

century. It was a beginning of the challenging of traders which lasted one century."6 

In this regard, the bazaar of Tabriz with economical potential power, showed significant 

political possibilities and that Islamic belief could be one of the strong political, social and 

economical bases of urban living in Iran.7 
 

- In the bazaar of Tabriz, architectural spaces have gathered and formed an integrated 

brick structure. This architectural–urban phenomenon is a creative response to commercial, 

religious and cultural demands of a society and is consistent with geographical, ecological 

territory. 

The bazaar complex, containing streets connecting areas of the city to each other. 

Chāhārsughs (intersection of bazaar streets), Caravansaries and Timches (court yards in 

bazaar) form the general structure of a  Persian traditional city. 

On the other hand, the bazaar of Tabriz was the most significant communication center 

within the city that people not only trade the goods there, but, news and advertisements were 

spread there and reached the people. 

The bazaar area was not only allocated to the trade8, but embodied some key factors 

such as Jami mosque, religious schools, bathhouses, Ghahvekhānes (traditional tea house) and 

other important urban facilities public an governmental areas9. (Map No. IV) 

In the bazaar of Tabriz, Blue Mosque and Jāme Masque, which are two of the most 

important mosques of the city in addition to 17 Mosques, 5 Madrases (schools) , 4 Hammāms, 

2 Libraries and 1 Zurkhāne (place for Iranian traditional sport) are gathered together with 

shops, workshops, Timches and Caravansaries in the same area. 

In addition, main Ghanāts (Aqueducts) of the city passed through the bazaar. The water 

of bathes and caravans of bazaar were supplied through this aqueduct10.  

Therefore, the bazaar was the most significant area in the social living spaces, which 

joined important cultural, economical and political centers sand turned into an essential road 

of the city and any movement in the bazaar was conveyed to the other parts of the city. 

                                                 
6 Ashraf , Ahmad, 1359, page 106 
7 More explanations in this regard has been submitted in the section of bazaar's description. 
8 Commercial functions of bazaar of Tabriz include: sale, administrative-economical function (organizations are 

in service of trade directly such as trade centers and banks) and workshops( industrial, repairing, packing and 
distributing) and warehouses (for more information, you can refer to bazaar's description page. 81) 

9 for more information, you can refer to bazaar's description pages 113 -152 
10 today , the ghanats of tabriz are dried. 
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Tabriz city has been destroyed by earthquakes many times and because of the 

commercial importance of Tabriz bazaar, after each earthquake, 

The city and its bazaar were reconstructed in the same location as before. 

After each deadly earthquake, building the city rampart was the first measure of the 

governors of the city in order to protect the bazaar .11  

The people of Tabriz reconstructed the bazaar before constructing their own houses. 

This proves the vital role of the bazaar for the city. 

Each building in the bazaar of Tabriz is constructed with a structural technique 

appropriate to the climate and geography of Tabriz. 
The construction techniques used in buildings of the Tabriz bazaar are different from 

techniques in other regions of Iran .12  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
11 for mor information you can refer to: zaka,yahya, earthquakes of tabriz,(p.115) 
12 for mor information you can refer to the results of the research(structure of tabriz bazaar),Shahid beheshti 

university,Tehran. 

Hāj-Mohammad-Qoli timche 
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On the other hand, all of single structures that form the entire structure of the grand 

bazaar are working together as an integrated system. This quality provides more safety in time 

of earthquake.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mass and open space are properly interrelated in Tabriz bazaar.  In the case of 
earthquakes or conflagration, the central courtyard provides places to escape. 
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The Bazaar of Tabriz has taken up a wide space, and considered as the largest roofed structure 

built by humans. Due to increasing demand of space, the bazaar was developed towards 

Mehrānroud River.13 

The northern areas of the bazaar were connected to the southern bazaar by tow brigs. The most 

creative usage of these bridges can be seen in Pol-Bazaars (bazaars on the bridges). Existence 

of bazaars' bridge in the past is proved by handmade design of tourists and old maps14. 

Documents related to Tabriz's flood15 contain a map of Tabriz and the Mehrānroud River 

along with houses, buildings, this document also includes twelve hand made designs showing 

buildings of the city as well as the tow Pol-bazaars. 

This map was designed by Mohammad-Ebn-Iraj-Ghājār, which was prepared in order to 

calculate the losses of the flood in 19th AD by the order of Fathali Khān, the governor of the 

city.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We can see another sketches in the travel account of Fred Richards16 in 1931AD. These 

images only show one of the bridges, which is near to the Sahib-al-amr mosque. In Fred 

Richards's original book, you can see the following images described as "bazaar on the bridge, 

Tabriz" 

 
                                                 
13 for more information, you can refer to bazaar's description pages 427 
14 for more information, you can refer to the bridges' section of bazaar's description pages 429 
15 original document is in archive of Iranian historical studies institution 
16 Fred Richards has visited Tabriz in hid journey. (In 1310-1931 A.H.) 

Pol-bazaars on the Aji-chai River 

 

Pol-bazaars of shoemakers (Eastern) 
along the Yemen-duzan bazaar. 
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"The two sides of the river, which flow near the bazaar, its flood is popular, and streets leading 

to the bazaar are widened and repaired while a dam has been constructed. Persian Bazaars are 

one of the finest and most populated places. One of the most attractive parts of the city is the 

bridge which joins the bazaar to the square."17 

In the map of (Gharachi Dāghi), and (Asadolā Khān)18, we see the place of bridges labeled as 

bazaar legend. 

The map of (Gharachi Dāghi) was prepared in 1297 A. H. and map of (Asadolā Khān) in 1327 

A. H. is also shown. These two old maps indicate the existence of a bridge in modern times 

(19th AD.). 

According to studies19, on the Pol-bazaars (bazaars on bridges), we can say that these two 

bridges are built during the reign of Naser-al-din Shah20. With reference to Fred Richards's 

handmade design, and comparing it with handmade designs of Tabriz's flood, we can reach the 

conclusion that one of these bridges has been destroyed during Tabriz's flood (1288 Hejira-

1870 A. D.) until Fred Richards's journey (1310 Hejira – 1931 A.D.) while another one did 

not last for a long time. 

 

 

                                                 
17 Fred Richards's  travel account, translated by Mahindokht Saba, cultural and science Publication Company, 
second publication, 1379, page 315 
18 These maps are prepared in 19th century by government officials, Gharachi Daghi and Asadola Khan. 
19 description of done surveys, has been gathered in Tabriz historical bazaar complex, page 432 
20 King of Ghājār, 18th century A.D 

Fred Richards sketch -The bazaar on the bridge 
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In recent years, the City Development Organization of Tabriz, decided to execute plans 

which make profit for various parts of bazaar north of river. Northern parts of Tabriz Bazaar 

has increasingly become poorer, because it has been separated from the southern more 

profitable part. Its shops have become less profitable than the southern parts. For the joining of 

these two parts of the bazaar and balancing their values, the best solution seems to be the 

solution that people have long reached, to rebuild Pol-bazaars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The map of Tabriz bazaar (Gharachi Dāghi 19th AD) 

Bazaar 

Caravansary 

Alley 

The western Pol bazaar, tabriz bazaar 
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In addition to constructing the Pol-bazaars of Tabiz as a creative solution for that time, 

nowadays, Iranian architects have taken it as a sample for new Persian bazaars such as the 

bazaar of Ghom (dār-al-shafā bazaar).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combining the bazaar with the governmental square, which has been included in the 

bazaar of Tabriz, is common in many cities of Iran. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

bazaar 
Sahib-abad 

square 

 Miniature map of Tabriz, in the time of Shah Tahmaseb Safavi designed by Nasooh – 
metraghchi-Osmani. Bazaar, Joining the main squares and complexes and main centers of 

city of Tabriz. 

Dārolshafā bazaar in Ghom (www.archnet .com)  
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A Square (Meydān)21 in the Azerbaijan area (and neighborhood mountainous areas such as 

Kordestan)22 is applied to the place that buildings are constructed in the middle of it or around 

it, contrary to central plateau squares, which have quadrangle sides. 

Sāhib-ābād Square belongs to Āgh-ghuyunlus23 reign in the middle of Safavi's reign 

(18th century A.D). It is a square which was formed by governmental and public buildings 

placed around it and in the middle of it. 

In other words, Sāhib-ābād Square did not have any frame or wall like "Naghshe Jahān 

" square (17th century A.D) and was defined by gathering important centers like Jami mosque, 

palace, government, schools, hospitals, caravansaras , commercial centers ( such as 

Gheisarie, bazaars), a shrine, a church, mortuaries, and gardens.24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
21 (MEYDAN) is a wide space, beside roads or intersections, which has limited area. It has communication, 

social, commercial, sporting, martial functions( Soltan zade,hosein,urban spaces in Persian historical 
districts) 

22 Due to various weathers, form of architectural and urban areas such as squares in mountainous areas is 
different from central plateau. Although Sahib-Abad has been constructed in a cold region, it has affected 
squares of central plateau very much during an evolution. 

23 Agh-ghuyunlus was from Turkish tribes. Uzoon Hasan ,the agh-ghuyunlu king ruled over  Tabriz in 1469 A.D. 
For more information regarding Aghghoulonha and Gharaghoulonha, refer to: Walter Hints, establishing the 
first national government in Iran. 

24 Omrani behruz and aminan mohamad,Excavation in sahib-al-amr square and hasan padshah complex ,journal 
of humanities,isfahan university ,no50(p91-118) 

The building on which 
Sāhib-al-amr mosque 
was constructed during 
Ghajar reign 

Some remaining parts of changed square, 
which in Sāhib-al-amr square, the courtyard 
of Sāhib-al-amr mosque and Akbarieh School 
were constructed during Ghājār reign 

 

The square's space before 
changing in the Savafi's 
reign (quadrilateral is just for 
showing its dimension) 

Hasan -pādshāh 
Mosque 

King Yaghoob, Hasht 
Behesht palace 

Chardin sketch, showing cities' elements 
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Sahib-ābād square25 was one of the primary squares which were built for military 

functions and the marching of Hasan-pādshāh's army.This square was active in political, 

cultural, military, economical, sporting fields, in its historical period. 

"Recreating the concept of urban planning, started  hear, in Tabriz before the 

establishing Safavi government (in 15th century A.D) in the Ghara-ghuyunlu's26 reign (in 1406 

A.D.) and Āgh- ghuyunlu's reign (in 1469 A.D) 

Besides the construction of a wide square, Ālighāpoo27 gate, Jāmi Mosque, hospital, 

bazaar and mint house (Zarrāb khāneh)28 were all constructed. 

The presence of the first governors in the Safavi reign in Uzoon Hasan’s 29 palace (in 

1469 A.D) was the primary concept of the ideal city. The first reflection of this concept was 

revealed in time of Tahmāseb's30 reign when Ghazvin was his capital. The complex of square, 

bazaar and Ālighāpoo is a clear sign of this movement, which has lasted up to now.31 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
25 for more information, you can refer to bazaar's description pages 441 
26 Ghara-ghuyunluhā like Āgh- ghuyunlu's was from Turkish tribes, which became dominant on Tabriz before 

Āghghoulonhā. 
27 Ālighapoo is a Turkish word means government's court. 
28 mint house, the place of coining money. 
29 Shah Esmāil was the grandchild of uzoon hasan, and after his father's death grew up in uzoon hasan's palace. 
30 Shāh Tahmāseb , king of Safavi, in 17th century, appointed Ghazvin as capital and executed the model of 

sahibābād square with some details in Ghazvin. 
31 Habibi,mohsen(1380)De la cite a la ville(p93) 

Ghazvin city and Āālighapoo in Safavi's reign (Ehsan Eshraghi-
Ghazvin city-page 322) 
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After the construction of the Ālighāpoo Square in Ghazvin, we can see the effect of 

Sahib-ābād Square in Safavi-styled Squares32  such as Naghsh Jahān square in Isfahan (in 17th 

century A.D.) and Ganjalikhān square in Kerman (in 17th century A.D.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
32 Safavied style squares are squares which have been formed by the affect of Sahib-abad square.the first square 

of this style is Alighapu  Square in Ghazvin and the highest point of this style can be seen in Naghsh Jahan 
square of Isfahan. 

  Naghsh Jahān square in Isfahan  

Ganjalikhān square in Kerman  
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Criteria under which property is nominated 
 

Bazaar in Iran  

Bazaar is a specified area, in authority of a particular group of people that - 

individually or in groups- carry on business, proportionate to their craft and supply and 

demand in the society. 33   

The word "bazaar" refers to "wāzār", which is an ancient Persian word. This word, 

bazaar, has been transferred into many countries. A study of the usage of the word "bazaar" 

since ancient times reveals the economic exchanges between Persia and other countries. The 

traditional Persian bazaar is a highly organized commercial and financial center of the city. 

Linked to the mosque, the seminary (madreseh), the religious space (hoseyniyyeh), the 

caravansary, and the bathhouse (hammām), (Khānsari and Yāvari, 1987) Bazaar is a cultural, 

social, commercial, educational and sanitarian area. The bazaar has been the heart of the 

Iranian town. In most towns the bazaar is a covered street (Rāste), or series of streets with 

small shops (Hojre). Bazaar may contain the shops of cloth and apparel dealers; carpet makers 

and merchants; the workshops of artisans making goods of copper, brass, leather, cotton, and 

wool. 

 Mass is mixed with open space in traditional Bazaar and several central courtyards 

containing Green space, wells of water and trees in them. The Bazaar courtyards regulate the 

light and weather and help the circulation of air and the livability of space.34 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex is a most complete commercial-cultural system. 

With the largest integrated covered architectural body, including the most various architectural 

spaces and the most sustainable social-economical structure within the world's Bazaars, it is 

suggested for inscription in the "world heritage list" under criteria (ii), (iii) & (iv). 

 

Criterion II: to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time 

or within a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology, 

monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design: 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex has been one of the most important international 

commercial centers along the Silk Road in antiquity. Due to the location and commercial 

                                                 
33 www.encyclopaediaislamica.com 
34  Mohammad Moradi ,Asghar and Nassabi Fatemeh(2007) " Bazaar of Tabriz; a sustainable architecture and 

urban area in   Iran" available in  www.enhr2007rotterdam.nl 
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importance of the complex, it has been considered as one of the largest and most important 

commercial centers between the West and East for many centuries. The Silk roads most vital 

life force has been the trade caravan's route from West to East and vice versa. It starts from 

China and beyond and extends to Tabriz. It has turned this city into a main commercial hub. 

The widened communication and interactions of the East and West are the main factor 

of the traditional and long living Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex since its antiquity, while it 

also allows the bazaar of Tabriz to show off in the world's markets as the largest trade-cultural 

center. It also contains the widest integrated architectural body, the most varied architectural 

areas, and the most sustainable social-economical structure. Due to its commercial prosperity 

and longevity, its primary setting has been immovable during history, even after horrible 

earthquakes. It has been the center of exchange for popular goods, such as Tabriz carpets, 

leather goods and dried fruits, whose production and distribution's cycle occur totally within 

the bazaar, in such a manner, that tourists are frequently surprised at how it is still alive and 

active. 

 

Criterion III: to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition 

or to a civilization that is living or which has disappeared. 

The Bazaar of Tabriz developed from at least the early centuries of the Islamic era into 

an integrated social system taking responsibility of all management tasks and controlling any 

proposed changes within the complex. This cultural tradition has survived until the present 

time without being negatively affected by tourism or modern commercial systems, but rather 

maintaining its traditional values and character.  

Tabriz Bazaar, as a very important cultural-economical complex has many various 

guilds and careers due to the presence of numerous people with various cultures. There are 

many social and cultural interactions within this complex. The Presence of numerous people in 

this bazaar and their interactions, has created a certain and unique culture, which is one of the 

most remarkable features of this complex.  

This complex is one of the most complete and socially organized among the world's 

bazaars, and its social management has continued until now. It has the most suitable social-

economical system because people had an essential role in its construction, preservation, and 

restoration within its lifetime. 

In addition, Tabriz Bazaar has also had a commercial and economical function in 

cultural and social aspects. It has had a central role for the disseminating of cultural views, 

because a strong industry has been established in the bazaar and conveyed to students and 
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children. 

Tabriz complex is an integrated system, which has been constructed through a 

neighborhood of various elements. 

In fact, due to the bazaar's multitude of disciplines, human relationships have turned 

this complex into one of the most perfect commercial–cultural complexes in the world, which 

contains commercial centers, schools, mosques, baths and libraries.  

A variety of transactions and social activities within the bazaar of Tabriz are 

considered as special and unique features in such a manner that we can see the appearance of 

transactions and social activities within various and integrated architectures. This has resulted 

into one of the best examples of bazaar architecture in the world. 

Tabriz Historical Complex, as a complete social structure, is involved in the 

social, political, and cultural interactions of the city of Tabriz in addition to Iran as a 

whole. 

The Bazaar of Tabriz has many different functions including: 

-commercial 

-social 

-Cultural-religious 

-Historical-political 

 

Criterion (IV): To be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or 

technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human 

history. 

 

Tabriz Bazaar is an outstanding example of an Islamic Bazaar due to its prominent 

characteristics. 

− Tabriz Bazaar is a multi functioned complex gathered into an integrated architectural 

structure that has been shaped by the economy within the city. Various Mosques, schools, 

hammāms, libraries, shrines, tombs, yakhchāls (ice houses) and squares are gathered 

within various shops, workshops , timches and karevansaras (commercial places) in the 

same area. 

− Masses and open spaces are properly interrelated within the Tabriz Bazaar. Central 

courtyards help to regulate the air and light in the interior spaces. Regarding earthquakes, 

these open spaces provide places of escape.   
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− Tabriz Bazaar is the largest brick structure formed by several smaller structures. Each 

building in Tabriz Bazaar has been constructed with a special care. 

Structurally, all single buildings of the bazaar are connected to each other and act as a 

single integrated structure. Due to this integrity, the bazaars structure acts as an anti 

seismic safety system. 

− The best way of utilizing the bridges that link the northern areas of the city and bazaar to 

the southern areas, can be seen in pol-bazaar (bazaar on the bridge). This phenomenon is 

also a prototype.  

− Sahib-ābād Square is one of the earliest squares of Iran. It was a military square during the 

time of Hasan Padshāh (15th Century AD) and it gradually became the main square of the 

city with the government buildings being established around it.35 This square is a prototype 

for Safavid style squares36 like naghshe-jahān (17th Century AD) Square in Isfahan and 

Ganj-ali-khān (17th Century AD) Square in Kerman. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
35Omrani behruz and aminan mohamad,Excavation in sahib-al-amr square and hasan padshah complex ,journal 

of humanities,isfahan university ,no50(p91-118) 
36 Habibi,mohsen(1380)De la cite a la ville(p93)  
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Name and contact information of official local institution/ agency 

 

Dr. Fariborz Dolatābādi 

- Deputy for Cultural Heritage of Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism 

Organization: 

Masáudie palace, Ekbātān St, Bahārestān Sq, Tehran, Iran, P.O. Box: 11416-54813 

Tel: (+98) 21 - 33111137 & 33953000 

Fax: (+98) 21 - 33111139  

E-mail: f_dolat@yahoo.com 

 

 

Mr. Hossein Esmaeeli Sangar  

- Director of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex base 

Tabriz, Eastern Azerbaijan, Iran,  

Telefax: (+98) 411-5565388 

E-mail: f_esmaeeli_s@yahoo.com 

 

 

 Official web address 

www.ICHHTO.ir 

www.iranmiras.ir 

www.Bazaar-e-tabriz.ir 
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Marco polo:   
“Tauris è una cittá grande ,  situata in una provincia nominata Hirach , nella quale sono molte 

altre cittá , e castelli; ma Tauris è la piú nobile , e più popolata, gli abitatori vivono delle 

mercanzie, e arti loro, perché vi si lavora di diverse sorti di panni d'oro , e di seta di gran valuta” 
Marco polo, Giovanni Batista B. B. (1827 A.D.), Il milione di Marco polo (page 39-41)     

 

“Tabriz is a large city located in the "Hirach" province in which there are 

many cities and castles with Tabriz being the most glorious of them all. The 

inhabitants of Tabriz earn their living by commerce and craftsmanship.There is 

a prosperous market of various gold cloths (simbaft) and silk textiles within 

this city” 
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1. a. Country (and State Party if different) 

Islamic Republic of IRAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Fig.1. The location of the city of Tabriz in IRAN 
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1. b. State, province, or region 

Province of East Azerbaijan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. The location of the city of Tabriz in Azerbaijan province 
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1. c. Name of property: 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. d. Geographical coordinates to the nearest second 

 

Site name Geographical Coordinates Map ref. 

Tabriz Historical 
Bazaar Complex 

(THBC) 

N: 38°  04'  53.00" 

E: 46°  17'  35.38" 
I 

 

 

Fig.3.  General landscape of  Azerbaijan 
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1. e. Maps and plans showing boundaries of the nominated properties and buffer zones 

See the maps in the map volume 

 

No Title Map ref. 

1 General landscape of Tabriz city I 
2 Landscape, Core Zone and Buffer Zone II 
3 Core and Buffer Zone III 
4 Architectural Zones IV 

5 Zoning IV-A, IV-B, IV-C, IV-D, IV-E, 
IV-F, IV-G, IV-H, IV-I,  IV-J 

6 Sorkhāb Bāzārchāsi (B1) IV-A-B1 
7 Seyid-Alāgā Mosque(M1) IV-B-M1 
8 Akbariyya School(Sc2) IV-B-Sc2 

9 Siqqat-ul-islām Mosque (M3) &  
Sāhib-ul-Amr Mausoleum (Ma1) IV-B-[M3,Ma1] 

10 Hāj-Safar-Ali Ensemble including:Hāj-Safar-Ali Mosque (M4) & 
Hāj-Safar-Ali School (SC3) IV-C-[M4,SC3] 

11 Sādiqiyya Yakhchali (Y) IV-C-Y1 

12 Mirzā-Shafi Ensemble including: Mirzā-Shafi sarāsi (S6), Mirzā-
Shafi Timchasi (T1) & Mirzā-Shafi Dālāni (D2) IV-C-[S6,D2,T1] 

13 Aharilar Mosque (M8) IV-D-M8 
14 Malek Timchasi (T2) IV-D-T2 
15 Structural Analysis of Malek Timchasi (T2) IV-D-T2-S 
16 Mirzā-Mehdi (H2) IV-E-H2 

17 Mirzā-Abulhasan Ensemble including:Mirzā-Abulhasan Timchasi 
(T5) & Mirzā-Abulhasan Sarāsi (S15) IV-E-[T5, S15] 

18 Muzaffariyya Timchasi (T6) IV-E-T6 
19 Structural Analysis of Muzaffariyya Timchasi (T6) IV-E-T6-S 

20 Hāj-Mammad Quli Ensemble including: Hāj-Mammad Quli Timchasi 
(T11) & Hāj-Mammad-Quli Sarāsi (S17) IV-E-[T11, S17] 

21 Structural Analysis of Hāj-Mammad Quli Timchasi (T11-S) IV-E-T11-S 
22 Koucha-Mishkiyan House (Ho) IV-F-Ho1 
23 Hāj-Safar-Ali Timchasi (T10) IV-F-T10 
24 Structural Analysis of Hāj-Safar-Ali Timchasi (T10) IV-F-T10-S-I, IV-F-T10-S-II 

25 Hujjat-ul-Islām Mosque (M15) & 
 Jumā-Machidi Mosque (M16) IV-F-[M15,M16] 

26 Shahidi Mosque (M21) IV-G-M21 
27 Khālkhālli Mosque (M22) IV-G-M22 

28 Sheykh-Kāzim Ensemble including:Bālā-Sheykh-Kāzim Timchasi 
(T17)& Boyuk-Sheykh-Kāzim Timchasi (T18) IV-G-[T17,T18] 

29 Structural Analysis of Boyuk-Sheykh-Kāzim Timchasi (T18) IV-G-T18-S 
30 Mofid-āgā Mosque (M24) IV-I-M24 

31 Amir Ensemble including: Amir Sarāsi(S25), Junubi-Amir 
Timchasi(T20), Amir-Shumali Timchasi(T19) 

IV-I- [S25,T19,T20]-I , 
IV-I- [S25,T19,T20]-II 

32 Structural Analysis of  Junubi-Amir Timchasi (T20) IV-I-T20-S 
33 Amir-Shumali Timchasi (T19) IV-I-T19 
34 Shishegar Khānā (B5) IV-I-B5 
35 Kabud Mosque (Goi-Machid) (M28) IV-J-M28-I ,IV-J-M28-II 

36 

Main Rāstā I  including: Sādeqiyya Chārsugi (CH1), Sādeqiyya 
Rāstāsi (R4), Āynāchilār Rāstāsi (R7), Butchular Chārsugi (CH2), 
Ghadim-Rāstā-Bāzāri (R9), Talizchilar Chārsugi (CH3), Gand-chilar 
Rāstāsi (R13) & Hāj-Ali-Akbar Rāstāsi (R18) 

IV- Main Rāstā-I 

37 Main Rāstā II  including: Yamanduz Rāstāsi (R3), Jadid-Rāstā-Bāzāri 
(R6) & Talizchilar Chārsugi (CH4)  IV- Main Rāstā-II 
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1. f. Area of nominated property (ha.) and proposed buffer zone (ha.) 

 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex Area 

Core zone 28.9733 (ha) 

Buffer Zone: 
Total (Buffer Zone + Core Zone) 

75.4082 (ha) 
104.3815 (ha) 

Landscape Zone 492.8233 (ha) 

 

Textual description of the boundaries of the nominated property 

The criterions in Definition of buffer zone and its boundaries in Tabriz Historical 

Bazaar Complex are as follows:  

1- In north-east of “THBC”*, the buffer zone boundaries has been defined, two plaques 

from Sorkhāb Bāzārchā (B1). 

2- In north of “THBC”, the buffer zone boundaries has been defined, along Sorkhāb 

Bāzārchā’s buffer zone boundary and according to Najafgolikhān  fortification and 

Davachi (Shotorbān) gate.  

3- In west of “THBC” the buffer zone boundaries have been defined parallel to Rāstā-

kucha St. for controlling facade of this street that embody authenticity and visual 

integrity of bazaar. The buffer zone boundary has been defined two plaque from west 

ward of this St. 

4- In south-west of “THBC” in same parts, the buffer zone boundary has been defined, 

two plaques from Angachi Bāzārchāsi and other part due to overlapping with the 

“Nana Maryam” historical church, buffer zone has been defined according to this 

historical church buffer zone boundaries.  

                                                 

* Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex (THBC) 
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5- In south of “THBC” the buffer zone boundaries has been defined parallel to jomhuri-e-

Islāmi St. and for controlling the façade of this street, that include the authenticity and 

visual integrity of bazaar, the buffer zone boundaries has been defined two plaque from 

southwards of this street, as include Shishegar Khāneh Bāzārchāsi. 

6- In south-east of “THBC” the buffer zone has been defined two plaque from Rahli 

Bāzārchāsi & Kabud mosque (Goy machid). 

7- According to eastwards of “THBC” that there are some valuable buildings, like 

historical houses belonging to Tabriz traders, Bāgmesha gate, government house, 

national bank, college building, that all of them has been registered in the national List. 

The buffer zone boundaries have been defined that protect all of these monuments.  

Generally the defined boundaries for “THBC” buffer zone is included 3 gates, from 8 

gates of old Tabriz Najafgolikhān fortification, Khiābān gate, Davachi (Shotorbān) gate, 

Bāghmishe gate, same part of Najafgolikhān fortification, some parts of historical urban fabric 

and limited to Motahhari (Rāstā kucha) St, Jomhuri-e-Eslāmi St, Allāmeh-Tabātabāei 

(Chāykanār) St, Āzādegān St, Tarbiat St, Artesh-e-Shomāli St and Imām-Khomeini St.  
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Textual description of the Core zone boundary 

In order to specify the latitude and longitude of spots around the core zone of 

THBC, the starting point is taken as C1 at the end of Seyyed-Ali-Hakim alley, right in 

front of the Jumā-machid. Then moving north east through the urban fabric, the C2 

point is reached which is situated at the end of Mollā-Ahmad alley and its intersection 

with another alley parallel to Jumā-machid Bāzārchā. C3 is located northwards at the 

end of this alley. Moving eastwards from this point is C4 at the intersection of the new 

Mashruta bazaar with the historical one. Moving northward from here and in parallel 

with Sādiqiyya-Rāstāsi is located point C5 at the northwestern corner of Sādiqiyya-

yakhchāli which is on the southern bank of Meydān-chāi River. From here moving 

eastwards point C6 is reached situated beside the Pol-Bāzār, then traveling northwards 

after passing the river there is point C7. Moving westwards from the northern bank of 

the river is point C8 at the southwestern side of Davachi-Bāzārchā. Traveling 

northwards from here (where the core zone line passes west of the Davachi-Bāzārchā) 

is point C9. After going around the northwestern section of Davachi-Bāzārchā via this 

point there is point C11 inside Sāmān-Meydāni alley (Kāhforushān). Moving eastwards 

from here as far as the north eastern end of Davachi-Bāzārchā is point C12 whence the 

route direction is changed southwards so that after passing the urban fabric point C13 is 

reached at Shahidrezā alley. Here traveling southwards through a narrow alley, Shahid-

Stebār-sāni alley and point C14 is seen. Here the direction is changed eastwards so that 

moving along Shahid-Stebār-sāni alley is point C15 on Dārāie-e-jadid Street. 

Proceeding at the same direction as before, Dārāiee Street is passed but from inside 

Sābunchilār alley and moving southwest is point C16 northeast of Sāhib-ul-Amr shrine 

and Seqqat-ul-islām mosque afterwards at the end of Sābunchilār alley and beside 

Meydān-chāi river is point C17 whence going west Point C18 is seen beside Dārāiee 

Street located southwest of Sāhib-ul-Amr shrine. Continuing westwards Dārāiee Street 

is passed and at Pol-Bāzār is point C19. Further south along the Pol-Bāzār passed river 

and point C20 is observed. Then going eastwards point C21 is reached at the 

southwestern corner of Dārāiee and Allāmeh-Tabātabāei (Chāykanār) crossroad. Here 

going south (Dārāiee Street is on our right and the historical bazaar is on our left) point 

C22 is seen northeast Bāshmākh-chilār Rāstā entrance whence the direction is changed 
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eastwards along Haram-khānā bazaar in order to reach point C23 northeast of that 

bazaar whence going south point C24 is seen. Afterwards turning west Dārāiee Street 

is entered once again with point C25 resting at its west and southeast of Bāshmākh-

chilār Rāstā entrance. This way Haram-khānā bazaar is also included in the core zone. 

Proceeding southwards point C26 is located at the beginning of Dārāiee Street beside 

Tejārat bank. Whence the direction is turned east along Jomhuri-e-Eslāmi Avenue until 

reaches point C27 located along Shishegar-khānā Bāzārchā. The core zone line goes 

through the middle Shams bazaar and Shishegar-khānā bāzārchā’s reaching point C28 

on Tarbiat Street. Here turning northwest along this street, point C29 is reached. 

Whence the core zone line extends northeast and goes through the middle of 

Shishegar-khānā Bāzārchā and Molānā mall reaching point C30 north side of Jomhuri-

e-Eslāmi Avenue. From here turning left at the beginning of north Shariati Street lays 

point C31. Proceeding northeast from east of this street is point C32 situated beside the 

entrance of Bāshmākh-chilār Rāstā towards north of Shariati Street. Then turning west 

on the opposite side lays point C33 near the entrance of Shahidi Rāstā. Continuing at 

the southwest direction along north Shariati Street lays point C34 southwest of Qizilli 

mosque. Whence the core zone line enters the urban fabric from west then goes into an 

alley at point C35 and returns the urban fabric at the previous direction. Afterwards 

passing south of Safi bazaar and Dig-bāshi alley (one block is located inside the core 

zone from south of that alley) point C36 is seen on Motahhari (Rāstā kucha) Street. At 

the same direction this alley is traveled to go into another urban fabric south of Angaji 

Bazarcheh to come to point C37 inside a narrow alley. At the end of this alley 

southwards, point C38 on Jomhuri-e-Eslāmi Avenue is reached. Along which moving 

west lays point C39 at the end of Angaji Bāzārchā near Angaji mosque. From here the 

direction of the line turns north and at the western entrance of Angaji Bāzārchā off 

Jomhuri-e-Eslāmi Avenue reaches point C40 and continuing north from here enters the 

urban fabric and extends as far as Rāstā kucha Street which is the location of point 

C41. Afterwards it tends eastwards and after passing Rāstā kucha Street and putting a 

block of the northern part of Dig-bāshi alley within the core zone, continues east as far 

as point C42 situated north of Safi bazaar entrance inside a narrow alley. From here the 

core zone line first goes inside the urban fabric eastwards and then after passing two 
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blocks moves north so that at the north eastern corner of Ali-ebne-Abitaleb pre-

university school yard and south of Jumā-machid mosque reaches point C43. Whence 

the line extends from the southern edge of the mosque eastwards then at its 

southwestern corner turns north as far as point C44 at the end of Aslānzādeh dead-end. 

Moving north it reaches point C1 located before the entrance of Jumā-machid at the 

end of Seyyed-Ali-Hakim. 

In order to delineate the core zone of Sorkhāb Bāzārchā, we start from point C45 

located at the end of Mollābāshi alley before the Sorkhāb Bāzārchā entrance. The line 

enters the fabric as far as one block in the western direction. Then moves north to reach 

point C46 inside Zahiroldivān alley which is perpendicular to its route and after a slight 

turn goes northwest to reach point C47 located west of the center of Sorkhāb alley then 

turns east as far as the opposite end of that center in which lays point C48. Then 

moving south, it passes through a block and joins point C49 at the end of another dead 

end. Whence it turns west and one block before the alley beginning goes south and 

after reaching the entrance of Sorkhāb Bāzārchā, from Mollābāshi alley turns west 

again to join the start point of C45. 

Additionally the core zone line of Rahli Bāzārchā, Kohna (khiābān) Bāzārchā 

and Karanei-khānā bazarcheh begins from Jomhuri Avenue and reaches the specified 

points of C50 and C51 which after encircling Karanei-khānā Bāzārchā reaches Artesh 

Street in a southeastern direction. The two points on the either side of the line in this 

street are designated as points C52 and C53. The core zone line enters the urban fabric 

after passing north of Artesh Street at the same direction so that it encloses Rahli 

Bāzārchā from two sides and reaches Khāghāni Street at points C54 and C55. 

Afterwards with a slight shift of angle goes through the urban fabric at the same 

direction but this time encircles Kohna (khiābān) so that at its end reaches points C56 

and C57 and with the points C58, C59 and C60 around Kabud (Goy-Machid) mosque 

is finally closed. 
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Point Coordinates Point Coordinates Point Coordinates 

N: 38˚ 04΄ 52.3˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 0.4˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 48˝ C1 E: 46˚ 17΄ 24.3˝  C21 E: 46˚ 17΄ 42.3˝ C41 E: 46˚ 17΄ 18.5˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 53.3˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 46.6˝ C2 E: 46˚ 17΄ 28.8˝  C22 E: 46˚ 17΄ 42˝ C42 E: 46˚ 17΄ 23.5˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 54.8˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 49.1˝ C3 E: 46˚ 17΄ 28˝  C23 E: 46˚ 17΄ 49.1˝ C43 E: 46˚ 17΄ 24.6˝ 
N: 38  04΄ 56.2˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 50.2˝ C4 E: 46  17΄ 33.2˝  C24 E: 46˚ 17΄ 48.9˝ C44 E: 46˚ 17΄ 23˝ 
N: 38  05΄ 2.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.2˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 4.1˝ C5 E: 46  17΄ 35.6˝  C25 E: 46˚ 17΄ 41.2˝ C45 E: 46˚ 17΄ 51.7˝ 
N: 38  05΄ 2˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 42.6˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 5.7˝ C6 E: 46˚ 17΄ 35. 6˝ C26 E: 46˚ 17΄ 40.7˝ C46 E: 46˚ 17΄ 51.5˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 3.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 42˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 7.06˝ C7 E: 46˚ 17΄ 36.7˝ C27 E: 46˚ 17΄ 35.3˝ C47 E: 46˚ 17΄ 52.8˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 8˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 38.5˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 6.2˝ C8 E: 46˚ 17΄ 29˝  C28 E: 46˚ 17΄ 32˝ C48 E: 46˚ 17΄ 54.2˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 9.8˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 42.3˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 4.7˝ C9 E: 46˚ 17΄ 31.5˝ C29 E: 46˚ 17΄ 34.8˝ C49 E: 46˚ 17΄ 53.4˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 11.4˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 42.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.4˝ C10 E: 46˚ 17΄ 27.4˝  C30 E: 46˚ 17΄ 34.8˝ C50 E: 46˚ 17΄ 45.6˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 12.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 42.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.8˝ C11 E: 46˚ 17΄ 27.1˝ C31 E: 46˚ 17΄ 32.1˝ C51 E: 46˚ 17΄ 44.5˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 11.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.2˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 38.4˝ C12 E: 46˚ 17΄ 33.9˝ C32 E: 46˚ 17΄ 33.9˝ C52 E: 46˚ 17΄ 46.6˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 9.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.1˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 35.1˝ C13 E: 46˚ 17΄ 34.2˝  C33 E: 46˚ 17΄ 33.6˝ C53 E: 46˚ 17΄ 47˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 9.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 45.7˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 30.9˝ C14 E: 46˚ 17΄ 35.1˝ C34 E: 46˚ 17΄ 32.4˝ C54 E: 46˚ 17΄ 56.1˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 5.6˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 46.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 30.3˝ C15 E: 46˚ 17΄ 42.7˝ C35 E: 46˚ 17΄ 28.7˝ C55 E: 46˚ 17΄ 55.5˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 4.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.4˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 29.4˝ C16 E: 46˚ 17΄ 45.8˝ C36 E: 46 ˚17΄ 20.1˝ C56 E: 46˚ 17΄ 59.7˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 2˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.3˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 28.8˝ C17 E: 46˚ 17΄ 46˝ C37 E: 46˚ 17΄ 14.3˝ C57 E: 46˚ 17΄ 58.8˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 2.81˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 46.9˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 25.9˝ C18 E: 46˚ 17΄ 43.6˝ C38 E: 46˚ 17΄ 14.4˝ C58 E: 46˚ 18΄ 05.8˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 2.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 46.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 22.34˝C19 E: 46˚ 17΄ 39.8˝ C39 E: 46˚ 17΄ 12.4˝ C59 E: 46˚ 18΄ 04.62˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 1.1˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 47.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 23.02˝C20 E: 46˚ 17΄ 39.2˝ C40 E: 46˚ 17΄ 12.7˝ C60 E: 46˚ 18΄ 02.28˝ 

  

 

Table: Geographical coordinates of the Core zone 
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Textual description of the Buffer zone boundary 

In order to delineate the latitude and longitude of prominent spots around the 

buffer zone of bazaar, the starting point is taken as B1 at the intersection of Tarbiat and 

Ferdosi streets whence the buffer zone line goes into the former street (little Tarbiat) 

and proceeds as far as its intersection with Postkhāneh alley which is point B2 then 

turning southwest it reaches the end of the fourth block of this alley from west which is 

point B3 then in a northeast direction it enters Shariati Avenue via the urban fabric. 

After crossing this street at the same direction it reenters the urban fabric and at B4 

reaches Meydān-e-Tarlan alley afterwards from west penetrates the urban fabric once 

again and at B5 goes into the same alley. Here it turns north as far as Jomhuri-e-Eslāmi 

Street and passing it enters Shahid-Modir-Shahlā alley then proceeds further and 

beside the square before Kalkatachi mosque reaches B6. At the opposite side of the 

square it goes into Khodi alley and its juncture with Javādi alley which is B7 whence 

turning westwards it enters the urban fabric so that a distance of two blocks with 

Motahhari (Rāstā-kucha) street is maintained. Then turning north it reaches Shahid-

Boluri Street at B8 and extending along it reaches B9 at its intersection with Shahid-

Sabzi alley in which it enters and at a two block distance of Motahhari (Rāstā-kucha) 

street from east namely B10 it turns north then keeping that distance it passes 

Sābunchilar dead end and Shahid-Sadruldini alley which are perpendicular to the 

buffer zone line direction so that along Reza-Shaghi dead end it joins B11 inside the 

city center. Here it proceeds toward the dead end and after crossing it reaches B12 on 

the bank of Meydān-chāi River and its bridge. At the opposite side of the bridge lays 

B13. Moving northwest along the riverside it reaches B14 whence it turns north and 

after crossing Sāmān-Meydāni alley it enters Tutzār alley. Then traveling northwards as 

far as ten meters along this alley it reaches B15 and turns north east to enter the urban 

fabric as far as Shahid-Dāvud-Āghandeh which is B16 then going south along this alley 

B17 is reached from which the direction is changed eastward and entering the urban 

fabric it passes the northern edge of Ommat elementary school and after reaching B18 

at Bāghlāchilār alley it proceeds as far as Dārāiee-Jadid Street. Crossing this street it 

reaches B19 at the beginning of Sorkhāb alley in which it goes at an eastward direction 

as far as a two block distance of Sorkhāb local center then at a northerly direction from 
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east reaches B20 at Eslāmieh alley whence it moves southeast and after passing 

through the urban fabric reaches Sorkhāb alley and B21 again. From inside the urban 

fabric and at a distance of two blocks from the buffer zone of Sorkhāb bāzārchā it first 

runs south then turns west until reaching Mollābāshi alley and B22 which is vertical to 

the direction of buffer zone line then keeping the above mentioned distance it enters the 

urban fabric from east and then turns north to reach Zahiroldivān alley and B23 

alongside the alley it travels west as far as its junction with Khānali Memār alley which 

is B24 then running south alongside this alley it reaches Meydān-chāi River and B25. 

On the opposite bank is B26 here going southeast from the south bank it reaches B27 

from which it turns south a far as B28 beside Amir-almomenin mosque whence it 

moves east from the southern riverbank and reaches B29 at the beginning of Samimi 

alley, then going south it crosses Dāneshsarā Street and reaches B30 at its southern 

sidewalk whence it goes one block east alongside that street then penetrates one block 

inside the city fabric at a southern direction to reach B31 then it turns west along 

Dāneshsarā Street as far as the eastern edge of Sahand inside multi-storied car park. 

To include all of the car park it travels south up to B32 and turning west again, it 

crosses Khāghāni Street and running at former direction, reenters the urban fabric and 

reaches B33 at the entrance of Shariati alley whence after traveling southwest 

alongside the alley meets B34 at its end then changing direction to southeast the urban 

fabric is penetrated again as far as Shahid-Afruzandeh alley which is B35 here it moves 

east and reaches B36 at the northeastern corner of Kabud mosque then after crossing 

Kohna-khiābān alley, Imām-Khomeini Avenue is seen and crossed from south here it 

enters one block inside the city fabric until at B37 the buffer zone course changes as far 

as Shahid-Delhāmed alley and B38 whence it enters the urban fabric at former 

direction so that at Shahid  (B39) it turns north as far as B40 at Imām-Khomeini 

Avenue. After crossing the avenue it reaches B41 which is located southeast of Kohna 

Bāzārchā from the western side of Khāghāni Park. Here the course turns northwest as 

far as B42 at Khāghāni Street and continues at the same direction to pass Hāji-hāshem 

alley and after entering the city fabric reaches north Artesh Street at B43 then after 

crossing this street enters the urban fabric from northwest and joins B44 at eastern edge 

of Shams mall then turns southwest and after crossing Tarbiat Street and entering the 
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city fabric reaches B45 at a distance of one block from that street then maintaining that 

distance at a northeastern direction rejoins B1 at Ferdosi street. 

 

 

Point Coordinates Point Coordinates Point Coordinates 

N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.89˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 15.98˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 37.76˝B 1 E: 46˚ 17΄ 30.03˝  B 16 E: 46˚ 17΄ 27.75˝ B31 E: 46˚ 17΄ 6.82˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 41.83˝  N: 38˚ 05΄ 14.50˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 37.28˝B 2 E: 46˚ 17΄ 22.2˝  B 17 E: 46˚ 17΄ 29.42˝ B32 E: 46˚ 17΄ 0.52˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 40.78˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 13.72˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.12˝B 3 E: 46˚ 17΄ 20.36˝  B 18 E: 46˚ 17΄ 37.42˝ B33 E: 46˚ 17΄ 56.92˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 44.69˝  N: 38˚ 05΄ 9.5˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 34.65˝B 4 E: 46˚ 17΄ 13.99˝  B 19 E: 46˚ 17΄ 44.5˝ B34 E: 46˚ 17΄ 54.98˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 45.21˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 4.2˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 34.65˝B 5 E: 46˚ 17΄ 11.00˝  B 20 E: 46˚ 17΄ 55.00˝ B35 E: 46˚ 18΄ 0.35˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 49.13˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 6.08˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 27.16˝B 6 E: 46˚ 17΄ 13.63˝ B 21 E: 46˚ 17΄ 56.49˝ B36 E: 46 ˚18΄ 10.13˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 55.43˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 3.6˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 19.93˝B 7 E: 46˚ 17΄ 18.86˝ B 22 E: 46˚ 17΄ 51.80˝ B37 E: 46˚ 18΄ 14.3˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 58.87˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 6.1˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 21.93˝ B 8 E: 46˚ 17΄ 19.47˝  B 23 E: 46˚ 17΄ 50.6˝ B38 E: 46˚ 17΄ 58.35˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 2.49˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 7.1˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 23.32˝B 9 E: 46˚ 17΄ 17.86˝ B 24 E: 46˚ 17΄ 46.6˝ B39 E: 46˚ 17΄ 54.91˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 2.37˝  N: 38˚ 05΄ 1.05˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 23.82˝B 10 E: 46˚ 17΄ 19.36˝  B25 E: 46˚ 17΄ 47.2˝ B40 E: 46˚ 17΄ 57.54˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 7.75˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 59.23˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 28.62˝B 11 E: 46˚ 17΄ 20.06˝ B26 E: 46˚ 17΄ 46.52˝ B41 E: 46˚ 17΄ 54.41˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 7.12˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 52.97˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 31.26˝B 12 E: 46˚ 17΄ 22.35˝ B27 E: 46˚ 17΄ 56.14˝ B42 E: 46˚ 17΄ 52.84˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 8.42˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 48.56˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 34.60˝B 13 E: 46˚ 17΄ 25.50˝  B28 E: 46˚ 17΄ 56.80˝ B43 E: 46˚ 17΄ 46.25˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 12.26˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 42.94˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.79˝B 14 E: 46˚ 17΄ 23.67˝ B29 E: 46˚ 17΄ 7.25˝ B44 E: 46˚ 17΄ 36.64˝ 
N: 38˚ 05΄ 14.94˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 39.22˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 37.48˝B 15 E: 46˚ 17΄ 23.92˝ B30 E: 46˚ 17΄ 6.25˝ B45 E: 46˚ 17΄ 33.46˝ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table: Geographical coordinates of the Buffer zone 
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Textual description of the Landscape boundary 

In order to delineate the latitude and longitude of prominent points around 

landscape of bazaar, we begin at point L1 located at the intersection of Allāmeh-

Tabātabāei (Chāykanār) street with Ayatullāh-Beheshti Avenue (Mansur) then proceed 

in a southeastern direction along this avenue as far as its intersection with Bāghshomāl 

Street, which is point L2. Afterwards turning westwards along this street lays its 

intersection with southern Artesh Street which is point L3. The line extends along 

17Shahrivar Avenue as far as its intersection with south of Shariati Street which is 

point L4 then turning northwest and passing through Bāronāvāk alley, it joins L5. 

Afterwards at a northerly direction it reaches L6 at Fajr Square, continuing along 

Felestin Street it joins L7 at its intersection with Chāykanār. Then traveling along the 

same street it reaches L8 at its intersection with Shams-Tabrizi Avenue after passing 

Meydān-chāi River. Here it turns east and proceeding along Shams Tabrizi Avenue it 

joins L9 laying at Seqqat-ul-Islām Crossway, then turning southeast; it proceeds along 

Sarbāz-e-Shahid Street to reach point L10 whence after turning south and passing 

Ayatullāh-Beheshti Avenue (former Mansur) reaches its intersection with Chāykanār 

Street and Meydān-chāi River which is L1. 

 

 

Point Coordinates Point Coordinates Point Coordinates 

N: 38˚ 04΄ 40.40˝ N: 38˚ 04΄ 14.40˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 16.94˝L 1 E: 46˚ 18΄ 28.08˝  L 5 E: 46˚ 16΄ 49.45˝ L9 E: 46˚ 18΄ 13.39˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 07.44˝  N: 38˚ 04΄ 31.72˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 04.34˝L 2 E: 46˚ 18΄ 13.17˝  L 6 E: 46˚ 16΄ 54.56˝ L10 E: 46˚ 18΄ 36.87˝ 
N: 38˚ 04΄ 05.82˝ N: 38˚ 05΄ 16.76˝  L 3 E: 46˚ 17΄ 48.72˝  L 7 E: 46˚ 17΄ 07.18˝   
N: 38˚ 04΄ 05.79˝  N: 38˚ 05΄ 29.60˝  L 4 E: 46˚ 17΄ 01.22˝  L 8 E: 46˚ 17΄ 11.00˝   

 

 

 

 

 

Table: Geographical coordinates of the Landscape 
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2. a. Description of Property 
 

Chapter One - Geographical Context 

 

1-1 Tabriz General Information  

Tabriz, the capital of the Province of Eastern Azerbaijan, is located in Northwestern 

Iran and is one of Iran’s oldest and most important cities. The city is located at 38° 8' latitude 

north and 46° 15' longitude east and lies in the northeastern corner of a vast plain with an area 

of roughly 300 km² and its average altitude is approximately 1350m above sea level. The 

plain is surrounded in three directions by mountains or rolling hills and it borders Lake Urmia 

in its western edge. The highest mountain in the proximity of Tabriz is Mt. Sahand, which lies 

50 km to its south. In between the two are scattered hills with an average additional height of 

500-600m, relative to the plain, called Yanix Dāgh 1(Burnt Mountains).  

The city of Tabriz extends to Marand and Ahar in the north, Maragheh and Hashtroud 

in the south, Sarāb and Mianeh in the east and to Lake Urmia in the west. The eastern side of 

this city borders the Sorkhāb Mountains, and to a lesser extent, borders the Rafieieh and 

Oghbeh Mountains. The west side of the city lays on open plain and the major feature of the 

landscape is the Khojast sea which is also called ‘Shāha’; a name that is incorporated, in part, 

in the name of a small village in the Area, Shāhi2,  which lie in the outskirts of the city. 

When describing the geography of the city of Tabriz, Minorsky the highly respected 

Russian Orientalist, stated accordingly: "Tabriz lies in eastern corner of a level plain with an 

area of about 30km² by 55 km². This plain has a mild downward slope towards the northeast 

coast of Lake Urmia and is watered by several rivers, the most important of which is the 

Mehrānroud River which originates from the southwest of Mt. Sabalān and then cuts through 

the plain and brushes the northwest of the city after passing through Gharajeh Dāgh (Mt. 

Gharajeh) in northern part of Tabriz . The Mehrān River flows through the middle of the city 

and connects to the Mehrānroud River in the west. The height of the terrain around Tabriz is 

approximately 1350-1500m according to Russian Geographic information. A mountain 

known as Eynāli-Zeynāli, lies to the northeast of the city, has a height of 1800m and is part of 

a chain that connects the Gharaje Dāgh mountain range in north-northeast to the foothills of 

Mt. Sahand., which is Tabriz’s highest peak with an altitude of 3547m.3" Additionally, 

                                                 
1 Raeisina, Azerbaijan in History of Iran, 1991, Volume II, Page 973 
2 Nader Mirzā, History & Geography of Tabriz, The Capital, 1994, Page 43 
3 Minorski, History of Tabriz, Pages 2,3 
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towards the north of Tabriz lays the Bahloul Mountains and Bābāghi Mountains in addition to 

the Pākechin Mountains. The Mehrānroud River flows through this mountain and the nearby 

Mt. Sorkhāb. In addition, the low-rise mountains of Sāri Dāgh (Yellow Mountain) are located 

to the east of Tabriz. Additionally, a large number of mines exist near Tabriz and large 

portions of the yields are exported to other countries. Chardin states in his itinerary: "There 

are big mines of white marble around Tabriz and there are two considerable mines in two 

points near the city, one is salt mine and the other is gold mine. Gold has not been extracted 

here for a long time because it has been proven that the cost of the extraction of gold 

outweighs the income, and people are convinced that there is no profit here."4

'Allāmeh Dehkhodā', writes accordingly about the mines of Tabriz: "one coal mine 

exists in the northeast of the city, two arsenic mines lie in Tabriz’s eastern vicinity, three salt 

mines exist in villages near Lake Urmia which extract the salt from the lake, and four clay 

mines are present in Lighvān village in the Sahandābād region which are used for producing 

ceramic dishes. In addition, there are various other mineral resources that have yet to be 

extracted, like gold, copper, coal and oil."5

An interesting and unique quality of the geography of Tabriz is the various rivers that 

flow in to the city. Dr. Mashkour, describes them in this regard: "The biggest river of Tabriz 

is the Mehrānroud River which stems from several rivers and has the length of 160km. 

Originating from Mt. Sabalān and flowing from north to south, this river passes through the 

Sorkhāb and Pākechin mountains from the north of Tabriz and Oskou and drains in to Lake 

Urmia."6  

Chardin  also stated about the Mehrānroud River: “There is another stream flowing 

next to it (Mehrānroud River) in north of the city and the width of this river (Aji Chāy) in 

spring to autumn is not less than that of Seine in Paris in winter. The name of this river is 

Mehrānroud that means salty river.”7 The city in north of (Mehrān River) and the width of it 

and Oskou and coal and oil."Ea 4- clay mines in Lighvan on the 6th of October 1935, the 

name of the Mehrānroud River was officially changed to Talkheh Roud but people call it with 

its old name.”8

                                                 
4 Chardin, Itinerary of Chardin, 1335, Volume 2, Page 411 
5 Dehkhodā Dictionary, 1335, Page 316 
6 Mashkour, History of Tabriz Up To The End of 9th Hijri Century, 1973, Page 4 
7 Chardin, Itinerary of Chardin, 1335, Volume 2, Page 59 
8 Mosaheb Encyclopedia, 1966, Volume 1, Page 59  
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"Raeis nia" Writes thus regarding the Mehrān river in his book: "this stream or river 

comes into Tabriz from Karim Kouh, Soltan Kouh, Karegam and Barenj and connects to 

Mehrānroudin northwest of Hokmadar (Hokmabad) after passing through the city".9

Of course, the exact connecting point of Mehrān River and Mehrānroudis northwest 

of Gavmishan [Jamshidabad] and Mehrānroud passes from north of Hokmabad and Amou-

zeyneddin quarters and connects to Mehrānroud in the staid quarter.  

Regarding the weather of Tabriz, Chardin says: "The weather of Tabriz is cold and 

dry, yet so pleasant and healthy that it can work against bad moods and foul behavior. Cold 

weather exists for most of the year. Since the city is northerly, snow exists on the peaks of its 

mountains for 9 months out of the year. Wind blows during mornings and nights, while rain 

showers form in all seasons except summer. The weather is relatively cloudy the entire year. 

Life is joyful and food is plentiful."10

Chardin continues: "It is well known that sixty types of grapes grow in the vicinity of 

the city and there is not a cheaper and more pleasant place in Iran"11 

Tavernier, the renowned French Traveler, who explored Iran many times in 1632-

1668 A.D. (1041-1079 Hijri), says thus, about the vicinity of Tabriz: "It is a fertile country 

and lots of grains and herbs are cultivated here"12. Tavernier also states: "The weather of 

Azerbaijan Province is very cold but clean and healthy"13.  

Some authors believe that the name Tabriz, which literally means ‘fever dropper’, is 

so called because of a story regarding the dropping of a fever of an individual by the name of 

Zobeideh Khatun. In this regard, 'Adam Olearius', who was dispatched to the court of Shāh 

Safi, together with a German group, claimed that: "Iranians believe that the weather of Tabriz 

is cleaner than anywhere else and cures the patients. Because the people of this city never 

suffer from fever."14   

Nāder Mirzā writes in "The History and Geography of Tabriz, the capital": "The 

weather of this city is famous because of its pleasance and mild cold is very clean and pure 

and there is no sign of some diseases from air pollution."15

 

 

                                                 
9 Raeisnia, 1991, Volume 2, Page 976 
10 Chardin, Itinerary of Chardin, 1335, Volume 2, Page 409 
11 Chardin, Itinerary of Chardin, 1335, Volume 2, Page 411 
12 Tavernier, 1368, Page 66 
13 The Same, Page 361 
14 Tavernier, Itinerary of Tavernier, 1368, Page 67  
15 Nader Mirzā, History and Geography of Tabriz, the capital, 1373, Page 43 
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1-2  Geographical History  

Edwards in his book, Iranian Carpet, describes the geography and situation of Tabriz: 

"Tabriz, like most of other important cities of Iran is at the junction of several roads where 

caravansaries pass but its importance is more than that of a connection center as it is located 

in the heart of vast and fertile province of Azerbaijan and is a guard and protectors one of the 

gates of Iran."16

Tavernier, French Explorer writes in this regard: "Tabriz is one of the most famous 

cities in Asia because or its great role in trade and commerce. This city has permanent 

commercial relations with Ottomans, Arabs, Georgians, Mongols, Iranian, Indians and 

Moscow government and Tatars and its bazaars are covered and full of high quality goods."17

Minorsky in his book, History of Tabriz, writes: "As Gharaje Dāgh is a mountainous 

area and Sahand great mountain occupies the interval between Tabriz and Maragheh and 

Tabriz is the only proper way to reach the east (along Astara, Ardebil, Tehran, Ghazvin, 

Mianeh and Tabriz), west (along Trabuzon, Erzurum, Khoy and Tabriz) and north (along 

Tbilisi, Yerevan, Jolfa, Marand and Tabriz). As the foothills of Sahand Mountain created a 

narrow passage to the east coast of Urmia Sea, so the consignments to sent between north 

(beyond Caucasus, Gharaje Dāgh) and south (Maragheh, Kordestan) should pass through 

Tabriz."18

Knowing about geographical situation of Tabriz, we will note that this city deserves 

being an important economic, social, political and cultural center in northeast of Iran and has 

been considered as one of the most important cities of Iran since many centuries ago. 

Minorski continues in that book: "So, Tabriz is the capital of the vast and fertile 

province of Azerbaijan because of its top geographical situation and is one of the most 

populated cities situated between Istanbul and India and no other city reaches it in terms of 

importance except Tbilisi, Tehran, Isfahan and Baghdad which are similar to Tabriz."19  

Historically Tabriz has been located in a geo-politically sensitive area due to its 

strategic location.  

 
 

 
 
 
                                                 
16 Edwards, 1368, Page 62 
17 Tavernier, Itinerary of Tavernier, 1368, Page 67 
18 Minorski, History of Tabriz, 1337, Page 3 
19 Minorski, The Same, Page 3 
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Chapter Two – Climate 

2-1- Weather 

Iran is geo-climatologically, divided in to four major areas:  

1 - A temperate and moist subtropical area, categorized by lush vegetation and moderate to 

thick forests consisting mostly of the Iranian land on the southern coast of the Caspian 

Sea. 

2 - A mountainous and cold area categorized by numerous mountain chains and intermittent 

valley systems found in the western portion of Iran mainly among, but not limited to, the 

Zagros Mountains. 

3 - A warm semi-arid to arid area characterized by vast plains and scattered mountain ranges 

with more fertile plains adjacent to river systems and containing occasional sand or salt 

deserts. This area consists mostly of the inner Iranian Plateau 

4 - A hot and humid area consisting mostly of the southern coast of Iran bordering the Persian 

Gulf along with the Khuzistan Plain.  

Tabriz lies in the second category of the above mentioned climate areas, namely the 

mountainous and cold area of Iran. More detailed specifications of this climate are as 

follows: 

The western mountains, including the western foothills of Iran’s Central Ranges are 

considered climatically cold due to an average temperature of less than -3˚C in the coldest 

month throughout the region. The western mountain ranges in Iran act like a dam and prevent 

the flow of moist Mediterranean Air in to the Iran Plateau. Due to the easterly flow of the 

moist Mediterranean Air, the western foothills of these mountains are considerably greener 

than their plateau counterparts. Another characteristic detail of this climate area is the 

development of very hot weather in the valleys during the summer months, due to the 

intensity of sunlight during the summer. These valleys also show more temperate climate than 

the mountainous highlands during the winter months, even though the intensity of sunlight is 

considerably lower during the winter months in these valleys. 

Winters, in this area, are considerably cold and snow accumulates on the ground for at 

least four months until the thawing of spring arrives. Precipitation is generally low in the 

summer months and considerably higher in the winter. The mountains stretching higher than 

3000m are continuously, covered in snow. This region extends to the Fars province in the 
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south including the major city of Shiraz. Other cities located in this climate area are Urmia, 

Sanandaj, Hamedan, Ardabil, and Khorram Abad. 

 

2-2- Temperature and Humidity 

 As noted above, the Tabriz Plain lies at a considerably high altitude and its 

surroundings consist of mountainous territory. The plain has cold and dry weather with short 

and temperate summers along with long and cold winters. The Topographic situation of the 

natural bed of Tabriz and its settlement in a vast valley which is limited by sharp slopes and 

mountains from all directions except west and northwest, caused this city to follow the 

climatologic characteristics resulting from natural situation of Tabriz plain besides being 

dependant on special conditions of Tabriz the bed. A ten-year study of the temperature of 

Tabriz conducted between the years 1976-1985 A.D. shows that the cold season spans 

roughly between the months of November through March with January being the coldest of 

the winter months. The ten-year study also showed that the average number of days within 

each of the above mentioned months which freezing temperatures had occurred was 9, 24, 29, 

23 and 13 days respectively. The study also analyzed the ten-year average of relative 

humidity. The results show that at 6:30 a.m., the minimum-recorded relative humidity was 

44.8% in August and a maximum of 79.3% relative humidity was recorded in December. The 

six-year average of relative humidity at 12:30 pm in minimum 20.5% in September and 

maximum 64.7% in January. 

The six-year changes of average humidity in different months of year resulting from 

severe fluctuations during the year show that the relative humidity of Tabriz increases by 

reduction of evaporation and cooling since October and its daily average decreases in August 

and reaches maximum of %34.1. The maximum and minimum relative humidity at 6:30 am 

during the mentioned six years was % 86 (January 1981) and %21 (August 1976) and the 

minimum relative humidity at 12:30 during six year was %71 (January 1915) and %15 

(December 1979). 

 

2-3- Precipitation  

The Topographic surroundings of the Tabriz Plain with high mountains in its vicinity 

along with a yearly cold front coming in from the northwest of Azerbaijan have clear affects 

on the precipitation rates of the plain. This cold front moves from South-Eastern Europe 

towards Iranian Azerbaijan in the winter and accumulates a high rate of humidity while 

passing over the low-pressure areas over the Black Sea. The fluctuations in altitude of Iranian 
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Azerbaijan, in addition to its general altitude, cause considerable amounts of adiabatic cooling 

of the moist air resulting in a fair amount of precipitation during the winter months, which are 

in the form of rainfall in the relatively lower elevations and in the form of snowfall in the 

higher elevations. Precipitation gradually starts in October on the Plain and slowly increases 

in quantity in the months afterward, climaxing in severity during the months of April and 

May. Generally, the rainiest period of the Tabriz plain consists of the months of March to 

May. The same ten-year study shows that April and May are statistically the rainiest months 

of the year with rainfall averages of 50.7mm and 53.7mm, respectively while July and August 

are statistically the least rainy months with average rainfall amounts of 1.31 mm and 1.78 mm 

respectively. 

                                                                                                                                                                           

2-4- Wind and Air Pressure 

Research was also conducted regarding direction and velocity of the wind in the 

vicinity of Tabriz during the same ten-year period. The results show that various winds can 

blow in to the city from all directions with varying speeds. The winds coming in from the 

north and northeasterly directions constitute the main airflow of the city. In addition, the air 

pressure was relatively constant in Tabriz during the various months and years of the study 

and the results did not show considerable fluctuations. Statistically, the average yearly air 

pressure during the six-year period between 1976 A.D. to 1981 A.D. shows a maximum 

average air pressure of 864.5 millibars in 1977 and a minimum average air pressure of 792.5 

millibars in 1979. 

 

2-5- Sunlight 

A major factor in determining the intensity of sunlight is the locations latitude. Tabriz, 

lying on 37 degrees latitude, has a sunrise of about 8:30 a.m. in January with a suns azimuth 

of approximately 12 degrees, while in July, the sunrise takes place around 6:00 a.m. and the 

suns azimuth reach is approximately 70 degrees. In addition, the sunsets in Tabriz around 

4:30 p.m. in January with a suns azimuth of approximately 236 degrees while in July, the sun 

sets at roughly 6:00 p.m. and the suns azimuth is approximately 290 degrees. The data also 

shows that the highest rate of radiation is received in the cold seasons while the lowest rate is 

received in the warmer seasons. This data is however is misleading, given the fact that the 

maximum amount of sunshine hours in July is 357 while it is considerably less in January 

with a minimum of 117 hours. 
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Chapter Three - Geologic and Tectonic Activity 

 

3-1- Earthquake  

Unfortunately, Tabriz lies in an area of Iran, which is seismically active. Given the 

level of seismological activity in the region in addition to its history of producing life-

threatening earthquakes, the residents of the area are always aware that with any one 

earthquake, the lives of potentially thousands of people are at risk in addition to the danger of 

certain economic damages taking place. Although, we know that Tabriz has a very long 

history of producing earthquakes, according to historical records, the earliest verifiable date in 

which a Tabriz earthquake is recorded in the year 244 Hijri, which corresponds to 858 A.D. 

Yahya Zokā, the great Iranian Researcher, gives a detailed explanation of forty 

historical earthquakes in Tabriz and describes various information and circumstances 

surrounding the events in his highly useful book “Earthquakes of Tabriz”. Among the 

earthquakes that he recorded, the earthquakes of the years 244, 434, 671 and 1194 Hijri were 

especially damaging to the city of Tabriz. The earthquake of 1194 Hijri, which corresponds to 

1780 A.D., was especially damaging and it was recorded of having left no wall in the city 

taller than the height of a man. 

 

Below is a brief description of some of the worst earthquakes of Tabriz: 

 3-1-1- Earthquake of 244 Hijri (858 A.D.) 

At this time, Tabriz was a small town and was considered smaller than the various 

other regional cities in Azerbaijan including Ardebil, Bardae, Versan Serav, Barzand and 

Marand.20 The extant of the damage is not known, but was likely substantial for the time. 

3-1-2- Earthquake of 434 Hijri (1034 A.D.)  

This earthquake occurred 190 years after the earthquake in 244 Hijri and it was 

especially devastating, given that it happened at nighttime killing at least 40,000 people, 

which is an amazingly large number for the time. At the time, Tabriz was considered the 

largest and most beautiful city of Azerbaijan in addition to being its capital. However, the 

earthquake together with an attack of Ghazs that took place around that time devastated the 

city within a short period. 

                                                 
20 Yahya Zoka, Earthquakes of Tabriz , 1980, Kavian Press, Page 5 
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3-1-3- Earthquake of 671 Hijri (1272) 

Although this earthquake was not of the same magnitude of the previous devastating 

earthquake in the year 434 Hijri, this earthquake still did considerable damage. It took place 

during the reign of Abagha Khān, son of Holaku Khān, the Mongolian. 

3-1-4- Earthquake of 1194 Hijri (1780) 

As mentioned above, this earthquake is the largest and most devastating earthquake in 

the history of Tabriz. Curiously, this earthquake took place on the night of the very last day of 

the year of 1193 (March 1780 A.D.) Hijri carrying on to the first day of the New Year, 

namely the first day of the month of Moharram in the year of 1194 Hijri. According to 

various documents and evidence, the earthquake virtually destroyed all of the palaces, 

buildings, mosques, minarets, Sarās and caravansaries in the city. The only major structures 

to escape total destruction where the Ark of Alishāh, Gog Masjid (Blue Mosque), Ostad-

Shagerd Mosque and a few other less known buildings. 

 

3-2- Geology 

The Northwest of Iran is certainly one of the most seismically active regions of the 

Middle East. In general, the Iranian Plateau includes two main geographical faults resulting in 

a relatively large number of earthquakes. One of these faults roughly coincides with the 

Alborz Mountain Chain in the north and the other roughly corresponds to the Zagros 

Mountain Chain in Southwestern Iran. These two seismic hot spots come together in the 

northwest of Iran. Therefore, not surprisingly, Northwestern Iran is very geologically 

complex. Some of the main rifts in the area include Misho Rift in the northwest, Bostanabad 

Rift in central Azerbaijan, the Roudbar Rift System in the southeast, Salmas and Urmia Rifts 

in the west along with Astara Rift in the east. Tabriz is located in an area of Azerbaijan, 

which was under water in the Permian Age.  

Topographically, there are three major mountainous areas in the region consisting of 

the Misho Dāgh Mountains, the Sahand Mountains, and the hilly area of the region, which is 

a continuation of the mountainous mass stretching in from Armenia. The past volcanic 

activity in the more elevated areas of Tabriz has created unique morphological features. In 

this area, the lava flow that resulted from past eruptions has created a highly irregular series 

of scattered high peaks in contrast to the more prevalent and connected folds.  

The Misho Dāgh Mountains are located in the northwest of the region north of Lake 

Urmia. This mountain ranges connects to the Muro Dāgh mountainous mass via the Sofian 
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Heights and geologically speaking, these two mountainous masses are similar in composition, 

which consists of a crystallized core of thick limestone formed in the Upper Permian Era, in 

addition to a higher layer of sediments formed of Permian rock from Paleozoic, lower 

Taterias /Tertiary (one of the Mesozoic eras). The Sahand Mountains are located to the south 

of Tabriz and separate the Tabriz Plain from the Miandoab Plain. The region has a downward 

slope originating in the highlands, continuing as a gradual downhill slope in the plains 

towards the center of the plains and the Mehrānroud River, ultimately sloping towards the 

west-northwest low lands and Lake Urmia.   

 

3-2-1-Seismography in Iran 

The Geophysics Institute of Tehran University established Iran’s first seismography 

station in 1958 A.D. The total number of seismography stations in Iran had increased to five 

by 1965 A.D. The five stations where located in Tehran, Tabriz, Mashad, Shiraz and 

Kermanshāh, while the stations of Tabriz, Mashad and Shiraz had all been incorporated in to 

the WWSSN (Worldwide Standard Seismography Network). A destructive earthquake in June 

of 1990 in Roudbār, which registered as 7.3 points on the Richter scale, resulted in severe 

damage and heavy losses, exposing Iran’s need for local seismography networks. As a result, 

the Geophysics Institute of Tehran University created a Telemetric Seismography Network 

between Tehran and Tabriz, which simultaneously allows seismic information to be shared 

and analyzed. Currently, there are ten concurrent seismography networks located in different 

provinces within Iran. The Geophysics Institute of Tehran University is planning to increase 

the total number of these networks to fifty in the future.  

 

3-2-2- Seismic Activity in the Region 

In 1995, the National Seismography Network had fully been incorporated into the 

Tabriz Seismography Station, and by September 1995, it had now become possible to 

completely detect and analyze all seismic activity in the region much more thoroughly than 

before. Below table shows the frequency of earthquakes according to their magnitudes in the 

northwestern regions of Iran during a period of just over seven years. 
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Fig. 7. The distribution of recorded earthquake shakes in 

northwest of IRAN. 
 

 
The Frequency of Recorded Earthquakes recorded by the Tabriz Seismography Network 

October-1995 to January 2004 

Less than 2 2 to 3 3 to 3.5 3.5 to 4 More Than 4 Total 

557 3704 1372 604 228 6465 

  

 

3-2-3- Conclusion 

As mentioned before, Tabriz lies in a region of Iran that has historically been at risk 

for destructive earthquakes. However, the historical and seismological records show that 

about 225 years has passed since the last destructive earthquake took place in the vicinity of 

Tabriz, and according to the recorded seismological data within the Seismography Station of 

Tabriz along with the National Seismography Network of Iran, less activity has been recorded 

in the vicinity of Tabriz, in comparison with other regions. The interpretation of the 

aforementioned data however, is open to speculation. The seismic data of the region, which 

has been obtained by the Tabriz Seismography Station, corresponds well to other 

internationally obtained data. However, the sheer number of earth tremors recorded by the 

Tabriz Seismography Station shows the capability and importance of local networks.  
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Nevertheless, it is estimated that the number of tremors recorded by the Tabriz 

Seismography Station is still far fewer than the actual amount of earth tremors, which register 

as less than 2 points on the Richter scale. This discrepancy shows that despite the capability 

of these stations in collecting valuable seismographic data, the networks are not able to record 

the entirety of the earth tremors in the region, indicating the necessity to build and expand on 

the existing network of seismography stations within the region, and likely within the 

country.21  

One final point worth mentioning is that the historical data shows that Tabriz is prone 

to experiencing a destructive earthquake every few hundred years, which in turn, resulted in 

careful supervision regarding the construction of the Seismology Stations in the vicinity of 

Tabriz, in addition to calling for a coordinated effort by the authorities to ensure the most 

durable and accurate stations. 

 

3-3- Water Resources  

As expected, Tabriz has access to reservoirs of underground water, in addition to 

permanent and seasonal water flow in to the city. This is due to its mountainous terrain, 

seasonal snow or rain and local rivers, which have their origins in the mountains and rely 

heavily on snow melting in the summer time. In this section we will examine the two major 

sources of water for Tabriz, in addition to the cities capability to handle this valuable 

resource. 

 

3-3-1- Subsurface and Subterranean Waters  

In examining the local rivers flowing in to the city, the Mehrānroud River is the most 

abundant subsurface source of water in the region. Forming around Mt. Sabalān, this river is 

joined by various other rivers and streams from the local mountains before flowing east to 

west for approximately 256 km through the Tabriz Plain and ultimately draining in to Lake 

Urmia. On average, the annual water flow of the Mehrānroud River is approximately 

400,000,000m³. Since the water is high in saline content, its use for irrigation is limited to the 

end of winter and beginning of spring, during melting season. The explanation for its salinity 

lies in the path of one of its many tributaries, the Duzduzan River, which before merging with 

Mehrānroud River, passes through a highly saline layer of sediment therefore absorbing large 

                                                 
21 Northwest Seismography Center, Tabriz Seismography Network  
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quantities of salt and salty material. Among the other tributaries of the Mehrānroud River, the 

most important include the Ojān, Saeidābād, Lighvān, Zanjan Su and Komur Chāy Rivers. 

Other important rivers in this area are:  

The Osku River, which originates from the north of Mt. Soltan Dāgh in the Sahand 

Mountains. 

The Dehkharghan River, which originates on the western slopes of the Sahand 

Mountains and is an important water source for the area around the city of Azarshāhr and 

subsequently, the entire Azarshāhr Plain. 

The Ghuri Chāy River, which is the most important river in northeast of Tabriz. This 

river originates in mountains around Mt. Misho Dāgh.   

Although local rivers flow in to the area supplying water to its residents, the most 

important sources of water in the region are the subterranean water reservoirs of the Tabriz 

and Azarshāhr Plains. These reservoirs are particularly important, for they are the main 

suppliers of the water used for agricultural irrigation in the Tabriz plain. The depth of the 

water containing sediments in this region varies from 10m to 500m and the average depth of 

the water reservoirs in the Tehran Plain is approximately 30-40m for the first reservoir and 

approximately 60-120m for the second reservoir. Shallow water reservoirs also exist, which 

are fed by Mehrānroud River and tend to contain saline water while other water reservoirs, 

which are fed by streams from the Sahand foothills, tend to contain purer water. Every year, 

320,000,000 m3 of water is extracted from the reservoirs beneath the surface of the Tabriz and 

Azarshāhr Plains from a depth of between four to fourteen and a half meters.  

 

3-3-2-Collection and Drainage of Water 

The main river that flows through the city of Tabriz is named the Ghuri Chāy River. It 

contains a relatively low water volume, which is why its name is translated as ‘Dry River’. 

Nevertheless, most of the local streams and creeks drain in to this river. The larger 

Mehrānroud River is no longer considered as a valuable water source for the city and a lot 

developed urban areas have consumed parts of it. In this regard, the Ghuri Chāy River has the 

main duty of draining the local creeks and streams. This River has historically played a more 

important role in this city and hence, it is equipped with more facilities, while the 

Mehrānroud, with its larger bed, lacks these facilities. 

The passage of time and the development of the city in the midst of a large valley have 

produced little change in the role of the Mehrānroud River relative to the city it supplies. The 

main ravine that has formed from the flow of the Mehrānroud River, in addition to smaller 
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ravines such as the Bārenj and Lālel Ravines, in addition to the ravine in the Koshtargāh 

region, have allowed a relatively stable relation to be established with the development within 

the city. The salinity also plays a factor given that it is not highly irrigated.   

Of the minor ravines in the area, only the Bārenj Ravine can be considered as having 

an important role. Canals, streams and creeks direct the subsurface water in the area around 

and underneath the cities local traffic grids, and with the help of natural slopes, flow towards 

the direction of the Ghuri Chāy and other ravines. Since some of these natural slopes are 

disrupted by human development, the water flow is interrupted in certain cases and the water 

is diverted away from the proper drainage area. Certain action is needed to prevent this 

growing problem. Fortunately, the outline of the cities water flow situation described above, 

indicates that the city is considered very safe against flooding, since the main ravine, the 

Ghuri Chāy, has a large capacity for absorbing floodwater and the city will likely face only 

minor damages in the event of a flood.  
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Chapter Four – Historical Fabric of Tabriz 

 

4-1- Textural, Architectural, and Cultural History of the City 

Historical fabric is a complex of constituting fibers of an integrated and pre-designed 

unit that can give a beautiful and graceful shape to the complex; otherwise, it will be a 

disordered and messy fabric. 

Tabriz has a unique historical identity regarding its fabrics. This tradition reflect the 

rich and ancient history this city has, which results in the incorporation of similar styles into 

its rug industry in addition to severely affecting the building architecture, both new and old.  

Like most other Islamic cities, the historical textile of Tabriz, is severely affected by the 

Architecture and mosaic of architectural buildings and vice versa. Within the past fifty years, 

urban development has been influenced heavily the ancient fabrics associated with the city of 

Tabriz, thereby various buildings such as the Jumā  Masjid (Gathering Mosque), the bazaars, 

the normal mosques, the schools, and the traditional “Hammāms” (baths) and the barbicans 

within the city, show strong similarities in their fabric and architectural style, which is clearly 

labeled as that of the Tabriz tradition. This fabric and architectural tradition is also considered 

as one of the oldest and most beautiful traditional fabrics of Iran. 

The traditional fabric of Tabriz is still displayed within the core of the city. Such 

structures portraying this traditional style include the famous barbican of Najafgholi Khān, 

Sham Ghāzān that was a modern equipped organization at that time, the structures of Rab-e-

Rashidi, which is a city traditionally considered separate form Tabriz proper, and the fabric 

incorporated into the Architecture of Goy Masjid.  Although, only a small part of central 

Tabriz still contains the purely traditional Tabriz Architecture, other buildings and locations 

still resemble traditional Tabriz Architecture and fabric. These buildings are classified as 

having a hybrid form of the traditional fabric and Architecture, while certain scattered 

buildings can still be found that contain the more traditional Architecture in its stricter sense.  

 

4-2- Cultural-Historical Sequence of Tabriz 

The cultural-historical sequence of Tabriz is a line of traditional and similarly 

assembled Tabriz fabric and architectural styles from the earliest clearly “Tabriz Type” 

buildings up until modern buildings. One of the clearest and earliest examples of this cultural-

historical sequence can be found on the design of the old barbican of the city. In addition to 
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the barbican, more recent buildings such as the Goy Masjid clearly display trends that are 

classifiable as subsets of the cultural-historical sequence of the city. 

Ongoing projects named the Tabriz Cultural-Historical Sequence Project aims to 

research and protect this valuable cultural resource, in addition to educate people about this 

long sequence of unique fabric and architecture. Current research projects incorporate the 

fields of archaeology, anthropology, linguistics, art history, urban planning, and architecture 

in to the ongoing research and development of a clear cultural-historical sequence unique to 

the city. This project also includes restoration, repair and safe keeping projects in its efforts to 

preserve the cultural-historical identity of the city.  

 

4-3- Urban Quarters  

Iranian cities have been traditionally divided into several Urban Quarters, which are 

not necessarily divided equally in terms of area and population. Each quarter was considered 

a separate urban-social unit and played an important role in the organization of the social and 

administrative relations within the city. Some of the various quarters of Tabriz include Amir 

Khiz, Mahad Mahin, Gajil, Vijuyeh, Sanjaran, Nobar, Chahar Menar, Davachi, Sorkhāb, 

Baghmisheh, Chustdiuzan, Hokmabad, Akhuni, Ghara Aghaj and Khatib Quarters. Certain 

elements within the quarters such as cemeteries or the general area of quarter, or even the 

social applications of the quarter, have determined the general identity of the quarter and 

ultimately determined political boundaries within that area. The distinct identity of the 

populations within the quarters has a strong effect on the evolution of certain quarters and not 

surprisingly, ultimately results in distinct subgroups of cultural fabrics and architecture within 

these various quarters. Since within Tabriz there exists vastly different quarters, mainly due to 

various social backgrounds, migration, or weather differences within the city. These local 

differences resulted in noticeable differences to the various fabrics within the different 

quarters within Tabriz, a difference that a number of explorers have noted throughout history.  
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Chapter Five - Features of the Bazaar Complex 

 

5-1- Bazaar  

The word Bazaar is found throughout various ancient Iranian Languages. The first 

recorded use of this word comes from the era of the Parthian dynasty, also known as the 

Arsacid Dynasty (238 B.C. – 226 A.D.) and is attested as ‘Vazhar’.  Shortly later, in Middle 

Persian, the word such as ‘Vvazar’ and is found in various compound words such as ‘Vazarg’ 

(businessperson) and ‘Vazargan’ (merchant). This word of Iranian origin has been loaned to a 

number of the neighboring languages including Arabic and Turkish. The Dehkhodā list of 

Iranian words, states that the word bazaar is taken from the Pahlavi (i.e. Middle Iranian) word 

of ‘Vakar’. The word has also spread to various European languages such as French, which 

itself borrowed the word from Portuguese who in turn obtained the word via commercial 

relations with Iran and other Middle Eastern Countries.  

In Middle Persian, the word ‘Vazar’ was primarily used for the name of a location for 

trading goods and despite the fact that this word is used for permanent, main and old bazaars 

of old and historical cities now it was used as a simple world or combined with affixes as the 

place of trading. Bazaar in Persian literature has a broad meaning and has been used for a 

crowded place and also for showing the reputation and important of persons.25

In terms of etymology, the Pahlavi word ‘Vachar’ consists of two parts. The first part is 

the word ‘va’, which is a word denoting various pottage and soups, while the suffix ‘char’, 

which exists as ‘zar’ in Modern Persian, is used as a suffix to denote place names such as the 

modern words of Lalezar, Chamanzar and Karzar. In this regard, it is obvious that in ancient 

times the word bazaar was used for a location, which the people gathered to trade various 

pottage and soups. However as time has passed, this word has come to denote a location of 

various commercial and social activities. Common explanations and definitions of a bazaar 

include the following: 

1- A place of gathering and commerce for merchants, which includes two separate rows 

of shops opposite of each other with a ceiling that connects the two rows with each 

other. In other words, it is a covered walkway with a row of shops on each side 

(Bazaargah)26. for example: Bazzazan Bazaar, Bashmakhchi Bazaar, Sahafan Bazaar. 

                                                 
25 Soltanzadeh, Hossein, Iranian Bazaars, Tehran, Cultural Researches Office, 2001, Pages 11,12 
26 Mohammad, Moein, Persian Dictionary, First Volume, Amir Kabir Press, 1984, Page 453 
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2- A bazaar traditionally was a center of trading in the center of the city but gradually 

shifted in to a place philosophical and political discussions, 

3- A bazaar is known to be a temporary and unorganized cluster of shops established 

under tents or makeshift roofs. These types of bazaars were periodically established, 

i.e. once a week, in a majority of locations within Iran, but especially in the northern 

areas and are named after the weekday on which they were held. like Makareh Bazaar 

and Sogh Okaz among Arabs, Yekshanbeh Bazaar (Sunday Bazaar), Panjshanbeh 

Bazaar (Thursday Bazaar), Jome Bazaar (Friday Bazaar).  

4 -Bazargahi means reputation, importance, popularity, credit and prosperity.  

 

In defining what is termed a bazaar, we can generally say that a bazaar is a location of 

gathering and trade, potentially a center of riots and unrest, political gathering areas, or a 

place of social relations and familiarity for its populace, which has commonly been associated 

with personal and social security. A bazaar was commonly decorated and illuminated during 

festivals while in more recent bazaars, the need for guild organization and structure, shaped 

the physical structure of bazaar to a much more complex structure than before. Physically, the 

traditionally smallest units of bazaars are merchant stands, which in turn, line up next to each 

other creating long rows of merchandise for sale or trade. 

  
5-1-1- Definition of the Main Bazaar 

Bazaars were created according to their type and application in specific locations 

throughout the city. The Main Bazaar was commonly assembled along the main road of a 

town or city. This was usually the road, which extended from the main gate of the city and 

most of the time was adjacent to the town cemetery not far from the bazaar. This is due to the 

graveyard of the city being established on the main road around the city or the castles 

barbican, in order for it to be easily reached by the population. 

A bazaar was the primary hub connecting various part of the town and was considered 

as the heart and center of the city, which is why important social structures such as the Jumā  

Masjid (Gathering Mosque), big seminaries, coin mints and other important structures were 

located in or around it. Usually in larger cities such as Tabriz, there is a public square near or 

incorporated in to the bazaar. Several minor Rāstā s were connected to bazaar from residential 

quarters and hence, people had access to most parts of the city through bazaar.     
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5-1-2-Development and City Impact  

The Development of the main bazaar of a city was entirely dependant on the cities 

development and growth. If the commerce of the cities, mostly developed along the main 

roads and high traffic areas of a city, then the bazaar would gradually develop along the most 

important and busiest local roads resulting in not only a main bazaar in the busiest sector, but 

also the result would be of a bazaar being established in virtually any ‘in demand’ location 

with commercial and production needs. If there was a wall or barbican within the edge of a 

city, and the city could not develop beyond a certain border, then the resulting bazaar usually 

developed in a different way. Usually, the bazaar slowly began to form along the two parallel 

sides of the main road from one gate and eventually grew to extend all the way to the 

opposing gate. This manner of development could also extend along other main roads that 

might intersect the main road. A good example of such bazaar development would be the city 

of Herat in the 15th century A.D., where two main intersecting roads Where the catalyst of 

two very long bazaars within the city, in this manner22. In certain locations of high 

commercial importance and activity, caravansaries would be constructed in the vicinity of 

Rāstā bazaar in order to increase the area, capacity, and scope of commercial activity for the 

merchants. Though, in certain cities of which such linear development was not possible, the 

bazaar would develop parallel to the main Rāstā , meaning that parallel roads would include 

various merchants, which would all be more or less considered as part of the same bazaar, 

unless of course the sheer size demanded macro-organization. The bazaars of Tabriz and 

Ghazvin have developed via this scenario. 

 

5-1-3-Protection from the Weather 

Permanent bazaars, along with certain mini-bazaars, developed in areas that where 

continuously commercially active all year, which caused them to ultimately develop in to 

roofed structures in order to protect the people from the elements. However, the majority of 

bazaars, in their traditional sense, such as temporary bazaars, are not usually equipped with 

any roofing. Aside from bazaar’s that developed from various commercial activities 

underneath large tents, the simplest type of roofs assembled for bazaar structures where made 

of wood or wickerwork. 

As the size of some of the primitively covered bazaars increased, materials such as 

brick and plaster became more common as material used for roofing. These materials where 

                                                 
22 - Soltanzadeh, Hossein, 2001, page, 60 
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mostly used for applying domed roofs to the bazaars given that flat roofs for large structures 

was an unwise combination at the time. These Dome shaped roofs where commonly 

beautifully decorated with various tiles, mosaics and paintings of which where not simply 

limited to the interior of the roofs but where incorporated on the walls and floor of the 

structure. Domes and Kkarbandi were used for big spans of bazaars like the covering of 

Chārsugsos and plazas (Timcha) and big spans were covered with transverse groins and 

beautiful shapes could be created because Karbandi was a method that includes many 

variable and different facilities for beautifying the covering. The ceilings of bazaars were 

usually covered with straw and mud like other buildings of the time and the ceilings of plazas 

and important places like Jumā Mosques and seminaries were covered with stable mortars 

and brick. In some cases, the roofs of the buildings were used for multiple purposes. For 

instance, roofs are a less crowded and sometimes more direct path from one building to 

another and where commonly used as walk ways for the common resident of the bazaars, i.e. 

the merchants. They could also be used to dry clothes or to spend leisure time in stark contrast 

to the generally busy bazaar that lay below it. 

The roofing of street bazaars is particularly important because they create a desirable 

place for the pedestrian costumers to rest and seek shelter, a luxury that roofless bazaars 

cannot offer to the costumers. Given that even a simple roof can provide both shade in the 

summer and can maintain warmth in the winter, it is no surprise that roofed bazaars tended to 

be more successful than their unroofed counterparts. The various space and variability of the 

landscapes and human bustle of bazaars made them an important and dynamic factor within 

the city, while roofs connected either different structures to bazaars, or even various parts of 

the bazaars to one another. This was an important factor when potential costumers weighed 

their options in terms of public locations to loiter. 

 

5-1-4- Construction 

The Material used in the construction of bazaars depends almost entirely on the 

environmental conditions and local resources of the region. A very common and traditional 

formula for the construction of bazaars in Iran includes using brick for walls, columns and 

arches. This formula also includes using adobe as brick mortar, with plaster and tile making 

up the exterior of the walls. Traditional construction material is mostly made up stone, wood, 

and brick; the latter of which was traditionally mud brick and is by far the most important 

material for a bazaars construction. As the bazaar construction method evolved and resources 

became much more accessible due to modern transportation, iron began to play to an 
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important role in the construction of bazaars especially for the exterior and façade of a bazaar, 

by preventing erosion to the brick and mortar. The floor of a bazaar was commonly composed 

of natural earthen material that ultimately developed in to a rugged and thick layer of packed 

earth due to all of the pressure applied to it overtime by pedestrian traffic. However, some of 

the larger and more luxurious bazaars that that sell more expensive goods, such as Amir 

Bazaar, contain brick or tile floors in order to add a more beautiful element to the structures.  

   

5-1-5- Different Types of Bazaars and Their Functions  

Covering the various types of bazaars found in the world is a daunting task. Bazaars 

can be categorized in to various different groups depending on their size, function, duration or 

location. For the sake of covering both the socio-economic functions among various bazaars, 

in addition to covering the physical and commercial functions, we will represent two separate 

sets of groups in which bazaars can be classified. Unfortunately, due to the limitation of this 

text and the utter complexity and sheer number of various bazaars, which clearly show 

differences in various functions, we will not include the highly complex grouping of bazaars 

by size, a topic that is vast and complicated. However, the detailed study of the bazaars 

function relative to size need not concern us, so it is in this regard that we will cover the basic 

differences among bazaars in a much simpler manner. The first grouping represented will be a 

division of three separate groups according to a bazaars function within their socio-political 

surroundings. These three groups are outlined and briefly explained below:  

1-Urban Bazaars: All bazaars that serve the main hub of a city are classified as Urban 

Bazaars. As previously mentioned, these bazaars are usually located in the heart of a city and 

function as a dynamic commercial center for the city. It is evident that this location is very 

fitting when juxtaposing it with the highly scattered and rural agricultural areas that also have 

commercial produce. 

2-Rural Bazaars: Historically, the economy of rural areas was highly self-sufficient 

and the need for commercial centers was virtually nonexistent, and in this regard, most 

villages did not have any need for heavy commercial activity. However, in some relatively 

larger villages, the need for small bazaars increased due the social-economic structure of the 

location of the village, usually in proximity to a larger more commercially active region. Such 

an example can be found in some of the small villages in the proximity of Isfahan, which had 

Rural Bazaars develop by the 4th Century Hijri (10th/11th Century A.D.)20 Also, some villages 

                                                 
20 Ebne-Hugel, 1345, page 107 
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in Roudasht-Isfahan, which can be called larger villages, had bazaars develop by the 8th 

Century Hijri (14th/15th Century A.D.)21. 

3-Roaming Bazaars: Since a large majority of villages do not necessarily benefit from 

being in the proximity of a commercial center large enough to demand a permanent Rural 

Bazaar, these villages steadily form equilibrium of temporary bazaars, which relocated from 

village to village based on the rate of supply and demand of their agricultural products. Such 

bazaars are more commonly found in locations where the proximity of the villages to one 

another is close enough to merit a complete relocation of the small bazaar from one location 

to another based on season, supply and various lesser factors.  

 

In addition to the socio-political classification, bazaars can also be classified to four separate 

groups according to their duration and location. The four categories are discussed below: 

 - Permanent Bazaars: As the name suggests, these bazaars remain in a constant location 

throughout the year. By nature, these tend to be larger and more complex, although this is not 

always the case. Most large city centers, which naturally developed bazaars over time 

eventually become roofed and a permanent year round commercial hub is established in the 

heart of the city. In addition to main bazaars, there are also various local mini-bazaars which, 

depending on their location and importance could well be roofed, in addition to rivaling the 

main bazaars in terms of size and activity, if indeed they are located in the more commercially 

vital areas of a city. 

- Periodic Bazaars: These bazaars in general are of slightly less importance than the 

permanent bazaars in commercially vital areas. However, the importance of these bazaars 

should not be underestimated in that the products are commonly of a seasonal or temporary 

type, causing large amounts of commerce since seasonal or temporary products can be in very 

high demand in certain situations. In conjunction with this, commerce could also be very busy 

within such bazaars due to the nature of only having a fixed time in which the bazaar is 

active. This can result in a momentary influx of costumers creating very crowded and busy 

bazaars. Of these types of bazaars, the weekly bazaar is the most frequent example. These 

weekly bazaars are held in a city or village, once a week, and are commonly called by the 

name of the weekday on which it is held, i.e. Jome Bazaar (Friday Bazaar) In Azerbaijan, a 

very old and famous type of these bazaars is called Karki Bazaar. This bazaar was held near 

Kardan gate in the Bardae village on Sundays. This weekly bazaar was so important among 

                                                 
21 Mostofi, Hamdollah, 1362, page 151 
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the people of this region that people called that day of week with the name of the bazaar, such 

as calling Saturday Karki 

Kasravi has compared Karki bazaar with Ghargha Bazaar, which is a small village in 

southwest of Tabriz towards Maragheh. Ghargha means crow in Turkish, which is derived 

from the Greek word ‘Kuryakus’ or ‘Kuryaki’ which means ‘Deity’. He writes that since 

Christians believed that Jesus is revived from the dead every Sunday and ascends in to 

heaven; they recognize this day as the day of God and call it Kuryaki22. Kasravi also 

concludes that Ghargha Bazaar can be Karki bazaar or Giraki bazaar citing Estakhri’s 

writing, which says that Muslims call Sundays Aran while Azerbaijanis call it Karki. 

-Annul Bazaars: Though these bazaars are of similar type to the periodic bazaars, their 

function is generally considered different and therefore can be considered a different category 

of bazaars. They are held annually, like their name suggests, but usually for a period of a few 

days or maybe weeks. These types of bazaars, given their long intermission period between 

activities, are generally larger and better organized than their periodic counterparts. Annual 

Bazaars can encompass representatives from various surrounding peoples and countries given 

that the usual cause for such an annual communion is a cultural or religious festival or 

tradition. Annual bazaars are considered as a global phenomena because of some specific 

common points that the have. Among the ancient peoples of the world, Egyptians, Greek, 

Romans, Iranians and Arabs were the oldest tribes who held annual bazaars in a certain 

season and time thousands of years before Christ23. An example of this phenomenon is how 

annual bazaars were held in various locations throughout Iran during Nowrouz, also known as 

Iranian New Year. This festival would last for more than two weeks after new years day and 

accordingly the Annual Bazaars that opened up for the festival would stay active for at least 

that period of time with considerably high activity. Other seasonal, national and religious 

traditions were a cause for holding these types of bazaars. These bazaars were accompanied 

with the assembly of people for holding rituals and worshiping ceremonies. These ceremonies 

were usually held around holy places like sanctuaries, idols’ houses, Zoroastian Atashkadehs,, 

Holy Imam’s Tombs, in graveyards or public shrines of people. These assemblies were 

accompanied with festivals and public ceremonies for the glorifying the Gods and idols.  

Fairs of Iran were always accompanied with ritual assemblies of people in New Year 

ceremonies in the beginning of spring or at the end of summer or the beginning of autumn.    

                                                 
22- Kasravi Ahmad, 1363, page 22 
23- Kasravi, Ahmad, 1363, page 25  
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This time of assembly among the people was for holding fairs and is a transitional 

period from one working year to another. In the very old times and among the primitive 

societies, this was the period of escaping the limitations and regulations of social life and it 

was the time of relaxation, comfort and hedonism. The people imitated portrayed their mythic 

ancestors as the objects of their worship by performing rites, ceremonies and symbolic 

actions. One of the specifications of the ceremonies in this assembly and annual bazaars was 

holding hedonism meetings, carnivals and festivals or collective orgies according to 

anthropologists. Another common characteristic of an annual bazaar is the holding of plays, 

poems, meetings, entertainment and games in the opening days of the bazaar. This practice 

was a very common in the tradition throughout the development of Iran as a nation. 

Some objects were considered as ordinary objects and had no religious value became 

holy during the traditional annual bazaars activities and where tied with the religious beliefs 

of the people. These objects where frequently used in treating patients, fortune telling, 

problem solving, and the establishment of holiness and where naturally sought out by the 

populace for purchasing during the festival.  

Sometimes un-pious behavior such as fighting, deception, cheating and lying were 

considered unholy acts within these bazaars. 

"The cultural elements of ancient bazaars have maintained their existence and social 

and economic role and importance in annual bazaars, to this day in two forms during the 

history of the social behavior of people. First, the cultural elements, which evolve within the 

society, together with evolution of doctrinal and religious laws, harmonize with the general 

needs of the people and their working and living methods. Second, a group of cultural 

elements that has remained without any change in meaning, remains in bazaars in their old 

and primitive forms. These are the symbolic and figurative forms of behaviors and actions of 

primitive society, which are unethical and inimical to law and religion in their society and are 

considered as unseemly actions and taboos. The traces of this behavior can be found in some 

social classes of people in today’s annual bazaars"24. 

- Short-Term Bazaars: Some bazaars were held for a very short period, for instance only 

in the morning, and the merchandise was mainly certain products that only are in demand 

only for a short period. There are still such bazaars in some small cities of Gilan and 

Mazandaran Provinces in Northern Iran, where the merchants sell products like vegetables, 

butter, cheese, etc…produced in their home or workplace. In some areas, bazaargahs (local 

                                                 
24 - Blukbashi, 1370, page 18 
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bazaar places) are established for this purpose and people supply their goods at the beginning 

of the day and return to their workplace or homes after the period in which the demand exists 

has expired. This type of bazaar is a good example of daily supply and demand equilibrium, 

which results in temporarily establishment of a small bazaar to fulfill the supply and demand 

needs of the local residents. "Producers can supply different types of handicrafts like ceramics 

and hand-woven products daily or weekly in short-term bazaars according to the demand of 

certain products"25. 

 

5-1-6- How to Establish Security & Peace in Bazaar 

Officers appointed by the governor and under his supervision provided security, 

peace, and protective affairs of bazaars and prevention form robbery. The title and 

responsibility of these persons were different in different cities and regions. 

 

- Mohtaseb: 

Persons called “Mohtaseb” had activities in bazaar in social history and 

administrative organization of Post-Islam era in Iran who were permanently in contact with 

bazaar and the basis of their activity was “Recommending to do good & enjoining not to 

commit what is unlawful.”  The task of Hasabeh or Ehtesāb foundation was to establish peace 

and security and dealing with the expediencies of the country.  

We can say that Ehtesāb is the continuation of the role of Pre-Islam governmental 

officers who were responsible to establish peace and security. The issues and problems related 

to the quality of goods and prevention from deception of sellers and good quality of foods and 

perishable materials and observing the rate of goods and controlling the scales and weights 

were among the affairs controlled by the Mohtaseb. Mohtaseb, who was usually considered as 

the executor of judge of the city and appointed and selected by the judge of the city, was a 

member of government and a clergyman who were aware of religious rules and could judge 

about arbitration affairs and sometimes he could also determined the punishments. 

Unlike the judge who could only investigate, judge, and issue the verdict in case of 

any complaint and litigation and unlike the Sharteh who came to the square in emergency and 

necessary cases, Mohtaseb was an official person who could take actions when observing a 

violation and didn’t wait for a complaint to be made. The mission of Mohtaseb has religious, 

                                                 
25 Soltanzādeh, Hossein, 1380, page 39 
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social and economic aspects and Mohtasebs usually acted with bravery and power and 

inspected or sealed the shops, if required. 

"The territory of Mohtaseb’s tasks were all parts of city and bazaar was his effective 

and real place of activity. Beside supervision over the activity of craftsmen and businessmen, 

he supervised over the activities of other groups like teachers of small children, masonries, 

physicians, surgeons and even preacher and judges"26. 

Mohtaseb stopped usury, which was unlawful, against religious principles and he even 

investigated the coins, and evaluated their authenticity. His authorities were limited to the city 

and did not include foreign trade. 

"Punishments in limit of his authorities were applied without interference of other 

judicial authorities included reprimand and beating (napping, beating with wood and 

whipping) and bad introduction (humiliating the person in streets and paths)"27. 

Chardin writes about a punishment called “Takhteh Kolah” in this regard: "this is a 

kind of punishment applied for the businessmen who cheat people about the weight of amount 

of sold goods. In this method, a big ring like a yoke with a bell hung on is put on the 

shoulders and neck of the guilty person and a long hat made of cheap material is put on his 

head and he is taken to his residence place and people blame and upbraid him with a loud 

voice"28. 

 

- Ehdas: 

"Ehdas" or "Ehtaz" (in Azerbaijani Turkish Language) means a person who watches 

and guarded bazaar. Ehtazs patrolled on the roof of bazaar to have good view of the place and 

see the people commuting in alleys and street and sometimes they announced their presence 

with a loud voice. Ehtazs patrolled in bazaar area up to morning and in the morning, they 

went to Daroogheh and reported what they did during the night. 

Ehtazs received a half shāhi per week from each shop against the services that they 

offered. The word “Ehtaz” was used up to Ghājār  era. The government had no role in 

appointing and dismissing the Ehtazs and bazaar merchants appointed them. The 

responsibility of Ehtazs was transferred to Daroogheh after Ghājār  era with this difference 

that the bazaar merchants paid the ages of Darooghehs but had no role in appointing or 

dismissing them and the government appointed and dismissed them. 

                                                 
26 - Ebne Akhuh, 1360, page 206 
27 - Soltanzadeh, Hossein, 1380 (2001) page 44 
28 - Chardin, 1811, Volume 6, page 129 
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- Daroogheh: 

"Daroogheh" or "Dargha" (in Azerbaijani Turkish Language) was responsible to 

provide the security and peace. They had offices in bazaar and two or three persons, called 

Dargashagerd, worked under their supervision. Dargashagerd carried a gun on his shoulder, 

walked in front of the state or DarghaKhāneh with a special state upon the order of his patron, 

watched over, arrested the guilty persons, and took them to the office of Dargha and Dargha 

investigated the case if there were any complaint. The fines determined for the guilty person 

was cash money and in case of avoidance from paying the fin, the guilty person was beat by 

Dargashagerd. The unpaid fine was doubled after sometime or the clergyman of bazaar 

helped the person to pay the fine. (Narrated by the elderly merchants of bazaar). 

Now the words Dargha and Dargashagerd have negative meaning, are used for bully 

and tyrant persons and means a person who does not observe the rules and regulations relying 

on his physical power, and prove their ideas. 

Darghas used any type of trick and scheme to fulfill their needs and fill their stomachs 

"….and they had only one reply for all guilty and suspicious persons and it was the stick and 

hunger and they easily bastinadoed the people and the made the merchants to obey them. 

Their behavior towards the criminals and bazaar merchants was the same. Daroogheh charged 

the bazaar merchants with cheating or people or opening their shops before the legal hours or 

violation from the rules and the merchants gave them what they needed and bribed them. 

Darooghehs recorded the names of all merchants and craftsmen to facilitate 

penetrating and supervising them and sent some spies to supervise over the merchants and 

they hereby governed the bazaar"29.  

"Administrative corruption in Ghājār  era caused some Darooghas to harry the people 

for different reasons and receive blackmail from the merchants for different reasons and 

excuses like cheating the people and gouging. Therefore, being a Daroogheh was a profitable 

job and persons who wanted to become a Daroogheh bribed the judge. This job was removed 

in Tehran in Naseraddin Shāh era and another department called “Nazmieh” replaced it"30. 

 

- Patachi: 

Patachis were the officers of finance department and collected taxes. So, they received 

tax from the members of caravan and Charvadarchi (head of caravan) that carried goods. 

Finance department specified some places near the city and appointed officers there to receive 

                                                 
29-  Wilhelm Flor, 1979, Page 263 
30-  Lord Corson, 1970, Volume 2, Page 439 
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tax from caravans and control their entrance and exit (caravans usually entered the city in 

Azan time in the morning) and they gave a receipt against receiving taxes to he head of the 

caravan (Charvadarchi) to prevent cheating or tricks and they called this receipt “Pata”, 

which should be submitted to tax officers when exiting the city and it was considered as the 

permit to exit the city.  

If a caravan entered the city before Azan time and sold the goods, they had to pay 

more taxes when exiting the city. 

 

- Jarchi: 

Like today, the activity of bazaar was limited to a certain time limit in the past and the 

merchants and businessmen has activities within the specified time limit and they should 

close their shops and leave the bazaar after the specified period. Jarchi was an officer who 

patrolled in main and minor Rāstā s of bazaar and informed the time of closing the shops and 

used special sentences for this purpose, such as: 

- Rise and close the bazaar, the city is bombarded  

Jarchi patrolled in bazaar until the last shop was closed and repeated his special 

sentence. He received his weekly wage from the shop owners. Like Daroogheh, Jarchi was 

also appointed by local governors. 

 

- Looti: 

There was another strong group who dominated the people of the quarter, especially 

the merchants and they watched out the behavior of the merchants and gave the required 

orders and recommendations when necessary. The main objective of Lootis was to help the 

poor and helpless people of the quarters and bazaar. 

When Lootis saw a merchant without any beard and masculine, they sent a graybeard 

to him to say him that the Looti says that women sit at home not in shops and hereby they 

warned him about his misdeed. Lootis helped the helpless strangers and obliged the merchants 

pay some money to them and then he himself settled the account with the merchant. Another 

duty of Looti was to protect and guard the city and prevent from riot and unrest in the city and 

bazaar by the rabbles. (narrated by Haj Hossein Rasouli) 

Lootis usually carried cold arms like dagger and sword with themselves. Lambton says 

about Lootis in a paper: "Lootis have a long history and they had role as gentlemen and 

masculine because of the humane way of life that they had. The word “Looti” was used for 

different groups in the 19th century in Iranian society like a group of artists (singers and 
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instrumentalists), athletes and champions. The real Lootis who defended the rights of people 

tried to live like a gentleman and everyone should support the weak people and fight against 

tyranny to acquire the title of a gentleman and this economic plank is similar to the 

characteristics of the vagrants in the previous eras. However, the unwelcome authorities of the 

government appointed them to accomplish their own objectives. So, this situation created a 

new group called Chaghookesh (cutthroat) after the traditional Looti movement"31. 

 

5-2- Present Structure of Iranian Bazaars 

Iranian bazaar with its specific characteristics has been famous in the world, the great 

and significant scenes in legends and stories are happened in bazaar, and when an author 

wanted to describe Iran and Iranian in his work, he named his work after Iran bazaar. By 

studying the maps of bazaar, we can see that the spaces of bazaar are related to each other and 

are repeated as regular geometrical shapes. The spaces are mostly symmetric and a special 

architecture has been created around a circle or on both sides of linear hallways that are 

connected to other major and minor spaces of bazaar while keeping their general from.  

Iranian bazaars are mostly linear formed along the most important road and path of the 

city. The spaces of bazaars in main cities can be divided into three parts. 

The present order of bazaar is formed based on the evolutionary role of each guild in 

relation with other guilds and the needs of the customers of bazaar and the urban fabric 

around it by the passage of time and a reasonable harmony is established among its different 

sections. Other factors were effective of formation of different parts and organs of bazaar, like 

the security and order and different needs of different guilds and occupations for security. For 

example, some guilds like goldsmiths, money-exchangers, sellers of delicate and expensive 

goods need more security than blacksmiths and coppersmiths and the police officers were 

near to bazaar.  

One of the other important reasons that the guilds were next to each other was 

dependence of different activities on each other and their compatibility. Therefore, if the 

blacksmiths and coppersmiths are located in a section far from the main Rāstā, the noise of 

their job will not disturb the passer-byes and customers of bazaar. 

What is significant in architecture of these spaces is continuity and repetition. 

Repetition of shapes and spaces surrounded in these shapes and the repetition are is special to 

this tradition. The shapes are symbolic in this traditional architecture: curve, perpendiculars, 

                                                 
31 - Lambton, 1977, Page 14 
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ceiling and dome each have a meaning hidden in them and carry a reality with themselves and 

transfer it. 

The spaces of bazaar can be divided in three main parts in main cities: 

1- Rāstā s that mainly include stores, the places for selling goods. 

2- Commercial complexes that are places for storing goods like Sarās and 

caravansaries with temporary residence places for residence of merchants. 

3- Commercial complexes without residence places like Gheisariehs and Timchaes  

The Iranian businesspersons and merchants should reside in a place that the buyer can 

easily compare the goods that he sells with those sold by others and don’t be cheated because 

of its exceptional and exclusive situations. Creation of Rāstā  and collecting the similar goods 

in shops near each other in bazaar with Tim and Sarā is the result of this special system of 

craftsmanship and business in Iran so that the buyer will be able to provide his/her required 

goods with the lowest price and without any defect according to the economy of his family 

without any need for searching hundreds of shops with the distance of at least 500 m for 

buying something like today.  

Occupational sincerity, honesty and conscience made the Iranian craftsmen to buy 

shops in one Rāstā and near each other and any guild and group select their own special Reste 

and bazaar for presenting the similar goods and make the customer be free in comparing the 

samples of goods and evaluating what they want to buy. 

Iran bazaar was established based on this system and wove the valuable fibers of the 

city beside all the complexes, urban and rural roads, near the squares and bongahs28 with 

Hammāms and the houses and government centers. Bāzārchā fulfilled the needs of a quarter 

Bāzārchā had shops that sold goods needed by the people of the quarter and people went to 

the main bazaar for buying their basic goods. 

Most bazaars in old Iranian cities were out of the gates of caravans and continued to 

the city and sometimes they went out of the city (vicinities) and most bazaars were out of the 

city. 

Roofed bazaars whether in cities near the desert or in humid and cold towns of north 

and west of Iran are still the most suitable place for Iranian craftsmen and buyers and despite 

the facts that the establishment of big and new streets and boulevards made the craftsmen 

come out of bazaar to streets, bazaar is still the place of business and trade for Iranians.  

                                                 
28 Bongah: A big square and the center of the village and place for trading goods.  
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larg bazaars were named after the specific good supplied there or craftsmen working 

there, like Āhangarān bazaar (blacksmiths bazaar), Mesgarān bazaar (coppersmiths bazaar), 

Kare & Panir bazaar (cheese & butter bazaar), Ghandforoushān bazaar (sugar sellers bazaar), 

Naghshbandān bazaar, Ghandilsāzzān bazaar and son on and the bazaars branched from 

Chārsug and Bāzārchā of quarters sold groceries and the small squares (meydānche) sold 

vegetables and fruits.  

As it was told before, different gates had important role according to their importance 

and being the place for passing the caravans and the Rāstā s of bazaar are formed on this basis. 

   

5-2-1- Study of the Form of Iranian Bazaars   

The form of a structure depends on the beliefs and mentalities of its residents. 

Understanding the architecture of a building will be possible only through knowing the nature 

of these beliefs, mentalities and thoughts of people about the method of their living and the 

organization of that building.  

Three forms have the highest effect on studying different forms of Iranian bazaars. 

 

- Linear Bazaars:  

Most of Iranian bazaar, especially the permanent bazaars, is linear because they are 

built along the main roads and paths. Linear bazaars are of two types: Organic (indirect) and 

designed (direct). Organic bazaars are those formed along the organic paths without any pre-

designed and new places were built on their path by development of the city. 

These cities were usually formed by development of a big village or a small and 

organic town and its paths and passageways were developed along the non-designed and 

roads and passageways of animals which were converted to bazaar.  

A few number of Iranian bazaars are a direct and designed passageway and this type 

of bazaars were created when a person (the governor of the city or other outstanding 

authority) decided to construct a Rāstā  and it is natural that they used one or several 

architects for designing the Rāstā  bazaar and caravansary and the Rāstā  bazaar was usually 

designed as a direct line and was constructed then. 

 

- Concentrated Bazaars:  

Some Iranian bazaars were formed in a concentrated place like a square. Iranian 

bazaars were formed in two concentrated forms. First, they were formed as periodical or 

temporary Bāzārgāh and concentrated in an open space near the road or path. 
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Second, they were established in a square in the city as a designed place or as organic 

and non-deigned form as bazaar.  

About the first form, it should be mentioned that most of periodical and temporary 

bazaars were formed in open spaces as residence places and the activities and spaces are 

settled in two forms. Sometimes the craftsmen and merchants were settled in regular rows like 

parallel lines and the buyers passed through the sellers and goods while passing the linear 

paths. But sometimes the activities and spaces were irregularly settled in the square. In the 

second form, the bazaar was settled around a pre-designed square.  

 

- Multi-Axial Bazaar:  

This type of bazaar is an extensive network of parallel or transverse Rāstā s that 

involves the complex of Sarās and Khāns. The attraction and dynamism of this bazaar is more 

than those of other bazaars, like Tabriz bazaar or new parts of Tehran bazaar. These bazaars 

are developed in two directions: linear and transverse. These bazaars are usually established 

with a previous deign and planning by rich employers in private or public lands and 

sometimes they are established influenced by economic conditions without any previous plan. 

This type of bazaar is more dynamic and attractive. This tendency is obvious in modern 

shopping centers. Long streets full of shops against multi-axial complexes lost their attraction 

day by day.  

 

- Crisscross Bazaars:  

Crisscross bazaars are a combination of two linear perpendicular bazaars that are 

multi-axially dense in the place of crossing. The famous example of this type of bazaar is 

Vakil Bazaar of Shiraz with five Khāns constructed simultaneously. These types of bazaars 

are usually constructed with a previous design and plan. 

 

- Systematic Bazaars: (Central Retail Bazaar with Khāns around It) 

This type of bazaar is a big complex of roofed Rāstā s and hallways (Dālāns) next to 

each other without any distance between them and Khāns surrounded them like a belt. A good 

example of this type of bazaar is the old bazaar of Istanbul where less important Khāns are 

gathered around the central retail bazaar. 
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5-2-2- Rules & Regulations of Trade in Iranian Bazaar 

The relations between the craftsmen and people and also the relation between the 

merchants of bazaar and method of using the spaces of bazaar required some rules and 

regulations that existed as codified rules and sometimes as verbal rules among the 

businessmen. These rules and regulations included different subjects and domains, the most 

important of which are mentioned below: 

 

- Place of Settlement of Craftsmen & Spaces  

Some craftsmen whose activity polluted the environment should have been settled 

outside the city or near the gate. The slaughterhouses and tanneries were in places far from 

the city center and residential places. The tannery bazaar that was inside the bazaar of Tabriz 

up to the end of Ghājār era was transferred to out of the city near one of the gates. 

 

- Entrance of Commercial Caravans: 

With lots of pack animals and goods packs were the annoyance of people and passer-

byes and transmitted diseases and infection to the city, so caravansaries were built near the 

Rāstā bazaar and the gate of the city for settlement of these caravans and they entered the city 

after cleaning themselves, resting, and paying the charges of the goods. One caravansary and 

on Hammām was built near each four gates of Tabriz  and In Ghāzān Khān era in Ghāzān 

Khān era and according to the order of the government, the caravans should unload their 

goods at that caravansary32. 

 

- Some food selling shops: 

Food shops were established in places where they could be easily supervised. For 

example: near the booth of Mohtaseb33. 

 

- Constructing some spaces: Like mosque, schools, caravansaries, Hammāms and so on, 

especially if they were established to make money, needed permission from the head of the 

city or authorities of the city34. 

Ebne Akhuh in his book “Maalem-ol-Ghorbeh Fi Ahkam-ol-Hasbeh” referred to some 

regulations of passageways and Rāstā bazaars such as: 

                                                 
32 - Rashideddin Fazlollah, 1940, Page 206 
33 - Ebne Akhuh, 1360, Page 82 
34 - Balazari, 1364, Page 60 
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- Prohibition of installing booths and planting trees in narrow passageways  

- Fastening animals and sitting was not permitted in narrow passageways 

- The showcases of the shops should not be projected towards the street  

- Prohibition of installing and directing the drainpipes towards narrow passageways and 

putting garbage in passageways  

- Prohibition of killing animals in front of shops and hanging meant out of the platform 

of shops  

- Following the lawful rules and regulations in transactions  

- Prohibition of selling and purchasing unlawful goods and incomes (Haram) 

- Supervision over authenticity of goods and weights and scales  

- Preventing from hoarding and gouging35. 

 

The prices of goods were usually controlled and supervised but the prices were not 

fixed and were determined based on the principles of supply and demand. The prices of 

necessary goods like wheat, bread, meat, salt and so on wee determined and announced by 

town criers (Jarchies) in bazaar so that all the people knew the prices. Hoarding and gouging 

of basic goods were controlled and supervised, the hoarders and gougers were punished, and 

the punishments included decapitation and cutting their ear or nose.  

 

5-3- Present Structure of Tabriz Bazaar  

At present, Tabriz Grand Bazaar is an urban block and the most complete social 

organization among other bazaars of Iran located in historical city of Tabriz and is the most 

important element of this historical fabric. The social management of this bazaar, as the only 

complete social management of bazaars, governs its activities. Jomhuri Street surrounds this 

block from south, Dārāie Street from east, Rāstā Kucha from west and Shams Tabrizi street 

from north.  

Although other parts of this bazaar are out of this block and connected to the above-

mentioned streets, they imply the continuation of entrance paths of bazaars in the past. Like 

Haram Khāneh bazaar on east of Dārāie Street and connected to that street; or Rahli bazaar 

and Shishegar Khāneh bazaar are other samples that continue their activities as bāzārchā. 

Tabriz bazaar is bigger than other bazaars of Iran in terms of its area such that most of people 

who want to use the shops of this bazaar are confuses for several years and this is an 

                                                 
35 - Ebne Akhuh, 1360, Pages 60,89, 138 
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indescribable enjoyment and we witness a real ambiguity and confusion of architecture in 

bazaar, the thing that new styles of architecture want to artificially create to give more 

variability and excitement to modern architectural works. Tabriz bazaar has the highest 

number of public places like mosques, schools and Hammāms, which will be explained in 

detail here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. General view of Tabriz Bazaar  

  

One of the characteristics of Tabriz bazaar is that there are special occupations in 

bazaars and the bazaars are named after those occupations and jobs. Mighty and competent 

men like Amir Nezām Zanganeh, Hāj Sheykh Mohammad Jaafar Ghazvini, Hāj Seyyed 

Hossein Mirzā Sādegh Hakim and others had important roles in establishment of this bazaar. 

 

5-3-1- Transportation in Tabriz Bazaar 

The traditional fabric and special architecture of bazaar are suitable for passing and 

presence of passer-byes and customers and the long and narrow lines and Timchas and 

passageways with their special architecture are not suitable for entrance of motor vehicles. 

Now, transportation is one of the main problems of bazaar by increasing the population and 

presence of people in bazaar and transportation inside bazaar and in its central parts is carried 
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out by bazaar carriers who carry the goods on their shoulders and use saddle for their 

convenience and pass through the long lines and Rāstā s of bazaar and inform people and 

invite them to open the way for them by saying “Yā Āllāh” or “Yā Ali”. There are other types 

of carriers who carry heavy loads on trolleys. These carriers also behave like those carrying 

loads on their shoulders. There are persons in Tabriz bazaar who have several trolleys and the 

carriers rent the trolleys and receive a wage at nights. No other type of vehicles is used inside 

bazaar and when a motorcycle enters bazaar, he is remonstrated by the guardians and 

disciplinary forces.  

There are open spaces in some parts of bazaar and motorcycles can pass through these 

spaces. At nights and when bazaar is not crowded vans are used for transportation. Vans can 

enter some Rāstā s of bazaar, which are separate form the main complex of bazaar (separated 

by establishment of streets) and transport heavy goods in certain hours.  

 

5-3-2- Functions of Tabriz Bazaar & Its Evolutions 

Tabriz bazaar had local function once, its function did not exceed one or several 

villages, and by progressing, the knowledge of human about transportation affairs and 

facilitation of communications, the area and function of bazaar has been developed especially 

in cities on the path of caravansaries.  

The social and economic relations between the cities and villages made the prestige 

and status of the bazaar of a city influence not only the social-economic value of the city but 

also those of the villages around it. In other words, bazaar had regional functions too. "As it 

was usual from the first century, the taxes of villages were determined according to their 

distance from bazaars and the villages, which were near bazaars paid more taxes"36. 

Considering the centrality of bazaar in the city in terms of its function, the traditional 

bazaar had special functions based on the type and amount of goods traded there. Including: 

 

- Commercial Function 

Tabriz bazaar is the most practical and excellent place for trading and business. In 

fact, Tabriz bazaar is the best center for production and distribution of products and making 

transactions. Tabriz bazaar is a suitable social and economic system that has rightful status in 

terms of urban development.  

                                                 
36 - Soltanzadeh Hossein, 1366 [1987], page 28 
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Settlement of merchants and craftsmen in one guild and their nearness created a 

chance of competence for supplying suitable goods and provides the option of comparing the 

goods and selecting the best one for the buyers. Having the option of selection is one of the 

most valuable issues in the modern world and trading centers who advertise for more options.  

Secondly, considering that the cover of the main bazaar is the same and the shops and 

suppliers of one type of goods are next to each other, the seller cannot offer high prices for his 

goods. So the form of bazaar and its environment provides a competition between the shop 

owners and they have to sell their goods with the lowest price. So there is good competition 

between the goods market and producers.  

The distance between two rows of shops on both sides of Rāstā is enough for trading 

and traffic and creates a kind of understanding and kinship and sense of cooperation between 

the two rows of shops and the buyer can see the goods of two shops on both sides by passing 

through them. The streets do not have this advantages and the buyer has to cross the street to 

see the shops on the other side. 

Commercial functions of Tabriz bazaar have the following sections: 

1-  Sales: includes wholesale and retail 

2- Administrative-Economic: this means the organizations that directly serve the 

commerce like commercial companies and banks. 

3- Private occupations: this means the occupations that directly serve the commerce 

like brokerage. 

4- Workshops: this section also directly serves the commerce and has the following 

functions:  

a. Industrial Works  

b. Repairs  

c. Packing & Distribution 

d. Storing    

  

- Social Function of Bazaar 

Tabriz bazaar, as the most important access and the main linking way of the old city, 

has the highest rate of traffic. In other words, Tabriz bazaar was the most important linking 

canal of the city for people, goods, moneys, news, information and town criers (Jarchi or 

Monadi) in the main bazaar of Tabriz, because the information was transferred verbally 

between the people and all-important news that should be conveyed to the people by the 

government, announced advertisements.  
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In fact, Tabriz bazaar has been a good sample as place of exchanging the ideas and the 

center of social activities during the history of Iran. Culturally and socially, Tabriz bazaar has 

been the great center of urban news broadcasting. The news and information from all 

religious (Jumā Mosque), educational (schools and seminaries), administrative (governmental 

houses and offices) and economic centers (Rāstās, Sarās and stores) entered bazaar and were 

broadcasted everywhere.  

Limelight and respected people selected bazaar gate to enter he city and went to their 

destination after passing through bazaar as the most important linking way. People went to 

welcome these persons and gathered in bazaar and sometimes they decorated bazaars and held 

a ceremony. 

Dependence of social affairs on commerce is such that bazaar was the place of cultural 

and political activities besides economic activities and the merchants have always been the 

member of social groups who solved the social problems with their ideas and thoughts. 

Adjacency of stores and shops and lack of any door and windows made the merchants 

be near each other, negotiate, and discuss about the daily issues. Bazaars were closed on 

mourning days for holding religious ceremonies or when a religious leader or an authority of 

the city died and the ceremonies were held in bazaar. The mourning ceremonies were usually 

held in Sarās and Timchas and different guilds competed each other for better holding the 

ceremonies, such that the mourning ceremonies of the 10th days of Moharram was held in 

Sarās and Chārsugs of bazaar after Safavid era.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 9. Religious ceremonies in the THBC 
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Bazaar was closed at this day and people mourned and cried. Ebn-e-Asir writes: "On 

Ashoora of 352, women beat themselves with open hair and blacked faces and mourned for 

Imam Hossein and the bazaars were closed. These ceremonies are still held in Iraq, especially 

in Iran and Iranian bazaars have special places called Hoseinieh and Tekieh for holding these 

ceremonies"37. 

There were places for offering different type's pf foods in bazaar and some people 

used these places to invite their friends for food. Such that Nader Mirzā in Ghājār  Era writes 

in his book under the title of "History & Geography of Tabriz, The Capital": Rice & Kebab 

(Chelo Kabab) is cooked in Tabriz bazaar, it is a nice food, and people of Tabriz like this 

food38

Decorating the bazaar and opening them and playing games and plays in festivals and 

religious and national ceremonies and entertaining the foreign guests and famous people in 

bazaar increases the importance and prosperity of bazaar. There were public entertainments 

and games besides the above-mentioned social activities, but these functions usually existed 

with other issues. People were informed about the news of the city while shopping in bazaar. 

Important Hammāms (Baths), which were usually in bazaar had social and entertainment 

function beside their hygienic aspect. "In early Islamic era there were other entertainments in 

bazaar like showmanship and juggling in most of mosques."39

Some historical hints show that "the Rāstā of book-sellers and shops of some 

craftsmen in bazaar were the meeting place of scientist, poets, philosophers, physicians and 

astronomer and place of negotiation and discussion or teaching of some teachers and sheikhs 

and the book-sellers were ordinary people"40. 

The social importance of bazaar in periodical bazaars in urban and rural regions is also 

high. These bazaars are considered as the best places where the most variable types of social 

contacts are established. Any villager will see a large number of people coming from different 

parts and quarters.  

"These contacts are more pleasant for women than for men, because their daily 

activities in places other than bazaar are considered as their restrictions. Weekly bazaars were 

the best place for the young people to find their future spouses. Watching the showmen and 

acrobats and other entertainments converted bazaars to a type of playhouse"41. 

                                                 
37 - Encyclopedia of The World of Islam, 1993, Page 378 
38 - Tabatabaei, Gholamreza, 1994, Page 307  
39-  Pourahmad, Ahmad, 1973, Page 378 
40 - Mahmoud Mahmoudi, 1986, Page 9 
41-  Ahmadpour, Ahamd, 1993, Page 8 
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- Cultural-Religious Function of Bazaar 

Religion has been one of the important factors that determined the social relations in 

the past. The Eastern businesspersons have a close relationship with the priesthood’s society 

both in terms of the system of the cities and settlement of bazaars next to Jumā Mosque and 

other mosque and because of the social situation and states. The main pole of the religious 

activities was Jumā Mosques of the city that was located in bazaar or on his main path.  

Bazaars and Jumā Mosques that were the center of priesthood center of the city had 

close social and physical societies. Jumā Mosques were usually located in a suitable place 

near the main passageway of the city or in meeting place of the main public passageways on 

the bazaars were on the other side. In newly established Islamic cities, first, the Jumā 

Mosques were established and then bazaars were constructed and in old cities, Jumā Mosques 

were built in a suitable place near bazaar. 

Presence of different persons from different urban and rural classes in bazaar and 

existence of different classes and variable groups of guilds in bazaar converted it to a place 

for exchanging the social and cultural ideas and Tabriz bazaar can be considered as the 

biggest center of cultural exchanges and the most important place for studying the social and 

cultural characteristics of the city and despite the numerous changes in this city, bazaar has 

the role of guarding the genuine and old cultural values. 

Bazaar as the place for cultural exchanges has always acted as the place for 

interference of cultural spectrums of different tribes and groups and is tantamount to a center 

of impressing and impressionability of languages, accents and cultures. 

This ancient cultural center is among the centers where two or several religions of 

languages and cultural faced each other and were exchanged. 

  

- Political-Historical Function of Bazaar 

Traditional bazaars without political structure have always interfered the events in the 

society of Iran including social and political events. Knowing the reasons for permanent 

presence and participation of bazaar will be possible only be reviewing the history of bazaar 

and dealing with its historical event.  

If we study the historical events from Safavid era onward, we can see that the relation 

between bazaar and government and that of bazaar and the governor has been highly 

discrepant. The geographical situation of the county, imperial governments, messy economic 

status, lack of stable civil principles and absolutism of the governments mad the governments 
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to be instable and this instability resulted in riots of tribes for taking the central power and 

then one of them became the governor and established a concentrated government and the 

country became regulated and the treasury was improved. But the persecution of the absolute 

government, lack of a correct policy and political consciousness weakened these governments 

and the economic status became upset. The role of bazaar in this process is not deniable.  

The merchants of bazaar who were wealthy were invited to help the society, whether 

obligatory or by force or voluntarily with the aim of gaining more profit in the future.    The 

merchants financially helped the tribes and hurried to help the central government to stabilize 

the government together with the tribes who took guns to form the army of the country, when 

necessary.  

The interesting point is that the governments saw the bazaar as a threat for themselves 

after stabilizing their power and took actions to weaken the bazaar to stop their dependency 

on this organ. The conflict between bazaar and governments and their non-agreement because 

of incorrect and unwisely commercial policies of governments resulted in weakening of 

economic and then politic power of the government. In fact the need and permanent conflict 

stimulated this conflicting relation, the lack of social-political stability and security destroyed 

the commerce, and economy and bazaar had to find a way for its independence such that this 

situation resulted in rising and objecting by bazaar and the governments tries to control the 

bazaar by regulating new rules and regulations. The rules and regulations that were in conflict 

with the laws and benefits of bazaar. 

The existing conflicts, that is political conflict and the organic divergence made the 

bazaar and merchants to participate in economic-political life of the country during the history 

of Iran.  

Social-economic changes in urban life in Iran, started in 1921 to 1941 was so effective 

on general status of Iran bazaars that resulted in population increase, development of the city, 

establishment of streets and new shops in streets against those of bazaar and take the bazaar 

out of its traditional situations which was the only commercial center of the city but never 

restricted its development and prosperity and bazaar could well establish its correlation with 

the guilds and different classed of the society during these years.  

Continuation of absolute governments and lack of good policies of the government 

and its helplessness against impositions of the foreigners and discrimination between Iranian 

merchants and foreign merchants and giving the money market of the country to the hands of 

foreigners and granting the economic monopolies to them and prosperity of foreign goods and 

downfall of national industries and indifference of governmental authorities for maintenance 
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and development of handicrafts and local industries and protection and developing new 

industries made the merchants of bazaar resist against absolutism and colonialism.  

"Struggles of merchants against absolutism and colonialism started from the late 13th 

century and the early 14th century prefaced the mass struggles of merchants which continued 

for more than 25 years"42. 

Therefore, bazaar with strong economic arm, potential political facilities and Islamic 

beliefs that had a deep effect people was able to become one of the stable economic, social 

and political bases of urban life in Iran. After 1921, the conflict between the government and 

resisting religious scholars resulted in strengthening of the united front between the scholars 

and bazaar merchants. This unity, as a stimulant or as important factors in all of major 

political movements, continued from the congress of representative of merchants in 1922, 

Tobacco Movement in 1930 to Constitution Revolution in 1945, Nationalization of Oil 

Industry in 1950 to 1953, 15-Khordad Movement in 1963 and Islamic Revolution in 1977 to 

1978.  

    

- Communicative Function 

In traditional fabric and architecture of Iran cities, the complex of bazaar included the 

linking ways, Chārsugs, caravansaries, Timchas, Rāstā s and so on constituted the main 

skeleton of the city. 

In fact, bazaar was a roofed street with beautiful domes and there were openings in the 

middle of each dome for aeration and illumination of bazaar. Therefore, besides being an 

active commercial center and a big city center, bazaar was a link between the quarters.  

Because of very hot and cold weather in Iran, bazaars are roofed, low or high and 

labyrinthine and are a pleasant and lovely place for the customers and passer-byes. 

Considering that bazaar links most of the building and main center of the city, people who did 

not intend to do shopping in bazaar used to pass through bazaar to reach their destination. 

These passageways are like galleries against the eyes of tourists and merchants.  

Combination of light and volume in architecture of bazaar is so pleasant that relaxes 

and comforts any newcomer. This combination well expresses the personality of the 

environment in providing and strengthening the reliance, assurance and unity. The security of 

the passer-by and his movement in his inside makes him to immense himself in bazaar and 

this relaxes and comforts him.  

                                                 
42 - Ashraf, Ahmad, 1980, Page 106 
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5-3-3- Stone Gates of Tabriz  

Numerous insecurities in Tabriz during the history and attacks of domestic and foreign 

enemies made always threats against this city. We can see that indifference of the governors 

for establishing the order and security in the city made the scholars of the city to establish the 

peace and security in the city. During Karim Khān Zand era, after a relative stability in Tabriz 

Ahmad Khān Donboli in Khoy and Najafgholi Khān Beiglarbeigi in Tabriz established 

security and developed this city, Tabriz became of powerful city, and great buildings were 

constructed in this city. After the destructive earthquake in 1193 Hijri in Tabriz, a strong 

barbican was constructed around the city to establish the peace and security in this city. The 

construction of this barbican was completed in 1196 and eight gates were installed on it 

including:  

Khiaban Ghapisi, Baghmisheh Ghapisi (Aala Ghapisi), Sorkhāb Ghapisi, Davachi 

Ghapisi, Istanbul Ghapisi, Gajil Ghapisi, Mahad Mahin Ghapisi (Miar Miar) and Nobar 

Ghapisi 

Then, Bāzārchās, which were constructed behind most of these gates, which were 

connected to the central bazaar of the city. Some of these bazaars are Rangli Bāzārchā of 

Khiaban, Bāzārchā of Baghmisheh Ghapisi, Sorkhāb Bāzārchā, Davachi Bāzārchā, Istanbul 

Ghapisi Bāzārchā and Gajil Ghapisi bāzārchā. 

 

5-3-4- Tabriz Bazaar in the Junction of Silk Road Trade  

Tabriz bazaar id the sign of the old culture of this land and is the relics of its brilliant 

and considerable civilization inherited from the ancestors and people of this land. 

Tabriz great bazaar with its numerous Timchas and caravansaries narrates the power 

and prosperity of commerce in this city in the past times. Silk Road continued from China and 

beyond Chian to Tabriz and this city was as a junction that established commercial relations 

between Caucasus to beyond Caucasus and to Basra and Arabic countries, Middle East and 

Africa on one side and Istanbul and European countries on the other side. 

Now there are merchants and businesspersons in Tabriz with family names of 

Moscowchi, Varshochi, Istanbulchi, Kalkatachi, Irvanchi and so on which related to the 

history of commerce and industry in this province and their fathers were very effective on 

development and improvement of industry and commerce in economy of Iran. 

"Since the old time, the carpet market of Germany and other European and American 

countries are fed by hand-woven carpet of Azerbaijan and Tabriz and Azerbaijan carpet is the 

number one in most of international markets. This exclusiveness in international market is 
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such that Marco Polo, the Venetian explore mentioned this point and confessed it in his travel 

to China through Tabriz"43. 

Tabriz was the center of foreign transactions, especially with the neighboring 

countries because of being on the path of Silk Road. Therefore, all domestic and foreign 

explorers have talked about the wealth and richness of Tabriz people and abundance of money 

in this city. Most of the big commercial ways of caravans ended in Tabriz and this city, so the 

most important trading centers and commercial houses of the world were established in this 

world. 

    

5-3-5- Prosperity & Blossoming Period of Tabriz Bazaar  

Besides the sensitive commercial situation of the city, other factors were also effective 

on prosperity and blossoming of this city’s bazaar, such as its economic and prosperity after 

being selected as the capital in IlKhāni era and this city was considered as the biggest 

commercial center and transactions market between the wets and east. The importance of 

commerce in Tabriz during IlKhāni era was the same as the importance of Baghdad during 

Abbasid reign. 'Ebn-e-Batuteh' writes in his itinerary describes Tabriz bazaar as a prosperous 

place full of goods and calls it the best bazaar of the world. He says: I reached a big bazaar, 

called Ghāzān bazaar, and it was the best bazaar that I has seen in the world”. Studying the 

historical resources shows the fact that Tabriz, which was the capital city in Ghāzān Khān era 

(1297-1304) was considerably renovated.  

"At the beginning of 720s Hijri, Venetian merchants concluded a commercial contract 

with Sultan Mohammad Khodābandeh and Sultan Abusaeid Khān Bahādor, the Mongol 

IlKhānd and were exempted from paying the customs fees and charges"44. 

This commercial power existed in the next eras such as the Teimurid and Safavid eras 

but the emergence of the empire in west of Azerbaijan brought misery to economy and 

politics of Tabriz and the commercial ways of Asia to Europe were closed and the 

commercial ways of Tabriz and Azerbaijan were established from Russia and Caucasus to 

Europe. 

"After Safavid era, Tabriz bazaar couldn’t retrieve its previous activities but it gained 

its prosperity and blossoming in Ghājār era. During the Ghājār ear, Tabriz bazaar was the 

trade center of Iran and stood first in terms of the commercial exchanges and the present 

foundation of Tabriz is the result of that period when Tabriz became the city of princes and 

                                                 
43 - Koleini, Parviz, 1973, Page 4 
44 - Javadi, Shafi, 1350 [1971], Page 36 
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capital city at the Time of Abbās Mirzā, regent of Ghājār and its commercial prosperity 

increase. Sarās, Timchas and great and new bazaars were established and the government 

supported the merchants to improve and develop the commerce in this city"45. 

  

5-3-6- Depression Period of Tabriz Bazaar  

As it mentioned before, the emergence of Ottoman Empire closed the commercial way 

of Asia to Europe and the commercial ways of Tabriz and Azerbaijan was established from 

Russia and Caucasus to Europe. 

"After Bolshevik revolution in 1917 in Russia, the Russian government gradually 

closed the transit road and created problems for merchants of Tabriz and thy suffered heavy 

losses and damages. The commercial problems were relatively solved by beginning of Reza 

Shāh’s reign and the commercial relations of Iran and Soviet Union were established again. 

Basic changes were made in commercial status of Tabriz by beginning of Reza Shāh’s reign 

and the old merchants of Tabriz who had trade houses in Russia and other cities o Iran 

transferred their commercial and trade branches to European countries like Germany, France 

and Italy and closing of the transit road of Soviet Union highly damages the economy of 

Azerbaijan and Tabriz bazaar lost its economic power and the economy of Azerbaijan was 

gradually transferred to southern ports and Azerbaijan customs were highly depressed and 

Tabriz merchants started immigrating from Tabriz to Tehran"46. 

 

5-3-7- Role of Tabriz Bazaar in Political, Social & Cultural Revolutions  

Tabriz bazaar emerged as the important economic pole and a new cultural-economic 

organization from the beginning of Ghājār government. 

The merchants and businessmen objected the tricks of the foreigners and corruption of 

governmental authorities and persecution of Ghājār s and receiving high taxes and closing of 

bazaar and strikes of bazaar merchants and businessmen showed the real identity of the 

society of that day and the merchants could show their presence in the scene by closing 

bazaars and their asylums. Tabriz bazaar and the merchants and businesspersons together with 

other classes were a strong column in most of revolutions among the main economic centers 

of Iran that gained social-political power after Safavid era. 

The close relationship of all groups of people and different classes of the society in 

bazaar rapidly related the people in the city and in the country and created a very strong 

                                                 
45 - Khamachi, behrooz, 1375 [1996], Page 68. 
46 - Javadi, Shafi, 1350 [1971], Page 95 
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organization. As the merchants had to be familiar with the rules, policies for making 

transactions and had a considerable level of social and cultural knowledge and because of 

their religious spirit they opposed any economic, cultural and political dominance, whether 

from Iran or abroad. Some of these struggles are as follows: 

- The first serious presence of Tabriz bazaar in political fields during Fathali Shāh 

Ghājār  era, whether during the World War I and II of Iran and Russia (1228,1243), Iran lost 

Caucasus province and some parts of Azerbaijan and the businessmen and merchants of these 

provinces came to Tabriz and informed the merchants of Tabriz about the persecutions and 

corruption of Russians and merchants went to religious scholars and received the decree of 

Jihad from the clergymen against Fathalishāh and organized Jihad groups and started 

struggling.  

- Bazaar in Tobacco Boycott Movement: "This movement is the first public struggle of 

people guided by clergymen against Ghājār s. People and bazaar’s merchants objected 

against Tobacco monopoly that gave the exclusive right of producing, selling and exporting 

tobacco to British Talbot and the merchants tore the advertisements of the company, closed 

the shops, and expressed their objection to the prince and Amir Nezam Garavi under guidance 

and direction of Haj Mirzā Javad Mojtahed Tabrizi. They closed the shops and bazaars and 

gathered around governmental building together with different classes of people and made 

this monopoly cancelled with their objections and struggle"47. 

 

Constitution Revolution & Tabriz Bazaar 

"The activity and struggles of people and bazaar’s merchants have been discussed in 

the history of the Constitution Revolution and everyone acknowledges the important role of 

them. Hoarding of wheat and grains by feudalist and rich people that caused famine and 

hunger was one of the most important issues that caused the objection of people and was an 

excuse for uprising. Merchants closed the shops, Timchas and caravansaries of bazaar, 

gathered in Seyyed Hamzeh Mosque, and started the objections and uprising. Among the 

merchants who had an important role in this uprising we can name: Haj Rasoul SaDāghiāni, 

Hāj Mirzā Āghā Farshi, Hāj Mehdi Kuzekonāni, Hāj Mohammad Hariri, Mortazavi and 

other"48. 

It is written in the history of Iran Constitution that:  

                                                 
47 - Olya, Mohammad Reza, 1993, Page 4 
48 - Kasravi, Ahmad, 1344 [1965], Page 128 
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"Two groups of people had role in Constitution Movement: Ministers, The Court & 

Outstanding and Famous Men and Merchants and faceless and inglorious persons and it was 

the faceless and inglorious persons who progressed everything and the history should be 

written in the name of these persons"49. 

 

5-3-8- Kinship & Work Relations in Bazaar  

Studying and investigating about the kinship and relations in bazaar and its relation 

with trade and commerce proves the dominance of ethnicity and family connections. Family 

relations have been important in bazaar from the old times and marriage among the families 

in bazaar was common and preferred. Therefore, "bazaar became an extensive family unit. 

The rate of marriage among bazaar merchants’ families was higher than that of any other 

group. The social aspect of bazaar shined especially in praying lines of bazaar merchants in 

mosques of bazaar. Social events were not limited to one guild and being a bazaar merchant 

was more important than being a guild"50. 

The society of bazaar merchants found the opportunity to meet and discuss about 

different issues including marriages besides daily prayers, weekly religious and mourning 

sessions. 

Even now, the family relations govern the social and financial life of bazaar. 

Employments are mostly bases on family relations and friendship without concluding any 

contract and without observing the labor act. There are reliable and trusted persons in bazaar 

who are responsible to fine apprentices for the stores of merchants and confirmation of these 

persons were like a seal of guarantee for the apprentices.  

These persons also offer consultation about marriages of bazaar merchants’ families 

and their confirmation is acceptable for the families.  

There are many families have been doing the same job ancestrally and non-official 

employments shows the tendency of merchants to maintain their independence regarding the 

labor act, shows his position against the government, and expresses an independent state and 

traditional work relations. 

Family relations govern the work in bazaar and the workers from the apprentice of the 

shop up to the craftsman, as a member of a family, became a humane capital.  

The employer pays some part of the marriage expenses and other expenses of the 

apprentice and worker of the store and hereby invests in his business and takes the 

                                                 
49 - Kasravi, 1965, Page 5 
50 - Flor, 1984, Page 120 
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responsibility of a father against his son and this worker of apprentice becomes a member of 

the family and plays his role in this regard. 

The experience gained by the apprentice in the presence of his master increases the 

value of work relations and converts it to a type of committed family relation and both parties 

try their best to keep this relation. 

Studies showed that there is networks of family relations among the merchants of 

Tabriz and those who have long records of activity in bazaar have more relatives. 

"This finding exactly expresses this cultural-social point that family supports still 

remain in the network of traditional bazaar and has a considerable economic role"51.     

Bazaar merchants say that: "In the past, most of merchants preferred to choose a 

spouse for them and their children among the families of merchants – especially the children 

of their colleagues – but it was not obligatory to choose a spouse from the same guild. For 

example a mercer says that his father and grandfather was mercer but his wife is from soap-

makers guild and his other is the daughter of a grocer". 

In Yunchi Rāstā (wool sellers Rāstā), although most of them inherited the job from 

their fathers, their mothers are from other guilds and even from non-merchant families.   

One of the goldsmiths of Amir Bazaar says that: All the family members of his mother 

were goldsmiths and he learned this occupation at his uncle’s shop.” The goldsmith who is 

55-years old says: The goldsmiths were all relative in the past and this family kinship brought 

a sense of peace and assurance. 

Family relations can be well observed in Pichakhchi Rāstā  (knife-makers Rāstā ) and 

those who were interviewed in this Rāstā  say that this family kinship and relations is the 

result of worthiness of an apprentice and his being accepted by the family of his master and 

his marriage with the daughter or sisters of his master. 

It can be seen that most of merchants in bazaar have family relations of grade 1 and 2 

and the basis on their kinship is the worthiness of the apprentice of the store or workshop.  

 

5-3-9- Denomination of Bazaars 

Each bazaar or important and main elements of bazaar have their own special name 

and the bazaars are denominated with their names. It should be noted that “Bazaar” is not a 

place for trading in its big and vast complex but the small parts specific for a job, guild or 

group inside the big complex of bazaar are called bazaar. 

                                                 
51 - Asgari Khangah, 2001, Page 186 
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For example, when taking about Tabriz bazaar it means a complex of big commercial 

services and grand bazaar of Tabriz, while this bazaar includes different specific Rāstā s and 

some of them are called “bazaar”. For example: Zargar Bazaar, Bāshmākhchi bazaar, Bazzaz 

Bazaar &.... 

- Sometimes bazaars are named in different methods: 

 

- Sometimes they are named according to the occupations of the merchants and craftsmen: 

- Sarrājan Bazaar: producers of bag, suitcases, saddle and belts  

- Abāchi Bazaar: weavers of gown textiles from high quality wool of camel or sheep     

- Pambikhchi Bazaar: The combers comb and prepare the cotton in their hands and 

make it ready for spinning  

- Sometimes they are named after the founder and the constructor of bazaar or Rāstā: 

- Haj Abolghāssem Timcha, Sharif al-olamā Bazaar, Amir Bazaar, Mirzā Mohammad 

Sarā, Nāeb Ibrāhim Bazaar 

- Sometimes they are name according to the situation and location of bazaar: 

- Damir Gāpi (Iron Door) Bāzārchā: one of the old gates of the city, Khiābān Ghapisi 

(Khiābān Gate) is located in this Bāzārchā 

- Jumā Mosque Bazaar: This bazaar is the closest bazaar to Jumā Mosque  

- Sometimes they are named according to the nationality or the religion of the merchants 

and craftsmen: 

- Germans Sarā (Almanli-lar Sarā): which was the place of activity of Germans 

before the World War I and there was a German trading company at this part of 

bazaar. 

- Khān Sarā: This Sarā was the trade center of the Jews of Tabriz. 

- Sometime they were named according to the size and shape of bazaar:  

- Uch Timchalar (Three Timchas) of Haj Sheikh 

- Sometimes they were named according to their occupation by a special group of class of 

society: 

- Haram khānā Bazaar: One of the exit doors of Āāli Gāpu Palace was opened to this 

part of bazaar in Ghājār era and was the place of commuting for the wife of the 

court. 
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5-3-10- Merchants and Groups within a Bazaar 

The guilds within a prosperous cities economy can be categorized in an informal 

hierarchy. This is especially true the further back in time one imagines. For instance, some 

groups have traditionally become highly respected and reputable such as Goldsmiths and 

Carpet Merchants. However, in categorizing the various groups that make up the populace 

within a bazaar, one must understand that due to the unique characteristics of the bazaar 

complex relative to various other merchant quarters, a bazaar clearly shows a unique 

combination of groups not found in any other commercial center. That is to say, regardless of 

the informal hierarchy and all social and economic inequalities resulting from it, the various 

groups forming a bazaar can be said to constitute a homogenous and logical “whole”.  

For the local population around a bazaar, it is well known that the persons working 

within a bazaar, in addition to the persons located approximately the bazaar, frequently 

including the bazaar Merchants Families, are all applied the term “Bāzāri” regardless of their 

financial or social status. It can be said that these people have absorbed a collective identity, 

which allows them to, more or less, shed their individual identity and share in all the 

privileges and disadvantages of this umbrella term. Naturally, this does not result in a uniform 

“Bāzāri” class of which consists of various but equal individuals. However, it does show how 

the unique structure of a bazaar does allow for the forming of a community with which there 

is no clear parallel worldwide. The differences in hierarchy and class that do eventually 

develop among the persons within a bazaar is said to “result from a deep familiarity of each 

person”52. In fact, in can also be said that the power and class of each person is directly 

related to his or her reliability, commercial importance, and financial credit. 

 

- Merchants: 

By far the most important and well-respected group within a bazaar, which is also the 

most prosperous group, is the merchants. The merchants have since its establishment, been 

the foundation of any bazaar and as a result, they are met with a lot of respect and have a very 

good reputation within a bazaar. A merchant’s wealth not only deals with the amount of 

wealth and resources one has immediate access to, but also deals with one’s amount and more 

importantly, flow of merchandise. Therefore, it is obvious that regardless of a merchant’s 

appearance (be it a tailor hundreds of years ago, or a current gold dealer), they have owned 

and therefore have controlled a considerably large amount of wealth throughout the years. We 

                                                 
52 Jabbari, Mina, 2000, Page 69 
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cannot however, group them in to a specific guild because they deal with various types of 

merchandise and service. On this basis, we can say that specializing of commerce is started 

from retail merchants and what differentiates various merchants from one-another is their 

ancestry, type of commercial activity and in some instances, their religion.  

Despite their wealth, the merchants within a bazaar have generally not been 

distinguishable from the various other groups of people within a bazaar.  It is noted that 

during the Ghājār Dynasty of Iran, merchants mainly had worn a frock in a and the 

businessperson and craftsmen wore “a Sarādari”, which was the only difference in their 

appearance. However, their social differences are quite clear in Teahouses, Mosques and 

Hammām (Public Baths). This is naturally due to the respect that merchants receive among 

their fellow Bazaaris. In addition, the merchants do separate themselves socially in certain 

regards, especially outside of the bazaar. For the most part, merchants and Businessmen have 

lived in closed societies and married within their distant family or within the families of other 

merchants and Businessmen, which resulted in many of their businesses being carried on 

through their lineage. Yet within the past 50 years, changes within political and economic 

situations have reversed this trend somewhat even though they generally still prefer to marry 

within merchant families. Many explorers from various different countries, including 

European Travelers have regarded the merchants as having an elevated social status, in 

addition to being very knowledgeable and clear-sighted. 

  

- Wholesalers: 

The Wholesalers or Distributors are another category of Bazaaris and are the vital link 

between the Retailers and the non-synchronized supply of goods. In fact, they can be 

considered the providers of goods for all of the bazaars within the country, especially in high 

volume urban areas and are considered the economic heart of bazaars. This role has resulted 

in them having an important role in social-economic festivals and the general evolution of 

bazaars. The Wholesalers within a bazaar are commonly very traditional and religious people. 

They are also well respected and their permanent presence in the heart of a bazaar makes 

them an important group within a bazaar.  

Throughout history, the Wholesalers have established many monopolies on various 

supplies. However, the economic policies of local governments, such as the Chamber of 

Commerce and Guilds have mostly managed to put an end to such product hoarding activity. 

Like the merchants, the Wholesalers do not consist of a single guild; however, they do tend to 

specialize in specific merchandise although this is not always the case.  
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- Retailers:   

Retailers are another specific group of people within a bazaar. They have a relatively 

simple definition of their activities in that they sell and purchase certain goods. The Retailers, 

whom are the individual sales clerks in stores, should not be confused with the merchants, 

who are in fact the controllers of the goods. The retailers are proficient in the selling and 

purchasing of specialty goods, of which the merchants purchase from the wholesalers and 

transport it to the retailers in selling condition. Of course, certain profits and percentages are 

allocated to the various persons involved with the ultimate production and distribution of 

various products. More or less, the retailers profit very much like any other commercial 

resellers throughout the world, in that they investigate and purchase certain wholesale goods 

either through Merchants or Distributors for a certain price and then sell it to the costumers at 

a higher price.  

Retailers are typically from the middle class of the society and are probably the most 

common group of people physically in a bazaar at any given time, which as a result makes 

them very much in harmony with the culture and the tradition of a bazaar. They are very 

active in the bazaars social structure and are considered very constructive in the event of 

customer dissatisfaction. The retailers are also mostly Muslim and follow tradition, both 

socially and commercially. A lot of them have traditionally been illiterate and uneducated yet 

they make up for it with an acute talent for business and commerce. A common saying among 

the Bazaar Retailers is: “He who learns business on the floor of a bazaar will have better 

commercial and business skills than that of a person who has a Ph.D. in economics or 

business”. They also believe that “a Bazaar is a valuable university for commerce” 

This group throughout history has transferred their businesses to their children and has 

tried to avoid paying taxes to the government, given that they do not consider it as nearly as 

profitable as other professions and consider themselves as servants of the people. They 

usually judge their commercial profits with their religious beliefs and principles, such as 

considering charging interest as Harām and unlawful, while they do believe that advanced-

sales of promissory notes is Halāl and lawful.  

 

- Vendors outside the Bazaar: 

This group of people, though they are not traditional Bazaaris, makes up a distinct 

group within the structure of a bazaar worth mentioning. These vendors have become 

commonplace among any bazaar and their activity consists of selling mainly lower priced 

goods, either in their hand or spread out on a mat in the open air around a bazaar. Their 
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costumers are also generally different from those of the stores within a bazaar. Also, they 

work in accordance with the rules and regulations of the bazaar and are usually allowed to put 

their business accessories in a local caravansary of the bazaar, which they take out every 

morning in order to do business. These merchants are usually local residents without any sort 

of commercial specialization and are simply looking to profit from the high traffic areas 

surrounding the local bazaar. However, they do participate in cultural and religious festivals 

and are usually very familiar with the bazaar. 

 

- Brokers and Mediators: 

This group consists of the most intelligent and knowledgeable Bazaaris who engage in 

a variety of activities. They have to specialize in many fields such as exporting goods, 

importing goods, mediating in wholesaling, mediating in money trading or even sometimes 

mediating between townships. They are responsible for ensuring the costumer foundation, 

such as finding customers under necessary circumstances, accommodating certain 

transactions, determining the conditions of various transactions and sometimes even 

providing large guarantees in the temporary absence of valuable material. They either are well 

known among the Bazaaris and are also present in almost all large transactions within the 

bazaar involving two separate merchants, or two separate groups of Wholesalers and 

Retailers. 

In order for bazaars, especially larger bazaars to function properly they must be 

administered accordingly, which to a large degree is dependent on the Brokers and Mediators. 

This group generally has an authoritative status over other Bazaaris and given the nature of 

the position and the knowledge involved, a lot of either bankrupted merchants or former 

Retailers develop this position. Although the Brokers are very familiar with the traditions of a 

bazaar, they don’t generally rely or get involved in the cultural and religious traditions due to 

their multilateral approach in progressing their work and preserving themselves in the 

commercial aspect of the bazaar. The mediators commonly would document all the necessary 

specifications of the transaction including a description of the goods, details of the price, the 

method of purchase, method of sale, and even the name of the buyer(s) and seller(s). They 

would also traditionally verify the document with personal seals and in modern times would 

use signatures or even fingerprints within these documents.  For all intents and purposes, their 

documents serve as a legal sale of goods and can be used in resolving disputes.  

Given their authoritative status, the Mediators and Brokers do not necessarily have a 

good reputation within a bazaar and a large portion of the bazaaris, do not like interacting 
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with them unless it is absolutely necessary. Although the merchants want to knit the 

transactions, the transacting parties do not have positive view about them and this is one of 

the special contradictions of bazaar.  

 

- Money Exchangers: 

Money Exchangers have been an integral part of the Iranian economy for a long time. 

Like the Merchants, the Money Exchangers have a certain amount of credit within a bazaar 

and are generally considered wealthy and respected. They are especially active and valuable 

in times of economic prosperity. In describing the sheer number and importance of Money 

Exchangers within Tabriz, "Ayyoub Niknam" in his book “Tabriz throughout History” says: 

“Azerbaijan was considered one of the most important provinces of Iran during the Ghājār 

Dynasty. There were more than one thousand money exchangers …”  

The primary cause for the emergence and development of this profession within a 

bazaar is the daily need for people to determine the weight and value of their different coins 

or currency for trading purposes. Given that Large Bazaars are especially attractive to people 

from various other cultures and societies, there has developed a need to accurately assess 

different type of currency for either personal or commercial use.  

Money Exchangers, both within a bazaar and in general, can be divided into three 

categories according to their credit, cash value and scope of activity: 

1) Exchange Institutes, which engage in money exchanging activity with various 

other countries, especially the neighboring countries that have strong social and 

commercial interactions. These Institutes are generally reputable within the 

borders of various countries. 

2) Money Exchangers who have commercial activity in various parts of the country 

and are well known and reputable within various cities. 

3) Money Exchangers whose activity is limited to a local city or town. 

 

It has also been said that “The more important the commercial center, the higher the 

importance of the monetary exchanges. While the lower the importance of a guild, the lower 

the tax that is ultimately paid.53. 

The money exchangers were acceptable within the society and most of them had lands 

and shops and gained money from the selling of real estate. When the government of the time 

                                                 
53 Niknam & Zoghi, 1984, Page 68 
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didn’t have enough financial resources and was politically susceptible, this group used the 

financial and commercial benefits and their position as the economic heart of the country to 

acquire a reputation and value within the government and gain power among the people.  

Money Exchangers have their own various specialties. Some of them deal exclusively 

with money, while some engaged in loan activities, and some even discount certain currencies 

within exchanges and commercial documents with the knowledge that the currency is worth 

more in the future. The last group of money exchangers was more reputable and was divided 

into some other groups. Although this job has generally been disapproved of due to its 

possible unlawfulness according to Islamic Law, trading and commercial activities have 

generally been prosperous because of the sheer necessity that developed for such positions. In 

many cases, it is obvious that “The followers of various other religions such as Russians, 

Armenians, Tatars in Khorāsān, Hebrews in the west, Zoroastrians in central Iran and also 

Indians would tend to engage in this occupation.”54 However, the value of Money Exchangers 

has recently declined with the emergence of modern Banking systems yet they do still have 

their place in modern commerce. 

The validity and reputation of money exchangers and the confidence of people in them 

replaced the rules and regulations and guaranteed the works and the commercial capitals of 

people.  

- The importance and necessity of the existence of money exchangers in traditions 

bazaars are as follows:  

1- Considering that their knowledge about the local conditions and needs was more 

than that of any European bank that covered the modern section, they could fulfill 

the real needs of people. 

2- The money exchangers were not foundations for lending money but they were the 

commercial helpers of bazaar. The commercial relation between the money 

exchangers and customers were a personal relation. There was no merchant, 

landowner, or businessperson who did not have his own special money exchanger. 

3- Another point worth mentioning is that Money Exchangers have traditionally 

invested in a high-risk section of the economy. Since banks have historically 

avoided such transactions, both due to their high risk and their lack of steady profit, 

the Money Exchangers have had their share of prosperity. Also worth noting is that 

money exchange has also been a suitable place for personal savings among those 

                                                 
54 Jabbāri, Minā, 2000, Page 77 
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who like to invest in both short and long term equity values. The money exchangers 

used the capital of others and that of themselves, paid monthly, weekly, and daily 

interested to investing persons. 

4- The various commercial activities that Money Exchangers have engaged in, has also 

led to quasi-banking activities such as lending money and managing material and 

commercial assets for the local people who for various reasons could not rely on the 

banks.      

 

- Producers & Craftsmen: 

A group of people that have traditionally been of essential value to the production of 

goods and the commerce of a bazaar are the Producers and Craftsmen. However, this is a 

traditional group of Bāzārs that are more or less not found in bazaars in the present day. In the 

past, the Producers and Craftsmen were the entire workforce behind the products developed in 

the bazaar, especially the products that required more work force than an individual merchant, 

retailer or wholesaler could provide. As modern technology and new industrial grade factories 

have developed, a large number of Producers and Craftsmen have been transferred to various 

locations such as home workshops or mass production factories. Currently, production centers 

containing such Craftsmen have been completely removed from certain specialized bazaars 

such as Mesgar Bazaar, Butchu Bazaar and Damirchi Bazaar, while their number is generally 

limited in various other bazaars due to a lack of need.  

There were workshops and stored of craftsmen in bazaar or Bāzārchās near each other and the 

groups were gathered in unions and constituted the community of each guild. Sometimes the 

guild was transferred to other places but the name of the bazaar or Bāzārchā remained in the 

name of that guild. 

Their traditional role within a bazaar has not been totally forgotten however, given 

that there are a number of bazaars, which still carry the name of certain Producers and 

Craftsmen even though the actual Craftsmen are very limited in quantity or possibly 

completely nonexistent within the bazaar. Another example of how the role of the craftsman 

has not been completely left behind is the tradition of Islamic countries to have a master-

apprentice relationship. These apprentice positions where commonly occupied by certain 

Craftsmen who were usually employed through family relations. They generally received very 

low wages in order to learn the trade and were considered a business investment for the 

future.  
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In the modern day, virtually all storeowners who specialize in a certain craft still bring 

in apprentices in order to put them to work and to teach them the art of the trade as an 

investment to their business. In this type of relation, the apprentices are reduced to performing 

various jobs within the store. So much so, that it would be inappropriate to call them 

Craftsmen, given that they are brought in to perform any jobs necessary to help the owner and 

in the process gain valuable insight in to the trade and possibly one day take over the business 

The world of craftsmanship is a masculine world and bazaar is a religious and masculine 

place and there are few women who have activities in the field of production and selling. 

    

- Mirzās & Secretaries: 

This group consists traditionally of men who monitor the bazaar and consider the 

religious and ethical environment of the bazaar. Although they are not very commonplace in 

larger and more modern bazaars, they are still present in smaller and more traditional bazaars. 

These men have also been known at various times to register certain sales and record certain 

accounts and transactions, although most of these jobs can be attributed to Brokers and 

Mediators. These men sometimes received salaries, while other times they received a small 

commission from certain transactions.  

 

- Storekeepers: 

Storekeepers are responsible to take care of one or several stores in bazaar or around 

it. These persons live in bazaar considering their jobs. Storekeeping is a hereditary job and 

there are families who have been doing this job for several generations. Sometime the 

merchants because of being reliable promote the old carriers of bazaar to be a storekeeper. 

Reliability is the main requirement for being a storekeeper even if the person in not Muslim. 

The storekeepers are responsible for the goods taken out of Timchas or Sarās. They 

are settled in front of the exit or entrance place of a Timcha and the one storekeeper is settled 

in each door of Timcha and Sarā. They are selected from among very intelligent and 

competent people because the merchants trust their wealth to them.  

Bundling of goods is carried out under supervision of these persons and there are some 

workers, carriers and bundlers in each Timcha and Sarā working under supervision of the 

storekeepers and receive a salary from the. Storekeepers are called Odabashi in Tabriz.  
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- Carriers: 

The structure of bazaar and its architectural form of it makes impossible the entrance 

and traffic of any vehicle in bazaar. Therefore, there are some persons, called carrier, who 

transport the goods and they can be old or young. Carriers are very poor persons and live 

under hard condition because of not having a permanent job and a fixed salary. They have 

usually backbone problems and humpbacked because of the heavy loads that they carry. Some 

of the carriers of bazaar are fixed but some of them work in certain seasons. For example, the 

workers working in farms work as carrier in off-season. They are not covered by social 

security and as they do not have a link with bazaar, they rarely take benefit of the advantages 

of bazaar and rely on forgiveness and offerings of Bazaars. 

  

- Strapping & Bundlers: 

Strapping and bundling are among the specialized works in bazaar and the number of 

strapping and bundlers depend on the importance of each bazaar. Most of bundlers work 

under supervision of the storekeepers and receive their salaries from storekeepers.  

 

- Apprentices of Stores: 

The apprentice of the store does not have a special responsibility and their activity 

depends on the daily works of the shop. The clean the shop, make food and do shopping for 

all the persons in the shop. The number of apprentices varies according to the importance of 

the shop or trading center. They are non-official workers and do not have any benefit except 

their daily salary but sometime they receive bonuses from their masters. 

 

- Vendors inside the Bazaar: 

This group fulfills the daily needs of the businesspersons inside bazaar like quilter, 

bootblack, itinerant bread seller, Āyrān or sherbet seller, fruit seller and hot potato, cooked 

broad bean and tea sellers in winter. 

 

- Police & Fire Extinguishers: 

The police officers and fire extinguishers are the only direct representatives of the 

government in bazaar who are not considered as Bazaari and usually they don’t have the 

permission to interfere in the world of bazaar and the fire extinguishers are very important 

because there is not piped water in all parts of bazaar. 
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- Employees of Public Banks: 

Banks are units serving the bazaar and Bazaaris but they are not considered as 

merchant (Bazaari). The bank is influenced by bazaar and the employees of banks are obliged 

to observe the governmental rules and regulation on one side and adapt themselves with the 

conditions and requirements of their environment, Bazaaris and their traditional working 

method on the other side.  

This situation created heavy conditions in banks and besides the stress on persons, it 

made slower the trend of works. The slow pace of traditional commerce in bazaar 

compensates for slowness of work to some extend but the discrepancy with the peace in 

bazaar creates a disharmony with the remaining part of this whole. Although the interest-free 

funds of bazaar act like banks, they do not suffer from this discrepancy because they are from 

the tissue of bazaar and are considered as the accepted component of bazaar in this whole. 

The members of these funds are religious and specialized Bazaaris who serve the bazaar, their 

own beliefs and the culture and law of bazaar.  
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The spaces of bazaar are collective spaces and reinforce the spirit of groups and the 

spaces usually form in harmony with the main Rāstā except the mosques, which are towards 

Qibla, but the entrances of mosques are designed regarding the main Rāstā. 

  

5-3-11- Elements Constituting Tabriz Bazaar Include: 

- Sarā or Khān (Caravansary) 

- Tim or Timcha  

- Rāstā    

- Chārsug 

- Dālān 

- Pol-Bāzār 

- Meydān 

- Bāzārchā 

- Gate 

- Kārgāh (Workshop)  

- Mosque 

- Mausoleum 

- Schools 

- Library 

- Zorkhānā 

- Hammām 

- Yakhchāl 
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Sarā or Khān (Caravansary) 

 

The meaning of caravansary is: the place for caravan, Khān, a building where the 

caravan lodges (Caravan Gāh).55 

In other words, it is a big place or Sarāyi in the city or in the roads between the cities 

that includes several rooms where caravans and merchants rest, trade and store their goods56.  

Sarāyi (caravansary) can be considered as the most important architecturally designed 

spaces in bazaar and they are like today's modern shopping centers. One of the main caused 

of emergence of caravansaries in bazaar can be the limited length of Rāstās of bazaar, exactly 

the same as the case about the prosperous and crowded streets of today. When a street is 

crowded and full of shops, some shopping centers are constructed behind the shops and only 

their entrances are towards the street. So the commercial capacity of the street is increases. In 

the past, when the main bazaar was developed along the main Rāstā of bazaar, some 

caravansaries were built behind the main Rāstā or behind the minor Rāstās sometimes.  

The work caravansary gave its place to Sarāyi from the beginning of the present 

century and the role of caravans in transportation became less important and people used 

coaches and carriages and then motor vehicles. The prefix "caravan" was omitted from 

caravansary and city caravansaries were called "Sarāyi". The word Sarāyi meant "house" in 

the past. Caravansaries were inward spaces with a central yard and the stores were usually in 

four directions in one or two storey. The stores in caravansaries were usually of the same size 

and only the stores along the symmetry line of the yard were bigger and more beautiful than 

others. Some caravansaries had service places as storehouse in their basements and in this 

case, one, two or three storeys above them were allocated to the stores.  

Caravansaries of cities were the place for supplying goods and the stores in ground 

floors were used as shops for supplying goods. The upper stores were used as office and 

trading companies and wholesale centers. The goods supplied by these stores were stored in 

storehouses and transported from there. However, the economic and social reputations of all 

caravansaries were not the same. The caravansaries near Jumā-Machidi and city center and 

Rāstās that supplied expensive goods were more reputable and rich merchants used them, 

while the caravansaries near the gates of the city and Rāstās that supplied cheap goods were 

used by craftsmen and producers57.  

                                                 
55 Ali Akbar, Dehkhoda, Dictionary, 11th Volume, Tehran University Press, 1993, Page 15852 
56 Mohammad, Moein, Persian Dictionary, 3rd Volume, Amir Kabir Press, 1984, Page 2818  
57 Soltanzadeh, Hossein, Iranian Bazaars, Tehran, Cultural Researches Office, 2001, Pages 79, 83  
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At present, there are 26 active caravansaries and Sarās in Tabriz historical bazaar 

complex:   

S1 - Himmat-Ali Sarāyi,                              

S2 - Kishmish-chilar Sarāyi,  

S3 - Nasriya (mahdia) Sarāyi,                    

S4 -Buyok-Shāzdā Sarāyi,  

S5 -Sāhib-ul-Amr-Meydāni Sarāyim,        

S6 - Mirzā-Shafi Sarāyi, 

S7 - Darabbāsi (Darb Abbāsi) Sarāyi,      

S8 - Mirzā-Jalil Sarāyi, 

S9 - Jafariya,                                              

S10 - Kechachilar Sarāyi, 

S11 - Iki-Gāpilār (Do Dari) Sarāyi,           

S12 - Hāj-husen-Gadim  Sarāyi, 

S13 - Hāj-husen-Miyāni Sarāyi,                 

S14 - Taza-Hāj-Husen  Sarāyi,  

S15 - Mirzā-Abulhasan Sarāyi,                   

S16 - Mirzā-Mammad Sarāyi,  

S17 - Hāj-Mammad-Quli Sarāyi,                

S18 - Mirzā-Ismāyil Sarāyi,  

S19 - Hāj-Ali-Akbar Sarāyi,                        

S20 - Gurjular Sarāyi,  

S21 - Mirzā-Mehdi Sarāyi,                          

S22 - Umud 

S23 - Sāhib-Divān Sarāyi,                           

S24 - Ālmānli-lar, Sarāyi,                           

S25- Amir Sarāyi,                                        

S26 - Sajjād Sarāyi 
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S1:  Himmat-Ali Sarāyi (Himmətəli sarayı) 

 [Himmat-Ali Carvānsarāyi, Carvānsarāi-e-Himmat-Ali, علی هّمت کاروانسرای ]  

This Caravansary is located at the very end of Davachi Bāzārcheh and it also borders 

Davachi Bazaar on its eastern side. (See P 82, S1) 

 The height of the entrance of this Caravansary is 3.2m, while its floor consists of 

compressed soil and additionally, the ceiling is covered with wooden beams. The walls 

consist of brick which is coated with plaster in certain areas. The internal sections of the 

Caravansary have wooden doors in addition to having a height of 2.7m. The floor is also a 

layer of compressed soil while the ceiling of the building is made of wooden and metal 

beams. The walls are also made of brick and plaster coated brick. The doors and windows are 

primarily made of wood and metal. (See IV-B map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

S2:    Kishmishchilar Sarāyi (Kişmişçilər sarayı) 

[Kismiscilar kārvānsarāsi, Kārvān sarāI-e- kesmascilar  کاروانسرای کشمش چيلر]     

Kishmishchilar Sarāyi is located next to Sāhib-ul-Amr-Meydāni Sāhib-ul-Amr-

Meydāni (Square), which is located along its southeastern corner while also lying next to 

Jahangir Khān Hammāmi on its eastern side. (See P 82, S2) 

 The height of the entrance to this Caravansary is 3.5m with wooden beams and 8m 

Arches. The floor is made of asphalt and the ceiling is made of wooden beams which are 

coated with plaster and contain arches on Gable Groins. The walls consist of pointed brick 

coated with plaster in various areas and the doors of the structure are made of wood. The 

height of the two-storey buildings in the yard is 7m and the floor is asphalt. The ceiling is flat 

with wooden beams and the walls are made of bricks which are coated with plaster. The 

doors and windows are all made of wood, metal or aluminum and the height of the buildings 

in the middle of the yard is 3.6m. (See IV-B map in volume) 

 

Elements Floor Arch, Vault & Dome Doors Windows 

Material Asphalt Brick Wood & Metal  Wood & Metal 
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S5:     Bālā-Shāzdā Sarāyi (Bala şazda sarayı) 

[Sarāi-e-shāzde kochak, کوچک سرای شازده  ] 

This Sarā is connected to Mirzā-Shafi Sarāyi to its east and Dār- Dallazan is Rāstā 

Bazaar to its south. It is rectangular in shape and extends along Sādiqiyya Bazaar on its 

western side from north to south. (See P 82, S5) 

 The Dālān of its entrance is covered with wooden beams with a height of 3.2m. This 

Sarā has a wooden loggia with wooden floors and a ceiling. The height of this building is 

between 6.5 to 7m and its floor is covered with asphalt. The ceiling is mainly made of Kalil 

and wooden beams. The walls are made of brick coated with plaster, while machine-made 

brick is used in some parts. The showcases, doors and windows are all made of wood and 

metal. (See IV-C map in volume) 

 

Elements Floor Walls  Doors 
Frames of 

Windows 
Ceiling  

Material Asphalt Brick Wood Wood Wooden Column & Beam 

 

 

 

 

Elements Floor walls Doors 
Frames of 

Windows 
ceiling  

Material Asphalt Brick Metal Metal Wooden Column & Beam 

Fig. 11. View of Kishmishchilar Sarāyi 
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S6:    Mirzā-Shafi Sarāyi (Mirz Şəfi sarayı) 

[Sarāi-e- mirzā shafi, شفيع ميرزا  سرای ] 

Mirzā-Shafi Sarāyi is contained by Bālā-Shāzdā Sarāyi and Mirzā-Shafi Timchasi 

from the west along with Mirzā-Shafi Dālāni from the south. This Sarā is rectangular in 

shape with irregular corners and is oriented from east to west. (See P 82, S6) 

 The entrance of This Sarā, which connects to Mirzā-Shafi Timchasi is covered with a 

Kalil Arch. The height of This Sarā is between 7 to 7.5m and the floor is covered with 

asphalt. The ceilings of the shops are mostly made of Kalil Arches with gable linking the 

joints. The walls are made of pointed brick and the showcases, doors and windows are all 

made of metal and aluminum, with some wood. (See IV-C- [S6, D2, and T1] map in volume) 
 

Elements Floor Walls Doors Frames of Windows Ceiling 

Material Asphalt Brick metal & wood  metal & wood  
Wooden Column 

& Beam 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. South view of Bālā-Shāzdā Sarāyi 

Fig. 13. View of Mirzā-Shafi Sarāyi 
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S8:    Mirzā-Jalil Sarāyi (Mirza cəlil sarayı) 

[Sarāi-e- mirzā jalil,  جليلميرزا  [سرای 

Mirzā-Jalil Sarāyi is rectangular and is oriented from east to west. It borders Tāzā 

Rāstā Bazaar to its east through a Dālāni and Āinachilār Rāstā Bazaar, while to the west it 

borders Mirzā-Jalil Dālāni. (See P 82,  S8)  

There are shadings from galvanized sheets on the ceilings of the shops which are 

placed on beamed ceilings. These shadings are anchored by wooden columns with stone 

pedestals. The height of the entrance to the Dālān of This Sarā is between 3m of which is 

covered by beams, to 6m at the center of the arches. The floor is covered with mosaic, while 

the ceiling is made of wooden beams and four Kolombo Arches with zigzagged texture. The 

columns are made of brick with a 20-30cm stone wainscot. The showcases, doors and 

windows are all made of wood. The height of the center of This Sarā is 8m with 1.5m sloped 

shading and 6.5m levels. The floor is covered with Esprākhon stones and the vertical linking 

joints are gable. The columns of the interior of the Sarāyi are also made of brick, but this time 

with 60-70cm wainscot. The showcases, doors and windows are mainly made of wood and 

metal. (See IV-D map in volume) 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elements Floor walls Doors 
Frames of 

Windows  
Shadings 

Material Asphalt Brick 
Wood & 

Metal 
Wood & Metal 

Wooden Columns 

& Beam 

Fig. 14. View of Mirzā-Jalil Sarāyi 
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S9:  Jafariya (Cə΄fəriyyə sarayı) 

[Javaria Bazaari, Bazaar-e-jafarie, جعفريه بازار  ] 

This Bazaar also contains various types of Stores and is not known for any specific 

type of merchandise. Much like Sādiqiyya Bazaar, Jafariya Bazaar has a relatively simple 

rectangular structure. It is oriented from east to west and is connected to Tāzā Rāstā Bazaar 

through a Dālāni to its north. It also borders Mirzā-Jalil Sarāyi and Butchi Rāstā to the north 

and south, respectively. (See P 82,  S9) 

 At its tallest point, the roof of the Bazaar stands at a height of 7m. Its exceptional 

height is due to it being a two-story Bazaar in addition to having a basement. The floor of this 

Bazaar is covered in tile and the ceiling is flat with a simple beam structure in addition to 

having metal columns. The walls are coated with plaster and the showcases, doors and 

windows are mostly made of iron. The figure below outlines the material structure of the 

bazaar. (See IV-D map in volume) 

 

Elements Floor Ceiling Doors Frames of Windows  
Coating of 

Walls 

Materials Mosaic 
Metal Column & 

Beam 
Metal Metal Gypsum 

 

 

 

S10:     Kechachi Sarāyi (Keçəçilər sarayı) 

[Saray kaca-ci  چیسرای کچه ] 

Kechachi Sarāyi is located to the east of Tāzā Rāstā Bazaar and stands opposite to 

Butchi Rāstā. It is also adjacent to Darabbāsi Sarāyi, which lies to its north. (See P 82, S10) 

Most of the floors of the shops have a floor that is oriented with the top of a 60cm 

wainscot along the wall, while some of the floors lay on the Sarāyi floor. The height of the 

loggia of This Sarā is 8m, while the height of the buildings is 6.5m. The floor is covered with 

asphalt and the ceiling contains Kalil Arches along with vertical linking joints which are 

gable. The columns are made of brick containing the previously mentioned 60cm stone 

wainscot. Some parts of the wainscot are coated with plaster, while the showcases, doors and 

windows are made of wood, metal and aluminum. (See IV-D map in volume)  
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S11:    Iki Gāpilār Sarāyi (Keçəçilər sarayı) 

[Sarāi-e-Dow dari (two gates (doors))  سرای دو دری] 

Iki Gāpilār Sarāyi is connected to the Miyānā, Qumpāni and Midqālchi Dālāni from 

on its right side, Sagatchilar Dālāni to its west and Hāj Rahim Timchasi to its northwest, 

through a transverse Dālāni. (See P 82, S11) 

 This Sarā is rectangular in shape with irregular corners and is oriented from north to 

south. The height of Iki Gāpilār Sarāyi is 7 to 12.5m (two or three storeys). The shops in the 

middle of the Sarāyi are one-storied with a height of 3m. The floor is covered with asphalt 

and the ceilings of the shops contain Kalil Arches with metal columns and wooden beams. 

The ceilings of the shops are made of sloped ceramics on metal boxes. The columns are made 

of ordinary brick and machine-made bricks covered in plaster, while the showcases of the 

shops are made of wood, metal and aluminum. (See IV-D map in volume)  

   

 

 

Elements Floor Walls Cornice Doors Frames of Windows  Ceiling 

Material Asphalt Brick Stone 
Wood & 

Metal 
Wood & Metal 

Wooden Columns 

& Beam 

Fig. 15. View of Kechachi Sarāyi 
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Elements Floor Façade & Body Doors 
Frames of 

Windows  
Ceiling 

Material Asphalt Brick & Plaster Wood & Metal  Wood & Metal  
Wooden Columns 

& Beam 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S12:   Hāj-Husen-Ghadim Sarāyi (Hac Hüsen qədim sarayı) 

[Saray haj hossein Qadim, سرای حاج حسين قديم] 

Hāj-Husen-Ghadim Sarāyi branches out from Tāzā Rāstā Bazaar, which lies to its 

east and is rectangular in shape and oriented from east to west. (See P 82,  S12)  

The Dālān of which enters This Sarā is covered with Kalil Arches with a height of 

between 6.5 to 8m and contains two-stories. The floor is covered with asphalt and the ceilings 

in most areas are covered with Kalil Arches and gable in addition to having some flat 

ceilings. The columns are made of brick which are covered in plaster in some areas. The 

height of the stone wainscot is 75 cm and the doors and windows of the shops are mostly 

made with aluminum being used in some parts. (See IV-E map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16. View of Iki Gāpilār Sarāyi 
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Elements Floor Walls Cornice  Doors 
Frames of 

Windows 
Ceiling 

Material Asphalt Brick Stone Wood Wood 
Wooden Columns 

& Beam 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S13:    Hāj-Husen-Miāni Sarāyi (Hac Hüsen Miyani sarayı) 

[Sarāi-e- Hāj-Husen-Miāni, ميانهسرای حاج حسين ] 

Hāj-Husen-Miāni-Sarāyi extends to Tāzā Rāstā Bazaar to its east and Gadim Rāstā 

Bazaar to its west. This Sarā is rectangular in shape and is oriented from east to west. (See P 

82, S13) 

 It also links to Gadim Rāstā Bazaar through a Dālān with a height of 7.5m, which 

contains a roof with one Kolombo Arch with a Gable groin. There are basements in some 

parts of This Sarā, and its height is between 6.5 to 8m, of which two stories exist. The floor is 

also covered with asphalt. The ceiling contains mostly Kalil Arches while some sections are 

flat. The columns are made of brick, while plaster is used in various parts and the stone 

wainscot is 75cm high. The showcases and doors are mainly made of wood, with aluminum 

being used rarely. (See IV-E map in volume) 

Fig. 17. View of Hāj-Husen-Ghadim Sarāyi 
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S14: Tāzā-Hāj-Husen Sarāyi (Taza Hac Hüsen sarayı) 

[Sarāi-e- Hāj-Husen-Jadid, جديدسرای حاج حسين ] 

This Sarā is rectangular in shape and stretches to Gāni Dālāni to the north and Mirzā-

Abul-hasan Dālāni to the south. It also borders Hāj-Husen-Miāni-Sarāyi and Mirzā-Abul-

hasan Sarāyi to the east and west respectively, through various Transverse Dālānis. (See P82, 

S14) 

The Dālān which connects to Mirzā-Abul-hasan Sarāyi has a Kalil Arch. The height 

of the entrance to the Dālānis is 8.5m and the floors are covered with asphalt. The ceiling of 

This Sarā contains four Kolombo Arches with zigzagged texture along with Kalil Arches on 

the walls. The columns are made of brick with 60cm stone wainscots. The showcases are 

made of wood and the height of the buildings surrounding the central yard is 8m, which 

covers two stories. The ceilings of the shops also contain Kalil Arches. The columns are 

made of brick with 70cm of stone wainscot at the base. The showcases of buildings are 

mainly made of wood and metal. (See IV-E map in volume) 

Elements Floor 
Arch, Vault 

& Dome 
Cornice  Doors 

Frames of 

Windows  
Ceiling 

Materials Asphalt Brick Stone Wood Wood 
Wooden Columns & 

Beam 

Elements Floor Walls Cornice  Doors 
Frames of 

Windows  

Ceiling 

Material Asphalt Brick Stone Wood Wood 

Wooden 

Columns & 

Beam 

Fig. 17. View of Hāj-Husen-Miāni Sarāyi 
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S15:    Mirzā-Abul-hasan   Sarāyi (Mirza Əbülhəsən sarayı) 

[Saray mirza abul- hasan, ابوالحسن سرای ميرزا  ] 

Mirzā-Abul-hasan Sarāyi extends to Gadim Hāj Husen Sarāyi to the east and Mirzā-

Abul-hasan Timchasi to the south. This Sarā is rectangular in shape and is oriented from 

north to south. (See P82,  S15) 

 The height of the Dālān of This Sarā is 8m, while its floor is covered with asphalt. 

The ceilings of the shops contain Kalil Arches and the columns are made of brick and usually 

coated with plaster. The areas of the wall covered in stone wainscot are 90cm high. It should 

also be noted that the floor of the shops start from the wainscot. The materials used in the 

shops are mainly wood and metal. (See IV-E-S15 map in volume) 

 

Elements Floor Façade & Body Cornice (wainscot) Doors Frames of Windows  

Material Asphalt Brick Hack Stone Wood Wood 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 19. View of Mirzā-Abul-hasan Sarāyi 
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S18:     Mirzā-Ismāyl Sarāyi (Mirza İsmayıl sarayı) 

[Sarāi-e- mirzā-esmāeyl,  [ ميرزا اسماعيل  سرای

Mirzā-Ismāy Sarāyi is rectangular in shape and is oriented from north to south. It is 

connected to Mirzā-Abul-hasan Dālāni to the north and Tavileh Alley to the south. (See P 82,  

S18)  

The entrance of This Sarā has four Kolombo arches with dimensions of 6m×6m. The 

floors of the shops are approximately 70cm higher then the floor of the Sarāyi. The walls are 

made of mineral and the showcases, doors and windows are made mostly of wood. The 

height of the building surrounding This Sarā is 7.5m, while the floor is covered with stone. 

Kalil and Gable Arches are used in the façade of This Sarā. The columns are made of brick 

and stone wainscot. The height of the various paths of This Sarā is 9m and the floor is made 

of stone. The ceilings of the paths are covered with vaults. (See IV-E map in volume) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elements Floor 
Arch, Vault 

&Dome 
Doors Frames of Windows  Ceiling 

Material stone Brick Metal Metal & Wood 
Wooden Columns & 

Beam 

Fig. 20. View of Mirzā-Ismāeyl Sarāyi 
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S19:   Hāj-Ali-Akbar Sarāyi (Hac Ələkbər sarayı) 

[Hāj alahbar , Hāj ali akbar سرای حاج علی اکبر ] 

Hāj-Ali-Akbar Sarāyi is an extension of Hāj-Ali-Akbar Bazaar, which branches out 

from the east side of the bazaar. This Hall is also connected to Hāj-Ali-Akbar Dālāni on its 

southern side. (See P 82,  S19) 

This Sarā is uniquely shaped as a square with one irregular corner. Most of the shops 

in This Sarā have basements, while the height of the buildings within the yard is between 7m 

and 8.5m. The floor is also covered in mosaic, while the ceiling is flat in most parts and in 

some parts it contains Kalil arches. The columns are made of brick and the wainscot around 

them is between 80cm to 1m. The showcases used in the shops are mostly made of wood and 

metal. (See IV-G map in volume) 

 

Elements Floor Walls Cornice  Doors Frames of Windows  

Material Mosaic Brick Stone wood & metal wood & metal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 21. View of Hāj-Ali-Akbar Sarāyi 
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S20:     Gurjilar Sarāyi (Gürcülər sarayı) 

 [Sarāi-e-gurjilar, Jurjular Sarāyi, سرای گرجيلر] 

Gurjilar Sarāyi is located in southern section of the Tabriz Bazaar Complex and has 

numerous links to various other sections of the Complex. The most important links include 

Fath-Ali-Beyg Timchasi to the south, BādāmChilār Timchasi to the northwest. There is also a 

small yard in the eastern section of This Sarā. (See P 82,  S20) 

The dimensions of This Sarā are 4m×31m. The entrance of This Sarā from Fath-Ali-

Beyg Timchasi contains two Kalil Arches with a flat ceiling between the two arches. Many 

links have been added to This Sarā throughout various different periods of time. There are 

two main rows of shops in This Sarā and the distance between the two rows is covered with a 

Gable Roof which is made of metal and ceramic sheets on solid frames, the distance of which 

is between 2.5m to 3m. The floor of This Sarā is covered with asphalt and the doors and 

windows are all made of wood and metal with ordinary security glasses. The walls are made 

of brick some areas being coated in plaster. (See IV-G map in volume) 

 

  

Elements Floor Walls Cornice  Doors 
Frames of 

Windows 
Ceiling  

Material Asphalt Brick Stone Wood Wood Metal  

 

 

 

 

 

S23:    Sāheb-Divān Sarāyi (Şəhib Qazi məçidi) 

[Sarāi-e-Sāheb-Divān,  ديوانسرای صاحب ] 

Sāheb-Divān Sarāyi is located in the eastern most section of the Tabriz Bazaar 

Complex and is adjacent to Haramkhānā Bazaar of which its northern entrance is connected 

to. This Sarā neighbors Ālmānli-lar Sarāyi to the west. (See P 82,  S23) 

The height of the entrance is 4m and the floor is covered with asphalt while the 

ceiling is made of Kalil Arches. The columns are made of brick with stone wainscot which 

have a height of 80cm. The showcases of most of the shops are made of metal and aluminum, 
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with wood being used in some areas.  The height of the internal buildings of the Sarā is 

between 7 to 10m and also contains two to three stories. The floor is covered with asphalt and 

the ceilings of the shops are covered with Kalil Arches, while Gable Arches are used in 

connecting stairway of the storeys and the corners of the Sarā. (See IV-H map in volume) 

 

Elements Floor Walls Cornice  Doors Frames of Windows  

Material Asphalt Brick  Stone Metal Metal 

 

 

 

 

 

S25:    Amir Sarāyi (Əmir sarayı) 

[Sarāie Amir, سرای امير] 

Amir Sarāyi is connects to Dārāei Street to its east, Jomhuri Eslāmi Street to its south, 

along with Amir Timchasi, Amir Bazaar to its west. This Sarā also connects to Amir Timchasi 

to its northwest through a connecting Dālān. This Sarā is generally larger than other Sarās of 

the Complex. (See P 82, S25) 

It is in the shape of a large rectangle, which is oriented from north to south. The 

height of the buildings surrounding the yard is 6m, for the two-storey buildings and 9m for 

the loggia. The floor is covered with asphalt and the ceilings of the shops are covered with 

Kalil Arches and the corridors and various links between the buildings have Gable Arches. 

The walls are made of pointed brick and have a 60 cm stone wainscot. The showcases, doors 

and windows are mainly made of wood, with some areas using metal and aluminum. The 

Dālān at the entrance of This Sarā connecting to Dārāei Street is either 3m in height (Gable 

Arches), 4m in height (Kalil Arches) or 6m on height (with Kolombo Arches). The floor is 

made of asphalt and the walls are all made of brick with a stone wainscot. (See IV-I-Amir 

ensemble map in volume) 
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Elements Floor Walls Cornice  Doors 
Frames of 

Windows  
Ceiling 

Material Asphalt Brick Stone Wood Wood 
Wooden Columns & 

Beam 

Fig.22. View of Amir Sarāyi 
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Tim or Timcha 

 

Etymologically, the word Timcha consists of two parts. The first part of the word 

consists of the term “Tim”, which in Azeri Turkish means a small area of merchants that is 

generally associated with the Caravansaries. The second part of the word is the diminutive 

suffix “cha” which is used to denote a small size. Therefore, Timcha can be said to literally 

mean “small caravansary”, but more accurately it is generally used to denote a Sarā with 

several shops where merchants do their business. The Iranian Culture Academy has defined 

the word Timcha as “passage”58.  

 Currently, this word is used to denote Small and Roofed Caravansaries, Sarās or even 

general small sections of a bazaar that bare any similarity to a Small Caravansary or Sarā. A 

Common physical characteristic of a Timchas is that it is roofed in order to create a suitable 

place for the exchange of expensive goods, such as carpets, which are in need of shelter from 

the sunlight, rain and wind. Additionally, in most of the bazaars, the space of a Timcha was 

used, in part as an entrance space to a Sarā. Generally, Timchas have been used to sell more 

expensive goods than other locations, and as a result were not used for trading cheap goods. 

Many traditional Timchas, such as Amir Timchasi in Tabriz and Hāj-Reza Timchasi in 

Ghazvin, were constructed during the GHājar Era and have all been built according to these 

specifications.  

When within a Bazaar, Timchas tend to be the center of several similar trading areas 

in addition to generally having a large and round roofed design. It can be said that an 

important difference between a Sarā and a Timcha is that the Timchas were traditionally not 

roofed and rounder in structure than a Sarā. Timchas within a   bazaar usually contain various 

wholesale shops of similar merchandise, while Rāstās mostly contain retail shops. Since a lot 

of Bazaar Timchas were traditionally open-air, the roofs and buildings in which they lie have 

been constructed much later than most of the other buildings within a Bazaar. According to 

this trend, one can find many beautifully constructed decorated roofs within the Timchas, due 

to the fact that they tend to have been constructed at the height of the economic prosperity of 

the Bazaar. Very common patterns of Timcha buildings are octagonal, hasht, nim-hasht and 

negini patterns but some complicated types like cross with hashti or simpler forms like 

rectangle were also used. There are total of twenty Timchas within the Tabriz Bazaar 

Complex.  

                                                 
58 Ali Akbar, Dehkhodā, Dictionary, 5th Volume, Tehran, Tehran University Press, 1993, Page 6352 
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T1:   Mirzā-Shafi Timchasi (Mirza Şəfi timçəsi) 

 [Timche-ie mirzā-shafi,  ميرزا شفيعتيمچه ] 

This Timcha is oriented from north to south and extends from Yamanduz Bazaar from 

the east to Mirzā-Shafi Sarāyi and Dār- Dallazan Rāstā to its west and south respectively. 

(See P 99, T1) 

The entrance towards Mirzā-Shafi Sarāyi contains Kalil Arches and the windows of 

the second floor are oroosi. The height of This Timcha is mostly 8.5m while the height of the 

center area is 11m. The floor is made of mosaic and cobblestone while the ceiling contains 

four Kolombo Arches on gable groins. The ceiling of the central part is painted with designs. 

The walls are made of pointed brick and the showcases, doors and windows are all made of 

wood. (See IV-C- Mirzā-Shafi ensemble map in volume) 
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Fig. 24. Interior view of Mirzā-Shafi Timchasi 
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T2:    Malik Timchasi (Məlik timçəsi) 

[Malih Timcasi, Timch-e-malik,  تيمچه ملک] 

This Timcha starts near the junction of Butchi Bazaar and Āinachilār Rāstā Bazaar 

and extends to Butchi Rāstā to the south and Āinachilār Rāstā to the west. (See P 99, T2) 

The ceilings of the shops within This Timcha are covered with Kalil Arches and 

contain Gable in the Corners. The height of the entrance of this Timcha together with a gable 

arch is 4.5m and the floor made of brick. The ceilings are covered with Kalil Arches and the 

walls are coated with plaster and paint. The height of the internal part of this Timcha is 9.5m 

with the center of the Timcha rising to 12m in height. The ceiling is covered with Kolombo 

Arches with designs on its Gable Groins. The walls are made of pointed brick with a 70cm 

stone wainscot. The showcases, doors and windows of the shops are mostly made of wood, 

with metal being used in some areas. (See IV-D-T2 map in volume) 
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Fig. 25. Interior view of Malik 
Timchasi 

Fig. 26. Interior view of Malik 
Timchasi 
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T3:   Hāj-Rahim Timchasi (Hac Rəhim timçəsi) 

[Timch-e- Hāj-Rahim, تيمچه حاج رحيم]  

This Timcha borders to Gadim Rāstā Bazaar on its western side while connecting to 

Iki-Gāpilār Sarāyi through a transverse Dālān to its southeast. (See P 99,  T3) 

 The ceilings of the shops within This Timcha are covered with Kalil Arches. It has 

two entrances to the Timcha with both of which have a height of 3.5m with a flat 3m ceiling 

and six Kalil Arches on the ceiling. The height of its central part is 11m covered and contains 

round Kolombo Arches with designed gable groins. The edges of this Timcha are 6m high 

with four Kolombo Arches. The floor is asphalt and the walls are made of pointed brick. The 

showcases for the shops are made of wood. (See IV-D map in volume) 
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Fig. 27. Interior view of Hāj-Rahim Timchasi 
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T4:    Kharāzilar Timchasi (Xərazilər timçəsi) 

[Timche- ie Kharāzihā, ها تيمچه خرازی ]  

This Timcha borders Tāzā Rāstā Bazaar to its west and is rectangular in shape with 

beveled corners, while being oriented from east to west. (See P 99, T4) 

The stores of, and entrances to, the Timcha are all covered with Kalil Arches, while 

the ceiling of the central part of the Timcha contains four Kolombo Arches with a height of 

11m. The floor is mosaic and the columns are made of brick. The showcases, doors and 

windows of the shops are mostly made of wood. (See IV-D map in volume) 
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Fig. 28. Interior view of Kharāzilar 
Timchasi 
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T5:    Mirzā-Abul-hasan Timchasi (Mirza Əbülhəsən timçəsi) 

 [Mirzā -Abil- Hasan Timcasi,Timche-ie-ie Mirzā-Abul-hasan, تيمچه ميرزا ابوالحسن] 

This Timcha is located on the edge of Mirzā Abolhass Dālāni. It also connects to 

Mirzā-Abul-hasan   Sarāyi from north, while also connecting to Jumā-Machidi Bazaar to the 

west. (See P 99, T5) 

 The height of This Timcha is 9.5m and its floor is asphalt. The ceiling is covered with 

round Kolombo Arches with beautiful workmanship on eight groins, while the ceilings of the 

shops in This Timcha are made of Kalil Arches. The walls are made of pointed brick and the 

doors of the shops are mostly made of wood. (See IV-E-T5 map in volume) 

 

Elements Floor Arch, Vault & Dome Doors Windows  

Material Asphalt Brick Wood Wood 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 30. Interior view of    
Mirzā-Abul-hasan Timchasi 

Fig. 29. Brick decoration of 
Mirzā-Abul-hasan Timchasi 
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T6:    Muzaffariyya Timchasi (Müzəffəriyyə timçəsi) 

[Timche-ie-ie Mozaffariyyeh, تيمچه مظفريه] 

This Timcha has the unique distinction of being the largest and quite possibly the 

most beautiful Timcha in the entire Tabriz Bazaar Complex. It is considered as one of the 

greatest architectural works of art within the region and possibly within the country. This 

Timcha contains the largest and most beautifully constructed domes of the complex, while it 

is also one of the busiest Timchas in the area. (See P 99,  T6) 

Important commercial transactions between local populations and international 

populations are frequently made within this Timcha. This world famous Timcha consists of 

two stories and contains 26 shops on the ground floor, while additionally having 26 shops on 

its second floor. Besides the famous quadrangle of This Timcha which supplies lots of 

expensive carpets to the customers, there are additional warehouses of string, wool and 

various fibers behind the first storey shops.  

Various groups of people frequent This Timcha including rich carpet merchants, small 

carpet dealers, brokers and exporters all of which have created a unique location of 

commerce not found in many other locations worldwide. Various famous merchants and 

personas who are associated with This Timcha have recorded the sequence of events 

involving the naming of this Timchasi. The story states that after its construction in the year 

1305 Hijri, the Prince Mozaffareddin Mirzā entered This Timcha along with his companions 

and courtiers. While browsing the Timcha and appreciating its design, the group ran into Hāj 

Sheikh Mohammad Jaafar Ghazvini, the founder of this Timcha. The Prince admired the 

beauty of the building and during the ensuing conversation stated that is “very nice" 

numerous times. Every time he passed a compliment, Hāj Sheikh Jaafars reply to him was a 

courteous “the building is yours”. Hence the Prince did claim ownership of the Timcha and 

Hāj Sheikh Jaafar, in a moment of slyness, claimed that "its name will be more beautiful than 

the building". Subsequently, the Prince asked "what is its name?" and he replied 

"Muzaffariyya". So, he hereby saved his Timcha from becoming the property of the prince. 

 Muzaffariyya Timchasi is a very busy location for visitors and tourists every year due 

to its beautiful architecture in addition to its renowned carpets. This Timcha also has 

important religious significance for the local population. For instance many religious 

mourning groups start moving from This Timcha in the month of Moharram, in addition to 

various religious ceremonies being held here throughout the year. (See IV-E-T6 map in volume) 
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Elements Floor Arch, Vault, Dome Doors Windows  

Material Brick & Stone Brick Wood Wood 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T10:     Hāj-Safar-Ali Timchasi (Hac Səfər Əli timçəsi) 

[Timche-ie-ie Hāj-Safar-Ali, تيمچه حاج صفرعلی] 

Hāj-Safar-Ali Timchasi borders Tāzā Rāstā Bazaar on its eastern side. (See P 99, T10)  

The shops are covered with Kalil which affects the form of the windows. There are 

vaults with a height of approximately 60-70cm in front of the shops within the Timcha. The 

height of the entrance of the Timcha is 4m. The floor is asphalt and the ceiling is covered 

with wooden beams. The columns are made of brick and the height of the Dālān entering the 

Timcha is 7m. The ceiling consists of four Kolombo Arches on Gable Groins and the columns 

Fig. 31. Interior view of 
Muzaffariyya Timchasi 

Fig. 32. Brick decoration of 
Muzaffariyya Timchasi 
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are made of brick. The height of the Timcha is 14m with a brick floor. The ceiling of the 

Timcha consists of giant round Kolombo Arch with designs on its Gable Groins. The columns 

are made of brick and the doors and windows of the shops are all made of wood. (See IV-E-

T10 map in volume)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elements Floor Arch, Vault & Dome Doors Windows  

Material Brick Brick Wood Wood 

Fig. 33. Interior view of Hāj-safar-Ali 
Timchasi 
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T 13:  Boyuk-Sherbāflār Timchasi (Böyük şerbaflar timçəsi) 

[Buyoh--Sherbāflār Timchasi, Timca –e- serbafan bozog, بزرگ شعربافان تيمچه ] 

Boyuk-Sherbāflār Timchasi is oriented from north to south. This Bazaar connects to 

Ghizbasti Bazaar to its north, Shahidi bazaar its south and Bālā-Sherbāflār Timchasi to its 

east via a perpendicular Dālāni. It is also connected to Imam Jumā Mosque from west. (See P 

99, T13)   

The ceilings of the shops are mostly covered with Kalil Arches, while some Basket-

Bail Arches are seen in some windows. The height of This Timcha is 9m and the ceiling is 

covered with four Kolombo Arches executed with Chined Groins 

The columns are made of brick with 80-100 cm stone wainscot. The showcases, doors and 

windows are mostly made of wood. (See IV-G map in volume)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elements Floor Arch, Vault & Dome Doors Windows  

Material Brick Brick Wood Wood 

Fig. 34. Interior view of Boyuk-
Sherbāflār Timchasi 
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T14:   Bālā-Sherbāflār  Timchasi (Bala şerbaflar timçəsi) 

[Timche-ie-ie Sherbāfān Kuchak, تيمچه شعربافان کوچک] 

Bālā-Sherbāflār Timchasi is oriented from north to south. It reaches Shahidi Bazaar to 

its south, while being connected to Boyuk-Sherbāflār Timchasi, through a perpendicular Dālān 

to its north, in addition to also bordering Hāj-Ali-Akbar Dālāni to its east. (See P 99,  T14)   

 The entrance of This Timcha is covered with two Kalil Arches with a flat ceiling that 

is coated with plaster. The shops in This Timcha have basements and their floor is 

constructed on level with the 80cm higher wainscot. The shops are all covered with Kalil 

Arches and the height of This Timcha is 9.5m, while the floor is asphalt. The ceiling contains 

five arches (2 four-sectioned Kolombo Arches and two arches executed as hidden and Rāstā 

and the arch in the middle are executed with kārbandi) on gable groins. The columns are 

made of brick with an 80cm stone wainscot and the showcases, doors and windows are 

mostly made of wood. (See IV-G map in volume) 
 

Elements Floor 
Arch, Vault & 

Dome 
Doors Windows  

Material Asphalt Brick Wood & Metal Wood & Metal 

 

T15:     BādāmChilār Timchasi (Bādāmçılar timçəsi) 

[BādāmChilar Timchasi, Timche-ie-ie BādāmChilār, ادامچی الرتيمچه ب ] 

BādāmChilār Timchasi Connects to Ghizbasti Bazaar to its north and Hāj-Ali-Akbar 

Bazaar to its west. It reaches Gurjilar Sarāyi through a transverse Dālān from southeastern 

side. (See P 99,   T15)   

 This Timcha is octagonal in shape and there are two Kalil Groins at its entrance with 

one Kalil Arch constructed as a barrier between the Rāstā. The height of This Timcha is 6.5m 

and the floor is Cobblestone. The ceiling is round in shape with Kolombo Arches on Gable 

Groins constructed in a special form and it is hidden Rāstā in some parts. The walls are made 

of brick and the showcases, doors and windows are all made of wood, metal and aluminum. 

(See IV-G map in volume)  
 

Elements Floor 
Arch, Vault & 

Dome 
Doors Windows  

Material stone Brick Wood & Metal Wood & Metal 

T16:     Fath-Ali-Beyg Timchasi (Fəth Əli beyg timçəsi) 
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[Fatali-Beyg Timchasi, Timche-ie-ie Fath-Ali-Beyg, تيمچه فتح علی بيگ] 

Fath-Ali-Beyg Timchasi is located in the southern part of the Tabriz Bazaar Complex. 

This Timcha borders Gurjilar Sarāyi to its north and Bāshmākh-chilār Bazaar to the south. It 

also borders Hāj-Ali-Akbar Bazaar to its west and Sheykh-Kāzim Dālāni to the east. (See  P 

99,  T16) 

 The length of This Timcha is 29m with a width of 9.5m and a height of 10m, while 

being oriented from north to south. It is connected to Bāshmākh-chilār Bazaar to the south by 

an entrance covered with two Kalil arches with the distance of 3m. This entrance also 

contains a flat ceiling which is used as a vault between the two buildings. This Timcha is also 

covered with four Kolombo Arches with Gable Groins. There is beautiful workmanship at the 

entrance and exit of its Dālān (Dālāni). The floor of the Dālān is covered with asphalt and 

the doors and windows of the shops are made of wood. The walls are made of brick and there 

are various colorful lights on both sides of the Kolombo Arches. (See IV-G map in volume)     
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T17:    Bālā-Sheykh-Kāzim Timchasi (Bala Şeyx Kazım timçəsi) 

Fig. 35. Interior view of Fath-Ali-Beyg Timchasi 
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[Timche-ie- Bālā-Sheykh-Kāzem تيمچه کوچک شيخ کاظم] 

Bālā-Sheykh-Kāzim Timchasi is located at south of Tabriz bazaar and is connected to 

Boyuk-Sheykh-KāzimTimchasi from west, Gurjilar Sarāyi from northwest and Sheykh-Kāzim 

Dālāni from southwest. (See P 99, T17) 

The length of This Timcha is 18m and its width is 12m with the height of 10m in its 

highest part. The ceiling is Kolombo arch with gable groins executed beautifully on these 

arches. The doors and windows of the shops are wooden and aluminum and steel in some 

parts. The walls are made of brick coated with plaster in some parts. There are holes on top of 

the arches to provide the light of Timchasi. (See IV-G map in volume) 
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T19: Amir-Shumāli Timchasi (Əmir Şumalı timçəsi) 

[Timche-ie- amir shomāli, (amir north timcha) شمالی امير ه تيمچ ] 

Given the sheer size of Amir Bazaar, including the Amir Caravansary and Amir 

Sarāyi, it is no surprise that Amir Timchasi has become so large it has been divided in to two 

separate buildings and sections. The Northern section, known as Amir-Shumāli Timchasi, is 

located to the northwest of Amir Sarāyi, running parallel to Amir Bazaar and is connected to 

Amir Sarāyi to its north through a transverse Dālān. This Timcha also connects to Bāshmākh-

chilār Bazaar to its north through a Dālān. (See P 99, T19)  

The ceilings of the shops are made of Kalil Arches and the height of This Timcha is 

7.5 to 11m. The floor is made of brick and mosaic, while the ceiling is made of round 

Kolombo Arches with designed on Gable Groins. The walls are made of pointed brick and the 

showcases, doors and windows of shops are all made of wood. (See IV-I map in volume)  

 

 

 

Fig. Interior view of Amir-Shumāli Timchasi 
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T20: Junubi Amir Timchasi (Cunubi Əmir timçəsi) 

[Timche Amir Junubi, تيمچه امير جنوبی] 

The Southern building of Amir Timchasi extends to Jomhuri Eslāmi Street to its south 

and Amir Sarāyi to its north, while connecting to the entrance of Amir Bazaar on its western 

side. (See P 99, T20) 

 It is a two-storey Timchas and there is a Gable Arch above the windows of the 

second floor, which are in the form of Kalil Windows.  The ceilings of the shops are covered 

with Kalil Arch and the ceiling of the stairway to the second storey is covered with Gable 

Fig. 36. Interior view of amir shomāli 
Timchasi 
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Arches. The height of the entrance of the Dālān to This Timcha is 8.5m and the height of the 

domes is 10m, while the central area rises to a height of 13.5m. The floor of the entrance is 

Cobblestone and the ceiling of the Dālān is contains four Kolombo Arch, of which one 

Kolombo Arch is decorated within the central area. The walls are made of brick and the 

showcases of the shops are made of wood. (See IV-I map in volume)   
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Dome 
Doors Windows  Walls 

Material Stone Brick Wood Wood Brick 

Fig. 37. Interior view of Junubi Amir Timchasi 
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Rāstā (Rāsteh) 
A right line (right bazaar), even, long and flat with the rows of shop, Rāstā or Rāstā 

bazaar: row of bazaar with shops on both sides and means right and straight bazaar without 

curves59, a right and straight bazaar60.  

In other words, the Rāstās were the main paths of bazaar (the Rāstās in some cities 

were long because of the severe cold and long cold season of those cities) which are parallel 

to each other (like those of Tehran) or cross each other. 

Bazaar, like other architectural buildings of Iran is formed and developed in a pattern 

system. 

 

- Main Rāstā 

The main bazaars of Iran are usually linear along the most important road and path of 

the city. So, the main Rāstā of a bazaar is its most important part and the main component of 

it. In its simplest form, a Rāstā bazaar was formed with shops on both sides of it. Most of 

bazaars were gradually constructed and developed. So, the Rāstā of these bazaars followed 

the form of the paths and was indirect and organic. A small number of bazaars constructed 

upon the governor or charitable persons were pre-designed and direct and different guilds 

were settled along the main Rāstā. So, each guild was settled in a certain part of the main 

Rāstā. Two or several main Rāstā s was formed in parallel or crossed forms in some of big 

cities.  

 

- Minor Rāstā 

The bazaars of small towns has only one main Rāstā but the average and big cities had 

some minor Rāstās parallel to or perpendicular on the main Rāstā beside the main Rāstā 

which were the result of development of bazaar in minor paths. The number of minor paths in 

each bazaar depends on prosperity and development of economic activities of that city. In 

most cases, the minor Rāstā s was allocated to one guild or one group of craftsmen and a 

certain good was supplied there. The value of minor Rāstās in terms of place and economy 

has been less than that of the main Rāstā 61.  

 

                                                 
59 Ali Akbar, Dehkhodam Dictionary, 7th Volume, Tehran, Tehran University Press, 1993, Pages 10314 and 
10315 
60 Mohammd, Moein, Persian Dictionary, Amir Kabir Pressm 1984, Page 1623 
61 Soltanzadeh, Hossein, Iranian Bazaars, Tehran, Cultural Researches Office, 2001, Pages 63, 66 
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- Rāstā Bazaar in Tabriz Bazaar 

The pattern of Rāstā bazaar in Tabriz is the combination of shops and paths. Tabriz 

bazaar is a connecting network consisting of parallel and crossed Rāstās and two main Rāstās 

of it are two north-south Rāstās (Tāzā Rāstā and Gadim-Rāstā) which are parallel to each 

other with some curves. There are some Rāstās perpendiculars on these two Rāstās, the most 

important of which are the continuation of Haramkhānā bazaar, Bāshmākh-chilār bazaar and 

Misgar bazaar. The shops are located along the main and minor Rāstās and the spaces behind 

them are allocated to Sarās and Timchas.  

Tāzā Rāstā Bazaar and Gadim Rāstā Bazaar 

As mentioned before, a Rāstā is loosely defined as a line of various merchants 

forming a distinct section of a bazaar. In the case of a section of the bazaar complex that 

contains numerous Rāstās in an organized fashion, these areas are traditionally labeled as 

their own bazaar within the complex. In defining main Rāstā groups of the Tabriz Bazaar 

Complex, there are clearly two separate types of Rāstā groups, namely the Gadim and Tāzā 

Rāstās. The Gadim Rāstās, which literally means ‘Older Rāstās’, are a group of older Rāstās 

within the bazaar as the name suggests. The Gadim Rāstās are found in a specific location 

within the complex and make up the area that was traditionally named Rāstā Bazaar. Of 

course, these currently are known as the Older Rāstās within the complex and the bazaar is 

therefore now called the Gadim Rāstā Bazaar. On the other hand, the Tāzā Rāstās, which 

literally means ‘Newer Rāstās’ is the group of newer and more diverse Rāstās within the 

Tabriz Bazaar complex. These Rāstās have developed in to their bazaar within the complex 

and the location they are located in called the Tāzā Rāstā Bazaar. This bazaar is one of the 

largest and most prosperous bazaars of Tabriz in terms of variety of merchants. Its length is a 

very impressive 315m, which is not surprising considering that Rāstās are lines of merchants. 

The ceiling, like many other ceilings within the complex, is covered with Kolombo (four 

sectors Dome). A unique feature of this Bazaar is not surprisingly the geometric irregularity, 

in that it is not one straight line but rather a connected series of halls with twists and curves. 

Due to its merchant diversity and sheer size, this large bazaar contains many types of 

Rāstās, Caravansaries, merchant Dālānis and even sections affiliated with other bazaars. 

Below is a list of the various sections of this bazaar, organized by merchant groups and 

physical subsections 

Some important Rāstās and Rāstā bazaars (including Misgar_lar, Gan-Dallazan Rāstā, 

Yamanduz, Sādiqiyya Bazaar, Dār-Dallazan Rāstā, Tāzā Rāstā, Āinachilār, Butchi, Gadim 

Rāstā Bāzāri, Talischilar, Sarrājān, Jumā-Machid, Gand-chilar, Bālā-Gand-chilar, Gizbasdi, 
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Pānbikhchilar, Razavi, Hāj-Ali-Akbar, Huseyniyya, Safi,  Safi- Rāstā Bāzāri, Najjār-

lār,Mabar-ul-ulamā, Shahidi, Bāshmākh-chilār, Haram-khānā, Amir, Amir-Bāzārinin-Dālisi, 

Jāmbur-lar, Bazzāz-lar, with about 2800 shops on both sides of Rāstās with the length of 

5.5km (with total of 30 Rāstās) constitute the main skeleton of bazaar.  

 

 

  R1: Misgar-lar Bazaari (Misgərlər bazarı) 

[Misgara Bazaar, Bazaar Mesgarha, Mesgarha Bazaar, copper smithes bazaar مسگرهابازار  ] 

This Bazaar is one of the oldest existing Bazaars in Tabriz. Located at the southern 

corner of Sāheb-ul-Amr-Meidāni (Square) and neighboring Siqqat-ul-islām Mosque, 

Merchants claim that this bazaar was constructed more than 500 years ago. This Bazaar has 

long been famous for its Coppersmiths and production of different types of copperware, 

which it supplied to people within the city and to nearby villages. The pounding sound of 

hammers on copper along with its almost musical qualities has been nicely described in 

various accounts by explorers in the area. A good example of the unique acoustic qualities of 

these Coppersmiths is an account by one of the traditional Coppersmiths of this Bazaar who 

stated that:  “at one time, an army could parade with the music and sound of the all the 

hammers but now, all of those sounds are forgotten”. (See p 115,   R1) 

Unfortunately, for the Merchants and customers of Misgar_lar, these sounds no longer 

emanate from within the Bazaar, as there are only few Coppersmiths still in existence. The 

remaining Coppersmiths no longer produce the traditional copperware the Bazaar has become 

known for, but instead collect metal scraps and worn copper plates and cables. Modern 

factories and industrial copper use have reduced them to collecting these copper fragments 

and sending them to the Kerman Copper Factory for recycling. With the gradual decrease of 

Coppersmiths, new Merchants such as Tailors, Sugar Dealers, Fruit Sellers, Butchers, 

Shoemakers and Haberdashers started to replace them.  

The height of this Bazaar is approximately 4.5m to 5m and the floor is made of 

asphalt. The ceiling like many other Bazaars in the complex contains Kolombo (four sectors 

Dome) with a zigzagged texture. At the far end of the bazaar exists a 3m ceiling with wooden 

beam, which as a result many shops in this area are flat.  The columns are made of brick 

coated with plaster, while the doors, windows and showcases are made of metal and wood. 

The figure below outlines the material structure of the Bazaar. (See IV-B map in volume) 
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 R2: Gan-Dallazan Rāstāsi (Gən dəlləzən bazarı) 

[Raste-dallāleh  Bozorg, Buyoh Dallazan Bāzāri -Buyoh Dallazan Rāstāsi, Rāste 

Dallalezan Bozorg, Dallālezan Bozorg rāste,wide Dallālezan Rāstā, راسته دالله زن بزرگ] 

Gan-Dallazan Rāstāsi is located in north of Tabriz bazaar. It is connected to 

Yamanduz bazaar from east and Sādiqiyya Chārsug from west and is adjacent to Buyok-

Shāzdā Sarāyi in south. (See P 115,  R2) 

The length of is 71m with the width of 5m and height of 6m. This bazaar is extended 

from east to west. The ceiling of this Rāstā is curved and made of four-section Kolombo 

arches executed on gable groins. The floor is covered with asphalt and the doors and window 

are mainly made of wood. The material used in walls is brick. This bazaar received natural 

sunlight through the holes (Hournou) at the end of Kolombo arches. (See IV-C map in volume)  

 

Elements Floor 
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Fig. 39. Interior view of Misgar-lar Bazaari 
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R3: Yamanduz Rāstāsi (Yəmənduz bazarı) 

 [Yamanduz Bazaar, Yaman duz bazaari, Yamani Duzlār Bāzāri بازار يمن دوزان] 

Yamanduz Bazaar is located in north part of Tabriz Bazaar and is adjacent to the Pol 

Bazaar from north. It also borders Dār-Dallazan Rāstāsi (subsection/locale) to the south, Hāj-

Safar-Ali Mosque and Sharif-ul-Olamā Dālānii to the east, and the Gan-Dallazan Rāstāsi to 

the west. (See P 115,  R3) 

 This bazaar is noted for its very long layout, while various merchants and traders have 

booths in the long Dālān, which composes this bazaar. It consists of merchant booths for a 

length of 120m, while the width of the Dālān it stretches along, is 4m along with a height of 

5m, oriented from north to south. The ceiling is curved and has been built in a style 

containing Kolombo (four sectors Dome) with a zigzagged texture, of which the openings in 

the arches allow for natural lighting by the sun. The floor of this bazaar is covered with 

asphalt and its doors and windows are made of wood and metal while the walls or made of 

brick. The figure below outlines the material structure of the bazaar. (See IV-Main Rāstā-II map 

in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 40. Interior view of Gan-Dallazan Rāstāsi 
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  R4: Sādiqiyya Rāstāsi (Sadiqiyyə bazarı) 

 [Bazaar-e-Sādeqiya, Sādigiya Bāzāri, Bazaar Sādeqiya, بازارصادقيه] 

Sādiqiyya Rāstāsi, which is noted for its beauty, lies to the north of Dār- Dallazani 

Rāstā. Āynachilār Rāstā and Sādiqiyya Chārsug are also located to its north. This bazaar is 

oriented from north to west. Many explorers throughout history have visited this bazaar and 

documented their experiences. For instance, when Tavernier visited Tabriz in 785 Hijri (1406 

A.D.) he also visited Sadighieh Bazaar and described it accordingly: “The most beautiful 

bazaar is named after the Governor of the province (referring to Mirzā Sadegh). There is also 

an Sādiqiyya Mosque, Caravansary, School, various endowments, and plenty of other of his 

namesakes near this bazaar. An earthquake destroyed it in the year 1193 Hijri (1814 A.D.) 

and during the time of Abbās Mirzā, this bazaar began to be rented from its trustee for annual 

some of 300 Tomans and was subsequently restored62. (See P 115,  R4) 

This bazaar is now primarily used as a carpet selling Timcha (sectional Bazaar), but 

according to narrated accounts by various bazaar merchants, such as Mirzā Mehdi Yakhchāli, 

Yamani is the name of a product traditionally produced and traded in this bazaar. A traditional 

type of leather shoe, the Yamani was a common product of this bazaar but currently there are 

no more shoe stands of this type; all of the shops within the bazaar have transformed into 

                                                 
62 Tavernier, 1363, Page 112 

Fig. 41. Interior view of Yamanduz Rāstāsi 
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selling carpets, clothes, fabrics, perfumes, herbal products, in addition to a few sewing 

merchants. The ceiling of this bazaar also contains multiple Kolombo Arches, which are 

connected to each other. The floor is also made of asphalt and the doors are mostly made of 

metal and wood. This bazaar is one of the oldest bazaars in the Tabriz Bazaar Complex and is 

characterized by its simple geometric form in the shape of a rectangle. The figure below 

outlines the material structure of the bazaar. (See IV-Main Rāstā-I map in volume) 
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Fig. 42. Interior view of Sādiqiyya 
Rāstāsi 
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 R5: Dār-Dallazan Rāstāsi (Dar Dəlləzən Rāstāsi) 

[Rāstedallāl_e_Kucak, Bālā dallazan Bāzāri, Bālā dallazan Rāstasi, Dallālezan 

Koochak Rāstā, narrow Dallālezan, راسته دالله زن کوچک] 

These two Bazaars (R2 & R5) are among the more famous bazaars of the Tabriz 

Bazaar Complex. They are located next to each other and are very commonly associated with 

each other even though they are technically two separate Bazaars. These Bazaars, much like 

Rangli Bazaar, are primary centers for the trading of carpets woven in the surrounding 

villages. However, these Bazaars are especially active in trading the carpets of Heris village, 

in addition to also being a center for the trade of rugs and cushions. These Bazaars neighbor 

Yamanidoz Bazaar and Sādiqiyya Bazaar. (See P 115, R5) 

As for etymology, two stories exist regarding the naming of these Bazaars.  Some 

people claim that these Bazaars were the traditional center of selling hand-woven products 

from various surrounding villages and cities. Their claim is that within this Bazaar, there 

existed Female Brokers and Merchant Mediators who were called either Dallāleh Zan or 

Dalleh Zan, both of which mean Female Broker. Others claim however, that the Retailers of 

this Bazaar where known to clap their hands while introducing their product to the customers 

and hence these Bazaars became to be known as Dallale Dast Zan Bazaar (Clapping Broker 

Bazaar), which over time has changed to Dallal Zan Bazaar and ultimately Dallazan Bazaar. 

(See IV-C map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 43. Interior view of Dār-Dallazan 
Rāstāsi   
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 R6: Tāzā-Rāstā-Bāzāri (Tāzā Rāstā Bazarı) 

 [Rāste bāzār jadid, Tāzā (Tāzā) Rāstā bazaar, new Rāstā bazaar,  [ بازار جديده راست

Tāzā-Rāstā-Bāzāri reaches Bāshmākh-chilār bazaar from its south (opposite of 

Shahid-Ghāzi Mosque) and Dār-Dallazan-Rāstā from its north. This Rāstā is extended from 

north to west and wooden anchors are used in some groins of this Rāstā to tolerate the 

imposed load. (See P 115, R6) 

 The height of this Rāstā is 5 to 6m and its floor is covered with asphalt and the ceiling 

is made of four-section and round Kolombo arches executed of gable groins. The walls are 

made of pointed brick and the doors inside the shops are made of wood, metal and aluminum. 

(See IV-Main Rāstā-II map in volume) 
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Fig. 44. Interior view of Tāzā-Rāstā-Bāzāri 
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 R7: Āinachilār Rāstāsi (Aynaçılar Rāstā bazarı) 

 [Rāste  Bāzār-e-Āynehsāzān, Aynaclār Bāzāri, Āynachi Bāzār, Āinisāzān Rāstā 

Bazaar,  mirror makers Rāstā bazaar,  [ سازان راسته بازار آينه

Āinachilār Rāstāsi bazaar is located in the west of Tabriz bazaar and is extended from 

north to south. This bazaar reaches Sādiqiyya bazaar from north and the junction of Gadim 

Rāstā Bāzāri and Butchi bazaar in south. (See P 115, R7) 

 The ceilings of the shops in this bazaar are flat and the height of it is about 5m. The 

floor is covered with asphalt and the structure of the ceiling is some part of bazaar is four-

section Kolombo arch and vault is one part with the length of 10m. The arches used in this 

bazaar are gable arches. The piers are made of brick and the showcases, doors and windows 

are made of wood and metal. Āynachilar Rāstā bazaar is one of the linear and regular Rāstās 

of Tabriz bazaar. (See IV-Main Rāstā-I map in volume)  
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Fig. 45. Interior view of Āinachilār Rāstāsi   
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R8:    Butchi Rāstāsi (Bötçü bazarı) 

 [Buhci bazaar,Butci bazaar, Rāste Kolāhduzān, hat makers Rāstā ,راسته کاله دوزان] 

Butchi Rāstā reaches Tāzā Rāstā bazaar from east and the junction of Gadim Rāstā 

bazaar and Āinachilār bazaar from west. (See P 115, R8) 

This Rāstā is extended from east to west and its height is about 5.5 to 6m. The floor of this 

Rāstā is covered with asphalt and the ceiling is four-section Kolombo arch and two-section 

Kolombo arch (in west)  in a part with the length of 21m and in the remaining parts the 

ceiling is sloped made of ceramic sheets with the height of 7m. The materials used in walls 

are pointed brick and the showcases, doors and windows are made of metal and wood and 

aluminum in some parts. (See IV-D&E map in volume)  
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Fig. 46. Interior view of Butchi Rāstāsi 
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 R10:   Talischilar Bazaari (Təlisçilər bazarı) 

 [Bazaar-e-Gonifroshān,  فروشانبازار گونی ] 

This bazaar traditionally was a trading center for different types of sacks, canvases and 

pouches, but most of the shops have now been changed to Carpet Dealerships. (See IV-E map 

in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 47. Interior view of Talischilar Bazaari 
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R11:   Sarrājān Bazaari (Sərracan bazarı) 

[kāghāzchi bazzari, bazzar-e-kāghazfroshān ,بازار سراجان] 

This bazaar is less uniform in its merchandise than most of the other bazaars in the 

complex, however it does have an interesting history that includes a couple of periods, which 

saw a gradual change in the identity of the bazaars merchandise. This bazaar, for most of its 

history, consisted of Goldsmiths and gold merchandise until approximately about fifty years 

ago, when it saw a large migration of its Goldsmiths to other parts of bazaar. Additionally, the 

city of Tabriz, at the time, had seen the addition of an entirely new type of gold and jewelry 

driven bazaar known as a Zargar Bazaar. (See P 115,  R11) 

 As a result of the relocation of the Goldsmiths, the bazaar began to see an influx of 

mostly Saddlers, in addition to Belt and Suitcase Merchants. Ironically, the saddlers also 

began to relocate, but this time to one of the famous streets of the city and began to establish a 

center there. During this second period of relocation, numerous Paper Merchants established 

themselves within this bazaar, of which the name Khāghāzchi (Paper Seller) comes from.  

Along with these Merchants, the current make up of the bazaar includes String Sellers, 

Haberdasheries, Nylon Sellers, Tea Sellers, Paint Sellers and a few remaining Saddlers. (See 

IV-E map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 48.  Interior view of Sarrājān Bazaari 
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R12: Jumā-Machid Bazaari (Cuma məçid bazarı) 

 [Darband masjed jāme, tavilae darbandi, tola Darbandi, بازار مسجد جامع] 

Located next to famous Jumā-Machidi of Tabriz and Mojtaheh Mosque this bazaar 

soon developed the name of the very influential Jumā-Machidi, which exists in the heart of 

Tabriz. (See P 115,   R12) 

 Various shops exist within this bazaar including Nut Sellers, Confectionaries, Wool 

Dying Workshops and Bookstores. The ceiling of this bazaar has the very common curved 

ceiling with Kolombo Arches along with mild twists. However, the most striking feature of 

this bazaar is the ceiling, which was designed exquisitely and is a very beautiful site despite 

the twists within the Arches. (See IV-E map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 49. Interior view of Jumā-Machid Bazaari 
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R13: Gand-chilar Bazaari (Qəndçilər bazarı) 

 [Bazaar-e-Gandfrusān, بازار قند فروشان] 

Gand-chilar Timchasisi, which has traditionally been the center of the importing and 

exporting of sugar from Russia, it is located in southern part of the Tabriz Bazaar Complex. It 

is connects to Boyuk-Sheykh-Kaziām Timchasisi to its west and Gurjular Sarāyi to its 

northwest, while also connecting to Sheykh-Kaziām Dālāni to its southwest. (See P 115,   R13) 

The length of This Timcha is 18m with a width of 12m and height of 10m at its 

highest point. The ceiling is covered with Kolombo arches and Gable Groins, which have 

been beautifully and uniquely designed. The doors and the windows of the shops are wooden, 

with a few sections consisting of metal. The walls are made of brick coated and coated with 

plaster in most areas. Lights are placed on the highest points of the Arches which provide 

light to within the building. Currently, This Timcha is one of the main centers for carpet trade 

with in the complex. (See IV-Main Rāstā-I map in volume) 
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 Fig. 50, Interior view of Gand-chilar Bazaari 
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R15: Gizbasdi-Bazaari (Qızbəsdi bazarı) 

 [Bazaar-e-Gizbasti, قيزبستی بازار] 

This bazaar is a main center of trade for fabric ware, crystal and porcelain dishes, 

electrical home appliances, rugs and carpets. This bazaar is located next to Pānbikh-chilar 

Bazaar and it also stretches to the Jumā-Machid. (See P 115,  R15) 

 There is a common and amusing story associated with the name of this bazaar. 

According to the well-known story, one day a mother and daughter were shopping in this 

bazaar together. The daughter was making a lot of noise so her fed up mother finally yells: 

“Giz basdi bazaardi!” Translated from Azeri Turkish this phrase literally means “Stop 

screaming, this is a bazaar!” and as a result, this bazaar acquired the amusing name of 

Ghizbasti Bazaar, which can be loosely translated as “Stop Yelling Bazaar”. 

The ceiling of this bazaar also contains curved Kolombo arches with a zigzagged 

texture and in comparison with the other bazaars of the Tabriz Bazaar Complex; the width to 

height ratio of this bazaar is unique. Also, a unique trait of this bazaar is its beautiful 

brickwork in addition to an exceptional ceiling which also gives a special beauty to the 

bazaar.  (See IV-E map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 51. Interior view of Gizbasdi-Bazaari 
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R18:  Hāj-Ali-Akbar Bazaar (Hac Əli Əkbər bazarı) 

 [Tutunchilār Bazaar, Bazaar-e- Hāj Ali Akbar, بازار حاج علی اکبر] 

Hāj-Ali-Akbar Bazaar, also known Tutunchilār Bazaar, is located next to Gizbasdi  

Bazaar from the north and Bāshmākh-chilār Bazaari to the south. (See P:  R18) 

Various shops and booths exist within the bazaar. The most notable feature of this bazaar is 

its architecture. The shops within this bazaar are noted for their flat ceilings and the height of 

its entrance is 3.2m. This bazaar contains a flat asphalt floor and most of the ceiling is flat and 

coated with plaster. The walls are made of brick with a 40cm wainscot covering and the shop 

booths are made of wood.  Though most of the ceiling is flat within the bazaar, it contains 

both flat and curved ceilings. The height of the bazaar in the area with a flat ceiling is 7.5m 

and the height of the section, which also contains Kolombo (four sectors Dome), is 6.5m. All 

columns of this bazaar are made of brick with a 40cm stone wainscot. The figure below 

outlines the material structure of the bazaar. (See IV-Main Rāstā-I map in volume) 
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Fig. 52. Interior view of Hāj-Ali-Akbar Bazaar 
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R19:   Huseyniyya Bazaari (Hüseyniyyə bazarı) 

 [Bazaar-e-Huseyniyye, بازار حسينّيه] 

Huseyniyya Bazaari is located to the north of Imām Jumā Mosque and stands next to 

Safi bazaar, which is located to its west. Like various other bazaars in the complex, this 

bazaar has a variety of different merchandise shops. (See P:  R19) 

There is a tape shaped window on top of this bazaar at a height of 1m, while the 

bazaar itself has two stories. The height of the ground floor is 3m while the height of the 

second floor is slightly taller at 3.5m. The second floor is covered with granite tile where as 

the ground floor is covered with standard tile. The ceiling is contains metal columns with 

standard beams with vaults. The walls are coated with plaster and the showcases, doors and 

window are all made of wood. The figure below outlines the material structure of the bazaar. 

(See IV-G map in volume) 
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R20: Safi Bazaari (Səfi bazarı) 

[Bazaar-e- Safi, بازار صفی] 

Constructed during the reign of Safi Shah, the famous Iranian King of the Safavid 

Dynasty, the Safi Bazaar was built next to the Jumā-Machid Bazaari and is one of the oldest 

and historically rich Bazaars of Tabriz. This Bazaar was badly destroyed during the 

earthquake of 1193 Hijri (1817 A.D.) and has since been rebuilt. This Bazaar is also the 

location of a very old Hammām (Public Bath), which is named Seyyed-Gulābi Hammāmi62. 

(See P115, R20) 

During the Constitutional Revolution of Iran, the Provincial Society Building along 

with the Gheibi Center of Tabriz Building, which are two buildings within this bazaar, were 

important gathering places for leftists and militants. The location of these two buildings is on 

the far edge of the bazaar bordering Angaj Square Bāzārchā, which is now known as Anjoman 
                                                 
62 Tabatabaei Majd, 1996, Page 86 
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Alley. This bazaar consists of two main passages, which are mainly occupied by Carpet 

Merchants. Other merchandise sold in the bazaar includes nuts, soap, and tea, along with fat 

and plastic products. The ceiling of this bazaar is also a curved Kolombo Arch with some 

sections having wood ceilings. The shape of this bazaar is generally uneven with curves, as 

opposed to a straight line. Also, a main characteristic of this bazaar is its brick arches. (See IV-

F map in volume) 

 

R22:    Najjārlār Bazaari (Nəccarlar bazarı) 

 [Bazaar-e-Najjārān, بازار نّجاران] 

This currently very prosperous bazaar was previously known as Hāj Mehr Ali Bazaar 

before it obtained its current name of Najjārlār (Carpenters) Bazaar due to its wide variety of 

Carpentry and Coffin Shops. Although the name continues to be used, currently there are no 

more Carpentry Shops in this bazaar. Ayatollah Shahidi Mosque is located within this bazaar. 

This bazaar is also the original location of the historic Golafshān Hammāmi (Bath) of which 

has since been removed and currently the area once occupied by the public bath complex has 

become a Carpet Selling Timchasi. (See P 115,  R22) 

 Of the various types of merchants found in this bazaar the majority sell dairy 

products, fabrics and various types of tea. Location wise, this bazaar connects to the end of 

Ferdowsi Street, while Jumā-Machid bazaar, Sharbāfān Timchasi and Hāj-Ali-Akbar Dālāni 

all neighbor this bazaar. (See IV-G map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 53. Interior view of Najjārlār Bazaari 
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R26:    Haramkhānā Bazaari (HərəmKhānā bazarı) 

[Bazaar-e-Haramkhāneh, بازر حرمخانه] 

If we continue Bāshmākh-chilār Bazaar, we will reach Haramkhānā Bazaari. This 

Bazaar is notably the eastern part of Bāshmākh-chilār Bazaar, which is split in half by Dārāie 

Street. According to the Elderly Merchants of this Bazaar, one of the main gates of the 

famous Ālei Ghāpoo Palace, which was built during the GHājār Dynasty of Iran, had at one 

time been located next to this Bazaar. This is significant because within the Palace existed by 

a Medieval Haram, which is a location that the Royal Family Members and Local Elite 

courted women. This Bazaar soon afterwards came to be known as Haramkhānā Bazaari 

(Haram House Bazaar) due to its location next to the Haram in addition to it being the 

primary location for the courted women of the Haram to spend leisure time and go shopping 

while being accompanied by guards. Also, the famous ImāM Jumā Alley and Bāghmisheh 

Gate are located within this Bazaar. (See P:  R26) 

Haramkhānā Bazaari is known as being the center of shoemaking and shoe repair in 

Tabriz. The Merchants primarily sell and repair both modern and traditional style leather 

shoes and some of the most sophisticated hand-made shoe workshops within Tabriz are 

located in this Bazaar. Its ceiling is made of irregular Kolombo Arches and there are various 

curves in this Bazaar resulting in an irregular shape. (See IV-H map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 54. Interior view of Haramkhānā Bazaari 
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R27: Amir Bazaari (Əmir bazarı) 

[Bazaar-e-Amir,  Amir Bāzāri, Bāzār-e-Amir, بازار امير] 

Amir Bazaar, which also includes a famous carpet section and caravansary, has a 

special place among Tabriz Bazaars. It is one of the best-known and most important Bazaars 

of Tabriz and itself stands as a staple of the ‘Tabriz Bazaar Complex’. Amir Bazaar has long 

been a vital and prosperous hub of domestic and foreign fabric trade, which is why various 

Iranian and non-Iranian explorers have documented and admired its prosperity. Though 

traditionally the bazaars activity and success was Fabric driven, over time the bazaar’s fabric 

industry began to fade and has been replaced by a now well-established gold and jewelry 

industry. This transition took place mainly because of the fact that over time, a lot of fabric 

trading shops and booths relocated to street side shops. These relocations very likely took 

place due to the lack of ability to display more modern and ‘trendier’ products within a 

crowded bazaar while newer street side shops allowed for more room and glass displays. 

However, there are currently no more fabric booths or shops remaining within Amir Bazaar, 

and it is now one of the main gold and jewelry trading centers of the Bazaar Complex. 

On the other hand, the Carpet Timchas (section) and Caravansary have long been an 

important location of carpet trading in Azerbaijan. These sections are one of the centers of 

Tabriz Woven Carpet export, both nationally and worldwide. Many famous characters 

throughout history have recorded their carpet trading experiences within this section. The 

historically famous Amir Caravansary has its roots in the Amir Bazaar, and more specifically 

in the Carpet Section of the Bazaar. Timchasi and bazaar is Mirzā Mohammad Khān Amir 

Nezām Zanganeh who was the executor of the interior and military affairs of Azerbaijan in 

GHājār era. Nādir Mirzā, in describing his experience regarding the death of Mirzā 

Mohammad Khān Amir Nezām Zanganeh, an important local figure of Tabriz, in 1260 Hijri 

(1881 A.D.), says accordingly: “I was eighteen. All of the bazaars and Caravansaries were 

closed. His ceremonially wrapped dead body was carried to Saffe Mosallā while everyone in 

the bazaar was mourning63. (See P:  R27) 

Amir Bazaar is located in between Maghbareh Bazaar and Shohadā St. of which it 

faces via two large doors. On the other side it is connected to Maghbareh Bazaar through 

three large traditional wooden doors. (See IV-I map in volume) 

                                                 
63 Tabatabaei, Majd, 1996, Page 46 
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R29:   Jāmburlar Bazaar (Camburlar bazarı) 

[Jāmbrlār Bāzāri, Bazaar-e-Jāmborhā, بازار جام برها]  

The notable feature of this bazaar is its U-shaped layout in which both of its entrances 

are henceforth facing, 29th of Bahman Bazaar. (See P 115, R29) 

 Other notable features are the use of basket-bail arches on the windows include 

wooden structure that decorated by plaster and wood works. The height of this bazaar is 8m 

with a ceiling covered with wood or flat Iron while the floor is made of asphalt. The columns 

are also made of brick but with 80cm stone wainscots. Like various other bazaars in the 

complex, many goods are sold and traded here. Also worth noting is that most of showcases, 

booths, doors and windows of the shops are made of iron. (See IV-I map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 55. Interior view of Amir Bazaari 
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R30:    Bazzāz-lar Bazaari (Bəzzazlar bazarı) 

[Bazzāzlār Bazaari, Bazaar-e-Bazzāzān, بازار بزازان] 

Bazzāz-lar Bazaari is a uniquely shaped and Multi-Branched Bazaar located at the 

southern end of the Tabriz Bazaar Complex. Its western entrance is along North Ferdowsi 

Street (opposite of 29 Bahman) while its southern entrance is along Jomhuri Eslāmi Street. 

Additionally, its eastern entrance is located just behind Amir Bazaar. (See P 115,  R30) 

This Bazaar contains a unique continuously sloped ceiling and in some parts one 

clearly sees that the height of the local buildings is taller than be roof of the Bazaar in certain 

areas. In its vicinity are a wall from ceramic sheet and metal networks is used on the lower 

storey to close the Rāstā from all sides. The tallest point of the sloped ceiling, which is mostly 

on the west side of the bazaar, in addition to the south, north and east entrances, is about 9m. 

The floor of this bazaar is primarily asphalt while the columns are made of brick and the 

doors and windows are made of aluminum and glass. It is also worth noting that most of this 

bazaar lacks any windows or doors.  

The south part of the bazaar is divided into a west and an east section. Traditionally 

the eastern section contained three-stories while the western section was two-storied. The 

northern part of this bazaar is also divided into a western and an eastern section. However in 

this north section of the bazaar the eastern side consists of two-stories while the west side 

consists of only a single storey. This Bazaar is in need of certain restoration and preservation 

in order to ensure the safekeeping of its unique traditional structure. Some urgent restoration 

activities that should be implemented in this area including, that restoration of the ceiling 

along with removing the security glass, metal doors and windows. The figure below outlines 

the material structure of the bazaar. (See IV-I map in volume) 

 

Elements Floor Ceiling Doors 
Frames of 

Windows  
Walls  

Building Material Asphalt Ceramic Sheet Metal Metal Brick 
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Chārsugs (çarsuğ) 

 [Junctions, Chārsug, چهار سوق] 

The word “Chārsug” literally means “four directions” and usually consists of a four 

directional intersection of various streets within a Bazaar, also known as Chārsug or 

Chaharsok64. Generally, an intersection of two important Rāstās of a bazaar is called a 

Chārsug. In most cases a designed Chārsug was constructed in meeting place of two Rāstās 

and it was considered as a valuable place because of its connecting situation and place. 

Various examples of famous Chārsugs are Big Chārsug of Isfahan, Chārsug of Lar Bazaar, 

Big Chārsug of Tehran Bazaar, Chārsug of Kerman Bazaar, Chārsug of Bokhara Bazaar and 

Sādiqiyya Chārsug of Tabriz Bazaar. However, not any intersection of two Rāstā Bazaars is 

given the tile Chārsug. This term only applies to famous and important commercial locations. 

Also worth mentioning, is that the Arabic word "Sogh" means “Bazaar” and in various 

situations Chārsug is used instead of Chārsug. The Tabriz Bazaar Complex consists of four 

named Chārsugs, of which are shown below:  

 

 

Ch1: Sādiqiyya Chārsugu (Sadiqiyyə çarsuğu) 

  [Chahar Suq Sadiqiyh, چهار سوق صادقيه]  

Sādiqiyya Chārsugu is located in the northern part of the Tabriz Bazaar Complex and 

lies at the intersection of Gan-Dallazan Bazaar, Sādiqiyya Bazaar and Yakhchāl Bāzārchā. 

(See P 138, Ch1) 

The Chārsug is 11×11m2 with a height of 12m at the highest point which is a large 

dome, while also having designed corners. The floor of this Chārsug is asphalt and the 

columns are made of brick. This Chārsug also receives sunlight through the lights on the 

dome. (See IV-Main Rāstā-I map in volume)     

 

Elements Floor 
Arch, Vault & 

Dome 
Doors Windows  

Building Material Asphalt Brick Wood Wood 

 

 

                                                 
64 Mohammad, Moein, Persian Dictionary, Tehran, Amir Kabir Press, 1984, Pages 1323, 1324 
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Ch2:  Butchular Chārsugu (Butchular çarsuğu) 

[Buhci Chārsugu,Butci Chārsugu, Chārsuge kolāhduzān, hat makers Chārsugu 

 [ سوق کاله دوزانچهار ,

Historically, this section of the Tabriz Bazaar Complex has lacked any brickwork or 

ceiling structure and has consequently been known as Dabbāg-Khānā Guzari(Alley) for 

hundreds of years. This bazaar has long been a central location for tanners along with wool 

and leather merchants. Many basement areas exist within this bazaar and in the past, 

merchants would receive sheepskin that was transported to this bazaar from local 

slaughterhouses. Subsequently, they would send the hides to leather combing and tanning 

factories located in the basements of the stores after which, they would sell and trade in the 

bazaar. In 1350 Hijri (1971 A.D.) however, the tanning stores and especially the basement 

warehouses of this bazaar have been relocated outside of the city. This is due to and initiative 

undertaken by the ministry of health for sanitary guidelines and disease control. Currently, 

most of the bazaar is used for selling plastic and aluminum kitchenware and no true wool 

selling or tanning activities remain in the bazaar. However, this bazaar does currently export 

semi-processed leather called Sālāmbur and Meshin. 

 The Dabbāgh-Khāna Bazaar is oriented from east to west while it neighbors Gadim 

Rāstā Bazaar, Sādiqiyya Bazaar and Ghandchi Bazaar to its west, while also neighboring 

Tāzā Rāstā Bazaar to its east. To its north it neighbors Sheikh Dālāni and Mirzā Mohammad 

Sarāyi while to its south; it borders Hāj-Husen-Miāni-Sarāyi. (See P 138,  Ch2) 

Fig. 57. Interior view of Sādiqiyya Chārsugu 
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 The height of this bazaar ranges from 5 to 6.5 m and it contains a floor made of 

asphalt. The ceiling of the bazaar has the common style of Kolombo (four sectors Dome) with 

a zigzagged texture, while the walls of this bazaar are made of brick with some areas of the 

wall being coated with plaster. In a few areas within this bazaar there are no doors or 

showcases, while in the remaining areas, the common material consists of iron, aluminum and 

wood for the doors along with windows for showcases. The figure below outlines the material 

structure of the bazaar. (See IV-Main Rāstā-I map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ch3:   Talischi Chārsugu (Təlisçilər çarsuğu) 

  [Chārsug-e-Gonifroshān,  فروشانچهار سوق گونی ] 

This Chārsug is located at the intersection of North Abāchi Dālāni, East Mirzā-Abul-

hasan   Dālāni and South Tāzā Hāj Husen Sarāyi. . (See P 138,  Ch3) 

The height of its Hashti is 9.5m and its floor is asphalt. The wall of the Hashti is made 

of pointed brick and the doors, windows and showcases in the Hashti are all made of wood 

and metal. (See IV-Main Rāstā-I map in volume) 

 

 

 

Elements  Floor 
Arch, Vault & 

Dome 
Doors Windows  Walls 

Building Material Asphalt Brick Metal Metal Brick 

Fig. 59. Brick decoration of Butchular 
Chārsugu 

Fig. 58. Interior view of Butchular 
Chārsugu 
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Elements Floor 
Arch, Vault & 

Dome 
Doors Windows Wall  

Building Material Asphalt Brick Wood & Metal Metal Brick 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ch4:   Tāzā-Rāstā-Bazaar Chārsug (Tāzā-Rāst-bazar çarsuğu) 

 [Chārsug-e- Rāste-bāzār-jadid, Tāzā (Tāzā)-Rāstā-bazaar Chārsugu, new Rāstā 

bazaar, سوقچهار  راسته بازار جديد ] 

 Located at the intersection of Tāzā Rāstā Bazaar, Pānbikhchilār Bazaar and Ghizbasti 

Bazaar. (See P 138, Ch4), (see IV-Main Rāstā-I map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 61. Brick decoration of Butchular 
Chārsugu 

Fig. 60. Interior view of Butchular 
Chārsugu 
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Dālān  

 

Dālān means Dālāni or corridor (narrow bazaar with shops on both sides), covered 

alley65, and covered Dālān (narrow alley or corridor of a house of caravansary with a loft 

constructed on it).66  

A covered ally, Dālāni of the house67; (Dālāncheh: small Dālāni68, small Dālān or 

corridor)69. 

In other words, Dālān is a linking space that usually has the role of link between the 

interior and exterior of the buildings or only the interiors as a linear structure in architectural 

spaces.  

Definition of Dālān in Bazaar: 

Some short Rāstās, called Dālān, are formed depending on the shape of bazaar. Dālān 

is a linking space in bug bazaars too and it is as a small and minor Rāstā or ally which is 

connected to the other Rāstā on one side and to a caravansary on the other side and there are 

usually shops and stores on both sides of it. (There are a large number of Dālānis in Tehran 

bazaar70).  Dālāns are also considered as a type of Timchas but less important than Timchas 

despite having guild activities. Gāni Dālāni near Tāzā Hāj Husen Sarāyi that belongs to 

herbalists and Khān Dālāni are the famous Dālāns of Tabriz bazaar. There are 22 Dālāns in 

Tabriz bazaar. 

It should be mentioned that Dālān is different from Rāstās. Dissimilar goods are sent 

besides similar goods in Dālān. 

Dālāns of Tabriz include:  

Āgā Dālāni, Mirzā-Shafi Dālāni, Sharif-ul-Ulama Dālāni, Mirzā-Jalil Dālāni, 

Dabbāg-Khānā Dālāni, Gāni Dālāni,  Sāghatchilar Dālāni, Midqālchi Dālāni, Miyānā 

Dālāni, Qumpāni Dāalāni, Khān Dālāni, Mirzā-Abul-Hasan Dālāni, Hāj-Sheykh Dālāni, 

Mirzā-Mammad Dālāni, Abāchi Dālāni, Jumā-Machid-Kuchasi, Hāj-Ali-Akbar Dālāni, 

Sheykh-Kāzim Dālāni, Birinji-Hāj-Abulqāsim Dālāni, Ikinji-Hāj-Abulqāsim Dālāni, 

Hāshimiya Dālāni  

The Birinji&Ikinji-Hāj-Abulqāsims are the trade center of leather and shoe accessories 

and are the economic base of leather and show in Azerbaijan.  
                                                 
65 Ali Akbar Dehkhodā, Dictionary, 6th Volume, Tehran, Tehran University Press, 1993, Page 9075 
66 Hassan, Amid, Persian Dictionary, 2nd Volume, Amir Kabir Press, 2002, Page 1086 
67 Mohammad, Moein, Persian Dictionary, 2nd Volume, Amir Kabir Press, 1984, Page 1486 
68 Ali Akbar Dehkhodā, Dictionary, 6th Volume, Tehran, Tehran University Press, 1993, Page 9075 
69 Hassan, Amid, Persian Dictionary, 2nd Volume, Amir Kabir Press, 2002, Page 1086 
70 Soltānzādeh, Hossein, Iranian Bazaars, Cultural Researches Office, 2001, Page 66  
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D1: Āgā Dālāni (Ağa Dālāniı) 

[Dālān-e- Āgā, داالن آقا]  

Āgā Dālāni is extended from east to west and its entrance is from west in Yamanduz 

bazaar. There are platforms with the width of about 50-70cm in front of the shops of this 

Dālān and the height of these platforms is 50-60cm. (See P 144, D1) 

The ceilings of the shops in west are made of Kalil and those in east side are flat. The height 

of this Dālān is 6-6.5m and the ceiling is four-section Kolombo arches and one round 

Kolombo arch. The piers are made of pointed brick and the doors, windows and showcases are 

made of wood, metal and aluminum. (See IV-C map in volume) 

 

Elements   Floor 
Vault & 

Dome 
Doors Windows Wall 

Building Material Mosaic Brick Metal, Wood 
Metal & 

Wood 
brick 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 63. Interior view of Āgā Dālāni 
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D3: Sharif-ul-Ulamā Bazaar (Şərif-ül üləma) 

[Bazaar-e-Sharif-ul-Ulama, يف العلمابازار شر ]   

This bazaar is named after a very important local religious scholar during the GHājār 

Dynasty of Iran. Sharif-ul-Ulamā Bazaari was a very famous and respected man during his 

time, which unfortunately saw the destruction of his house by restless vandals during a period 

of famine in Tabriz. Notably, a part of the ceiling within this bazaar has also been destroyed. 

This bazaar borders Dārāei Street and Dār-Dallazan Bazaar. (See P 144.  D3) 

 The height of this part is 4.5-5m and its floor is covered with asphalt. The ceiling is covered 

with two-section and four-section Kolombo arches on gable groins. The piers are made of 

brick and the doors, windows and showcases are made of wood, aluminum and metal. 

Eshraghi Jumā-Machid that was called Mir Abbās Āgā Mosque before is located in southeast 

of this bazaar. Several Timchasis and passages exist within in this bazaar in addition to it 

having a variety of Merchants. (See IV-C map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elements Floor Vault & Dome Doors Frames of Windows Wall 

Building Materials Asphalt Brick Metal & Wood Metal & Wood Brick  

Fig. 64. Interior view of Sharif-ul-Ulamā Bazaar 
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D4:  Mirzā-Jalil Dālāni (Mirzā cəlil Dālāniı) 

[Dālān-e- Mirzā-Jalil,  Mirzā-Jalil corridor, داالن ميرزا جليل] 

Mirzā-Jalil Dālāni is extended from east to west and ends in Mirzā-Jalil Sarāyi in east 

and Āinachilār Rāstā bazaar from west. (See P 144. D4) 

 The height of This Dālān 7.5-8m and its floor is covered with asphalt. The ceiling is 

made of four-section Kolombo arches on gable groins and the piers are made of brick and 

60cm stone wainscot. The showcases are mostly made of wood and metal in some parts. 

The ratio of height of This Dālān to its width is higher in comparison with other 

elements of bazaar. (See IV-D map in volume) 

 

Elements Floor 
Arch, Vault 

& Dome 
Doors 

Frames of 

Windows  
Walls 

Building Material Asphalt Brick 
Metal & 

Wood 
Metal, Wood Brick 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 65. Interior view of 
Mirzā-Jalil Dālāni 

Fig. 66. Interior view of Mirzā-
Jalil Dālāni 
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D6:   Gānni Dālāni (Qnalı Dālāni) 

[Dālān-e-Khoni,  خونیداالن ] 

Gānni Dālāni reaches Gadim-Rāstā Bazaari from east and Tāzā Hāj Husen   Sarāyi 

from west with a perpendicular Dālāni. (See P 144, D6) 

 This Dālān an extended rectangle (almost linear) extended from east to west. There 

are small round lights and some other in other shapes in the middle and around the arches. 

The height of This Dālān 10m and the floor is covered with asphalt. The ceiling is made of 

four-section Kolombo arches and the arches used in groins are gable and chine. The piers are 

made of brick with 70cm stone wainscot. The showcases of shops are made of wood and 

metal and aluminum in some parts. (See IV-D map in volume) 

 

Elements  Floor 
Arch, Vault & 

Dome 
Cornice  Doors Frames of Windows 

Building Material Mosaic Brick Stone 
Metal & 

Wood 
Metal & Wood 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 67. Interior view of Gānni Dālāni 
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D7: Sāghātchilar Dālāni (Saqatçılar Dālāniı) 

[Sagatchi-lar Dālānii,  Dālān-e- segat frusān, داالن سقط فروشان]  

Sagātforoushan Dālāni reaches Iki-Gāpilār Sarāyi in east and Gadim Rāstā bazaar in 

west. This Dālāns extended rectangle from east to west. This Dālān connected to Iki-Gāpilār 

Sarāyi with a cradle arch with a small bent and with Gadim-Rāstā bazaari with a four-section 

Kolombo arch. (See P 144, D7) 

A gable groin is executed in both entrances. The height of This Dālān is 12m (two 

stories). The floor of this Dālān is covered with asphalt and the ceiling is covered with 

ceramic sheets. The ceilings of the shops are flat and the showcases are made of wood, 

aluminum and metal. (See IV-D map in volume) 

  

Elements   Floor Doors Frames of Windows  Ceiling 

Building Material Asphalt Metal Metal & wood Metal columns and beams  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 68. Interior view of Sāghātchilar Dālāni 
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D8: Midqālchi Dālāni (Midqalçı Dālāniı) 

[Mitqālchi Dālāni, Dālān-e-Mitqālchi,  ميتقالچیداالن ]    

Midqālchi Dālāni is adjacent to Miyānā Dālāni from south and Tāzā-Rāstā-Bazaari 

and Iki-Gāpilār Sarāyi in east and west, respectively. This Dālān is an extended rectangle 

with beveled corners and it is extended from east to west. (See P 144, D8) 

 The ceilings of the shops are made of Kalil arch. This Dālān has two entrances made 

of Kalil arches and its ceiling is flat with the height of 3.5m. The height of the internal part of 

Dālān is 9.5m and the floor is covered with mosaic. The ceiling is made of four-section 

Kolombo arch, hidden and Rāstā on gable groins. The piers are made of brick and the 

showcases of shops are made of wood and metal.  (See IV-D map in volume) 
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Fig. 69. Interior view of Midqālchi Dālāni 
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D9: Miyānā Dālāni (Miyana Dālāniı) 

[Dālāni miyānia , miyāni dālāni, Dālān-e-miyāneh,  Miyānā corridor  [ انی ميداالن

Miyānā Dālāni is adjacent to Midqālchi Dālāni in north and Qumpāni Dālāni in south. 

It reaches Tāzā Rāstā Bazaar in east and Iki Gāpilār Sarāyi in west. This Dālān is an 

extended rectangle with bevel in one corner and it is extended from east to west. The entrance 

of this Dālān has Kalil arches on both sides and its ceiling is flat with wooden beams. (See 

P144, D9) 

The height of this Dālān is 9 to 10m and its floor is covered with mosaic and asphalt. 

The ceiling is made of four-section Kolombo arches on gable groins. The doors and windows 

are made of wood and metal. (See IV-D map in volume) 
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Fig. 70. Interior view of Miyānā Dālāni 
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D10:    Qumpāni Dālāni (Qumpanı Dālāniı) 

[Gompāni (gompāni) dālāni, Dālān-e-kompāni, داالن کمپانی] 

Qumpāni Dālāni reaches Tāzā-Rāstā bazaari from east and Iki-Gāpilār Sarāyi from 

west. This Dālān an extended rectangle with beveled corners and is extended from east to 

west. The entrance of This Dālān has two Kalil arches on both sides and there is a vault 

between these two arches. (See P144, D10) 

The height of this part is 3.5m and bevels are uses as anchor in some groins of This 

Dālān order to control the forces in corners. The height of This Dālān 12.5m and its floor is 

covered with mosaic and the ceiling is four-section Kolombo arch on gable groins. The piers 

are made of brick and the showcases of shops are made of wood, metal and security glass. 

(See IV-D map in volume) 
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Fig. 71. Interior view of Qumpāni Dālāni 
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D11: Khān Dālāni (Xan Dālāniı) 

[Dālān-e-khān, داالن خان] 

Khān Dālāni is adjacent to Khān Sarāyi from east and Tāzā Rāstā bazaar from west 

and Kharāzilar Timchasi from south and Kechachilar Sarāyi from north. This Dālān 

rectangular with beveled corners and it is extended from east to west. (See P 144,  D11) 

 The height of the entrance of This Dālān 3.5m and its floor is covered with asphalt. 

The ceiling is made of Kolombo arch and it is flat in some parts. The height of the internal 

part of This Dālān 6.5m and its floor is covered with mosaic. The ceiling is made of four-

section Kolombo arch on gable groins. The piers are made of pointed brick and 60cm stone 

wainscot. The showcases, doors and windows in This Dālān are mostly made of iron and 

wood in some parts. (See IV-E map in volume) 
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Fig. 72. Interior view of Khān Dālāni 
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D12:     Mirzā-Abulhasan Dālāni (Mirzā Əbülhəsən Dālāniı) 

[Mirzā abil- hasan  Dālāni, Dālān-e- Mirzā-Abulhasan, داالن ميرزا ابوالحسن] 

Mirzā-Abul-hasan Dālāni is connected to Mirzā-Abul-hasan Timchasi from east, Tāzā 

Hāj Husen Sarāyi form north and Abāchi Dālāni from south. This Dālān extended from east 

to west and there are small square lights in the middle of its arches. (See P 144,  D12) 

The height of This Dālān 6m and its floor is covered with asphalt. The ceiling is made 

of four-section Kolombo arches in gable groins with a round Kolombo arch with kārbandi on 

gable groins. The piers are made of brick and except few shops, the showcase and doors of 

most of the shops are made of wood. (See IV-E map in volume) 
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D15:     Abāchi Dālāni (Əbaçı Dālāniı) 

Fig. 73. Interior view of Mirzā-
Abulhasan Dālāni 
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[Dālāni-e-Abāchi, داالن عباچی]  

Abāchi Dālāni reaches Mirzā-Abul-hasan Dālāni from north and Ghizbasti bazaar 

from south. It is extended from north to south and its entrance with the length of 1.5m is 

covered with beams. (See P 144, D15) 

The square lights are installed in the middle of the arches and the height of This 

Dālāns 7m. The floor is covered with asphalt and the ceiling is four-section Kolombo arches 

on gable (groins perpendicular on Dālāni) and groins with chine (on wall). The material used 

in piers is brick and the showcases of shops are made of wood. (See IV-G map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D17:     Hāj-Ali-Akbar Dālāni 

[Hāj Alahbar Bazaari, Bazaar-e-hāj ali akbar, بازار حاج علی اکبر] 
Hāj-Ali-Akbar Dālāni reaches Hāj-Ali-Akbar Sarāyi from north and is perpendicular 

on Bāshmākh-chilār bazaar from south. This Dālān extended from north to west and the 

shops in This Dālān have basements. (See P 144,  D17) 

 The height of This Dālān 6.5m and its floor is covered with asphalt. The ceiling is 

made of four-section Kolombo arches on gable groins (perpendicular on Rāstā) and Kalil 

arches (groins on wall). The material used in piers is brick and 1 to 1.20 stone or plastered 

wainscot and the showcases are made of metal and wood. (See IV-G map in volume) 

Elements  Floor Arch, Vault & Dome Doors Frames of Windows 

Building Material Mosaic Pointed Brick Wooden & Metal  Wooden & Metal  

Fig. 74. Interior view of Abāchi Dālāni 
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 D18:    Sheykh-Kāzim Dālāni (Şeyx Kazım dalanı) 

[Sheikh-Kazim Dālāni, Dālān-e-Sheikh-Kazem, داالن شيخ کاظم] 

Sheykh-Kāzim Dālāni is located is south of Tabriz bazaar. This Dālān reaches Sheykh-

Kāzim timcha from its north through a transverse Dālāni. It is adjacent to North Shariati 

Street from south and Fath-Ali-Beyg Timchasi from west. (See P:  D18) 

The length of Sheykh-Kāzim Dālāni is 22m with the width of 4m and height of 10m 

and it is extended from north to south. The ceiling of this Dālān is a combination of ceramic 

sheets and metal sheets and it is flat (vault) in southern end with the length of 4m. The floor 

of this Dālān is covered with asphalt and the doors and windows are made of wood and metal. 

The walls are made of brick coated with plaster is some parts. (See IV-G map in volume) 
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D19:     Birinji-Hāj-Abulqāsim Dālāni (Birinci Hac Əbülqasım Dālānı) 

Fig. 75. Interior view of Hāj-Ali-Akbar Dālāni 
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[Hāj-Abulqāsimi-Biriminji Dālāni, Dālān Hāj-Abulqāsim I (I=1 first = اول(  , Dālān 

Haj Abul Qasem Avval, داالن حاج ابوالقاسم اول] 

Birinji-Hāj-Abulqāsim Dālāni is located in east of Tabriz bazaar. This Dālān is 

adjacent to Bāshmākh-chilār bazaar from south, Pānbikhchilār  bazaar from north, Mirzā 

Mehdi Sarā from west and Ikinji-Hāj-Abulqāsim Dālāni from east. (See P 144, D19) 

 The length of this Dālāni is 62m with the width of 5.5m and height of 6m. This Dālān 

is extended from north too south and its plan is rectangular. In the south, this Dālān is 

separated from Bāshmākh-chilār Bazaari by an entrance in the form of  Kalil arch and a gable 

arch with wood in the ceiling. The ceiling of this Dālān is four-section and round Kolombo 

arch and most of the arches used in groins are gable arches and in some parts, anchors were 

used between the groins to control the propulsion. The floor of this Dālān is covered with 

mosaic and the doors and windows used in shops are made of wood and metal and the part 

reaching Pānbikhchilār bazaar with the length of 10m is covered with metal structure and a 

vault. (See IV-H map in volume) 
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D20:   Ikinji-Hāj-Abulqāsim Dālāni (İkinci Hac Əbülqasım Dālānı) 

Fig. 76. Interior view of Birinji-Hāj-Abulqāsim Dālāni 
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 [Hāj-Abulqāsiminikinji Dālāni, Dālān Hāj-Abulqāsim II (II=2 secound =دوم) Dālān 

Haj Abul Qasem Dovvom, دومداالن حاج ابوالقاسم ] 

Haj Abolghasem Dālāni is located in east of Tabriz bazaar. It is adjacent to Bāshmākh-

chilār bazaar from south, Pānbikhchilār bazaar from north, Birinji-Hāj-Abulqāsim  Dālāni 

from west and Omid Sarā  from east. (See P 144, D20) 

The length of this Dālāni is 58m with the width of 5m and height of 6m and it is 

extended from north to south. This Dālāni is separated from Bāshmākh-chilār bazaar in it 

south by an entrance executed as Kalil arch. The ceiling between this entrance and Dālāni is 

wooden ceiling with the length of 3m. The ceiling of this Dālāni is four-section and round 

Kolombo arch and most of the arches used in groins are gable arches. The floor of this Dālāni 

is covered with mosaic and the doors and windows used in shops are mostly wooden and 

metal in some parts. The part reaching Pānbikhchilār bazaar with the length of 10m is 

covered with metal structure and a vault. (See IV-H map in volume) 
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D21:     Hāshimiya Dālāni (Haşimiyyə dalanı) 

Fig. 77. Interior view of Ikinji-Hāj-
Abulqāsim Dālāni 
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[Dālān-e-hāsemiya,  هاشميهداالن ] 

Hāshimiya Dālāni ends in Haramkhānā bazaar from south and it is a two-storey 

Dālāni and the ceilings of shops in the first floor are flat and those of the shops in the second 

floor are gable arches. (See P:  D21) 

 It should be mentioned that the bent of arch in This Dālān 1.5m. The height of the 

first and second floor is 3m and the ceiling is made of round Kolombo arches with kārbandi 

and four-section Kolombo arches on gable groins and some part is sloped with wooden 

anchors. The piers are made of brick and the door and showcases of the shops are made of 

metal. (See IV-H map in volume) 
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Fig. 78. Interior view of Hāshimiya Dālāni 
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Bāzārchās 
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The word Bāzārchā is simply the combination of the words “Bazaar” and “cheh”, the 

latter of which as mentioned above, is a diminutive suffix meaning “small”. So naturally the 

word Bāzārchā denotes a Small Bazaar. The Bāzārchās of the Tabriz Bazaar Complex have 

traditionally been a part of the Grand Bazaar of Tabriz, which usually formed beside the gates 

(Ghāpi) of the city but have now grown in to small local Bazaars which form a small part of 

the quarter of a city. like Vijouyeh Bāzārchā along Vijouyeh Ghāpisi, Bāghmisheh Bāzārchā 

along Bāghmisheh Ghāpisi, Sorkhāb Bāzārchā along Sorkhāb Ghāpisi, Maghsoudieh 

Bāzārchā along Nobar Ghāpisi, Rangli Bāzārchā along Khiābān Ghāpisi the internal 

elongation of which formed KaraneyKhāna Bāzārchā or Gajil Bāzārchā along Gajil Ghāpisi 

and Davachi Bāzārchā along Davachi Ghāpisi. These local Bāzārchās fulfill the daily needs 

of the residents within the quarters, while most of them are usually connected to the main 

Bazaar Complex. German Geographer, Detman (1979) gives a plan of Traditional Islamic 

cities and expresses a structural pattern of Iranian and Islamic cities. He distinguishes these 

individual bazaars as the Bāzārchās of different quarters and they usually constitute the main 

and central cores of traditional quarters with mosques, Hammāmis, caravansaries, teahouses, 

zoorKhāneh and SāgāKhāneh beside them. These public areas which Bāzārchās form are not 

without planning and design as they follow an Islamic Iranian Tradition of City Space and 

Structure. The most famous Bāzārchās of Tabriz are as follows:     
 

 

B1:  Sorkhāb Bāzārchāsi (Sürxab Bazarçası)  

[Bāzārch-e- Sorkhāb, سرخاببازارچه ] 

This Bāzārchā is one of the oldest Bāzārchās of Tabriz and was established north of 

the Mehranroud River in Meydān Chāyi (Chāyi Square) and east of Sāhib-ul-Amr-Meydāni 

Shrine. This Bāzārchā has three main parts. Two parts of it are in north-south and one part is 

in east-west. The arch of this Bāzārchā like all other Bazaars of Tabriz is brick with vaults 

and is in need of restoration. (See P 160, B1)  

There are various kings of shops in this old Bāzārchā including woodcutting, 

carpentry, woodworking workshops and restaurants. In this Bāzārchā existed one of the oldest 

buildings of Tabriz, which has now been converted to a community center and cultural and 

arts center by the Tabriz Municipality. Some parts of the Sorkhāb Bāzārchā have also been 

changed to a large passageway because of the collapse of its ceiling. (See IV-A-I map in volume) 
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B2:    Davachi Bāzārchāsi (Dəvəçi vazarçası) 

[Bāzārch-e-Davachi, Bāzārch-e-Shotorbān,  شتربانبازارچه , Dәvә (Camel) +çi (handler): 

"Camel handler".]  

This Bāzārchā stretches along Davachi Bazaar to the west of Sāhib-ul-Amr-Meydāni 

Square at the gate of Davachi Gāpis (Gate), while it extends to Sāmān Meidān (Sāmān 

Square). Seyyed Ali Āgā Mosque and Caravansary lie within this Bāzārchā. The Height of this 

Bāzārchā is between 5m and 6m and its ceiling is covered with four round Kolombo Arches 

on Gable Chinned Groins. The walls are made of brick and coated with plaster in most areas. 

The showcases, doors and windows are all made of metal, wood and aluminum. Also worth 

noting is that some shops don’t have showcases. (See P 160, B2)   

Before development of motorized vehicles, the goods were transported to this Bazaar 

by camels and the Caravans from local villages. This Area was important because it was the 

resting location for the various Caravans entering the city from the north and northwest who 

would rest here at the Large Caravansaries and unload their goods. As a result this Bāzārchā 

developed the name “Davachi” (Cameleer) Bazaar. However, the shops of this Bāzārchā have 

a strikingly different look in the present day, which includes Textile Sellers, Shoe Sellers, 

Cloth Sellers, Restaurants, Haberdasheries, etc… (See IV-B map in volume) 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 80. Interior view of Sorkhāb Bāzārchās
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B3:     Yakhchāl Bāzārchāsi (Yaxçal bazarçası) 

[Bāzārch-e-Yakhchāl, بازارچه يخچال] 

Yakhchāl Bāzārchāsi borders Sādiqiyya Chārsug to its east and is opposite to 

Yamanduz Bazaar. (See P 160, B3)   

This Bāzārchā is oriented from east to west and has a height of 8m. The ceiling is 

covered with Gable Arches which are also uniquely designed with Roman patterns. The walls 

of this Bāzārchā are made of brick with a 1.5m stone wainscot. (See IV-C map in volume)  
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Fig. 81. Interior view of Davachi Bāzārchās 
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B5: Shishegar-Khāneā Bazaari (Şişəgər-Khānā bazarı) 

[Bazaar-E-Shishegar-Khāneh, بازارچه شيشه گرخانه] 

Shishegar Khāneh Bazaar is one of the most beautiful bazaars within the Tabriz Bazaar 

Complex. This bazaar connects to Shohadā Street from north and Tarbiat Street from south. 

In the past, Hāj Ali Naghi Timchasi and Hāj Rasoul Caravansary where located in this bazaar 

on its east and west sides respectively. However, in the wake of the construction of Shams 

Tabrizi Bazaar, parts of northern area of this bazaar and the entire Hāj Ali Naghi Timchasi and 

Hāj Rasoul Caravansary were dismantled and have now relocated to parts of Shohadā and 

Ferdowsi Streets. (See P 160, B5)   

This construction mainly took place to create additional space for the heavy traffic in 

the area. The northern area of this bazaar has a flat ceiling while the southern area of the 

bazaar has a traditional ceiling, which includes an arch and a vault. This bazaar is a 

production center of various different types of glasses and crystals. Throughout history, many 

types of lamps, glasses, brackets and various other glassworks have been sold in this bazaar, 

but with the arrival of newer factories, which had began to establish in the early 14th Century 

Hijri (20th Century A.D.) the glass and crystal products were more commonly imported from 

foreign companies. Therefore, Shishegar Khāneh Bazaar had been forced to adapt to the 

newer industry driven world and the result was the emergence of newer specializations within 

the bazaar in addition to a more diverse array of merchants.  

Currently, the bazaar consists of an area with a brick dome ceiling and forty-nine 

different shops of various types of merchandise. This bazaar has a Mosque and a Maktab 

Fig. 82. Interior view of Yakhchāl Bāzārchāsi 
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Khāneh (Education Room) bearing the name of Hāj Mirzā Mohammad Hussein Modarresi 

Faghih mosque. In the past, this area was also home to another Mosque, which was named 

after Ayatollah Tutunchi, but which both was also dismantled due to the need for more urban 

space. At the entrance of the bazaar is a beautiful flowing ceiling made of stone with the 

height of 4.20m, while in a majority of the bazaar, a standard vault covers the ceiling with 

Kalil groins along with four brick columns that are covered with 1m wainscots. Also within 

the center of the bazaar, there is a section that stands 6 to 7.5 m high containing an asphalt 

floor in addition to also having a ceiling with Kolombo (four sectors Dome) with chine and a 

zigzagged roof texture. The walls in this bazaar are mostly made of brick and the majority of 

the bazaar lacks showcases and merchant booths while the majority of the shops are made of 

iron and security glass. The figure below outlines the material structure of the bazaar. (See IV-I 

map in volume) 
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Fig. 83. Interior view of Shishegar-Khāneā Bazaari 
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B6:     Karaney-Khānā Bāzārchāsi (Kərəney Xana bazarı) 

[Bāzārch-e-Karaney-Khānā,  کره نی خانابازارچه ] 

Most of the Bazaars and Bāzārchās of the Tabriz Bazaar Complex have been 

separated from each other due to the emergence of streets, large squares and various passages, 

of which some of them have been completely destroyed. Karaney Khānā which was 

traditionally an extension of Rahli Bazaar has become separated from it since the 

establishment of North Artesh Street. The local store owners of this Bazaar claim that the 

Police Department of Tabriz was the founder of this Bāzārchā and it was traditionally called 

Ghāem Magām Bāzārchā. It is claimed that in the Ghājār era of Iran, the sound of a Horn 

(Karaney) frequently sounded within this Bāzārchā to inform the gatekeepers to open or close 

the gates of the city. As a result, the people began to refer to this Bāzārchā as Karaney Khānā 

Alti Bāzārchā (Bāzārchā under the horn house). 

This Bzārchā was originally constructed upon the order of Ghāem MĀgām Farahani, 

who was head of the Special Security Office of Nāeb-ol-Saltaneh Abbās Mirzā. This 

Bāzārchā is a traditional center for tin-making workshops, metal tools and home appliances. 

However, in the modern day only fruits and vegetables are sold in this Bāzārchā and there are 

only two or three tin-making shops remaining. This Bāzārchā currently has at least 47 

separate shops which sell fruits and vegetables while also containing two mosques.   

This Bāzārchā has a north entrance along Jomhuri Eslāmi (Islamic Republic) Street 

and has another eastern entrance from north Artesh Street. (See P 160, B6)   

The height of this bazaar is between 5m to 7m. The buildings in this Bāzārchā are 

typically one or two-storey buildings. The floor of this Bāzārchā is asphalt and the ceiling is 

sloped and made from ceramic sheets on metal trusses. Some southern part of the ceiling of 

this Bāzārchā is covered with vault. The showcases, doors and windows are all made of metal 

and aluminum while most of the shops lack any doors, windows or showcases. (See IV-J map 

in volume) 
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B7:   Rahli Bāzārchāsi (Rəhli bazarçası) 

[Damir Ghāpoo Bāzārchāsi, Bāzārch-e-Rangi  [    بازارچه رنگی

This Bazaar is home to one of the oldest gates within Tabriz. Known as Khiābān 

Ghāpisi (Road Gate), its location is in the interior of this Bazaar. However, the more common 

denomination of this Bazaar is Rahli Bazaar (Painted Bazaar) and two separate theories exist 

as to the origin of this name. One theory states that after the rebuilding of this Bazaar after the 

devastating earthquake of 1193 Hijri (1814 A.D.), the ceiling was restored and beautifully 

painted causing the local population to refer to it as the ‘Painted’ Bazaar. The other theory 

regarding the naming of this bazaar simply states that since this bazaar has long been a central 

location of various dyes for carpets and strings causing it to over time, be known by that 

name. Regardless of the origin of the name ‘Rahli’, this Bazaar is also been well known by 

the name of Damir Ghāpoo Bazaar, which is the purely Azeri Turkish version of the name 

‘Road Gate Bazaar’.  

Historically, three very old Caravansaries and a traditional Hammām existed within 

this bazaar, in addition to it being a common resting place for caravans coming in to the city. 

Over time however, the Caravansaries have disappeared and the Hammām was destroyed to 

make room for various new Timchas, which currently specialize in trading carpets made in the 

local villages surrounding Tabriz. This is not surprising given that this Bazaar has 

traditionally been a central location for merchant exchange and interrelations between the 

Village Bazaars and the city of Tabriz.  

Rahli Bazaar connects to Artesh and Khāgāni streets in the remaining parts of 

Khiābān-Qāpisi Gate. The Historical Karaney Khāna Alti Bazaars traditionally connected Goi 

Masjid to Shishegar Khāneh and Amir Bazaar. (See P 84, B7)   

 But with the establishment of the above-mentioned streets, Rangli Bazaar is no longer 

connected to Shishegar Khāneh or Amir Bazaar, while the Historical Karaney Khāna Ālti 

Bazaars have been completely replaced by these two streets. The ceiling of this bazaar is 

sloped while containing a Kolombo Arch in the middle and the entire length of the floor of 

this bazaar is made from Esprākhoon Stone. (See IV-J map in volume) 
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B8:   Kohna Bāzārchāsi (Köhnə bazarçası) 

[GoiMəchid Bāzārchāsi, Bāzārch-e-kohneh, بازارچه کهنه] 

Kohna Bazaar, not to be mistaken with ‘Kohna Rāstā Bazaar’, is located between 

Rangli Bazaar and Goi Masjid. The name of this Bazaar literally translates to ‘Old Bazaar’ 

and its entrance is from Khāgāni Street and is right alongside Rangli Bazaar. As the name of 

this bazaar suggests, its origins are rooted in the history of Tabriz, and is likely the remaining 

remnants of a local bazaar in the area, which has been traditionally separate from Rangli 

Bazaar. Similar to various other smaller Bazaars in the area, the merchandise sold here varies 

and it is not famous for any specific type. (See P, 160 B8)  

The height of this bazaar is approximately 9-10m and all of the buildings within its 

vicinity are one or two storey buildings. The floor of the Bazaar is made of Asphalt and the 

ceiling is sloped with metal anchors.  

The primary material the wall consists of is plaster. The figure below outlines the 

material structure of the Bazaar. (See IV-J map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 85. View of Khiābān Gāpisi Fig. 84. Interior view of Rahli Bāzārchāsi 
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Fig.86. Interior view of Kohna 

Bāzārchāsi, 
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Mosque  

Mosque is the place of prostration and praying of human for his God. Although 

mosques formed under this name after emergence of Islam, we all know that the act of 

prostration and praying has existed long times before Islam and monotheists established 

places for praying God. Construction of mosques showed itself as one of the most effective 

criteria on urban development in Islam since emergence of Islam and its development in 

corners of the world, such that most of big cities was formed by establishments of a Jumā-

Machidi and several small local mosques and other urban spaces around it. The relation 

between mosques and other places like bazaar, bāzārchā, seminary, Hammām and 

caravansary had a comprehensive continuity. 

 
- Trend of Mosques Construction in Iran 

When most of Iranians were attracted by Islam, they started constructing mosques in 

Iran. It should be mentioned that Iranians believed in monotheism before Islam and that is 

why most of old Iranian mosques are constructed based on the sanctuaries and Ātashgāhs of 

Sassanid era, as the aim of both was to worship God with the only difference Islam was more 

comprehensive and democratic than the previous religions. When Muslims entered Iran and 

entered all real divine values to this land, the fabrics of the ranked society of Sassanid and a 

new plan of life was founded for people.  

The need for praying-political places of group prayer and Friday prayer made the 

Muslims construct the first mosques in Iran. 

 
- The First Iranian Mosques  

The first Iranian mosques were constructed similar to those in Saudi Arabia and were 

simple and plain, like Jumā-Machidi of Fahraj in Yazd which was constructed in the first half 

of the first Hijri century and formed according to the mosque of Medina, that is, it had a 

central yard in south part towards Qibla and columned nave with two rows of columns 

parallel to the wall of Qibla and four rows of columns perpendicular on the wall of Qibla. 

Shoush mosque (during the late first Hijri century), Damghan Tarikhāneh (the middle of the 

second Hijri century) and Naein Jame Mosque are among the Old Iranian mosques.  
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- Mosques of Azerbaijan  

Azerbaijan presents a type of architecture suitable for its special climatic conditions 

and the specific characteristics of architecture of Iranian Mosques like the loggias and central 

yards of Iranian mosques, which are famous in the world in terms of Islamic architecture. 

But Azerbaijani tasteful architects use the architectural styles and patterns in this land 

in a skillful way that they are called as the creator of Azerbaijani style that becomes a 

criterion in classification of Iranian architecture styles. On the whole we can say that a space 

is used as central yard in the lands in the center of Iran. The ceilings are covered and the 

naves of mosques are converted to naves covered with beams or domes.  

Mosques are considered as the most important buildings of bazaar and some of them 

belong to a specific guild and persons from several Timchas and bazaar refer to those 

mosques. But some mosques like Jumā-Machidi have urban applications. There are 28 

mosques inside bazaar, but we shouldn’t ignore the formation principles of most of mosques 

inside bazaar near the Hammāms. This implies the relation between the mosques and 

Hammāms in fulfilling an Islamic lawful need (for Shiites) of bazaar's which is clearly 

understandable in the maps of general structure of bazaar.  

           

 

M2: Hasan-Pādishāh Mosque (Həsən padişah məçidi) 

[Hasan-Pād-Shāh Mosque, Hasan-Pādeshāh Mosque, مسجد حسن پادشاه]  

This mosque is branched from Sahebabad Square and is located in north part of this 

square and is adjacent to Nasriya endowment from west part. Its transom is a gable arch in 

Roman style with a stone cornice installed on it. (See P171, M2)  

The height of this mosque is 3m (in single-storey part) and 6m (in two-storey part). 

The floor is covered with asphalt and the ceiling has different covers including Kalil and flat 

(wooden beam) ceiling. The walls are made of brick together with 20-30cm stone wainscot 

covered with mud and straw in north and south parts. The windows and doors are made of 

wood.  (See IV-B map in volume) 
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M3: Siqqat-ul-islām Mosque (Siqqət-ül Islam məçidi) 

[Seqqat-ul-islām Mosque, مسجد ثقه االسالم] 

This mosque is located in north part of Sāhib-ul-Amr Mausoleum and has naves (in all 

parts except the south) with wooden fence. The vaults in east, west and north parts are made 

of Kalil. (See P 171, M3)  

 The height of the external part of the mosque is 7.5m and the floor of the yard is 

cobblestone. The ceiling of the entrance loggia is made of gable groin executed as hidden and 

straight. The walls of this part are made of brick and 60 cm stone wainscot and the doors and 

windows are wooden. The height of the internal parts of this mosque is 6.5m and the entrance 

of this part is covered with Kalil and vaults. The arches are round Kolombo with kārbandi on 

stone wainscots. (See IV-B map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M4: Hāj-Safar-Ali Mosque (Hac Səfər əli məçidi) 

]صفرعلی علی حاج  مسجد ] 

This mosque is located in east part of bazaar complex and is branched from Yamanduz 

bazaar from west.  (See P 171, M4)  

The height of the entrance hall of this mosque is 3.5m and the height of the entrance 

hashti is 4m. The floor is covered with brick, the ceiling is covered with Kalil and kārbandi, 

Fig. 88. Interior view of Siqqat-ul-islām 
Mosque 
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the corridors with gable groins and the rooms are covered with Kalil. The walls are made of 

brick and the doors are wooden. The height of the surroundings of the internal parts of the 

mosques is 8m and the height of the central part is 12.5m. The ceiling is covered with false 

wooden flooring. The ceiling in anteroom is covered with Kalil and the corridor with gable 

groins and round Kolombo arches with Kārbandi on gable groins. The walls are made of brick 

and 70-80 cm stone wainscot. 

The height of the external façade of the mosque is 13.5m and the walls are made of 

brick with 70-80 cm stone wainscot and the woods are made of wood. (See IV-C map in volume) 

  

 

M6:  Molānā Mosque (Molana məçidi) 

[Seyyed-ol-Mohagheghin, مسجد موالنا] 

Molānā mosque is located in west part of Dār-Dallazan Rāstāsi and in meeting place 

of Āynāchi Rāstā Bazaar and Sādeqiyya bazaar. (See P 171, M6) 

The height of the internal hall of the mosque is 3.6m and the floor is covered with 

Esprākhoon stone and the ceiling with Kalil. The walls are made of pointed brick and 30cm 

wainscot from Esprākhoon stone. The floor of the yard is covered with Esprākhoon stone and 

the half of the yard (southern part) is covered with ceramic sheets with metal anchoring. The 

walls of the yard are made of pointed brick with 60cm wainscot from Esprākhoon stone. The 

height of the anteroom of the mosque is 4.5-5.5m and the floor is covered with stone. The 

ceiling is fours-section and round Kolombo arches on gable groins. The walls are made of 

80cm stone wainscot and 10cm cornice. The height of the internal part of the mosque is 5.2-

5.8m and the ceiling of this part is covered with 12 round Kolombo arches and three four-

section Kolombo arches. The internal walls are covered with pointed brick and 65cm wooden 

wainscot and 10cm cornice. It should be mentioned that there are big piers in north and east of 

the mosque and small piers in west and south and 8 stone columns in the middle that transfer 

the force to the earth. (See IV-C map in volume) 
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M7:     Dār-Dallazan Mosque (Dar dəlləzən məçidi) 

[Dallāleh-zane-Kochak Mosque دالله زن کوچکمسجد ] 

This mosque is located in southern part of Dār-Dallazan bazaar near to its west end 

and is about 2m lower than the level of the bāzārchā with a light on the ceiling. (See P 171, 

M7)   

The height of this mosque is 8m and its floor is covered with soil and the ceiling with 

vaults. The materials used in walls are coated with plaster and the door of the mosque is 

wooden. (See IV-C map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

M9:     Qārā-bāqlilār Mosque (Qəra bağilər məçidi) 

 [Sheikh Mosque, جد قره باغيهامس ] 

This mosque is located at the end of an alley along the Jumā-Machidi Bazaar and is 

adjacent to Dort-Qabirlar (Chahar Maghbareh) from south. (See P 171, M9)   

 The yard of this mosque has mosaic and the walls are made of brick. The height of the 

northern part of the yard is 6m (this section is two-storey) and its floor is covered with mosaic 

and the ceiling with metal column and beam. The walls are coated with plaster and the height 

of the internal part of the mosque is 5-5.5m. The ceiling is covered with four-section 

Kolombo arches on gable groins and there are 16 stone columns in the middle and the 

retaining piers in sides transfer the force. The walls are made of brick with 1m wainscot and 

there is 0.5m platform in both sides of this section. (See IV-E map in volume) 
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M10:    Bālā-Machid Mosque (Bala məçid) 

[Masjed-e-Kochak, مسجد کوچک] 

Bālā-Machid mosque is located in east part of Tāzā-Rāstā-Bāzāri and Hāj-husen-

Gadim Sarāyi is in its north side and Hāj-Safar-Ali Timchasi in its south. (See P:  M10) 

The height of this mosque is 6m (central part-arch) to 7m (side parts which are two-

storey with basement). The ceiling in two storey section and basement is made of beam and 

metal columns executed with vaults and that in central part is Kolombo arch on kārbandi. The 

walls are made of pointed brick together with 90cm wainscot made of wood with stone 

cornice. (See IV-E map in volume) 
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Fig. 89. Interior view of Bālā-Machid  
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M13:     Dinavary Mosque (Dinvəri məçidi) 

[Masjed-e-Dinevari, دينوری مسجد ] 

This mosque is adjacent to Rāstā bazaar of Jumā-Machidi from east and Kalkatachi 

Library from west and is opposite Jafaryya Library. (See P 171, M13) 

There is a Nimkār in the entrance loggia of this mosque and the internal part of the 

mosque is divided into to sections: ablution room and main section. The height of the ablution 

room is 5.5m and its floor is covered with stone and the ceiling is covered with round 

Kolombo arch on gable groins with straight and hidden corners. The walls of the ablution 

room are covered with pointed brick with 20cm cornice and the doors are made of wood. The 

height of the internal part of the mosque is 5m and the ceiling is covered with four-section 

Kolombo arches on gable groins anchored with stone columns. The walls are made of pointed 

brick with 2m wainscot and 10cm cornice. This mosque has 3 wooden windows with colorful 

glasses in southern part and a wooden door. The façade of the mosque is made of pointed 

brick with 40cm stone wainscot. (See IV-F map in volume) 
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Fig. 90. Interior view of Dinavary Mosque 
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M14:   Bālā-Hujjat-ul-Islām Mosque (Bala-Hüccət-ül Islam məçidi) 

 [Hujjat-ul-Islām Kochak, (For Winter) )زمستان نشين( السالم کوچک ا  مسجدحجت ] 

This mosque is located in west part of Hujjat-ul-Islam Mosque and its height is 4.5-5m 

and its floor is covered with brick. (See P 171, M14) 

The ceilings are made of four-section Kolombo arches on gable groins in west and 

east rows anchored by wall on one side and stone columns on the other side. The middle row 

is made of round Kolombo with kārbandi on gable groins and the forces are transferred to 

stone column. The walls are made of brick and the doors and windows are wooden. (See IV-F 

map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M15:    Hujjat-ul-Islām Mosque (Hüccət-ül Islam məçidi) 

  [مسجد حجت االسالم کوچک] 
This mosque reaches the yard from north and is adjacent to Hujjat-ul-Islam Mosque 

(winter part) and Tabriz Jumā-Machidi from west and east, respectively. (See P:  M15)   

This mosque has 5 wooden windows towards north and 2 windows towards south. The 

height of this mosque is 5.5-6m and its floor is covered with brick. The ceiling is covered 

with round Kolombo arches with kārbandi in gable groins anchored by stone columns. The 

walls are made of brick and the doors and windows are made of wood, metal and aluminum. 

(See IV-F map in volume). 

 

 

Fig. 91. Interior view of Bālā-Hujjat-ul-Islam Mosque 
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   M16:  Jumā-Machidi (Cuma məçidi) 

[Masjed jame, مسجد جامع] 

This mosque is located in west side of bazaar between Hujjat-ul-Islam Mosque and 

Mirzā- Esmāeil-Khāloglu and Ālchāq Mosques and is one of the historical buildings of 

Tabriz. Unfortunately, there are no evidences and traces from the primary structure of this 

mosque and it is not possible to estimate its construction date ad the name of its founder. 

Seyyed Mohammad Reza Tabātabāei in his book “Olad-ul-Athar” mentions that this mosque 

was built in Islam emergence era and founded by Abdollāh-ebne-Āmer, but he doesn’t present 

any evidence and document for this claim. Some other people believed that this mosque was 

built in Saljughi era. There are some hints on Tabriz Jumā-Machidi in Marzbānnāme that 

confirms the prosperity and glory of this city between 607-622 Hijri during the era of Atābak 

Ozbak ebne Mohammad ebne Ildigiz. Hāj Tāleb Khān Tabriz, who was probably one of the 

Safavid authorities, is the founder of Tālebieh School of Tabriz and mentioned this mosque as 

the great mosque of Tabriz in the letter of endowment of his school in 1807 Hijri. 

Considering these evidences, it seems that this mosque was first built in Saljughi ear and has 

been glorious and important in different ears. This mosque was destroyed because of 

earthquake in 1193 such that several arches of it were collapsed. After that, Hosseingholi 

Fig. 92. Interior view of Hujjat-ul-Islam 
Mosque 
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Khan Donboli restored and reconstructed it and it was repaired in Ghājāri era. Hāj 

Mohammad Bagher Kalkatechi, one of the merchants of Tabriz, completely repaired this 

mosque in the contemporary era and established a new library and a study hall for the student 

of Islamic sciences. Although these repairs have a new shape to this mosque, it huge and 

strong bases and high brick arches show the old age of the first building of this mosque. This 

mosque is a rectangular mosque mostly made of brick and plaster and has two entrances, one 

in north and the other in south towards an alley. We can enter Ālchāq mosque from the second 

door and then to the Jumā-Machidi. The floor of this mosque is lower than the lands around it 

and this show the old age of this building.  

This mosque is a simple one with no tile working and carving and there is only a 

plaster cornice above the altar with Kufic script remained from Noghol Ilkans era. There is a 

dark and big mosque behind the western wall of this mosque with ten columns and brick 

vaults which is called Winter Mosque and it is probably a very old mosque. This section was 

reconstructed to its primary shape under supervision of East Azerbaijan Cultural Heritage, 

Handicrafts and Tourism Organization.  (See P 171, M16) 

It should be mentioned that the adjacency of Tabriz Jumā-Machidi and Tabriz Bazaar is 

mentioned in the itineraries of the researchers like Nāserkhosro.  

The relics of a mosque with octagonal columns in the depth of three meter below the 

present mosque were obtained during restorative operations made on Jumā-Machidi complex 

in 1980 and small plaster altar were distinguished in Qibla sides of some columns which are 

similar to the inscriptions of Jumā-Machidi of Nāein and newly discovered altar around the 

dome of Jumā-Machidi of Marand in 485 Hijri in terms of their shape and calligraphy. So, 

the evidences show that this mosque was constructed in Saljughi Era. (See IV-F map in volume) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig.94. View of Jumā-Machid  Fig.93. Interior view of Jumā-Machidi   
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M19:  Ātmish-uch-Sutun Mosque (Altmış-üç sutun məçidi) 

 [63 columns mosque, 63 Suton Machid, ستون 63 مسجد ] 

This mosque is located in west part of Safi Bazaar and its linking path is branched 

from Safi Bazaar. (See P 171, M19) 

This mosque is divided into two parts by a wall and small wooden windows are 

installed on this wall. The height of the entrance of the mosque is 3.5m and its floor is 

covered with stone and the ceiling with Kalil. The walls are made of pointed brick and the 

height of the internal part of the mosque is 4.80m. The wooden false ceiling is used with the 

interval of 20cm. The ceiling is four-section Kolombo arches on gable groins and the stone 

columns bear the load. Round Kolombo arches are uses in some parts. The walls are made of 

pointed brick and the windows in north yard are metal. (See IV-F map in volume) 
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Fig. 95. View of Ātmish-uch-Sutun 
 Mosque 
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M21:    Shāhidi Mosque (Şəhidi məçidi) 

 [مسجد شهيدی]

The plan of this mosque is square towards the Qibla and its entrance is from 

Bāshmākh-chilār bazaar. (See P 171, M21) 

This mosque has 24 stone columns with the size of 4×6 and the entrance loggia is 

made of kārbandi and one meter backward. The height of the entrance of this mosque is 4m 

and the floor is made of asphalt and walls are made of pointed brick with 1.20m wainscot. 

The height of the internal part of this mosque is 6m and the ceiling is covered with round 

Kolombo arches with kārbandi on gable groins anchored by stone columns. The walls are 

made of brick. (See IV-G map in volume) 
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Fig. 96. View of Shahidi Mosque 
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M23:     Qizilli Mosque (Qızıllı məçidi)  

 [مسجد قزللی] 

This mosque reaches Bāshmākh-chilār Rāstā bazaar from north. (See P 171, M23) 

The height of the entrance of this mosque is 5m with Kalil executed to cover the ceiling 

and pointed brick. The height of the internal part of the mosque is 5.5m and the ceiling inside 

the mosque is covered with round Kolombo arches on gable groins anchored with stone 

columns and four-section Kolombo arches are executed on sides. The materials used as cover 

include pointed brick, stone columns and 90cm stone wainscot. (See IV-G map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M25:      Shāhid-Qāzi Mosque (Şəhib Qazi məçidi) 

[masjed-magbare, مسجد شهيد قاضی] 

The entrance of this mosque is branched from Bāshmākh-chilār bazaar in north and is 

almost opposite the beginning of Rāstā bazaar. (See P 171, M25) 

The ablution room and WCs are covered with vault and the walls are made of tile and 

the floor is covered with marble stone. The windows in southern part are made of aluminum 

and half-dome (nimkār) are used in anteroom. The height of the entrance of the mosque is 6m 

and the floor is covered with stone and the ceiling with arches specially executed on gable 

groins. The walls are made of pointed brick and marble stone. The main door is made of meal 

and the entrance door of the mosque is wooden. The height of the internal part of the mosques 

is 7m and the ceiling is covered with round and four-section Kolombo arches on gable groins 

anchored by stone columns. The walls are made of brick with 90cm wooden wainscot. (See 

IV-H map in volume) 

Fig. 98. View of Qizilli Mosque Fig. 97. Interior view of Qizilli Mosque 
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M28:   Goy Masjed (Göy Məçid) 

 [Jahānshāh Mosque, Blue Mosque, Masjed-e-Kabod, مسجد کبود] 

One of the most important paths that formed the main skeleton of Tabriz in Ghājār era 

(the main structure of Tabriz, the effects of which remain now was formed in Ghājār era) was 

the linking path that connected Khiābān Gāpisi to Davachi Gāpisi along the inter-continental 

path of Asia and Europe, that is Silk Road and passed through bazaar and near Goy Masjed. 

(See P 171,  M28) 

Jahānshāh Mosque or Goy Masjed was established in 870 Hijri during Jahānshāh 

Āghgoyunlu ear. Some believe that his mosque was constructed by Baygom Khātoun, the wife 

of Jahānshāh, and his daughter.  

This mosque is called as Goy Masjed (Blue Mosque) or the turquoise of Islam because 

of the color of its very delicate mosaic tile works used on façade and the internal parts which 

are mostly dark blue and turquoise. The transom, two minarets, nave and tomb are the main 

elements of this building. The transom of this mosque is northwards with the dimensions of 

7×5m, which is about 5 stairs higher from the level of the path, and the length of each stair is 

3m and their height is 20cm. The height of the arch remained from the transom of the building 

is 8.5m covered with beautiful Decorated tiles. 

Fig. 99. Interior view of Shahid-Qāzi Mosque 
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It is said that the doorway of this transom is higher than Tāghe-casrā. The nave with the 

dimensions of 16.5×16.5 is located after the transom and entryway. There are porticos with 

the width of 4.40m covered with vaults and less-sloped domes in north, east and west sides of 

the nave. The tomb is in south part of the nave and it is like a small nave. The destructive 

earthquakes of Tabriz, especially that in 1193 Hijri, highly damaged this mosque. The 

National Works Society and National Organization of Ancient Works Protection (Cultural 

Heritage, Handicrafts & Tourism Organization) have started protecting this great building 

since three decades ago. 

 Tavernier, a French explorer, who traveled Tabriz during the late Safavid era, explains 

the beauty and glory of Goy Masjed the relics of glorious buildings are seen around. 

Length of the stones is very surprising. The whole dome is made of violet glass with the big 

square of Tabriz and its vicinity and there are four or five mosques, unique in greatness and 

beauty, left to be destroyed. 

One of those mosques which are better and more beautiful than the others is located at 

Isfahān T-junction. The building of this mosque is very beautiful and its height is 50 foot.  It 

is about 8 stairs higher than the ground and all its outside walls are covered with high-quality 

colorful tiles and the inside walls are decorated with beautiful designs with Arabic 

architecture style and many Arabic words are decorated with gold and lazulite.   

There are two tall minarets with low diameters on both sides of the building and there is 

a stairway inside them and the façades of the minarets are covered with tiles and these glossy 

designed bricks are the common type pf decoration used in buildings in Iran. The width of the 

door of this mosque is about 4 foot and there is a cut white glossy stone in the middle with the 

height of 24 foot and width of 12 foot and the mosque seems very beautiful and great in the 

middle of it. 

  The corridor of the mosque reaches the dome. The diameter of which is 36 foot. This 

dome is constructed on 12 Mojarradi from inside and 16 Mojarradi support it from outside. 

These Mojarraids are very high with the volume of six cubic foots. Below the platforms, 

there is a platform made of white marble with hollow chambers underneath it for putting 

shoes when entering the mosque. This dome is covered with small square bricks made of 

flower-designed colorful tiles from inside with Arabic verses written on them and they are 

connected to each other so carefully that they seem like a painting.   

We can enter a smaller dome through this dome, which is more beautiful than the 

previous one, and there is something inside it made of white glossy marble. The width and flat 
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flowers painted on it. The outside surface of both domes is covered with these tiles but with 

raised painting.  

White flowers on green background are painted on the first dome and white starts on 

black background on the second one all with soft and delicate colors. There is a pulpit made 

of walnut on left side with ordinary carpentry work with six steps and no cover near the 

entrance from big dome to small dome.  

But there was another pulpit made of the same wood in right side with excellent 

carpentry work.  

There is a shading over it made of the same wood and the place of sitting was 

surrounded by small wooden fence and it has 14 steps. There are two very big white glossy 

stones in southern part of the mosque installed on the path of sunlight. When sunlight radiates 

on them they turn red such that the words written on it can be read several seconds after 

sunset. (See IV-I-M28I, IV-I-M28II map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 100. General view of Goy Masjed Fig. 101. Interior view of Goy Masjed 
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Hammāms (həmam) 

 [Bath, حمام] 

Hammāms have the root in the history of Iran and is one of the characteristics of Iranian 

identity, which has been of more attention after Islam.  

Besides offering hygienic and cleaning services, Iranian Hammāms were important 

from other aspects too and were the place of social relations and communications and the 

meeting place of persons from different groups. The construction and decorations of 

Hammāms were the manifestation of Iranian art in architecture. Hammāms were important 

also in terms of culture; for example, all Hammāms in Tabriz have an important endowment. 

Charitable persons who constructed the Hammāms endowed some properties for desirable 

administration and maintenance of those Hammāms. In the Hammāms constructed in 

basements, the repulsion resulting from arches were neutralized by the soil around them. 

When the Hammāms were developed and were constructed on earth, they independently 

maintained their stability (without supporting the side pressure of the soil around them), so 

big spaces were created in the middle (Sarbineh and hothouse) that surrounded small spaces 

(like entrance hashti, porticos of encaging dressing room of Sarbineh dome, middle door, 

WC, depilation room, Hammām and VIP). This form was standing and became a persistent 

for in Hammām architecture. 

What is important is the relation between Hammām and other urban elements like 

caravansaries, bazaars, mosques, schools and residential quarters. The necessity of 

establishing Hammāms in all parts of the city was determined considering other urban 

elements and they were built according to the tastes of the users. Hammām has a special place 

near the urban elements beside the square of the city and all persons referring to the square of 

the city for any reason or were in caravansaries could use the Hammāms built near the main 

square of the city. The charitable persons of quarters built a Hammām for each residential 

quarter. Beside their role as a place for hygienic activities, Hammāms were social centers 

where people established social relations. 

Hammāms were considered as necessary service places in bazaars, which were 

constructed, near the mosques, especially the mosques of schools. Mirzā Mehdi Hammām, 

near Jumā-Machidi of Tabriz, is one of the beautiful bazaars of Tabriz which is now semi-

ruined and inactive. At present, there are four Hammāms inside bazaar complex including 

Seyyed Golābi Hammām.  
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Schools 

Schools are an evolved type of schools and we should say that there were used instead 

of each other in the past and even if we want to talk about the old schools of Islamic 

Countries, we should pay attention to mosques. Then construction of seminaries as the school 

of Islamic sciences became common and the special architecture of mosques was applied in 

schools. We should note that the mosques maintained their educational role after 

establishment and development of schools.  

Establishment of a complex of small and big schools in bazaar is because of the deep 

cultural and religious links in bazaar and all schools are active nor. The application of the 

schools in the past was similar to those in this era and construction of schools became 

common after Safavid era. For example, as a Turkish explorer says, there were 47 big schools 

in Tabriz in 1050 Hijri (Olyāchi, Siāsatnāmeh of Olyāchi, Translated by Hāj Hossein 

Nakhjavani, Tabriz, 1959, Page 17). Now only several building and schools remain from the 

schools of that time and most of them are not used as schools or the main buildings of them 

are destroyed and other buildings replaced them, like Tālebieh or Jafaryya schools. But some 

schools like Akbarieh or Hāj-Safar-Ali have their main buildings and are restored and active. 

Although elongation of Daraie Street has destroyed many parts of the yard of Shāh Tahmaseb 

Mosque and Akbarieh School, the remaining parts should their importance. 

One of the other important schools of Tabriz is Nāsrieh School (Hasan-P Nāsrieh 

dishāh) constructed because of the situation of Abolnāser Hassan Bāyenderi, commander of 

Āghgoyunlu after his death. This school, like other parts of Nāsrieh Building, was destroyed 

in the destructive earthquake of the year 1193 Hijri and a new school was built there at the 

time of Abbās Mirzā Nāeb-ol-Saltaneh by the late Hāj Mirzā Mehdi Ghazi from the incomes 

of the endowments of Nāsrieh Building and it became famous as Hasan-Pādishāh School 

(Karang, 1972, Page 39). Although Sādeghieh School is not like its previous building, many 

changes were applied on it and it is used as the school of Islamic Sciences. Kāzemieh School 

was built near Dort-Qabirlar quarter.  

 

The schools of Tabriz bazaar include:  

Tālebieh or Jafaryya School, Akbarieh School, Hāj-Safar-Ali School, Nāsrieh School 

(Hasan-Pādishāh), Kāzemieh School 
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Sc 2: Akbarieh School (Əkbəriyyə mədrəsəsi) 

 [مدرسه اکبريه]

Akbarieh School is opposite the Sāhib-ul-Amr  Mausoleum and the entrance of these 

two buildings are opposite each other. (See P190, Sc2) 

The yard of this school is 3m lower than the level of the street and the dividing part 

behind the loggia is covered with round Kolombo arches and colorful brick with kārbandi on 

gable groins. The height of the entrance loggia of this school is 10m as nimkār with enameled 

brick and vaults. The height of the external part of this mosque is 8m and the floor of the yard 

is covered with brick and stone. The ceiling is covered with Kalil arches and the corridors and 

linking paths are covered with gable arches. The walls are made of pointed brick with 1m 

stone wainscot and the doors and windows are wooden. (See IV-C map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sc 5:    Tālebieh School (Talibiyyə mədrəsəsi) 

[  [ طالبيهمدرسه

Tālebieh School used as seminary was built as L-shaped in north and west of Jumā-

Machidi. (See P  190 , Sc5) 

It should be mentioned that the northern part of this school was built in 1969 and the 

western part in 1400 Hijri. This school is a three-storey building and the walls are coated with 

plaster and the doors and windows of this school are wooden.  (See IV-F map in volume) 

 

 

Fig. 104. View of Akbarieh School 
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L 1:     Kalkatachi Library (Kəlkətəçi kitabxanası) 

 [کتابخانه کلکته چی]

This mosque is adjacent to Dinavary mosque in east and reaches the yard of Jumā-

Machidi in west. Ālchāq mosque is opposite this mosque. (See P 190, L1) 

The outside facade of this mosque is combination of stone and pointed brick and 

granite wainscot with the height of 65cm. This mosque is a two-storey mosque and the height 

of the ground floor is 4.5m and that of the first floor is 4m (it should be mentioned that the 

thickness of the ceiling is 0.8m). The floor is made of mosaic and the ceiling is flat coated 

with plaster and the walls are also coated with plaster and cornices made of plaster and stone. 

This mosque has wooden doors and windows. (See IV-F map in volume) 
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Fig.105. View of Kalkatachi Library 
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L 2:     Jafaryya Library (Cə΄fəriyyə kitabxanası) 

]جعفريه کتابخانه  ] 

Jafaryya library is opposite Dinverdi mosque and is adjacent to Khaloghli mosque and 

Ālchāq mosque in west and Safi Rāstā Bazaar from east. (See P 190, L2) 

The height of the entrance of this mosque is 4m and the floor is covered with marble stone. 

The ceiling is made of round Kolombo arches with kārbandi on chined groins. The walls are 

made of pointed brick and 70cm stone wainscot. The height of the internal part of this library 

is 4m and its floor is covered with marble stone and the ceiling with different arches executed  

 

As straight, hidden and round on gable and chined groins. The walls are made of 

pointed brick with 70cm stone wainscot. (See IV-F map in volume) 
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Fig. 106. View of Jafaryya Library 
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Ma 1 - Sāhib-ul-Amr Mausoleum 

[Sāhib-ul-amr Boghe (Shrine)    االمربقعه صاحب ] 

The Shāh Tahmāsb I ordered to construction of Sāhib-ul-Amr Mausoleum in center of 

city, east of Sāhib-Ābād square, near the Mehrānroud River. The historical monument, which 

had a large dome with two tall minarets, was been destroyed by order of ottoman king 4th 

Morād. The Kāteb chalabi has written in jahān-nemā : “there was an Ornamented Shrine in 

east side of Sāhib-Ābād square, connected to Sultān Hassan jāme Mosque, because of this 

building had been constructed by Shāh Tahmāsb, Ottomans destroyed it”.  

The architectural remains that are belonging to shāh tahmāsb era included, two marble 

vaults in entrance of shrine and also there are some flower shops engraving works, and 

decorations with arabesque and floored shapes. The marble inscriptions has been installed 

near of one of this vaults, in above of this vaults, has been inscribed the “jenn” surrā  by 

Alāa’ldin- the well known calligrapher at shāh tahmāsb era-. 

This building was been reconstructed by Mirzā mohammad in shāh sultān Hussein era 

after retreating of Ottomans. 

This historic monuments that has been destroyed in 1194 hijri earthquake, is been 

rehabilitated by jaafar khān-e-donboli (Bātmāngilich) and nowadays, has been reorganized as 

a korān and calligraphy museum. (See IV-B-[M3, Ma1] map in volume) 
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 Fig. 108. General view of Sāhib-ul-Amr Mausoleum  
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Z 1:  Garshāseb Zorkhānāsi (Gərşasb zorxanası) 

[ Palestra  گرشاسب  زورخانه ] 

Palestras are the sports clubs of man and they are usually built in alleys of the city. 

The ceiling is built as dome and its floor is lower than the level of the alley. (See P 196, Z1) 

It has a short and single-piece door and everyone who wants to enter this place should 

bend his back. It is said that the door of the Palestra is short so the athletes and those coming 

to watch them bend themselves to respect sport and athletes and the place. The door is opened 

to a narrow corridor with a short ceiling and this corridor is called the Sardam of the Palestra. 

There is an octagonal and sometimes hexagonal hole in the middle of the Palestra with the 

length of 4-5m, width of 4m and depth of 3/4 to 1m, which is called Goud. There are several 

layers of bushes and bush woods in the Goud covered and leveled with bushes and clay. The 

bushes and bush woods are used to smoothen of the Goud and it is covered with wet mud 

before starting exercises to prevent dusts.  

The walls of the Goud are covered with mortar and its edges are covered with wooden 

wainscot instead of brick in order to prevent the athletes from being wound when hitting it. 

There are small chambers above and around the Goud where the viewers sit and the athletes 

put their cloths. Some of these chambers are the place for putting sport equipments.  

There is an active Palestra, called Garshāsbz, in Tabriz Bazaar along Gan Dallazan 

Bazaar after Sādeghieh Chārsug. (See IV-C map in volume) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 110. View of Garshāseb Zorkhānāsi 
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Y 1:  Sādeqiyya Yakhchāli (Sadeqiyyə Yəkhchali) 

 [يخجال صادقيه] 

Yakhchāli is a place for keeping ice, an ice box, deep and roofed hole where ice is put 

in winter and used in summer, a hole to keep ice71. (See P 196,  Y1) 

A big and roofed hole where ice was stored in winter to be used in summer, a place for 

keeping ice, storing place of ice72.A very big and roofed hole under the earth for storing ice in 

winter; yakhdan73. Sādeqiyya Yakhchāli was one of the other elements of Tabriz bazaar which 

can be restored by repairing it and changing its application. (See IV-C map in volume) 
 

 

P 1:  Pol bāzār (Pol bazar) 

[Bazaar over Bridges, پل بازار   ]  

Bridges of bazaars are the only index and identity of Tabriz bazaar formed along 

bazaar on Mehrānroud. Tabriz has been of importance during the history because of being 

located on the path of Silk Road and important linking ways from east to west and from north 

to south and has been the capital of governments in different eras. Studying the history of 

development of the city shows that Mehrānroud was the northern limit of the city and then the 

city was developed to the other side of the rived in Āghgoyunlu era. (See P 196,  P1) 

We know that traditional bazaar acted as an integrated and connected complex. It is 

obvious that it was necessary to establish bridges in this place to make the communications 

easy and connect to parts of bazaar to each other.  

Tabriz bazaar has been one of the commercial poles of Iran during the history and its 

structure has been interesting for the architects, researchers, explorers and tourists. Physical 

development of bazaar during the centuries extended it to the other side of Mehrānroud River 

in north and created some problems in case of relation and commerce. It seems that the 

bridges of bazaar are the strategy for solving the problems in the past.  (See IV-B map in 

volume) 
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71 Ali Akbar, Dehkhodā, Dictionary, 14th volume, Tehran University Press, 1993, Page 21007 
72 Mohammad, Moein, Persian Dictionary, 4th Volume, Amir Kabir Press, 1984, Page 525 
73 Hassan, Amid, Amid Persian Dictionary, Amir Kabir Press, 2002, Page 2526   
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Meydān (Squares) 

The word Meidān, which means Square, stems from the Middle Persian word "Miān" 

which means middle. The Arabic form of the word is Meidān which has come to mean the 

center of a city with an open space for the gathering of people. Standard definitions include: 

“An open area with houses and shops around it; big places in cities where vegetables, straw, 

firewood, wheat and barley, fruit and so on are traded”74, or “A piece of land without any 

building, area, landscape where several streets reach”.75 

 Bazaar was traditionally constructed in three or four parts of the square and was 

connected to the square through a loggia and sometimes a Chārsug was established at the 

intersection which was the connection between four bazaars or gheisarieh. In other words; 

there was an area or an urban square along the important bazaars in big cities because the 

Bazaar was the most important path and artery of the city and it was connected to an urban 

square in most cases. There were square-like open spaces around bazaars where perishable 

goods like fruits and vegetables were supplied. These squares which were called Sabze 

Meidān (Squares for supplying fruits and vegetables) were one of the man entrances of a 

Bazaar. Sāhib-ul-Amr-Meydāni in Tabriz Bazaar plays the role of a Sabze Meidān. There is 

another Bazaar called Gajil Ghāpisi that has a similar role. GanjaliKhān Square is located in 

some parts of Kerman Bazaar. A Sabze Meidān was traditionally located beside Tehran 

Bazaar and some parts of it still remain. Khān square in Yazd is of this type. There was one or 

more Meidānchehs (Small Squares) along the bazaar and some of these Meidānchehs were 

called Takieh or Hoseinyyeh. In recent years, some of these Meidānchehs can be still being 

seen in Semnan Bazaar and Tajrish Bazaar76.   

 

Me1:   Sāhib-ul-Amr-Meydāni (Sahib-ül əmr meydanı) 
[Meydān-e- Sāhib-ul-Amr, ميدان صاحب االمر] 
Sāhib-ul-Amr-Meydāni runs almost parallel to Misgar Bazaar only to border it on it 

southern end. It also borders Akbarieh School on its eastern side and Davachi Bāzārchā to the 

west and it is also connected to Dārāie Street from Akbarieh School. (See P 196, Me1)  

This square is oriented from east to west with shaded shops which usually are the 

result of vaults, ceilings or wooden beams with trusses. The buildings in the middle of the 

square are between 3m to 3.5m and the floor is asphalt. The ceiling is flat executed with metal 

                                                 
74 Ali Akbar, Dehkhodā, Dictionary, 13th Volume, Tehran, Tehran University Press, 1993, Page 19404 
75 Mohammad, Moein, Persian Dictionary, Tehran, Amir Kabir Press, 1984, Page 4487 
76 Soltanzade, Hoeein, Iranian Bazaars, Cultural Researches Office, 2001, Pages 70, 74 
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beam and columns. The walls are made of brick coated with plaster in most areas. The 

showcases, doors and windows are all made of metal. (See IV-B map in volume) 

Archeological site of Hassan Padishāh historical and old mosque is located in north of 

this square and Sāhib-ul-Amr religious and historical Shrine is located to the east of this 

square. (See IV-B map in volume) 

 

Available Documents of Bazaars Bridges  

The documents about bazaar bridges can be divided into two parts: 

- Sketches 

- Maps 

Sketches: The map of Tabriz flood include the map drawn by Mohammad-ebne-Iraj 

Ghājāri from Dār-ol-Saltaneh river of Tabriz together with houses, buildings and quarters 

around it and twelve black-and-white paintings of the bridges of this river to determine the 

damages resulting from flood in Tabriz in 1288 Hijri prepared upon the order of Fathalikhān 

Sāhebdivān. The images shown with No.8 and No.9 show two bridges under Tabriz bazaar. 

Although these images doesn’t seem correct in terms of perspective and doesn’t give a 

clear image of these bridges, they show that there were two roofed bridges on Mehrānroud 

(meydān-chāyi) in the meeting place of two parts of bazaar at that time. There is another 

manual plan in the itinerary of Fred Richards (1931), which show only one of these bridges 

that is near to Sāheb-ul-Amr mosque. Considering that this image is correct in terms of 

perspective, it gives a suitable and relatively clear image of this bridge. The following image 

is shown in the main itinerary of Fred Richards: Bazaar on Bridge, Tabriz. 

The important point in comparison of this image and the image of Bazaar Bridge on 

flood map of Tabriz is that the next bridge is through one of the holes and it's not a roofed 

one. That is, this bridge was destroyed by floor between 1288 and 1310 Hijri (1931) when 

Fred Richards traveled Iran.  

  

Maps: What proves the existence of bridges of bazaar is a delicate point in the map of 

Tabriz, The Capital by Gharechedāghi and Dār-ul-Saltaneh of Asadkhān. The legend of the 

map shows that the bridges of bazaar are shown as bazaar and shops.  

The map of Tabriz by Gharechedāghi in 1297 Hijri and the map of Dār-ul-Slataneh of 

Asadkhān Marāghei in 1327 Hijri, show the existence of bridges on bazaar at that time.  
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Major functions of THBC 

In general, according to the previously mentioned information, the various 

occupations within the THBC are as follows: commercial, religious and cultural, hygienic, 

residential and social. 

The percentages of these occupations are as follows. 

 

 

- Commercial:                     85% 

- Religious & Cultural:     12% 

- Hygienic:                            2% 

- Residential:                        1%  
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Chapter Six - Structural description of Tabriz historical bazaar complex 

 

“In spite of a building structure’s basic role as the only means of support, which at times 

is even confused with the building itself, and without which architecture could not exist in the 

first place, it is rarely given adequate attention and generally speaking the process of 

structural evolution is rarely the subject of a specific analysis.”77 

However, before any investigation it would be pertinent to arrive at some simple and 

abstract definitions in this respect: 
 

“Kārband:  

Whatever terminates a piece; a support and brace; a wedge-shaped brick portion that is 

used for securing the crown of an arch between two rows [key]; brick or terracotta pieces that 

infill the wider gap in a joint that occurs when bricks are laid radially to form an arch; the 

actual artisan whose skill this is (kārbandi and rassmisāzi)” 
 

Kārbandi: 

A form of decorative ceiling using grid and weave; a composition of diagonal arches 

that intersect when spanning in different directions, in which case the points of intersection 

are used to form a vault; the area of transition between the square plan and the plane where 

the drum of the dome rises from, when formed as a result of the intersection of secondary 

arches.  
 

Kārbandi-e Yazdi [Kārbandi of Yazd]: 

A form of kārbandi whose components may be made simpler as the builder sees fit. 
 

Rassmi:  

A form of plumbed kārbandi in which the lines used in the grid are drawn parallel to the 

edges.  
 

Rassmibandi: 

Edged geometrical divisions; a form of decorative ceiling using grid or weave patterns; 

the upper section of kārbandi below the dome, which occurs as a result of the intersection of a 

                                                 
77 -  Giorgio CROCI, Conservazione e stritturale dei beni architettonici 
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number of arches and sits on taranbehs and pābāriks within the area between the octagonal 

plan and the circular plan of the dome’s drum”78 

“Kārbandi consists of ribs from whose intersections the structure for holding the roof 

forms and in most cases occurs as a second skeletal shell lower than the main shell. It might 

also be used for the main roofing.  

The primary effects of kārbandi on interiors: 

1- Gives a human scale to interiors 

2- Provides the possibility of three dimensional modular grids in spanning or in 

spaces of varied sizes 

3- Provides a good cladding (āmood) to the main roofing 

4- Provides heat insulation to the interior 

5- Integrates internal surfaces 

6- Adjusts light and sometimes sound within the building 

7- Ties vertical lines to curves seamlessly 

8- Speeds up construction so that it can be applied whenever preferred, thus building 

can be occupied prior to application”79 

An example of a vault spring from a square plan can be seen in one of the vaults of 

Isfahan’s Friday Mosque. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
78 -  Dictionary of Terms used in Traditional Persian Architecture [in Persian], Saiid Fallahfar, 1999. 
79 -  Geometry in Architecture [Persian], Zohreh Bozorg Mehri, 2006 

Fig. 112.  Photogrammetric of a vault that has not used 

formwork 
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The point to observe in Fig. 112 is the lack of formwork in constructing the vault, and 

particularly that precision is achieved by relying only on the eye. 

On the other hand, constructing a dome on a square plan by means of pendentives, an 

age-old method in Iran as confirmed by the oldest example of the Sassanid cross vault of 

Niāssar, in which transition from the square plan to the drum of the dome is evident, was the 

norm. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Following the solution of introducing pendentives for transition to the circle of the 

dome, we can witness dome constructions by means of eight preformed dome segments 

whose use improves precision in execution, followed up by the main dome shell after fixing 

the segments in place.  

 

 

Fig. 113. Isfahan’s Jame Mosque – External view of the Dome of Nizām al-molk: 

pendentives, used to move from the square plan to the cylindrical drum and the 

dome itself;  
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Fig. 115. Detail of the connection between part of a dome segment and the overall 

structure 

Fig. 114. Photogrammetry of the inverted plan of the Dome of Nizām al-molk at 

Isfahan’s Friday Mosque, showing its cracks  
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In this photograph the pattern adopted for the plaster decorations laid over the cracks 

has also been shown. 

Following this brief introduction we shall turn to the Bazaar of Tabriz, but only after 

mentioning that the Bazaar of Tabriz was an important terminal on the Silk Route, located in 

an earthquake-prone and cold region where there was great need for large covered spaces in 

which because of the vulnerability of wood to decay, roofing large areas was not an easy task.  

It should also be added that because of limitations on plan, the use of pendentives to 

transform spans to the square was a suitable method for large spaces such as mosques, which 

contain a great deal of movement, however not for spaces such as covered courtyards 

(teemchehs) that comprise large central top lit openings and shops on the peripheries. Since 

the respect that is due to every culture requires that its physical heritage is considered within 

the context of a culture of its own, we can see that with characteristic ingenuity the builders of 

Tabriz arrived at new techniques in dome building by using ribbings. However, before any 

explanation of the huge spans extant in the Bazaar of Tabriz we should refer to an early 

example, again in Isfahan’s Friday Mosque - span number 60, since its history goes back 

much longer than the Bazaar of Tabriz.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig.  116. Carrier structure & vault construction with executive details 
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In this photograph we can see that pendentives have not been employed in roofing a 

room on a square plan, and that precision control system has been effectual during 

construction by means of vaulting; it should be noted that decorations will be applied to the 

underside of the vaulting too. It is of great interest that Jules Charles Teule recounts in his 

travel log of 1842 that:  

“The bazaars are large and wide. At the moment a new building is under construction to 

provide for the bazaar’s expansion; its proportions might be outstanding in the eastern 

context.  

The bazaar is roofed by a series of small domes. I witnessed their construction, in which 

scaffoldings, whether for holding formwork or providing support, were not used at all; 

instead, precision was ensured only by the eye.   

Builders are working with great enthusiasm, rhythmically and in unison. Bricks are laid 

with total adherence to the sensitive proportional scheme, and with the magical and 

authoritative melody of the harmonious rhythm the curvature of the dome comes to light”.80 

Since the analysis of a building usually requires an all embracing approach in which the 

building is considered in its totality rather than merely in terms of its components, and that a 

thorough grasp of structural behavior and appropriateness of materials is linked to the original 

state of the structure in its previous primary states, the technologies used in its construction 

and the subsequent changes occurred in it ultimately reflect its present state.  

However, the main intention of a historical investigation in order to decipher the 

concept and qualities of a building, in particular the techniques and skills used in its 

construction, is to record subsequent changes in its structure and environment, as well as any 

occurrences that might have resulted in any damage.  

With great ingenuity, and taking advantage of an active economy, the builders of Tabriz 

achieved new methods in building domes by employing ribs. In this method, creating the 

structure, an increased surface area and providing a base for ornaments are all achieved 

spontaneously.  

 

 

 

                                                 
80 -  Pensēes et notes critiques extradites du journales de mes voyages, Jules Charles Teule, 1842. 
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In this photograph, in order to construct this particular structure that will be referred to 

in the future as “kārbandi-e vizseh” [special kārbandi] initially the skeleton or the load 

bearing section of the dome will be built using tāqdozd type ribs. Local belief is that 

intersecting tāqdozd ribs are effective in resisting earthquake movements. Depending on the 

loads exerted, these vaults have different thicknesses, sizes and configurations, which use 

precise construction hierarchies. It should be noted that these vaults are all of the solid type, 

and all dome segments are of the same geometric configuration.  

Construction stages:  

1- In stage one; the thickest ribs are built using formworks made of cane or wood 

with plaster, placed on two sides of the main columns of the building. 

2- Next, using part of the formwork made earlier, vaults that on one side sit on 

columns and on the other side sit on the vaults built earlier are constructed. 

3- At stage three, totally non-load bearing vaults, and therefore less thick than the 

two previous vaults are built. Both ends of these vaults sit on the previous ribs. 

They will be slightly thickened up to allow for future ornamentations. Their role 

is to reinforce the decorations of rassmibandi. 

4- In the last stage, after forming these intersecting vaults, vault segments are 

erected in order to prevent the disintegration of the ribs that are not present in the 

decorations of rassmibandi. At this stage the skeleton of the overall volume of 

the dome is practically achieved. 

Fig. 117. Configuration of vaults structure in THBC  
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In the above photograph the stages referred to can be seen; later on, by covering the spaces 

created between the ribs, the internal and external cladding of the dome are built in the form 

of an internal and an external shell without the need for formwork.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 118. Chāhār-suq-e Kolāhduzān [hatmakers’] – construction method Initially, 

tāqdozd cross vaults are constructed with two ends on the ground and one end 

floating, and finally with two ends floating. After this stage a number of 

supporting vaults for strengthening and do not  have a role in the rassmibandi 

are constructed, in which the dimensions of each group of vaults are different 

to the next, while those in the same group are equal. Next, the spaces between 

the vaults are filled; at times these panels themselves divide into smaller 

divisions. 
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Fig. 119.  A dome as seen from below: Chāhār-suq-e Kolāhduzān 
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Fig.  120.  A dome as seen from below – Hāj Safar Ali Timchasi 

 

Overlaying a twelve sided rassmi pattern of the Chāhār-suq-e Kolāhdoozān on 

the Hāj Safar Ali Timchasi, in which its pābārikehs are divided up even more, at 

the same time that a row of shāparaks have been added to it.  

 

The blue lines represent the kārbandi implemented in the the Chāhār-suq-e 

Kolāhduzān 
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Fig. 121. The plan of Hāj Safar Ali Timchasi 

 

A comparison of the two kārbandis of the Hāj Safar Ali Timchasi and 

Chāhār-suq-e Kolāhduzān In the Hāj Safar Ali Timchasi the decorations of 

the kārbandi are more detailed and finer 

 
 

Hāj Safar Ali Timchasi 

Chāhār-suq-e  Kolāhduzān 
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Fig. 122.  Hāj Safar Ali Timchasi as seen from the roof 

Two rows of roof lights, four in each row, and at different levels 

 

Fig. 123. Hāj Mohammad Quli Timchasi 

 

Restoration of taqdozd vaults: kārbandi as viewed 

from the inside, and the relationship between the two 
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Fig. 125. Hāj Mohammad Quli Timchasi 

The decay and damage sustained by taqdozd vaults laid in two perpendicular 

directions; the flaking off of solid vaults and the method of their restoration and 

consolidation. 

Fig.  124.  Hāj Mohammad Quli Timchasi 

Restoration and repair of the taqdozd vaults of the Timchasi by removing decayed 

bricks and replacing good bricks with plaster 
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Fig. 126. Hāj Mohammad Quli Timchasi - Method of implementing structure 

Disintegration of the areas between the main taqdozd vaults seen on the underside of 

the Timcha’s rassmibandi 

The vault’s ribbings, shown in green, have been added to the main structure in the 

process of restoration 

Fig. 127. Hāj Mohammad Quli Timchasi – Kārbandi-e vizseh 

Taqdozd type vaults exposed after general restoration and the completion of the 

restoration of load-bearing structures
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Fig. 128. Hāj Mohammad Quli Timchasi – viewed from the roof 

Two sides of the ribbon added at the extremity of the external section of the 

structure, which prevents the vaults from buckling 

Fig. 129.  View of the underside of the dome of Malek Timchasi 

A twenty-sided simple rectangular kārbandi, in which the main vault of the 

kārbandi provides springing points for the other vaults 
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Fig. 130. The complex of Malek Timchasi, a rāstā and Timcha in the Bazaar of Tabriz, 

including the spatial and structural relations between them 

 

Fig. 131. The roof of Malek Timchasi 
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Fig. 132. The complex of Amir Timchasi, a rāstā and dālān in the Bazaar of 

Tabriz, including the spatial and structural relations between them 

Fig. 133. The roof of Amir Timchasi 
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Fig. 134. The eivan of Sārā-e Amir opposite a Timcha during restoration and 

consolidation operations 

Fig. 135. Hāj Sheikh Kāzem Timchasi 
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Fig. 136. The plan of Hāj Sheikh Kāzem Timchasi 

 

This Timcha is a kārbandi of the simple type because by increasing or decreasing the 

spacing between taqdozd vaults no further effects will be made on the organization of 

rassmibandi (decorative lines visible from the inside) 

Fig. 137. Hāj Sheikh Kāzem Timchasi from the roof 
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In his book Ehssā-al-oloom, Aboonassr-e Fārābi defines architecture and building, and 

categorizes them as follows within the hierarchy of the sciences: 

 

Another part is geometric hial, which has many types: 

First: The science of architecture or building 

Secondly: The science of Hial that determines the surface area of various objects. 

 

The science of geometry: 

What is known as the science of geometry consists of two things: practical geometry 

and theoretical geometry. 

Practical geometry: deals with lines and planes that if the person who deals with them 

were a carpenter, they would be present in wood, and if he were a blacksmith they would be 

present in iron, and if he were a builder they would be present in a wall, and if he were a 

surveyor they would be present in plots of land and agricultural fields. The same goes for 

anyone else who deals with practical geometry; in other words, he conceives in his mind the 

lines and planes, whether a quadrangle, circle or triangle, of the external material that gets 

used in a particular craft.  

Theoretical geometry: is in general about the lines and planes of objects and discusses 

them in general. 

 

The science of techniques: 

The science of Hial consists of finding ways with which man could impose all of the 

concepts whose presence in mathematics can be proven by logic on external objects in order 

to finalize their state of being. It should be explained that in mathematical sciences, lines, 

planes, volumes and numbers and other mathematical concepts – are considered only 

rationally and separate from external objects, but by making these mathematical concepts 

objective, that is in natural objects and things sensed voluntarily and through work - we come 

to need a force that can illuminate the way and how to realize mathematical concepts, making 

their application on external materials and bodies possible; since external materials and bodies 

possess … 
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kārbandi-e vizseh [special] kārbandi-e sadeh [simple] 

Number of ribs 

1- Two rib ends on one base 

2- One rib end floating 

3- Floating 

The whole of the structure’s ribs’ two ends sit on 

a base 

Varied thickness, width and length of the rib  Constant thickness, width and length of the rib   

Change in form is not possible at all Plan allows change 

Includes a number of rib types  Has only one rib type 

Implementation process must be observed 

methodically 

Implementation process can vary 

Theoretical geometry  cylindrical 

                                         cone 

                                          rib      tāqdozd 

                                          exposed 

                                          rib      fixed 

                                                      movable 

                                           circular formwork 

Has a structural plan that is the smallest, and the plan for decorations follows it  

Has an architectural plan that is larger than the structural plan 

Uses’ plan, which is larger than all other plans (structure, architecture) 
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2. b. History & Development 

- The natural and climatic characteristic of Azerbaijan 

The plateau of Iran is among the oldest mountainous residences, which has a history that 

goes back ten thousand years. One of the characteristics of this region is the roads that go 

through the land and were used to connect the northwest of Iran to the Caucasus along with the 

east of Iran and Afghanistan and China.  

The Azerbaijan region, which is located in northwest part Iran, is the place where the 

Alborz and Zagros mountain ranges connect to each other. It has a suitable climate and rain and a 

special strategic political and economic characteristics. It has witnessed the presence of many 

different civilizations. This region from an economic point of view has significant commerce, 

since it is located by the Caucasus and the east-west trade roads, which are used to link to the 

Black sea and beyond.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.138. The map of Iran plateau’s folds 
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The creation of residential areas in a region depends on two elements. First, the potential of 

the place for human habitation (climate and plant coverage) is vital for its development. Second, 

the geographical situation such as the shortest and easiest connection road to other centers results 

in the establishment of certain residential areas. Tabriz City in Azerbaijan from the point of view 

of climate has the proper conditions for the formation of a large residential area. Chardin, the 

French Explorer, who visited Tabriz in the Safavid Period, said thus regarding the climate of 

Tabriz: “The weather of Tabriz is cold and dry, yet so pleasant and healthy that it can work against bad 

moods and foul behavior. Cold weather exists for most of the year. Since the city is northerly, snow exists 

on the peaks of its mountains for 9 months out of the year. Wind blows during mornings and nights, while 

rain showers form in all seasons except summer. The weather is relatively cloudy the entire year. Life is 

joyful and food is plentiful81.” 

Edwards in his book “The Persian Carpet” describes the geography and situation of Tabriz: 

“Tabriz, like most of other important cities of Iran is at the junction of several roads where caravans pass. 

However, its importance is more than that of a connection center as it is located in the heart of a vast and 

fertile province of Azerbaijan and guards and protects one of the gates of Iran.” 82 

Despite the climate of Tabriz, this city always has been exposed to earthquakes. It is 

interesting that after any earthquake the city is immediately rebuilt. In the books of Rozātoljenān 

Va Jannātoljenān there are numerous references to these earthquakes, 

“Motavakel ordered for construction of Tabriz in 433 Hijri and it was again destroyed by 

an earthquake at the time of Alghāem Beamrollāh Abbāsi. Alghāem Beamrollāh ordered his 

companion, Amir Vahsoudān Ebne Mohammad Ravādi who was the father of Amir Mamalān, to 

reconstruct Tabriz. Amir Vahsoudān started constructing this city and it was again destroyed by 

earthquake. Nāser Khosro Ismāili says that: when I reached Tabriz, the city was destroyed by 

earthquake and a large number of people were killed. Amir Vahsoudān Ebne Mohammad again 

started rebuilding Tabriz at that date. He completed Jāme Mosque and the Maghsoureh of the 

                                                 

81 - Chardin, J. (1956), Chardin Itinerary. Translated by Abbāsi, Tehran, Amirkabir Publications, Vol. II,Page 409 
82 - Edwards, A.Cecil. “The Persian Carpet” Translated by M.Saba, Tehran, bitā Publications, Page 62 
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mosque was completed by Ghazi Abousāleh Shoayb Ebne Sāleh at the time of Alghāem 

Beamrollāh Abbāsi83.” This is a good indication of Tabriz’s importance in the region.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

83- Tabrizi, Hāffez Hussein Karbalaei. (2004) “Rozāt al'janān Va Jannāt al'janān”, Sotude Publications, Vol. 1, 
Pages 16 and 17 

Fig. 139. A map drawn by Russian Engineers during the Ghājār Dynasty of Iran shows the extent of 

the city of Tabriz on this fertile plain.  The Mehrānroud River, traditionally the most important source 

of water for Tabriz, is shown flowing through the northern heights.  
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- The formation of Tabriz 

In scientific and historical resources, there are many different theories regarding the history 

of Tabriz. Although many resources in the Middle Ages claim that Zobeide Khāton the wife of 

Hāroun-alrashid built Tabriz, this theory is however, is hotly debated84. 

 Other researchers believe that the history of Tabriz goes back to Median period. 

Minoresky believed that the appearance of Tabriz is connected to volcanic activity within the 

Sahand Mountains and the denomination of Tabriz goes well before the Sāssānid and Arsācid 

periods.  

Giz, the ambassador of England, who had visited Iran along with Sir John Malcolm in 1801 

A.D, says that Tabriz is the same ancient city of Kāzā85. Almost forty years after Giz proposed 

this theory, Flanden who had come to Iran form France, spoke about the history of Iran and 

claims that some people had named Tabriz as Kāzā86.   

Shārokhin (Sārgon) the second of Assyria (722-705 B.C) came to power and moved his 

capital from Nineveh the capital city of Ashur. He conquered Soleymānieh in Iraq, and after 

occupying the population south of Orumiyeh Lake, began to expand to the east. After passing the 

southern foothills of the Sahand Mountains, he reached Ouch-Kāyā (now known as Ouskou). He 

defeated the Urārtu rulers in the modern location of Tabriz, which was called Tāroni or Tārmix, 

at the time, he then conquered Media and among his captives was Deioces, the Median King87.  

Hartsfield believes that since Ouskou is near Tabriz, the Tāroni mentioned by Sārgon II is 

probably the same as Tabriz. Since the Median people tended to live in castles, he concludes that 

Tabriz was one of these village-castles at the time.  

Archeological digs took place around the Blue Mosque of Tabriz during 1999-2000 in two 

stages. Various tombs were unearthed which belong to a civilization known as the Grey Pottery 

Civilization. The existence of 13 historical eras such as Iron Age 1 to 3, and a continuous 
                                                 

84 - Tamer lane said thus: Tabriz contains such antiquity that nobody knows when it was first established (from 
Brion, Marcel. (1983)  “Tamer lane the conqueror”, translated by Mansouri, zabih-ollāh, Ketābkhāne Mostofi 
Publication, Tehran, P. 127 )  
85 - Etemād-olsaltaneh, Mohammad Hassan. (1878) “Merāt Ol'Boldān Nāseri”, Tehran, P. 362 
86 - Ibid, P. 341 
87 - Herzfeld, Ernest. (1975) translated by Hekmat, Ali-Asghar. Anjomane Asare Mellie Iran Publication, Tehran 
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occupation from Achaemenid to the emergence of Islam and beyond have clearly been observed. 

There are even some remnants of Bronze Age occupation, which extend the history of Tabriz to 

ca. 1500 B.C88.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 

88 - Archive of ICHHTO Archeological Excavations around Blue Mosque, Dr.Alirezā Hezhabr Nobari 

Fig. 141. A skeleton discovered around Blue 

Mosque buried as the fetus lies in its mother’s 

Fig. 140. Studying the layers of Blue Mosque 

Museum Site 

Fig. 142. Map of Blue Mosque Museum Site 
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- Silk Road and the birth of an ideal trade center in Azerbaijan 

The generally recognized establishment of the Silk Road is 138 BC when Emperor Wudi of 

the Western Han Dynasty dispatched Zhang Qiān to the Western Region to recruit Yuezhi people 

in his struggle against the Huns. It was not until thirteen years later that Zhang returned to the 

Han capital, Chāng’ān (modern Xi’an) as the sole survivor of his original force of one hundred 

men. However, he obtained priceless information about the regions lying to the west. Evolutions 

in following different historical periods should be also recognized, in particular, prosperous 

exchanges between East and West since the sixth to the 16th century AD. Based on historical 

facts, it is generally recognized that the original starting place of the Silk Road in the East was 

Chāng’ān (present-day Xi’ān), China while Luoyang was added later. In its early stages, the Silk 

Road stretched from Xi’an, China to the West and later forked into several major routes leading 

to Northwest Asia (Northern Iran, Anatolia and Azerbaijan), Southeast and Southern Asia. In 

addition, maritime routes were developed as the Silk Road began to evolve. Major routes testified 

by historical records included desert routes, steppe routes, maritime routes as well as various 

routes from northwest and southwest parts of China. These stretched in to Central Asia and 

South Asia respectively which have attracted extensive attention nowadays.  

This is a convenient starting point, but it ignores the fact that archaeological excavations 

have revealed that there had been considerable interaction between the nomadic peoples of 

Fig. 144. Site of Graveyard of Blue Mosque 

Museum  

Fig. 143. A canteen obtained from newer layers 

of the museum site (Achaemenid era type) 
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Central Asia with western China and the lands of the Mediterranean, for centuries before 

Zhang’s mission. However, the undeniable fact that these were non-urban peoples feeds the 

notion that a clearly delineated system of routes before the 1st century BCE was probably not 

established. Similarly, there is abundant evidence that a road system had been constructed in the 

territories lying further west, which had been conquered by Alexander the Great in the 4th 

century BCE. Merchants from both Central Asia and the Mediterranean quickly adopted a road 

network that began with a military purpose. There can be no doubt that silk was being 

transported outside China, as is shown by archaeological finds from central Asia, well before 138 

BCE. Indeed, the silk found in Bactria has reliably been dated to around 1500 BCE. 

In 1988 around the eastern gate of Tabriz next to the Blue Mosque wreckages of a 

civilization related to 1500 B.C was found. The finds are analyzed in further detail below. In 

short, according to the finds, the assemblages of the area surrounding the Blue Mosque are very 

similar to Bacteria. This is a sign of trade relations between North West Asia and Central Asia.  

In setting a date when the Silk Roads could be said to have become a major trade artery, it 

would seem appropriate to consider when there was a degree of control or safety to allow 

sustainable, structured trade, and when it was worthwhile to carry high value goods over long 

distances, particularly across the Pāmirs.  

The routes prospered from the exchanging of goods between the East and West since the 

6th Century to 16th century CE. By as early as the late 8th century CE, several factors resulted in 

the devaluation of land routes. Sea trade from various ports in contemporary Fujian and 

Guangdong was flourishing at the time. In addition, both silkworms and the knowledge of silk 

making had been smuggled out of China to Central Asia, Europe and Japan at that time, thus 

ending the Chinese monopoly on silk. When Ulugh Beg, grandson of Tamerlane, died in 1449, 

the strong control exercised by the Timurid Empire over Central Asia ended and caravans 

traveling along the Silk Roads were constantly attacked and looted.  

The date when the Silk Road ceased to function for all practical purposes as a viable 

communication network is equally debated. It is virtually impossible to assign a precise date to 

the end of the Silk Road. However, the insecurity among the routes and the success of the 

Chinese mercantile fleets from the 16th century onwards meant that by the end of that century 
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this great trading and cultural link between east and west was no longer functioning at a notable 

capacity. Therefore, a chronological range is proposed at end of the 2nd century BCE through to 

the 16th century CE Without prejudice to the addition of sites from outside that period where a 

strong case can be made for inclusion in the eventual World Heritage site. During these 

centuries, there was an integrated about the Silk Roads that was defined by then scale of the trade 

that passed along it in both directions, coupled with relative political and economic stability at its 

eastern and western extremities, in China and the eastern Mediterranean. It is also worth nothing 

that within this time period, not all parts of the routes operated at the same time. There were 

periods of greater and lesser activity in various areas depending on various factors. We can 

confidently say however, that Tabriz Bazaar much like Bacteria in Afghanistan was a vital center 

of merchandise and business relations between the east and west. This characteristic has been 

from ancient times to the present day.  
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Fig. 145. The Silk Roads in Antiquity from 2nd century BC to 4th century AD 

Fig. 146. The Silk Roads from 5
th 

century AD to beg. of  13
th 

century AD 

Fig. 147. The Silk Roads from 13th century AD to 16th century AD 
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- The history of Tabriz and economic-trade relations in the Islamic era 

1. 9th century to 12th Century 

- Formation of city’s core (At the time, city was a place which had a Jame Mosque and 

bazaar89). 

- Development of the city due to the centrality of the Jami Mosque and government houses 

as ruling centers. 

When Abu Jeffers Mansour was the caliph of Muslims, many of the Yemenis immigrated 

from Basreh to Azerbaijan along with Yazid Ibn-e-Hātem and Ravād Ibn-e-Almosannā-alazdi 

who became the ruler of Tabriz to Bazz. He selected Tabriz as his residence. When he was here 

Tabriz was a small town and then Vajnā, his son along with the help of his brother started to 

build Tabriz. Afterwards Alā Ibn-e-Ahmad Ravādi-alazdi, rebuilt Tabriz and made some gates. 

The name of Alā gate of Tabriz comes from him. “Tabriz is a small, prosperous and plentiful city 

with a barbican constructed by Alā-Ebne-Ahmad90”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

89 - Taken from: Morris, James. (2002) “History of City’s Formation Up to Industrial Revolution”, Translated by 
Rāzieh Rezāzādeh, Fajr Tose Consulting Engineers Publication (Jahād University of Science & Industry), Tehran, 
Vol. 2,  Footnote on P. 32 
90- Unknown author. (1983) “Hodud-ol-Ālam, by Manouchehr Sotoudeh”, Tahouri Publication, Tehran, P. 92 
 

Fig. 148. Excavated plan of Tabriz Jame Mosque 
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In the early 9th century, there was a solid castle in Tabriz. Bābak the leader of a liberal 

movement for two years served Mohammad Ibn-e-Ravādi-alazdi when he was sixteen to 

eighteen91. When Tabrāi speaks about the incidents in 835, he states that there were two castles 

called Tabriz and Shahi, which Mohammad ibn-e-Baeis ruled.  

Mohammad Ibn-e-Baeis who tried to gain independence, was one of Bābak’s allies and 

gave Tabriz Castle to him. He supported Asmāt-alkordi, which was one of Bābak’s commanders 

with food rations. When Mohammad Ibn-e-Baeis saw that Bābak became weaker, he tried to win 

over Asmāt-alkordi and his friends. He then invited them for a party but ended up imprisoning 

                                                 

91 - Mohammad-ebne Isaq-ebne nadim, Abolfaraj. “Alfehrest”, El-Giza, P. 496 

Fig. 149. Tower of Saljughi (+ Ilkhāni) and Safavid Tomb and Four Minaret Ghājāri – Tomb of 

Azerbaijan Ravādi Governors in the 5th Century which was restored and repaired in 5th Hijri 

century as there was Imāmzāde there respected by Ravādi governors.  

Fig. 150,151. Remaining decorations from Ilkhānid era, gained from Chāhārminār 

T d b
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them in 837 and sent them to Motasam the caliph. Motasam obtained some war information from 

them and the operations against Bābak increased, and the Khorramies faced a lot of oppression.  

Tabriz was very important during this period from a military standpoint. Gradually the city 

developed. However, in 858-859 A.C there was a terrible earthquake which laid the city in ruins. 

By the order of Motavakkel the caliph, city was rebuilt (861-847 A.D)92. 

In the middle of the 9th century, Tabriz turned to a center for industry and business. 

Gradually the city developed again and became famous. Ibn-e-meskouyeh describes Tabriz as a 

city with numerous gardens, hick forests and wealthy people regarding the incidents of 941-

942.93 The unknown writer of Hodud-ol-Ālam Book (the boundaries of the world) who lived in 

10th century described Tabriz as a small but very wealthy city94.  

We first observe the name Tabriz in 10th century among the large cities. Ibn-e-Hoghel has 

celled Tabriz a beautiful and prosperous city with many people and writes “in this city which has 

many bazaars, business is thriving and the scarves of Tabriz are unique.95  

Moghaddasi 986-1038 when speaking about Tabriz writes: “Tabriz is a solid city, Muslims 

could be proud of that. Water runs in the channels, trees are entwined, and do not ask about the 

fruits and the cheapness of prices… Jame Mosque is in the center of the city, the people are 

beautiful. Moghān and Tabriz are covered by gardens. Both are glories of the Islamic world”. In 

addition, he writes: “Tabriz is stable city and better than Medina and the Jame Mosque is 

great.”96  

Qatrān Tabrizi states that Tabriz between two different earthquakes of 244-434 mostly for 

two hundred years was a prosperous city and a center for trade and industry. Additionally, he 

writes: “there was no city more beautiful than Tabriz in the world, the population was fruitful 

and it had a skillful industry of men and singers. The ruler, prince, servant, industry men, and 
                                                 

92 - Yaqubi, Vol. II, P. 156, 164 & Ajāyeb-oldonyā, P. 199,200 
93 - Ebne-Maskuye, P. 68 & Ali-ebne Mohammad-ebne Alasir, Ezzeddin Abol-hassan.(1966) “Alkāmelo Fet-Tārikh“ 
Beirut, Vol.8, P. 92 
94 - Hodud-ol-Ālam, Ibid, P. 158 
95 - Ebne Hooghal (1966) “Soorat Ol'arz” Translated by Shoār,J. Tehran, Iran Culture Foundation, P. 92 
96 - Moghaddasi, (1982) “Ahsan Al'taghāsim Fi Marefat Al'aghālim” Translated by Monzavi, A. Tehran, Iran 

Translators and compilers Co. Vol. II, P. 561  
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businesspersons, were busy with their own jobs. This city for 200 years had been famous.  Its 

houses, terraces and compasses drew attention. In safety and beauty, Tabriz was the best. There 

were buildings like paradise... Tabriz is a strong city and superior to Madinat-ol-Eslam. Its Jame 

Mosque has been founded in the center of the city”. 97 

A large amount of construction and growth within Tabriz’s can be attributed to the time of 

the Abbāssid Caliph Hāroon-ol-Rashid Abbasi. Although shortly afterward; the city was 

substantially destroyed by an earthquake during the time of Motavakel. In the wake of this event, 

Motavakel ordered the rebuilding of Tabriz in 433 Hijri (1054 A.D) but it was again destroyed 

by an earthquake in 434 Hijri (1055 A.D) during the time of the Caliph Alghaem Beamrollah 

Abbasi. After this particularly destructive earthquake, Alghāem Beamrollāh ordered his 

companion, Amir Vahsoudān Ebne Mohammad Ravādi who is known as the father of Amir 

Mamalān, to be in charge of the rebuilding of Tabriz. At this point, Amir Vahsoudān began the 

rebuilding efforts of the city but yet again, Tabriz was substantially damaged by another 

earthquake. In describing this situation, Nāser Khosro Ismāili is noted as saying: “when I 

reached Tabriz, the city was destroyed by earthquake and a large number of people were killed. 

Amir Vahsoudān Ebne Mohammad, once again, began his rebuilding efforts of the city. This 

time, his construction efforts went without seismic disruption and among his architectural 

accomplishments was the completion of the Jame Masjed (Gathering Mosque).98 

Because of earthquake, in 1402 forty to fifty thousand people were killed. A large part of 

the city was destroyed and most of the buildings of the bazaar where turned to ruins.99 Nāser 

Khosrov Gobādiāni who had stayed in Tabriz 4 years after the incident, writes, “When I was in 

Tabriz, Amir Vahsoudān Ibn-e-Mohammad was the ruler of the city. Tabriz was seen as a large 

and prosperous city. However, they told me that a part of the city was ruined because of the 

earthquake and other parts were safe”.100 Half of the city was destroyed, but it was rebuilt. Of 

course, it could not be rebuilt the same as four years ago. Qatrān Tabrizi writes, “Under the 

                                                 

97 - Moghaddasi, Ibid, P. 378 And Tabrizi, Qatran. (1954) “Divān” Tabriz, P. 208 
98 - Tabrizi, Hāffez Hussein Karbalaei, Ibid, Vol. I, Pages 16 and 17 
99 - Ghobādiyāni, N. (1975) “Safarnāme Nāser Khosro” Translated by Tabātabāei, A. Tehran, National Heritage 

Association, P. 6 &“Alkāmelo Fet-Tārikh“ Ibid, Vol. 9, P. 513 
100 - “Safarnāme Nāser Khosro” Ibid, P. 6 
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attempts of the Vahsoudān and his son the city was rebuilt and again it was better than Iraq and 

Khorāsān”.101  

Throughout the reign of the Ravādian dynasty until the attack of Togrol Bay 1038-1063, 

Tabriz was the capital of Azerbaijan.102 Amir Vahsoudān the ruler of Tabriz became a subject of 

Togrol Bay, and read prayers in his name, gave him some gifts and sent his son to Togrol as 

insurance.103 

During the reign of Shamseldin Eldegaz, (1136-1174A.D), Tabriz was the capital of 

Eldegaz dynasty. Jahan Pahlavān give the city to his brother Āgtā’ in 1175104. In 1178-1186 

after the reign of Qizil Arslān in Azerbaijan, Tabriz was prosperous once again. It was the most 

prosperous bazaar in Iran and was famously the capital of Azerbaijan.105 After the power 

domination of Qizil Arslān, in 1175A.D, Tabriz was the permanent capital of Iran, but sometimes 

The Eldegaz Dynasty ruled from Nakhchivān.106 In the time of Nosrateldin Abu Jeffare Jahān 

Pahlavān, (1177-1191A.D) and Atābak Abubakr (1191-1210A.D) along with his brother Uzbek 

(1210-1225), Tabriz was the capital of the country. The town was so prosperous that Ziy 

Bunyādov writes that the Atābakān period was a time of glory for Azerbaijan. The population in 

Nakhchivān, Beilaghān, Tabriz and Shāmākhi was close to one hundred thousand107.  

Yāghout Hamavi visited Tabriz in 1214 A.D and admired the variety and cheapness of fruit 

in this city. He writes: “there are different types of fruits in this city and I never seen an apricot 

better and cleaner than that of Tabriz, which is called a Mosol Apricot. Fruits were so cheap in 

this city that I bought eight Baghdadi mans (each man 3 kilos) of fruits from nesfe habbe zar 

(Very cheap rate)”. 

                                                 

101 - Tabrizi, Qatran. Ibid, P. 250,251 
102 - Kasravi, A. (1956) “Shahryārāne Gomnām” Tehran, Vol. 2, P. 205 
103 -“Alkāmelo Fet-Tārikh“ Ibid, Vol. 9, P. 598 
104 - Bonyādof, Z. (1978) ”Atābākān Azerbaijan Court” Baku, P.73 
105 - Bahrām, M. (1970) “Joghrāfiyāye Tārikhi Va Āsār Bāstāni” Tabriz, Historical Research Magazine,  No. 4, 

P.206 
106 - Mammadof, Raiif. (1977) “Nakhchivan shaharinin tarikhi ocherki” Baku, P. 72-77 
107 - ”Atābākān Azerbaijan Court” Ibid, P.188 
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 Then regarding the exported goods of Tabriz he writes: “a high amount of cloak, 

Saghlātoun and Atlas Textiles and Sajjāde are produced in the city and exported to other cities in 

the east and west108”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zakariā Ebne Mohammad Ebne Mahmoud Qazvini also confirms these statements of 

Yāghout and admired the variety and quality of the goods of Tabriz. He also mentioned the 

                                                 

108 - Hamavi, Y. (1969), Moa’jam al'boldan. Beirut, Vol. 5, P. 13 

 

Fig. 153. Map of Central Core of Tabriz 

Before Mongol Attack 

Fig. 152. historical plasterwork of the lateral 

altar of Tabriz’ Great Jame Mosque – 

Comparable with the works of the 5th Century 

Hijri including Jame Mosque of Marand in the 

Saljughid Era  
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exporting of various cloths, cloaks, Saghlātouns and Atlas textiles along with Sajjāde from 

Tabriz to other parts of the known world109.  

 

2. 13th Century to 15th Century 

In this period, from economic and political point of view Tabriz changed to the most important 

cities of the world.  

Settlement Place of Governments’ Center: 

- During the first half of the 8th Hijri century: Shanb Ghāzān outside Tabriz in west side of city 

(during Ilkhāniān Era). 

- From the second half of the 8th century to the first half of the 9th Hijri century: Sheshgelān 

quarter and some part of Rab-e-Rashidi in northeast part of city (during Al-e-Jalāyer Era). 

- From the first half of the 9th century up to early 11th Hijri century: Sahebābād in north side 

and Mehrānroud (during the Gharāgoyunlu Torkamānān and Āghgoyunlu Torkamānān era up to 

the middle of Safavid era).   

In the late 13th and early 14th century, weaving progressed in Tabriz and weaving factories in 

Rab-e-Rashidi and Shāmgazān, weaved beautiful cotton and silk textile. Even fifty weavers came 

here from Antakya and Cyprus to work in Rab-e-Rashidi’s workshops.110  

There were many arms manufacturing factories here. Landowners or Ilkhānids owned parts of 

the factories and industry men owned others. Arms manufacturing had been popular in Tabriz for 

a long time. Moreover, in the time of Okhtāy Qāān, the arms were exported to other lands.111 

Surprisingly, Tabriz industry men had learned the manufacturing of Mongolian arms too. The 

arms made by free experts were better than those made by captives. The number of arms made 

by free industry men had increased in bazaar. Observing this condition Ghāzān Khān  ordered 
                                                 

109 - Alqazvini, Zakariā Ebne Mohammad-ebne Mahmoud.  (1961) “Āsār-ol-Belād Va Akhbār-ol-Ebād” Beirut, P. 
339 (Zakariā Ebne Mohammad Ebne Mahmoud Alqazvini born in Qazvin in 602 Hijri and died in 682 Hijri)   
110 - Hamadāni, R.F. (1945) “mokātebāte Rashidi” Edited by Shafie, M. and Abarqoohi, M. Lahore, P. 321 
111 - Khāndmir, K. (1974) “Tārikh Habib Al'seir Fel Akhbār Afrād Bashār” Tehran, Khayyām, Vol. 3, P.165 
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the soldier to buy their own arms from free industry men by the money that government paid 

them.112 

Like other cities of Iran, pottery was made in Tabriz too. The number of potteries by some 

colorful designs of plants and trees and animals and even human increased. After the attack of 

Mongols, many of pottery centers were destroyed, however new centers such as Tabriz and 

Soltānieh again played the same role. Manufacturing of potteries progressed so much that 

Abolghāsem Kāshāni wrote a book about pottery for Tājeldin Alishāh Gilāni in 1330-1301A.D113 

Some potteries were made for house use like cruse, bowel, and pitcher. The potteries of Ligvān 

were famous in Tabriz bazaar.  

In some cities of Iran, people wanted Tabriz boxes. For example, when Mir-Shamseldin passed 

away in Tabriz and his corpus was taken to Yazd. His waif (sister of Rashideldin Fazlollāh) 

ordered Tabriz industry men to make a coffin for him. This coffin was made from ebony and 

ivory and was sent to Yazd. Even the altar, which was to be installed in the southern part of the 

tomb, was made from marble in Tabriz.114  

There was a range for every industry field. There industry men like coppersmiths, goldsmiths, 

farriers, saddlers, shoemakers, scanners, turners, ironsmiths, tailors, dyers, tanners … were busy 

with their works. In different resources, we face many bazaars like farriers, coppersmiths, 

saddlers and goldsmiths. In this regard, Ibn-e-Batoteh writes, “The day after that we entered 

Tabriz through Baghdad gate and reaches a big bazaar called Ghāzān Khān  Bazaar and it was 

the best bazaar that I have ever seen among all cities in the world and all the craftsmen and 

merchants have a special place in bazaar. When I entered goldsmiths’ bazaar, I saw different 

types of jewelries there with dazzling beauties…Good-looking and dressy slaves with silk cloths 

fastened on their waist were showing the jewelries to Turk women and the women competed 

each other in buying the jewelries and bought much jewelry…Tabriz bazaar is the best in the 

world that I have ever seen”.115  

                                                 

112 - Hamadāni, R.F. “Jāme al'tavārikh” Tehran, Vol. 3, P. 542-544 
113 - Book reference: 3614 and 4612 under the supervision at Aya Sofia library, See: Bayani, Mehdi. (1948) “Sanaye 
Iran , Zorufe Soffālin”Tehran, P.38 
114 - Ja’fari, M. (1959) “Tārikh Yazd” Tehran, P. 88-89 
115-Ebne batooteh (1958) “Ebne batooteh itinerary” Translated by movahhed, A, M. Tehran, Book Translation and 

Publication House P. 254  
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Odoric, a Catholic clergyman from Parthenon, who visited Tabriz at the time of Abu-Saied 

Bahādor Khān in 721 Hijri, went to China through Tabriz and returned from Hormoz and 

Baghdad About Tabriz again he writes, “Tabriz is a very glorious city and there are different 

types of goods there more than that in other big cities of the world and there are no good and 

food in the world that doesn’t have storehouses in Tabriz. Tabriz is a unique city and you cannot 

believe the abundance that your see in this city, because the merchants from all over the world 

trade in this city”.116 

Paper manufacturing factory was located in Rab-e-Rashidi.117 Tabriz industry men were so 

famous that ruler took them to other cities and countries and used their skills. When Timberline 

opened Tabriz in 1386, some of industry men of Tabriz were taken to Samarqand with their 

families.118   

Industry men had special union about their job. Through these unions, there was the 

sameness of profit among them. Akhi union119 was a political, religious and social union and it 

was strong in Tabriz. Studying the resources we face some characters who afterwards their a 

member to this union like Shahabeldin Akhi, Akhi Ali, AKhi Amir, Akhi Zahed, Sayid Aga 

Akhi…120 

Thus, analyzing the industrial condition of Tabriz in 13th and 15th centuries, we conclude 

that industry men were divided to two groups; independent industry men and those who worked 

for government and landowners and their social condition was different.  

Rendering the outnumbered industry men, the need fro industry was so much. Therefore, 

Rashideldin suggested his servants to make their children to learn goldsmith, architecture, and 

                                                 

116 - Tāheri, Abolghāsem. (1968) “Joghrāfiyāye Tārikhi Gilān, māzandarān, Azerbaijan Az Nazar Jahāngardān” 
Tehran, P. 76-77 

117 - (1971) “Waqf 'nāmeh Rabe’ Rashidi” Tehran, P.259 
118 - Kāshāni, A. (1969) “Tārikh Oljāyto” Tehran ; Yazdi, S. “Sharafname” Vol. 1, P. 290 ; Joveini, A. (1950) 

“Tārikhe Jahān Goshaye Joveini” By Ghazvini, A. Tehran, Bāmdad publication, P. 124 ; Mohammad Ebne 
Khāvand Shah Balkhi “Roza At Al'safā” Edited by zaryāb, A. Tehran, Bitā, P. 219  

119 - Heydarof  “Tarikhe Azerbaijan” P. 115-143   
120 - Ardabili, B. E. (1994) “Safwat Al- safā” Edited by Majd, T, Gh. Tabriz, Mosaheh, P. 18 ; Waqf 'nāmeh Masjed 
Mozaffariyeh  (Oqāf Organization Archive); Mashkoor, M. “Tārikh-e Tabriz” P. 656, 659, 663. 
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painting and …121. At late 13th and 14th century, industry progressed so much that the products of 

Tabriz was famous not only in Iran but also in Near East, Middle East, Central Asia and Europe.  

The development of industry in Tabriz was dependant on domestic and foreign needs. 

Since Tabriz is located on the main trade road of east to west. Establishing political stability, 

safety and relaxation in the trade roads and modification in taxes industry progressed.  

In Mongols attacks, many cities were destroyed, but Tabriz was safe. In 1258 after the 

destruction of Baghdad by Holāku Khān, the business importance of Tabriz increased. Until this 

time, Baghdad was the international trade center, but after that Tabriz replaced by it. In 1265, 

Tabriz was introduced as the capital of Holāku Khān’s government, which ruled a very vast land 

from Amu Darya to Egypt. This point was a climax in life of Tabriz, and it turned to the political 

and economic center of Ilkhānids. 

From the ruling time of Ābāghākhān to the first years of Abu Saied’s ruling, (1316-1331) 

Tabriz was in the shining stage of its economic and social life. In the said period, it drew the 

attention of ambassadors from Egypt, India, Europe countries, Byzantium Empires and Pop122. 

Tabriz turned to a center for the businesspersons of the Middle East123, Europe, Venice and 

Geneva. Not only in Azerbaijan but also in all the territory of Ilkhānids it was the biggest city 

for industry and trade and trade road of caravans passed through this city. Vassāf has called the 

city “small Egypt”.124  The notes of Marco Polo125, the Venetian tourist who was in Tabriz from 

1294 to 1295, confirms this idea, he writes, “most off Tabriz people work in trade fields, the 

trade situation of the city is so great that many businesspersons from India, Mousel and Hormoz 

come here for trade. You can find expensive stones, and glorious pearls here, the 

businesspersons who transact with foreigner, become wealthy quickly”126.  

In 1301, by the aim of improving the condition of the tradesmen and industry men, Ghāzān 

Khān exempted them from paying taxes127. According to his order, all the weighing units were 

                                                 

121 -(1971) “Waqf 'nāmeh Rabe’ Rashidi” Tehran, P. 354, 357, 382 
122 - Karl, Jahn. (1971) “Dogu ile bati arasinda bir ortachag kultur merkezi Tabriz” Istanbul, Vol. IV, P. 29-34 
123 - Ibid, P. 29 
124 - Alizādeh, A. (1957) “Matne’ Elmi Va Enteghādi Bar Jāme’ Ot Tavārikh” Baku, P. 221 
125 - Marco Polo in the middle of the second half of the 7th Hijri century (1271 AD) 
126 - Narrated from “Joghrāfiyāye Tārikhi Gilān, māzandarān, Azerbaijan Az Nazar Jahāngardān” Ibid, P. 76-77 
127 - Hamadāni, R.F. “Jāme al'tavārikh” Tehran, Vol. 3, P. 346 
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equalized with Tabriz unit. This shows the importance of Tabriz in that era. The scales of the 

coins were determined and trade roads were organized.128 Ghāzān Khān attempted for the 

prosperity of Tabriz as the capital of Ilkhānids. Hamdollāh Mostofi has described Tabriz as: “The 

round of barbican of Tabriz was 6000 foot with ten gates. When this city became capital at the 

time of Mongols, the people gathered in this city and constructed houses around the city and the 

houses go further than the gates. Ghāzān Khān constructed a barbican around the city such that 

all gardens, villages, Valiān kooh and Sanjārān were surrounded by this barbican {Sanjārān was 

one of the ten gates made before construction of Ghāzāni castle} and this barbican was not 

completed because of his death”.129   

Fazlollāh Ibn-e- Abdollāh Shirāzi in the book VassāfolHazrat also has written: “In 720, the 

Mongol made the rule that Tabriz, capital, should be surrounded by stable and strong barbicans 

in order to protect the Mongols’ properties. When the engineer wanted to draw the maps, he was 

ordered that Charandāb, Sorkhāb, Valiān kooh and all gardens and orchards should be 

surrounded by this wall, the width of which was ten meters and its area was about 26 km and five 

gates were built in six directions like five senses, each on the past of lands like Baghdad, Iraq, 

Khorāsān and Ārān and eight small gates were built between these five gates in order to facilitate 

the traffic.”130 

For the facility of the businesspersons who entered Tabriz, some caravanserais, baths and 

bazaars were built. Moreover, a compass was built around the city. Five gates were made. 

Rashideldin writes that there were baths, caravanserais and bazaars besides these gates. In 

addition, the businesspersons stayed there. Tamghāchi131 person for inspecting inspected their 

properties and then received his wage. The businesspersons used to go to the baths and then, they 

entered the city.  According to this plan, receiving the entrance money became easier. In 

addition, it prevented the outbreak of some illnesses.132  

                                                 

128 - To more information’s of Ghāzān Khān’s reforms refer to these books: Hamadāni, R.F. “Jāme al'tavārikh” 
Tehran, Vol. 3, P. 452-571 ; Petroshvsky  Editorial reading  about “Rashideddin Fazlollāhe hamadāni” (1958) 
Moscow ; Alizādeh, A. (1957) “Matne’ Elmi Va Enteghādi Bar Jāme’ Ot Tavārikh” Baku, P. 179-182 ; Falina 
Editorial reading  about “Rashideddin Fazlollāhe hamadāni” (1959) Moscow, P. 51-76  

129 - Mostofi, H. (1957) “Nez'hat Al'gholoob” Edited by Siyāghi, D. Tehran, P. 
130 - A’bdollāh Shirazi, F. “ Tārikh-e Vassāf”  Āgha Calligraphy, Mumbai Printing, Vol. 3, P. 385 
131 - Person that takes tax from goods that comes to bazaar. 
132 - Hamadāni, R.F. “Jāme al'tavārikh” Tehran, Vol. 3, P. 414; Alizādeh, A., Ibid, P. 190-217 
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According to the historical resources, there were several bazaars in Tabriz at this time. A 

caravansary, which was called Khān, had been established from various properties brought from 

other cities. There was another Khān for properties, which entered Tabriz from Dizmār. 

Rashideldin writes, “It was a glorious Khān (caravansary)”.133 There was a local bazaar in all 

boroughs, which was called a Bāzārchā (small bazaar). The Bāzārchā of Nobar borough is a 

good example134.  24 caravanserais, 1500 shops, and a large bazaar called Rashidi Bazaar, a 

mint, paper factory, dying shop, and silk factory all had been situated in Rab-e-Rashidi at this 

time.135  

One of the most important elements in the growth of trade in Tabriz was its situation on the 

trade road. In the early 14th century, Tabriz roads connected the caravan roads of Sivas Arzinjān 

and Erzerum to each other. Erzerum was a major connecting point. The trade road of Trabozan- 

Erzerum-Ayaz was in connection with the Tabriz one. There were two roads from Khoy to 

Tabriz. The first one was, Marand- Sofiān-Tabriz and the second one passed through the eastern 

coast of Lake Orumiyeh towards Tabriz. According to the books of Hamdollāh Mostofi, 

Petroshvsky believed that Khoy-Arjish-Malāzgerd-Khons-Arzinjān-Sivās road was the safest one 

of the two.136 In the early 14th century, Tabriz was a cross road for Other Azerbaijani cities in 

addition to many foreign countries. Tabriz was a gateway for international trade and it 

participated heavily in the international sector. At that time, the northern road from Tabriz to the 

Coast of Araz River passed through Ardabil-Bilesovār-Mahmoud Ābād-Shamākhi-Darband road 

and the other road  consisted of Lankarān-Barde’-Ganje-Shamkir and Tbilisi. The other branch 

of the same road was from Barde’ to Darband and then went towards the north.137 During the 

reign of Sultan Abu Saied, the appeal of Europeans to establish a port in the Gulf showed that the 

Iranian trade roads, in 14th and 15th century, connected to Tabriz from the south.138 The roads of 

the south and the east also started from Tabriz. The Sultānieh-Zanjān-Tabriz road connected 

                                                 

133 - (1971) “Waqf 'nāmeh Rabe’ Rashidi” Tehran, P. 353 
134 - “Rozāt al'janān Va Jannāt al'janān” Ibid,Vol. 1, P. 485 
135 - “mokātebāte Rashidi” Ibid, P. 31 
136 - For more information’s refer to the following books:  “Nez'hat Ol'gholoob” Ibid, P. 181-184; “Hid” P. 113-117; 
Petroshvsky  Editorial reading  about “Rashideddin Fazlollāhe hamadāni” (1958) Moscow; Manendian Editorial 
reading  about “Rashideddin Fazlollāhe hamadāni”  
137 -“Nez'hat Ol'gholoob” Ibid, P. 181-184 
138 - Estakhri, A. I. (1968) “masālek al'Mamālek. Translated by Afshār, I. Tehran, Book Translation and Publication 

House, P. 161 
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Azerbaijan to Turkey and Europe. The trade road of Azerbaijan and Turkey used to pass from 

Tabriz and this road extended all the way to Amu Darya (Oxus River) in central Asia.139    

Most of the regional trade institutes were allocated in Tabriz. According to Vassāf, from 

the endowed properties of Ghāzān Khān whose responsible person was Rashideldin, one 

hundred Tomans was gained annually with the trade network.140 In comparison, that was equal to 

the amount which every year Tabriz and its suburbs received in taxes.  

According to some resources, the following things were brought to Tabriz from the 

surrounding areas. spices, pearls, and rubies from Silāne and Malaya, diamonds, amber, 

perfumes, sandals, fragrances and textiles form India, shawl from Kashmir, garnet from 

Badakhshan, carpets from central Asia, bathrobes and turquoise from Neyshabur, golden textiles 

and atlas from Marv, Tous, Neyshabur, Mousel, Yazd and Kerman. Also perfumes, rose water 

and textile from Shiraz, arms from Georgia, Damascus and China, textiles from Baghdad, 

Alexandria and Yazd, overcoats and cotton from Russia, woolen textiles from Istanbul, cotton 

and woolen textile and zinc from Germany was also imported. Meanwhile textile, clothing, 

carpet, handcrafts, dry fruits, and various other goods where documented to have been exported 

from Tabriz.141   

Jahānshāh Gharāgoyunlu built Mozaffarieh building (Blue Mosque). Some say that his 

wife Bayim Khātoun and his daughter had built them.  In this regard, Hāfez Karbalāyi who has 

visited the mosque in the second half of 10th century, writes, “it is a perfect building called 

Mozaffarieh, it seems that it has been built by the attempts of his majesty’s wife Bayim 

Khātoun”.  In that time, state house was moved from Sāhebābād to Sheshgilan borough by the 

attempts of Jahānshāh. Karbalāyi has written so: “There is a place in Sheshgilan called old 

government palace. It seems that the Padishahs (kings) before Jahānshāh lived there and 

Jahānshāh transferred the palace here. This was a garden called Sāhebābād attributed to Sāheb 

Shahid Khājeh Shamseddin Mohammad Jovini, owner of Divān-e-Mamālek.”142 

                                                 

139 -  Sharifly, Ibid, P. 51-55 
140 - “ Tārikh-e Vassāf” Ibid, P. 384; “Rozāt al'janān Va Jannāt al'janān” Ibid,Vol. 1, P. 306;  
141 - “mokātebāte Rashidi” Ibid, P. 197; “Resale Falakiye“ Ibid, P. 242-244; Manendian Editorial reading  about 
“Rashideddin Fazlollāhe hamadāni” Ibid, P. 300-301 
142 - “Rozāt al'janān Va Jannāt al'janān” Ibid,Vol. 1, P. 470 
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Clāvicho, messenger of Spanish King in 807 Hijri, who visited Tabriz on his way to 

Samarqand, write about Tabriz bazaar: “Shops, offices and separate places were constructed in 

caravansaries and when we exit these caravansaries, we enter streets and bazaars where different 

types of goods are sold, like silk cloths, cotton cloths, taffeta, raw silk, jewelry and different 

types of dishes.”143 

In the second half of the 15th century, especially in the ruling time of Ouzun Hassan 

Āghgoyunlu, (1453-1478) the economic relations of Azerbaijan and Europe especially Venice 

affected Tabriz’s domestic and foreign economic growth. Following elements were effective in 

the growth and development in that era.  

Ouzun Hassan believed that taxes before him were heavy. To solve the problem of farmers 

and considering the profits of the property owners he drawn a rule up for improving the taxes. 

These instructions were called “Ouzun Hassan’s Orders”. In this letter of instructions, which was 

drawn up 1470 to 1477 the amount of the taxes was reconsidered. His letter of instruction was in 

force until the first half of the 16th century, the time of Tahmāsb the king’s letter of instruction in 

1557.144 Although these reforms were temporary, however organized the tax system. Ouzun 

Hassan paid special attention to friendship with European countries and became closer to 

Venice. His marriage with Catherine Despines the cousin of David Komnenos the last emperor 

of Byzantium facilitated everything. Reduction in number of military wars in the second half of 

15th century made the growth of Tabriz economy possible. As a result, art and industry 

developed too. Kentārini who had visited Tabriz in 1474 writes, “In Tabriz daily provision is 

plentiful but expensive. There are many bazaars in Tabriz; they are the path of caravans which 

take silk and other properties to Halab”.145  

In this era, buildings and governmental and religious centers established around a vast 

square in Sāhebābād along with the transfer and centralization of important city centers (with 

trans-regional and nationwide function) to the north of Mehrānroud. These centered where also 

                                                 

143 - Kelavikho, (1958) “Kelavikho itinerary” Translated by Rajabniyā, M. Tehran, Book Translation and publication 
House, P. 160 
144 - Onollahi, C.A (1967) “XV asrda Azarbaijanda bazi vergilarin migdari va olchusi hagginda, tarikhinin manbaii 
kimi, Azarbahjan SSR EA khabarlari” No1, P. 49-59 
145 - Contarini, A. (1973) “Venizian Itinerary in Iran” Translated by Amiri. M. Tehran, Khārazmi Publication, P. 317 
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established along the bazaar (the most important and persistent part of city in Tabriz History) by 

Hassan Padishāh of Āghgoyunlu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“There is a late square on the other side in eastern palace and Hassan Beig came to this 

palace with his elites when a ceremony or festival was held in this square. The perspective of this 

square was very glorious from this point within the mosque and a hospital constructed there 

made it even more beautiful.”146 One of the other famous buildings of Hassan Padishāh is 

Gheisarieh, which the professional architects believe that no building has ever been constructed 

as beautiful and rich as this one”147 

“Next to that mosque (Jame Mosque of Hassan Padishāh) there was another Mosque 

called Shah Maghsoud Mosque (Maghsoud was the son of Ouzun Hassan)...” 148 

                                                 

146 - “Venizian Itinerary in Iran” Ibid, P. 418 
147 - Rolo, H. “Ahsan al'tavarikh” Edited by Navaei, A. Tehran, Babak, P.  567, 568 
148 - Chalabi, O. (1959) ”Siyāhatnāme Oliyā Chalbi”  Translated by nakhjavāni, H. Tabriz, Literature Department , 

P. 201-202 

Fig. 155. Connection of important parts of Tabriz (Important complexes and squares) and skeleton of the city structure 

by Tabriz Bazaar (Taken from miniature map of Tabriz – Metraghchi). 
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The Hassan Padishāh Complex and Sāhebābād square were developed in the era of 

Padishah Tahmāsb Safavi as the center of Iranian government. 

3. 16th and 17th century 

By the defeat of last of the Āghgoyunlu kings in the early 16th century, Ismāil  the King, 

established the Safavid dynasty and chose Tabriz as his capital. A powerful central government 

in Iran was established much in the same way as the Ottoman dynasty was established in 

Turkey. The first important incident between the two powers was the Chaldiran war, which by 

the defeat of Safavids, saw the Ottomans come to Iran and establish a long term feud between the 

two powers for the city of Tabriz.  

Chardin says: “Tabriz square is the biggest square among those I have seen in the various 

cities and it is even larger than Isfahāns. The Ottoman Turks gathered 30000 soldiers for war in 

this square several times. People used to come to this square in evenings and spend their leisure 

time and watch plays. The Tabriz people danced like wolves and some people who trained 

wolves for dancing at the square. The price of wolves that danced well was more than 500 Eko. 

Sometimes the dancing wolves became so angry that it was not easy to calm them. Tabriz square 

was full of people and crowded in the mornings and people came there to buy provisions and 

cheap goods. There is another large square in Tabriz near the ruined castle called Jaafar Pāshā 

castle. It is said that this castle was prosperous and was the center of weapons and arms in the 

past. But it is now a slaughterhouse area of the city and sheep are slaughtered here while their 

skin and meat are transported to be sold in different parts of the city.”149 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

149 - “Chardin Itinerary” Ibid, P. 479  
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 “…The most beautiful and interesting bazaar of Tabriz is the bazaar where expensive 

goods and jewelries are sold. The name of this bazaar is Gheisarieh Bazaar that means Shah’s 

Bazaar. This bazaar is octagonal and very big and it was constructed in 850 Hijri upon the order 

of Ouzun Hassan, whose capital was Tabriz.”150 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

150- “Chardin Itinerary” Ibid, P. 479 

Fig. 156. Sketch of Tabriz in safavid era;  “Chardin Itinerary” 
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Fig. 157. Tabriz in the late 15th century to 17th century 
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Taken from shardan map of 

Hassan-Pādishāh Mosque

A building on relics of 

which Sāhib-ul-Amr 

Mosque was established 

in Ghājār era.  

 

Fig. 161. Some part of relics of changes 

Meydan (square) where Sāhib-ul-Amr square 

and quadrangle of Sāhib-ul-Amr mosque and 

Akbarieh School were established in Ghājār 

era.  

The approximate area of Meydan 

(Square) before changes in 

Safavid Era (The Square shows 

only the limits and dimensions not 

its geometrical shape) 

Hasht Behesht Palace of Soltān Yaghoub 

Fig. 160. Location of 

Hassan-Pādishāh 

complex and Sāhebābād 

square in north part of 

Mehrānroud river on 

aerial map of modern 
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Taken from miniature map of Tabriz – Metraghchi 

Fig. 158. 

1- Barbican of city  

2- Tabriz Square (Sāhebābād Square) 

3- Mehrānroud River 

4- Nasrieh Complex (Hassan-Pādishāh Mosque, Hospital, 

Tomb, Angle and …) 

5- The building that Sāhib-ul-Amr Mosque has been 

constructed on its relics in Ghājār era) 

6- New government palace (palace of government in 

Ghragoyunlu and Āghgoyunlu ear and the early Safavid 

era) 

7- Complex of palaces and governmental buildings  

(Hassan-Pādishāh dome, Hasht Behesht Palace of Soltān 

Yagoub, Palace and Entrance of Governmental Palaces 

(Āāli Ghāpu), Relics of Sāhebābād garden, pool, harem) 
 

  

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 159. Location of Hassan-

Pādishāh complex 
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In the 16th and 17th century, industry grew much faster than in previous centuries. New 

industries such as arms manufacturing appeared and in some areas along with cannon 

manufacturing technology. The industrial sector of Tabriz is not only represented by domestic 

needs also the goods were sent abroad. Although, individual industry men were better, but group 

manufacturing groups also were numerous. Positive changes happened regarding the quality of 

the industrial products within the bazaar. Most of the Tabriz people used to work in business 

areas.151 Different industries had stores in their related bazaars152 such as tinsmiths, hat makers, 

saddlers, knife makers, word maker, drums makers, farriers and ironsmiths’ bazaars. Mostly the 

industry men used to live in special boroughs like stonemasons alley, tanners’ alley, shoemakers’ 

alley etc. some gardens around Tabriz were related to industry men such as the garden of 

industry men, the garden of boots makers, the garden of tailors etc.153 thus according to their job, 

they worked in special bazaars. They lived in special boroughs and their gardens were besides 

each other. Most of the industry men used to produce and to sell. Some writers such as Orouj 

Bay Bayāt have mentioned that most of the Tabriz people are businesspersons. In the middle of 

the 17th century along with the growth of the economy of the city, the following businessmen 

were living in the city: carpet, and rug weavers, woolen and silk textile weavers, gold weavers, 

filigrees, goldsmiths, spinners, threaders, thread makers, calico printers, crust makers, 

ironsmiths, tanners, casters, arms makers, knife makers, cutlers, coppersmiths, shoemakers, shoe 

repairers, saddlers, dyers, gun stock makers, hatters, tailors, gunpowder makers, masons, turners, 

stonemasons, brick bakers, tile makers, mud makers, architectures, iron beam producers, bow 

makers, engravers, riveters, sculptures, painters, music instrument makers, coppersmiths, glass 

blowers, book binders, farriers, ceramists, needle producers, well diggers, ink producers, 

tinsmiths, mill stone makers, barbers, etc.154 

                                                 

151 - Monshi, T. S. “Tārikh Ālam Ārāye Abbāsi”  Tehran, The Amir Kabir Uni. P. 303 
152 -Tavernie, B. J. (1957) “Taverniye Itinerary” Translated by Noori, A. Edited by Shirani, H. Isfahan, Taeid 

Publications, P. 67 
153 - Rozāt al'janān Va Jannāt al'janān” Ibid,Vol. 1, P. 375-465-485, Vol. 2, P. 184-478); “Waqf 'nāmeh Zahiriye” 
(refer to: Kārang, A.(1972) ”Āsār Bāstāni Va Abniye Tārikhi Azerbaijan Sharghi” Tehran, National Heritage 
Association, Vol. 1, P. 375) ; ”Siyāhatnāme Oliyā Chalbi” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 251 ; Carray, J. (1984) “Carray 
Itinerary” Translated by Noori, A. Tehran, Art and Culture General Office, P. 33-35 
154 - “Ahsan al'tavarikh” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 455-457; ”Siyāhatnāme Oliyā Chalbi” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 251-254-266; 
“Chardin Itinerary” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 409; “Taverniye Itinerary” Ibid, P. 67; “Carray Itinerary” Ibid, P. 33-36; 
Heydarof  “Tarikhe Azerbaijan” P. 133-143 
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When speaking about the skill of Tabrizi masters, Olyā Chalabi writes, “You will not find 

any place with better goldsmith and tailors than Tabirz. The best of everything is here”.155  

In the middle of the 17th century most of the silk was produced in Shirvān, Gilān, 

Mazandarān and Gharabāgh and was brought to Tabriz. Tavernier writes, “All the silk of Gilān 

comes to Tabriz”.156 Chardin also writes, “six thousand reams of silk are used in Tabriz every 

year”.157 If ever ream were 216 Font, in Tabriz weighing system it would be 216000 Man silk. 

Silk is being produced around Tabriz. 

In 16th and 17th century, Tabriz was one of the most important places for weaving. Surely, 

we can say that in Safavid period Tabriz reached the highest place in this field. Textile, carpet 

and other products were considered as the best gifts. Textiles, carpets and rugs have a special 

place among the goods of Tabriz. Thus, Shāh Tahmāsb and Shāh Abbās the First and other 

industrial men established the best weaving factories. In 1532, some of Tahmāsb the king’s 

servants used to learn to filigree in weaving workshops. Tabrizi weavers were skillful in weaving 

Dibā, Atlas, velvet, and cotton textiles. Weaving art had turned to a contagion. Chardin writes, 

“Tabriz is full of weaver artists. The most beautiful clothes and handkerchiefs for hand and face 

are produced here”.158  

In early 16th century, the number of carpet workshops increased in Tabriz. The progress in 

carpet industry proves that Tabriz has a special history in this regard. Carpets called Tabriz, 

Bakhshāyesh, Gharāeh, and Gharāvāni were among the famous ones. Tabriz carpets are famous 

as Turkish carpets. These carpets not only in Azerbaijan but also in Middle East and Near East 

were among the decorations of houses and mosques. One of the most important ones, which is a 

masterpiece, is Sheikh Safi carpet, which has been, weaved for Sheikh Safi’s tomb. Nowadays it 

is kept in Victoria Albert Museum in London as one of the, most valuable masterpieces.  

Tabriz carpet Weaving Schools made a great effect in carpet weaving in India. In 1544, 

Nāsireldin Mohammad the ruler of India took refugee to Tahmāsb the king, and when again went 

                                                 

155 -”Siyāhatnāme Oliyā Chalbi” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 254 
156 -“Taverniye Itinerary” Ibid, P. 35 
157 -“Chardin Itinerary” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 409 
158 - Ibid, P. 409 
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towards India took some Tabrizi carpet masters with him. It was then that the Tabriz School of 

weaving was born in India.159  

In this period, the metallurgy industry, especially copper extraction, played important role 

in Tabriz’s economy.160 The amount of extracted copper could not respond to domestic needs 

and some cooper was imported to Tabriz.161  

Tabrizi industry men used to produce arms, war clothing, bath boilers, home appliances, 

agriculture tools, and make up tools. Nowadays many of the now famous arms are kept in 

various world museums. In the second half of the 15th century, there were fifteen thousand 

cavalry swordsmen, thirty three thousand infantry with tilt, bow and five thousand soldiers with 

bucklers in the army of Ouzun Hassan. In a place, which was called Beshkey, arms were 

produced. Except for the industry men, no body was allowed to live there. In addition, any 

person who learned to make arms must be committed not to leave that location. The goal of this 

rule was to hide the place of arms production. In fact, there were many industry men in other 

parts of the world who did the same, but nowhere could they produce arms and war clothing of 

this quality. 162 

Tavernier, Rafael Dumān and others, has witnessed the work of ironsmith, coppersmith, 

farriers, ink maker, goldsmith and … of Tabriz. 

As the result of increased demands for tan products, the tannering industry grew in Tabriz.  

These industry men, prepared leather for saddlers, boots makers and shoemakers. They prepared 

boots and shoes with donkey and mule skin. A kind of leather was prepared in Tabriz called 

Shagiren, which in addition to domestic needs; it was sent to other Azerbaijani cities. All the 

Shagiren leather, which was prepared in Iran, was the made in Tabriz. This leather was prepared 

from horse, donkey and mule skin.163  

                                                 

159 - Sami, A. (1970) “Bāfandegi Va Bāft'hāye Irani” Historical Review Magazine, No. 4. Currently, some sample of 
Tabriz carpets are on display at the Paris art museum, Lyon weaving   museum and the collection of Dr. Ali 
Pāshā Ibrāhim.  

160 - “Carray Itinerary” Ibid, P. 21-149 
161 - Heydarof  “Tarikhe Azerbaijan” P. 75-77 
162 - Barbara, J. “Barbara Itinerary” P. 76 
163 - Herbert, T. (1663) “Relation du Voyage de Perse et des Indes Orientales” Paris, P. 244; “Taverniye Itinerary” 

Ibid, P. 67 
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Tabriz shoes were famous. It is not accidental that in Tabriz, even now, we have boroughs 

called shoemakers or Choust Makers (a kind of shoe) Borough. They prepared shoes, book 

covers from the aforementioned animal skins.164 Among the products, which were sent to Russia 

the name of Sāfiān, skin product could be realized. Heydarov,165 has called Tabriz the biggest 

center for skin leather and shoe production in the Middle and Near East.  

There were skillful tailors in Tabriz.166 There is a hatters’ bazaar in Tabriz. Tabrizi industry 

men were famous because of their 12 cracked Qizilbāsh hats. In 1501, when Ismāil the king, 

crowned in Tabriz, he ordered his crown to a famous hatter in Tabriz bazaar. He ordered him to 

make 12 cracker Qizilbāsh hats. He made these hats from red textile. 167 

Many soap baker industry men worked in Tabriz. They obtained soap from linseed oil and 

plants.168 Some other industry men made candles from the goat grease. In 1551, Tabrizi industry 

men made four candles, that each one was 60 Man (each Tabriz Mans = 3 kilograms)169.  

From the endowment letter of Sādeqiyya School in 1667, it is realized that annually 100 

Man grease is used for making the candles of the school.170  

In the said centuries, pottery was one of the progressed industries in Tabriz. The tiles made 

by Tabrizi industry men, hardly could be recognized from ceramics. These tiles were resistant 

against the hot water and their inside was white.171 Also carpenters, turners, glass blowers, 

furriers, drums makers, vintners, paper makers…Were active in creating master pieces. 

In 16th and 17th centuries Tabriz was one of the important industrial centers in Middle and 

Near East. The growth of industry in Tabriz in the first and third quarters of the 16th century and 

second and third quarters of the 17th century reached to its climax. Industrial depression started, 

                                                 

164 -“Carray Itinerary” Ibid, P. 22 
165 - Heydarof  “Tārikhe Azerbaijan” P. 74 
166 - Du Mans, R. (1971) “Estat de la Perse en lan 1660” translated by Āgāhi, A. Tehran, P. 201 
167 - Janābazi, M.B. “Rozato Ol-Safaviya” Edited by Tabātabāyi-Majd G.R. Tehran, Moqufate Dr.M.Afshar 
Publications, P. 77 
168 - Heydarof  “Tārikhe Azerbaijan” P. 112 
169 - Afzal Olmolk, G.H. (1982) “ Afzal Ot Tavārikh” Edited by Māfi, M. & Saadvandiān, S.Tehran,Tārikhe Iran 
Publications, P. 133 
170 - Kārang, A.  (1971) “Yek Sanade Tārikhi” Magazine of Literature and Human Science Faculty, No. 197 Tabriz 
Uni P. 97-100 
171 -“Estat de la Perse en lan 1660” Ibid, P. 196-197 
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when Tabriz changed to a war place between Ottomans and Safavids, and the occupation of 

Tabriz by Ottomans from 1585 to 1603 and the obligatory immigration of industry men to 

turkey. As Timberline the Great made industry men to immigrate to Samarqand after occupying 

the cities, Ottoman king did the same with some families in 1700. In this period, most of the 

industry men immigrated to Qazvin too. After the transference of capital from Qazvin to Isfahan, 

in 1598 by the order of Abbās the king all the industry men were immigrated from Tabriz and 

whole the Azerbaijan to Isfahan.172 In the ruling time of Nader the king, one hundred weavers 

were sent from Tabriz to Shamākhi. These industry men were influential in changing Shamākhi 

to a center for weaving.173 Also, industry men of Tabriz played an important role in growth of 

industry in Samarqand in 14th century, Istanbul in first quarter of 16th century, Qazvin and 

Isfahan in late of 16th century and second quarter of 18th century in Shamākhi.  

In this period, industry men had their own organizations according to their field and they 

used to select a person from among themselves for the presidency of the organization. This 

person’s main duty was to determine the amount of taxes, along with the collecting of the taxes 

and inspecting the price of the goods. Only by the approval of this organization could any person 

advance from being a helper to a master.174 The conglomeration of the industry men was a 

historical necessity.  

  In these centuries, the development of economic relations led to the increasing affluence 

of the domestic trade. To foster trade, many caravanserais were built. In these caravanserais, the 

businesspersons spent their night and did their business. In cities, there were many special 

bazaars. Gheisarieh Bazaar, which was made by Ouzun Hassan, was a center for domestic and 

foreign trade. It was one of the prettiest bazaars of the east in which many expensive goods were 

sold.175 In September 1585, the Ottoman army set fire to this bazaar. Afterwards the owners 

rebuilt it. Chardin writes, “Gheisarieh is the prettiest bazaar of Tabriz in which expensive goods 

and jewelries are sold. It is very big and is made octagonal. The best bazaar of the Asia is in this 

                                                 

172 - “Rozato Ol-Safaviya” Ibid, P. 759-761 
173 - Novoseltsev,A. (2001) “Amir Tamer” Translated by Behdād,Tehran P. 107 
174 - Heydarof  “Tārikhe Azerbaijan” P. 120-121, 137-141 
175 - Malcolm, S. J. (1921) “A History of Persia” Translated by Heyrat, I.M. Tehran, P. 102 
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city. The grandeur and area of these bazaars, arches, great domes, the people who hang out there 

and goods charm you, and shows the glory of Tabriz bazaars”.176   

Also at this time, Tabriz Bazaar was a part of the Sāhebābād complex and developed by 

building new buildings towards the southern part of the Mehrānrood River. There were separate 

bazaars in Tabriz which were made by wealthy people. Mirzā Sādeq the ruler of Azerbaijan in 7th 

century built a roofed bazaar in Tabriz. In this bazaar (Mirzā Sādeq bazaar = Sādeqiyya bazaar) 

there were many shops and several caravanserais.177 In that period, horse square was a center for 

trade. The industry men who worked there sold their products too. There were exclusive bazaars 

too such as coppersmith, hatters, saddlers, goldsmiths, jewelers, knife makers, scanners, cows, 

chaff, shawl, dyers, drapers, firewood etc bazaars. Besides the big bazaars, there were small 

bazaars like Nobar and Sorkhāb bazaars.178 There were Sarās that whole sellers did their job 

there. The biggest Sarā of the city had four doors. There was around seventy thousand 

businessperson who bartered there.179 According to Chardin, there were fifteen thousand shops 

and according to Oliā Chalabi there were seven thousand shops in Tabriz. 180 

Tavernier, the famous French merchants and explorer who traveled to Iran in 1046 Hijri, 

writes about the bazaar, economy, products and goods of Tabriz: “There is a large amount of 

wine and Mā-ol-Hayāt produced and in fact all types of provisions and foods here with low 

prices available for the people. The money exchanged in Tabriz is more than that in any other 

part of Asia. Most of Armenian families have gained wealth and lands through trading and 

business because they know the techniques and secrets of trading. Tabriz has several beautifully 

constructed bazaars and there are big and two-storey caravansaries here the most beautiful of 

which is called in the name of the governor of the region “Mirzā Sādeq”. There is a bazaar, 

Mosque and school near this caravansary which has lots of endowments and income”.181 

Jemmeli Carray, Italian Explorer, who visited Tabriz several years after Tavernier, wrote 

new and interesting things about Tabriz Bazaar and named several bazaars and Dālāns: when I 
                                                 

176 - “Chardin Itinerary” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 403 
177 - “Carray Itinerary” Ibid, P. 33 
178 - “Rozāt al'janān Va Jannāt al'janān” Ibid, Vol. 1, P. 375, 476-478, 485-486; ”Siyāhatnāme Oliyā Chalbi” Ibid, 
Vol. 2, P. 251; “Waqf 'nāmeh Zahiriye”; ”Āsār Bāstāni Va Abniye Tārikhi Azerbaijan Sharghi” Ibid, Vol. 1, P. 375 
179 - ”Siyāhatnāme Oliyā Chalbi” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 251 
180 - “Chardin Itinerary” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 403; ”Siyāhatnāme Oliyā Chalbi” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 251 
181 - “Joghrāfiyāye Tārikhi Gilān, māzandarān, Azerbaijan Az Nazar Jahāngardān” Ibid, P. 95 
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reached Tabriz together with my father, George Vandom, on Wednesday, I went to visit a bazaar 

constructed by Mirzā Sādeq the former regent of Azerbaijan. This roofed bazaar had brick domes 

and several caravanserais and large number of shops. A school was constructed next to this 

bazaar for educating the Iranian Muslim children and there was a mosque near it. When returning 

back from watching the caravansary and mint, we visited another reputable building called 

Gheisarieh. This building had a tall and big dome and is the trade center of big merchants and 

very expensive goods can be found there. Goldsmiths’ bazaar (Zargar Bāzār) is adjacent to 

Gheisarieh. This bazaar has brick vaults and domes. At nightfall, you can hear the earsplitting 

sound of drum, horn and trumpet at this place that is an alarm for the merchants that says night is 

coming and they should close their shops. 182 

When Tabriz was under the occupation of Ottoman army, a bazaar was built inside the 

castle that was made. All the shops of this bazaar plus fifty one shops in drapers’ bazaar, thirty 

two one in salesman’s bazaar and other three ones were held by Jaafar Pāshā. He devoted all 

these shops to Jame Mosque that he had built.183 In the middle of the 17th century, one hundred 

small shops were bestowed to the tomb of Sheikh Safi. 184 

In 1647 in Tabriz, there were 200 big and fair caravanserais and 70 small ones and in 

1670thre were 300 caravanserais in Tabriz. Chardin writes, “these caravanserais were so big that 

300 traveler could reside there”. Zobeideh, Jahānshāh, Ālamshāh, Ismāil, Pir Budāgh and Shāh 

Abbās caravanserais were famous in Tabriz.185 In the second half of the 17th century, in addition 

to Safavid rulers, wealthy ones also built some caravanserais. Mirzā Mohammad Ibrāhim Tabrizi 

the governor of Azerbaijan built a caravanserai in Sanjārān borough, his brother Mirzā Sādeq 

built another one and Mirzā Tāher the son of Mirzā Ibrāhim built two caravanserais in horse 

square.  

In these centuries to respond to needs of the people, there were many types of gold, iron 

and textile products. Chardin writes, “Tabriz bazaars were full of gold, silk and textile products”. 

                                                 

182 -  “Carray Itinerary” Ibid, P. 32-34 
183 - Adibe Brumand, A. (1976) “Jaafar Pāshā Waqf 'nāmehsi” From “Rahnemaye ketab” Magezian, No. 10-7, P. 
699, 704 
184 - Olearius, A. (1984) “Adam Olearius itinerary” Translated by Behpour, A. Tehran, P. 591 
185 - ”Siyāhatnāme Oliyā Chalbi” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 251; “Chardin Itinerary” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 404 
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186 Sanson reports from weaving the pretty lames in the late 17th century and writes, “this product 

only responded to domestic needs. The most expensive one was fifty Tomans”.187    

Also at this time, the appearance of coins by the seal of “mintaged in Tabriz” appears in 

different Azerbaijani cities and shows the vastness of the relations between Tabriz and other 

Azerbaijani cities. Most of the coins, which are mintaged in Armenia and Georgia, have been 

minted in Tabriz. From 1630 to 1660 four types of coins were mintaged; Abbāsi, Mahmoudi, 

Shāhi and Bisty. Copper coins were used in the city and silver ones were used in other cities.  For 

more than half a century Tabriz was the capital of Safavids. From a long time ago, the city was 

located on the east west road. Tabriz played an important role in trade between Russia and 

Europe. For western countries, business with Asia was easier through Russia. They used the 

Volga- Caspian Sea- Tabriz-Ardabil-Lankarān-Bāku road. Formerly, the Aral Sea connected 

Europe to Iran and India. Yet, in 16th and 17th centuries, the north-Caspian Sea road was used as 

a trade road for Iran and India. Consequently, European businesspersons came to Tabriz through 

Shamākhi.188 

The growth of political and economical relations between Iran and Russia affected the 

development of business relations.189 In 1663, Chrniozev came to Tabriz to sell the properties of 

the government here. He sold English baize and marten skin for 165800 Manat. He then bought 

102060 Manat worth other goods and took them to Russia.  190  

Tabriz silk had special place among the exported goods to Russia. From 1675 to 1681, 

fourteen thousand and five hundred pound different colorful silks were exported to HeshterKhān. 

These silks were taken from Farah Ābād, Shamākhi, Ganje and Tabriz .191  Tabriz products such 

as silk lames, lames, colorful silks, one color silks, atlas, rugs, skin, leather, shoes, dried fruit, 

were exported to other countries. In permanent trade with Europe Tabriz has played an important 

                                                 

186 - “Chardin Itinerary” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 409 
187 - Sanson, (1967) “State of Iran royal court in Shāh Soleymān Safavi era”  Translated by tafazzoli, T. Tehran 
188 - F.M. Aliev, (1963) “XVIII Asrin 40nji Illarinda Khazar Tijarati Ugrunda Rusia – Ingiltara Ragabati Va 
Azarbaijan. Azarbaijan Tijaratina Daiir Materiallar” Baku, Vol. 6 P. 69-86 
189 - Shah Tahmāssib “Shah Tahmāssib Official Letter to Russian Tezār Mikhail Theodorov”  Britannia Museum 
Copy No. 7688/11028, P. 249-250 
190 - Kokanova, N.G. (1965) “Iran and Russian Trading in Third  and forth decade  of 18th century” Translated by 
azmudeh, A. Tehran , P. 55 
191 - Ibid, P. 58 
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role through Turkey. When Tavernier observed these relations, he called Tabriz as one of the 

east’s famous cities and told that Tabriz is the most important bridge in trade between, Turkey, 

Arabia, Georgia, Iran, India and Russia.192 In 29th of November 1645, the French Labolay came 

to Tabriz and described the trade as below: “Tabriz is the most famous trade city of Asia, 

because caravans bring all types of goods. They bring silk, diamond, pictured cotton, cinnamon 

and spices from Tatarstan, Uzbekistan, Tibet, China and eastern India. Here silk products are 

prepares and are exported to Greece and Africa”. Chardin writes, “Tabriz trade was developed in 

Iran, Turkey, Turkmenistan, India, and the coasts of Black Sea”.193 European businesspersons 

had representatives in Tabriz. They came from Halab and Izmir and brought Venetian, Londoner 

and Parisian textile, Venetian mirrors, and baize, and profited so much”.194 

In 16th century, a war happened between Iran and Ottoman government, these wars made 

terrible impacts on the trade in both countries. In 1511, five hundred businesspersons who were 

going to Turkey through Arzinjān, in a conflict with Ottoman rulers were defeated and in way 

back to home, they faced a fifteen thousand army of Takello. In Arzinjan the head of the army 

killed the traders, and condemned their properties.  When the rulers of Takello came to Tabriz 

Ismāil the king ordered to kill them.195 

 In 1555, a peace treaty was concluded between Safavids and Ottomans, because of safety 

in foreign trade grew up again. In the same year, Tahmāsb the king issued an order concerning 

some solutions for economic crises, in 96 articles about the amount of taxes, duties, fires, and 

issues related to war and ownership. This letter of law was engraved on the stone and it was 

installed in some cities like Tabriz.196 It was valid until 1617 and in addition to determining the 

amount of the taxes; it created a good bed for economic development.    

From the September 1586 to July 1603, Ottomans had occupied Tabriz and the economy of 

the city was in decline. The businesspersons who came here for trade were niggled by in the 

boundaries. The conclusion of another peace treaty in 1612, the reforms of Tahmāsb the king, 

rebuilding the ruined farms, completing the caravan roads for improving the trade led to 
                                                 

192 - “Taverniye Itinerary” Ibid, P. 67 
193 - “Chardin Itinerary” Ibid, Vol. 2, P. 409 
194 - “Estat de la Perse en lan 1660” Ibid, P. 332 
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economic development. At the same year Tahmāsb first the king I exempted Tabrizi people from 

paying taxes for two years. In 1618, when Ottoman army came near Tabriz, most of the citizens 

emigrated from the city. As soon as, people left the city, Abbās the king ordered Qārāchqāy 

Khān the ruler of Tabriz and the governor of Azerbaijan to compensate the harm from the 

chamber fund.197 

Chardin writes, “People who wanted to buy Indian goods such as textile, baize and lapis 

lazuli, referred to caravanserais in the city. The trader paid two percent of his sales to the 

caravanserai as tax. Caravanserais played important role in foreign trade. In 1630, there were 24 

caravanserais in Isfahān the capital of the Safavids, 3 in Qazvin, 5 in Kāshān, and 3 in Yazd. 

While in 1640, Tabriz had 200 to 300 caravanserais.”198 

Even in a time of decline, Tabriz was Iran’s industrial and trade center. Paul Loca the 

French tourist (1694), Jemmeli Carray the Italian tourist (1700), Artemi Velinski Russain 

ambassador (1717), Cholkov and English Hanoy (the first half of the 18th century) all believed 

that Tabriz is the most important business city in Iran. Cholkov writes, “In whole the Iran, in 

spite of Isfahān, no city is as glorious as Tabriz Not only among Iranian cities but also among the 

cities of Russia, Turkey, Tatarstan, India, and coasts of Black Sea. Tabriz has business relations 

with all these areas”. Thus, at the end of 17th and early 18th century, even though it was a time of 

depression for the regions, Tabriz was clearly still an active and important center for trade. 
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 Fig. 163, 164, 165. Tabriz in The Middle of Saffavid Era 

Rashidi Castle 
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4. 18th century until contemporary era 

Minoresky writes, “After Solomon Safavi the Saffavid King, during the reign of Sultān 

Hossein, Afghanis attacked Iran, and after a while occupied Isfahān. Tahmāsb II came to power 

and according to a treaty; he transferred the northern parts of Caspian coastlines to Russia. The 

Ottomans claimed authority over Tabriz and occupied it for a short period of time in 1724. The 

cold weather of winter made them to draw back, but the next year they came and once again 

occupied the city.  In 1140 a treaty was agreed to between Ashraf Afghān (The self proclaimed 

King of Iran) and the Ottoman government. The Ottomans took the Northwestern parts of Iran 

until Sultāniyeh and Abhar. But, after two years, the newly crowned Afshār King Nāder Shāh 

Afshār, defeated the Ottomans and reoccupied Tabriz 1729. After one year, another treaty was 

signed between Nāder Shāh and Ottomans which concluded that Tabriz and western parts of Iran 

are to be occupied by Iran and the northern Azerbaijan, namely north of the Ārāz River, was 

given to Ottomans. After a short time, Ottomans defeated Nāder Shāh near Baghdad, and 

Rostām Pāshā conquered Tabriz. Finally, another treaty was signed between Nāder Shāh and the 

Ottomans in 1639. In the latest years of Nāder Shāh’s reign, and after his death, rebellions 

became numerous in Azerbaijan and the area was once again sent in to political dismay.199  

In the Zandiyeh period, Azād Khān Afghān ruled Azerbaijan. Afterwards, Mohammad 

Khān Ghājār, occupied Tabriz in 1756. In 1759, Karimkhān Zand went there but in the first 

stages of negotiations was not successful, but after a year he claimed authority over it and 

occupied it.  Nāder Mirzā writes, “In 1757, Mahammad Hassan Khān, the first Ghājārid king, 

brought his army to Azerbaijan; the princesses followed him, when he wanted to go back, his 

elder son Mohammad Khān was the heir. When Mohammad Hassan Khān was defeated in 

Shirāz, the crown prince ran to see his father. After that, Fath Ail Khān Afshār the prince of 

Urmia occupied Tabriz. It was not until 1759, that Karim Khān campaigned in Azerbaijan”.200 In 

the reign of Karim Khān Zand, Najafgholi Khān Biglarbeygi who was from Donboli tribe, 

became the ruler of Tabriz and Ahmad Khān Donboli became the ruler of Khoy. During that 

time, many necessary upgrades were done in Tabriz. Aalā Gāpisi was built and a road 

                                                 

199 - Minorsky, V. (1958) “History of  Tabriz”  Translated by kārang, A. Tabriz, Shafagh Printing, P. 60-64 
200 - Nader Mirza, (1984) “Tārikh Va Joghrāfiyāye Dār Al'saltane Tabriz”  Edited by Majd, T. G. Tabriz, Sotude 

Publications, P. 156 
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surrounded Tabriz. The last night of 1779, or the first day of the New Year, a terrible earthquake 

shook Tabriz and the city was completely sent in to ruin.    

After the earthquake, which was concurrent with the start of the Ghājār Dynasty of Iran, 

the buildings and bazaars were rebuilt in a short time with the help of the prince and residents of 

the bazaar.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 166, 167. Fortification of Tabriz in Ghājār Era 
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Fig. 168. Fortification of Tabriz that reconstructed after destructive 

earthquake in 1194 Hijri including defensive barbicans with eight gates 
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We can refer to the following activities at the beginning of the 19th century: 

- Transfer of the center of government from Sāhebābād north of Mehrānroud River to 

behind the Aalā gate or Bāghmisheh Gate (the present place of general governorship) south of 

the Mehrānroud River  

- Construction of Sāhib-ul-Amr Square among the historical area of Sāhebābād, the 

commercial center of the city  

- Restoration of the great Jame Mosque as the new Jame Mosque of the city, a very 

effective element to return the centrality of the bazaar  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 169, 170,171. Sketch of Sahebābād Square related to era after 

earthquake in 1193-4 Hijri and before 1208 Hijri. 
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The Napoleonic wars at the beginning of the 19th century opened a new era in the relations 

of Iran with European countries. Since France, and England wanted to have friendly relations 

with Iran, and Russia had a history of war with Iran, the Eastern India Company signed some 

contracts with Iran in 1801. England sent most of its goods to the Black Sea Port of Trabozan 

and from that port they would came to Tabriz and other northern cities through Turkey. At that 

time, Tabriz was the biggest trade Bazaar in Iran. In 1850, England was Iran’s greatest trade 

partner and held most of Iran’s exports and 50 percent of its imports.  

After the earthquake the native population of the city had decreased, but after the presence 

of Abbās Mirzā, and omitting the ruling of Donbolies Tabriz was residence of dauphin and grew 

up again.  

The population of the city increases with presence of immigrants. The Ghājārs and their 

companions caused the face of the city to change. The political and businesspersons of the city 

started to build trade complexes. Streets and paths connected these complexes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 172. Misgar-lar Bazaar (coppersmith’s 
bazaar) and Bridge Southern side of Sāhib-ul-

Amr Shrine. 

Fig. 173. Sāhib-ul-Amr square befor 1827 AD 
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Fig. 176. Junubi Amir Timchasi Fig. 175. Mirzā- jalil Dālāni 

Fig. 174. In the map of Tabriz it is written with 

Farsi words on it and Russian at the bottom: “In 

1827 it was found in the headquarters.” 

Considering the situation of the cases written 

there we can see the following words: 

Sāhib-ul-Amr Square, Sāhib-ul-Amr Mosque, ---- 

Caravansary, ---- Caravansary, Tāher Tekieh, Hāj 

Nāseh Sarā (Hall), Hāj Ali Mohammad 

Caravansary. 

Khodādādkhān Caravansary, Mirzā Sādeq 

Hamān, Sādeqiyya School, Moharram Beig, 

Mirza Sadeq Hāmām, Bashmākhchi Bazaar, 

Mirzā Shafi Caravansary, Khān Hāmām, Rāstā 

Bāzār, Zeynalābedin Caravansary, Marāghihā 

Caravansary, Mirzā Ismāil Caravansary, 

Fathalikhān Caravansary, Naragh Caravansary, 

Jame Mosque, Tālebieh school. 
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When speaking about the Tabriz bazaar, Etemād-Olsaltaneh felt it was unfortunate that the 

roof of most parts of the bazaar, covered by beams, has changed to arches by the order of Prince 

Navvāb Vāla Moayedoldoleh. According to him, there were 45 caravanserais and Sarās.201  

This period, is contemporary with the development era of Tabriz Bazaar after the 

earthquake in 1780. Karang in his book “Ancient and historical buildings of Eastern Azerbaijan” 

spoke of the builders and building time of some Sarās and malls: “Amir Bazaar is one of the most 

important and most beautiful bazaars of Tabriz. Nowadays it is a center for carpet, gold, 

jewelries and clothing. The founder of the Amir Caravanserai, Sarā and Bazaar is Mirzā 

Mohammd Khān Amir Nezām Zanganeh. His father Sheikh Ali Khān was the vice president of 

Solomon Safavi, the king, and his grandfather Ali Bay was the liveryman of Shah Safi.  He came 

to Tabriz in the time of Abbās Mirzā. He was noticed by the prince and became the head of the 

army. In 1837 when Nāsereldin Mirzā the Ghājārid prince came to Tabriz, he was with him. He 

went to Saint Petersburg for consultation with the Russian Empire. He was politically successful 

and passed away in 1844 in Tabriz.  

                                                 

201 - E’temād al'Saltaneh, E. M. (1984) “Chehel Sāl Tarikh-Iran Dar Dore Naser'Addin Shah”  Tehran, Iraj Afshār 
Printing 

Fig. 177. Sādeqiyya Rāstāsi Fig. 178. Malek Timchasi 
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The founder of Mirzā Mehdi Sarā is Hāj Mirzā Mehdi Ghāzi who passed away in 1241 

Hijri. He has been revered in the mosque and the bazaar has been named after him. The founder 

of the Sarās and the Dālāns is the famous tradesman Hāj Sheikh Jaffar Qazvini. He had 

numerous properties which he donated to the public when he passed away in 1903 in Iraq. He 

was revered in Najafol Ashraf.  Hāj Taghi and Hāj Mohammd Gholi ware tradesmen and there 

are some Sarās in their names which have been built at the same time as Hāj Safar Ali’s Sarā. 

Hāj Safar Ali was originally from Khoy and lived at the same time with vice president. He is the 

founder of many Dālāns, baths and shops in the Hatters Bazaar. Hamd Khān Moghaddam was 

the ruler of Marāgheh. Twenty seven out of eighty stocks of the Kahn Sarā, which came through 

Mrs. Kheyrolnesā daughter of Ahamd Khān the major where bestowed to orphans. Additionaly, 

Fakhr Ābād Dome and Farm, was bestowed to the funeral and ceremonies of Imām Hossein for 

offering food to orphans and poor people. The founder of Hāj Seyyed Hassan Sarā is the famous 

tradesman, Hāj Seyyed Hassan Hosseini who was contemporary with Abbās Mirzā. His father 

Abdol Vahāb Hosseini also was a tradesman. Their decent goes back to Shām Ghāzān who was 

brought from Medina. Abdol Vahāb was respected very much in the time of Ouzun Hassan. 

Ghānli Dālān is one of the famous Dālāns of Seyyed Hassan Sarā. It is called Ghānli Dālān 

since in the ruling time Mozafareldin Mirzā, Allāhyār Chap and his friends killed the sheriff of 

the city Hāj Rajab Ali.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The founder of Mir Ismāil Sarā is Hāj Seyyed Hassan who was the ancestor of Ali Asghar 

Sheikhol Islām. Hāj Mirzā Mohammd the founder of Mirzā Mohammad Sarā is his brother. He 

Fig. 180. Mirzā Shafi Timchasi Fig. 179. Khiābān Gate 
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had two sons, Mirzā Mohammd Ali and Mir Abolhassan. Both were tradesmen. Mir Abolhassan 

is the founder of Mir AbolHassan Bazaar, Sarā and Dālān. Nasereldin the king respected him 

and by his order, he was given a one hundred Toman discount for his taxes.  

The founder of Ālmāni-lar (German) and Sahebdivān Sarā was Mirzā FathaliKhān son of 

Mirzā Ali Akbar Ghavāmolmolk Shirāzi. He was the son in law of Mohammd the king and tax 

deputy of Azerbaijan. After Aziz Khān Sardār he came to Azerbaijan and started to work 

seriously. The terrible flood of 1871 happened when he was in Tabriz and a big part of the city, 

especially Misgar-lar (coppersmith) bazaar; Sāhib-ul-Amr square, Bāshmākh-chilār 

(Shoemakers) bazaar, Rāstā bazaar, and Rāstā alley were ruined extensively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Sahebdivān built a dam for the river by the help of tradesmen and Mozafareldin Mirzā’s 

ten thousand Tomān Gift from Bārish village to Mehrānroud River. Nāder Mirzā writes, “Every 

part which was built by a believer was never ruined any part which was built by a heathen, was 

destructed in a short time”. In his time, in spite of ill-disposed persons such as Amin Lashkar and 

his greedy companions, he did not sustain from building the gardens and repairing the ruins. 

Although most of these works were profitable for him he built them for the affluence of the city. 

The reason for the naming of one of the Sarās, Ālmāni-la (German) goes back to before the First 

World War. A German company had established a large carpet weaving in which its carpets 

became very famous.    

Fig. 182. Mirza-Jalil Sarāyi Fig. 181. Amir Sarāyi 
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The Mozaffarieh Timcha has been terminated in 1905 according to the engraving. The 

founder is Hāj Mohammd Qazvini who was a great man and had built the Timcha in the time of 

Mozaffareldin Mirza the Ghājār Price.”202 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this period, Tabriz bazaar again was one of the best bazaars of the region. Many new 

complexes were built and many other bazaars and Sarās were made outside the gates. In 1870 

the Mehrānroud River overflowed and the flood damaged the areas along the river. Mohammad 

Iraj Mirzā was appointed to estimate the amount of the damages to the bridges and building 

besides the river and to also prepare a map of the river. In the map below there are some 

references to the interior spaces within the bazaar: 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

202 - ”Āsār Bāstāni Va Abniye Tārikhi Azerbaijan Sharghi” Ibid 

Fig. 183. Mozaffarieh Timcha 
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Fig. 184. Bazaar, part of Tabriz river map, the capital city, in 1288 Hijri (1870) drawn by 

Mohammad Iraj Ghājār, which is an applied map used for solving the problems and documenting 

the destructions resulting from flood. 
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The results of the bazaar drawn up on the map of the river or Tabriz, the capital city, in 

1288 Hijri (1870) are as follows:  

Sādeghieh Yakhchāl, Bridge near Sāhebolamr, bridge under bazaar, bridge under 

bāshmākhchi bazaar, Botchi bazaar, Shāāzadeh caravansary,  Sardār Cheshmeh (spring), Hāj 

Safar Ali mosque and school, Shāzadeh timcheh, Mirza Shafi caravansary, Nazem-ol-Tojjār 

caravansary, Hāj Mirzā Abdollāh Dālāni, Semsārān bazaar, Khān hāmām, Ghareh Abbās 

caravansary, Hāj Mirzā Abdollāh Khāns, Jews’ caravansary, Kechachilar caravansary, Hasht 

bazaar, Ikighapili caravansary, Timcheh, Timcheh, Khān caravansary 

Bāzārchāhs: Bāghmisheh bāzārchā, Istanbul Gate Bāzārchā (Istanbul Ghapisi Bāzārchā) 

Fig. 185. Topic of Tabriz river map, 

the capital city 

After the flood in 1288 Hijri (1870) 

from the hillsides up to the bridge 

near city near Mehrānoud, some 

places including houses, alleys, 

hāmāms, mosques, yakhchāl, bazaar, 

bāzārchā, shops and caravansaries 

and the map of these destructions by 

determining the destroyed places and 

dams with their heights and high 

lands with bridges was drawn upon 

the orders of Mr. Sāheb Divān in 

order to repair the dam and clean the 

river. 
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Squares: Sāhebolamr Square (including Jahāngir Khān Hāmām, Hassan Pādshāh School, 

Hassan Pādshāh Mosque, Ghāpān, Sāhebolamr Maghām, Misgar Bazaar, Hāji Safar Hāmām, 

West Side of Shotorban Square & Bāzārchā is not complere on the map. 

Mālforoushān Square: Istanbul Gate, Three Caravanserais, Bāzārchā, Aghā Fathali 

Bridge, Bārmākhligh Bridge, DabbāghKhāneh, Davachi Yakhchāl In this map, it is obvious that 

bazaar is settled in four squares of Chāhār Menār, Sādeghieh, Shotorbān & Sorkhāb. 

In 1880, the new map of Tabriz, the capital, was prepared with divisions of the quarters and 

urban elements upon the order of the Prince Abbās Mirzā. It should be mentioned that the names 

of the important urban elements are mentioned on this map in detail, such as the housed of the 

famous persons, mosques and religious places, bazaar and its elements, which allocate the 

important urban spaces to themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 186. Map of Tabriz Darossaltane drown by Sarhang Garajedāghi in 1880 AD  
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The elements: 

Sāhebolamr Square, Hassan Pādshāh School, Hassan Pādshāh Mosque, Jahāngir Khān 

Hāmām, Davachi Bazaar, Sāhebolamr Magham, Aghājchi Caravansary, Mollā Mohammad Dāei 

Fig. 187. The map of Tabriz - 1297 (1880) 

According to the order of the prince and by attempts of 

Mirza Abbas Khan Sartip and the head of Tabriz 

Governmental School, where Amirzadeh Mohammad 

Mirza was the engineer and teacher of mathematics, the 

9th person of the court of Mohammad Reza Engineer 

(Mohandes) and equerry of Colonel Hassanalikhān 

Gharejedāghi  

Fig. 188. Bazaar Part of Tabriz Darossaltane Map drowns by Sarhang Garajedāghi in 1880 AD 
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Caravansary, Hassan Caravansary, … Caravansary, Hāj Safar Ali School, Hāj Mir Mohammad 

Hassan Nāzem-ol-Tojjār Caravansary, Misgār Bazaar, Misgār Caravansary, Haj Nāsir Hāmām, 

Sādeghieh Yākhchāl, Sādeghieh Mosque, Shāāzādeh Caravansary, Mirzā Shafi Caravansary, 

Shāāzadeh Timcheh, Mirzā Jalill Caravansary, Abbās Ghāpisi Caravansary, Kechachi 

Caravansary, Khān Hāmām, Malek-ol-Tojjār Timcheh, Dallazan Bazaar, Dabbāghkhāneh, 

Borkchi Bazaar, Khān Caravansary, Chāhārghabr Imāmzādeh (Dort Ghabir), Nāzem-ol-Tojjār 

Hamām, Nazem-ol-Tojjār Mosque, Ikigāpili Caravansary, Hāj Seyyed Hassan Caravansary, 

Kharāzihā Caravansary, Hāj Seyyed Hossein Caravansary, Darooghehneshin Mosque, Hāj Safar 

Ali Timcheh, Hāj Taghi Ganjeh Timcheh, Hāji Sheikh First Timcheh, Hāji Sheikh Second 

Timcheh, Hāji Sheikh Third Timcheh, Tokhmeforoushān Caravansary, Saracheh Bazaar, Hāj 

Mirzā Ali Asghar Sheikh-ol-Eslām Caravansary, Aghā Mir Esmāil Caravansary, Hāj Seyyed 

Hossein Caravansary, Hāj Mir Abolhassan Caravansary, Hāj Mir Abolhassan Timcheh, 

Mojtahed Hāmām, Haj Mirzā Mousā Aghā Mosque, Jame Mosque, Hojjat-ol-Eslām Mosque, 

Seyyed Golābi Hāmām, Safi Bazaarcheh, Hāji Sheikh Dālān, Hāji Sheikh Timcheh, Mirzā 

Mahmoud Khān Tofangdār Sarkāri Hāmām, Kamāncheh Caravansary, Fath Ali Beig 

Caravansary, Hāji Sheikh Bazaar known as Ghizbasti Bazaar, Gurjilar Caravansary, Hāji Sheikh 

Kāzem Caravansary, Tāza Rāstā Bazaar, Mirzā Mahdi Ghāzi Caravansary, Kohna Rāstā Bazaar, 

Zarforoushān Bazaar, Kāh Amir (Amir Sarā), Amir Timcheh known as Abāchi Timcheh, 

HaramKhāneh, Mashadi Mohammad Caravansary, Hāj Mirzā Mohammad Amin Caravansary, 

Mirzā Reza Caravansary which is soap-making place, Mashādi Jaafar Caravansary. 

In this map, it is obvious that bazaar was settled in the four squares of Chāhār Menār, 

Sādeghieh, Shotorbān & Sorkhāb. 
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Among the tourists who came to Iran at the end of Ghājār period, Fred Richards had 

visited Tabriz Bazaar, and had written trip notes regarding his journeys, here is part of his trip 

notes: 

“All bazaars of Tabriz have several beautiful caravansaries and there are majestic trees in 

their yards that let the passengers spread rugs and rest in shade. There are hundreds of portable 

rugs in the caravansaries. Unfortunately most of the pishkhāns within bazaar are filled with ugly 

and cheap lamps while charms are imported from Russia of Czechoslovakia. If there are 

thousands of samovars in Isfahān bazaars there are tens of thousands of samovars in Tabriz 

bazaars. In some minor bazaars the workers are doing jobs that we cannot find them doing in the 

south. One of these jobs is preparing leather and skin and despite its interestingness, this job 

creates a very bad smell. Young men prepare skin coats from sheep’s skin and make a kind of 

shepherd’s quilt used by shepherds. Although this quilt has sleeves, its sleeves are not are not 

used do to their limitations. This quilt is lined with a thin lining which is like suede. The young 

craftsmen decorate them with colorful strings and beautiful designs. The last stage is shaking the 

leather severely. This job is done suddenly with a sound like the sound of a gunshot and the 

craftsmen and their apprentices fight with each over performing this job. Turners who make 

Fig. 189. Sketch of Hāj Seyyed Hossein Caravansary drown in Ghājār period 
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Nargile (Ghalians) and table legs together with other craftsmen in the bazaar make the bazaar a 

very noisy and crowded area.”203  

In his trip notes, he also refers to some bridges that were located in the direction of the 

bazaar towards the north of Mehrānroud. He has drawn some pictures from the aforementioned 

bridges and explains them accordingly: “Dams are made around two sides of the river flowing in 

to the city near the bazaar. The flood banks and low areas are notorious for getting flooded and 

the ends of the bazaars are clean and widened. Iran bazaars are the most interesting and crowded 

places within this country and the most interesting parts of the city are the bridges that connect 

bazaars to the squares”.204 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

203 - Richards, F. (1964) “Richards itinerary” Translated by Sabā, M. Tehran, Book Translation and publication 
House, P. 319 
204 - Ibid, P. 315 

Fig. 190. Sketch of bazaar over bridge – Fred Richards – “Itinerary of Fred 

Richards” 

Fig. 191. Bazaar Bridge (Under Bāshmākhchi Bazaar) 
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In the fig. above Chaharsogh Dome of Sadeghieh is seen on right side in the map. This is a 

map of the Ghajar Era and the bridge under the bazaar is seen from the arch of the bridge under 

Bashmakhchi Bazaar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 1906 when people were educated, schools became established in modern forms, and 

relations with the west had increased. Despite the opposition of many people, a lot of bazaars 

closed. The religious leaders immigrated to Ghom (great immigration) after three days because 

of a group of people’s asylum. In a short time the opposition spread in Tabriz, Isfahan and 

Shirāz. Einoldoleh resigned and Mirzā Nasrollāh Khān Monshi came to his post. Leaders came 

back and the king felt him in serious danger.  Thus he agreed on the issuance of a Constitution 

Order and an establishment of a National Parliament which was to function as the people’s 

representatives.  

However, approving the constitutional asylum was banned and the religious leaders, who 

had left Iran towards Ottoman Empire, came back. The first parliament opened in 1906 in the 

presence of the king in Golestān Palace. In the last days of Mozaffareldin, the constitutional law 

was signed by the King. Tgahi Zādeh, Mostashar-oldoleh, Farshi, and Hariri were selected as 

the Tabriz representative and participated in the first legislation period. 205 

                                                 

205 - ”Āsār Bāstāni Va Abniye Tārikhi Azerbaijan Sharghi” Ibid, P. 11 
 

Fig. 192. Bazaar Bridge 
 (Under Bāshmākhchi Bazaar) 

 

Fig. 193. Bridge under Bazaar  
in Ghājār Era 
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During 1906 Mohammd Ghājār, the king who newly wore the crown, started to collect 

forces and ignored various constitutional laws. In 1906, the people of Tabriz closed the bazaar 

and demonstrated against the government’s ignorance to constitutional laws. After a few days, a 

handwritten letter was published, saying that king has accepted the constitutional law and will 

act according to it thus, quelling unrest in the area. 

During the 29th of Shabān, an addendum to the constitutional law, known as the most 

important part, was added. Consequently, the constitution was stabilized and the rights of the 

nation, government and three governmental branches were established and the laws of 

government finance and judiciary power was determined.   

After much international struggle, in 1908 the king went to Shāh Garden and changed the 

city to military state. The Russian Liakhove bombed the parliament along with Sepahsalar 

Mosque in the morning of 31 May 1908. The day after, some of the Russian loyalists were 

executed in Shāh Garden, some were imprisoned, and some took refugee in the English 

Embassy.  

Tabriz became a focal point of revolution after various parliament incidents and an 

Azerbaijani Liberal revolt under the leadership of Sattār Khān. Rebellion spread from Tabriz to 

many areas. Liberal movements where centered in Azerbaijan since it was closer to Russia and 

the Caucuses. From the Caucuses, many of Azerbaijanis came to help and were famous as 

Caucasian contenders. They were strong and educated ones and by their help and following Ali 

Mussio, the group of contenders appeared in Tabriz.  

The King sent a large force to suppress them but they the suppression was unsuccessful. 

Finally, the king escaped to Russia and took refuge with the Czar who called himself as the 

guardian of Europe. The City was surrounded and Tabrizi people resisted stoutly.  In spite of 

famine and hunger, they fought for ten months. Following the blockade of the Tabriz to Jolfa 

road and complete encirclement of the city, a terrible famine and hunger came to people and 

condition worsened. In March, 31 1909, Russian and English governments agreed that the 

Russian army must enter the city because foreign residents are in danger. By the presence of 

Russians the king’s companions and fossils left the city. However, the end of the process did not 

mean the conquest of the fossils; liberals continued their attempts.  
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Under the pressure of the revolutionists, the king was dismissed as king and his little son 

Ahmad Mirzā who was 13, was crowned as king and Ali Rezā Khān Azd-olmālek was selected 

for regency. The second parliament opened one year after the closing of the first one by the 

presence of the young king.  

During the time of King Ahmad Ghājār, due to his age and political weakness the entire 

country was in chaos, especially Tabriz. In 1926, Rezā Pahlavi, a former general, was formally 

crowned as King under a new Pahlavi Dynasty which he formed. On October 30, 1925 he 

declared the end of Ghājār Dynasty and on December 5, 1925 the parliament opened. Afterward, 

on December 11, 1925 parliament offered the constitutional government of Iran to Rezā the king.    

 

5. Pahlavi period 

In the time of Reza the king, a modern urban system started to appear like other cities. Its 

first effects were the establishment of wide streets, which began because of the presence of cars 

in Iran. The first street in Tabriz was named Pahlavi St. (now Imām Khomeini St.) which was 

opened in 1921 to 1926 by the order of Abdollāh Khān Tahmāsebi the commander of the 

Azerbaijani Army. It caused the Alishāh Mosque to be separated from the main core of the city 

and bazaar. Due to the construction of this street that started from Qurd Meydani to Qonqā-Bashi 

the old street of Kohne Khiyābān lost its popularity. Pahlāvi Street passed through the rear of the 

Blue Mosque. In 1928, Mohammad Ali Tarbiat the mayor of the city built the second street, 

which passed from Nobar Borough towards the main core of Tabriz an in to the bazaar. It caused 

the southern part to become split. At the same time, the mayor built other streets such as 

Southern Artesh St., Ferdovsi, Monajjem, Khāghāni and Mansour from 1928 to 1931. Southern 

Artesh St. ruined the eastern parts of the Khiyābān gate, Monajjem St. ruined Gajil gate, and 

Khāghāni St. ruined the eastern parts of the Khiyābān Gate and Mashgh Square. Mansour Street, 

although it was out of the compass, but totally cleaved the Mansour borough and reached to 

Mehrānroud. Shāhbakhti Street was built at the end of 1931 and early 1932. Mansour St. 

connected Ferdowsi Street to the beginning of southern Shāhpour St. From 1941 to 1946 due to 

the Second World War, urban construction stopped in Tabriz like most other cities. At the 

beginning of 1950 during the time of Mohammd Rezā Pahlavi, Shahnaz Street was opened from 

Lilavar Borough towards the north. Its southern part advanced towards Miār Miār Gate, and its 
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style went under intensive changes.  Dārāyi Street was opened from Shāh Bakhti Street to the 

southern ends of the Meidān Mehrānroud River. The extension of Khāghāni Street in the 

northern part of the river was constructed up until the central part of the Sorkhāb Borough and 

was called Seghetol Islām. Shams Tabrizi Street, which is the Northern East-West Street, passing 

through the Davachi Borough, connected Seghetol Islam Street to Monajjem Street. At the same 

time, Melale Mottahed Street was connected from the northeast corner of the Golestān (Fajr) 

Park to Shams Tabrizi Street. From the early 1960s and the status of Tabriz changed and city 

started to become industrial and prosperous. Universities, Machine Manufacturing Factories, 

Tractor Manufacturing Factories, Diesel Manufacturing Factories, new power and water plants 

along with various other industrial areas were established. The development has continued to the 

modern day. It is one of the most industrial locations within the country as is evident by the 

existence of numerous factories. 

 



JUSTIFICATION FOR INSCRIPTION 
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3. a. Criteria under which inscription is proposed (and justification for 

inscription under these criteria) 

Bazaar in Iran  

Bazaar is a specified area, in authority of a particular group of people that - 

individually or in groups- carry on business, proportionate to their craft and supply and 

demand in the society. 206   

The word "bazaar" refers to "wāzār", which is an ancient Persian word. This word, 

bazaar, has been transferred into many countries. A study of the usage of the word "bazaar" 

since ancient times reveals the economic exchanges between Persia and other countries. The 

traditional Persian bazaar is a highly organized commercial and financial center of the city. 

Linked to the mosque, the seminary (madreseh), the religious space (hoseyniyyeh), the 

caravansary, and the bathhouse (hammām), (Khānsari and Yāvari, 1987) Bazaar is a cultural, 

social, commercial, educational and sanitarian area. The bazaar has been the heart of the 

Iranian town. In most towns the bazaar is a covered street (Rāste), or series of streets with 

small shops (Hojre). Bazaar may contain the shops of cloth and apparel dealers; carpet makers 

and merchants; the workshops of artisans making goods of copper, brass, leather, cotton, and 

wool. 

 Mass is mixed with open space in traditional Bazaar and several central courtyards 

containing Green space, wells of water and trees in them. The Bazaar courtyards regulate the 

light and weather and help the circulation of air and the livability of space.207 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex is a most complete commercial-cultural system. 

With the largest integrated covered architectural body, including the most various architectural 

spaces and the most sustainable social-economical structure within the world's Bazaars, it is 

suggested for inscription in the "world heritage list" under criteria (ii),(iii) &(iv). 

 

Criterion II: to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time 

or within a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology, 

monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design: 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex has been one of the most important international 

commercial centers along the Silk Road in antiquity. Due to the location and commercial 

                                                 
206 www.encyclopaediaislamica.com 
207  Mohammad Moradi ,Asghar and Nassabi Fatemeh(2007) " Bazaar of Tabriz; a sustainable architecture and 

urban area in   Iran" available in  www.enhr2007rotterdam.nl 
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importance of the complex, it has been considered as one of the largest and most important 

commercial centers between the West and East for many centuries. The Silk roads most vital 

life force has been the trade caravan's route from West to East and vice versa. It starts from 

China and beyond and extends to Tabriz. It has turned this city into a main commercial hub. 

The widened communication and interactions of the East and West are the main factor 

of the traditional and long living Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex since its antiquity, while it 

also allows the bazaar of Tabriz to show off in the world's markets as the largest trade-cultural 

center. It also contains the widest integrated architectural body, the most varied architectural 

areas, and the most sustainable social-economical structure. Due to its commercial prosperity 

and longevity, its primary setting has been immovable during history, even after horrible 

earthquakes. It has been the center of exchange for popular goods, such as Tabriz carpets, 

leather goods and dried fruits, whose production and distribution's cycle occur totally within 

the bazaar, in such a manner, that tourists are frequently surprised at how it is still alive and 

active.208  

 

Criterion III: to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition 

or to a civilization that is living or which has disappeared. 

The Bazaar of Tabriz developed from at least the early centuries of the Islamic era into 

an integrated social system taking responsibility of all management tasks and controlling any 

proposed changes within the complex. This cultural tradition has survived until the present 

time without being negatively affected by tourism or modern commercial systems, but rather 

maintaining its traditional values and character.  

Tabriz Bazaar, as a very important cultural-economical complex has many various 

guilds and careers due to the presence of numerous people with various cultures. There are 

many social and cultural interactions within this complex. The Presence of numerous people in 

this bazaar and their interactions, has created a certain and unique culture, which is one of the 

most remarkable features of this complex.  

This complex is one of the most complete and socially organized among the world's 

bazaars, and its social management has continued until now. It has the most suitable social-

economical system because people had an essential role in its construction, preservation, and 

restoration within its lifetime. 

                                                 
208 There are some information about the route of silk roads in the world, in Persia (Iran) and the situation of 

Tabriz along it, in the ouv section.  
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In addition, Tabriz Bazaar has also had a commercial and economical function in 

cultural and social aspects. It has had a central role for the disseminating of cultural views, 

because a strong industry has been established in the bazaar and conveyed to students and 

children. 

Tabriz complex is an integrated system, which has been constructed through a 

neighborhood of various elements. 

In fact, due to the bazaar's multitude of disciplines, human relationships have turned 

this complex into one of the most perfect commercial–cultural complexes in the world, which 

contains commercial centers, schools, mosques, baths and libraries.  

A variety of transactions and social activities within the bazaar of Tabriz are 

considered as special and unique features in such a manner that we can see the appearance of 

transactions and social activities within various and integrated architectures. This has resulted 

into one of the best examples of bazaar architecture in the world. 

Tabriz Historical Complex, as a complete social structure, is involved in the 

social, political, and cultural interactions of the city of Tabriz in addition to Iran as a 

whole. 

The Bazaar of Tabriz has many different functions including: 

-commercial 

-social 

-Cultural-religious 

-Historical-political209 

 

Criterion (IV): To be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or 

technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human 

history. 

 

Tabriz Bazaar is an outstanding example of an Islamic Bazaar due to its prominent 

characteristics. 

− Tabriz Bazaar is a multi functioned complex gathered into an integrated architectural 

structure that has been shaped by the economy within the city. Various Mosques, schools, 

hammāms, libraries, shrines, tombs, yakhchāls (ice houses) and squares are gathered 

                                                 
209 There are more descriptions in ouv section.  
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within various shops, workshops , timches and karevansaras (commercial places) in the 

same area. 

− Masses and open spaces are properly interrelated within the Tabriz Bazaar. Central 

courtyards help to regulate the air and light in the interior spaces. Regarding earthquakes, 

these open spaces provide places of escape.   

− Tabriz Bazaar is the largest brick structure formed by several smaller structures. Each 

building in Tabriz Bazaar has been constructed with a special care. 

Structurally, all single buildings of the bazaar are connected to each other and act as a 

single integrated structure. Due to this integrity, the bazaars structure acts as an anti 

seismic safety system. 

− The best way of utilizing the bridges that link the northern areas of the city and bazaar to 

the southern areas, can be seen in pol-bazaar (bazaar on the bridge). This phenomenon is 

also a prototype.  

− Sahib-ābād Square is one of the earliest squares of Iran. It was a military square during the 

time of Hasan Padshāh (15th Century AD) and it gradually became the main square of the 

city with the government buildings being established around it.210 This square is a 

prototype for Safavid style squares211 like naghshe-jahān (17th Century AD) Square in 

Isfahan and Ganj-ali-khān (17th Century AD) Square in Kerman. 

 

 

 

                                                 

210Omrani behruz and aminan mohamad,Excavation in sahib-al-amr square and hasan padshah complex ,journal 
of humanities,isfahan university ,no50(p91-118) 

211 Habibi,mohsen(1380)De la cite a la ville(p93)  
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3. b. Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 

The Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex is embodied with a largest integrated, covered 

brick structure and is the greate economical-social system. Due to its strategical setting along 

the silkroad, it has had strong interaction with other cultures in the world, from antiquity until 

the present.  

Tabriz bazaar has effected economical, cultural and political movements in iran and 

has been a prototype for persian urban planing. 
 

Criterion II: 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex is one of the most important international 

commercial centers on the path of the Silk Road. Due to the location of this complex, it has 

been considered one of the largest and most important commercial centers of the West and 

East for many centuries. The Silk Road’s most important lifeline has been the trade caravan's 

route from West to east and vice versa. It has spread from China and beyond to Tabriz, and 

has turned the city into a main commercial hub. The old city of Tabriz had many gates, which 

connected the city to other important cities (map 3) while showing the wide-ranging 

communications within the city. Silk Road trade has been establishing throughout Tabriz. The 

connections extend from beyond Caucasia to Arab countries and include other areas such as 

the Middle East, Africa, Istanbul and many European countries. The Silk road route was the 

most important connection way between Mesopotamia and china throughout ancient world 

and connected eastern and western nations for 4000 years. It was a way for exchanging 

thoughts and religions while exchanging goods (especially silk). Studying the route of the Silk 

Road shows that cities on the Silk Road became more popular and had a higher tendency for 

commercial prosperity. The Silk Road's route in Persia was divided into two routes. After Rey, 

which the secondary route passed through Tabriz, but in this period of history, due to various 

reasons (that will describe in next pages) this route was turned into the most important road in 

Persia and it was the main factor for Tabriz commercial prosperity.        

These wide communications and interactions of the East and West are the central 

factor of traditional long living of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex for many centuries, and it 

allows the bazaar of Tabriz to show off in the world's markets as the largest trade-cultural 

center, with the widest covered architectural body, the most miscellaneous architectural areas, 

and the most sustainable social-economical structure. Due to the commercial prosperity and 

traditional long living Tabriz bazaar, its primary setting has been immovable during history, 
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even after various horrible earthquakes. It has been the center of exchanging the popular 

goods, such as Tabriz carpets, leather goods, and dried fruits, whose production and 

distribution cycles occur totally within the bazaar, in such a manner that tourists have been 

surprised, and now it is still alive and active. Identifying historical, traditional and cultural 

values of Tabriz bazaar as one of the best alive and active terminals of Silk Road and keeping 

it, will help increasingly to survive and recreate the overlooked traditions of the most 

important road, which join west to east in ancient world.  
 

Silk Road 
The Silk Road, or Silk Routes, is an extensive interconnected network of trade routes 

across the Asian continent connecting East, South, and Western Asia with the Mediterranean 

world, including North Africa and Europe. The so-called "Silk Routes" were not only conduits 

for silk, but for many other products and were also very important paths for cultural and 

technological transmission by linking traders, merchants, pilgrims, monks, soldiers, nomads 

and urban dwellers from China to the Mediterranean Sea for thousands of years.  

These routes enabled various peoples to transport trade goods and luxuries such as silk, 

satins, musk, rubies, diamonds, pearls and rhubarb. Not only were materialistic goods spread 

along the silk roads but thoughts, ideas, diseases, and cultures traveled along the routes as well 

resulting in a very far-reaching land based trade network unparallel in the ancient world.[2] The 

vast network encompassed different parts of China, India, and Asia Minor and the 

Mediterranean, extending over 8,000 km (5,000 miles). The Silk Road was a significant factor 

in the development of various great civilizations including China, India, Egypt, Persia, Arabia, 

Rome, and the Byzantines while also helping to lay the foundations for the modern world in 

several respects. 

 The term “Silk Road” implies a continuous journey yet very few travelers traveled the 

route from end to end. For the most part, goods were transported by a series of agents on 

varying routes and trade took place in the bustling mercantile markets of the large cities and 

oasis towns212. 

 

                                                 
212  From: “www.wikipedia.com” 
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The following maps show the route of the Silk Road throughout various time periods 

along with the position of Tabriz among them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.194. The silk roads in Antiquity from 2ndcentury BC to 4th century AD 

Fig.196. The silk roads in Antiquity from 13th century AD to 16th century AD 

Fig.195. The silk roads in Antiquity from 5th century AD to beg of 13th century AD 
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Silk Road's route in the Iranian Plateau: 

Some parts of the Silk Road which pass through the Iranian Plateau have always 

existed in Chinese and Roman inscriptions because of the natural situation in around of the 

Iranian Plateau had created an important path for commercial caravans. Passengers of the Silk 

Roads after entering the Iranian Plateau arrived in Hecatompylos city or Hezārdarvaze and 

then Rey.  

The Silk Road's route was divided into two routes after Rey, in which the Northern 

route was established during the Sāsānid era, but the original route which had been turned 

into the Southern route, led to the center of the province of Mad (Ekbātān). After passing 

through the Zagros Mountains, the road entered into the Mesopotamia plain. This road was 

the most popular and important internal roads in Iran. Records of ancient buildings in this 

road denote that every city along this rout became more popular."  

Northern routes which led to Azerbaijan through Ray and then to Armenia, caused 

commercial prosperity in Armenian cities along its secondary routes, which joined to the 

transition centers of Devin, Tignoserat, Arzroom, Ertashat, then led to Bizans and Asia 

Minor's cities. 

In various sources, branches of the Northern route has been mentioned in the times of 

the Sāsānids and Ekbātān has been mentioned in the times of the Ilkhani reign. In some 

periods, such as the Ilkhāni's reign which was contemporary with Marko Polo's journey, this 

route became popular due to the insecurity of original road. 

  

Silk Road's route in Northwest of Iran: 

Because this road at northern part of Iran was difficult to pass, it was considered as a 

secondary route. Due to both mountainous areas and cold, this area was covered with snow in 

the most months of the year, and passing through it became virtually impossible.  

Yet, when Mesopotamia at some historical period was involved in the war, this route 

became popular. After the Sāsānid era, its popularity was due to the Ilkhāni's reign, because 

of the area's security and that Marāghe was the capital. Therefore, it turned this road into the 

main highway in the Iranian Plateau. 
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Old city of Tabriz has had various gates, which connected this city to other important 

cities (Fig. 198), and show the wide ranging communications in this city. Some gates are 

named, and have the same old functions such as Istanbul Gate. In continuous, moreover 

showing Tabriz's map, and old gates' situations, we address the historical documentations at 

this field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tabriz 

Fig.197. Silk Road in Iran and the situation of Tabriz on the Silk Road 

Shotorban 
gate,to caucasia 

Sorkhsb gate 

Baghmishe 
gate,to ardabil 

Khiaban gate,to 
Tehran  

Gajil 
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Baghdad  

 Istanbul gate,to 
Istanbul 

nobar gate 

mahad-mahin gate 

Fig.198. The situation of historical gates of Tabriz old city 
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1. Istanbul gate    to Istanbul and then European country   

2. Davachi(Shotorbān) gate      to Baku(Azerbaijan)  

3. Sorkhāb gate 

4. Bāghmishe gate    to Rey and then East Asia 

5. Khiābān gate 

6. Nobar gate                                   

7. Mahadmahin gate   

8. Gajil gate     to Baghdad, Arabia and Africa  

 

The historical documentations refer to several gates of historical city of Tabriz and 

wide communications of this city.   

Odoric, catholic priest from Pordnon visited Tabriz in the time of King Aboosaid 

Bahādorkhān, and went to China through Tabriz and returned through Hormoz and Baghdad. 

Ebn-e-Batouteh has described Tabriz Market as full of goods, prosperous and one of 

the best markets of the world and he wrote: “The next day we entered Tabriz city through the 

Baghdad gate and we got to a big market called “Ghazan Bazaar”. That was the best bazaar I 

had ever seen in all cities of the world. 

There is some more documentation about these gates, which include Istanbul Gate, 

Baku Gate, and Baghdad Gate in the history section of Tabriz Bazaar.     

The situation of the historical Bazaar of Tabriz, on the way of the Silk Road is the 

main reason of its popularity, even after various horrible earthquakes.  

Tabriz Bazaar's main Rāstehs, which were along the main roads and led to the city's 

central gates in the past, have kept their position to the current day. 
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Commercial relationships of Tabriz city with other main cities of the world, and 

cultural transactions, led to various effects on global values from east to west, and the 

existence of this bazaar is essential for trading such big volume of goods. This bazaar had 

such an economical prosperity that tourists were surprised at the multiplicity of the 

Caravansara in this complex and profitable economy. Also, it has had global popularity for 

trading the unique goods such as Tabriz carpet, silk textile and clothing, dried fruits as 

tourists say followings in this regard: 

 

Marco polo:   

Descriptions: Tabriz's inhabitants provide their expenses through trading various 

goods. Tabriz's products include all kind of silk, some simbaft and some gold cloths. You can 

find all sorts of precious stones in this city. Businessmen, who are trading there, will obtain 

remarkable profit. 

 

Yaghoot Hamavi:  

Descriptions: You can find all kind of fruits in this city. I had not seen such a 

delicious and clean apricot anywhere, rather Tabriz, which is called Moosel". 

They produce stain prayer rugs from "woolen" textiles and export them to other cities 

in the west and east. 

 

Fig.199. Today's setting of bazaar  Fig.200. Setting of bazaar in Safavid period 
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Ebne Batoote:  

Descriptions: We entered Tabriz through Baghdad gate, and arrived at GhazanKhan 

Bazaar. It was the best bazaar, I ever seen in the world. Each of craftsmen had a special place. 

I entered into Jewelry Bazaar; I was dazzled by seeing so much jewelry. Nice servants with 

sumptuous dress, and a silk shawls wound around their waist. They stood nearby their master, 

and showed the jewelries to the Turkish Women. 
 

Kareri:  

Descriptions: After watching Caravansara and Zarābkhāne, we visited popular place 

is titled Gheisarieh. This building has high and big dome and it is a commercial center for 

businessmen. You can find the most precious goods there. Bazaar of goldsmiths is next to the 

Gheisarieh.  
 

Chardon:             

Descriptions: The most exquisite and glossiest bazaar in Tabriz is the bazaar in which 

all kind of jewelry is traded. It is titled Gheisarieh, which means king's bazaar. It's very wide 

and in Octagon shape. It was constructed (in 850 A.H.) by the order of Uzoon Hasan whose 

reign was in Tabriz. 
  

Tavarnieh:             

Descriptions: Here, wine and water of life and in fact all kind of goods is accessible to 

the customers inexpensively are present. In Tabriz, money is exchanged more than anywhere 

in the world. Many Armenian families have been affluent through trading there. … Tabriz 

has numerous and glossy bazaars.213 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                 
213 There are more descriptions in history section of Tabriz bazaar. 
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Criterion III: 

Tabriz Bazaar as a perfect sample of trade complex has been a place for various 

opinions' transactions and was a center for social activities. This complex has the best perfect 

social organizations in the world and its social management has lasted up to now. The Bazaar 

of Tabriz is the best social-economical system, because people have had a main role in 

establishing, conservation and restoration of the Bazaar. (People's contribution).  

Tabriz complex is an integrated system, which has been constructed through a 

neighborhood of various elements. 

In fact, due to bazaar's multidiscipline, human's relationships have been facilitated and 

turned this complex into the perfect commercial–cultural complex in the world, which 

contains commercial centers, schools, mosques, baths and libraries.  

A variety of transactions and social activities of the bazaar of Tabriz is considered as 

au unique, in such a manner that we can see the appearance of transactions and social 

activities in various and integrated architecture, which has been turned it into the best design 

of bazaar architecture in the world. 

The Bazaar's area has been impressed by the religious beliefs of the society's ideology 

who wish for freedom, avoiding deceit, hypocrisy and selecting the best ones.  The central 

goal of society of Iranian-Islamic Bazaar, is gaining the most legitimate profit through trading 

which is gleamed in its architectural body and various special variety. Sparkled by the 

physical frame of the bazaar, is cultural and religious spirit of the bazaar, which turned it into 

a holy place. Existence of several schools and mosques in this complex shows that merchants 

keep their religious belief during all processes of trade. Close relationship between schools, 

mosques and commercial spaces in Tabriz bazaar is unique relative to the rest of the world. 
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Functions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

Trade Functions of historical bazaar complex: 

Bazaar of Tabriz is the best center for business. In fact, it is the best place for 

producing and distributing the goods, and the most suitable social-economical system. 

Social and architectural Structure of Tabriz Bazaar, in their interactions, draws the 

social relations in the best way.214  

                                                 
214 Merchants are put in one guild and next to each other: 

- establishing competitive place for whom to supply the best goods. 
-The possibility of comparing the goods for customers. 
Unity of original bazaar cover(ceiling) and near relationship between merchants and distributors:  
- Causing competition between sellers, in order to offer the goods inexpensively. 

Fig. 201. These two diagrams show the relationship between the 
commerce and religion in the bazaar of Tabriz. 
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Commercial functions of Bazaar of Tabriz are as follows: 

1- sale: it contains wholesale or retail 

2- Administrative- economical: The organizations, which are in the service of commerce 

directly, such as commercial centers and banks 

3- Private occupations: Occupations, which are in the service of commerce directly, such as 

dealerships. 

4- Workshops: This part is in the service of commerce directly and has following functions: 

1- Industrial work 

2- Repair 

3-packing and distributing 

5- Stocking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                                                                                                        

-Existence of perfect competition in the bazaar among producers for submitting cheapest goods. 
Logical distance between the shops of two sides of the guild:   

-Collaboration and comprehension's feel between two guilds.   
-The possibility of seeing the products of two guilds by one passing. 

 

fig. 202.  The groups which are establishing the social structure of bazaar of 

Tabriz have been acting since long time ago. 
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Other serving occupations, which make profit for commercial bazaars, are as follow:   

Moneychangers, dealers, peddlers, Mirzas (secretary), students of chambers, clerks, banks, 

police 
 

Merchants: 

The most important group of bazaars is the merchants, who are richer than other 

groups of bazaar. Older generation of merchants have had long recorded and experienced 

prosperity in the bazaar, and have high respect and social position within the bazaar. 

Merchants are purchasing and selling goods. Due to their affluence and position, they are able 

to enter any field, hence do not have any guild. We can say that specializing in trade, began 

from retailers, but what can be distinguished merchants from each other is their type of trade 

and religion.  
 

Wholesale dealer: 

Wholesale dealers are put in the second situation of the Bazaars' groups, which are 

connecting the supply and not contemporary to the demand of the bazaar. In fact, they are 

strong suppliers in the country, especially in the townships, and they are central to the 

economy of a bazaar, and their role in the economy is crucial. Hence, they have a central role 

in social and political changes and celebrities. Wholesalers, who are traditional and very 

pious in doing religious duties, play a central role in social and economical aspects in the 

bazaar. Their permanent presence in the depth of a bazaar makes this role more significant.  
 

Retailer: 

Retailers will organize the third group of a bazaar, and have experience in the special 

field and trade special good. In fact specializing in occupations began from retailers. They are 

expert in purchasing and selling special good, and purchase the product from a wholesaler 

and sell it at some profit. Retailers are middle class people, and become coordinated with the 

culture and the bazaar's tradition, participate in social and political living of the bazaar, have 

coordinated behaviors toward groups, and try to act conservatively.  
 

Dealers: 

This group is the cleverest traders and has multilateral activities. They are expert in 

their occupation and each one has specialty in one or two fields. They are responsible for 

finding customers, establishing the transactions, determining the terms and conditions and 

concluding the contract. Some times, they undertake supply guarantees and even have their 

own private banks. Administering the bazaar was dependant on dealers. This group is very 

aware of the method of the bazaar. Some times bankrupt traders enter this occupation due to 
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their useful information. These known people attend in many transactions, and less 

transaction will be done without their presence. Although dealers are aquatinted with laws of 

market, due to their multilateral activities, they are less dependent in tradition and use 

tradition as a tool for proceeding their transactions. This group writes all specifications of the 

transaction, product name, price, method of sale and purchase on it, even register the name of 

buyer and seller, seal, signature and fingerprint in his notebook.   

This notebook is valid and it is confirmable in trade courts. Although, the demand of 

dealers is known, they do not have good popularity and traders do not rely on them. 
 

Moneychangers: 

Moneychangers are in the same position as traders. Although dividend is prohibited in 

Islam the dealer's occupation is accepted. Many people are dealing in the bazaar especially in 

the profitable times. 
 

Mirzas (Secretaries): 

Tasks like registering sale and purchase is in charge of secretaries. These groups 

profited, but some times a percentage would be paid to them as commission. Paying this 

amount is not permanent custom, and depends on the agreement between trader and 

secretary.  

In the last decades, secretaries and plain clerks were the only persons who knew to write and 

read, and this matter, kept them away from the traditional world.  Secretaries are not traders, 

even though they are included in organizing groups. 
 

Warehousemen: 

Warehousemen keep one or some stocks in the bazaar or sides of it. They live in the 

bazaar due to the type of their occupation. The storage charge is hereditary, and there are 

families who have done this occupation for years from generation to generation. Some times 

porters of a bazaar will be promoted to Warehouseman after hard efforts and gaining 

confidence. The essential condition for becoming a warehouseman is confidence, even if they 

have another religion except Islam. They are responsible for the existing and entering the 

goods through arcades. Their setting is in Front of each arcade, there are Warehousemen in 

numbers of Timches' (arcade) doors. These people are appointed among clever and skillful 

people, because the traders entrusted their wealth to them and depending on the importance 

of the Timche (arcade), some workers, porters and packing men work for him.  In bazaar of 

Tabriz, Warehousemen are called "Odābāshi". 
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The porters: Passing any vehicle through Bazaar is impossible, due to its structure and 

architectural form, so, carrying the goods done by people whose occupations are porters, you 

can see any age among them.215 

 
 

Social function of Tabriz Bazaar: 

The Relationship of social affairs with commerce was in such a manner that, in 

addition to economical activities in the bazaar; it was a center for political and cultural 

activities too. Traders were always an integrated community, who negotiate about social 

matters with their own beliefs. Tabriz bazaar is a perfect sample of trade complex has been a 

place for opinions' transactions and was a center for social activities. 

In the cultural and social aspect, the bazaar of Tabriz has been a large center for 

broadcasting news. News and information was entered main bazaar from all religious, 

educational, administrative, economical centers such as (Jāme Mosque), (religious schools), 

(government), (guilds, chambers). Neighborhood of chambers and lack of windows and 

doors, (inner bazaar), has made traders very intimate. Here, we can see effect of architecture's 

frame on establishing the social interactions. Establishing all kind of social and common 

ceremonies such as celebrities and mourning in bazaar: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
215 More explanation has been submitted in anthropology's section.  

 

fig. 203. Social ceremonies in Tabriz bazaar 
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Official decorating of a bazaar, on the occasion of happy celebrations, religious and 

national ceremonies, and entertaining the foreign guests, increases the bazaar's importance. 

Bazaar of Tabriz as the most important cultural-economical complex has many various guilds 

and occupations, and due to the presence of numerous people with various cultures, there are 

many social and cultural interactions in this complex. The presence of numerous people in 

this bazaar and their interactions, has created certain and unique culture, which is one of the 

remarkable features of this complex.  

Bazaar of Tabriz as an economical and social system follows the City's social model. 

This means that establishing both social system and spatial structure, leads to a social 

environment which affects the individual and public behavior and effects individual and 

public characteristics. On the other hand, bazaar of Tabriz is a place for interaction of 

opinions and encountering the various customs, which have affected each other. This 

affecting and relationship in a traditional society organizes a potential power which joins 

cultural, social and historical fields, and also makes spiritual and cultural spaces. In studying 

and surveying the bazaar and its behavior, we can find that religion and family has a 

significant role in the activity of the bazaar. 

By the side of an economical aspect of the bazaar, religions role is very determinant. 

The existence of mosques, religious schools, shrines in the bazaar, certify this claim that 

traders always keep their religious and cultural aspects and respect them.  When somebody 

enters a bazaar, space and environment affects him/her, in such a manner that he has entered 

a holy place. This religious spirit makes him to respect all ritual affairs, as Helen Wolf 

indicates that the architecture's style of Islamic Bazaars are taken from  Mithraism temples, 

and they are common and necessary to silence and tranquility for saying prayer. Kinship is 

also one of the main factor for joining people and traders, in order to reach confidence and 

tranquility. Moreover, Bazaar of Tabriz have had a commercial and economical function in 

cultural and social aspects, it has a central role for disseminating the cultural views, because 

industry has been established in the bazaar and conveyed to students and children. Also, the 

bazaar's cultural features conveyed to homes, alleys and towns and broadcasted the culture 

and living society. Therefore, we can say that admitting the culture is dependent on the 

bazaar and this large community has had a central role in creating the culture. Bazaar of 

Tabriz is considered as the core and heart of Tabriz, which has been outlined by effect of 

environment's ideology and constructors' interests. It lasted in the course of its historical 

evolution in terms of economical and social parities, and each time, it had changed the basis 
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of demand. Therefore, we find out architectural body of bazaar has been organized on the 

basis of various necessities and conditions. 
 
 

Social sustainability In Tabriz bazaar: 

- Social self determination and cultural diversity. 

- being compatible with local community. 

- Protection and promote of human health trough a healthy and safe working environment. 

- Existing of mixed land uses in the bazaar complex that help to social sustainability. 
   

Religious and cultural function of bazaar: 

Religion has been one of the most determinant factors in social relationships. Eastern guilds, 

in the aspect of cities' morphology, and setting of bazaar near the mosques had an intimate 

relationship with the clergies. The original center of religious activities was at Jami Mosque, 

which is usually located in the bazaar or the length of its original road. Bazaars had an 

intimate and social relationship with Jami Mosques which were the spiritual centers of the 

city. The neighboring Jami Mosque bazaar shows the relationship of religion and trade. 

While one of the unique and significant matters regarding the bazaar of Tabriz is that there 

are many mosques in this complex, which have been active since long time ago. There are 28 

mosques in this complex, which support this religious –cultural relationship.  

The Presences of numerous people from various groups of townsmen, villagers, shopkeepers 

union have caused social and cultural interactions in the bazaar. We can consider Tabriz 

bazaar as the center of cultural interactions and the most significant place for investigating 

cultural and social characteristics, because although many revolutions have occurred in this 

territory, the bazaar always defends the cultural values. The Bazaar, as a cultural congress has 

been the place of encountering the various cultural ethnics and was a center of languages, 

dialects and cultures. This ancient center is one of the main centers, which several religion 

and languages have been encountered. 
   

Historical and political functions: 

Although the bazaar of Tabriz does not have a political structure, it always has intervened in 

political or social affairs.  

"Fighting against dictatorship and colonization emerged since end of 13th and first of 14th 

century. It was a beginning of the challenging of traders which lasted one century."216 

                                                 
216 Ashraf , Ahmad, 1359, page 106 
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In this regard, the bazaar of Tabriz with economical potential power, showed significant 

political possibilities and that Islamic belief could be one of the strong political, social and 

economical bases of urban living in Iran.217 
 

Criterion IV: 

In the bazaar of Tabriz, architectural spaces have gathered and formed an integrated brick 

structure. This architectural–urban phenomenon is a creative response to commercial, 

religious and cultural demands of a society and is consistent with geographical, ecological 

territory. 

The bazaar complex, containing streets connecting areas of the city to each other. 

Chāhārsughs (intersection of bazaar streets), Caravansaries and Timches (court yards in 

bazaar) form the general structure of a  Persian traditional city. 

On the other hand, the bazaar of Tabriz was the most significant communication center 

within the city that people not only trade the goods there, but, news and advertisements were 

spread there and reached the people. 

The bazaar area was not only allocated to the trade218, but embodied some key factors such as 

Jami mosque, religious schools, bathhouses, Ghahvekhānes (traditional tea house) and other 

important urban facilities public an governmental areas 219. (Map No. IV) 

In the bazaar of Tabriz, Blue Mosque and Jāme Masque, which are two of the most important 

mosques of the city in addition to 17 Mosques, 5 Madrases (schools) , 4 Hammāms, 2 

Libraries and 1 Zurkhāne (place for Iranian traditional sport) are gathered together with 

shops, workshops, Timches and Caravansaries in the same area. 

In addition, main Ghanāts (Aqueducts) of the city passed through the bazaar. The water of 

bathes and caravans of bazaar were supplied through this aqueduct220.  

Therefore, the bazaar was the most significant area in the social living spaces, which joined 

important cultural, economical and political centers sand turned into an essential road of the 

city and any movement in the bazaar was conveyed to the other parts of the city. 

Tabriz city has been destroyed by earthquakes many times and because of the commercial 

importance of Tabriz bazaar, after each earthquake, 

                                                                                                                                                        
 

217 More explanations in this regard has been submitted in the section of bazaar's description. 
218 Commercial functions of bazaar of Tabriz include: sale, administrative-economical function (organizations 

are in service of trade directly such as trade centers and banks) and workshops( industrial, repairing, packing 
and distributing) and warehouses (for more information, you can refer to bazaar's description page. 81) 

219 for more information, you can refer to bazaar's description pages 113 -152 
220 today , the ghanats of tabriz are dried. 
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The city and its bazaar were reconstructed in the same location as before. 

After each deadly earthquake, building the city rampart was the first measure of the 

governors of the city in order to protect the bazaar.221  

The people of Tabriz reconstructed the bazaar before constructing their own houses. This 

proves the vital role of the bazaar for the city. 

Each building in the bazaar of Tabriz is constructed with a structural technique appropriate to 

the climate and geography of Tabriz. 
The construction techniques used in buildings of the Tabriz bazaar are different from 

techniques in other regions of Iran.222 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
221 for mor information you can refer to: zaka,yahya, earthquakes of tabriz,(p.115) 
222 for mor information you can refer to the results of the research(structure of tabriz bazaar),Shahid beheshti 
university,Tehran. 

Fig. 204. Hāj-Mohammad-Qoli timche 
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On the other hand, all of single structures that form the entire structure of the grand 

bazaar are working together as an integrated system. This quality provides more safety in 

time of earthquake.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.205. Mass and open space are properly interrelated in Tabriz bazaar.  In 
the case of earthquakes or conflagration, the central courtyard provides 
places to escape.   
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The Bazaar of Tabriz has taken up a wide space, and considered as the largest roofed 

structure built by humans. Due to increasing demand of space, the bazaar was developed 

towards Mehrānroud River.223  

The northern areas of the bazaar were connected to the southern bazaar by tow brigs. The 

most creative usage of these bridges can be seen in Pol-Bazaars (bazaars on the bridges). 

Existence of bazaars' bridge in the past is proved by handmade design of tourists and old 

maps224. 

Documents related to Tabriz's flood225 contain a map of Tabriz and the Mehrānroud River 

along with houses, buildings, this document also includes twelve hand made designs showing 

buildings of the city as well as the tow Pol-bazaars. 

This map was designed by Mohammad-Ebn-Iraj-Ghājār, which was prepared in order to 

calculate the losses of the flood in 19th AD by the order of Fathali Khān, the governor of the 

city.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We can see another sketches in the travel account of Fred Richards226 in 1931AD. These 

images only show one of the bridges, which is near to the Sahib-al-amr mosque. In Fred 

Richards's original book, you can see the following images described as "bazaar on the 

bridge, Tabriz" 

 
                                                 
223 for more information, you can refer to bazaar's description pages 427 
224 for more information, you can refer to the bridges' section of bazaar's description pages 429 
225 original document is in archive of Iranian historical studies institution 
226 Fred Richards has visited Tabriz in hid journey. (In 1310-1931 A.H.) 

Fig. 207. Pol-bazaars on the Aji-
chai River 

Fig.206 .Pol-bazaars of 
shoemakers (Eastern) along the 

Yemen-duzan bazaar. 
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"The two sides of the river, which flow near the bazaar, its flood is popular, and streets 

leading to the bazaar are widened and repaired while a dam has been constructed. Persian 

Bazaars are one of the finest and most populated places. One of the most attractive parts of 

the city is the bridge which joins the bazaar to the square."227 

In the map of (Gharachi Dāghi), and (Asadolā Khān)228, we see the place of bridges labeled 

as bazaar legend. 

The map of (Gharachi Dāghi) was prepared in 1297 A. H. and map of (Asadolā Khān) in 

1327 A. H. is also shown. These two old maps indicate the existence of a bridge in modern 

times (19th AD.). 

According to studies229, on the Pol-bazaars (bazaars on bridges), we can say that these two 

bridges are built during the reign of Naser-al-din Shah230. With reference to Fred Richards's 

handmade design, and comparing it with handmade designs of Tabriz's flood, we can reach 

the conclusion that one of these bridges has been destroyed during Tabriz's flood (1288 

Hejira-1870 A. D.) until Fred Richards's journey (1310 Hejira – 1931 A.D.) while another 

one did not last for a long time. 

 

 

                                                 
227 Fred Richards's  travel account, translated by Mahindokht Saba, cultural and science Publication Company, 

second publication, 1379, page 315  
228 These maps are prepared in 19th century by government officials, Gharachi Daghi and Asadola Khan . 
229 description of done surveys, has been gathered in Tabriz historical bazaar complex, page 432  
230 King of Ghājār, 18th century A.D 

Fig. 208. Fred Richards sketch -The bazaar on the bridge 
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In recent years, the City Development Organization of Tabriz, decided to execute 

plans which make profit for various parts of bazaar north of river. Northern parts of Tabriz 

Bazaar has increasingly become poorer, because it has been separated from the southern more 

profitable part. Its shops have become less profitable than the southern parts. For the joining 

of these two parts of the bazaar and balancing their values, the best solution seems to be the 

solution that people have long reached, to rebuild Pol-bazaars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.209. The map of Tabriz bazaar (Gharachi Dāghi 19th AD) 

Bazaar 

Caravansary 

Alley 

Fig. 210. The western Pol bazaar, tabriz 
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In addition to constructing the Pol-bazaars of Tabiz as a creative solution for that 

time, nowadays, Iranian architects have taken it as a sample for new Persian bazaars such as 

the bazaar of Ghom (dār-al-shafā bazaar).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combining the bazaar with the governmental square, which has been included in the bazaar 

of Tabriz, is common in many cities of Iran. 

Fig. 211. Dārolshafā bazaar in Ghom (www.archnet .com)  
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A Square (Meydān)231 in the Azerbaijan area (and neighborhood mountainous areas such as 

Kordestan)232 is applied to the place that buildings are constructed in the middle of it or 

around it, contrary to central plateau squares, which have quadrangle sides. 

Sāhib-ābād Square belongs to Āgh-ghuyunlus233 reign in the middle of Safavi's reign 

(18th century A.D). It is a square which was formed by governmental and public buildings 

placed around it and in the middle of it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In other words, Sāhib-ābād Square did not have any frame or wall like "Naghshe Jahān " 

square (17th century A.D) and was defined by gathering important centers like Jami mosque, 

palace, government, schools, hospitals, caravansaras , commercial centers ( such as 

Gheisarie, bazaars), a shrine, a church, mortuaries, and gardens.234 

                                                 
231  (MEYDAN) is a wide space, beside roads or intersections, which has limited area. It has communication, 

social, commercial, sporting, martial functions( Soltan zade,hosein,urban spaces in Persian historical 
districts)  

232 -Due to various weathers, form of architectural and urban areas such as squares in mountainous areas is 
different from central plateau. Although Sahib-Abad has been constructed in a cold region, it has affected 
squares of central plateau very much during an evolution.  

233 Agh-ghuyunlus was from Turkish tribes. Uzoon Hasan ,the agh-ghuyunlu king ruled over  Tabriz in 1469 
A.D. For more information regarding Aghghoulonha and Gharaghoulonha, refer to: Walter Hints, 
establishing the first national government in Iran. 

234 Omrani behruz and aminan mohamad,Excavation in sahib-al-amr square and hasan padshah complex 
,journal of humanities,isfahan university ,no50(p91-118) 

bazaar 
Sahib-abad 

square 

fig. 212. Miniature map of Tabriz, in the time of Shah Tahmaseb Safavi designed by 
Nasooh – metraghchi-Osmani. Bazaar, Joining the main squares and 

complexes and main centers of city of Tabriz. 
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Sahib-ābād square235 was one of the primary squares which were built for military functions 

and the marching of Hasan-pādshāh's army.This square was active in political, cultural, 

military, economical, sporting fields, in its historical period. 

"Recreating the concept of urban planning, started  hear, in Tabriz before the establishing 

Safavi government (in 15th century A.D) in the Ghara-ghuyunlu's237 reign (in 1406 A.D) and 

Āgh- ghuyunlu's reign (in 1469 A.D) 

Besides the construction of a wide square, Ālighāpoo238 gate, Jāmi Mosque, hospital, bazaar 

and mint house (Zarrāb khāneh)239 were all constructed. 

The presence of the first governors in the Safavi reign in Uzoon Hasan’s 240 palace (in 1469 

A.D) was the primary concept of the ideal city. The first reflection of this concept was 

                                                                                                                                                        
 

235 for more information, you can refer to bazaar's description pages 441 
237 Ghara-ghuyunluhā like Āgh- ghuyunlu's was from Turkish tribes, which became dominant on Tabriz before 

Āghghoulonhā. 
238 Ālighapoo is a Turkish word means government's court. 
239 mint house, the place of coining money. 
240 Shah Esmāil was the grandchild of uzoon hasan, and after his father's death grew up in uzoon hasan's palace. 

The building on 
which Sāhib-al-amr 
mosque was 
constructed during 
Ghajar reign 

Some remaining parts of changed 
square, which in Sāhib-al-amr square, 
the courtyard of Sāhib-al-amr mosque 
and Akbarieh School were constructed 
during Ghājār reign 

The square's space 
before changing in the 
Savafi's reign 
(quadrilateral is just for 
showing its dimension) 

Hasan -pādshāh 
Mosque 

King Yaghoob, 
Hasht Behesht 
palace 

fig. 213. Chardin sketch, showing cities' elements 
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revealed in time of Tahmāseb's241 reign when Ghazvin was his capital. The complex of 

square, bazaar and Ālighāpoo is a clear sign of this movement, which has lasted up to now.242 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
241 Shāh Tahmāseb , king of Safavi, in 17th century, appointed Ghazvin as capital and executed the model of 

sahibābād square with some details in Ghazvin. 
242 Habibi,mohsen(1380)De la cite a la ville(p93) 

 

Fig. 214.  Ghazvin city and Āālighapoo in Safavi's reign 
(Ehsan Eshraghi-Ghazvin city-page 322) 
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After the construction of the Ālighāpoo Square in Ghazvin, we can see the effect of 

Sahib-ābād Square in Safavi-styled Squares243  such as Naghsh Jahān square in Isfahan (in 

17th century A.D.) and Ganjalikhān square in Kerman (in 17th century A.D.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
243 Safavied style squares are squares which have been formed by the affect of Sahib-abad square.the first 
square of this style is Alighapu  Square in Ghazvin and the highest point of this style can be seen in Naghsh 
Jahan square of Isfahan. 

  Fig. 215.  Naghsh Jahān square in Isfahan  

Fig. 216. Ganjalikhān square in Kerman  
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3. c. Comparative analysis (including state of conservation of similar 

properties): 

 

Bazaar inside IRAN  

Introduction 

Bazaar in Middle Persian is Wāzār and has been used with compound words like 

wāzārg (businessman), Wāzargān (merchant), Wāzargānie (commercial), Wāzārbod (head of 

bazaar, head merchant) and Rāstāy-i-Wāzār (Rāste bazaar). Bazaar is a Persian word used 

widely in different texts. This word has been used in Pārsik, otherwise known as Sāssāni 

Pahlavi, as the word vicar and its older form in Dari Persian, which is similar to Pahlavi 

Persian, is vajar. 

The word “bazaar” has entered the Arabic, Ottoman Turkish and European Languages 

and has also found its way into India and Ceylon (Sri-Lanka) through their commercial 

relations with Iran. This word is spelled بازار (bazaar) in Arabic, bazar and Pazar in Turkish, 

bazaar in Russian, French, Spanish and Portuguese and English, bazzar in Italian, , basar in 

German, Vāzār in Serbian and Hungarian, and bazaar, bæzar or bæzhar in Indian languages, in 

addition to pazar in Malay Languages. 

This evidence shows that Iranian bazaars have been famous throughout the world and 

the Iranian word “Bazaar” has entered most of the languages in the world.  

Bazaar has various meanings in the modern Persian language, such as: 

1- A place for trading and gathering of businessmen consisting of two series of 

shops opposite of each other. 

2- Reputation, value, cost and prosperity      

3- Goods and merchandise 

Bazaar in modern economic terms means a certain place occupied by various persons 

who trade personally or in groups, according to their profession and supply and demand 

guidelines within their society. In a political economy, the meaning of a bazaar varies based on 

its use and context, such oil bazaar (oil market) and carpet bazaar (carpet market) and in 

geographical context, the meaning of bazaar changes relative to the region, like world bazaar 

(world market) or common bazaar (common market). 

A Citadel, wall, barbican or temple are the common elements of older cities. But a 

Bazaar Complex or Shopping Center (Sogh), which is one of the biggest accomplishments of 
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Islamic civilizations, has no match in the ancient east, Greece, Rome or even in Europe during 

the Middle Ages. 

Liaisons between the Jāme Mosque and a Bazaar, along with the importance of these 

two are evident within the basic structure of an Islamic city. For a long time, the economic and 

social activity, life and to some extent, the political and religious activity of these cities 

emerged and manifested within a bazaar and even until now, the bazaar has maintained its 

position as the center of all activities within a city in the opinion of most people. In Islamic 

cities, bazaars have had a close functional and physical dependence on Jāme Mosques. A Jāme 

Mosque was constructed in a suitable location in the main direction and core of the city due to 

the priority of religious tasks in the area while a bazaar, as the center of livelihood of people 

and guild activities was usually constructed next to Jāme Mosque. Governmental quarters and 

public governmental buildings were also not far from this central core. 

Four different scenarios are distinguishable in a study of the formations of bazaars:  

1. A bazaar was established in the area between two gates of a city like the bazaars 

constructed in Tabriz, Aljazeerā, Cairo, Girvān, Maknas and Rabāt.  

2. A bazaar was established in the area between one gate and the Jāme Mosque of the 

city, or accordingly a palace of the governor, such as is found in Old Fas, Madineh 

and Tāzeh bazaars in Morocco, Tehran and Tunisia.  

3. A Bazaar was established in the direction between two large Mosques and a citadel, 

such as is found in Isfahan, Istanbul and Mecca bazaars.    

4. A Bazaar was established between the Jāme Mosque and citadel or between the 

citadel and one of the city earthworks, or possibly between a port and city center, 

such as is found in Halab, Baghdad, Damascus, Kuwait, Mahdie and Tatvan Bazaars. 

 

An Iranian bazaar is a united and independent complex consisting of shops, timchas, 

caravansaries, squares, religious buildings, baths and other public places. This traditional 

commercial center usually has brick vaults. There are openings in the brick vaults that provide 

light and ventilation along with high ceilings in hot regions to keep the inside cool, such as 

Lar Bazaar, while low ceilings in cold regions prevent heat from escaping and keep the inside 

warm, such as the Tabriz Bazaar Complex.  

There are no residential houses within bazaars so it can be closed on holidays or strikes. 

Most of the domes and hallways are decorated with brick and geometric patterns such as 

Moshir Hall of Shiraz and Mozaffariyya Timcha of Tabriz, while the ceilings of most of the 

passageways are covered with plaster such as Ghom and Yazd bazaars. Usually there is no 
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tiling or mosaic works in bazaar except in transoms of the mosques or other religious 

buildings.  A reasonable harmony has gradually been established between two different 

financial and economic parts of a bazaar and the type of its structure and architecture has been 

established by the passage of time.  

In the larger bazaars of Islamic cities, bodies are formed of components and parts 

connected and stuck to each other. The major and minor passages and lanes (Rāstās) are used 

for retail stores and chambers are used for main business for goods exchanges with other 

countries (import & export). The roofed spaces and complexes (Gheisarieh, Timcha and 

Bedestān) are used for the precious goods businesses. 

Lines (rāstās) and chambers are main elements in all bazaars. Other religious, 

educational and welfare buildings such as Mosques, religious places, schools, hospitals, 

teahouses, food centers, reservoirs and public water drinking places, which in fact complete 

the social-commercial quarter of a bazaar, are situated in certain places according to the 

location established by the people. At the beginning of the 13th century Hijri (19th A.D.), the 

architectural structure of the bazaars in different cities in the Middle East had followed a 

general pattern and design acceptable for all people. As the map of Halab Bazaar in the 13th 

century, Tehran bazaar in Ghājār era, Tabriz Bazaar Complex after earthquake and renewing 

its construction in 1194 and Arak bazaar constructed in the 13th century are very similar to 

each other. Research has proven that the Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex has exemplified 

the construction of the Bazaars in the 13th century mentioned above. 

Three main parts can generally be classified in the construction of Islamic bazaars with 

traditional architecture: 

1- Major and minor passages and lanes such as  lines (rāstās) 

2- Commercial complexes with warehouses and places for temporary residence of 

merchants, such as chambers, halls and caravansaries 

3- Commercial complexes without residences, such as Gheisarieh, Timcha and 

Bedestan  

The pattern of different types of bazaars can be grouped in terms of structure and the 

function of a bazaar, by studying and comparing different bazaars of Islamic countries. Some 

Examples are listed below. 

 

A- Linear Bazaars are a lines (rāstās) that expands lengthwise with chambers on two of 

their sides, such as Tehran Bazaar in 1988, Bengisa shopping center (sogh) in the northeast of 

Haleb/Aleppo gate, Meydān Bazaar in south Damascus, Babel Bazaar along with a large part 
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of Ghom, Shiraz, Kashan and Kermanshah Bazaars and also the northern part of Isfahan 

Bazaar. In most cases, linear bazaars have been formed as the result of economic forces and 

without any previous drawing and plan. 

B- Multi-Axes Bazaars are an extensive network of parallel or transverse lines (rāstās) 

that contain chambers and halls, such as the Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex, newer parts of 

northern Tehran Bazaar, Sanaa Bazaar, central parts of Haleb and Isfahan Bazaars. These 

bazaars developed linearly and transversely and are usually established with a previous 

drawing and plan by the rich employers in private or public lands, which sometimes results in 

them being established without any previous plan. Comparisons show that the attraction and 

dynamism of these bazaars are more than that of other types of bazaars. In Haleb, Damascus, 

Tehran, Isfahan, Shiraz, Basra, Kerman and Kabul, the central part of the bazaars have been 

developed multi-directionally. This trend is commonly seen in modern shopping centers of 

western cities.  

C- Retail Stores and Central Bazaar with Chambers around It (Systematic): this is a big 

complex of roofed hallways and lines (rāstās) next to each other without much space between 

them with the chambers surrounding them like a belt. Istanbuls Old Bazaar is of this type 

where small chambers surrounded the central retail stores of the bazaar. Another sample of 

this modernized complex of retail stores within a bazaar is the area of the main entrance to 

Tehran Bazaar, which is surrounded by chambers from several sides. Each of the big and high 

complexes of bazaar in important commercial cities may be a combination of these three 

types. Of course, the central parts of bazaars can be considered as multi-directorial bazaar and 

the central bazaar and lanes connected to the central area as linear bazaar. This is true about 

Tabriz, Haleb, Isfahan, Tunisia, Istanbul, Fas and Morocco bazaars. 

D- Crisscross Bazaars (with tow main transverse directions) includes two linear, 

transverse and perpendicular bazaars, which are multi-directionally dense in its crossing. A 

most outstanding sample of this bazaar is Vakil Bazaar in Shiraz, which was simultaneously 

constructed with five chambers. Vakil Bazaar of Kerman is another example, which is also an 

interesting union of architecture and beauty. Chardin in his eight-volume itinerary gives a 

clear description of a crisscrossed bazaar named after the Great Shāh Abbas in Lar, which is 

the present Gheisarieh bazaar of Lar. These types of bazaars are usually constructed with a 

previous plan and drawing. Other examples of this type of bazaar are seen in Herat, 

Ghandhar, Arak the entral quarter of Kerman, Safaghis bazaar and in the vicinity of Alsogh.  

From the viewpoint of Arthur Pop, although architecture mostly served the religion in 

the Islamic Era with big mosques and religious places being the accomplishment of this art, 
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other required buildings of Islamic cities like bridges, bazaars, castles and palaces were made 

with the same beauty, proficiency and strength. 

A network of bazaars of any type can be considered as one of the most valuable types of 

architecture and urban development in the hearts of Islamic cities. The situation of bazaars in 

the midst of cities is such that other parts of the city easily access the bazaar through 

connecting paths. Other important buildings like important mosques (usually Jāme Mosques), 

Imāms’ tombs, monasteries, palaces, and baths and so on, have an important role in 

strengthening the cultural, social, religious, architectural and individual values of a bazaar, 

while complementing its identity.  

Here some famous bazaars are described which will be comparing later.  
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Tabriz historical bazaar complex 

Form the old times, Tabriz has been one of the most important commercial centers of 

Iran as it was on the path of Silk Road. This city gained a global fame because of his trades 

with Europe through Russian, Ottoman and center and south of Iran plateau. Considering that 

the Jāme Mosque, bazaar and the tombs of governors were situate in Sanjaran square it is 

probable that the center of government was also there. 

Ebne Haghoul in Surat-ol-Arz says: “Tabriz is a beautiful, prosperous, populated, 

generous and plentiful city. It has prosperous and rousing bazaars. This city is the capital of 

Azerbaijan and now it is the most prosperous city of Azerbaijan”. (Ebne Hooghal, 1966) 

Moghaddasi in Ahsan-ol-Taghāsim Fi Marefat-ol-Aghālim says: “Tabriz is a strong 

city and superior to Madinat-ol-Eslam. It Jāme Mosque has been founded in the center of the 

city”. (Moghaddasi, 1982) 

Yāghout Hamavi visited Tabriz in 610 Hijri and admires the plenty and cheapness of 

fruit in this city: there are different types of fruits in this city and I never so apricot better and 

cleaner than that of Tabriz called Mosol. Fruits were so cheap in this city that I bought eight 

Baghdadi Mann of fruits for half of gold coin. 

Then he says about exported goods of Tabriz: “a high amount of cloak, Saghlātoun and 

Atlas textiles and Sajjāde were produced in this city and exported to other cities in east and 

west”. Zakarriā Ebne Mohammad Ebne Mahmoud Ghazvini also confirms these statements of 

Yaghout and admires the plenty and welfare and goods and productions in Tabriz and has 

mentioned exporting of cloths and cloak, Saghlātoun and Atlas textiles and Sajjāde from 

Tabriz to other parts of the world known at that time.( Hamavi, Y.1965) 

Marco Polo, Venetian merchant, describes Tabriz as a big and glorious city and says: 

In fact, the people of Tabriz earn their money through business of different goods and different 

types of silk were produced in this city, some lame and very expensive.   

There are lots of different types of pearl and jewels in this city and merchants that 

make transactions with foreign companies and earn lost of money. But the people of Tabriz 

are poor. (Polo, M., 1971) 

In the 8th Hijri Century, Tabriz has been a big museum of urban constructions like big 

residential complexes, palaces, castles and gardens whether when it was the capital of Mongol 

Ilkhans or as one of the most important trade and economic centers of the world. 

The fabric of Tabriz in the 7th and 8th centuries, like other Ilkhāni cities, followed the 

urban development rules of these centuries. It is obvious that this city has adapted itself with 
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urban development logics of Ilkhanis era keeping the urban conditions before this era which is 

one of the necessities of urban development at that era. This city has a big bazaar at the time of 

Abusaied which was probably made by Ghāzān Khān described below according to historical 

evidences. This bazaar includes different lines each for a certain occupation, like Goldsmiths’ 

Bazaar, Amber Bazaar and Musk-Sellers bazaar. Continuation of Tabriz historical bazaar 

complex ended in Alishāh Jāme Mosque that completed the fabric of Tabriz Historical Bazaar 

Complex. 

Rashideddin Fazlollāh Hamedāni in his book “Ghāzāni Mobārak History” says: Tabriz 

is the capital city and thousands of people reside there… several thousands of houses are 

constructed outside barbican and there big caravansary and four bazaars and baths constructed 

in any new gate of Tabriz that are connected them to the city. (Hamadāni, 1945) 

Vassāf-ol-Hezrat, Writing the "History of Vassāf" , writes:  In 702, (Ghāzān Khān) 

ordered a barbican to be constructed around Tabriz, the length of which was 54000 foot, in 

order to encourage the people for developing the city and establishing ducts and construction 

houses and he used this method of development and prosperity in other cities.  

Hamdollāh Mostofi in Nozhat-ol-Gholoub says: “When Tabriz became capital at the 

time of Mongols and the city became more prosperous and developed. Ghāzān Khān has 

constructed a town in the lower part city where they called Sham out of the Ghāzāni barbican 

and in the minister of Saied Khājeh Rashiddedin has constructed another town and called it 

Rab-e-Rashidi and constructed very great building there . 

As it is written in Rashidi Writings, "Rab-e-Rashid quarter had 30000 houses, 1500 

shops and 24 caravansaries and a number of mosques, schools, baths, gardens, paper 

production factories, dying and minting places". (Mostofi, H.1957)  

Odoric, a catholic clergyman from Parthenon, who visited Tabriz at the time of Abu 

Saied Bahador Khān in 721 Hijri, went to China through Tabriz and returned from Hormoz 

and Baghdad. He says: “Tabriz is a very glorious city and there are different types of goods 

there more than that in other big cities of the world and there are no good and food in the 

world that doesn’t have storehouses in Tabriz. Tabriz is a unique city and you cannot believe 

the abundance that your see in this city, because the merchants from all over the world trade in 

this city. 

Ebne Batooteh writes about Tabriz historical bazaar complex in 731: "We entered 

Tabriz through Baghdad gate and reached a big bazaar called Ghāzān bazaar and it was one 

of the best bazaars that I had ever seen in the world. Any occupation has its own special place 

in bazaar and when I went to jewelry bazaar, the brilliancy of jewelries dazzled me. Then we 
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reached a Jāme Mosque construction by the minister of Ali Shāh, known as Gilan, and there 

was a school on right side and an angle on left side the quadrangle of which was covered with 

marbles and the walls were covered with some kind of tile and there is an aqueduct in the 

middle or it and trees, grapevine and jasmine around it." (Ebne batooteh,1958) 

After Teimour’s death, Shāhrokh stopped his conquest policy and did useful deeds. 

During his sovereignty for 43 years, he provided good conditions and background for 

development of cities and increasing the volume of commercial transactions. Tabriz, Marv and 

Herat were developed and many public building were established in these cities. In this era 

and in Uzun Hassan era, Tabriz was one of the most important commercial and production 

centers of the country. Different types of goods and textile like Yazdi and silk textiles entered 

this city and exported to Haleb and other places. 

In 879 Hijri, Kontarini, Italian, ambassador residing in Uzun Hassan  palace, 

mentioned several bazaars of Tabriz and abundance of goods there. Tavernier in 1046 

mentioned the roofed bazaars of Tabriz and the commercial importance of this city as one of 

the most famous Asian cities. He also writes: ''There are more money circulations in Tabriz 

than any other part in Asia. He also emphasizes on good financial potency of Armenian 

merchants". 

In the second volume of his itinerary, Chardin expresses the glory of Tabriz Historical 

Bazaar Complexes before the destructive earthquake: This city has the greatest Asian bazaar 

and the greatness and area of this bazaars, domes and beautiful vaults with a large number of 

people seen in these bazaars during the day and also large quantity of goods there astoundingly 

show the glory and dignity of Tabriz bazaars. The most beautiful bazaar of this city which is 

the center of transaction of expensive goods and jewelry is Gheisarieh bazaar (Shāhi bazaar). 

This bazaar is octagonal and very big and vast. Gheisarieh was constructed in 850 upon the 

order of Uzun Hassan whose center of government was in Tabriz. This glorious and unique 

complex was highly damaged by a terrible earthquake in 1193 and all those high and strong 

buildings were destroyed.     

Chardin  mentions the activity of foreign merchants and says there is no good that you 

cannot find in this city and 6000 bales of silk are woven in the workshops of this city and 

Tabriz commerce was spread all over Iran, Turkey, Russia, Turkistan, India and Black Sea 

countries. He talked about 15000 roofed shops in Tabriz bazaar. When Chardin visited Tabriz 

there were 300 big and small caravansaries, the biggest of which had the capacity of 300 

persons. (Chardin, 1956) 
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Most probably restoration and reconstruction of this complex was simultaneously 

started with construction of the barbican of the city with the attempts of Najafgholi Khān 

Beiglarbeigi in 1194. Within a short time the city was constructed but not in the previous level 

and size and the bazaar was reconstructed in the place of the big bazaar and not as big as the 

previous one. When Abbās Mirzā became crown prince and resided in Tabriz, the business and 

trade boomed in this city and within a short time this city became the first big city in the 

country. The famous command of Fathali Shāh in 1216, which was engraved on marble stone 

with Nastaligh fonts and installed on the transom of Talebieh school, exempted the merchants 

of the city from paying charges for export and import and this boomed the bazaar of the city 

more than before. 

Tabriz historical bazaar complex was in the center of the city and inside its last 

barbican, called Najafgholi Khān barbican, in Ghājār era and more Bazarches (small bazaars) 

were constructed on the paths ending in bazaar by developing the city such that Tabriz 

historical bazaar complex became the biggest bazaar in Asia. Ojen Flanden talked about 

abundance of foreign goods in Tabriz and chintz, baize and silk textile by English merchants.  

 

Fig. 218. Mozaffariyya timcha Fig. 217. Haj-hussein Sarā, Tabriz bazaar 
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At the end of Ghājār era and beginning of Pahlavi era, Tabriz as the second big city of 

Iran was exposed to new urban development organs including streets that unfortunately 

separated the quarters and some parts of Tabriz great bazaar from its body. This damages the 

body and function of bazaar. Despite all these damages, Tabriz historical bazaar complex is 

still the biggest bazaar of Asia and world with the area of 210,000 m². This bigness doesn’t 

mean only the area, the brick works of this bazaar worked by the master architects of that time 

are unique used when reconstructing the bazaar after destructions resulting from earthquake 

and fire because of less durable and susceptible materials that replaced by those beautiful brick 

works with enough resistant against natural disasters and other events. As reconstruction of 

bazaar was simultaneous with dominance of architects in using brick, there are unique brick 

structures in bazaar which are beautiful and created different spaces and present the art of 

creating brick structures. Besides, this bazaar has all known spaces of Iranian bazaars in a 

pleasant combination and logic hierarchy which converted it to an architecture school. As it 

was mentioned before, this bazaar has been the guide and pattern for most of other bazaars 

constructed and developed in the 13th century including Tehran, Arak and so on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 219. Mirzā-shafi timcha 
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Yushida Kuho, who visited Iran in 1956, offers a expressive and pictorial description 

about the products and working tools of craftsmen of Tabriz historical bazaar complex and 

says: The craftsmen of bazaar keep the art and technique of handicrafts. I saw many old things 

in Tabriz historical bazaar complex, a potter wheel, two furnaces, old lamps, a furnace made 

or designed in Europe from the 16th century and many other things. A craftsman was working 

with his medieval pottery wheel which was similar to Japanese pottery wheel. It was very 

interesting to watch these craftsmen who skillfully used their hands. 

The main fabric of Tabriz includes to north-west and south-east roofed lines. The 

width between bazaars is 4 to 5 meters and the height of the ceiling is 5 to 6 meters which is 

very shorter than that in central and hot regions. The main lines are connected to each other by 

minor and shorter lines and there are Sarās, caravansaries and Timchas in the spaces between 

them. The junctions of the lines in T-junctions and intersections (chāhārsogh) are covered by 

dome arches. The biggest dome of bazaar is Amir Timcha and the most beautiful part of it is 

Mozaffariyya Timcha. Any line and part of Tabriz, like other bazaars, is allocated for a certain 

job known as the name of the place. Some stores are situated according to the need in bazaar 

like candle sellers stores and perfume sellers stores next to the mosques. Tabriz bazaar 

network is like the heart of the city and has an important role in the city. Tabriz historical 

bazaar complex has more than 150 elements including mosques, schools, lines, Sarās, 

caravansaries, Timchas and so on, the most important of which are Jāme Mosque, Amir 

bazaar, Tāze Rāstā (Tāze Line), Ghadim Rāstā (Ghadim Line), Sarājān bazaar, Shishegar 

khāne bazaar, Bāshmākhchi bazaar, Safi bazaar, Sādeqiyya bazaar, Dallazan bazaar, Butchi 

bazaar, Amir Timcha, Hāj Sheykh bazaar, Mozaffariyya Timcha and so on. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 221. Mirzā-jalil dālān 

 

Fig. 220. Sheikh-kāzem timcha 
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Tabriz historical bazaar complex was registered in the list of national works if the 

country under No.1097 in 16.Sept, 1975. Other valuable places in the region of Tabriz 

historical bazaar complex registered separately are as follows: 

 

- Goy Msjed (Blue Mosque) under No.169 on 05.Jan, 1932 

- Jāme Mosque under No.171 on 05.Jan, 1932 

- Amir Timcha under No.977 on 17.Aug, 1974 

- Maghbareh Mosque under No.4195 on 02.Oct, 2001 

- Sāhebolamr Building under No.4196 on02.Oct, 2001 

- Kuchak Mosque under No.6148 on 29.Sept, 2002 

- Mirzā Sādeq (Dinvari) Mosque under No.6149 on 29.Sept, 2002 

- Khalkhāli Mosque under No.6212 on 29.Sept, 2002 

- Mojtahed (63-Column) Mosque under No.6216 on 29.Sept, 2002 

 Fig. 222. Amir Sarā, Tabriz bazaar 
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- Gharebāghi Mosque under No.6407 on 29.Sept, 2002 

- Ayatollāh Ahari (Ipakchilar) Mosque under No.7801 on 08.March, 2003 

- Shāhidi Mosque under No.9177 on 15.July, 2003 

- Imām Jome Mosque under No.9178 on 15.July, 2003 

- Ayatollāh Khosroshāhi Mosque under No.9412 on 05.Aug, 2003 

- Hāj Safar Ali Timcha under No.9413 on 05.Aug, 2003 

- Mofid Aghā Mosque under No.9702 on 18.Aug, 2003 

- Seghatoleslām Mosque under No.10059 on 14.Sept, 2003 

- Molānā Mosque under No.10060 on 14.Sept, 2003 

- Seyed Golābi Hammam under No.11764 on 15.Marrch, 2005 

- Kalkatechi Library under No.11980 on 2.June, 2005 

- Syyed Ali Aghā Mosque under No.11981 on 26.June, 2005 

- Hojatoleslām Mosque under No11982 on 26.June, 2005 

- Sorkhāb Bāzārchā under No.11987 on 26.June, 2005 

 

 

 

 

 

Arak Bazaar244 

 

Arak bazaar is the main part and central fabric of Soltān Abad city founded by Yousef 

Khān Gorji at the time of Fathali Shāh Ghājār. This bazaar can be considered is one of the 

most important historical architectural and urban planning experiences of Iran. Arak roofed 

bazaar in the central part of the old city is cruciform with two directions from north to south 

with the length of 880m and east to west with the length of 200m and the area of 14 hectares 

included bazaar and old Arak city. These directions cross each other in a beautiful junction. 

The first direction of Arak bazaar is such that it easily connects several lines and different parts 

of the old fabric of the city to each other because of existence of dense and homogenous 

buildings with different applications. This bazaar is constructed as four arms in four directions 

                                                 
244  The source of in formations about Arak bazaar is ICHHTO archive. 
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that are north, south, east and west directions. The entrance gates of the city, Gheble Gate 

(south), Rāhzan Gate (north), Hāj Ali Alnaghi Gate (west) and Shāhrjerd Gate (east), are 

among the main paths of the city. 

Its constructional materials include stone, wood, mortar (plaster, soil and lime) and 

cupper and lead sheets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are 500 shops and 20 Sarās and Timchas in eight 100-m paths in this bazaar, the 

width of which is 5m and the most beautiful of them is Booksellers Sarā and Nozari Sarā. 

There is a 100-m line in south part with two storeys with the height of 8m and some parts of 

its ceiling collapsed in the past and the transoms of two 100-m sections in east-west direction 

were destroyed to make a street there. 

Four sides of the bazaar have ceiling with the height of 13.3m with an interesting 

architecture. It is estimated that Arak bazaars are established in the 8th century at the time of 

Nāseraddin Shāh, 1271 Hijri, simultaneous with establishment of Soltān Abad city in the lands 

of Dastjerd village and its building is attributed to regent Mirzā Hassan Khān. 

This bazaar is an independent and united complex including stores, art and production 

workshops, Sarās, caravansaries, storehouse and religious and service buildings. One of the 

 

Fig. 223.  Kāshāni Timcha, Arak bazaar 
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architectural characteristics of Arak bazaar is its vaults and domes used as ceiling of 

passageways, stores, storehouses and Sarās. 

According to historical evidences and documents, the most important merchandise of 

this bazaar has been carpet and jājim and other local woven things. Dr. Fovorie, doctor of 

Nāseraddin Shāh, distinguished it one of the most important and old industries and the cause 

of progress of this city and knows Araki people as the master of this industry in Iran and 

writes: The best Iranian carpet in European markets is still called “Sarooghi”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some of the characteristics and specifications of Arak Bazaar Complex are as follows: 

 

Fig. 225. Arak bazaar, chāhārsug 

 

Fig. 227. Western entrance of Arak bazaar 

 

Fig. 224. Arak bazaar, chāhārsug 

 

 
Fig. 226. Eastern entrance of Arak 

bazaar 
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1- Arak is one of few pre-planned cities and has urban pattern and planning with 

checkered fabric and the economic space (bazaar) is the center and skeleton of this 

city. 

2- Arak bazaar is the last urban fabric survived from Islamic era and expresser of the 

culture, past, history and race and on the whole the cultural and historical identity of 

today’s Arak. 

3- This historical complex includes different and variable commercial spaces (stores, 

Sarās …) and also mosques, seminaries, schools, bathes and public water drinking 

places and other urban installations and elements. 

4- One of the characteristics of Arak bazaar complex is variability of architecture and 

decorations used in different spaces of bazaar like several Sarās and Timchas each with 

special and different identities taking advantage of geometrical and structural 

principles. 

5- Despite severe damages, Arak bazaar is considered as the active economic center of 

Arak and is one of the most prosperous and dynamic bazaars of the country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 229. Western entrance of Arak bazaar, new 
constructions disturbed visual integrity of 

bazaar  

 

 

Fig. 228. New commercial centers in bazaar 
of Arak 
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It should be mentioned that Arak bazaar complex was registered in state national 

organization under No.1285 on 01.Nov, 1976 and all protective and restorative activities of 

this bazaar, remained form Ghājār Era, are carried out under supervision of Cultural Heritage 

Organization of Markazi Province and partnership of the honorable businessmen of bazaar.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparison of Arak bazaar and Tabriz historical bazaar complex  

Considering the specifications of Arak Bazaar, we can mention the following cases about 

comparison of Arak bazaar with Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

- As Arak bazaar was established after new urban planning, so it has not been influenced 

by streets and urban development elements like other bazaars of Iran and we can say 

that this bazaar has kept its integrity. Despite the fact that Tabriz bazaar has lost some 

of its minor ranches because of construction of new streets, it has kept its continuity 

and integrity and is still considered as the most important commercial point and 

commercial heart of the city and the region.  

- Both Tabriz and Arak bazaars, there are similar occupations in Sarās , rāstās (lines) we 

can rarely see different occupations in a roofed space like Sarās. 

- The main activity of Arak bazaar is retail activities and this bazaar has lost its 

prosperity especially in the field of carpet, while Tabriz bazaar is still the commercial 

heart of the city and there is retail, wholesale and export activities in this bazaar like 

the past. 

- Arak bazaar is one of the planned bazaars, which has been established after 

establishment of the city in Ghājār era, while Tabriz bazaar is established gradually by 

people. 

- The pattern of Tabriz bazaar has been used for establishment of Arak bazaar.  
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- Like Tabriz bazaar, Arak bazaar is also a complex of mosques, schools and abanbars 

but the number of these spaces and centralization of these places in Tabriz is more than 

that of Arak bazaar. 

 

 
Name of 

Bazaars 

Area 

(Ha) 
Materials Rāstā Sarā  & …. 

Mosques  & 

Schools 

Hamam, 

reservoir 
Total 

Tabriz 29 
Brick & 

Stone 
30 26 38 6 100 

Arak 14 
Brick & 

Stone 
4 20 4 2 30 
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Ardabil  Bazaar 

 

Considering that Ardabil  is on the way of Silk Road, it has had vast and prosperous 

continental bazaars. Tavernier emphasizes on importance of silk trade in Ardabil  and writes in 

his itinerary “silk trade caravans that sometime include 800 to 900 camels enter this city and 

as this city is near to Gilan, where there are lots of silk and also because of its nearness to 

Shamakhi that give a large amount of silk and the merchants of these two cities go to Istanbul 

and Izmir through Ardabil , a good number of caravans and merchants come to this city and 

this has increased the importance of this city. Like Tabriz, there are all types of merchandise in 

large quantities in this city. 

According to other explorers like Abudolf who wrote his itinerary in the 4th century in 

341 Hijri, Ardabil  was a plentiful city and there were mines around this city. Ebne Hogel 

visited Ardabil  in the 4th Hijri century and called it the biggest and the most important city of 

Azerbaijan. Nāser Khosro in his famous itinerary “Hodood-ol-Alam” says: “Ardabil  is the 

city of the great Azarabadegan and there is a barbican around it and it was a plentiful city”. 

(Ghobādiyāni, 1975) Estakhri is his book “Masalek & Almamalek” wrote in the 4th Hijri 

century says: Ardabil  is the biggest city of Azerbaijan and it is a city two third Farsang times 

two third Farsang (Farsang = 6.24km). There is a barbican around it with four gates and it is a 

plentiful city. Everything is cheap here and it has good and famous honey. (Estakhri, 1968) 

Yaghout Hamavi came to Ardabil  in 617 Hijri and writes in his book “Mojam-ol-Baladan” 

about Ardabil  and says: There are many rich people in this city doing their job well and 

perfectly. He also writes about prosperity and plentifulness of this city. (Hamavi, 1965) 

Moghaddasi in his book “Ahsan-ol-Taghāsim” writes about Ardabil : Ardabil  is the 

biggest city of Azerbaijan and it is situated on a mountain with the area of 140 Farsang with 

villages and farms all over it. Ardabil  is the center of Azerbaijan and capital of the region and 

it has a lofty castle. Its bazaar is crisscross and it has four gates with Jāme Mosque in the 

middle of the crisscross (that is Chāhārsogh).   

During Safavid era, Ardabil  was very important and famous because of Sheykh 

Safieddin’s tomb there and as this city was the origin of Safavi kings, Safavid era was the era 

of prosperity and majesty of this city. Many explorers visited this city, like Tavernier, Pitter 

Dolavalle, Mandelslo and Adam Olearios during Safavid era and other explorers like 

Monsieur Jober and other orientalists visited Ardabil  after Safavid Era and wrote detailed 

things about this city. Existence of big and famous bazaars in Ardabil  that has activities in 

economy section of the country in early Islamic centuries has been emphasized in history 
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books but its importance, fame and development was extraordinary in Safavid Era. The 

prosperity of Ardabil  bazaar in Safavid area was so high that merchants from other countries 

like China resided there. 

Some parts of the present structure of Ardabil  bazaar were constructed in Safavid era 

and some of the Sarās, Timchas and lines were restored and repaired in subsequent eras.  

As it is written in Sarih-ol-Molk, a unique book where the details and explanations of the 

endowments of Sheykh Safieddin’s tomb are presented, the bazaars of Ardabil  were very 

prosperous in the 11th century at the time of the first Shāh Tahmāsb. Different shops which 

were more than 100 shops were purchased by custodianship department of Sheykh and 

endowed to Sheykh Safieddin monastery. Different bazaars such as BĀghālan bazaar, 

Karbāsforoushān bazaar, Ghassābān bazaar, Monadigah bazaar towards Bab Tooy, 

Chāhārsooy bazaar, Mikhchehgarān bazaar, Khaffāshān, Kharrātān, Rassājān, Haddādān and 

Vāliatolarvah and Gheisarieh bazaar and several Sarās and Timchas are mentioned in Sarih-

ol-Molk. (Abdi Bayg Shirazi,1552) Although hundreds of shops and tens of Sarās and Timchas 

belonged to endowments of the monastery as mentioned in Sarih-ol-Molk, it seems that 

development and prosperity of Ardabil  bazaar was highly considerable and had more 

reputation than now. Ardabil  bazaar was registered in the list of country’s national works 

under No.1690 on 29.Dec, 1985 because of acquiring the historical qualifications and because 

of the necessity of protecting and maintaining it and also because of it historical value and the 

rules legislated about the act of destroying governmental properties emphasize on protecting it. 

Unfortunately, the owners of the shops and occupations have severely damages it in the years 

before its registration. In execution of streets with new methods in the first Pahlavi era and 

after that, Ardabil  bazaar was unattended and Pahlavi Street in west and east sides of the city 

has broken the beautiful body of Ardabil  bazaar in several points. Its beautiful domes and 

vaults which were connected to each other like a chain were separated and irremediably 

damaged it. Now, we can see some samples of faults along Shāh street, between Pir-

Abdolmālek and Rāstā bazaar and Imām line to Alāfān and Kafashān along Pahlavi street 

towards Gheisarieh bazaar to today’s Hāj Yousef bazaar, Ahangarān bazaar to Chagusazan 

bazaar, Kolahdouzān bazaar to Sarrājan and cotton sellers bazaars and Rāstā bazaar to 

Zargarān bazaar. The highest commercial prosperity of Ardabil  bazaars and protection of its 

traditional fabric and buildings happened in Ghājār Era. Commercial relations between Iran 

and Czar Russia and direct communications and relations between the people form Azerbaijan 

of Iran and Caucasus improved the special commercial situation of Ardabil . So tens of Sarās, 

Timchas and caravansaries were active in Ardabil  and after revolution in 1917 in Russia and 
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dispensation of the government over business and economy and breaking the relations 

between people, the economic activities and commerce depressed and several caravansaries 

that lost their commercial prosperity started being destroyed. Now Allahvermish Timcha, 

Gharamāniān caravansary, Sheykhi Sabz Timcha, Allāhvermish caravansary, Hāj 

Sheykholeslām, Hāj Sādegh, Jahudhā and Tabrizis caravansaries and several other main 

commercial centers which were full of goods and merchandised one day, have been destroyed. 

The lines (rāstā) of Ardabil  bazaar complex include: Main line (Rāstā) of bazaar, Pir-

Addolmalek line, Gheisarieh line, Kaffāshān, Alāfān, Zargarān, Sarrājan, Panbeforoushān, 

Mesgarān, Chagousāzān and Āhangarān bazaars and their Sarās include: Khoshkbār Sarā 

(Hāji Mirzā), Golshan Sarā, Vakil Sarā, Noe or Zanjirli Sarā, Hāj Ahmad Sarā, Hāj Shokr 

Sarā, Majidieh Sarā, Imām Jāme Sarā and Duguchi Sarā. In architectural view, the arches of 

all bazaars are gable arches and domes are four-arch domes and mostly simple. The length of 

soffits of shops is about 3 meters and the diameter of the base of the arches is 80cm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.   230. Bazaar of Ardabil 

 

Fig. 231. Entrance of Gheisarieh, Ardabil 
bazaar 
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Comparison of Ardabil Bazaar With Tabriz historical bazaar complex  

Considering the specifications of Ardabil  bazaar, we can mention the following cases about 

comparison of Ardabil  bazaar with Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

Fig. 233. Hāji-mirzā Sarā, Ardabil bazaar 

 

Fig. 232. Kaffāshān and Alāfān bazaar, 
Ardabil 

 

Fig. 234. The map of Ardabil bazaar 
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- Ardabil  bazaar is considered as one of the old bazaars of Iran (early Islamic centuries), 

which may be established, simultaneous with Tabriz bazaar.  

- Like Tabriz bazaar, similar occupations have activities in Rāstās and Sarās and we can 

rarely find a different occupation in a space.  

- Like Tabriz bazaar, famous and outstanding persons and those influencing the social 

and political issues of the city have maintained their presence in Ardabil  bazaar. 

- Like Tabriz bazaar, Ardabil bazaar is considered as the commercial heart of the city 

and urban development has not deceased its importance, such that the square of bazaar 

is considered as the main square of the city and some social, cultural and religious 

movements occur in the path of bazaar (bazaar quarter is considered as one of the six 

main quarters of the city).  

- Because of its top situation, Ardabil  bazaar has had activities in export affairs for long 

times and after revolutions in Russia and restriction of export ways, Ardabil  bazaar 

changes its situation to fulfill the needs of the region while Tabriz bazaar has not 

influenced by such events and has been exporting goods. 

- Some parts of Ardabil  bazaar were destroyed during construction of new streets within 

the recent years and Ardabil  bazaar has been divided into two parts while the streets 

around Tabriz bazaar has mildly influenced Tabriz bazaar.  

- Like Tabriz bazaar, Ardabil  bazaar is a complete set of urban elements like Jāme 

Mosque, school, Imāms’ tombs, hammam and so on, but the number of these places in 

Tabriz bazaar is more than that in Ardabil  bazaar. 
Name of 

Bazaars 

Area 

(Hectare) 
Materials Rāstā Sarā & . . . 

Mosques  

& Schools 

Hamam, 

Abanbar 
Total 

Tabriz 29 
Brick & 

Stone 
30 26 38 6 100 

Ardebil 10.4 
Brick & 

Stone 
11 9 8 3 31 

 

 

Isfahan Bazaar 

The first historical information given about Isfahan bazaar is the description of 

Maforoukhi regarding the advantages of Isfahan narrated by Hamzeh Isfahani who died in 
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350s Hijri. It refers to Yahoudieh city at the time of Abijafar Mansour Abbāsi in 150 Hijri, and 

says: “It is a bazaar with squares for merchants, businessmen and workers next to Yahoudieh 

in a place called Tabānān (Straw sellers)”. In addition, Moghaddasi in the 4th volume of his 

work “Etemād-ol-Saltaneh” says: “This is the city of business and trade. Products and textiles 

of Isfahan are exported to other locations. The bazaars of this land are both roofed and some 

unroofed”. Similarly, Maforoukho mentions Jourin bazaar in Jour gate of Isfahan when talking 

about the prosperity of the city said thus: “A glorious New Year ceremony is held there for 

two months in Nowrouz”.  Finally, Nāser Khosro also wrote about Isfahan in the 9th century, 

saying thus: “I saw a Bazaar where there were 200 money exchange shops and every bazaar 

had clean lane, gate and caravansaries and there was an alley called Kutaraz where 50 good 

caravansaries were sitting”.  

Lotfollāh Honarvar in his book “Treasure of Historical Works of Isfahan” believed that 

the oldest part of Isfahan bazaar was very close to the Jome Mosque. The bazaar extended by 

radial development of the city and caravansaries were established that and connected to the 

bazaar. As previously mentioned, there were more than 100 caravansaries in Isfahan and the 

size, dimensions and type of activity in each of the caravansaries are mentioned in some 

books.  

Among the famous caravansaries of Isfahan are Jadde or Mādar-e-Shāh (king’s mother) 

caravansaries that belonged to mother of Shāh Soltān Hossein. This caravansary is located on 

the east side of the Soltāni School of Chāhārbagh and is now a large guesthouse. 

Isfahan bazaar was located around Kohneh Meydān (Old Square) and was adjacent to 

the Jāme Mosque until the Safavid era when governmental palaces were built there. In fact, 

Isfahan was mostly developed in the Safavid Era and that is why its bazaars have Safavid 

bases and foundations. Naghsh-e-Jahān Square became important after the choosing of this 

city as the capital of the Safavi Dynasty and the bazaar extended to the Square. Four bazaars 

were established on its four sides and an extended network was created. A valuable and unique 

design was established at Naghsh-e-Jahān Complex and the glorious buildings surrounding it 

along with the network of bazaars connected to it including Shāhi bazaar and Sardar 

Gheisarieh should be considered as important urban development works-of-art. The 

completion date of the construction of Shāhi bazaar and other bazaars in the area of Naghsh-e-

Jahān Square is 1014 Hijri as mentioned in the Ghesās-ol-Khāghāni book.  

Chardon in his 7-volume itinerary says that Shāhi Great bazaar is the biggest and the 

most glorious of the bazaars of Isfahan where the best textiles are supplied for sale. He 

claimed: “this is a roofed bazaar and there is a circular and large area in the middle of the 
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bazaar with a high dome as the ceiling. There is a junction in the middle of this area. There is 

also a mint on one side and a majestic caravansary called Shāh Caravansary on the other side”.  

Adam Olearios says in his itinerary that the most expensive textiles and goods of the country 

are supplied within this bazaar and the goods and shops were so variable and numerous that 

the rarest things in the world could be found there. 

The length of the main complex of Isfahan bazaar, which includes different lines 

(Rāstās) is 1.5 km and the length of its longest line from the beginning of Hassanābād 

Bazarche to Maghsoud Chāhārsou (junction) is 550m. The width of the lines is about 5m and 

the height of their ceilings are between 7 to 7.5m all with vaults. The ceiling of the bazaar is 

decorated with lights that reflect the refracted light inside, and provides ventilation inside the 

bazaar. The current Main bazaars of Isfahan are: Gheisarieh Bazaar, Golshan or Jarchi 

Bazaar, Darvāzeh Ashraf Bazaar, Lavāfhā Bazaar, Ahangarān Bazaar, Kafshdooozan Bazaar, 

Rangrazan Bazaar, Chāhārsou or Maghsoud Beig Bazaar, Nimavard Bazaar (part of the very 

old bazaar), Zargarān Bazaar, Ghandān Bazaar, Majlesi Bazaar and the Great Bazaar, which 

starts from Naghsh-e-Jahān Square and ends in Toughchi Bazaar. There are also a large 

number of halls, timchas, mosques, schools and baths along this path. The changes in urban 

network of Isfahan, especially from the beginning of Pahlavi era, highly damaged the 

historical structure of Isfahan. A large number of bazaars including Zinsāzān Bazaar, 

Mesgarān Bazaar, Chāhār Hoz Square (West of Naghsh-e-Jahān Square), Rikhtegarān 

Bazaar, Farashkhāne Chāhārsooy, Almasieh Hall and Chāhārsou, Mashaldarbāshi Bazaar, 

Arabhā Bazaar and Lāleh Beig Bazaar were all destroyed by this time. By destroying these 

bazaars, a considerable numbers of vocations and art works that spanned 30 fields were 

forgotten, such as Golabatoun Doozi, Nagāhdeh Doozi, Khaz Doozi, Shamshir Sāzi, Zereh 

Sāzi and Zanjir Bāfi. 

Hossein Ebne Mohammad Ebrahim Tahvildār says in his book “Geography of Isfahan” 

in 1294 Hijri: “Hassanabad gate is connected to Bayereh Bazarcheh and Chāhārsogh 

NĀghāshi with a high and large dome. There are soffits under each vault with unique pictures 

on it painted by great painters of that, which include the meetings of the Prophet Yousef along 

with faces of champions and heroes of Shāh Abbas that no painter could paint such incredible 

pictures at the time. Then it reaches the long Maghsoud Chāhārsogh and then to the bazaar at 

the rear part of Naghsh-e-Jahān square. That bazaar is connected to other bazaars from south 

to north and the length of this Bazaar is about 4.5 km. 

Gheisarieh Transom in the north of Naghsh-e-Jahān Square and in front of Shāhi 

Bazaar was constructed in 1026 Hijri and considering the paintings of ceilings and walls; it is 
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Fig. 238. Agha bazaar , Isfahan 

 

 

Fig. 235.  Naghsh-e-jahān square  

 

one of the most valuable works of art in the Safavid Era and the best one among the bazaars of 

Iran and the East. Among other paintings which are in good condition is the one about the war 

between Shāh Abbas and Ozbakan, while  the other one is about hunting sceneries painted by 

Reza Abbasi. Tile work on two sides of the arch of Gheisarieh transom is of Sagittarius (the 

face of a bowman with the body of tiger and tail of a dragon). It is believed that this painting 

shows the foundation of Isfahan in Sagittarius. A kettledrum house existed on two sides of the 

transom from the Safavid Era up to the end of Ghājār Era, but has been destroyed now. It is 

believed that this building was destroyed in 1026 Hijri. Considering the evidence above, it can 

be said that the city was developed in the Safavid Era by the establishment of Naghsh-e-Jahān 

Square, Jāme Abbāsi Mosque and Ālee Ghāpou. These structures connected to each other 

through the old bazaar, which showed the religion, economy and politics of their 

representatives together and repeated the old pattern of the city made and constructed in the 

Islamic era. 

Geographers of the Ghājār Era wrote about the Important Squares of the city including 

Kohne Square or Atigh Square, Mir Square, Naghsh-e-Jahān Square and Chāhār Hoz Square. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 237.  taghi Sarā, bazaar of Isfahan 

 

 

Fig. 236. Naghsh-e-jahān square  
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Although Isfahan was the capital of Iran in three different historical eras, namely the 

Eras of  Āl-e-Bouyeh, Saljagheh and Safavid, some pats of the bazaar were closed because of 

lingering depressions and decreases in population (for instance 50000 in Nāsereddin era).  The 

effects of such eras can be observed in Isfahan bazaar. The distance between Hasanābād 

Bazarcheh and Chāhār Naghāshi, in the southern part of Isfahan bazaar, were changed to 

residential areas and Isfahan bazaar was changed more than any other bazaar. For example, 

there were 17 metalic extraction houses in Isfahan up to 1921 but now only four of them have 

survived because of their lack of use. By referring to historical resources, we can see that there 

were once 243 baths in Isfahan which have almost entirely been destroyed and only a few of 

them remain. 

One of the baths recently destroyed was Khosro Aghā Bath in Sepāh Street. According 

to the map of Viret there were 106 halls and caravansaries in Isfahan while now, only 74 halls 

and caravansaries are identified according to the research in 2003. Most of those halls and 

caravansaries have changed to parking lots, modern shopping centers, cultural-commercial 

complexes, service and administrative buildings and green spaces. These massive changes 

strongly influenced the appearance of Isfahan and now some spaces in the bazaar are being 

changed, renovated and restored while no protection or control is applied to preserving them 

Isfahan bazaar, unlike other bazaars of Iran, has been registered by various sections 

including: Gheisarieh bazaar and bazaar under No.2117 on 07.sept, 1998, Brick Chāhārsogh, 

Golshan Hall, Khānsariha Hall, Hāj Karim Hall, Jārchi Hall. Mokhles & Naghāshi 

Chāhārsogh Hall under No.7630 to 7636 on 08.March, 2003, Mohammad Sādegh Khān Hall, 

Malek Timcha and Talār Hall under No.9064,9065 and 9089 on 01.June, 2003. Additionally 

Mir Esmāeil Hall, Atigheforoushān Hall, Monajen Noe Hall, Mirzā Kuchak Hall, Ghazvinihā 

Hall, Monajembāshi Hall, Dalan Derāz Hall, Arbab Timcha, Aghā Hall, Pāderakht Sookhteh 

Hall, Shali Hall, Shamāeihā Hall and Fakhr Hall have all been registered under No.10209, 

10210, 10214, 10215, 10217 to 10221, 10223, 10230, 10234, 10235 all on 14.Sept, 2003. 

While Jahāngir Hall under No.12097 and Nakhchiān Timcha under No.12100 have both been 

registered on 03.July, 2005. Ghahroudihā Hall under No.12103 on 21.July, 2005 and Sefid 

Hall under No.12310 have also been registered on 02.Aug, 2005.   
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Comparison of Isfahan Bazaar with the Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex  

 

Fig. 239.  One of karevansaras in Isfahan bazaar, being used as parking 

Fig. 240. Isfahan historic axis. 
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Considering the details mentioned above, one can mention the following cases regarding 

the comparison of Isfahan bazaar with Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

 - Like Tabriz bazaar, Isfahan bazaar is considered as one of the largest and most 

important bazaars of Iran, which includes a complete complex of urban elements such as 

mosques, schools, Imāms’ tombs, Hammams and Abanbar. 

-  Isfahan Bazaar was developed when it became the capital of Iran. When the capital 

was changed in the Zandieh Era, the following era (Ghājār Era) Isfahan Bazaar became 

severely depressed and various parts of it were destroyed such that some rāstās (lines) 

were converted in to residential houses. On the other hand, Tabriz Bazaar was mostly 

developed by people and has not been as severely influenced by governmental and 

political issues during the history. 

   - Isfahan bazaar, which had started its depression before urban development, was 

severely damaged by these processes while also being divided into several parts. So much 

so, that some parts of Isfahans Old bazaar have been converted to newer and more modern 

places like shopping centers and parking lots. While Tabriz bazaar has kept its integrity, it 

is evident that the changes occurred in Isfahan bazaar is not observed in Tabriz bazaar. 

- Isfahan bazaar was a major production center, especially regarding handicrafts, in the 

past, which have been destroyed because of depressions within the bazaars and the city. 

Also as a result, the destruction of Sarās (Halls) and Timchas and now only in some parts 

of the rāstās around Naghsh-e-Jahān square can we witness handicrafts production units. 

In constrast, production is one of the active occupations in Tabriz bazaar despite the large 

retail sector.  

- With the exception of the surroundings of Naghsh-e-Jahān Square and some places in 

Isfahan bazaar, most parts of this bazaar have been changed into shabby fabricd buildings 

and the residents have not contributed to the restoration of these places, which has 

resulted in the convertion of the locations to modern buildings like shopping centers. 

While the active participation of the businesspersons and residents of Tabriz bazaar for 

keeping and maintaining the cultural integriity of Tabriz Bazaar has resulted in dynamism 

and vividness with Tabriz Bazaar. 

 
Name of 

Bazaars 

Area 

(Ha) 
Materials Rāstā Timcha Sarā  Square Bazaarcheh 

Mosques 

& … 

Hamam, 

reservoir 
Total 

Tabriz 29 Brick & 30 20 24 2 8 38 6 126 
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Stone 

Isfahan 23 
Brick & 

Stone 
14 3 23 2 2 31 6 81 
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Tehran Bazaar  

It is likely that a small part of the Present Bazaar of Tehran was the main core of Tehran 

before the Safavid and Shāh Tahmasb eras. Tehran Bazaar was established at the time of the 

afformentioned Shāh, simultaneous to the establishment of the cities barbicans. Some parts of 

this bazaar were roofed and some parts were unroofed at the time. Thomas Herbert, in 1039 

also described Tehran bazaar in this manner. In 1200 Hijri, Tehran became the capital of Iran 

and was a very small town with a barbican of about 6000 feet at the time. Tehran became 

important only because of being selected as the capital by Āghā Mohammad Shāh Ghājār, 

while it was not important in terms of industry and commerce for some time, it did not reach 

the cultural level of other cities in addition to not even having any interesting buildings. As 

Issawi says in “History of Iran Economy”: “Tabriz was the most important trade center of Iran 

in those years and the main commercial transactions of Iran and other countries were made 

through this city until 1870”. 

Pollack, in his itinerary said accordingly: “Other cities like Kashan, Isfahan, Yazd and 

Hamedan were superior to Tehran in terms of culture and economy and the craftsmanship of 

products and tehranis could hardly earn their living”. Etemād-ol-Saltaneh says in his four-

volume books of Forty Years of Iran History during Nāseraddin Era, on pages 1929-1930: 

“The main establishment of Tehran dates back to Ghājār era, during the reign of Fathali 

Shāh”.  

The main part of Tehran bazaar was developed from Sabzeh Meydān up to Molavi Street 

and two famous junctions (Chāhārsoos), Chāhārsooye Bozorg and Chāhārsooye Kuchak, 

were constructed in 1222 and 1243, respectively. In the opinion of Fereidoun Ādamiat in his 

book “Amir Kabir & Iran” the first step towards business and industry boom in Tehran was 

taken by Amir Kabir. Henry Brukesh visited Amir Caravansary and said: “Among the 

buildings constructed by Amir Kabir for developing and organizing commerce in Iran is a 

caravansary with a big door towards the bazaar and you can enter the yard of the caravansary 

through this door.  

The yard of caravansary is covered with large stones and there is a beautiful pool made 

of stone in the middle of the yard. Two-storey rooms surrounded the yard all with windows 

made of carved wood towards the yard where the merchants sit and exhibit their goods for 

sale. The entrance of the rooms is a large transom with beautiful tile work and this caravansary 

is in fact the biggest commercial complex of Tehran. One of the main heritages of the Amir 

Complex is a big bazaar with beautiful arches that continues towards the south. 
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Pollack, in his itinerary claims that Amir established the bazaar, caravansary, industrial 

centers, military centers, glass-blowing, crystal and textile spinning factories. However, these 

establishments were not so successful according to the explanations of Pollack. Different 

caravansaries, halls and Timchas were made in the bazaar at that time including Mahdieh 

Timcha wich has a rectangular form in two storeys and is probably the oldest timcha of 

Tehran. Amir hall, previously known as Atābakieh hall, with 336 stores was established in 

1267 Hijri (1888 A.D.) upon the order of Mirzā Taghi Khān Amir Atābak. The Rāstā Bazaar 

of Mirzā Taghi Khān was established in 1268 Hijri (1889 A.D.) with two serperate lines called 

Kolahdouzan (hat makers) and Kafshdouzān (shoe makers). Hājeboddole Timcha, which is the 

work of Hāj Ali Khān Hājebodole (Etemād-ol-Saltaneh) and is one of the most famous and 

beautiful timchas of Iran, was constructed in Tehran Bazaar. Therefore, a vast and extensive 

network of Tehran Bazaar structures ranged from the south of Arg up to Molavi Street. There 

were different junctions (Chāhārsoo), Timchas, halls and lines (Rāstās) together with 

buildings like mosques, schools and baths with beautiful structures. Some of these lines 

(rāstās) were destroyed during urban installations and development activities including Kenār 

Khandagh Bazaar (opposite of Shams-ol-Emareh extending to Shāh Mosque), Morghiha 

(chicken-sellers) Bazaar and Tootoonforoushān (tobacco-sellers) Bazaar. Halabisāzān (tin-

makers) Bazaar and Zargarān (goldsmiths) Bazaar became shorter and smaller and some of 

the other bazaars gave way to other activities as a result of the change of lifestyle within the 

society. These expanding Bazaars mentioned above include Labāfhā Bazaar, Krjidoozi and 

Naalchigaro Bazaar, which is located next to Sarāji bazaar in southeast of Chāhārsooye 

Bozorg. The main bazaars of Tehran include Bazzāzān bazaar, Kaffāshān bazaar, Zargarān 

bazaar, Āhangarān bazaar, Mesgarān Bazaar, Abbāsābād Bazaar, Bein-ol-Haramein Bazaar, 

 

Fig. 241. sketch of Tehran bazaar, 1873 AD 
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Cheheltān Bazaar (the oldest Rāstā Bazaar remained from the Fathali Shāh Era), 

Chāhārsooye Bozorg Bazaar, Masjed Jāme Bazaar and Pachenār Bazaar.  

In the structure of the lines (Rāstās), junctions (Chāhārsoos), Timchas (timchas), halls 

(Sarās) and other units of the Tehran Bazaar complex, we can witness creation of beautiful 

architectural spaces in terms of design, volume and façade. These structures were highly 

damaged from the beginning of the 14th century onward because of th improper development 

of the bazaar, unsound changes and usage of disharmonious materials. The emphasis of 

designers and architects for creating unroofed spaces in roofed parts of bazaar including 

Chāhārsoughs (junctions) and especially the timchas, in order to remove the monotony is 

clear. Different methods are used in this regard including decorative transoms of halls and 

timchas, establishment of corners in hashtis, decorative and colorful plaster works under dome 

ceilings and plaster work within the Chāhārsouye Bozorg (Large Junction). Orsol in 1882 

describes Tehran: “You can enter the bazaar from Sabzeh Meydān through three glorious 

entrances. The bazaar is comparable to a complete city with the capacity of 20 to 25 thousand 

persons. Vast and snaky roofed corridors exist under brick domes. Orsol writes about 

Mesgarān Bazaar, Atrforoushān Bazaar, Miveforoushān Bazaar, Kolāhforoushān Bazaar, 

Kaffāshān Bazaar. Zargarān Bazaar, Bazzāzān Bazaar, Tootoonforoushān Bazaar, 

Farshforoushān Bazaar, Aslaheh and Atigheforoushān Bazaar and the large number of 

transactions made there. 

Among the Caravansaries of the Bazaar, Dolat Caravansary with 5 gates, 367 shops in 

merchant corridors, big and small timchas and two-storey buildings is the largest of them all. 

Aghā Ahmad Caravansary has seven shops and the Armenians had their own special 

Caravansaries, which belonged to the wife of ZalloSoltān. Some of the Caravansaries were 

built with the partnership of merchants like Hāji Mohammad Ghāssem and Aghā Seyyed 

Abdollāh.  

The population of Tehran lived in quarters other than bazaar quarters and the house of 

Amir Kabir was on the path of Hamāl Chāl and Pāchenār path. These pathers where 

purchased by a Tabrizi head merchant after his killing. Some foreigners lived in Bazaar 

Quarters, like Monsieur Rishar, Baron Sāheb, Hakim Kluke, Thomson Sāheb, embassy and 

ministers and some of the personnel of Russian embassy and consulate. 

The greatest owner of Tehran bazaar was the Shāh who had one caravansary 

administered by Āghā Seyyed Ali Naghi and 95 shops (7.5% of total shops in bazaar). 

Different persons occupied those shops. 
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According to the statistics of Najm-ol-Mālek, the population of Tehran has largely come 

from the surrounding cities and only 26% of them were actual Tehranis and 37.5% of 

populations in the bazaar quarter were Tehrani. The origins of the people were not specified in 

the statistics of 1269 Hijri but the origins of 1311 persons in bazaar quarters were specified. 

23.7% of this population was Tehrani and the remaining was from other villages and cities like 

Isfahan, Kashan, Shiraz and Tabriz. Apparently, Tehran’s people learned the methods of 

business and trade from them as goldsmiths and the painting industries were mostly carried 

out by Isfahanis and Shirazis.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fig. 242. Bazaar of Tehran  

 

Fig. 243. Bazaar of Tehran  
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 Tehran bazaar complex was registered under No.1540 on 24.Oct, 1977, Chāhārsooye 

Bozorg (Big Junction) of Tehran bazaar under No.1541 on 24.Oct, 1977, Mizāni Hall (Sarāy-

e-Mizāni) under No.3971 on 02.Oct, 2001 and Omid Hall (Sarāy-e-Omid) under No.10413 on 

23.Sept, 2003. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparison of Tehran Bazaar with Tabriz historical bazaar complex  

Fig. 245. Bazaar of Tabriz (left) bazaar of Tehran (right)  

Viret, 1972)( 

Fig. 244. Location of Tehran bazaar in the city 
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Considering the information presented above, we can say the following regarding the 

comparison of Tehran bazaar with the Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

- Tehran bazaar is among the bazaars that was established when Tabriz bazaar was one of 

the top commercial bazaars of Iran. So, the architectures have followed the architectural 

pattern of of Tabriz bazaar. 

- Tehran bazaar was developed after Tehran was selected as the capital in Ghājār Era while 

the excellent situation of Tabriz caused development of its bazaar and the political issues, 

like being the capital city, didn’t have role in its development. Despite two centuries of 

Tehran being the capital and its development at all times before being the capital, Tabriz 

bazaar is more important than the traditional bazaar of Tehran. 

- Unused and vacant parts are frequently found in Tehran bazaar while these spaces cannot 

be found in the Tabriz bazaar. 

- Most of the production units in Tehran produce clothes, which are manufactured in places 

outside of the bazaar while Tabriz bazaar has kept its role as producer and distributor in 

most of its sectors. 

- Tehran bazaar has rapidly changed and there are some modern spaces with modern 

structures inside the bazaar, while keeping the cultural and historical integrity is very 

important for the residents of Tabriz bazaar.  

-  Considering the urban development, especially during the recent years, some places 

established around Tehran bazaar have attracted the attention of economic and commercial 

centrality of the city while Tabriz bazaar has kept its commercial centrality despite the 

developments and improvements around bazaar. There are still famous businessmen who 

export goods to other countries.  

 
Name of 

Bazaars 

Area 

(Ha) 
Materials Rāstā Timcha Sarā & … Square Bazaarcheh 

Mosques, 

Schools 

Hamam, 

Reservoir 
Total 

Tabriz 29 
Brick & 

Stone 
30 20 26 2 8 38 6 130 

Tehran 27 
Brick & 

Stone 
32 5 54 1 1 24 5 122 

 

Zanjan Bazaar  
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Zanjan city, which is the capital of Zanjan Province, has been very important from 

ancient times as it is on the path of the commercial road of old Ray city to Azerbaijan. 

However, despite the fact that this city is as old as many other known cities in Iran, it does not 

have a comprehensive historical record.  

Considering the architectural style and historical texts regarding the history of the 

Bazaar of Zanjan, we can conclude that Zanjan Bazaar was established in 1205 Hijri during 

the Era of Āghā Mohammad Khān Ghājār and then completed in 1213 Hijri during the Fathali 

Shāh era. It was visited by Sultikov in 1216 Hijri and he painted the shapes of the shops and 

bazaars of Zanjan which can be used for architectural study of Zanjan Bazaar. 

Some historians believe that Zanjan Bazaar existed before Āghā Mohammad Khān 

Ghājār and believe that the lower line (Rāstā) of the bazaar was established in 950 Hijri. Then 

caravansaries, baths and mosques were established and it was completed in the reign 

Mohammad Ali Shāh Ghājār in 1324 Hijri.  

The paintings regarding Zanjan Bazaar by western explorers and orientalists show that it 

was unroofed and the bazaar had alleys and paths with shops on two sides. The ground was 

also paved with stone. Those painting also show various persons riding on horses or camel 

passing through this bazaar.  

It can be estimated that Zanjan Bazaar had the same stone-paved road that connected 

Ghazvin, the capital of Safavids, to Ardabil road, which passed through Hosseinabad village 

(road of Aliabad town). Most probably, it was one of the more famous roads of Shāh Ayasi 

that connected the capital of Safavid Dynasty to Ardabil. Ardabil was the center and home of 

the great mystic, Sheykh Safieddin Eshāgh Ardabili, the forefather of the Safavid Shāhs and 

one of the reasons behind the linear design of Zanjan Bazaar from east to west. This is a 

characteristic exists in other Iranian cities, namely the ranging of the bazaar from east to west, 

which was the main characteristics architectural harmony among cities and urban development 

principles at the time. On the other hand, Zanjan bazaar together with a cultural, social, 

religious, commercial and political complex illustrates the intelligence of urban developers 

during Islamic Iran.  

When we enter the street from Gheisarieh Bazaar, there is Sabze Meydān (Vegetable 

Square); the center of government is at the northern part of this square. The existence of the 

Bazaar and Square at this part of the city mixed with the beautiful architecture of Jāme 

Mosque is a beautiful display of Architecture of Islamic Iran. 

Besides the trading of local products in the Bazaar, there were two caravansaries those 

recieved products coming form other villages. These buildings were used for their primary 
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purpose before the development of cities and the subsequent traffic of motor vehicles. Now 

they have been changed into storehouse of imported goods. Some of the Caravansaries of this 

Bazaar are Nahali Hall, Hāj Fathollāh Hall with 30 stores in Mesgarān square, Golshan Hall 

and Malek Hall, which was restored in 1345 Hijri. There are seveeral Mosques and public 

structures in this complex in order to fulfill the social and religious needs of the people. They 

including Āghā Sheykh Fayyaz Mosque, Mirzāei Mosque and Bolurin and Moini Baths which 

have their own special place in the complex. 

The Upper Bazaar Complex consists of Gheisarieh Bazaar, Bazzāzān Bazaar, Hojat-ol-

Eslām Bazaar, Emāmzādeh Bazaar and Abdolali Beig Bazaar. This Bazaar is very active in 

terms of producing and supplying goods and is the most important economic and commercial 

center of the city. The Upper Complex is divided into eight lines according to the goods 

produced and supplied there including Zargarān Hall, Bazzāzān Hall, Kaffāshān Hall, 

Sarrājān Hall, Kolahdouzān Hall, Sandoughsāzān Hall, Rengrazān Hall, Miveforoushān Hall 

and Jegarpazān Hall. This division was very important in terms of reserving the guild rights 

and controlling the prices of supplied goods, in addition to showing the high intelligence of the 

designers and founders.  

Of the interesting caravansaries of this complex, which had an important role in goods 

supplied are Hāj Aligholi Hall and Hāj Karbalāei Ali (Kalbāli) Hall. Hāj Aligholi Hall was the 

biggest Caravansary of Zanjan Bazaar and was established in 1307 Hijri.  It has two separate 

yards and seven entries with three doors opened towards Sami Square and two doors opened 

towards Miveforoushān Square and the other two doors opened towards Pālāndoozān hall. 

Hāj Kalbali caravansary has also a yard and five doors. Presently this caravansary has 28 

shops, which are mostly grocerie stores.  

Other halls of upper bazaar complex include: 

- Hāj Ebrāhim hall with 33 stores and endowed ownership 

- Behjat hall with 35 stores and shops, one building, one yard and one sugar production 

workshop 

- Hāj Shaban hall (Yānān Caravansary) with 10 stores and shops as the smallest unit of 

the bazaar hall 

- Mashhadi Ali Hall with 23 stores and shops and two entries and most of the shops and 

stores here sell carpets   

- Nāseri Hall, established in 1320 Hijri, includes two main sections. The main entry 

includes 15 carpet-selling shops and the internal part, which a square yard is placed for 

the repairing and finishing of carpets. The type of ownership of this hall is private 
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ownership and there are 24 stores and shops and a small sugar production factory in 

this hall.  

- Hāj Hassan Hall with three entries in the Emamzade Line  

- Hāj Shāhi Hall in the Abdolali Beig Line with 7 shops and 30 stores and 2 entryways  

 

This complex has a total of five Mosques including: Chehel Sotun, Āghā Seyyed 

Fathollāh, Jāme Mosque (Seyyed Mohammad Mojtahed Mosque), Hojat-ol-Eslam and Mollā 

Mosques. 

Establishment of the Seyyed bath next to the Jāme School and Mosque has fulfilled the 

hygienic needs of people to some extent. Baths in the alleys ending in bazaar and different 

lines show the activeness of the location in addition to the existence of education and religious 

ceremonies sections. Existence of different Caravansaries in this Bazaar Complex and the 

presence of merchants of other cities and villages in th Caravansaries and also urban 

development principles has made the establishment of Hammam next to commercial centers 

mandatory. Seyyed bath, Hāj Ebrāhim Bath, Mirbahā Bath, Hāj Taghi Bath, Imām Jome Bath 

and Hāj Dādāsh Bath were all baths established at this location and most of them have been 

destroyed by now and converted in to tea houses and traditional restaurants. It should be 

mentioned, that the form and art used in Bazaars, Mosques and Baths are harmonious in terms 

of architecture, alon with having four-arched ceilings.  

Zanjan Bazaar Complex with 56 entrances and alleys is connected to all parts of the city 

in a communicative network throughout the whole city. This complex has 940 shops and about 

51 types of jobs including production and export administered by 3200 persons and a large 

number of people working in subsidiary activities. 

The Bazaar is a complicated unit in terms of economic activity and there are different 

types of trading centers for wholesale and retail activities. The trend is going towards 

wholesale activities because of an increasing level of investments. Ever-increasing 

development and the economic status of the complex have converted the residential units to 

commercial units which will cause irreperable damage to the historical value of the bazaar, 

due tounsound planning. 

This bazaar was established in a land with an area of 15 hectares, 5 hectares of which is 

allocated for the economic section, 7 hectares for the residential section, 1 hectare for public 

places and two hectares for a communicative network. There are 945 owned units with 600 

telephone royalties and 1300 water and electricity royalties. At present, there is dire need for a 

medical clinic, parking lot and green spaces because of the changes is living styles. 
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This complex has been a suitable place for social gathering next to commercial centers 

from ancient times and has a determining role in terms of maintaining the national and 

religious ceremonies. Besides the mentioned cultural factors, there are several other factors 

that emphasize the existence of such as a complex within the city. Some examples include 

climatologic and geographical conditions of the region. This city has very warm summers, 

cold and snowy winters and rough weather during autumns and springs. These climatologic 

conditions are not felt inside the complex and the customers will be able to be there for a long 

time in order to select their intended goods. 

Zanjan bazaar has been registered as a national work of the country as a Ghājāri bazaar 

under No.1440 on 05.Sept, 1977.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 247. Bazaar of Zanjan  

 

 

Fig. 246. Bazaar of Zanjan  
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Fig. 248. The map of Zanjan bazaar 
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Comparison of Zanjan Bazaar With Tabriz historical bazaar complex  

Given the information outlined above, we can mention the following regarding the 

comparison of Zanjan Bzaar with Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

- Zanjan bazaar has remained from Ghājār era while Tabriz bazaar is older than Zanjan 

Bazaar. 

- Much like Tabriz bazaar, Zanjan Bazaar is a complete complex of urban elements such 

as Mosques, Schools and Hamams but the number of these elements in Tabriz Bazaar 

is far more numerous than those of Zanjan Bazaar. 

- The architecture of Zanjan Bazaar is similar to that of Tabriz Bazaar because it is 

located in a cold area. This can be seen in the height of the bazaar and the span of the 

entrances of rāstās. 

- Zanjan bazaar is a center of retail and wholesale and is only a distributor with few 

production units in the Bazaar, while Tabriz Bazaar has been a center of retail, 

wholesale, production and distribution from ancient times. 

- Zanjan Bazaar was divided in to two main sections during the urban development 

processes, which are now called upper and lower bazaar. Therefore, it has lost its 

continuity and integrity and this has influenced the prices of active occupations and 

stores within it, while this has not happened in Tabriz Bazaar. 

- The Quarters ending in Zanjan Bazaar are constantly being converted to modern 

commercial building, which are not harmonious with the traditional architecture of the 

Bazaar. However, the quarters around Tabriz Bazaar follow the historical fabric of the 

bazaar in all aspects (architecture, structure, occupations). There are shabby buildings 

located in parts around Zanjan Bazaar while there are no such places around Tabriz 

bazaar. 

  

Name of 

Bazaars 

Area 

(Ha) 
Materials Rāstā Timcha 

Sarā & 

…. 
Square 

Mosques, 

Schools 

Hamam, 

Abanbar 
Total 

Tabriz 29 Brick & Stone 30 20 26 2 38 6 122 

Zanjan 3.5 Brick & Stone 19 1 16 1 5 3 45 
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Ghazvin Bazaar 

Nāsser Khorso, as the first narrator of Ghazvin bazaar, says: “I saw this city as a 

beautiful city with a barbican and battlement around it with a nice bazaar”. The foundation of 

today’s Bazaars and Caravansaries of Ghazvin date back to Safavid Era with selection of this 

city as the capital. Thomas Herbert visited Iran in 1037 Hijri and wrote thus about Ghazvin in 

his itinerary: “Ghazvin Bazaars are large and pleasant”. George Manuring, one of the 

companions of the Sherli Brothers, says thus regarding a ceremony held in Ghazvin Bazaar: 

“There is a quarter in the middle of the city which is called the Bazaar and it is three fold of 

London Bazaar…That night, all the shops were illuminated by lights and decorated upon the 

order of the Shāh. A big platform was built in the middle of the Bazaar with six columns. 

Some expensive and some lame carpets were spread in the Bazaar and there was a silver chair 

decorated with large diamonds, ruby and turquoise placed there for the Shāh. 

Prosperity continued up to Ghājār era and Sasd-ol-Saltaneh, governor of Ghazvin, 

established a large complex including bazaars, bazarches, halls and caravansaries on the ruins 

of Saādat Garden. This took place when the trade between Iran and Russia was very 

prosperous. From the end of the Ghājār Era, the bazaar complex suffered some changes. The 

causes of destruction were fire and unsound changes in thee fabric of Bazaar. However, 

Ghazvin Bazaar is still the most prosperous trade center within the city. Now, only Gheisarieh 

Bazaar and Zargarān Bazaar with brick arched ceilings remain from the Great Bazaar of 

Ghazvin. Valuable Halls like Shāh’s Hall (Sarāy-e-Shāh a remnent from the Safavid Era)), 

Vazir Hall, Hāj Rezā  Hall and Saad-ol-Saltaneh Complex are valuable parts of the current the 

Ghazvin Bazaar Layout. The importance of the eastern part of this bazaar especially its halls 

and caravansaries, is evident in them being the main center of commercial activities 

traditionally, has decreased since the end of the Ghājār Era.These places continued their 

function as small industrial and production workshops. 

Ghazvin Bazaar Complex is one of the most important historical places remained from 

the architectural works of this city. This complex, with its specific characteristics, 

differentiates it from the bazaars of other cities. In the past were commercial centers like halls, 

religious-cultural centers like schools, mosques and service places like baths and reservoirs of 

which some parts have been destroyed. The checkered plan of Ghazvin Bazaar shows it has a 

pre-designed plan. 
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Of the most important structures of Ghazvin Bazaar are Masjed-ol-Nabi (Shāh Mosque), 

Saad-ol-Saltaneh hall, Vazir Hall, Hāj Rezā Hall, Shāh Hall (Razavi), roofed and unroofed 

Timchas and Gheisarieh Line (Rāstā). There are other works like Ettefaghieh School, 

Mosques and Sālehieh Schools, which are separated from the bazaar because of the 

establishment of streets. 

Masjed-ol-Nabi is a Four-Loggia Mosque with an area of 14000 sqm. The main building 

of this Mosque is Safavi Building, which was reconstructed in the Ghājār Era upon the order 

of Fathali Shāh. Saad-ol-Saltaneh Hall was constructed upon the order of the governor of 

Ghazvin in the Ghājār Era, which now bears his name. This hall is the most complete sample 

of Iranian Caravansaries and has all the various commercial spaces of a bazaar including a 

yard, Shotorkhān, Bārandāz, Gheisarieh and public baths. Hāj Rezā Hall is the most beautiful 

Hall of Ghazvin. It was a two-storey hall but the upper storey has been destroyed. The most 

beautiful part of this building is its entrance which includes a hashti (entry) with a large dome 

with decorative works. Today this hall has various applications. Razavi Hall is one of the most 

active halls of Ghazvin and some people believed that it was constructed by in the Ghājār Era 

and some others believe that the Safavids constructed it. This hall is a two-storey hall with 

three entrances. Gheisarieh Line (Rāstā), with high brick arches, is located between Masjed-

ol-Nabi and Razavi Hall and also conncets Vazir Hall to the Chāhārsogh (junction) of the 

bazaar. Gheisarieh was one of the very important bazaars of the Safavid era and was designed 

 

Fig. 250. Chāhārsugh of sad-al-saltaneh 
bazaar, ghazvin bazaar 

 

Fig. 249. Gheisariyeh bazaar, ghazvin    
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as a line (Rāstā). There is also an unroofed timcha with a central yard, two-storeys, two-

entrances and 53 stores with Orossi doors in north part of this lin, while there is a roofed 

timcha with two storeys and an arch in its middle and a covered groin in its southern part. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 251. al-nabi mosque, ghazvin 

 

 

Fig. 253. One of the entrances of ghazvin bazaar 

 

 

Fig. 254. One of the entrances of ghazvin bazaar 

 

 
Fig. 252. Razavi Sarā, bazaar of ghazvin 
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Ghazvin bazaar complex was registered in state national organization under the following 

orders and numbers: 

- Ghazvin bazaar complex under No.1021 on 26.Dec, 1977 

- Roofed or unroofed timcha under No.2408 on 24.Aug, 1999 

- Roofed timcha under No.2410 on 24.Aug, 1999 

- Panbe hall under No.3675 on 16.March, 2001 

- Golshan hall under No.7678 on 08.March, 2003 

- Razavi hall under No.12583 on 02.Aug, 2005 

- Hāj Reza hall under No.12614 on 02.Aug, 2005 

- Ardakani hall under No.12615 on 02.Aug, 2005 
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fig. 255. The map of ghazvin bazaar 
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Comparison of Ghazvin Bazaar with Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex 

Given the evidence outlined above, we can mention the following points in camparing 

Ghazvin Bazaar with the Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

- Ghazvin Bazaar is among the bazaars that became prosperous when the city became 

the capital of the Safavid Dynasty, while Tabriz Bazaar was established and became 

prosperous because of its special situation and was developed by people not the 

government; hence, it did not lose its importance and prosperity by the changing the 

government. 

- Ghazvin Bazaar Complex, much like Tabriz Bazaar Complex, has a complete set of 

bazaar elements including Sarās, Rāstās, Timcha and squares together with other social 

structures like mosques, schools, hamams and Reservoir. The area of Tabriz Bazaar is 

much larger than that of Historical Bazaar of Ghazvin.  

- There are valuable places in Ghazvin Bazaar such as Saad-ol-Saltaneh Sarā, which is a 

rare entity in other bazaars. Tabriz Bazaar also has unique locations such as like Amir 

Hall (Sarā), Mozaffariyya Timcha and so on. 

- Ghazvin Bazaar has been considerably changed as a result of urban development with 

newer streets. Some places which were connected to the bazaar are now separated from 

the bazaar and are considered as separate elements like schools, mosques and Sarās.  

On the other hand, urban development in Tabriz and with the separation of various 

bazaar elements has not seriously influenced the relationship between the places and 

the bazaar and they have kept their prosperity.  

- Ghazvin Bazaar is no longer the commercial center of the city like it was in the past. 

Some space such as Rāstās (lines) are being converted in to warehouses while Tabriz 

Bazaar has kept its commercial centrality. 
 Name 

of 

Bazaars 

Area 

(Ha) 
Materials Rāstā Timcha Sarā & . . . 

Mosques, 

Schools 

Hamam, 

Reservoir 
Total 

Tabriz 27 
Brick & 

Stone 
30 20 26 38 6 120 

Ghazvin 20 
Brick & 

Stone 
6 2 10 5 2 25 
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Ghom Bazaar  
Ghom has entered various agricultural periods and then urbanization periods through the 

flow of the 'Ghom River' or 'Anarbar', in addition to Ghare Chāy or Sāveh River. In the year 

23 Hijri, Abumosa Ashaari conquered this city and some groups of Arabs from Ashaari tribes 

immigrated to this city in 94 Hijri. During the Imām Sādegh Era in the second century Hijri, 

Ghom was converted into a religious center and after 292 Hijri this city was destroyed several 

times due to terrible floods and attacks.  The main development and prosperity periods of this 

city date back to 9th, 11th and 13th centuries Hijri.  

 The layout and material of Ghom Bazaar has been reconstructed several times during 

attacks and floods, while its growth continued for more than 1200 years. Imām Hassan Askari 

Mosque was established in the northern part of Minjan in 189 Hijri. The tomb of Masoumeh 

(peace be upon her) in Babelan Garden was also established. Next to this mosque, relics of 

Jāme Mosque which lyes the end of the old bazaar from circa 752 Hijri are mainly established 

in the 8th Hijri century. A large area of the older and newer bazaars and residential houses 

constructed from the Safavid Era remain as the surviving parts from the old structure of this 

city and are largely still in use. 

Some people believe that the bazaar is the main core of the city while others believe that 

the bazaar is just one of the constituting elements of the city. Most probably, the formation of 

the bazaar and city can be considered as a periodic chain of primary constructions within the 

city. The southeast and northwest of the old Bazaar Line that formed Arabestan Quarter and 

Labchal is the primary core of Ghom. In its two sides is Kashan Road, which leads to Saveh 

that stems from the south-north road in the Iranian Plateau. Here the considerable point is that 

new bazaar is established in direction of Old Rāstā Bazaar and on its north part.  

The Big Timcha of Ghom is formed on northern part of the new bazaar and lyes next to 

Ghom River. This timcha is surrounded by different timchas and halls, most of them which 

still remain to this day. The late Feyz Kashani, in his book “Treasure of Ghom Historical 

Places”, writes about this timcha: “The building of the large timcha of Ghom is one of the 

most glorious buildings of this city”    

 The Large Timcha of Ghom is indeed one of the most glorious buildings of this city and 

includes the artwork of Master Hassan Memārbāshi, the founder of the quadrangle, loggia and 

its high Minarets, which were all established in 1301 Hijri. This building is famous because 

there were two other timchas in Darvāzeh Bazaar and Salamgāh Bazaar. the smaller one  was 

built by Etemādodole, governor of Ghom, and the larger one called Sadr-e-Azam,  both were 

built by this architect. They were both destroyed with the establishment of Azar and Astaneh 
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Streets and now this timcha is the commercial center of the city. The founder of this timcha 

was the late Hāj Seyyed Mahmoud Tabātabāei, the great merchant of Ghom who had five sons 

that were religious scholars such as Āyatollāh Ghomi and Hāj Āghā Hossein Tabātabāei. 

These two timchas with two entrances consists of three openings, the diameter of the opening 

in the middle is 15m with the height of 15m. Also, two covers with the length of 28m exist 

without columns and the great architects watched the covering for some time. The lower cover 

was Yazdibandi and the upper cover was Fakhri and the doors were arosi and Gerehsāzi, 

which were renewed. Some of these arosi doors remain in front of the rooms. The upper parts 

of the stores are angled and the cover of the north opening is plaster work. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Great timcha of Ghom is like a large Rāstā Bazaar while two fronts are made in its 

two ends with two-storey shops that create the glorious bases of the middle quadrangle. 

 

Fig. 257. Great timcha, ghom bazaar

 

Fig. 256.  Bozorg (Great) timcha, ghom 
bazaar 

 

Fig. 258. Great timcha, ghom bazaar 
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Access to the timcha is possible through two minor and major hallways, which form the line 

(Rāstā) of the new bazaar in addition to another hallway in another part of the other timcha, 

which has access to the rear quadrangle, storehouses and service places. 

The structure of the timcha, as the commercial center of the city, was designed aand 

executed for storing, supplying, selling, distributing goods. During the early years, the owners 

of the stores started to showcase, supply and sell carpets. The good conditions of the carpet 

industry influenced a big area of Ghom Bazaar such that now most of the stores in new bazaar 

are offering preparation services, carpet repair, carpet storage and carpet retail services.  

Before the construction of the bazaar and during its construction, this area was the core 

and active center of the city. Besides fulfilling the needs of the people for goods and 

merchandise, it fulfilled the psychological needs of the people and had a good role in 

establishing relations between people of different cultures. Urban and rural societies where 

established with moaning ceremonies and festivals along with it also being a suitable place for 

spending the leisure time. The space of the Big Timcha of Ghom seemed very suitable for 

these kinds of cultural relations. 

It has been attempted to keep the value of the stores in upper floors close to that of the 

stores in ground floor in terms of design of the public and private places within this timcha. 

The formation of the added value of the stores in the upper storeys can be found  with their 

access to the upper floor from the rear part of the stores with four stairs and two minor and 

major two-storey hallways with the width of the entrance of the quadrangle. Various evidences 

is seen of the competence of the architect of this timcha in the forming of all parts of the 

building. 

The width of the entrance of the main quadrangle with very narrow groins, transfer of 

load of triple domes to lateral side using brick layers and the deep familiarity and proficiency 

about the structure of the building are testament to its skilled engineering.  

The most important characteristic of the timcha can be found in its lines. The circulation 

of the lines along with the grading inside yazdikāri, different light around it and the triple 

roofed lights [this type of decoration while giving a cover webbed with the certain fabric 

carries the hints of the covers of the style] all of which are of special grace and solidity. 

Studies during the recent years have proved that the design of brickwork among the cover of 

the main quadrangle was influenced by the design and execution of the lines. This is an 

emphasis on thoughtful and artistic designing and mental capabilities of Master Hassan 

Memārbāshi in creation of this unique work. 
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Big timcha of Ghom, which is a remnant from the Ghājār Era, was registered in state 

national organization under No.1902 on 02.Aug, 1997. The old and new rāstā bazaars, which 

are remnant from the Safavid and Ghājār Era, were registered under No.1937 on 07.Dec, 

1997. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 259.  Ghom bazaar  
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Fig. 260. The map of Ghom bazaar 
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Comparison of Ghom Bazaar with Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex  

Considering the information presented above regarding Ghom Bazaar, we can outline the 

following pointsregarding the comparison of Ghom bazaar with the Tabriz Historical Bazaar 

Complex: 

- The most valuable part of Ghom Bazaar is its timcha established in 1301 Hijri (1922 

A.D.) with the dimensions of 28m×15m and a height of 15 m. Similar cases can be 

observed in Tabriz Bazaar such as Mozaffariyya Timcha which was established 

around the same date of Ghom Timcha, but is certainly larger than it. The dimensions 

of Mozaffariyya timcha are 65×10m with the height of 15.5m. 

- The dominant guild in Ghom Timcha, like Mozaffariyya Timcha of Tabriz, is carpet 

selling but there are different occupations beside each other in old and newer rāstās. 

While each part of Tabriz Bazaar belongs to a specific guild, we rarely see 

occupations other than the dominant ones. 

- Ghom bazaar does not have strong commercial centrality in the city and we cannot 

consider it as a complete complex of urban elements and bazaar elements. The main 

part of Ghom bazaar is its Timcha, while Tabriz Bazaar is a complete complex of 

architectural and urban places and in some cases, it can be considered as unique 

artistic and architectural work of art. such as Amir Sarā, Mozaffariyya Timcha, Mirzā 

Shafie Timcha and Hassan Padshāh Complex, Jāme Mosques and so on.   

 

 

Name of Bazaars Area (Ha) Materials Rāstā Timcha Total 

Tabriz 29 Brick & Stone 30 20 50 

Ghom 2.5 Brick & Stone 2 1 3 
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Kerman Bazaar 

Kerman Bazaar is a valuable complex including squares, caravansaris, bazaars, 

Chāhārsoghs, public baths, reservoirs and mints which are all remnants from the Safavid Era. 

A lot of the buildings in the center of the city have been named after Ganjalikhān, the 

governor of Kerman during the Saffavid Era who died in 1304 Hijri. 

Mahmoud Hemmat Kermani, in his book “A Detailed History of Kerman” says: 

“Ganjalikhān complex is established around a vast square with an area of about 4500m at the 

location of the old bazaar. The beautiful and famous caravansary of the Safavid Era is located 

on the east side of the square and decorated with beautiful mosaics made by Soltān 

Mohammad Memar including and inscription written by Alireza Abbasi”. 

Ganjalikhān Bazaar, with about 70 shops, is one of the most beautiful bazaars of Iran, 

which has been endowed to Imām Reza (peace be upon him). This bazaar extends from 

Chāhārsogh and Sarāji Bazaars to Ekhtiāri Bazaar. The Chāhārsogh (Junction) of this bazaar 

in the southwest corner of the square is very sturdy and tall. The main part of the ceiling of 

this Chāhārsogh (Junction) is painted with pictures of the bazaar and various businessmen of 

Safavid era in all four seasons of the year. Fortunately, most of them remain to this day but are 

extremely faded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 261.  Kerman Bazaar  
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Kermans Large Bazaar is three kilometers from the entrance of Tohid Square (Arg) 

towards Mozaffari square. The first parts of this bazaar include a large entrance with a high 

ceiling and transom decorated with tile works. Several rooms exist in the upper storey, with 

total length of 25m, called Naghārekhāneh Bazaar. There is also Sarrāji bazaar, some parts of 

which are unroofed and the Large Chāhārsogh (Junction) is at the end of this bazaar. Ekhtiāri 

Bazaar is between Ganjalikhān bazaar and Vakil Bazaar at the end reaches Golshan 

Caravansary.  Alleys and Vakil bath from the north and old seminary building from the south 

border this caravansary. Vakil bazaar is between Vakil Caravansary and Bath Alley, which lies 

to its north. Mozaffari bazaar lyes to the east, while Sardar Caravansary lyes to the west and 

Ekhtiāri Bazaar lyes to its south. It has two Gheisariehs in the names of Mollā Mohammad 

Saleh and Vakil. 

Mesgari Bazaar is in the middle of the northern entrance of Ganjalikhān Chāhārsogh 

(Junction). Gheisarieh of Zargarān (Goldsmiths) also is located in that area and it has a small 

junction that has been the place of religious ceremonies of Imām Hossein from the Ghājār Era. 

There are other Bazaars in Kerman Bazaar such as Mozaffari Bazaar, Ahangari Bazaar and 

Zargari bazaar. 

Dr. Ahmad Pourahmad, in a paper titled “Functional Changes of Kerman Bazaar Form 

Yesterday to Today”, has listed the functional, social and economic evolutions of Kerman 

Bazaar in 60 various units, some of which are mentioned below: 

- The spaces of the bazaar were traditionally variable with different functions but now 

the spaces are now smaller, except the mosques.  

- The Bazaar traditionally had national and trans-regional influence but now it is limited 

to mostly the local and surrounding populations.  

- The Bazaar was a place of production and supply of various industries but now it has 

distributive and commercial function only. 

 - The shops in the bazaar were mostly wholesale but now they are mostly retail shops. 

- Traditionally, the Bazaar was a place for import and export but it is now only a place of 

import. 

- Local people bought their required goods mostly from this bazaar but now they do 

shopping from various other stores within the city quarters. 

- In the past, there were largers goods in bazaar but now there are only light goods. 

- The Bazaar has been the largest public place in the city but now it is one of the many 

public places of the city. 
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- The merchants of the bazaar had various activities but now they sell mostly cloths and 

foods.  

- The public service areas such as baths and barbers were abundant in the bazaar but are 

now very few. 

- The Bazaar was peaceful and safe traditionally but it is becoming increasingly crowded 

and unsafe. 

- It was traditionally easy to access the bazaar on foot but it is noow difficultdue to the 

longer distances.  

- The Bazaar was traditionally active at nights because of the caravansaries but now the 

bazaar closes at night. 

- The people administered the bazaar but now it is administered by various governmental 

organizations.  

-  Restoration of the bazaar was carried out by the local people through endowments, but 

it is now being resorted by the government.   

- The upper class lived near the bazaar in the past but now it is mostly surrounded by 

poverty stricken areas.  

- The buyers were traditionally from all the various classes but now only the middle to 

lower classes come to the bazaar for shopping. 

- The lines (rāstās) were specific to certain occupations but now the jobs are scattered 

among various lines. 

- The Bazaar was the main factor of urban development in the past but now continuously 

being sacrificed for urban projects. 

- The merchants were traditionally among the most reputable citizens in the city but now 

they are mostly from other towns. 

- The merchants were also very knowledgeable and literate but now they are mostly 

illiterate and uneducated.  

- The merchants were pioneers in social movements but now they have become very 

conservative and inactive socially. 

- The Bazaar was in the center of the city but it has now slowly lost its centrality due the 

development of city. 

- The shops were tradtionallly much larger than they currently are due to them having 

been devided. 
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Kermans Large Bazaar with historical works from the 8th century Hijri to the Pahlavi 

Era  such as Meydān Ghale bazaar, Ghale Mahmoud bazaar and Hāj Ali Agh bazaar all 

belonging to the Ghājār era were registered in state national organization under No.3856, 

3857, 3858 and 3859, respectively on 15.May, 2001. Aziz bazaar of Kermān and Sardār Hall 

(Sarāye Sardār), both belonging to Ghājār Era were registered under No.13274 and 13286 on 

13.Aug, 2005.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 264. Architectural ornaments in Kerman 
bazaar (an official building in bazaar) 

 

 

Fig. 265. Architectural ornaments in Kerman bazaar 
 

 

Fig. 263. Northern side of Ganjalikhān 
square, Kerman bazaar  

 

Fig. 262. Western side of Ganjalikhān 
square, Kerman bazaar 
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Fig. 266. Architectural ornaments in Kerman bazaar 
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Fig. 267. The map of Kerman bazaar 
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Comparison of Kerman Bazaar With the Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex  

Considering the evidence outlined above, we can mention the following cases about the 

comparison of Kerman Bazaar with the Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

 

- Both are among big and vast bazaars. 

- Both are a complex of urban elements like rāstās, Sarās, Hammams, abanbars, 

yakhchals, mosquse and schoosl but the number of units in Tabriz Bazaar is much 

more than that of Kerman Bazaar. 

- The surroundings of Kerman Bazaar are usually ruined and unoccupied areas while the 

surroundings of Tabriz Bazaar are very active. 

- Kerman Bazaar has lost its social role (because of social changes and the education of 

businessmen and merchants) while Tabriz Bazaar is the center of all social affairs and 

public movements within the city. 

- A large part of Kerman Bazaar was constructed by Ganjalikhān, a Safavid governor, 

while various people of the cities history have developed Tabriz Bazaar. 

- Unlike the past, Kerman Bazaar is a place for retail and imported goods while Tabriz 

Bazaar, much like the past, is a place for production, supply (wholesale), import and 

export.  

- Kerman Bazaar has lost it centrality as a result of urban development while Tabriz 

Bazaar is still the center of commercial and economic development of the city. 

- Similar occupations had activities in rāstās and halls (Sarās) within Kerman Bazaar in 

the past much unlike today. Where as only one occupation can still be seen in the 

rāstās and halls (Sarās) of Tabriz Bazaar. 

- The social situation of Kerman Bazaar included famous and outstanding persons who 

had activities outside and inside the bazaar complex in the past only, while famous and 

educated persons are still present in the social structure of Tabriz Bazaar. 
 

Name of 

Bazaars 

Area 

(Ha) 
Materials Rāstā Sarā & … Square 

Mosques  

& Schools 

Hamam, 

Reservior 
Total 

Tabriz 29 
Brick & 

Stone 
30 26 2 38 6 102 
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Kerman 12.3 
Bricks & 

Stone 
11 5 2 13 5 36 

Shiraz Bazaars  

 

Shiraz a historical city is another Iranian city established on the path of important roads 

with a linking role that has highly influenced the physical and functional structure of the city. 

Studying and investigation the evolution of the city shows that Shiraz has been established as a 

meeting place of important connection links in a strategic north-south route on the Iran 

plateau. This path connected the city of Estakhr to important centers and cities in southern Iran 

(Neishabour historical city in southwest, Darab important city in southeast and Firouzābād 

strategic city and Azarfarnabāgh Atashkadeg near Kanaj in south) to the northern cities. Shiraz 

was established in meeting place of these roads and its range inside the city created the 

backbone. This path along the linking road of Estakhr started from the north of city and parted 

towards the southern gate after reaching the center of the city. The continuation of these main 

paths outside the city connected to three important linking ways to different parts and 

important cities in south. The general development of the city in response to the climatologic 

conditions and economic, social and cultural needs of each era took place in the primary core 

of the town, while reinforcing the backbone as the main center of activity in the city. The 

elements and spaces formed around these paths during the history of Shiraz has always been a 

key to the construction of the city. In fact, the most important areas for urban activity that form 

the urban culture of Shiraz are established around this path. Therefore, this backbone of Shiraz 

can be called the historical-cultural path of Shiraz. There are branches of main passages and a 

religious core of the city within this part of the city. The north passage includes the most 

important governmental spaces of this city and the south passages mainly had the role of 

establishing hierarchical relations between the main centers of the city within the various 

quarters. 

The newly established city of Shiraz in the Islamic era came to form a circle around the 

religious core. The Bazaar was established in the northern areas of the city (connection way to 

Estakhr) from Jāme Mosque towards Estakhr gate. The southern passages along the bazaar 

had important roles in connecting the urban elements to each other. Thus, the backbone of the 

city (cultural-historical) was established in the first historical era after Islam based on ancient 

roads. During the Al-e-Buyeh Era, the backbone of the city was reinforced by establishing the 

governmental complex next to the religious complex. The bazaars and urban services centers 

wher established on the way of main path (from Estakhr gate to governmental-religious areas).  
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During the Safavid Era and Atabakān eras, the urban development activities were 

increasing and the core of the city became more important. Finally, the governmental 

buildings were built around the main center of the city in the Zandieh Era.  

Shiraz has several old bazaars, which are the main trade centers of the city despite their 

very old age. These Bazaars include Vakil Bazaar, Noe Bazaar, Moshir Bazaar and Hall 

(Sarā), Ordu bazaar, Morgh Bazaar (Rouhollāh), Mesgarān Bazaar, Hāji Bazaar and 

Shāhcherāgh Bazaar. There are other bazaars in different quarters of the city like Fil 

Bazaarcheh, Hāj Zeynāl Bazaarche, Armenian Bazaarche, Mansourieh Bazarcheh, Darvāzeh 

Kāzeroon Bazaarche and so on. 

Moshir hall was registered in state and national organizations under No.454 on 19.Aug, 

1968, Vakil bazaar complex under No.924 on 08.July, 1972, Mesgarān bazaar under 

No.9235 on 14.June, 2003.  

 

Some of the more famous of the bazaars mentioned above are described below: 

 

Vakil Bazaar 

Mousavi Esfahani in his book Tārikh-e-Gitigoshāei says: “Vakil Bazaar was a part of a 

vast area constructed upon the order of Karimkhān Zand between 1183-1187 Hijri in a large 

area between Arg and Andaroui with the cooperation of a group of famous architects, 

craftsmen and masters of that time”. Bahman Karimi in his book “A Guide to Historical Places 

of Shiraz” says: “It is said that Karim Khān ordered for construction of this bazaar after seeing 

Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar”. Flanden gives a pleasant description of Shāh Square and its 

bazaars, while calling this bazaar the pride of Shiraz. He also mentions Karzan as the most 

active bazaar of Iran and the best example of eastern and Iranian bazaars. Pierre Loti described 

this bazaar and believed that Sarrājān Bazaar is the most beautiful part of this bazaar. Chardin 

who created a detailed plan of the area, showed that there were buildings in the present 

locations of Vakil Bazaar, which were built in the Safavid era. In 1936 A.D., Zand Street, 

which is one of the main streets of this city, was extended and eight arches of this bazaar and 

some parts of Ghavāmi and Roghani Caravansaries were destroyed. In addition, some parts of 

the then northern side of the bazaar were separated from each other. Vakil bazaar was 

constructed in the middle of the path of the former gate of Isfahan from Allah-o-Akbar strip 

next to the gate and inside the barbican. The shape of this bazaar is like a cross and includes 

four lines (Rāstās). The main branch includes two north and south lines and is about 500m in 

length. The northern line has 48 arches and was known as Kolahdouzan bazaar. The south line 
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with 40 arches was known as Bazzāzān Bazaar. The east line with 19 arches was known as 

Alaghebandān bazaar, while the west line with 11 arches was known as Tarkeshdouzān 

Bazaar. In the western side of the southern line there was another bazaar called Shamshirgarān 

Bazaar where swords were made. It had 11 arches and it was connected to the main north-

south line. The entrance of this bazaar was opposite of Vakil Mosque and connected this 

mosque to the whole bazaar. 

The lines of Vakil Bazaar are wider than the lines of other bazaars in Iran. Stone 

platforms with raised Toranj designs were built in front of each store and the ceiling of the 

lines are constructed with rows of brick vaults, groins, simple and zigzag brickworks that also 

give a beautiful appearance. Ventilation and illumination of the bazaar is provided by 

openings on the domes or through windows installed on ceilings on the top of each store. The 

floor of this bazaar, the level of which was about one meter lower than its present level, was 

covered with gray flagstones and there was a beautiful marble pool in the middle of the main 

junction (Chāhārsou), which was buried after raising the floor. In the past, this bazaar had five 

large doors and the bazaar was protected through them. The bases of the platforms and 

pishkhans were made of stone, the walls and arches were made of brick and the doors and 

doorways of store were made of wood. The junction (Chāhārsou) or meeting place of the four 

lines was an octagonal space and there were two-storey stores on each corner of this octagonal 

space.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.269. Mihrab of Jame Mosque, Shiraz 
 

 

Fig. 268. Vakil bazaar, Shiraz 
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Vakil Bazaar has five caravansaries which are relatively wide and connected to the lines 

and and stores of merchants. Among these caravansaries, four are in the north line, three of 

which including Roghani, Ahmadi and Gomrokkhāne Caravansaries are in east side. These 

were constructed simultaneous with the construction of the bazaar and the forth one, Ghavami 

caravansary, is on the west side. The fifth caravansary, Fil Caravansary, is in north of 

Shamshirgarān Bazaar and is a complex of commercial stores. The entrance of Roghani 

Caravansary is decorated with beautiful vaults and wainscot and the entrance hallways are 

covered with reddish stones. The main wooden door of this Caravansary still remains. 

 

Noe Bazaar 

There is a bazaar in northern line of Vakil bazaar that extends up to Isfahan gate. Besides 

the large metal door between Vakil bazaar and Noe bazaar, an alley vertically separates their 

continuation. Sheykh Abdollāh Khafif is located in the southwest of this junction and the public 

library is considered out of the bazaar area. Noe bazaar is exactly like Vakil Bazaar. This 

bazaar was built during the Ghājār Era similar to Vakil bazaar and in its continuation towards 

north. The late Karamatollāh Afsār in his book “The Old Texture of Shiraz” writes about Noe 

bazaar and its constructer: “One of the Persian ministers was Mirzā Yousef Ashrafi 

Mazandarāni who was deposed from his position in 1229 Hijri. He constructed a bazaar at 

Isfahan gate along Vakil Bazaar and connected it to this bazaar”. This bazaar was known as 

Mirzā Yousefi bazaar up to 1314 Hijri, the year of Farsnāmeh Nāseri but it has been known as 

Noe bazaar since the recent years of the Ghājār era. Like Vakil Bazaar. There were two rows 

of stores with a high arch. The goods supplied in this bazaar include textiles, shoes, bags and 

home appliances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 270. Entrance to Noe Bazaar from Karim Khan Zand St. 
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Moshir Sarā  

After exiting the southern door of Vakil Bazaar we reach a bazaar-like alley which is 

roofed with shops established on its both sides. Āghābabakhan School is in right side of this 

alley along Moshir Bazaar and Hall. 

The main entrance door of Moshir Hall is on the west side of the exit door of Vakil 

Bazaar. The entrance has a vaulted ceiling with seven-color tiles. On the transom of this arch, 

among the blue tiles is written “Moshir (Golshan Hall) and a marble inscription is installed 

under that upon which a sentence is written: “This hall was constructed by Mirzā Abolhassan 

Moshir-ol-Molk and endowed to Seyye-ol-Shohada and the date is written at the end (1288). 

Besides this door, another door enters Moshir Hall through Moshir Bazaar. Moshir hall 

has a large yard with two-storey stores built surrounding it. There is a stone pool in the middle 

of the yard with three fountains and there are orange trees surrounding this pool.  

All doors and openings of the stores are made of wood and are beautifully decorated 

with geometric patterns and colorful glasses. The upper part all doors, arches and foreheads of 

stores are pleasantly tiled. These tile works are shaped like flowers and bushes. This building 

belonging to Moshir Caravansary, Moshir Hall and Golshan hall has an artistic brilliance and 

is one of the beautiful places of Shiraz. The best art work and traditional handicrafts of Shiraz 

are supplied in the stores and shops within this hall. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moshir Bazaar 

Moshir Bazaar is in east side of Moshir Hall and is constructed similar to Vakil Bazaar. 

Moshir Bazaar has a junction (Chāhārsogh) in the middle of the Bazaar and extends to Moshir 

 

Fig. 271. Moshir Sarā entrance  
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Hall to the north and to Ordu Bazaar to the south. Above its southern door is written the 

sentence: “New Moshir Bazaar was completed and inaugurated in 1992 (1413 Hijri)”. The 

endowment of the late Soltān Alhājieh and Moadel-ol-Molk in this inscription shows that this 

bazaar was restored in the previous decade. Moshir Bazaar has two rows of stores and there is 

a small raised arch in the interval between two stores on which oil canisters were placed in the 

past. The southern line of this bazaar has 10 arches while handicrafts and different types of 

carpets are sold in its shops. The junction (Chāhārsogh) between the southern and northern 

lines of this bazaar is octagonal with an alley that heads toward the older parts of the city.  

Moshir bazaar is the endowment of Hāj Moadel-ol-Molk and Soltān Alhājieh (Soltān 

Alhājieh was the only daughter of Moshir-ol-Molk who endowed the Moshir-ol-Molk 

hoseinieh and built Soltān Alhājieh High School there). Different types of handicrafts and art 

works including woodcarvings, embossment works and marquetry and so on exist within this 

bazaar.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 272. Moshir Bazaar, Shiraz  
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Ordu Bazaar 

After the southern door of Vakil Mosque, we will enter a bazaar covered with wooden 

arches and tin. This Southwestern section of this Bazaar is named Ordu Bazaar. Different 

types of bags, shoes, beds and local clothing are sold within this bazaar. 

 

Morgh Bazaar 

Past Ordu Bazaar, there is a bazarcheh on the right side that goes to Ahmadi T-junction. 

This bazarcheh (small bazaar) is called Morgh bazaar (Rouhollāh Bazaar) and different types 

of clotheing, kitchenware, textile and cooking equipments are sold in this market. 

 

Mesgarān Bazaar 

Mesgarān Bazaar is made of brick and plaster and is constructed similar to Vakil Bazaar. 

This Bazaar connects Morgh bazaar and Ordu bazaar to each other. In fact, these three bazaars 

form a triangle. The northern tip of this triangle Vakil bazaar and its left line is Ordu bazaar, 

its right line is Morgh bazaar and its third line, from east to west, is Mesgarān Bazaar. This 

bazaar is the remnants of Gheisarieh Bazaar, which was constructed in Safavid era upon the 

order of Imām Gholi Khān. The western side of Khān School was endowed to that school. The 

ceiling of this bazaar was destroyed by an earthqauake in the Ghājār era but restored in 1299 

Hijri. 

Up until a few years ago, the sounds of hammers of coppersmiths caressed the ears of 

newcomers, but most of these shops are now converted to home appliances shops because 

people do not use copper dishes any more.  

Pierre Loti, a French navy captain, who traveled to Iran during the last days of 

Nāseraddin Shāh, writes about the connection between Mesgarān Bazaar and Khān School 

while passing from its roof to reach Khān School. He says: “I passed through the roof of 

Mesgarān Bazaar to approach Khān School. Strange sounds where coming from the depth of 

the earth that was the sound of thousands of hammers….” 

 

Hāji Bazaar 

Past Ordu bazaar, we reach Lotfali Khān Zand Street and after passing this street, a 

roofed bazaar begins from the opposite side of Ordu Bazaar, which ends in the quadrangle of 

Shāhcheragh Shrine. This bazaar is called Hāji Bazaar which is older than Vakil bazaar and 

probably is the oldest bazaar of Shirāz. Up to ten years ago the wooden ceiling and arch-like 

shops of this bazaar showed its age but the ceiling of this bazaar was removed in the 1980s 
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and was covered by blocks and cement. Old shops however, still exist within this bazaar. If we 

continue towards Shāhcheragh, we see the intact parts of its older form. Some historical books 

write that this bazaar is named after Hāji Ghavameddin Hassan, minister of Shāh Sheykh Abu-

Eshāgh. However, Fārsnāmeh Nāseri writes that it is named after the merchant Asadbeig who 

was famous during the Safavid Era. 

 

Shāhcheragh Bazaar 

This bazaar is a newer bazaar and three sides of the structure, namely the north, south 

and east sides, are made of reinforced concrete. Shāhcherāgh bazaar is built with old style 

two-storey shops and high arches. Different types of cloths, perfumes and haberdashery goods 

are sold within this bazaar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 273. The map of Shiraz bazaar 
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Comparison of Shiraz Bazaar with Tabriz historical bazaar complex  

Considering the information outlined above, we can conclude the following cases 

regarding the comparison of Shiraz bazaar with Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

- Both are concidered important and prosperous bazaars. 

- The main core of Shiraz Bazaar (Vakil Nazaar) is constructed patterned after 

Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar and in crisscross form upon the order of Karim Khān Zand. 

Tabriz Bazaar has been the source of the pattern of construction for many other 

bazaars like Tehran and Arak Bazaars. 

- Shiraz Bazaar, like Tabriz Bazaar, has kept the centrality of guilds in one commercial 

unit like rāstās and halls (Sarās) but the number of concentrated guilds in Tabriz 

Bazaar’s rāstās and halls is more than that of Shiraz bazaar. 

- Shiraz Bazaar has been changed to a retail center (mostly clothes and handicrafts) but 

Tabriz Bazaar, similar to old times, is the center of wholesale and production units 

beside retail shops.  

- Shiraz bazaar was divided into several parts with the construction of new streets during 

recent years, especially Karim Khān Zand and Lotfali Khān Zand streets have 

overshadowed the continuity of bazaar and overshadowed its integrity. While Tabriz 

Bazaar has kept its continuity despite the construction of streets. Unlike Shiraz st., 

other streets in Tabriz were overshadowed by the bazaar and it is the bazaar that 

influenced the streets around it and in some parts of the streets near the entrances of 

bazaar, the shops and the occupations of the Rāstās or timchas are still dominant.     

- Shiraz Bazaar is among the bazaars developed linearly.The number of different 

elements and places within Shiraz Bazaar is less that those within Tabriz Bazaar. 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex is a complex which has been developed in all 

directions.  

 
Name of 

Bazaars 

Area 

(Ha) 
Materials Rāstā 

Sarā & 

… 
Square 

Mosques  

& Schools 

Hamam, 

Reservoir 
Total 

Tabriz 29 Brick & Stone 30 26 2 38 6 102 

Shiraz 13.8 Brick & Stone 9 5 1 9 1 25 
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Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar 

Gheisarieh Bazaar is one of the oldest and most beautiful bazaars of Iran. Not too long 

ago, this bazaar was considered one of the main commercial and business centers of Fars 

province and was a hub for commercial caravans. The goods recieved in the southern ports 

were sent to other cities through this bazaar. Therefore, Lar was a very prosperous city and 

consequently the bazaar was too. 

This bazaar is located on the north side of 7th of Tir Square also known as Shāhid Nasiri 

Lari in Lars old city. This bazaar includes three main parts: The first part is the octagonal 

central space with a dome. The second part is corridors around the central part, and the third 

part includes a minor junction (Chāhārsogh) which is branched to four directions from the 

center. According to the poems regarding Gheisarieh, this bazaar was repaired in 1041 Hijri. 

The main building of this bazaar is very old. So much so, that Farsnameh Nāseri says on page 

281: “as it was mentioned in chapter one of Farsnameh Nāseri, Larestan province remains 

from the time of Keykhosro until the year 1011 in the hands of the Gorginmilad ancestry”. His 

last son, Mirzā Aala-ol-Molk, known as Shāh Ebrahim Khān, is the son of Noor-ol-Dahr Khān 

Lari, who was raiased by Navvab Allahverdi Khān, governor of Fars. When the Shāh of Iran, 

Abbas Safavi, stopped near Balkh, Allahverdi Kahn and Shāh Ebrahim Khān Lari entered Lar 

and Shāh Ebrahim Khān died within a few days. Now a mosque and four bazaars in the name 

of Gheisarieh exist in Lar and the walls and arches are made of plaster with carved and 

decorated stones that have been restored several times. In 1015, Hāju Ghanbarali Beik 

Zolghadr Jahromi, minister of Lar, restored and improved Gheisarieh and wrote the following 

poem on the head of the large arch of the Chāhārsogh (junction) in Gheisarieh:  “Thank God 

that at the time of the king of the world and shadow of God, I asked its date and it replied that 

Lar, the safe place, whcich I constructed at this date (1014).” 

The main building of the bazaar was built before the Safavid Era and because of 

destruction to this Bazaar; it was restored and reconstructed at the time of the Great Shāh 

Abbas. Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar is one of the invaluable and best samples of Islamic 

architecture and includes northern and southern lines. It has a southern entrance, which starts 

from Lar square and ends in old northern quarters of the bazaar. The other line is from east to 

west with a vast Chāhārsogh (junction) where it meets the south-north bazaar. This 

Chāhārsogh is octagonal in shape and four stores are established in its four corners. 

 Around each of the tfhe four stores in each direction of Chāhārsogh there is a bazaar 

with a width of 4.3m and so an interesting design is created there which is unique and cannot 
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be seen in any other bazaar within Iran. The stone dome of the Chāhārsogh has a beautiful 

design and its height is more than 18m high at some points but has average dimensions of 

13.5×13.5m. There is a simple vent (khishkhan) on the vault of Chāhārsogh for ventilation of 

the air of the bazaar. This bazaar is extraordinarily cool in the summer due to the ventilation 

system. This strong vent survived the earthquake in 1131 and has not been damaged much. Six 

stores exist in four bazaars behind the Chāhārsogh in each direction and the quadrangular 

bazaar of the Chāhārsogh has stores in two directions.  

Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar is one of the important historical places of Fars and is very 

important in terms of architecture and style. Karim Khān Zand built Vakil Bazaar of Shiraz 

after seeing Gheisarieh Bazaar. Most probably, Shāh Abbas built Isfahan Bazaar according to 

Lar Bazaar and Isfahan Bazaarcheh was made according to the patterns of this bazaar. The 

only main difference with Vakil Bazaar is that Vakil Bazaar is made of brick and Lar bazaar is 

made of only stone. 

The bases and foundations of this bazaar are very strong and it was not damaged during 

several earthquakes which have occured in Larestan. This bazaar has four long branches that 

meet each other in a Chāhārsogh. The length of the east-west bazaar is more than 117.6m and 

the length of north-south bazaar is more than 124.4m. There are 28 shops in two various parts 

of northern line and 26 shops in east, west and southern lines. There are total of 96 shops in 

this bazaar each with a terrace in the front part including a span of 3m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 274. Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar 
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Besides the Bazaar there are several caravansaries around it remained from the Safavid 

Era which are interesting samples of architecture from the Safavid Era. Each of these remnants 

are considered as unique architectural buildings of the Safavid Era, including the door on 

southeast corner of the newly established caravansary which opens towards the street. The 

transom of the entrance doors have beautiful plaster work connected to the quadrangle of the 

caravansary through a hallway.  

Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar was registered in state and national organizations as the first 

historical bazaar of Iran under No.315 on 12.Nov, 1938, which remains from the 11th century 

and through blossoming periods of Iran in the Safavid Era. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparison of Lar Bazaar and Tabriz historical bazaar complex  

Considering the details outlined above, we can the following regarding the comparison 

of Lar bazaar with Tabriz historical bazaar complex:  

- Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar, like Tabriz Bazaar, is among the bazaars established long 

ago. They have attracted attention because of their favorable geographical situations 

Fig. 275. Lar city and location of bazzar in the city 
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being on the path of commercial caravansaries towards open seas in the south. Ttoday 

these two bazaarsare considered among the most beautiful bazaars of Iran. 

- According to the available evidence, Lar bazaar has been the pattern for the 

establishment of other important bazaars such as Shiraz and Isfahan Bazaars while 

Tabriz Bazaar has been the pattern for establishment of Tehran and Arak Bazaars. 

- Lar bazaar is a Gheisarieh only and is crisscrossed and has no urban elements like 

mosques and school even though there are timchas and rāstās. Tabriz Bazaar is a 

great and continuous complex of urban elements within the bazaar. 

- Lar bazaar has lost its centrality because of the changes made in urban development. 

Transfer of newer city layouts and construction in various places has disrupted the 

layout of the city causing to not be as prosperous as before. However, Tabriz Bazaar 

has kept its commercial centrality and is still the most important urban backbone of 

the city. 

 

Name of 

Bazaars 

Area 

(Ha) 
Materials Rāstā Sarā & … Square 

Hamam, 

Reservoir 
Total 

Tabriz 29 
Brick & 

Stone 
30 26 2 6 64 

Lar 3.3 
Brick & 

Stone 
4 3 1 3 11 
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Yazd Bazaar  

The historical complex of Yazd Bazaar is one of the Iranian architecture and urban 

development heritages of the country of Iran, according to the principles of architecture in 

deserts. It is registered in the list of unique national and historical locations because of its 

importance in architecture. It includes the works from the 9th century Hijri (the time of 

Jahānshah Gharaghoyunlu) up to the 13th century Hijri (Ghājār era). This complex includes 

two different parts in terms of urban distribution, a part inside the old barbican of the city and 

another part outside of the barbican. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first part, which is the oldest part of Yazd Bazaar is inside the old barbican of the 

city. This bazaar extends from the eastern corner of Jāme Mosque to Dar-ol-Shafa Quarter. 

The northern half of this bazaar is still prosperous but its southern half, which extends to Imām 

School, is less prosperous. The ceiling of a major part of this bazaar collapsed and some of the 

shops are abandoned. The most important building inside the barbican is Bazarcheh Fahadan 

in thhe old quarter of Yuzdaran and Chāhārsogh Bazaar. Kushak Noe, Shāh Abolghassem 

(Shahābeddin Ghāsem Taraz), Robatak and Darvazeh Shāhi Bazarcheh along with Bazaar 

Noe are located within this part of the Complex. The outside of the old barbican of the city 

 

Fig. 276. Yazd Bazaar and fabric around it 
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mainly includes bazaars and Khān square. It is the economically more active part of the city. 

This part was divided into two parts while streets where constructed in the Pahlavi Era. 

Ghiam Street (Shāh Street) in an east-westerly direction was constructed and this bazaar lost 

its original form and has been subsequently divided into northern and southern parts.  

The northern parts includes two lines of Khān Bazaar, one of which is towards the south 

and the other perpendicular to it. Zargari Bazaar, Afshar Bazaar, Darvazeh Mehriz Bazaar, 

Sadri Bazaar, Vakil Hall, Shirazi Hall, Vali Hall, Afshar Hall, DĀghāghi Hall, Gholamali 

Khorasani Hall, Chāhārsogh of Khān Bazaar, Panjeali Hall, Tehrani Hall, Labkhandagh 

Hall, Mir Afzali Timcha, Afshar Timcha, Hāj Abdolhamid Timcha and old Khān Timcha. 

Bayagh Khān Mosque, Abdolrahim Khān School, Shāhzadeh Fazel Hoseinieh and Darvazeh 

Vehriz reservoir are all located in this part. The southern part includes Khān Square, 

Gheisarieh Bazaar, Panjeali Bazaar, Mesgari Bazaar, Zirmenar Bazaar, Chitsāzi Bazaar, 

Kashigari Bazaar, Mollā Esmāeil Mosque bazaar. Shirazi Hall, Sadat Hall, Tabriziān bazaar, 

Alāghebandi Bazaar, Hāj Ali Akbar Rismāni Hallway, Jafarkhān Bazaar, Sarrājān Bazaar, 

Moshir Double Bazaar, Mohammad Ali Khān Bazaar, Arab Hall, Shirazi Hall, Lord Bajverdi 

Bazarche and Kuche Mir Ghotb Bazarche.  

The schools of this souther part are Khān, Shafieieh and Mosallā Schools. The Mosques 

are Meydān Khān, Mollā Esmaeil Mosques and Rig Mosques. The main bath is is in Meydān 

Khān. The lords are Taziān, Kuche Mir Ghotb and Bajverdi Lords. The Caravansaries are 

Dehbalaeiha, Mollā Hosseini, Kuche Mirghotb, Tarzjanihā, Moshir and Bandarābādih 

āCaravansaries. Hoseinieh of Kuche Mir Ghotb is also in this part. The most important line 

(Rāstā) of Yazd Bazaar is Khān Bazaar, which was constructed by Mohammad Khān Vali, the 

governor of Yazd in the 13th century Hijri (Afshār, volume 2, page 765). Most of the shops in 

this rāstā supply textiles. The Khān Complex, including the square, school and Gheisarieh 

ware all constructed by Mohammad Taghi Khān (died in 1213 Hijri) with a harmonious 

design. Gheisarieh is located between Khān Square and school and includes 22 shops and 2 

old, large, decorated and opulent doors. 

This bazaar has a special form of architectural design and is different from other bazaars 

in Yazd bazaar. Alāghebandi Bazaar with a smaller symmetry, like Gheisarieh Bazaar, is 

closed by two doors and is one of the few two-storey bazaars of Yazd.  

Iraj Afshar in his book “Mementos of Yazd” writes: “Some parts of Mohammad Ali Khān 

Bazaar, Panjeali Bazaar and the entire Arosidoozhā Bazaar were destroyed with the 

constructing of new streets. There is an old bazaar called Hāji Ghanbar Bazaar on the eastern 

side of Mir Chākhmāgh Square, which is the oldest bazaar of Yazd. It is one of the bazaars 
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built by Nezameddin Hāji Ghanbar Jahānshahia who was appointed as the governor of Yazd 

by Jahānshāh Gharaghoyunlu (841-872 Hijri). It has remained from the 9th century Hijrii and 

was constructed when Amir Chākhmāgh Shāmi was appointed as governor of Yazd by 

Shāhrokh Teimouri. In the 3th century Hijri, a high and beautiful Tekiye was built over the 

transom of this bazaar according to the pattern of buildings of other Tekies in Yazd. It was 

established towards the western side and decorated by tiles. This great and glorious building 

known as Amir Chākhmāgh Tekie is an architechtural introducer of Yazd from the various 

viewpoints of visitors.  

Amir Chākhmāgh Square (Hoseinieh) in eastern corner of Yazds Bazaar Complex 

includes three reservoirs, Amir Chākhmāgh Mosque, Bath, Caravansary, Bazaar Workshops 

and Tomb around it. It is considered as one of the most important urban areas of Yazd. This 

square is comparable with Naghsh-e-Jahān Square of Isfahan and Ganjalikhān Square of 

Kerman in terms of its importance. 

Nakhl-e-Choobi in the southern corner of the square is a moving element of this square 

(hoseinieh). This area was changed within the hoseinieh on Ashourā in the memory of Imām 

Hossein’s Martyrdom.  

Other lines of Yazd Bazaars include Panjeali Bazaar, Afshār bazaar, Jafar Khān Bazaar, 

Sadri Bazaar, Darvāze Mehriz Bazaar, Labkhandagh Bazaar, Chitsāzi Bazaar and 

Alaghebandi Bazaar, the major commercial activity of which is the textile business.  

Although carpet and rug selling is one of the main production activities of Yazd bazaar, 

this business does not have a special bazaar entirely allocated to it and carpet and rug selling 

shops are scattered throughout the bazaars. The only business-specific bazaars of Yazd include 

Mesgari Bazaar (Coppersmith Bazaar), Zargari Bazaar (Goldsmith Bazaar) and Ahangari 

Bazaar (Backsmith Bazaar). The last bazaar, Kashigari Bazaar, is a complex of small 

Blacksmith Workshops and shops for preparing simple agricultural tools and other equipments 

required by farmers. 

The halls and timchas, which include wholesalers and merchants are generally next to 

the squares and lords. The halls have vast quadrangle structures, livestock can freely enter 

them, and the yard can be used as aloading and unloading location for animals. 

The halls were mostly two-storey and the lower floors were mostly uses as local 

storehouses while business centers were on the second floor. One of the characteristics of the 

halls of Yazd is that the quadrangle and theyard is about one storey deeper than the buildings 

themselves. This might be due to two reasons. First, easy access to the water of the local ducts 

is sited, given that water is very vital in Yazd. Using the soil obtained from excavation in order 
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to construct the building and removing the trouble of transferring soil from other places. 

Second, maybe the basement was proper for maintaining the stored goods in good conditions; 

especially the foods and this difference in height equals the height of the ceiling of the stores 

with the arch and groin of the adjacent one-storey rāstā bazaar created a stability of the bazaar 

complex. Saādāt hall, Tehrāni hall, Afshār hall, Hāj Abdolhamid hall, Panjeali hall, Aliāghā 

hall, Khān Kohne hall, Gholāmali Khorāsāni hall, Shirāzi hall, Khājeh hall, Vali hall, Vakil 

hall, Golshān hall and Arab hall are of this type. 

The Timchas are usually next to each other and are smaller roofed areas used as trading 

locations. A few examples of unroofed Timchas in Yazd bazaar include Vakil Timcha, 

Khojasteh Timcha and Saādāt Timcha.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tehrāni Timcha is unique in the bazaar complex in terms of designing and decorations. 

The ceiling of Meydān Khān Timcha (the former location of Shāhanshāhi Bank) is unique in 

terms of its brick arches and groins and application of light. There are also decorations in the 

entrance hall. 

The Chāhārsogh (junction) of Khān Bazaar, which is in the meeting place of two 

different lines of this bazaar, is one of the most beautiful Chāhārsoghs in Iran. The ceiling of 

this Chāhārsogh is made with beautiful brickwork and is built with three stages upon each 

other. This Chāhārsogh is one of the unique traditional architectural structures of Yazd in 

 

Fig. 278. Mesgari bazaar , Yazd 

 

 

Fig. 277. Yazd Bazaar 
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terms of engineering of its construction. Other works, which are less important in terms of 

architecture and execution in Yazd bazaar, include the plaster works of Gheisarieh, the 

brickwork in front of Khān School, the transom of Shafieieh School in Khān square, the 

brickwork of Afshār Bazaar, the brick work of Mollā Esmāeil Moswue and school along with 

the finishing works of Ali Aghā Timcha. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are four different types of open spaces in Yazd bazaar complex: Squares, Lords, 

Hoseiniehs and Mosallas. The application of these spaces is according to their situations of 

settlement, commercial activities, services, social function, political function or cultural 

function.  

Khān Square was a location for the daily shopping of the people in addition to a place 

for governmental punishment of crimes. There was a mosque, seminary and a two-span 

reservoir. The entrance of Gheisarieh and several other bazaars, timchas and shops around this 

square that connected to each other through three porticos around the square. Amir 

Chakhmāgh Hoseinieh (Square), Besat Hoseinieh (former Shāh Square), Shāhzadeh Fazel 

Hoseinieh and Safdar Khān Mosallā are among other open urban spaces in the Bazaar 

Complex. Some of them like the quadrangle of Mirbeik Mosallā (known as Safdar Khān 

Mosallā) in the heart of the bazaar complex were the place of convening for important social, 

political and religious meetings and rituals. 

One of the open spaces of Yazd Bazaar that makes it different from other bazaars is a 

type of Small Square called a lord. These squares have been used for services but also have 

 

Fig. 279. Chāhārsogh (junction) of Khān bazaar , Yazd 
bazaar 
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been used as unloading location in the past. Lords had a make up fabric somewhere between 

bazaar and residential fabrics and were considered as a place of conversion in the traditional 

urban development of Yazd. There are Roghabgaris, caravansaries, bazarchehs, mosques and 

sometimes hoseiniehs next to the lords. The important lords include Bajverdi Lord, Hamaloun 

Lord, Kuche Mir Ghotb Lord, Tazin Lord, Keivan Lord and Asiab Lord. 

The seminaries and schools are integral elements of the Yazd Bazaar Complex which is 

famous as the “city of praying” with Iran. Jāme Mosque near Chāhārsogh Bazaar and Shāhi 

Bazaar and Imām Khomeini Seminary are inside the old barbican of the city. New Jāme 

Mosque of Amir Chakhmāgh Mosque, Mosallā Mosque and school (known as Safdar Khān 

Mosallā), Bayagh Khān Mosque, Mollā Esmaeil School or Mosque, Rig Mosque, Sabat 

Mosque, Hāji Hossein Poustini Mosque, Shāh Tahmāseb Mosque, Poustforoushān Mosque, 

Hāji Ghanvbar Bazaar Mosque, Khān Seminary, Shafieieh Sminary and Abdolrahim Khān 

School are all among various other parts of the Yazd Bazaar complex. The schools, except for 

Shafieieh Seminary, are all designed and constructed as two-storey buildings. Mollā Esmaeil 

Mosque is the largest Mosque of the city where Friday Praying is held. Some of the 

caravansaries of Yazd, located next to the quarters, still remain while others are destroyed. 

Pesteh Caravansary in Labkhandagh Quarter, Dehbālāeihā Caravansary, Mollā Hosseini 

Caravansary next to Bājverdi Lord, Tazarjani Caravansary, Bandarabādihā Caravansary, 

Gholamali Khorasani Caravansary (Gholamali Siah), Abolghasem Caravansary, Shaaban 

Caravansary, Seyyed Heidari Caravansary, Naji Caravansary, Rasouli Caravansary, Papli 

Caravansary, Savabieh Caravansary, Abolmaali Caravansary (Bolmiri), Dar Seyyed 

Caravansary, Vafghiha Caravansary and Godal Mosalla Caravansary all still remain. Kuche 

Mir Ghotb and Kushak Caravansaries were destroyed during urban development activities. 

Yazd Bazaar and its related sections are registered at state and national organization as 

follows:  

- Chāhārsogh and Shāhi bazaar of Yazd belonging to 8th century under No.2248 on 

17.Jan, 1999 

- Sarjam bazarcheh belonging to 9th century under No.7783 on 08.March, 2003 

- Vakil timcha built in Ghājār era under No.7784 on 08.March, 2003 

- Harāti timcha belonging to early Pahlavi era under No.7785 on on 08.March, 2003 

- Mesgarān bazaar belonging to middle 9th century under No.7786 on 08.March, 2003 

- Mohammad Ali Khān bazaar belonging to early Ghājār era under No.7787 on 

08.March, 2003 
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- Panjeali Bazarche belonging to the late Afshār era and early Zandie era under 

No.7788 on 08.March, 2003 

- Jaafar Khān bazaar belonging to Zandie under No.7789 on 08.March, 2003 

- Rismāniān bazaar belonging to Pahlavi (I) era under No.7790 on 08.March, 2003 

- Alāghebandi bazaar belonging to the late 9th century under No.7791 on 08.March, 

2003 

- Chitsāzi bazaar belonging to Ghājār era under No.7792 on 08.March, 2003 

- Hazrat Abbāsi bazaar belonging to Ghājār era under No.7793 on 08.March, 2003 

- Kāshigari bazaar belonging to Zandie under No.7794 on 08.March, 2003 

- Gheisarieh bazaar belonging to the late 12th century under No.7795 on 08.March, 

2003 

- Sarrājan bazaar belonging to 8th century under No.8525 on 29.April, 2003 

- Sadri bazaar belonging to the late Ghājār era under No.8526 on 29.April, 2003 

- Zargari bazaar belonging to 12th and 13th centuries under No.8527 on 29.April, 2003 

- Mirzā Karam bazaar belonging to Ghājār era under No.8528 on 29.April, 2003 

- Afshār bazaar belonging to Ghājār era under No.8542 on 29.April, 2003 

- Darvāze Mehriz bazaar belonging to Ghājār era under No.8543 on 29.April, 2003 

- Khān bazaar belonging to Ghājār era on 29.April, 2003 

 

 

 

Comparison of Yazd Bazaar and Tabriz historical bazaar complex  

Considering the outline of Yazd Bazaar mentioned above, we can conclude the following 

points regarding the comparison of Yazd Bazaar with Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

- Yazd Bazaar, like Tabriz Bazaar is a complex composed of various urban elements and 

bazaars while the number of various elementswith in Tabriz bazaar is more than that 

of Yazd Bazaar. 

- Yazd Bazaar was considered as one of the most important bazaars of Iran during the 

Safavid and Ghājār eras while Tabriz Bazaar is much older than Yazd Bazaar and has 

been important in all eras. 

- Yazd Bazaar Complex is a continuous and integrated complex with Amir Chākhmāgh 

Hoseinieh on one side and a bazaar complex onthe other side. They were traditionally 
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connected to each other but separated as a result of urban development. Tabriz Bazaar 

Complex is also divided into northern and southern parts yet, Tabriz Bazaar Complex 

has managed to overshadow certain urban development elements like streets and new 

constructions and kept a lot of its continuity and integration. 

- Yazd bazaar has lost a lot of its prosperity and some parts of it are abandoned due to 

urban development. Some part are even ruined, like the southern part of the bazaar 

ending in Imām Khomeini school while even the minor branches of Tabriz Bazaar 

which are divided by streets are still prosperous. 

 

Name of 

Bazaars 

Area 

(Ha) 
Materials Rāstā Timcha Sarā & … Square Bazaarcheh 

Mosques, 

Schools 

Hamam, 

Reservoir 
Total 

Tabriz 29 
Brick & 

Stone 
30 20 26 2 8 38 6 130 

Yazd 3 
Brick & 

Stone 
22 1 15 5 2 10 5 60 
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 Comparison of Bazaars  

Here a comparison is made between the traditional, old, famous and important bazaar 

after knowing them taking into account the different components. The selected components 

are as follows: The area of bazaars in terms of their continuity and vastness, number of the 

available urban elements like major and minor lines (rāstā), Tims or Timchas, Sarās, 

caravansary and khān, mosques, tombs, hosseinieh, religious places, schools, baths, reservoir, 

refrigerator and so on and also the oldness of bazaars and their dynamism and their prosperity 

and wane points. 

 

 

A- Area of Bazaars 

 

Name of Bazaars Area (Hectares) 

Arak 14 

Ardebil 10.4 

Isfahan 23 

Tabriz historical bazaar complex 29 

Tehran 27 

Zanjan 3.5 

Ghazvin 20 

Ghom 4.5 

Kerman 12.2 

Shiraz 13.8 

Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar 3.3 

Yazd 3 
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B- Continuous Length of Lines (rāstā) 

 

Name of Bazaars Length of Lines (m) 

Arak 2000 

Ardabil 2500 

Isfahan 1500 

Tabriz historical bazaar complex 5760 

Tehran 4800 

Zanjan 1200 

Ghazvin 2850 

Ghom 1200 

Kerman 3000 

Shiraz 2200 

Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar 650 

Yazd 1200 
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C- Number of the Separate Available Urban Elements in Bazaar Quarter 

  

Name of 

Bazaars 

Lines 

(Major, 

Minor) & 

Dalan 

Tims & 

Timchas 

(Timcha) 

Sarās (Sarās) 

& 

Caravansaries 

Squares Bazarcheh 

Mosques, Tombs, 

Hoseinieh, 

Religious Places, 

Schools, 

Libraries, 

palestra, (cultural-

sport) 

Bath, 

Reservoir, 

Refrigerator 

Total of The 

Urban 

Elements 

Available in 

Bazaar 

Quarter 

Arak 4 -- 20 -- -- 4 2 30 

Ardabil  11 -- 9 -- -- 8 3 31 

Isfahan 14 3 23 2 2 31 6 81 

Tabriz 

historical 

bazaar 

complex 

51 20 24 2 8 39 6 150 

Tehran 32 5 54 1 1 24 5 122 

Zanjan 19 1 16 1 -- 5 3 45 

Ghazvin 6 2 10 -- -- 5 2 25 

Ghom 2 1 -- -- -- -- -- 3 

Kerman 11 -- 5 2 -- 13 5 36 

Shiraz 9 -- 5 1 -- 9 1 25 

Lar 4 -- 3 1 -- -- 3 11 

Yazd 22 1 15 5 2 10 5 60 
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D- Oldness of Bazaars 

 

 

Name of Bazaars Oldness (Centuries) (Date of Establishment) 

Arak 1271 Hijri, at the time of Nāseradin Shāh Ghājār 

Ardabil  4th Hijri Century 

Isfahan 4th Hijri Century 

Tabriz historical bazaar complex Pre-Islam Centuries 

Tehran 11th Hijri Century, at the time of Shāh Tahmasb Safavi 

Zanjan 1205 Hijri, at the time of Āghā  Mohammad Khān Ghājār

Ghazvin 6th Hijri Century 

Ghom 1301 Hijri 

Kerman 8th Hijri Century 

Shiraz Pre-Islam Centuries 

Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar Pre-Islam Centuries 

Yazd 9th Hijri Century 
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E- Prosperity, Wane, Present Dynamism State of Bazaar In Comparison With Other 

Parts of City 

Name of Bazaars Prosperity Wane 
Present Dynamism 

State 

Arak Ghājār Pahlavi Relatively Good 

Ardabil  Safavid Ghājār & Pahlavi Good 

Isfahan 
Al-Buyeh, Saljagheh & 

Safavid 
Ghājār 

Some parts excellent 

and some parts 

destroyed and not 

usable 

Tabriz historical 

bazaar complex 

In all ears as it was on the path 

of Silk Road and because of 

strategic situation of Tabriz in 

the region 

After earthquake in 1193 

Hijri because of destruction 

of bazaar and its restoration 

within less than 5 years 

Excellent 

Tehran Ghājār Recent decades Good 

Zanjan Safavid Pahlavi Relatively Good 

Ghazvin Safavid & Ghājār Late Ghājār era Good 

Ghom Ghājār Pahlavi Good 

Kerman Safavid Recent decades Good 

Shiraz zand Ghājār Excellent 

Gheisarieh Bazaar of 

Lar 
Safavid Recent decades Relatively Good 

Yazd  Ghājār,ghara-ghoyunlu Pahlavi Relatively Good 

 

* The dynamism state of bazaars at present is considered according to some characteristics like 
commercial centrality in the city and visiting them by tourists and reference of the citizens and 
bazaars are classified in three groups: Relatively Good, Good & Excellent 
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Bazaars outside IRAN 

Kapaliçarsi-istanbul 

casi (charshi) or carsu (charshu)is the name given to covered grate bazaars in turkey 

since ottomans .The word casi (charshi) comes from the Persian word charsu or caharsugh.  

 There are several charshies in turkey, such as ali-pasa carsi in Ordone city, gatrancilar 

carsi in Kayserie city,kapali carsi in bursa city. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 280.  Bazaar (Kapali Çarsi) in bursa, turkey  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 281. Bazaar (Kapaliçarsi) in bursa, turkey. 
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Kapaliçarsi or the Covered Bazaar is the collective name given to two bedestens and the 

series of vaulted commercial streets that surround them, located between the Nuruosmaniye 

and Bayezid Mosques north of Divanyolu, the main road traversing the historic peninsula 

heading towards Edirne (Adrinople). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
fig. 282. Kapaliçarsi-istanbul  

 

At the heart of the Ottoman bazaar are two bedestens, or domed masonry structures 

designed for safe storage and sale of luxury goods, that were built by Mehmed II (1451-

1481)245 

 

 

 

 

 
fig. 283. Cross-section of the Old Bedesten, Kapaliçarsi-istanbul 

                                                 
245 www.Archnet.org 
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Fig. 284. chāhārsugh of Istanbul  Bazaar 
 

The covered bazaar has gone through many fires and earthquakes, following which it 

was rebuilt and expanded in an ad hoc fashion. 

The covered bazaar has a number of small mosques (mescit), all built above ground level 

and historic sabils and fountains on significant routes and intersections. Some market hans, 

including the Astarci Hani, Büyük Safran Hani, Küçük Safran Hani, Evliya Hani, Sarraf Hani, 

Mercan Aga Hani, Zincirli Han, Varakçi Hani, Rabia Hani, Kuyumcular Hani and Yarim Tas 

Hani, are entered solely from within the covered bazaar.246 
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246 archnet.org 
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Fig. 287. Kapaliçarsi-Istanbul  

Fig. 285. Kapaliçarsi-Istanbul  
 

 

Fig.286.  Kapaliçarsi-Istanbul 
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Due to the interchange of neighbor cultures of Iran and Turkey, Turkish bazaars are 

similar to Iranian bazaars in some aspects such as relations between merchants and religious 

functions that are mixed with commercial functions. 

After the social-economical movement in turkey (1970), fundamental changes happened 

in traditional bazaar of Istanbul and the role of traditional guilds is weakened by this change 

but Kapaliçarsi of Istanbul is still a, living bazaar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 288. Kapaliçarsi-Istanbul  
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Souks of Damascus 

Since ancient times, Damascus has been known as a commercial centre due to its 

strategic position at the end of the southern caravan routes traversing through Arabia and 

Africa. As a result, it developed a large market (called "souk") which has become the focus of 

daily Damascene life. The souk is in fact divided into several adjacent souks, each sometimes 

specializing in a different product (silk, spices, etc.), though over time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 289. Damascus bazaar area 

 

The most famous is called Souk Al-Hamidiyya, which runs just south of the Citadel from 

the western city wall to the Roman Propylaea and the Omayyad Mosque. Others include Souk 

al-Bzouriya (spices, nuts), Souk al-Harir (silk), Souk Midhat Pacha, and Souk al-Attarin 

(perfumes). These souks tend to be covered to shelter shoppers from summer heat247.  

in souk al-harir silk clothes and traditional clothes can bee found,suok al-khayatin is a 

suok in which traditional tailors used to work in the past. Today there is a complex of a 

                                                 
247 virtualtourist.com 
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mosque, a madrasa and a mausoleum between the tow suoks.in Damascus suoks there are also 

caravanserais and a hammam . 248  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 290.  Souks of Damascus 

 

                                                 

        http://www.fpm.ir/archive248  
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Fig. 291.  Damascus city and the souks of Damascus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 292. Souks of Damascus 

 

Fig. 293. Souks of Damascus 
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Souk Al-Hamidiyy 

Construction of suok-al-hamidiyy dates back to 1863 AD , Ottoman king abd-al-hamid 

ordered its construction. suok-al-hamidiyy which has a length of 500 meters is covered with 

metal roofs249 and was restored many times. Textile, leather, Foodstuff and artifacts can be 

found in this bazaar  250  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 294. Souk Al-Hamidiyy, Damascus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 295. Souk Al-Hamidiyy, Damascus 

 
                                                 
249 iron roofs were used in Souk Al-Hamidiyy for the first time, after that bazaars of Bursa,Tehran,Halab and 

Baghdad were covered with shits of iron. (www.encyclopaediaislamica.com) 
250 www.fpm.ir 
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the first difference between  Damascus bazaar and Tabriz bazaar is in their form, spaces 

in Damascus bazaar are placed along a linear axis but Tabriz bazaar is formed by intersecting 

axes, in other words, Damascus suoks are linear bazaars but Tabriz bazaar is an integrated 

multi axes bazaar. in Damascus bazaar there are spaces such as mosques and hammams ,but 

the quality of being integrated with commercial spaces and also the numerousness of cultural 

spaces in Tabriz bazaar can not be found in Damascus bazaar. 

suoks of Damascus are covered with metal roofs after restorations but most of the spaces 

in Tabriz bazaar are restored, considering traditional workmanship.    
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Khan el-Khalili-EGIPT 

the most famous bazaar of Egypt is khan-el-khalili.it was built in 8th century and 

gradually became a great commercial complex251. 

Khan Al Khalili is one of the biggest bazaars in the Middle East. It is situated in the East 

of the city, in what you call the Islamic Cairo. Craftsmen, businessmen and wholesalers crowd 

together along its narrow alleys.252 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 296. Ciros historical center 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
251www.encyclopaediaislamica.com 
252 arvendalstudios.com 
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Fig. 297. Bazaar of CIRO 
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The souq is noted for selling good-quality clothing, cloth, spices, souvenirs, and 

traditional jewelry and perfumes at reasonable prices. In addition to shops, there are several 

coffeehouses, restaurants, and street food vendors distributed throughout the market.253           

                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 298. Functions in bazaar of CIRO 

 

 

 

                                                 
253 en.wikipedia.org 
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Fig. 299. bazaar of CIR  

 

Khan-el-khalili bazaar is covered with different kinds of roof. Some spaces have 

masonry roofs, some of them are covered by mat and temporary wooden roofs and many 

spaces are not covered. Bazaar of Tabriz is an integrated masonry structure and is different 

from Khan-el-khalili, in architectural form and structure.    

 

                                 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 300. Bazaar of Cairo  
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Bukhara bazaar 

 

Bukhara is located about 500 kilometers southwest of Tashkent, the capital of 

ozbakistan.bukhara became an important commercial, artistic and intellectual center after its 

conquest by the Arabs in 709AD. It was almost leveled by Genghis khan in 1226; few 

monuments survived the violent destructiveness of his Mongol horses.  

Bukhara revived under the shaybanid dynasty in the 16th century, but its importance 

decreased with the decline traffic along the Silk Road.254  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 301. Bukhara historical center  

 

City of Bukhara was located inside the frontiers of ancient Iran and because of this 

bazaar of Bukhara is very similar to Iranian bazaars in its architectural design, architectural 

ornaments and its vicinity with religious functions. 

Today a very small part of the bazaar is remained and the whole bazaar is destroyed 

during the time. 

 

                                                 
254 www.archnet .com 
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Another important characteristic of ancient Bukhara bazaar was its integrity with the 

urban fabric. the Bazaar was  formed beside the main square of the city.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 302. Reconstructed plan of the city center, Burkhara 
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in Iran bazaars of Kerman,Karaj,Zarand,Nishabur,Bukhara and Samarghand were 

formed near large squares.255   

as explained in the description of Tabriz bazaar, the bazaar of Tabriz was also located 

beside the Sahib-abad square (an important governmental square). the chahar-sugh of bukhara 

bazaar was one the most famous chahar-sughs in Islamic bazaars. 256 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 303. Bukhara bazaar  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 304. Bukhara bazaar  

 

                                                 

255 iranica,v.4,p.26 
256  www.encyclopaediaislamica.com 
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Bazaar of Bukhara can be compared with bazaar of Tabriz in aspect of architectural, 

design, but the major part of it was destroyed in the past and because of this to day it has not a 

considerable economic influence on the Bukhara city and also traditional relationships that can 

bee seen in living bazaars such as Tabriz bazaar can not be seen in bazaar of Bukhara any 

more.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 305. Bukhara bazaar 

 

Fig. 306. Bukhara bazaar 
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Chatta Chowk Bazar / Meena Bazaar  

 

Bazaars in 17th century India were normally in the open air. A covered bazaar although 

of a design common to West Asia, was an innovation in India. Shah Jahan had heard about the 

arcade in Isfahan, and it seems that the notion of a covered bazaar, stimulated to him by the 

one he saw in Peshawar in 1646. He instructed Mukarmat Khan who was supervising the 

construction of the Red Fort, to build a similar covered market there. Shah Jahan was greatly 

impressed as its design was suitable for the hot climate of Delhi. 257  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

, Dehli      Fig. 307.  Red Fort 

 

 
Presently known as 'Chhatta Chowk Bazaar' or 'Meena Bazaar' , this bazaar earlier was 

known as 'Bazaar-i-Musaqqaf' (the market with 'saqaf' means roof) or 'Chhatta-bazaar' (a 

roofed market).  Lahori-Gate entrance of the Red fort leads into the shadows of this ' Covered 

Market' or 'Vaulted Arcade'. Shah Jahan was perhaps impelled by political reasons to position 

Chhatta Bazaar at the principal ceremonial entrance to the fort, as an appropriate place to 

exhibit the Mughal Empire's growing wealth, talents and capabilities.258  

 

                                                 
257www. trekearth.com 
258 www.liveindia.com 
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Fig. 308. Chatta Chowk Bazar 

 
The linearity of this market has formulated a strong longitudinal link and emphasized the 

straight axis with the Naubat-Khana & Diwan-i-Am259.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 309. Chatta Chowk Bazar  

                                                 
259 www.liveindia.com 
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Walking through the Lahori-Gate one immediately enters this covered two storied 

arcade, with octagonal court in the middle for sunlight & natural ventilation, known as 

'Chhattar Manzil' which divided the market into two sections, eastern and western, which have 

vaulted roofs supported on series of broad arches given at regular interval.260 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 310. Chatta Chowk Bazar  

 

300 yrs ago this bazaar catered to the luxury trade of the imperial household, specialized 

in exquisite carpets, rugs, jajams and shatranjis; takia-namads and quilts; shahtus and 

pashmina shawls; costumes; velvet pardahs and chiks; embroideries with zari and brocades; 

and a wide variety silks, woolens, velvets and taffetas which the Mughals used in their daily 

life; precious stones, exotic jewelry and indigenous ornaments; gold and silver utensils, fine 

wood and ivory work; brass and copper wares; fine arms and armaments; coloured ganjifas 

and indoor games; jafran (saffron), kasturi (musk) and other spices; and innumerous other 

stuff which could not be had even in the adjoining Chandani Chowk market, and it was 

privilege of the king that this rare and precious things were available only in the 'Fort market' 

for their exclusive choice. 

The Chhatta Bazaar still bubbles with life, but with fewer jewelry shops and more light-

hearted Indian handicrafts shops today.261 

 
                                                 
260 www.liveindia.com 
261 www.liveindia.com 
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Fig. 311. Chatta Chowk Bazaar 

 
 

As mentioned, Iranian bazaars had a strong influence on the architectural design of this 

bazaar. Chatta Chowk Bazar is a small, governmental and ceremonial bazaar. It is not 

comparable with Tabriz bazaar in largeness, economic capability, and intricacy of cultural 

relationships.      
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Marrakech, the Red City, Capital of Southern Morocco 

 

Marrakech is a Berber city with little influence of the Arabs. Marrakech has been the 

capital of Morocco, as well as other smaller countries. Most people, by European standards, 

are poor, but living standards are rising quickly. The Berbers are pleasant people who are 

natural traders. The population is a mix of Arab, French, some Belgians, Berbers and some 

Tuareg. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Language: Everyone speaks French, most Arabic, some Berber (this is a separate 

language not a dialect). A few speak some English, particularly taxi drivers and hotel staff.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 313. The main square of the Medina of Marrakech  

Fig. 312. The map of the world and the situation of Morocco on it 
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Some important dates in the history of Marrakech  

1062 Capital of the Almoravids who also controlled Andalucia and most of Spain. It gets 

its name from Marra Kouch. This means the land of the Kouch-men. These were 

warriors from the area now known as Mauritania.  

1147 Marrakech captured by the Almohads, who begin the building of the Koutabia 

mosque and the Menara Gardens. This same tribe also controlled Cordoba and 

Granada in Spain.  

1274 The caravan routes moved and Marrekesh goes into decline.  

1522 Saadians take control and by the end of the century Marrakech is the capital of 

southern Morocco and is returning to its former glory. 

1912 The arrival of the French protectorate. The Glaoua family are placed in control.  

1956 Moroccan independence. The capital is moved to Rabat and Marrakech becomes 

the provincial capital. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jemma El Fnaa 

The main square of the Medina.  

During the day it is full of food, and many other market stalls. At night it transforms 

itself into a large outdoor entertainment centre, with very cheap food stalls, snake charmers, 

story tellers, magicians, musicians, fire eaters. The streets close by teem with life and very 

many small shops. 

 

  

Fig. 314. Souk Smarine in Marrakech    Fig. 315. Main mosque in 
Marrakech    
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Souks in Marrakech 

Each souk is a market for specific products and these are open everyday  

• Tapis (Carpets) - souk Zarbia  

• Teinturiers (Dyers) - souk Sebbaghine  

• Fer (Iron work) - souk Hadadine  

• Epices (Spices) - souk Kassabine  

• Tannuers (Tanners) - souk Cherratine  

• Cuir (Leather) - souk el Kebir  

• Textiles (Cloth) - souk Smarine  

• Laine (Wool) - souk Laghzal  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 316. The main square of the Medina of Marrakech   

Fig. 317. The main square of the Medina 
of Marrakech   

Fig. 318. The main square of 
the Medina of Marrakech   
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• Textiles (Cloth) - souk Smarine  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 321. The main square of the Medina of Marrakech   

Fig. 319. Textiles (Cloth) - Souk Smarine  Fig. 320. Textiles (Cloth) - Souk 
Smarine  
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• Tapis (Carpets) - souk Zarbia  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 325. The main square of the Medina and the main mosque of 
Marrakech   

Fig. 323. Tapis (Carpets) - souk Zarbia 

Fig. 322. Tapis (Carpets) - souk Zarbia  

Fig. 324. Tapis (Carpets) - souk Zarbia 
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The bazaar of Marrakech historical city is a vast complex included bazaars such as 

carpet bazaar, clothe bazaar and etc. the architectural spaces that formed this bazaar are much 

less than architectural spaces in bazaar of Tabriz, and also most of bazaars in Marrakech are 

formed in open spaces while Tabriz bazaar is an integrated covered structure, embodied both 

commercial and cultural spaces.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 327. The main square of the Medina 
of Marrakech  

Fig. 326. The old picture of the Medina of 
Marrakech  
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The Souks of Tunisia 
 

Tunisia, the historical land located along the Mediterranean coast in the North-West 

African region, is recognized for its picturesque beaches; extensive, sweltering deserts; archaic 

ruins and traditional souks. Home to numerous spectacular sights reflective of the past, Tunisia 

is believed to be a vibrant country, attracting millions of tourists around the globe each year.  

Carthage, an ancient superpower known for its economic and political influence 

throughout the Mediterranean Sea (now located at a short distance from the capital city of 

Tunis) was where the Phoenician merchants of Tyre entered the historic land for the first time. 

The region was the capital of a giant empire in ancient Roman history, playing home to a 

cultural mishmash created by the likes of the Phoenicians, Romans, Vandals, Byzantines, 

Arabs, Turks, and Europeans. It was here that St. Augustine studied, taught, and wrote his 

most celebrated work: the Confessions; and it was here that ancient Islam found its domicile. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 328. Map of The main square of the Medina of tunisia 
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Tiny, yet worth exploring, Tunisia is an enigmatic destination where the rich history and 

cultural miscellany of the past is still preserved through many of its features, one of which is 

the traditional Tunisian souk. A souk (or suq) is the name given to an open-air market in 

an Arabian town or city. It is similar to a modern shopping center in the sense that it offers a 

huge selection of diverse products in one convenient location. However, lying in the wake of 

cobbled streets and crowded alleyways – and constituting an integral part of the capital city – 

the Tunisian souks pose a welcome substitute to the modern shopping centers the world seems 

to have gotten so used to. Bathed in rich culture and tradition, the souks are definitely a lot 

more than just markets people like to shop in. 

The traditional Tunisian souks were established in the 18th Century and introduced for 

the first time in the capital city of Tunis. During the same period, Hassan Ibn Nooman 

constructed the Zitouna Mosque in the city, resulting in the mosque’s establishment as a 

nucleus for religious activity and a foundation for the impending orientation of the town. Soon 

after the creation of the holy mosque, several townhouses, palaces, and eateries came into 

being; this development was followed by the formation of various kinds of interesting souk 

markets around the area, each one specializing in a specific kind of trade. It is due to Tunisia’s 

linkage with different historical periods - including the Punic, Roman, Byzantine, Vandal, 

Islamic, colonial and independence periods - that one finds reason to marvel over the historic 

and antiquated touch that still graces the prevalent atmosphere and the faces of goods being 

sold on the traditional Tunisian souk markets today. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 329. Souk of Tunisia 
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Fig. 330. Souk of Tunisia 

Fig. 332. Souk of Tunisia 

Fig. 331.Souk of Tunisia 
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. Fig.334. some picture of the Souk of Tunisia that show it’s open and covered space 

 

. Fig.333. some picture of the Souk of Tunisia that show it’s open and covered space 
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Tunisia is a historical coastal city with traditional bazaars that form the structure of the 

old city. The Souks of Tunisia are uncovered narrow streets with shops on both sides of them. 

These souks are still alive and they are important aspects of the identity of the city. 

 The architectural spaces of Souks of Tunisia are much different from spaces in Tabriz 

bazaar as a large brick structure. Bazaar of Tabriz in compare with the bazaar of Tunisia is 

most complete because of the variety of architectural spaces and its integrated structure.  

 

 

Fig.336. The main square of the Medina of Tunisia  Fig.335. Old picture of the main square 
of the Medina in Tunisia 
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3. d. Integrity and / or Authenticity 

Bazaar is an institution which has been formed gradually based on a dynamic balance. 

It is constantly changing like an organism and its existence depends on its transformation. 

The fact that all sections of bazaar are alive in all periods of time as well as its 

functional survival during centuries also applies to the bazaar of Tabriz which after several 

earthquakes still fulfils the needs of modern generation and incorporates modern methods of 

production, distribution and commerce. Its flexible architecture enables it to continue updating, 

changing and responding to all these transformations. So that it has been able to restore the 

damaged parts and even come out of the ruins stronger than before. Therefore, evaluation of its 

authenticity must be done with due regard to its dynamic existence. Here it can be concluded 

that gradual change in the body of bazaar is one of its unique characteristics. Such changes can 

be considered as an original quality if they do not threaten the integrity of bazaar. 

As it is not possible to deprive the users of bazaar (buyers and businessmen) of modern 

facilities also because the life streams constantly in its body so it must be looked on as a social, 

economic and legal entity which is changing permanently due to its dynamic existence. As a 

result in order to manage it, its transformation should be controlled in such a way that its 

authenticity and integrity are not jeopardized.  

Tabriz bazaar is a huge network of parallel and intersecting rows of shops called Rāstās 

which incorporate different Timchas, Sarās and Mosques….The original traditional design of 

this integrated complex consists of multiple architectural spaces with commercial, religious, 

educational and service functions but in its commercial function three principal sections can be 

distinguished: 

 

A) Main and subsidiary passageways (Rāstā): 

Rāstās are relatively long and roofed routes with connected rows of shops or 

Hojrehs on either side of them. These passageways are usually the axis for connecting 

downtown to peripheral streets and suburban roads. Rāstās are usually one floored. The 

height of ceilings in Tabriz which is located in cold climate is about six meters but 

ordinarily atop each Hojreh a half floor structure is seen that functions as a storing 

place, office or workshop. One of the main characteristics of Rāstās as the principal 

ingredients of bazaars is the absence of any residential place among them. 
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B) Commercial Complexes equipped with storing and temporary residing places for merchants 

(Khan, Sarā or caravansary):  

The large number of Khans as well as their expanse in the bazaar shows the 

importance of international trades. Similar to suburban Khans or caravansaries which 

were considered as places for merchants to stay and store their goods temporarily, 

today’s commercial Khans or Sarās are mostly venues for wholesale of imported or 

ready for export merchandise that are stored in yards or warehouses of Khans. Sarās of 

Tabriz bazaar are built as two floored places with a central yard, depots for storing 

goods and residential rooms for traders. 

C) Commercial complexes without residency (Qeysaria, Timcha):  

Timcha is a Persian word used in Tehran and Isfahan to refer to wide covered 

spaces with surrounding two or three floored Hojres. But in Tabriz Timcha is a short, 

wide and roofed Rāstā  of bazaar that can be closed from both sides like: Mozaffarieh 

Timcha with rectangular plan, (two floored and roofed), Gorjilar Timcha and Amir 

Timcha; although there are some Timcha in Tabriz bazaar with circular plan. Timchas 

used to be places for high ranked merchants and wholesale dealers who only traded one 

commodity. There are a few features which distinguish it from Khans or caravansaries 

which are: more attractive architectural type, being roofed, single commodity trade and 

occasional absence of depots or warehouses which led to more serenity and silence. 

Authenticity of different parts of bazaar as well as changes threatening the authenticity 

of its design is mentioned below in its individual spaces like: Sarā, Timcha, Rāstā , Dālān , 

school, mosques…. 
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Authenticity of Rāstās: 

The most important and at the same time smallest parts of bazaar are Hojres which are 

largely one floored and without any underground in Tabriz bazaar and embedded in its Rāstās. 

In its most simple form a Rāstā is made of many Hojres in two sides of it. Tabriz bazaar 

consists of several parallel or intersecting Rāstā s with two parallel north to south ones being 

its principal Rāstā s. Other Rāstās are vertical to these two and their back space is allocated to 

Sarās and Timchas. Due to gradual development of bazaar, Rāstās have been formed 

organically from the pattern of public passageways except for cases like Shishehgarkhaneh 

which has been designed and built independently. 

Design: 

General design authenticity has been retained in all of Tabriz bazaar Rāstās without any 

substantial change except in cases where: a Hojreh has been split in two, undergrounds have 

been built beneath them, balcony or extra floor built above them, or by scraping ribs or groins a 

new shop has generated. 

Workmanship: 

Traditional methods of construction like: making stone foundations and brick cloister 

vaults have been observed in restorations executed by Tabriz Cultural Heritage Organization. 

Of course at some spots interventions have been incompatible with requirements such as: 

adding gable roofs, roof water proofing by asphalt isolation, asphalting floors and 

strengthening with I-beams which are mostly local and restorable. These interventions will be 

remedied in new management projects. 

Setting: 

The original position of no section of bazaar has been altered. 

Material: 

Because the body of bazaar is something in which life goes on and occurrence of 

periodical repairs and annexations is inevitable, therefore material authenticity must be 

investigated regarding this dynamic nature. Considering the above cited points, it can be 

concluded that material authenticity of Tabriz bazaar has been maintained on the whole except 
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for few unruly interventions in which ill-matched materials have been mixed with traditional 

ones but these repairs are predominantly small and remediable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Fig. 338.  Yamanduz 
bazaar 

Fig. 337.  Gizbasdi bazaar 
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Fig. 339.  Dār-Dallazan bazaar 

Fig. 340.  Sādiqiyya Chārsug  

 (Inter section of tow rastes)  

Fig. 341.  Gan-Dallazan 
bazaar 
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Fig. 342.  sarājān bazar 

Fig. 343.  Shishagar khana 
bazar 
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Authenticity of Sarās: 

Sarā is considered as a trade house whence goods were delivered to other parts of the 

bazaar. Its design had four Iwan made porticoes with a central yard around which wholesalers 

were stationed in their Hojrehs. The space of it served as a storing place and goods were stored 

either in the open space of the yard or inside Hojrehs. 

 

Sarā has function as the breathing space of the bazaar as well as its so called Barfandaz 

which is very important in cold climates and is the place to empty snows. Generally Sarās of 

Tabriz traditional bazaar have three floors which are: a basement which serves as a storage 

place, the ground floor for supplying commodities and the first floor was used as service or rest 

room. Sarās of Tabriz bazaar have two main types:  

1- Compounds consisting of Sarā and related elements such as: Timcha or 

Dālān  like Amir Compound consisted of Sarā and Timchah of Amir and 

Mirzā-Jalil Compound consisted of Sarā and Dālān  or Mirza Abolhasan 

Compound consisted of Sarā, Timcha and Dālān  

2- Independent Sarās with direct access to main Rāstā s like: Sarāye 

Darbeabbasi, Sarāye Kachechi, old, new and middle Haj Hosein Sarā. 

 

Design:  

Design authenticity of Tabriz bazaar has always been maintained except in cases where 

for different reasons, such as mismanagement, economizing and new requirements changes 

threatening it has been made. Among them are constructions at open spaces of some Sarās 

like: Gorjilar, Mirza Esmaeel and Dudari Sarās for which arrangements have been made in the 

framework of administrational projects to remove there annexations and to restore design 

authenticity. In some Sarās superficial interventions have disturbed their design authenticity 

such as dividing a Hojreh into two as well as replacing their wooden doors and windows with 

metal one etc. 

Workmanship: 

Generally, Sarās do not need any renovations or reconstructions due to their dynamic 

operations which have also made them survive. Restorations made under the supervision of 

Cultural Heritage Organization are largely precise and appropriate. But in some cases 
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restorations have been done by owners contrary to workmanship authenticity. Some of 

restorations are: 

-Restorations inside Hojrehs performed by brick laying and using original mortar 

according to original plan which have observed measures of workmanship authenticity. 

-Out of urgent needs, yard floors of Sarās have been paved with asphalt which contrasts 

the original plan. This problem has been dealt with in the management plan so that 

flooring which matches the design and structure has been executed. 

-Inner decoration of some Hojrehs has been made based on the taste of the owners which 

are incompatible with traditional body of bazaar resulting in disruption of workmanship 

authenticity  

 

Setting: 

Setting of all Sarās in Tabriz bazaar has been corresponding to their initial positions 

 

Material: 

Materials used in the construction of Sarās have originated from Qajar period and are 

generally wood, brick or stone which have been preserved. In case of the necessity of 

restorations, usually original materials have been used like gypsum or bricks but as with the 

above cited open yards, occasionally asphalt has been used instead of original river stones as 

well as installing metal windows and cementing of plinths…which are to be removed and 

replaced by appropriate materials within the framework of the management plan. 

 

 

  
Fig. 344  Amir 

Sara 
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Fig. 345.  Gurjular 
sara 

Fig. 346  Mirzā-
Abulhasan sara 

Fig. 347. Hāj-Mammad 
Quli sara 
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Fig.349.   Mirzā-
Mammad Quli 

sara 

  

  

  

  

Fig. 348. Mirzā-Jalil Quli 
sara 

Fig. 350. Iki-Gāpilār 
(Do Dari) Sara 

Fig. 351. Hāj-husen-
Gadim sara 
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Fig. 352. Hāj-
husen-Miyāni 

Fig. 353. Taza-
Hāj-Husen  sara 

Fig. 354.  
Shazde Bozorg  

Fig. 355. Darabbāsi 
(Darb Abbāsi) sara 
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 Fig. 356. Sāhib-Divān Sarā 

 

Fig. 357. Mirzā-Ismāyil 

Sarā 

 

 

 

Authenticity of Timchas: 

In bazaar, Timcha was actually a center for several similar trade houses but this word 

literally means a compact and round thing. Usually they are the location of wholesalers of one 

commodity. In Tabriz it refers to a short, wide and roofed Rāstā which can be closed from two 

sides. Like: Mozaffarieh Timcha which is with a rectangular plan, two floored and roofed, 

Gorjilar Timcha and Amir Timcha. 

Fig. 358.  Umud Sarā 
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Timchas used to be places for high ranked merchants and wholesale dealers who only 

traded one commodity. There are a few features which distinguish them from Khans or 

caravansaries which are: having more attractive and elaborate architectural type, being roofed, 

having single commodity trade and occasional absence of depots or warehouses which resulted 

in more serenity and silence. 

Design: 

As said before, Timchas are of different types but due to being elegant spaces in bazaar 

and a place for expensive transactions so there are less factors threatening authenticity of 

design and changes have been superficial and remediable. For example in Kharraziha, 

Hajtaghi and Hajsheikh-e-sevvom the design of skylights has been changed and in Timcha of 

Hajrahim gable roof has been used. 

 

Workmanship: 

During the restoration of Timchas it has been tried to resort to traditional styles and 

artisanship using homogeneous materials. Therefore Timchas of Tabriz bazaar have retained 

their original and traditional nature and have a better condition compared with other sections of 

bazaar. Only in rare cases inadmissible operations by owners have been performed which will 

be dealt with in the section titled:” Pathology of Bazaar”. Furthermore arrangements to fix 

them have been envisaged in managerial programs. 

 

Setting: 

Locations of all Timchas are original. 

 

Material: 

The predominant material used in Timchas is brick which has been retained in 

restorations in a coherent manner. Only in rare cases changes were seen like replacement of 

wooden doors and windows with metal ones as well as changing the inner decoration of some 

Hojrehs which are mostly superficial. In the guidelines and proposals of Cultural Heritage 

Organization to the residents, such issues have been considered. 
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   Fig. 359.  Muzaffariyya Timcha 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig. 360.  Amir-Shumāli Timcha 

 

   Fig. 361.  Hāj-Safar-Ali Timcha 
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 Fig. 362.  Junubi Amir Timcha 

 

  

 Fig. 363.  1-inchi-Hāj-Sheykh Timcha 

 

 

    Fig. 364.  Boyuk-Sheykh-Kāzim Timcha 

 

 

Authenticity of Dālāns : 

Dālān is a kind of connective space which in a linear manner acts as a link between the 

outer and inner space of bazaar or between its inner spaces. Dālān or atrium is a narrow market 

with rows of shops on either sides and is generally like an alley or small and subsidiary Rāstās 

which are connected from one side to another Rāstā and from the other side to a Sarā. Also 

they are regarded as a type of Timchah but of lower importance. The number of Dālān s in 

Tabriz bazaar is ten. 
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Design: 

Design authenticity of Tabriz bazaar has always been maintained except in cases where 

some disparate alterations have been made like: 

- Partitioning of some Hojrehs in Abāchi Dālān  

- Construction of extra Hojrehs in the public walkway of Haj Hāj-Abulqāsim and 

Midqālchi  Dālāns 

 

Workmanship: 

As a result of being connective spaces, less attention has been paid to Dālāns compared 

with Timchas or Sarās as well as occasional rash restorations like: 

- Damaged roofs of Saghatforushan or Sheikh Kazem Dālān s which have been covered 

by metal sheets or Gable roof insulations incompatible with workmanship authenticity. 

But they are reversible. 

- In the first Dālān  of Haj Hāj-Abulqāsim some vaults are not appropriate 

 

Setting:  

Setting of all Dālān s in Tabriz bazaar corresponds to their initial positions 

 

Material: 

The predominant material used in Dālān s is brick which has been retained in 

restorations in a coherent manner. Only in rare cases changes were seen in which disparate 

materials were used like: 

   -    Flooring of Dālān s with mosaic instead of the original brick pavement 

- Replacement of some wooden doors and windows with metal ones 

- Usage of new material such as metal profiles for roof reinforcement 
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Fig. 365.  Mirzā-Mammad Dālān  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 366.  Abāchi Dālān  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 367.  Hāshimiya Dālān  
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Fig. 368.  Hāj-Abulqāsim Dālān  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Authenticity of Mosques: 

Several mosques can be seen in Tabriz bazaars which are functionally divided into two 

groups: 

1- Mosques with general (urban) function which are older and are located around the 

bazaar like: Kabud (Goi-Machid), Jumā-Machidi and Hujjat-ul-Islām mosques 

2- Mosques with limited (local) function which are frequented by certain businessmen 

active in the same trade sector and are restricted to some Timchas and markets. 

 

1- Authenticity of mosques with urban function: 

 

Kabud (Goi-Machid) mosque: 

Building of this mosque dates back to the second half of the ninth century and 

during the reign of Jahanshah Qaraqoyunlu. This structure is viewed as a unique one 

due to its tiled mosaics(opus) as well as the mixture of colors and novel designs, for 

this reason turquoise tiling is also known as Firuzeye-eslam and MasjedeKabud (Goi-

Machid). 
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Design: 

During the modern times reconstructions and restorations performed on this structure, 

its damaged parts have been restored to their original shape so as to preserve its design 

authenticity. In recent years, rows of arch have been built all around the mosque in order to 

retain its structure as well as to delimit its core zone. These arches are easily removable but 

help in safeguarding the mosque structure. 

North of the mosque, a museum called Muzeyefarsh (carpet museum) was designed 

with due consideration to buffer and core zones which is now under construction. In the 

museum design, special attention has been paid to its compatibility with the grand structure of 

MasjedeKabud (Goi-Machid). Additionally, the continuance of bazaar as far as Kabud (Goi-

Machid) mosque has been retained in the architectural designing. 

 

Workmanship: 

The construction tradition has been retained in its original form and recent restorations 

especially in the dome have continued it. Generally, despite reconstructing the major part of 

the mosque which has been damaged in modern times, care has been taken to preserve the 

traditional construction in all parts. 

Fig. 369.  Kabud (Goi-Machid) 
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Setting: 

The original position of this mosque has not altered. 

 

Material:  

Materials used in the reconstruction of eroded parts of the mosque especially its dome 

are new with the exception of its glamorous threshold and some piers in the footing of the 

nave. In some sections, the tiling pattern used to restore damaged tiled mosaic of the interior is 

similar to old ones but easily distinguishable. 

 

Jumā-Machidi  

This structure is located at the end of bazaar, south of Tālibiya School between Hujjat-

ul-Islām, Ālchāq-masjed and Khaleh Oghlu mosques. It is regarded as one of the ancient 

structures of Tabriz which based on existing documents dates back to Seljukids period but its 

beautiful stuccoed altar is Ilkhanid.   

During Qajar reign, it was partially repaired and a library for religious scholars was 

added to it which besides its school comprises a great complex. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 370.   Jumā-Machidi
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Design: 

Despite its substantial destruction by an earthquake in the lunar year of 1193AH, as 

well as its restoration and reconstruction in different periods, its huge basis and high and thick 

brick vaults are evidence of its past form. 

Recently in order to define an entrance for this religious complex, a threshold with two 

minarets has been added to its western side which lacks design originality. On the whole it can 

be said that restorations done in Jumā-Machidi, Hujjat-ul-Islām and other surrounding 

mosques including Khālogluas well as Ālchāqmasjed after Qajars and in recent years have not 

altered the general design of these mosques. 

 

Workmanship: 

In the reconstructions and restorations performed in Jumā-Machidi mosque after 

Qajars, it has been attempted to retain the original workmanship so that the high brick vaults 

upon its thick piers have been rebuilt and preserved in their initial form. Only in response to 

current needs as well as the wear and tear of the structure, some reinforcements have been done 

with new materials without any damage to its general structure. At the surrounding mosques, 

the same traditional cloister vaults have been used.  

 

Setting: 

The original position of no mosque has altered. 

 

Material: 

Materials used in this mosque and its surrounding mosques originated in Qajar period. 

Only in instances of restoration due to wear and tear, the same types of materials were used 

which are: gypsum and bricks. But in its footstalls, long wooden plinths have been used which 

were absent in the original design. Jumā-Machidi mosque lacks any tiles and engravings, only 

above its altar, a stucco inscription in Kufi scripts is seen which has remained unchanged since 

Ilkhanid era. 

 

2- Authenticity of MOSQUES with local function: 

These mosques are limited to some Timchas and Sarās and are located inside the 

coherent fabric of bazaar. They are introvert and uniform with a kind of flexibility which 

allows them to conform to surrounding Rāstā s and Hojrehs. They can be usually accessed 
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from Rāstās. Among other characteristics of these mosques are the row of solid stone columns 

as well as brick cloister vaults in addition to their all-round Shahneshins and simple plans. 

 

Design:  

Design authenticity of all mosques inside Tabriz bazaar has always been maintained 

except in cases where some disparate alterations have been made in order to match their spaces 

with modern requirements. They are generally reversible and include: partitioning of parts of 

their naves by wooden door and window frames as well as defining needed spaces such as: 

entrance, Vozukhaneh, Kafshkani (anteroom), Abdarkhaneh (butler’s pantry)… (Such as in: 

Khālkhālli, Mofid-āgā, Shahidi and Imām-Jumā mosques) Additionally in recent years, 

minarets have been installed upon thresholds of Mofid-āgā and Qizilli mosques which are not 

original. 

 

Workmanship: 

Generally, all mosques inside Tabriz have original workmanship which has been 

retained after later restorations. 

 

Setting: 

The original position of no mosque has been altered. 

 

Material: 

Materials used in these mosques are original. Only in instances of restoration, the same 

types of materials were used which were similar to old ones like: Imām-Jumā mosque. 

Occasionally, long wooden plinths have been used at the foot of walls and columns without 

any originality, as in Imām-Jumā and Seyid-Alāgā mosques. 

 Fig. 371. Dinvary mosque  
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Authenticity of Bridge bazaars: 

The main axis of Tabriz bazaar is in the north-south direction which linked its heart 

with the government base north of Mehran-rud River. Bridge bazaars have formed as a 

consequence of main Rāstās of bazaar upon this river. According to existing documents, they 

have Hojras on their either sides and a cover of Taghecheshmeh exactly like the main Rāstās 

of bazaar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 372. Ātmish-uch-Sutun mosque 

 Fig. 373. Shahidi mosque 

Fig. 374.  Bridge bazaars, western view  
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Design: 

Based on existing maps and engravings, the authenticity of Bridge bazaars has been 

retained, formerly they were linked to southern and northern Rāstās of bazaar which has been 

interrupted due to new constructions, but within the framework of managerial plans, returning 

them to their initial condition is foreseen. 

 

Workmanship: 

When possible, the workmanship has been observed in Bridge bazaars, only in cases 

requiring the consolidation of the bridge, modern knowledge was used. 

 

Setting: 

Reconstruction of market bridges has taken place at their original positions and their 

setting authenticity has been retained. 

 

Material: 

Materials used in the construction of Bridge bazaars have not originated from Qajar 

period and are new but it has been tried to use materials of the same type as original ones. 

Fig. 375.  Bridge bazaars, interior view   Fig. 376.  Bridge bazaars, during reconstruction  
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Cement has been used during reconstructions in order to consolidate bridge piers against 

earthquakes. 

 

Authenticity of HAMMĀMS (Bath): 

Tabriz bazaar like other urban complexes has several public Turkish bathes or so called 

Hammāms but due to modern developments, nowadays only one Hammām is still operating. 

These Hammāms lack a common type but all are equipped with triple sections of Sarbineh, 

Khazaneh or water reservoir and Garmkhaneh or hot chamber. Due to their public function, 

these Hammāms were used by people from every standard of living among them are: 

Jahāngirkhān, Hasanpadeshah, Seyyed Golabi, Razavi and Mirzā-Mehdi Hammāms. The 

instance provided is the last one. 

 

Design: 

Design of Hammāms dates from Qajars rule but in interventions of Pahlavi period it 

has been tried to retain them and at the same time up-to-date Hammāms. By partitioning, their 

reservoirs had changed from public to private function. 

 

Workmanship: 

The traditional style has been altered slightly due to updating operations performed but 

its essence remains intact. During the consolidation of some parts, their vaults and entrances 

have been changed. These changes will be reorganized in restorations and reconstructions 

plans for Hammāms in a correct manner but their former function is ruled out and functions 

suitable for the existing space as well as requirements of bazaar complex will be put forward. 

 

Setting: 

The original position of no Hammām has been altered. 

 

Material: 

Building materials of Hammāms, have retained their original authenticity, except in 

places where tiles have been used in walls and wooden chests. Also in some unused sections of 

Hammāms, lime covers have been damaged. 
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Fig. 379.  mirza mehdi Hammām  

Fig. 377.   mirza mehdi Hammām 

Fig. 378. mirza mehdi Hammām 

Fig. 380.   mirza mehdi Hammām ,ornaments 
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Authenticity of MOSQUE-SCHOOLS: 

Mosque-schools in Tabriz bazaar had rectangular shaped plans with a central yard and 

only two instances of them still remains: Hāj-Safar-Ali and Sādiqiyya. On one side of the yard, 

stood a mosque and on three other sides of it were Hojras belonging to scholars and teachers of 

Islamic theology. Variety is seen in the mosque plans of these complexes. Plan of Hāj-Safar-

Ali mosque-school located north of the yard is dome-shaped and stands on a pier. But plan of 

Sādiqiyya mosque-school located south of the yard is like a columned nave. Schools 

independent from mosques comprise other spaces in Tabriz bazaar of which two instances still 

remain namely: Akbariyya and Tālibiya schools. 

 

Design:  

Design authenticity of Hāj-Safar-Ali mosque-school has been retained but Sādiqiyya 

School has been devastated during recent developments, so in long-run managerial projects its 

rebuilding based on its previous plan is envisaged. Tālibiya school plan has been put forward 

during the reign of Pahnavis but plans of structures which formerly stood in its place are not 

available. Due to street layout project executed during the Pahlavi era, Akbariyya School has 

lost its yard, porticoes and its connection to Sahebolamr building at its east and only its main 

body remains which has retained its design authenticity ever since.  

 

Workmanship: 

Hāj-Safar-Ali mosque-school as well as Tālibiya and Akbariyya Schools have retained 

their workmanship authenticity except for partial alterations such as: flooring and installing 

down pipes but Sādiqiyya School has lost its workmanship authenticity because of substantial 

alterations, therefore its reorganization has been envisaged within managerial plans. 

 

Setting: 

The original position of all mosque-schools has been retained. 

 

Material: 

Material authenticity of all cases except Sādiqiyya School has  
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Authenticity of Zorkhānā (Gymnasium): 

Among existing spaces in Tabriz bazaar is Zorkhānā [Gymnasium] h which was used 

as a place for sporting activities but has lost its function. 

 

Design: 

Design of Zorkhānā [Gymnasium] is simple and has retained its authenticity. 

 

Workmanship: 

No specific change has been made in the traditional know-how of Zorkhānā 

[Gymnasium], therefore it still remains intact. 

 

Setting: 

The original position of Zorkhānā [Gymnasium] has been retained. 

 

Material: 

Material authenticity of Zorkhānā [Gymnasium] has not been changed. 

 

Authenticity of the whole bazaar: 

• Authenticity of design: 

A summery of inappropriate interventions in tabriz bazaar is as below:   

Fig. 381.  Haj_safar-ali  mosqe-school  
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- Constructions in open spaces of some Sarās. 

- Changing the shape of some parts of roofs at a few subsidiary Rāstās. 

- Partitioning of some Hojres. 

- Building additional floors or adding balconies. 

But Design authenticity of the historical complex of Tabriz bazaar has been generally 

preserved during its history with the exception of rare superficial instances that can be restored 

within the arrangements envisaged in management plans.  

 

• Authenticity of workmanship:  

Traditional methods of construction like: making stone foundations and brick cloister 

vaults have been observed in restorations executed by Tabriz historical bazaar complex 

(THBC). Of course in some parts interventions have been incompatible with existing 

regulations such as: adding gable roofs, roof water proofing by asphalt, asphalting floors and 

strengthening with I-beams which are mostly local and restorable. These interventions will be 

remedied in the management plans. 

 

• Authenticity of material:  

Due to the dynamic character of bazaar, occurrence of periodical repairs and 

annexations is inevitable; therefore material authenticity must be investigated regarding this 

dynamic nature. Original construction materials of this complex are: bricks (20.20.5), stone (an 

indigenous Tabriz stone), wood, lime and mud or gypsum and mud mortar, which have always 

been used in partial or general restorations and repairs. Considering the above cited points, it 

can be concluded that material authenticity of Tabriz bazaar has been maintained on the whole 

except for few inappropriate interventions in which modern materials have been mixed with 

traditional ones but these repairs are predominantly small and remediable. 

 

• Authenticity of setting:  

According to their types and functions, bazaars were formed in specified places of each 

town but the central bazaar usually was built along principal roads which often led to the main 

gates of the town. Tabriz bazaar is located on one of Silk Road highways which resulted in its 

international commercial prosperity; therefore it has kept its original position during its history. 

Even after several earthquakes, it was rebuilt at the same place so that settings of all its spaces 

are considered as genuine. Comparison of modern maps of this bazaar with old ones asserts 

this claim.  
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Bazaar of Tabriz in Safavid era

Today's plan of Tabriz bazaar 

Fig. 382.  Bazaar of Tabriz in Safavid era and today 
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Integrity of the Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex: 

Tabriz bazaar is an integrated and solid whole which has been made of interconnected 

elements each having independent existence. Such balance and integrity is seen in all three 

visional, structural and functional dimensions of it. All the ingredients of this complex have 

been set side by side in order to achieve one goal which has turned it into one of the most 

complete bazaar complexes in the world. 

Composition of numerous architectural spaces has been executed in the best possible 

manner. Additionally, its setting which guarantees its international flourishing as well as the 

survival of its functions from long time ago expresses the integrated and consistent relation of 

its constituents. 

  

 

 

Fig. 383. Analytical diagram of the integrity and consistency of 

entities constituting Tabriz Bazaar 
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• visual integrity : 

Presence of consecutive spaces during walking along Rāstā s which are consisted of 

interconnected Hojras, form an integrated and continuous visional body complex. Bricks as the 

smallest ingredients of this body as well as Hojras and cloister vaults as the repetitive elements 

of each Rāstā are actually the strengtheners of this visual continuity in bazaar complex. 

Despite being made of numerous open or covered architectural spaces, with different functions, 

each of these bodies has an independent entity. This complex is an integrated and homogenous 

whole in which the integrity and homogeneity is observed in all its sections. In addition, the 

presence of such consecutive and interconnected spaces in the bazaar body as well as the 

inclusion of Mafsals between Rāstā s which highlight main entrances or Chārsugs, generate 

concepts like: spatial contrast and emphasis in its atmosphere. Anything altering these concepts 

is regarded as a damage which threatens the visual integrity of bazaar. 

On the whole Tabriz bazaar has kept its visual integrity but among factors endangering 

it is: 

-Public exposure of its heating and cooling systems as well as electricity cables and wires  

-Incompatible shutters and shop windows at some parts 

-Advertising boards incongruous with the historical body of bazaar 

-Interruption of roof rhythm of some Rāstā s due to the usage of Gable roof and gable 

roofs as covers 

-Replacement of original doors and windows of bazaar with metal ones 

-Disappearance of the legibility of Sarās and Timchas entrances due to the construction 

of commercial stalls 

 -Installation of unsuitable down pipes upon the body of bazaar especially at Sarās 

 

• structural integrity: 

The historical complex of Tabriz bazaar is an integrated structure consisted of 

individual elements each being a historical building. This bazaar has internal resistance against 

earthquakes which occur frequently in Tabriz. 

Gradually a sensible coordination has been established in the architectural structure of 

the bazaar so that in the distribution of its empty and full spaces, enough attention has been 

paid to issues like: breathing space, landing place and snow bank and so on. In the lifetime of 

this historical complex, its integrated and balanced architectural structure has been retained so 

that it has suffered the least damage during the execution of street layout project in Iranian 
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cities which disturbed the architectural structure of many bazaars and at the end its integrated 

and consistent whole has remained intact. Only two streets have crossed small sections of this 

bazaar which are utilized as service routes and in the long termed management program, 

arrangements have been made to control congestion, building sidewalks as well as setting up 

car parks alongside these two routes. 

Unsuitable interventions in any section of bazaar have adverse effects on other sections 

of it. Other examples of such rash interventions in Tabriz bazaar are as follows: 

- Reinforcement of some elements with materials not matching original ones regarding 

the hardness coefficient 

-  Constructions inside the open spaces of some Sarās. 

-  Making underground rooms at some Hojras. 

-  Changing roof shapes at some parts of Rāstās. 

 

• functional integrity: 

The general function of Tabriz bazaar has been a mixture of commercial, religious, 

cultural and educational activities which has continued in its lifetime. Functional survival of 

this bazaar from long times ago has been a reflection of its vital position on Silk Road so that 

following its destruction by earthquakes and other factors, it has been rebuild rapidly at the 

same spot and has resumed its booming international trades. The economy factor beside the 

religious beliefs of businessmen shapes its integrated functional structure resulting in its body 

reflection in multiple architectural spaces of bazaar. This coherent complex has been formed to 

achieve a single purpose so that all of its spaces have been organized aptly. Actually earning 

the highest legitimate benefit in dealing and trading has always been the top priority for 

businessmen with its architectural reflection seen in commercial, religious, and 

educational…of bazaar. 

Factors disturbing the functional integrity of bazaar include: 

- Entrance of motorized vehicles     

- Congestion at some entrances 

- Mixing up of some craft at some parts of Rāstās. 

- Businesses imposed to bazaar body like: turning the platforms on either side of 

entrances into shopping stalls or occupation of sidewalks by windows protrusion or 

piling of goods… 
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Conclusion: 
Authenticity and integrity of Tabriz historical bazaar complex: 

General authenticity and integrity of Tabriz bazaar complex is preserved, as the 

majority of spaces have remained authentic in aspect of design and most of restorations have 

done respecting traditional workmanship and materials. Moreover, due to its strategic location 

the setting authenticity of bazaar is preserved. 

The bazaar is basically an integrated phenomenon and the vital reason of Tabriz 

bazaars liveliness is that it has been able to preserve its integrity during its lifetime. 

Today of course bazaar suffers from some damaging factors arising from undeniable 

change of life way. 

Undoubtedly a sound conservation of bazaar is possible through managing the change 

in a sustainable manner. 

 Preserving the authenticity and improving the integrity of bazaar is strongly considered 

in management plan of Tabriz historical bazaar complex.   



STATE OF CONSERVATION AND 
FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY 
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4. a. Present state of conservation 

 
For the conservation & preservation of the largest, integrated and covered Architectural 

complex of the world, from Damages & erosion, we require certain important policies & 

alternatives. 

The first stage is the identification & Diagnosis of the affecting factors & pathology of 

this complex in aspect of structural, biological, natural, moistures, landscape, humanistic, 

economical & cultural factors.  

Also it requires the knowledge of traditional & modern alternatives & facilities for the  

conservation & restoration projects within the Bazaar complex & also  it requires study & 

analysis of a variety of methods in the conservation of the Tabriz historical Bazaar complex's 

elements, in this regard we can organize appropriate management systems for the  

implementation conservation programs with the collaboration of all governmental & 

nongovernmental organizations, responsible Authorities, tourists, various guilds & all peoples 

which are related to  the Bazaar . 

At present there is an integrated conservation effort in the Tabriz historical Bazaar 

complex. According to this integrated conservation, all of the Responsible Authorities 

included in the Conservation & Restoration Projects of the Tabriz historical Bazaar complex 

should be informed about it's Executive & administrative programs & plans in relation to 

regulations & measures of the Tabriz historical Bazaar complex (the core, buffer & landscape 

zones regulations) only then can the Tabriz historical Bazaar complex provide an integrated 

urban system for its conservation & safeguarding. 

The Tabriz historical Bazaar complex with its important role in cultural and 

economical affairs allows the guilds and merchants themselves to authorize the cultural and 

economic and restoration of architectural elements such as vaults, domes, brickwork and 

decorations of this large and integrated complex. At present there is a local safe keeping 

measure called" Odābāshi". it is responsible for within the complex safeguarding of varios 

areas within the Bazaar and collaborates with the management of the Bazaar during the day 

and in adition to police force during the night including emergency interventions. In this 

regard, training sessions are held for the Bazaar In addition to various special educational 

courses regarding this matter. 
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- present State of conservation with the archaeological sites: 

At present, there are two archaeological sites in the Tabriz historical Bazaar complex: 

1. The archaeological sites surrounding Goy Machid (Blue Mosque). 

2. The Hasan-Pādishāh archaeological site. 

These two sites are very important which have valuable historical relics. Therefore, 

they require special conservation policies. 

In the archaeological sites around Goy Machid (Blue Mosque), archaeological 

excavations and research projects were active 7 years ago (2000-2001) after the accomplish of 

the project, this historical area was reorganized as an open site museum and protected by a 

glass cover. These sites preserved and protect under supervision of ICHHTO (THBC base). 

In The Hasan-Pādishāh archaeological site, research projects and archaeological 

excavations are active at present.          
 

 State of conservation in buffer zone area: 

The staff of the ICHHTO (THBC base) are currently monitoring all areas located in 

buffer zone area, in addition to controlling and executing various regulations within this area; 

also these regulations and measures guarantee the conservation and protection of the Tabriz 

historical Bazaar complex. 

Additionally, the master plan of Tabriz city pays close attention to the ICHHTO 

approved regulations. The protection of this historical complex is one of the most important 

programs within the municipality and various other related authorities within Tabriz.  
 

- State of conservation in structures:    

The Management of the large and extensive brick structures within the Tabriz 

historical Bazaar complex require a permanent and integrated conservation and maintenance 

work against development, natural and human pressures. 

At present the roofs of the Bazaar above the vaults and domes has been covered by 

temporary waterproof material to protect the Bazaar structure from natural forces especially 

the falling damp. In future management plans the temporary covers will be replaced by 

original waterproof material. 

The bricked foundations of the Bazaar are also being conserved by the construction of 

draining canals working against rising damp, which is one of the most important erosional 

forces in the Bazaar.  
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The existing cracks in the bodies of various structures such as walls, domes, vaults, 

and foundations are being monitored by chalk indicators for the purpose of diagnosis active 

and inactive cracks. 

The active cracks are being reinforced in addition deteriorated bricks and mortars are 

being replaced by appropriate traditional and modern material. 

At present a Japanese experts with the collaboration of the Tabriz University and 

ICHHTO experts are researching the structural behaviors of the Tabriz historical Bazaar 

complex and analyzing the foundations, architectural form and the structure of the complex to 

the purpose of reinforcing them against various damaging factors especially  earthquakes.    

   At present the restoration and conservation of the Tabriz historical Bazaar complex 

has been devided in two main categories:  

1. preservative private units 

2. preservative public units 
 

Private units:  

The Bazaar merchants especially in seasons with appropriate weather conditions are in 

contact with technical management units within the Bazaar and receive scheduled programs 

of the units along with updating their collaboration with the units. Additionally simultaneous 

with repairing activities, they participate in eliminating some parts of inappropriate 

interventions within the Bazaar. All stages of such activities including all craftsmen are under 

ICHHTO supervision. 

At present more than 100 various restoration projects are being carried out in various 

commercial spaces of Bazaar such as new Rasta Bazaar, old Rasta Bazaar, Safi Bazaar, 

Bāshmākh-chilār Rāstā, Sādiqiyya Rāstā, Gizbasdi Rāstā, Shahidi Rāstā and Mirzā-

Abulhasan Sarāyi ,These projects include: the consolidation of brick foundations, restoration 

of deteriorated vaults, production of proper drainage systems and replacement of metal doors 

and structures with wooden material. All of these activities are aimed towards the 

conservation of the Bazaar authenticity and integrity.  

Public units: 

These units constitute the communication system in the Bazaar and included various 

public areas of Rāstās, Dālāns, Sarās and Timchas which connect to the commercial areas 

(private units). In fact, the owners of commercial units, which are located in the vicinity of 

public areas are responsible for the conservation and maintenance of them and ICHHTO (the 
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technical management units in Tabriz historical Bazaar complex) is responsible for the 

supervision, integration and arrangement of the various aforementioned owners with the 

conservation and restoration efforts. 

Therefore the office of Bazaar indicate, the restoration priorities and various scheduled 

conservation programs along with the time tables of restoration and reorganization processes 

for the appropriate collaboration with the various merchants and owners of commercial units. 

The technical offices of Bazaar prepare and perform the restoration efforts in different 

areas of Bazaar such as: Mirzā-Jalil Sarāyi, Darabbāsi (Darb Abbāsi) Sarāyi, Kechachilar 

Sarāyi, Mirzā-Abulhasan Sarāyi, Kishmish-chilar Sarāyi, Malik Timchasi, Hāj-Safar-Ali 

Timchasi, , Hāj-Mammad-Quli Timchasi, Qara-Bāqlilār Mosque, Seyid-Alāgā Mosque, 

Jumā-Machid, Hujjat-ul-Islām mosque, Hāj-Safar-Ali School & Mosque. 

 At present, within the various public units of the Tabriz historical Bazaar complex the below-

mentioned conservation and restoration, procedures are being performed: 

within Mirzā-Jalil Sarāyi, Darabbāsi (Darb Abbāsi) Sarāyi, Kechachilar Sarāyi, Mirzā-

Abulhasan Sarāyi, Kishmish-chilar Sarāyi & Haj-Husen-Gadim Sarāyi 

- Consolidation of various sections of brick foundations and structures. 

-  replacement of deteriorated doors and metal openings and doors with wooden 

material. 

- Restoration of deteriorated vaults. 

- Excavation and research within the various floors of Saras aimed at uncovering to 

original floors along with the restoration and reconstruction of the floors according to 

their authenticity. 

- Removal of additional earths on the vaults for lighting them. 

- Removal of metal windows. 

 

Within Hāj-Safar-Ali Timchasi, Hāj-Mammad-Quli Timchasi, Sheykh-Kāzim Timchasi & 

Malik Timchasi 

- Removing the deteriorated mortars from the ceiling. 

- Lightening and waterproofing the roof with traditional workmanship. 

- Excavating the existing pavement to reach the original pavement. 

- To restore and to reinforce the decayed walls. 

- Restoring the karbandies (brick structural ornaments) in Malek timcha. 

- Restoring the entrance stairs of Malek timcha. 
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Within Angaji Bāzārchā, Safi Rāstāsi, Tāzā-Rāstā-Bāzāri & Mabar-ul-Ulama Rāstāsi 

- Removing additional plasters and cleansing the ceiling. 

- Restoring the decayed walls. 

- Reorganizing electrical system. 

- Restoring decayed walls. 

 

Within Hāj-Safar-Ali Mosque & School 

- Constructing drainer canals to prevent rising damp. 

- Restoring roofs with light, traditional material. 

- To remove the additional façade (eastern façade). 

- To restore the vaults considering the original remained samples. 

- Restoring stone plinths. 

- Restoring the brick pavement of the mosque. 

- Excavating the existing pavements in eastern rooms (hojres) to reach the original 

pavements. 

- Restoring the Mihrabs brick ornament considering the authentic design. 

 

Within Dār-Dallazan Mosque 

- To restore and reinforce the walls. 

- Restoring the corridor considering the authentic design. 

- Waterproofing the roof of the mosque with traditional workmanship. 

- Excavating the floor of the mosque to reach the original pavement. 

 

Within Qara-Bāqlilār Mosque, Jumā-Machid, Hujjat-ul-Islām mosque,Dinavary Mosque 

& Imām-Jumā Mosque 

- Maintenance and conservation wooden doors and windows with traditional material. 
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4.b. Factors affecting the property 
 

factors which can threat the authenticity and integrity of Tabriz historical Bazaar in its 

core zone and buffer zone are listed bellow: 

 

1. Threatening factors in buffer zone: 
   Development pressures: 

- New constructions.       

- Entrance of motorized vehicles to the Bazaar core zone. 

- increasing the population in south of Bazaar 

- resting urban terminals in south of Bazaar 

Natural disasters and risk preparedness: 

- Vulnerability of buildings in buffer zone to earthquakes, due to their oldness. 
 

2. Threatening factors in the core zone: 
                                                                   Development pressures 

- New constructions.  
-  adaptation of existing buildings for new uses without respecting the 

authenticity and  integrity of Bazaar  such as: 

Changing Saras into storage, construction in Sara's open spaces, Building an 

extra stories, installing modern electrical and ventilation facilities without 

respecting the integrity of Bazaar, Decorating with new material  

- Unprincipled interventions such as: 

Repairing and changing the roofs, changing the pavements, consolidation with 

modern material like iron. 

 

Natural pressures: 

- Pollution (water and air pollution) 

- Underground water 
- Moisture 
- Deterioration 

- Natural disasters and risk preparedness: earthquake  
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The illustrated pathology report of Tabriz historical Bazaar is as follows: 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Treatment Affecting factor 

Strengthen of the accessory , 
consolidation and 
improvement of northern 
parts of Bazaar 

Unbalanced Economic 
development in Bazaar areas. 
 

Treatment Affecting factor 

Systemization of movement 
of carriers and hand wheels in 
Bazaar. 

Lack of management of 
internal transportation in 
Bazaar. 

Fig. 385. Maintenances of 
southern parts of bazaar      

due to Economical           
value of these areas. 

Fig. 384. Development pressure (northern areas 
of bazaar)

Fig. 386. Development pressure (Lack of 
management of internal transportation) 

 

Fig. 387. Development pressure (Lack of 
management of internal transportation) 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

Adopting Suitable regulations 
in order to systemizing 
transportation in Bazaar. 

Entrance of motorized 
vehicles to the area of Bazaar 

Treatment Affecting factor 

Rehabilitating and 
improvement of unsuitable 
facades.  

New streets cutting Bazaar.  
 

Fig. 388. Development pressure (Entrance       
of motorized vehicles) 

 

Fig. 389. Development pressure 
(Entrance of motorized vehicles) 

Fig. 390. Development pressure Fig. 391. Development pressure (illegible 
bazaar entrance) 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

Substituting suitable areas 
around Bazaar as parking.  

Lack of parking in Bazaar 
area. 

Treatment Affecting factor 

Adopting Suitable regulations 
for systemizing transportation 
in Bazaar area. 

Huge number of users of 
Bazaar due to commercial 
activities in Bazaar  

Fig. 392. Development pressure 
(Lack of parking) 

Fig. 393. Development pressure 

Fig. 394. Development pressure (lack of 
the transportation regulations) 

Fig. 395. Development pressure 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

Regulating the cargo storages 
in the Sara  Development pressures   

Treatment Affecting factor 

Correcting the interventions 
in long term management 
plans 

Development pressures      

Fig. 396. Development pressure 
(changing Saras into storage) 

 

Fig. 397. Development pressure 
(changing Saras into storage) 

Fig. 399. Development 
pressure (Unprincipled 

interventions) 

Fig. 398. Development pressure 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

 
Removing the additional 
buildings in long term  
management plan and return 
the Sara into original form 

 
 
Development pressures      
 

Fig. 400. Development pressure 
(construction in Sara's open spaces) 

Fig. 401. Development pressure 
(construction in Sara's open spaces) 

Fig. 402. Development pressure 
(construction in Sara's open spaces) 

Fig. 403. Development pressure 
(construction in Sara's open spaces) 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

Remove the mosaic and do 
the pavement in traditional 
method 
 

unprincipled Protective 
actions  

Treatment Affecting factor 

Return the ceiling to the 
prime position and isolate in 
traditional method 

unprincipled Protective 
actions   

Fig. 404. Development pressure 
(Unprincipled interventions) 

 

 

Fig. 406. Development pressure 
(Unprincipled interventions) 

 

Fig. 407. Development pressure 
(Unprincipled interventions) 

 

Fig. 405. Development pressure 
(Unprincipled interventions) 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

remove the new structure and 
execute the vault in 
traditional method 

unprincipled Protective 
actions 

Treatment Affecting factor 

prohibiting  building new 
basements. 

Human decay 
(Development pressures)      

Fig. 408. Development pressure Fig. 409.  Development pressure 

Fig. 410. Development pressure Fig. 411. Development pressure 
(Building an extra storie) 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

prohibiting  using modern 
material and return the 
buiding to the first position 

unprincipled Protective 
actions  

Fig. 412. Development pressure 
(Unprincipled interventions) 

  

Fig. 413. Development 
pressure((Decorating with 

new material) 
 

Fig. 414. Development 
pressure 

Fig. 415. Development 
pressure 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

Taking  possession of these 
little commercial unit and 
reverse the entrance to the 
first position 

New constructions due to 
High economical potential of 
the Bazaar. 

Fig. 416. Development 
pressure 

 

Fig. 417. Development 
pressure 

Fig. 418. Development pressure Fig. 419. Development pressure 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

Collecting the cargoes that 
blockade and placing 
showcases in the stores. 

Human decay 
(Development pressures)      

Treatment Affecting factor 

To Prohibit building new 
basements. 

Human decay 
(Development pressures)      

Fig. 421. Development pressure Fig. 420.  Development 
pressure 

 

Fig.422. Development 
pressure 

Fig.423. Development pressure 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

Approving regulations in 
order to prohibit separating 
stores in two units or more.   

Human decay 
(Development pressures)      

Fig. 426. Development pressure 
(dividing Hojras in two parts due 

to high commercial value) 
 

Fig. 427.  Development pressure (dividing 
Hojras in two parts due to high commercial 

value)

Fig. 425. Development pressure Fig. 424. Development pressure 
(dividing Hojras in two parts due 

to high commercial value) 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

To conserve the functional 
integrity of Bazaar, and 
returning it to the original 
function. 

Human decay 
(Development pressures)      

Treatment Affecting factor 

Removing unsuitable material 
and performing coordinated 
material considering 
authenticity of monuments. 

Development pressures 

Fig. 430. Development pressure Fig. 431. Development pressure (Decorating with 
new material) 

 

Fig. 428. Unsuitable functions Fig. 429. Unsuitable functions 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

Reorganizing inappropriate modern 
utilities and reintegrate electronic 
system. 

Development pressures 
 

Treatment Affecting factor 

Reorganizing inappropriate modern 
utilities. Development pressures 

Fig. 434. Inappropriate utilities Fig. 435. Inappropriate 
utilities 

 

Fig. 432. up to dating the 
utilities 

Fig. 433. up to dating the 
utilities 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

Reorganizing inappropriate 
modern utilities and 
reintegrate electronic system. 

Development pressures 

Treatment Affecting factor 
To Prohibit  Building  extra 
stories Development pressures 

Fig. 438. Building an extra stories Fig. 439. Building an extra 
stories 

 

Fig. 436. Inappropriate utilities Fig. 437. Inappropriate utilities 
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Treatment Affecting factor 

To do the regulated 
monitoring and the 
conservation  work. 

Environmental pressure 

Treatment Affecting factor 

Removing plants and 
protecting the structure 
against plants.  

Environmental pressure            
( Intrusive plants )  

Fig. 442. Intrusive plants Fig. 443. Intrusive plants 

Fig. 440. Environmental 
pressure (damp) 

 

Fig. 441. Environmental pressure (damp) 
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• Number of inhabitants within the properties and the buffer zones 

 

Tabriz historical bazaar complex Population Remarks 

Core zone 12500 Statistics in 2008 

Buffer Zones:     35000 Statistics in 2008 

  



PROTECTION AND MANENGMENT OF 
THE PROPERTY 
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5. a. Ownership  
 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex is including different places such as mosques, 

governmental places, banks, commercial places in form of shops, as well as public passages 

for pedestrians, coming and going,…. etc. Governmental and nongovernmental organizations 

and actually public and private groups are the owners of these places which are marked on 

the attached map. The percentages of each of these kinds of ownership are listed below. 

 

- Public ownership: (including public passages and yards of the series of shops and arcades 

for the traffic of the pedestrians and the public use):  %16 

-  Private ownership:  %66 

- Waqf: (including mosques, shrines, and a number of shops which are owned by the 

Endowment and Charity Affairs Organization:  %16 

- State ownership: (including banks, and the shops which belong to the Cultural Heritage 

Organization or other governmental organizations): %2 
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Fig. 444. Ownership map 
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5. b. Protective designation 
 

The national and universal laws, regulations and constitutions to preserve and support the 

complex:  

the Historical Tabriz Bazaar complex has been registered in the list of Iran's national 

monuments with the number of 1097 in 1354 A.H (1975 A.D), it is under the below _ 

mentioned legal support: 

By registering bazaar of Tabriz on the National Heritage List of Iran, this property 

enjoys special protection and conservation legislation.  

Approved regulations for bazaars core zone, buffer zone and its landscape are as follows: 
 

Regulations of core zone: 

1- All activities that may damage the core zone area are prohibited. 

2- All reconstructive activities including reparation, restoration, rehabilitation, re-

organization or changing the function of all or a part of the various monuments without 

the permission of ICHHTO (THBC) are prohibited. 

3- All activities that may damage the base of the core zone or its historical integrity including 

creating canals for water pipes, electricity wires, gas or telephone cables, installing 

vibrators, excessive trembling, smoky or excessively noisy systems, all advertising 

billboards and posters in addition to excessive traffic are all prohibited.  

4- Erection of posters or advertising bill boards which may compromise the visual integrity 

of the monuments is prohibited. 
 

Regulations of buffer zone: 

1- All reconstructive activities including reparation, restoration, rehabilitation, re-

organization or changing the function of all or a part of the various monuments without 

the permission of ICHHTO (THBCB) are all prohibited. 

2- The maximum height of construction in the first area from the ground level to the roof is 

7.5m with a maximum of two floors. All construction must be approved by ICHHTO 

(THBCB). 

3- Architectural designs and outward appearances of structures which may compromise the 

visual integrity of the area must be in accordance with the surrounding structures. 
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4- All Urban development plans must be approved by ICHHTO (THBCB) in the feasibility 

stage.  
 

Regulations of Landscape zone: 

Large scale plans include skyscrapers, industrial complexes and development projects 

such as: Highways, Subways and Railways must be agreed by ICHHTO (THBCB) in the 

feasibility study stage. 

 
Cultural Heritage Laws in Iran 

There different laws and regulations for protection and conservation of cultural 

heritage in Iran. These are in the following broad categories:  

A. Legislation governing general cases in the country, including cultural heritage; 

B. Legislation specifically treating cultural heritage;  

C. International legal instruments, recommendations and guidelines which is integrated 

within the national legislation; and 

D. Other regulations for cultural heritage. 
 

A. General Regulation 

Samples of the general laws and regulations relevant to cultural heritage include, inter alia: 
1. Article 83 of the Constitution Law of Islamic Republic of Iran (1920) recognizes the 

importance of cultural properties.  Transferring the ownership of public monuments and 

properties considered to be part of the national heritage is forbidden, unless approved by 

the Parliament.  However, transfer of ownership of monuments and cultural properties 

officially recognized as insignificant is possible. 

2. Article (26) of the Iranian Civil Law (1939) prohibits private ownership of significant 

cultural property.  

3. The Islamic Penal Law is an effective law for practical protection of cultural heritage. A 

full chapter deals with crimes regarding cultural heritage (from Article 588-569) in the 

Islamic Penal Law, (1996).  This law recognizes the following as a crime subject to 

punishment: 

1. Damaging, theft, selling or buying stolen historical property (Article 559); 

2. Violation of the regulations of ICHHTO resulting in deterioration, defect, or 

damage in the heritage property (Article 560); 
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3. Illicit export or smuggle of heritage property (Article 561); 

4. Any unauthorized excavation in an effort to find historical properties (Article 

562.l); 

5. Selling or buying properties discovered from unauthorized excavations (Article 

562.2); 

6. Encroachment on historical or religious land, property or sites registered on the 

National Heritage List with no private ownership (Article 563); 

7. Restoration, repair, converting, renovation and extension of cultural or historical 

monuments or their decoration, registered on the National Heritage List without 

the ICHHTO approval (Article 564); 

8. Transferring parts of immovable properties registered on the National Heritage 

List without the ICHHTO consent (Article 565). 

9. Converting the functions of monuments and sites registered on the National 

Heritage List denigrating the identity of the property and/or without ICHHTO 

consent. 

4. The Law for Punishment of Those Interfering in the National Economic System (1991), 

article (l), paragraph d, considers any effort towards export of national property , even 

though not successful, a crime.  All such property intended for export is confiscated. 

5. Property acquisition law for implementing public development and military projects of 

the Government (1979) allows the acquisition of any historic property, in case a project is 

prepared for this property.  This law has a streamlined procedure which also guarantees 

the rights of the private owners. 
  

B. Specific Regulation for Cultural Heritage  

Samples of the regulations specifically dealing with cultural heritage are explained below: 

1. The Law for Protection of National Heritage (1930) is the first comprehensive law 

concerning various aspects cultural heritage.  This Law defines the procedure for 

identification of cultural heritage property (Article 1).  It further mandates the 

Government to prepare a National Heritage List (Article 2), sets the criteria and legal 

protection for properties on this List, and stipulates legal provisions for archaeological 

excavations. 
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2. The Bylaw Concerning Prevention of Unauthorized Excavation (1980) stipulates 

punishments for excavation and/or purchase of excavated historic objects.  The 

provisions of this Law are further elaborated in the Islamic Penal Law mentioned 

above. There is further regulation limiting production, purchase, use or advertisement 

of metal detectors   

3. The Law Concerning Acquisition of Land, Building and Premises for Protection of 

Historic Properties (1969) stipulates further regulations for acquiring property with 

historic or cultural significance. 

4. The Law for Establishing Iranian Cultural Heritage Organization (1979) is another 

powerful legal instrument depicting a comprehensive picture for managing cultural 

heritage of the country. 
 

C. International Legal Instruments 

In the I.R. of Iran, the requirements of any international convention are integrated 

with the national legislation, upon accession to that international convention.  Thereafter, it 

will be compulsory to abide with the requirements of these conventions.  The I. R. of Iran has 

acceded to several UNESCO conventions concerning the conservation and protection of 

cultural heritage, as well as other conventions and charters.  Some of important conventions 

which are acceded by the I. R. Iran include, inter alia: 

1. Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 

(1972) 

2. Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and 

Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property (1954) and its Protocol I (1954) and 

Protocol II (1999) 

3. Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003) 
 

D. Other Regulations 

In addition to the legal instruments mentioned above, there are other types of 

regulations for protection and conservation of cultural and historic property in the I. R. of 

Iran.  For example, according to a cabinet decision adopted in 2001, all public organizations 

must conduct studies to assess the cultural/historic impacts of major development projects at 

the earliest feasibility study stage and to comply with the recommendations of such studies 

during design and implementation.  
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5. c. Means of implementing protective regulations 
 

The Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism Organization has the authority to 

keep, preserve, and renovate, all the registered or not registered artistic, historical and 

cultural monuments according to civil law. 

According to law, all the governmental and nongovernmental organizations as well as 

all the citizens in all parts of the country must obey the law and follow the regulations related 

to all kinds of movable and immovable properties presented by the Cultural Heritage 

Organization. 

If a part of the Historical Tabriz Bazaar Complex as a registered monument in the list 

of national heritage needs to be preserved, renovated of probably rebuilt, the legal 

confirmation of the Cultural Heritage organization will be needed. 

As it mentioned in the Complex ownership section, Tabriz Bazaar has different 

custodians such as Endowment Organization, municipality, private and public organizations. 

Each of these owners must be aware of the fact that if they take action to change the structure 

of their own shops and places of work, it will be considered illegal and has a legal 

prosecution without having the legal ground of the Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and 

Tourism Organization of the province. There fore Cultural Heritage Organization of the 

province has organized a leading board in Tabriz historical fabric to determine and explain 

the general policies of the fabric, in particular the bazaar. Also in addition to different unions, 

an association consisting of the bazaar reliable people who have been chosen by the market- 

men works as a mediator between the market-men and the Cultural Heritage Organization.  

Physical protection of the properties is ensured by the ICHHTO corps of guards.  The 

guards employed by the local office of the ICHHTO are present on the sites, ensuring a 

permanent surveillance of the properties.  Another effective means of protection is secured 

by the inhabitants of this property and respective NGOs.  
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Supervisory systems: 

Tabriz historical bazaar complex benefits from three levels of supervision, described below.  
 

1- ICHHTO High Technical Council 

All plans and programs affecting the property should be approved by the High 

Technical Council of ICHHTO established in Tehran. This Council meets periodically at the 

property.  It provides overall supervision ensuring that the plans and programs are 

implemented. This Council decides on all major conservation interventions in cultural 

property as well the allocation of financial resources for the Bases. Members of this Council 

include ICHHTO Deputy for Conservation, four ICHHTO Director-Generals for 

Conservation, Fabrics, Registration, and Movable Properties, and five national experts. 
 

2 - Steering Committee 

Each Base has a steering committee of renowned experts who advises and adopts 

overall policies.  The Committee approves the technical decisions for conservation 

interventions at the property. For technical matters, the Bases co-ordinate with respective 

deputies of ICHHTO, especially the Deputy for Conservation. 

The members of the Tabriz historical bazaar complex Steering Committee are as follows: 

1- Civil and construction affairs deputy of governor   

2- Head of East Azerbaijan Organization of Tourism, Handicrafts and Cultural Heritage 

3- Head of Urban Development & Housing Organization 

4- Head of Islamic Council of Tabriz  

5- Tabriz Mayor  

6- Head of wqaf Organization ( Endowments & Charity Affairs)  

7- Eng. Akbar Taghizadeh Asl 

8- Eng. Abdolrahman Vahabzadeh 

9- Dr. Behrouz Omrani 

10- Eng. Hossein Esmaeili Sangaro 

11- Eng. Seyyed Hassan Ghoreishi 

12- Head of Guilds & Board of Trustees of Bazaar 
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There are more than 85 different guild unions in Tabriz Historical Bazaar, the 

members of which are appointed by active persons of each guild. Each of these unions has its 

own articles of association and violation from the contents of it by the members of that guild 

is prosecutable by law. Beside these unions, there has been an association in Tabriz bazaar 

the members, who are trustful and committed persons, are appointed by the merchants. This 

association supervises over all daily events and affairs of bazaar and religious, social, 

economic and political affairs of the city, especially those of bazaar. This association is 

sometimes the link between the merchants and different organizations like municipality, 

cultural heritage organization, and finance department and so on when necessary. One of the 

good and important activities of this association is to help the economic problems of 

merchants who are bankrupted for any reason. 

Vice-President and  
Head ICHHTO 

Deputy for Management 
Development Deputy for Tourism 

Deputy for Handicrafts 

Deputy for Cultural Heritage 
Conservation President of RICHT 

Coordinator for 
Bases 

Tabriz historical bazaar 
complex Base Director 

Tabriz historical bazaar 
complex Steering Committee

Deputy of Cultural Affairs and 
Communication 

Deputy for Investment and 
projects 

ICHHTO High Technical 
Council 

Fig.445 . Tabriz historical bazaar complex Steering Committee chart 
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The members of this association are: 

1- Mr. Haj Yaghoub Farshchi (head of guild affairs unions of East Azerbaijan) 

2- Mr. Haj Ali Asghar Pourfarshchi  

3- Mr. Behrouz Bakhtiari 

Beside the above-mentioned unions and associations, all mosques in Tabriz, 

especially the mosques inside bazaar, have board of trustees who are appointed from among 

those coming to all mosques. These boards investigate the religious affairs of the mosque and 

bazaar. It should be mentioned that there are 28 mosques in Tabriz Bazaar and each mosque 

has its own board of trustees.  

The members of Trustees Board of Jame Mosque are mentioned here as the most 

important mosque of bazaar and city: 

Members of Trustees Board of Jame Mosque: 

1- Mr. Seyyed Hossein 

2- Mr. Ghassem Akbari Beiragh 

3- Mr. Haj Ali Asghar Pourfarshchi 
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5. d. Existing plans related to municipality and region in which the 

proposed property is located (e.g., regional or local plan, conservation plan, 

tourism development plan). 
 

− master plan of Tabriz is prepared by ARSEH consulting Engineers in 1995.this 

master plan is confirmed by Higher Council for Architecture and Urban Planning 

[HCAUP] which a ICHHTO's representative is one of its members.     

− The contract of the engineering services for the studies and the renewal plan of Tabriz 

cultural and historical region has been communicated to Naghshe_jahan Pars 

consulting Engineers by the Municipality of Tabriz cultural and historical region. 

(Region8) 

− The detailed plan of Tabriz cultural and historical region was carried out by the 

above-mentioned company in a letter with the number of 2538/30 in 1995, and was 

approved by the related Organizations including the honorable State capital Building, 

the director of the cultural Heritage Organization, the director of Agricultural 

Organization, the director of the Islamic city council, the director of the Housing and 

Urban Development organization, and Tabriz Municipality. 

 

in the detailed plan of Tabriz cultural and historical region documentation of 

historical elements as well as giving special attention to historical conservation which 

effectively prevented damages inflicted upon Tabriz historical monuments is considered. In 

this plan, preservation of the historical visual characteristics of the city is emphasized. 

The result of the detailed plan's studies and reports which have in vest gated the 

economical and social traits and Tabriz historical fabric and population, reveals the region's 

obstacles and difficulties. To cope with these problems or to find solutions is the main 

responsibility of the plan in order to endure and renovate the old fabric. 

it should be mentioned that the detailed plan's studies and suggestions are in Tabriz 

approved general plan's framework Considering the valuable historical nature of the old 

fabric in the compilation of the general plan's suggestions, the necessary adjustments and 

related considerations have been carried out. One of the most important considerations is the 
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necessity of avoiding the general techniques about the historical fabric due to its special traits 

methodologically, and adopting the deep and detailed methods. There fore we must not use 

the individual method in the land use planning. It is necessary to account, determine, and 

provide the effective amount of the fabric's needs to different functions and uses. 
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5. e. Property management plan or other management system 

 
(THBC) will be managed under an integrated system which is mentioned below:  

 MHUD Master plan 

 Organization chat of Tabriz historical bazaar complex (THBC) 
 Main goals 

 Swot tables 

 Strategies 

 Scheduled Programs 

 

 

 Higher Council for Architecture and Urban Planning [HCAUP] 

All urban plans in Iran should be confirmed by Higher Council for Architecture and 

Urban Planning [HCAUP], before their approval.   

Higher Council for Architecture and Urban Planning (HCAUP) was established under 

the law of February 1973.  Ministry of Housing and Urban Development [MHUD] is 

responsible for managing housing development as well as for developing master plans for 

urban and semi-urban areas. This includes the historic urban areas, where a large proportion 

of the Iranian cultural heritage is located. The HCAUP is presided by the Minister of MHUD. 

The Deputy Minister for Urban Development and Architecture is the Secretary of HCAUP, 

under whom a Director-General manages the Secretariat. Other members of HCAUP include 

the Ministers of Interior; Economy and Finance; Culture and Islamic Guidance; Education; 

Power; Jihad Agriculture; and Defence. 

In addition to these ministers, three Vice-Presidents are voting members of the 

HCAUP: (i) Head of Management and Planning Organization, (ii) Head of ICHHTO, and 

(iii) Head of Department of Environment.  HCAUP has four main functions: 

• Overall urban development policies. 

• commenting on by-laws affecting zoning, land use, and determining main 

functions; 
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• adoption of urban master plans; and 

• Adoption of urban criteria, regulations, by-laws, etc. 

The approval of master plans by HCAUP has an established process. A qualified 

consultant is commissioned by the provincial Housing and Urban Development Organization 

(HUDO), which is the provincial office of MHUD. After the plan is prepared must be 

approved by the Provincial Planning Council. It is then reviewed concurrently by the 

HCAUP’s technical committee and the office of Physical Plans at MHUD, before final 

submission to HCAUP. The figure below shows the procedure for approval of physical plans 

by HCAUP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In principle, HCAUP does not examine the detailed plans. Such plans, as well as 

modifications which do not essentially change the existing Master Plan, are adopted by a 

commission presided by the provincial or county governor-general, head of City Council, 

Mayor, representatives of MHUD and some other ministries and (also called Commission for 

Article 5). The Secretariat of Commission for Article 5 is established at HUDO. In case of 

Tabriz, the Commission for Article 5 in eastern Azerbaijan province is responsible for 

adopting urban development control regulations 

 

Approval of the plan by PPC 

HUDO requests HCAUP to 
review the plan 

HCAUP Technical Committee 
review 

MHUD Physical Plans Office 
review 

HCAUP review and 

Fig. 446. The procedure for approval of development plans by HCAUP 
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 The chart suggested by Tabriz historical bazaar complex Bas is mentioned below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Head of ICHHTO 

East Azerbaijan Organization 
of Tourism, Handicrafts & 

Cultural Heritage 

Director of Tabriz historical bazaar 
complex Base  

Technical TourismResearch Financial 

Monitoring 

Supervision 

Designing 

Documentation 

Art Research Expert 

Traditional Arts 

Fabric and building 
restoration

History Expert 

Archeological research

Geological research 

Architectural research 

Anthropology research 

Education 

Presentation 

Handicraft 

Tourism 

Director of Bases office 

Fig. 447.Organizations chat of Tabriz historical bazaar complex (THBC) 

Steering committee of 
Tabriz historical bazaar 

complex  
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 main goals: 

- To prepare a master plan for conservation and restoration of THBC. 

- To prepare educational programs 

- Monument inspections, survey, preparation of records, examination of reports . 

- To follow up legal matters. 

- To carry out scientific surveys and archaeological research . 

- To prepare conservation plans restoration of monuments in the THBC. 

- To organize training programs for experts on management ,exploration, research, 

preservation, and conservation . 

- To encourage local population and visitors; to continue a permanent training for the 

preservation of monuments and core zones, cleaning, conservation; exchange of 

scholars and experts for cultural activities in national and international levels for a 

better understanding of traditional bazaar; to prepare annual reports in a 

permanent way. 

- To introduce the site with brochures, books, and etc . 

- To equip technical office of THBC. 

- To improve tourism facilities. 

- To collect documents, including photos, maps, articles, and books about the bazaar. 

- To train staff and guards of the bazaar for cleaning, preservation, and visitor assistance 

 - To train guards and local people to prevent damages that may occur by the misuse or 

abuse of monuments; to document the monuments; to prepare regularly reports . 

- To establish contact with scientific and research centers in the country for cooperation 

of universities in research on multidisciplinary topics . 

 Due to reaching the appropriate scheduled programs for THBC, the SWOT tables have 

been prepared as follows  : 
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 Swot tables 

 
field Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

D
ev

el
op

m
en

t 

-Providing main 
access ways to bazaar 
through establishing 
new streets 
-Preventing from 
slackening of trade in 
bazaar because of 
establishment of new 
streets 
-Physical and 
economic integrity 
and coherence of 
Tabriz bazaar is less 
damaged by urban 
developments in 
comparison with 
similar cases 
-Loading and 
unloading courses at 
certain times 
-Establishing new 
streets has vitalized 
and activated the 
southern part of the 
bazaar 
-Introducing new 
welfare installations 
and facilities to the 
bazaar have resulted 
in permanence of 
merchants in bazaar. 
 
 
 

-Heavy traffic around 
bazaar because of 
existence of important 
and highly-traveled 
streets 
-Air, sound and 
vibration pollutions 
resulting from traffic 
of vehicles around 
bazaar 
-Crowdedness and 
crush in bazaar 
entrances 
-Lack of suitable 
spaces for loading and 
parking in bazaar 
complex 
- Inconformity of some 
modern installations 
with historical 
structure of bazaar 
(cooling & heating 
system, electricity and 
so on). 
-Insufficiency of old 
sewage system for 
current needs of bazaar 
-Lack of suitable 
communication 
equipments for guards 
at the time of 
accidents, fire and so 
on. 

-Facilitating and 
quickening the access to 
bazaar in order to control 
and manage crises like 
fire, earthquake and son 
on 
-Facilities provided by 
these streets in terms of 
access including goods 
purchase and 
transportation 
-Establishment of 
suitable urban 
transportations networks 
like metro near the site 
such that the structure or 
appearance of the works 
or their area is not 
damaged. 
-Tendency and financial 
potency of merchants for 
entering the facilities and 
updating the units 
possessed by them in a 
proper status according 
to the structure of bazaar 
 
 

-Creating motivation for 
constructing passages 
that occupy services 
space of bazaar and cut 
the access of bazaar. 
-Imposing extra 
functional load on the 
body of bazaar because 
of crowdedness of 
streets around bazaar and 
settlement of it in the 
center of city 
-Transferring the center 
of gravity of bazaar to its 
southern part because of 
its adjacency of southern 
part of bazaar and city 
center that slackened the 
prosperity in northern 
part of bazaar. 
-New streets threaten the 
physical and functional 
integrity of bazaar. 
-Increasing the heavy 
population traffic in 
some lines and entrances 
of market 
-New constructions 
caused changes in the 
identity of the texture 
and decrease its visual 
quality. 
-Using free spaces of 
some entrances as 
parking 
-Shortage of parking lots 
stop the vehicles in 
streets and complicates 
traveling of pedestrians 
and drivers 
-Entrance of motor 
vehicles to bazaar 
disturbs the traffic and 
damages the body of 
bazaar. 
-Updating the 
appearance of shops 
with new materials and 
making them disparate 
which threatens the 
integrity of bazaar. 
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field Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

Ph
ys

ic
al

 
-The biggest integrated brick 
structure, using brick in creating 
variable spaces in bazaar 
illustrates the excellence of the art 
of creating brick structures. 
-Historicalness of the said texture 
and existence of historical index 
elements  
-Beautiful combination of all 
spaces of bazaar in a logic 
hierarchy  
-Close and serious presence of 
mosques, schools and social 
spaces in a commercial space 
-Adjacency of shops and stores 
and their closeness provides social 
relations between the merchants. 
-Existence of three types of 
spaces including public, semi-
public and private spaces in 
architecture of bazaar 
-Adjacency of Jame Mosque and 
bazaar as a historical and 
important element 
-Unique characteristic of Tabriz 
bazaar because of its range on 
river through bridges of its 
bazaars 
-Tabriz bazaar, as a complete 
complex, includes different 
buildings like mosques, schools, 
libraries, baths, palestra, 
refrigerators, tombs and so on 
near the commercial places 
-A coherent architectural entirety 
is seen in bazaar despite the 
variable architectural spaces in  it 
-The open spaces are stretched to 
inside of bazaar because of the 
existence of halls 
-Concepts like complexity and 
inconsistency in architecture of 
bazaar increases the excitement 
-Settlement of similar activities 
near each other facilitates 
shopping in bazaar and 
heterogeneous activities are never 
near each other.   

-Physical oldness 
of bazaar 
- Illegible 
entrances in 
some parts of 
bazaar. 
 

-The integral body of 
bazaar complex is a 
suitable opportunity 
for logic adjacency 
and relations for 
religious, cultural 
and politic relations 
(like mourning 
ceremonies and 
festivals in plazas 
and so on) 
-Existence of spaces 
with the potential of 
being converted to 
urban space between 
bazaar and the area 
around it (like the 
range of Ferdowsi 
street in bazaar, the 
space around the 
river) 
-The open space of 
halls is a good 
opportunity for 
having a clean air 
and designing a 
resting place for 
those coming to 
bazaar because of 
the green space and 
fountains  

-Dividing the stores 
-Buildings 
constructed in open 
spaces of saras 
which was the place 
of resting and snow 
bank and also the 
place to escape at 
the time of fire, 
earthquake and so 
on. 
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field Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

T
ou

ri
sm

 
-Beautiful and historical 
body of bazaar complex, 
its traditional culture, 
unique elements like 
bazaar bridges, blue 
mosque, Hassan Pasha 
complex and also the 
type of goods supplied 
at this historical market 
like carpet and klim 
(coarse carpet) are all 
considered as tourism 
attractions. 

-Lack of space for 
offering services to 
tourists like resting 
places and 
restaurants with 
high qualities in 
bazaar complex 
and around it 
-Lack of public 
facilities like 
phone boxes, 
ATM, maps, 
signposts, resting 
places and so on.  

-The potential capability 
of bazaar for attracting 
tourists  
-Keeping the organic 
texture of bazaar and 
reinforcing and 
organizing it is a good 
opportunity for 
regeneration of the old 
culture of this city 
-The possibility of 
designing pedestrians 
line around bazaar 
-A suitable opportunity 
will be created for 
creating permanent and 
reliable service jobs in 
this field. 

- Lack of welfare 
and service 
facilities for 
tourists. 

 

 

field Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

Pr
ot

ec
tio

n 
&

 R
es

to
ra

tio
n 

-Cooperation of 
owners with 
authorities of 
cultural heritage 
organization in 
protective action 
of bazaar 
-Informing the 
merchants through 
publishing and 
distributing the 
booklet of “Rules 
& Regulations 
Related to 
Historical Texture 
of Tabriz Bazaar” 

-inappropriate 
protective 
interventions such 
as applying 
asphalt on roofs 
and pavements. 
 

-As the merchants of Tabriz have 
good financial status, they can 
cooperate with cultural heritage 
organization in protective-
restorative plants of bazaar 
-Governmental departments are 
ready to cooperate in management 
plan of Tabriz bazaar historical 
complex  
-Establishment of the research 
foundation of Tabriz bazaar and 
approval of the independence bill 
of this foundation  
-Historical value of different parts 
of the complex (such as Hassan 
Pasha Complex, Sahibabad 
Square, surrounding of Blue 
Mosque…) provide opportunities 
for historical-scientific research.  
-Tabriz bazaar, as one of the 
biggest center for cultural 
exchanges and the most important 
center of studying the social-
cultural characteristic of this city, 
is a good opportunity for 
anthropological researches in 
Tabriz.  

-Low research 
budgets  
-lack of educated 
craftsmen.  
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field Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
So

ci
al

-C
ul

tu
ra

l 
-High percentage of noble merchants 
who have been there for a long time 
and have economic activities there 
and their sense of belonging to this 
place 
-Strong links and relations between 
merchants  
-High rate of personal ownership of 
merchants in bazaar 
-There are permanent guards 
(odabashi) during day and night to 
protect bazaar from all aspects. 
-Presence of different persons from 
all groups and classes from city and 
villages in bazaar 
- Less conflict between the 
merchants and colleague to attract 
the confidence of people   
-Social and economic protection of 
the merchants from guild from the 
credit and beliefs of each other 
-A unique culture which is the most 
outstanding characteristic of bazaar 
has been remained intact 
-Settlement of the merchants of the 
same guild close to each other 
creates a competition possibility for 
supplying proper goods and gives the 
good choices to customers.   

-The carriers 
and vendor 
don’t benefit 
from legal 
protection and 
social security 
 

-The environment if very 
valuable for merchants and 
there is the possibility for 
their partnership in 
protection and qualitative 
promotion of bazaar 
-Existence of valuable 
historical buildings like 
Blue Mosque, Jame 
Mosque and Hassan Pasha 
Complex near bazaar adds 
its cultural-historical value 
-Existence of cultural 
centers like Koran and 
calligraphy domain, 
Azerbaijan museum and 
carpet museum, which is 
being established around 
bazaar, adds its cultural 
value. 
-Determinant presence of 
Tabriz merchants all 
important events including 
Constitution Revolution 
(Mashrooteh) and Islamic 
Revolution and united 
actions in all events  
-Inequality of ranks acts as 
a positive factor in survival 
of bazaar. 
   

_ 

 

 
field Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

E
nv

ir
on

m
en

ta
l 

(N
at

ur
al

) F
ac

to
rs

 -Existence of a 
natural 
element like 
Mehranroud 
River beside a 
historical place 
increases the 
attraction of 
this complex  

-Moisture in 
the body of 
bazaar causes 
corrosion of 
materials  

-Mehranroud river is 
a good opportunity 
for making a 
landscape and 
beautification of 
bazaar 
-This river can be 
used for directing the 
surface waters  

-tabriz city is located in a seismic region. 
-High moisture and sever cold, and 
erosion of materials because of it. 
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 Strategies 

1. Preparing & distributing "Introduction & Educational schemes based on the site’s 

values. 

2. Preparing & executing "Restoration &conservation. 

3. Preparing & distributing research programs in the THBC. 

4. Assembling & executing Visitors' Programs in the THBC.  

5. Establishing a crises management station nearby the bazaar. 
 
 

 Scheduled Programs 

- The objectives inserted in this management plan based on the execution duration of the 

activities related to them and the importance of the results of accomplishment of each is 

classified as follows:  

- Execution duration of this plan is ten years until accomplishment of all anticipated 

objectives. 

- The objectives of management plan are classified in three groups as follows: 

Short-term objectives, one-year: Includes objectives that are planned, executed and 

completed within one year and their results are ready for operation at the end of one year. 

Mid-term objectives, 5-year: Includes objectives that are planned, executed and completed 

within five years and their results are ready for operation at the end of five year.  

Long-term objectives, 10-year: Includes objectives that are planned, executed and completed 

within ten years and their results are ready for operation at the end of ten years. 

C- Financial Estimation of each plan is classified as follows considering the year 2008 as 

basis. It should be mentioned that he term coefficient should be added for each year in the 

following years: 

i The required credit for execution of the plan less than 100,000,000/-Rls (ten million 

tomans) 

ii The required credit for execution of the plan between 100,000,000/-Rls to 

1000,000,000/-Rls (ten million tomans to one hundred million tomans)  

iii The required credit for execution of the plan more than 1000,000,000/-Rls (one 

hundred million tomans) 
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Plans For turism in Tabriz Historical Bazaar complex: 
 
  

The Plans & Projects For Tourism Development in Tabriz in Mid Term (3-5 Years) 
- Studying & Establishing of Tourism Substructure  
- Organizing & Improving the Tourism Projects 
- Studying & Establishing Fundamental Tourism Installations  
- Evaluating and distinguishing the needs of the tourists with the aim of creating the required 

facilities in the region during execution and termination of this management plan and taking 
advantage of the obtained information in order to plan and compile development and tourism plans 
in future management plan 

- Evaluation and analyzing the potentials and capacity of visiting the area for executing tourism 
development plans and providing the facilities to fulfill the needs of the present visitors and 
provide the conditions for future development 

 
 
 
 
Technical Protection  

 
Restoration, Protection & Development Plan of The Complex (Short Term) 

1. Annual monitoring of bazaar documentation and submitting the results to the related units 
(Monitoring unit) 

2. Exact and technical surveying of old and modern Rasta bazaars (series of shops)  
3. Restoration of different damages parts of bazaar and consolidation and protecting it 
4. Compiling the plan of organizing and restoring of bazaar from Gurjilar side (29-Bahman Bazaar) 
5. Constructing lavatories in halls and plazas.  
6. Organizing the signposts in bazaar 
7. Obtaining the results of soil mechanics.  

 
 

Execution Time of Plans Between 2008-20017 Executing Organization Financial 
Estimation 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 indexes 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
ii 

                    1 

-Cultural Heritage Org. iii                     2 

-Cultural Heritage Org. iii                     3 

-Cultural Heritage Org. i                     4 
-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Municipality iii                     5 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Municipality ii                     6 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
- Board of Trustees of 
Bazaar 
- NGOs 

ii 
                    

7 
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Execution Time of Plans Between 2008-20017 Executing 
Organization 

Financial 
Estimation 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 indexes 

-Cultural Heritage Org. ii                     1 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Board of Trustees of 
Bazaar 

iii 
                    

2 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Endowments Dept. iii                     3 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Board of Trustees of 
Bazaar 

iii 
                    

4 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-NGOs ii                     5 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-NGOs ii                     6 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Board of Trustees of 
Bazaar- 

iii 
                    

7 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Board of Trustees of 
Bazaar 

iii 
                    

8 

-Cultural Heritage Org. iii                     9 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Private Sector iii                     10 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Restoration, Protection & Development Plan of The Complex (mid-Term) 
1. Studies for reinforcing bazaar against earthquake  
2. Serious prosecution violations about the area, territory and appearance such as reflecting the 

violations of the previous years including removal of bases, using them in body and returning the 
balconies to their previous state and executing brick ceiling with brick and wooden dome and 
returning the showcases of shops to wooden and traditional form in the base of shops 

3. Restoration of bazaar mosques 
4. Releasing the snow banks of bazaar. 
5. Organizing the wires and cables of electricity and telephone lines and executing the infrastructure 

installations including sewage, electricity, gas and telephone. 
6. Holding training workshops to keep and promote the methods and principles of traditional 

restoration in bazaar. 
7. Flooring of public paths, plazas and hall using stone and brick and brick cover of bazaar roof. 
8. Restoring and protecting Mirza Shafi, Shahzadeh Kouchak and Mir Abolhassan halls. 
9. Establishing tourism and hosting places in bazaar. 
10- Establishing tourism information center in bazaar.  
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Execution Time of Plans Between 2008-20017 Executing Organization Financial 
Estimation 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 indexes 

-Cultural Heritage Org. iii                     1 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
Board of Trustees of 

Bazaar 
iii 

                    
2 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
Board of Trustees of 

Bazaar 
iii 

                    
3 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Municipality iii                     4 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Municipality 

Board of Trustees of 
Bazaar 

iii 
                    

5 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Municipality iii                     6 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
Board of Trustees of 

Bazaar 
ii 

                    
7 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
Board of Trustees of 

Bazaar 
iii 

                    
8 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-Gas Dept. 

-Water & Sewage Dept. 
-Board of Trustees of 

Bazaar 

iii 
                    

9 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-NGOs iii                     10 

-Cultural Heritage Org. iii                     11 

-Cultural Heritage Org. 
-NGOs iii                     12 

Restoration, Protection & Development Plan of The Complex (Long Term) 
1. Possession of violation cases in entrances including the occupied transom  and removing the 

commercial units established in halls  
2. Decreasing the height of newly-established passages 
3. Removing the extra stories of shops which are higher than the arch of facades in bazaar  
4. Defining eight gates and barbican of Najafgholikhan (gates of the old city) and regenerating 

them. 
5. Compiling plans for facades of Molana and Shams passages and the walls of Rasta Kooche, 

Daraei and Jomhuri streets including the sample of plans of facades for commercial and 
residential places  

6. Compiling the plan for continuing the connection paths of old bazaar which has been cut from the 
complex because of establishing streets and urban development, including the range of 
Shishegarkhaneh line, Haramkhaneh line, Rangchi bazaar line and Kohneh Bazaar line  

7. Returning the main applications of bazaar elements in bazaar body 
8. Regenerating the public places like palestras, baths, schools and refrigerators   
9. Executing the central heating system in motor house (establishing the central motor house in five 

points in bazaar according to the approved plan of East Azerbaijan Tourism, Handicrafts and 
Cultural Heritage Origination) 

10. Regenerating Sahebabad square and historical complex around it 
11. Removing the disturbing production workshops and establishing non-disturbing and new 

production workshops like electronic assembly workshops 
12. Establishing Tabriz History Museum in some part of bazaar. 
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Research  
 
 

Plans of Research Department in Complex (Short-Term) 
1. Establishing documents and archive center of Tabriz historical bazaar complex and equipping it  
2. Establishing pottery studies bank in province in one of the historical houses in this city 

(Seghatoleslam’s House) 
3. Preparing database for all research activities 
4. Cooperation with scientific institutes and inviting the researchers of universities to participate in 

the researches related to study of historical work 
 
  

Execution Time of Plans Between 2008-20017 Executing 
Organization 

Financial 
Estimation 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 indexes 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. ii                     1 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. ii                     2 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. ii                     3 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. ii                     4 

 
 
 
 
 

Plans of Research Department in Complex (Mid-term) 
1. Establishing databank from the data and documents in one of the historical houses (Zaka’s House) 
2. Carrying out of GIS studies in historical texture of Tabriz  
3. Helping for publishing, translation and compiling books, papers and researches made about 

historical bazaar of Tabriz  
4. Research & speculation plan for determining the archeological limit of bazaar inside bazaar 

complex  
 
 

Execution Time of Plans Between 2008-20017 Executing 
Organization 

Financial 
Estimation 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 indexes 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. ii                     1 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. iii                     2 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. ii                     3 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. ii                     4 
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Execution Time of Plans Between 2008-20017 Executing 
Organization 

Financial 
Estimation 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 indexes 

-Cultural Heritage 
Org. 

-Faculties of 
Archeology 

iii 
                    

1 

-Cultural Heritage 
Org. 

-Faculties of 
Archeology 

ii 
                    

2 

-Cultural Heritage 
Org. 

-Universities  
-Research Centers  
Embassies of Iran 

in Other 
Countries 

iii 

                    

3 

-Cultural Heritage 
Org. 

-Faculties of 
Archeology 

ii 
                    

4 

-Cultural Heritage 
Org. 

-Anthropology 
Research Centers 

ii 
                    

5 

 
 

Plans For Introduction & Presentation of Work in Short-Term (One Year) 
1. Training the guides fin order for better introduction of historical, cultural and architectural values  
2. Placing signposts in suitable places (roads coming to city and also roads inside the city coming to 

Tabriz historical bazaar in different languages) 
3. Publishing suitable and variable brochures (in Farsi, English, Russian, French, Turkish & Arabic) 

to be given to the residents and visitors of the complex free of charge  
4. Explaining the activities and managerial plan of the complex for people especially for the visitors 

in order to increase their knowledge about the values and managerial and protective issues of the 
complex 

5. Cooperation with travel agencies in order to offer more and proper services to all visitors including 
domestic or foreign 

6. Increasing the cleaning services of the complex, toilets, services centers and so on     
7. Removing the limitations of tourism facilities  
8. Evaluating the facilities required for tourists  

 

Plans of Research Department in Complex (Long-Term) 
1. Continuing archeological researches and speculation in bazaar complex 
2. Studying and investigating the architectural elements of bazaar complex and documenting them   
3. Collecting all published documents and literature including books, papers, theses, reports, 

brochures, photos, films, microfilms, CD and so on published in Iran or abroad about bazaar 
specially Tabriz historical bazaar complex 

4. Research about architectural characteristics of bazaar 
5. Research about management method of bazaar and method of trade and business in bazaar from 

old times up to now  
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Execution Time of Plans Between 2008-20017 Executing 
Organization 

Financial 
Estimation 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 indexes 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-NGOs 
ii                     

1 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-Governorship 
-General 

Governorship  

ii                     

2 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-NGOs 
-Travel 

Agencies 

iii                     3 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-NGOs 
i                     4 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. i                     5 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-Governorship 
Municipality 
Environment 

Dept. 

iii                     6 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. i                     7 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-NGOs 
-Travel 

Agencies 

ii                     8 

 
 
 
 

Plans For Introduction & Presentation of Work in Mid Term (Three Years) 
1- Publishing the values and importance of the complex as an archeological, historical and cultural 

place in national and international level through publishing brochures, web sites and radio and 
TV. 

2- Publishing guide books and brochures in different languages 
3- Publishing and distributing new brochures and CDs in different fields and widely 
4- Cooperation with IRIB for producing programs of introducing the complex from historical, 

artistic and archeological aspects together with introducing of other attractions of the region in 
different languages and broadcasting these programs from international TV channels  

5- Cooperation with organizations and universities for holding training programs for tour guides  
6- Introducing the cultural and artistic activities in order to increase the number of visitors  
7- Organizing different cultural and artistic activities in the complex  
8- Organizing tours for students  
9- Organizing explanatory and training programs for tour guides and local guides  
10- Evaluating the facilities required for tourists  
11- Evaluating the satisfaction rate of visitors in certain intervals  
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Execution Time of Plans Between 2008-20017 Executing 
Organization 

Financial 
Estimation 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 indexes 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-NGOs 
ii 

                    1 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-NGOs 
ii 

                    2 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-NGOs 
-Travel 

Agencies 

iii                     3 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-IRIB 
ii 

                    4 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 
-Universities  

ii 
                    5 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 
-Municipality 

-NGOs 
-Travel 

Agencies  

iii 

                    6 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 
-Municipality 

-NGOs 
ii 

                    7 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-Education 
Department  

ii 
                    8 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 
-Universities 

ii 
                    9 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-NGOs 
-Travel 

Agencies  

i 
                    10 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 

-NGOs 
i 

                    
11 

 
 

Plans For Introduction & Presentation of Work in Long-Term (5-10 Years) 
1. Creation tourism path in province leading to the complex  

 
 

Execution Time of Plans Between 2008-20017 Executing 
Organization 

Financial 
Estimation 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

indexes 

-Cultural 
Heritage Org. 
-Municipality 

-Governorship 
-NGOs 
-Travel 

Agencies 
-Other Private 

Sectors  

iii 

                    

1 
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5. f. Sources and levels of finance 

 

We need to expend money for protecting and restoring Tabriz Historical Bazaar 

Complex. Any restoration and protection of commercial parts of bazaar are carried out under 

supervision of cultural heritage organization and the merchants themselves pay the expenses. 

Cultural heritage organization tries to participate in these affairs in order to decrease the 

expenses and provides materials and the merchants pay the wages of workers and expenses 

of other cases. Cultural heritage organization takes actions about historical and cultural 

buildings in bazaar that need restoration and protection every year according to its 

comprehensive plans, like restoration and protection of mosques, schools and so on. 

The table below shows the credits specified for Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex 

within the last 10 years. 

 
 

Item Year Governmental budget(Million RLs) waqf budget 
(MillionRLs) Public participation (Million RLs) 

1 1998 350 - 550 
2 1999 400 - 600 
3 2000 400 - 600 
4 2001 500 - 750 
5 2002 500 - 750 
6 2003 700 - 1200 
7 2004 1000 - 1700 
8 2005 1000 1000 1700 
9 2006 1500 1000 2550 
10 2007 2000 - 3400 

Sum 8350 2000 13800 
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5. g. Sources of expertise and training in conservation and management 

technique 
 

Sources of expertise and training in conservation and management techniques are 

included as follows: 

 

1- Research Organization of Cultural heritage and Tourism  

ROCHT is responsible for multidisciplinary researches and training of young experts 

of ICHHTO. 

   

2- Local and national universities 

There are some local universities such as The Islamic Art University of 

TABRIZ,SAHAND university and Tabriz Islamic Aazad University which at present 

their students work and study in Tabriz historical bazaar complex base.  

And also in national level, high educational centre of ICHHTO and other national 

universities provide sources of expertise and training in conservation and 

management techniques.  

  

3- Short term training and workshops 

Short term training and workshops are being held in local, national and regional levels 

with cooperation of UNESCO and Universities for providing sources of expertise and 

training in conservation and management techniques. For example these workshops 

have been held in regional and national levels during the past years which the tabriz 

historical bazaar complex experts are participated in it. 

- Cultural Landscape workshop held in Persepolis 

- Management and conservation of historical sites held in Choghazanbil 

- Training workshop for restoration of earthen architecture held in Meyboud.  
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4- Use of traditional craftsmen and masons for training young 

One of the most important sources of expertise and training in conservation and 

management technique is applying the traditional craftsmen and masons. Fortunately, 

this kind of training is alive in Iran yet. 

 

5- Training courses for guards, members of NGO’s, people and local authorities: 

 The regularly courses are being held on site for training different persons by experts 

of tabriz historical bazaar complex.  
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5. h. Visitor facilities and statistics 
 
This table shows the trend of changes in tourism indexes of province: 
 

Index 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Number of Domestic Tourists -- -- 250000 200000 280000 560000
Number of Foreign Tourists  -- -- 35000 20000 37000 40000 
Number of Hotels  25 25 25 26 26 28 
Number of Other Residence Centers  70 70 67 67 64 63 
Total Number of Beds  5700 5700 5500 5530 5400 5450 
Average Residence of Passengers in 
Province (day) -- -- 1.67 1.76 1.74 1.75 

 
Number of Hotels, Hotel-Apartments, Inns, Tour & Travel Services Agencies in Tabriz  

 
Index Number 
Hotel (Five-Star) 2 
Hotel (Four-Star) 1 
Hotel (Three-Star) 2 
Boutique Hotel (Kandovan) 1 
Hotel (1 & 2-Star) 22 
Inn (1st, 2nd & 3rd Class & Top) 63 
Tour & Travel Services Agencies 110 

 

Item Year Azerbaijan 
Museum 

Mashrooteh 
Museum 

Calligraphy & 
Koran 

Museum 

Measurement 
Museum 

Blue 
Mosque 

Ghajar 
Museum 

Site of 
Iron 
Age 

1 2001 91762 18942 8626 --- 24035 -- -- 
2 2002 80544 13348 11194 1447 28042 -- -- 
3 2003 142863 21560 13425 3962 18327 -- -- 
4 2004 155903 22800 5528 14500 44492 -- -- 
5 2005 158805 23423 5292 14737 49072 -- -- 
6 2006 204488 37972 6181 16957 58901 16150 -- 
7 2007 179881 32212 8466 16289 61162 32958 6361 

Total 1014246 170257 58712 47892 284031 49108 6361 
 
The statistics of 21, March to 21.June 2008 shows that more than 312042 persons visited the 
museums of the province as follows: 
Visitors of Museums: 190013 
Visitors of Buildings:  122029 
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Statistics of visitors of Tabriz historical bazaar complex in September- 2008.245 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
245 This statistical analysis is done by monitoring team of Tabriz historical bazaar complex Base, in September- 

2008. 

 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Local visitors 2643 52.9 52.9 52.9 
  Regional visitors 1079 21.6 21.6 74.4 
 Foreign visitors  75 1.5 1.5 75.9 
  Iranian visitors 1203 24.1 24.1 100.0 
 Total 5000 100.0 100.0  

Visitors from other regions of IRAN

Foreign visitors

Regional visitors

Local visitors 

Visitors from other regions of IRAN

Foreign visitors 

Regional visitors    

Local visitors 

Fig. 448. Statistics of visitors of Tabriz historical bazaar complex in September- 2008 
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5. i. Policies and programmes related to the presentation and promotion 

of the property 
 

Schedule For presentation and promotion of Tabriz historical bazaar complex  
 (Short-Term) 

- Cooperation in establishment of local associations of cultural heritage stakeholders  with the aim of 
active partnership of all people residing in the region in execution and progress of the prioritized 
plans of base’s management plan 

- Creating and reinforcing the relation between the governmental departments and originations and 
local associations with cultural heritage organizations’ managements including management of 
state organization of cultural heritage, director of historical fabric base with the aim of 
accelerating the execution of management plants through collaboration with these governmental 
organizations and organs and accomplishment of the joint objectives especially in the field of 
regional development 

- Introducing the activities and objectives of management plan especially for the people residing in 
the site with the aim of increasing their knowledge and insight about the values of world heritage 
candidate and esteeming the actions taken with the aim of keeping these values and transferring 
them to the posterity through publishing of journals like periodicals and using audiovisual aids 
and mass media 

- Establishing the research center of the complex with cooperation of the related organizations and 
researchers and professors in the fields of art, history, culture and architecture  

- Distinguishing the required trainings for promotion of management in the complex   
- Equipping the documents and studies center of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex  
- Training the personnel of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex  
- Training the guards of the complex for promoting the physical protection level of the complex 
- Inviting for cooperation and welcoming the educational-cultural plans for more introduction of the 

complex taking advantage of modern and updated advertisement methods  
- Creating a suitable background for publishing books, brochures, magazines and periodicals in high 

circulation and low price for the use of the public specially the residents of the site 
- Introducing the natural resources and historical and cultural reserves of the region with the aim of 

increasing the visit attractions  
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Schedule For presentation and promotion of Tabriz historical bazaar complex  
 (Mid-term) 

- Promoting the structural level of management system of the complex through employing competent 
experts and specialists  

- Promoting the structural level of management system through holding continuous training courses  
- Training all the personnel of the Tabriz historical bazaar complex Base for more protection of the 

complex  
- Holding specialized conferences and seminars about the subjects related to the complex  
- Directing and protecting NGOs (Non-Profit Governmental Organizations) for more introduction of 

the complex to the people  
- Creating suitable structures for partnership of universities, higher education centers, scientific 

institutes and research centers in different fields related to world heritage candidate and works in 
it like management, planning, protection, environment, architecture, landscape & environment 
designing, sciences related to development and other related sciences through direction the 
research projects of universities, theses and dissertations and also concluding contracts for study 
and research in these fields  

- Establishing relations and cultural and scientific exchanges with other related organs and institutes 
in national and international levels  

- Introducing the values and importance of world heritage candidate as an archeological and cultural 
landscape in national and international level through publishing papers and researches and taking 
advantage of audio visual aids and mass media  

- Evaluation and analyzing the potentials and capacity of visiting the area for executing tourism 
development plans and providing the facilities to fulfill the needs of the present visitors and 
provide the conditions for future development  
 
 
 

Schedule For presentation and promotion of Tabriz historical bazaar complex  
  (Long -Term) 

- Establishing the History Museum of Tabriz in some part of bazaar complex  
- Establishing museum and shop for handicrafts of Azerbaijan near the bazaar complex  
- Establishing museum for carpet and equivalent industries for introducing the nobility and 

antiquity of local carpets and designs in the region especially in Tabriz to domestic and foreign 
visitors 
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5. j. Staffing level (professional, technical, maintenance) 
 
 
Positions of Management Personnel in Tabriz historical bazaar complex Base 
 
 
Positions  Number Names of Present Personnel  
Director of base 1 Hossein Esmaeili Sangari 
Responsible For Public Relations  1 Sakhavat Kheirkhah 
Responsible For Office & 
Secretary 

1 Vahid Ilyaei 

Responsible For Contracts  1 Panjebashi 
Statistics & Report 1 Ehsan Ensafi 
Driver  1 - 
Services  1 Sedigheh Rousta 
 
 

The names of the technical personnel of regeneration and protection of complex are 

as follows and ten trainees introduced by organizations, institutes and higher education 

universities of province and the adjacent cities for passing their traineeship courses are 

guided and trained practically. 

 

Expertise Number 
of Experts Names 

Restorer  1 Majid Chatrrouz 
Restorer of relics   1 Gholamreza Yazdani 
Architecture (ma) 1 Hassan Ghoreyshi 
Architecture (ma) 1 Fereshteh Pashaei Kamali 
Technician of 
restoration 1 Mohammad Ranjbar 

Traditional Painter 1 Rahim Charkhi 
Student  10 Variable  

Craftsman 
(different 
workmanships) 

24 

Asadollah Usta, Allahverdi Ahmadpour, Mahmoud 
Farmani, Emamali Emami, Mohammad Parkoukeh, 
Mikaeil Imani, Yousef Alvari, Reza Shahpalangi, Samad 
Karimi, Khalil Ostadi, Mahmoud Ali Mohammadi, Amir Ali 
Mohammadi, Haj Ebrahim Rahmati,… 
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List of Research Affairs Personnel of Complex are as follows: 
 

 

Expertise Number of 
Experts Names 

Responsible  For Research  1 Mahsima Nehzati 
Archeologist (ms) 1 Mohammad Feyzkhah 
Archeologist  1 Javad Jaleh Aghdam 
Historian (Islamic Era) 1 Eisa Eisazadeh 
Art Research Expert 1 Mohammad Rahmatpour 
GIS Expert 1 --- 
Computer Operator  1 --- 
Librarian  2 Farahnaz Barghinia, Fariba Sarabi 

Barazandeh 
Responsible  For 
Documentation 1 Akramossadat Razmgir 

 
 

List of Personnel of Physical Protection Department of Complex is as follows: 
 
 

Disciplinary Cohort of Complex Number Names 
Responsible  For Guards 1 Hamzezadeh 
Watchman 1 - 
Guard 5 Variable  
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6. a. Key indicators for measuring state of conservation 
 

In the Tabriz historical bazaar complex, due to diversity of monuments and 

commercial relationships, conservation of this complex, preservation of historical structures 

and their monitoring are implemented through cooperation between responsible authorities in 

Tabriz historical  bazaar complex and historical urban fabric, scientific centers, labs and 

specially Base of Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicraft and Tourism Organization (ICHHTO) 

in bazaar of Tabriz. 

Therefore according to structural conservation and restoration of valuable monument 

and location of these structures in commercial environment, a number of important indicators 

of this commercial, historical and cultural complex that are monitored by responsible 

authorities can be categorized in the tables below:   
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                 CATEGORY 
 

        

        INDICATORS PERIODICITY   
 

LOCATION OF 
RECORDS 

 
 
parking 

 
Considering the number 
of vehicles parked in the 
marked place on the 
map. 
 

 
days a week  in 
particular month 
 

 
Base of Tabriz historical 
bazaar complex 
 

 
Considering the number 
of carrier vehicles in the 
marked place on the 
map.   
 

 
 
 
 
Carrying the 
goods  

Considering the number 
of carrier men & the 
destination of goods in 
the marked place on the 
map.   
 

 
At the landing 
place times, days  
a week 

 
 
 
Base of Tabriz historical 
bazaar complex 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Accessibility& 

traffic 
 

 
 
Pedestrians 
behaviour    
 
 

 
Considering the number 
of pedestrians & their 
destination in the 
entrances.   
 
 

 
At the special 
times, 3 days a 
week 
 
 

  
 
Base of Tabriz historical 
bazaar complex 
 

 
 
 
ownerships 

 
Creating an ownerships 
database & Considering 
the ownership changes  
 

Every year 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Economic  
Commercial 
transactions  

 
Creating a database for 
goods price & the rate of 
transactions & 
considering them.   
 
 

Every 6 months  
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
Base of Tabriz historical 
bazaar complex 
 
  
 

 
 
Particular days  
 
 

 
Considering the 
tradesmen measures & 
people behaviour.  
 
 

Celebrations & 
mourning days  

 
 
 
 
 

Social & 
Cultural  

 
Regular days  

 
Considering the People 
behaviour in the nods & 
meeting points in the 
Bazaar. 

 
At the special 
times, 3 days a 
week 
 
 

   
 
 
 
Base of Tabriz historical 
bazaar complex 
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CATEGORY INDICATORS PERIODICITY   LOCATION OF 
RECORDS 

Downpours 
 

Inspecting the 
places where 
water  gather 

Every Week in 
rainy seasons 

 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

 
Underground 
water 

Inspecting water 
pipes and 
drainages. 

Observation and 
measurement of 

underground 
water. 

 
Every month 

 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

 
Running water 
 

Monitoring the 
movement of 

running water on 
ground slopes. 

 
Once a month 

in rainy 
seasons 

 
Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

moisture 
 

 
Water 
reticulations 

 
Inspecting the 
existent water 
pipes. And all 

new  pipe works 
should be under 

control of  
ICHHTO 

Twice a year 

 
Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

Erosion of 
material 

Inspecting the 
material Every month 

Structural 

Deterioration  
Structural 
movements 

 
Inspecting the 

cracks 

 
Every week 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 

 

CATEGORY INDICATORS PERIODICITY 
 

LOCATION OF 
RECORDS 

 

Buffer  
zone 

 

 

 

All constructions should be taken under 
permission and monitoring of ICHHTO 

 
Every month 

 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regulations 

 

 

Core 
zone 

 

 

 

All interventions should be under control 
of  ICHHTO 

 

 

Twice a month 

 

 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
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CATEGORY INDICATORS PERIODICITY   LOCATION OF 
RECORDS 

 
 
Regular examination of chalk or metal 
markers 
 
 

 
 
Every 2 Weeks 
 
 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

 
Surveying effect of movement and collision 
of hand wheels with walls of Rastes.  
 

Every 2 week 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

 
Amount of materials erosion, effected by 
rains, snows 
Like: dry rot, material of foundation collapse, 
efflorescence. 
 

Every Month 
 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

 
Plants and animals like cats and pigeons  that 
make damages. 
 

 
Every Month 
 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Conservation and 

restoration 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Geological research at the site and surveying 
water table of the site 
 

 
Every 6 months 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

 
Account of travellers and visitors on the site 

 
Every year 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

 
Setting up visitor facilities for tourists 

 
Every six months 
 

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Tourism 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Interviewing visitors to sample their opinions 
on the facilities by questionnaires 
 

 
particular months  

Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
 

Urban Planing 
Urban Programing Development 

Ways  &sSubway   &Railway  

Evry six months 
Base of Tabriz 
historical bazaar 
complex 
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6. b. Administrative arrangements for monitoring property 

 

The monitoring experts are in fact sub direct of research unit, that are 

responsible for teaching & training of their representatives in Responsible 

Authorities for education in quality & quantity of monitoring & the current 

method of the monitoring of  related indicators, and also gathering previous 

reports, and study, examination & analysis of results & planning useful  & 

appropriate alternatives for conservation & maintains of Authenticity & 

traditional culture & structure of  bazaar  and at last the preservation of this 

valuable complex for future generation. 

Names, skills & contact Address of  some of these experts that are 

included in monitoring unit of  research Part of TABRIZ historical bazaar 

complex Base are as fallows: 

    

contact 
No Name Skill 

tell mail 

1 G.Yazdani 
Conservator and 
restorer of Relics +989144526354

Gholamreza_yazdani@yahoo.com 

2 V.Eilaei 

Conservator and 
restorer of 

historical buildings +989144201584 Vahid_cmas@yahoo.com 

3 E.Ensafi Architect +989359414169 e_ROMANCE_e@yahoo.com 

4 A.Salmani Architect +989149062603 Sam_hazie@yahoo.com 

5 H.Binaei Architect +989357653021 Hbf_85@yahoo.com 
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The Islamic Art University of TABRIZ   

WWW.Tabriziau.ac.ir 

 The research Deputy of this university for studying, research and investigation planning is 

collaborating with THBCB.  

 

The teacher training university of Azerbaijan province 

 WWW.Azaruniv.edu     
This university is in collaboration with Japanese experts about the reinforcement of Malek  

timcha (as a sample building in the bazaar) against seismic Disasters.   

 

The consultant engineering of Emarat-e-Khorshid 

This organization is Documenting & surveying bazaar Architectural elements. 

   

The Iranian metrological organization  

 WWW.Irimo.ir 
This organization is responsible for monitoring the climate & weather conditions & 

qualification & aerial photography from meteorological qualification. 

 

The TABRIZ Municipality 

WWW.Tabrizcity.org 
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  These organizations collaborate with ICHHTO of TABRIZ and especially with THBCB .      

  

 Head of ICHHTO 

East Azerbaijan Organization 
of Tourism, Handicrafts & 

Cultural Heritage 

Director of Tabriz historical bazaar 
complex Base  

Technical TourismResearch Financial 

Monitoring 

Supervision 

Designing 

Documentation 

Art Research Expert 

Traditional Arts 

Fabric and building 
restoration

History Expert 

Archeological research

Geological research 

Architectural research 

Anthropology research 

Education 

Presentation 

Handicraft 

Tourism 

Director of Bases office 

Organizations chat of Tabriz historical bazaar complex (THBC) 

Steering committee of 
Tabriz historical bazaar 

complex  
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6. c. Results of previous reporting exercises 
 

Summary of Restorative Actions Taken During the Previous Years: 
 

1- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1979 
- Restoration of several domes in Sadeghieh bazaar 
- Restoration of tetrahedron Kolahdouzan dome 
- Blue Mosque: Reconstruction of mosque was commenced in 1939 by an architect called 

Haj Abolghassem but didn’t complete and was restored by technical office of national 
organization of ancient works protection since 1973 by masters and workers by architect 
Haj Reza under supervision of technical personnel of this organization in East 
Azerbaijan. 

- Restorations of Blue Mosque made during the previous years are as follows: 
1- All floors of naves  and quadrangle of big dome were floored using square bricks after 

leveling and grading 
2- Reconstruction of platforms of naves according to the remained parts  
3- Brick frame around tiles and maghalis with suitable bricks and chipping them in 

required dimensions  
4- Triangular cornices around arcs of internal part of mosque were restored and the floor 

of half-storey was leveled and repaired. 
5- The metal frames of dome of big quadrangle that remained on walls from years ago 

were taken. 
6- The tiles and maghals on stone wainscot of west and east nave were restored with mold 

parts.  
7- Small dome known as Maghbareh (tomb): 

- Stabilizing the marble stone of wainscots that contain some verses of Koran  
- Restoration of lateral platforms (four sides) and their flooring and central 

quadrangle using square bricks 
- Repairing and making stairs of the cellar knows as Maghbareh Jahanshah  
- Repairing and brick flooring of corridors ending in Maghbareh 
- Stone and brick framing from wainscot of northern wall and around the spires on 

two sides of northern part were restored and reconstructed.  
- The base of tiled small columns (blind column) which were destroyed and broken 

and were a threat for other tile works were restored using plaster. 
- Restorations made during the current year are as follows: 

1- Northern loggia including:  
- Repairing and leveling of stone flooring and floor of the loggia  
- Restoring the stone platforms on two sides of the loggia 
-Reconstruction of entrance stairs from street towards the loggia 

2- The lateral walls of the loggia, the wainscots of which was destroyed and collapse of tiles 
on the northern wall and penetration of water in foundation was a serious threat, were 
repaired using the available stones which were prepared in the previous years. 

3- Two alcoves of the side toward the northern yard of mosque were restored according to 
the documents and available samples.  
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 2- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1980 

- Restoration of two domes in Shahidi Bazaar (Churukchi Bazaar) under plates Nos.51 
and 53 

- Restoration of five domes and two transoms in Gurjilar Sara under plates 
Nos.55,56,57,58,59 

- Restoration of tetrahedron dome of Dalalezan Bozorg and Sadeghieh 
- Restoration of tetrahedron dome of Kolahdouzan 
- Restoration of dome in T-junction of new Rasteh Bazaar towards Kolahdouzan  
- Restoration of 11 domes in Safi Bazaar including lessening the size of openings and 

changing the corroded bricks and grading and brick flooring and pointing  
- Restoration of seven domes in Maabar-ol-Olama and restoration of entrance way to 

Sajjad Sara and pointing it  
- Restoration of fours domes in Haj Sheikh Corridor  
- Restoration of two domes in Saraji Bazaar 
- Reconstruction of one of the domes in Sadeghieh Bazaar 
- Restoration of four domes in Talischi Bazaar 
- Restoration of five domes in Mirza Abolhassan Timcha  
- Restoration of 37 domes in new Rasteh Bazaar  
- Restoration of one dome in T-junction of Abbasi entrance, Dalalezan that means 

Yamnidouzan  
- Blue Mosque:   

1- The new retaining wall between northern loggia and entrance of mosque that 
covered some part of the tiles and works on arch of transom were taken in 
entrance door of mosque from northern loggia considering the observations of 
Tavernier and then the entrance was excavated and the traces of that great marble 
stone were seen there while four gravestones of the older period was there.  

2- Repairing the lights and installing wooden windows in lights of nave of the 
mosque and half-stories and their domes 

3- The outside façade of lights were restored with fretwork brick as the original 
ones which were covered with fretwork tiles and marble were destroyed.  

4- Restoration and stabilization of the tiles of mosque and painting some part of 
the internal bases 

5- The tiles which were loose and their rear were empty were stabilized. 
6- The spire in northwest cornet which was collapsed and destroyed was covered 

with a suitable arch and walled about one meter higher than the level of the roof.  
7- Changing some parts of the brick cover of the roof, whichs was separated and 

destroyed. 
8- The north yard of the mosque was leveled and graded and covered with sand. 
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3- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1981 

- Restoration of 16 domes in Shishegarkhaneh bazaar 
- Restoration of one dome in entrance of Bazarcheh Ehtesham  
- Restoration of three domes in Maghbareh Bazaar (behind Amir Bazaar) with the 

assistance of people 
- Restoration of Rangi Bazarcheh and restoration of 11 domes at this bazarcheh and 

cleaning the smoke on darvazeh khiaban and execution of buttress towards darvazeh 
khiaban 

- Restoration of seven domes in Abbasi Gate Sara 
- Restoration of 15 domes in Safi Bazaar 
- Execution of arch and restoration of a dome in entrance of Talischi Bazaar 
- Execution of foundation and pier with one base in intersection of Ghizbasti bazaar to 

Gurjilar 
 

 

4- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1982 

- Commencing reconstruction of domes in Bazarcheh Davachi 
- Blue Mosque: 
- Purchasing 7 windows for the tomb in Blue Mosque with the budget of prime minister 

and installing them 
- Purchasing 8 windows for upper parts of mosque with developmental budget and 

installing them 
- Purchasing marble stone for side altar 
-     Changing some punctured bricks on roof of mosque 

 
 

5- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1983 

- Restoration of arch and dome in Safi bazaar and restoration of its base 
- Restoration  and reconstruction of four domes in Haj Abolghasem Timcha  
- Continuing reconstruction of domes of Bazarcheh Davachi  
-      Reconstructing and restoration of Haj Mohammad Gholi Timcha  burned in 1982    

 
 
 

6- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1984 
 
-Malek Timcha : all the foundations were reinforces through digging wells and concreting and 
repairing the foundations. The arches and vaults were restored and reconstructed and domes 
were insulated using cement. The brick works were restored and corroded bricks were changed 
and ruleworked and pointing were done In internal parts. 
Amir Timcha : The arches of domes and vaults were restored. Extra parts were removed and 
the bases were reinforced. Arch of southern transom was also controlled.  

- Restoration of 8 domes in old Rasteh Bazaar 
- Restoration of 3 domes in new Rasteh Bazaar 
- Restoration of 3 domes in Misgar Bazaar 
- Restoration of 2 domes in Davachi Bazaar 
- Restoration of 13 domes in Sadeghieh Bazaar 
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-      Restoration of 6 domes in Yamandouz Bazaar 
 
 
 
 
7- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1986 
 

- Restoration of domes in Safi Bazaar that included a dying workshop with traditional method 
instead of wooden materials. 

 

8- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1990 and 
1991246 

Restoration and improvement of Sadeghieh, Yamandouzan, big and small Dalalezan lines and 
Mirza Shafi complex (Timcha  and Sara): the arches of  these places were broken which were 
restored and some bases were restored from the foundation up to the height of 1.5m. The 
bricks of domes in these lines were cleaned and the roof was insulated. The merchants paid all 
expenses of restoration and wages. 

 

 

9- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1992,1993 
and 1994 

-Restoration of Sahebolamr Complex 
- Founding around southern spire up to the height of 7m and dimensions of  4*4 
- Founding around southern spire up to the height of 4m with the dimensions of 7.50*5.30 to 

know the foundation and prepare the required plan for reinforcing the foundation of spire 
because of deviation of the spire to southwest  

- Digging the required canals for creation moist remover with the height of 120 cm from the 
yard 

- Executing herringbone arch of stairway of second floor and insulating the roof with three 
layers of sacks and four layers of bitumen and executing brick flooring in order to protect the 
insulation 

-Complete restoration of the wall of added eastern room 
-Changing the decayed wooden ceiling of room entrance in first floor in eastern part and 

making brick arch instead and restoring the broken wall of this entrance 
-Organizing the wainscot of southern façade and restoring the wall on it 
- Plastering the room in ground floor and landing, room in ground floor, … with the area of 

235 sqm 
- Making and installing wooden doors and windows 
- Miscellaneous works like opening the joint of bricks and restoring them, raised pointing, 

piping, wiring, flooring, making stairs, digging wells, constructing toilet and so on. 

 

 

10- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1995 

                                                 
246  The places, in which conservative interventions are performed in 1987-97, can bee seen in fig.  449 
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1-While probing operations and research in 1995 for more acquaintance with the complex, a 
mosque was discovered under the altar which has four brick bases and Kalil Azeri arch in 
Hassan Pasha Complex that includes a mosque, school, angle, caravansary, bath, tomb and 
square and has been one of the big complexes of that time.  

2- Haj Safar Ali mosque and school in eastern side of Yamandouz Bazaar were seriously 
damaged because of penetration of moist from the yard behind the mosque (northern yard) 
and yard of southern garden and the brick bases of dome house of the mosque and naves 
around it have been damaged because of rise of moist. The following repairs were made 
during the current year: 

- Excavation of the floor of the mosque (dome house) with the depth of more than one 
meter 

- Making a canal for repelling water of yard and toilets from behind the mosque towards 
the river using 6-inch pipes 

- Making a ventilating and moist removing canal and passing the pipes of installations  
- Riprap on the floor of the mosque, blockage, concreting and preparing it for stone 

flooring 
- Restoration of arches and domes 

3- Sahebolamr Complex  
-     The façade of southern side – restoration of damaged walls and bases  
- Placing girder, restoring and bricking of cracks created in southern ridge as a result of 

earthquake and subside of building  
- Taking out the broken and defective bricks from the building and replace them with 

sound ones 
- Washing the wall and paining and pointing it with brick dust and glue 
- Coping of the above-mentioned part in its original form 
-      The façade of eastern side: taking out of the extra soils in eastern side with the depth 

of 2.5 m 
- Restoration of bases, arches and vaultings and repairing the broken and corroded bricks  
- Making dovecote behind the main dome 
- Collecting the flooring bricks and excavating the back of arches, canals and vaults    
- Restoration of arches and valutls   
- Grading using cement and isolation and bricking and restoring the drains  
- Dovetailing and anchoring the walls of four sides of mosque to prevent the propulsion 

of bases and controlling the light holes on four sides of dome 
4- Amir Timcha : Some parts of two arches of this Timcha  fell at night and were quickly 

restored by cultural heritage organizations. Besides, some parts of the northern entrance of 
the Timcha  were pointed by plaster. 
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11- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1997 

1- Haj Safar Ali Mosque:  
- Excavation of roof and lightening of the load on arches and pores and repairing the 

arches and pores 
- Reconstruction of adobe wall in east side of east nave with stone and brick in Tbilisi form 

with the height of 7m 
- Repair and reconstruction of wall of north side with the length of 7m and height of 3m 
- Repairing the wall of east side of dome house overlooking the roof of east nave 
- Repairing the cover of north pore, repairing of arches, changing of corroded bricks, 

pointing, wiring and repairing plaster mogharnes and screeding of east nave 
2- Sahebabad Mosque: 

- Improving the status of flooring bricks, tarring of ceiling and lightening it because of 
existence of moist 

- restoration of four extradoses and mogharnes works and their mirror works  
3- Mozaffarieh intersection   

- Repairing the bases, arches, dome and lights  
- Changing the corroded bricks of internal part, cleaning the outer part of bricks and 

pointing them 
- Reconstruction of plaster roundels of works  
- Repairing the roofs and grading and repairing the drainpipes  

4- Davachi Bazaar 
- Opening the joints of bricks and cleaning the outer part of them and changing the 

corroded ones  
- Painting and pointing of seven bases, arch and dome 

5- Amir Sara 
- Repairing 30 brick bases corroded because of moist 
- Piling and protective operations and taking out the corroded parts of the base and re-

bricking 
6- Shahidi Bazaar 

- Opening the joints of bricks and cleaning the outer part of them and changing the 
corroded ones 

- Painting one dome 
- Reconstruction and repairing the half of a arch because of breaking as a result of its 

heavy weight 
7- Sharbafan Kuchak Bazaar 

- A warehouse with the area of 40 sqm was restored (Opening the joints of bricks and 
cleaning the outer part of them and changing the corroded ones and painting and pointing 
them) 

8- Ghizbasti Bazaar 
- Restoration and reconstruction of 25 spans including repairing the brick bases, repairing 

the arches and domes, opening the joints of bricks and changing the corroded ones and 
cleaning the outer part of them 

9- Shishegarkhaneh Bazaar 
- Excavation and foundation of bases 
- Reinforcing the arches and reconstruction of collapsed dome and pointing 
- Grading the roof and insulation and placing drainpipes 

 
 
 
10- Shahidi Mosque:  
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- Reinforcing four bases in south side of mosque through digging a well with the depth of 
6m and concreting with sand, cement and rubble from two sides in order to prevent 
subsidence of bases and propulsion of arches  

- Repairing three spans of arch in southeast side cracked as a result of propulsion 
- Repairing two side domes of south side damages as a result of propulsion 
- Repairing the bases and arches of south side 

11- Ghizilli Mosque 
- The walls around the mosque were taken stage by stage and foundation was carried out 

from the beginning after piling as they were damaged because of moist and corrosion of 
bricks and mortar because or propulsion in the wall of north side. Then horizontal tie 
with the dimensions of 50*12 cm was placed under the walls and the walls were 
reconstructed according to their original form. 

- After removing the east wall in order to join that part to the entrance yard of the mosque, 
a new wall was established towards Ferdowsi street.  

- Reinforcing the stone bases through digging wells until reaching the intact soil and filing 
them with  rubble and mortar  

- Excavation of the floor of mosque with the depth of 70cm and blockage with the height 
of 60 cm 

- Execution of wainscot stone with Esprakhoon stone with the height of 120 cm in east 
side of mosque 

- Reconstruction of collapsed dome of anteroom 
- Execution of vaults in new domes and grading, cementing and insulating the roofs 
- Reconstruction of east transoms of entrance transom and installation of doors and 

windows  
- Opening the joint of bricks, changing the corroded ones and cleaning them inside the 

mosque and pointing and paining the internal part of mosque and establishing an altar 
with seven-color tiles   

12- Molana Mosque: 
- Removing the walls of south, west and east sides because of corrosion, propulsion and 

moist 
- Excavation and reinforcement of foundations with rubble, cement mortar and 

reconstruction of walls  
- Reinforcement of stone bases through digging wells and concreting with rubble  
- Execution of horizontal tile between the bases 
- Execution of arch and brick dome instead of wooden cover of anteroom 
-Execution of two domes in east side after reconstruction of wall in northeast side 
- Excavation of the floor of mosque with the height of 60 cm for blockage 
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1- Excavation, foundation and execution of foundation in order to execute the transom of 
Shishegarkhaneh: 14 m3 

2- Vertical and horizontal ties in bases and arches: 25 m3 

3- Execution of stone wainscot and cornice in four bases of Shishegarkhaneh transom  
4- Execution of brick base with the height of 2m: 8 m3 

5- Execution of Azeri arch in four spans – north side with the span of 3.70m, south side 
with the span of 3.60m – west side with the span of 3m – east side 1.80m, continuation 
of bases up to 5.50m in four bases in four sides: 12 m3 

6- Execution of wicker form brickwork (Abri) in east, west and north sides (chest of Azeri 
arches) 
Execution of coping after wicker form brickwork in order to complete the first floor  
Amending and reconstructing the bases, walls and arches – executing the four-section 
arch of Shishegarkhaneh dome as follows: 

- Amending and reconstructing the bases and walls: 8 m3   
- Reconstruction of arch: 6 m3           

Shohada Mosque: 
- Execution of vertical tie on foundation of south wall of mosque with the length of 35 m - 

8 m3 
- Execution of vertical ties on south side – 1.60 m3 
- Execution of brick bases on south side which were corroded – restoration of bases of 

mosque – 54 m3 
- Excavation and reinforcement of wall of east side with the length of 27m-31 m3 
- Foundation with rubble and mortar on wall of east side - 22 m3 
- Execution of vertical tile on wall of east side with the length of 27m - 37 m3 
- Brickwork of altar of mosque with vertical and horizontal tiles-2.50 m3 
- Tarring on horizontal tile along the building – south and east sides - 60 m2 
- Stone wainscot in south side with the length of 30m and height of 60 cm-24 m2 
- Colleting the corroded wall of east side collapsed because of moist - 44 m2 

- Tarring of wall in east side - 30 m2 
- Stone wainscot of east side with the height of 55 cm - 90 m2 
- Changing the corroded bricks of north and west sides of mosque – square brickwork - 67 m2 
- Tiling of altar of big and small mosque using Isfahan tile - 26 m2 
- Clinkering and grading of roof - 843 m2 
- Cementing the roof as insulation - 843 m2 
- Tarring of roof (three layers of gunnysack – four layers of tar) - 895 m2 
- Installing 60*60 couple in roof of mosque as light – 20 m2 
- Pointing of ceiling and walls of mosque (brick pointing)-1210 m2 
- Painting the bricks – 1210 m2 
- Washing with Lorshan stone - 10 m2 
- Operations done for cooling & heating system, 24 radiators  
- Light & illumination (2 projectors, 27 lamps, 27 fluorescent lamps 

Explanation of Restoration of Shohada Mosque: 
1- Excavation and collecting the chaff resulting from removal of parts and collecting the 

chaff southwest side that vivified the façade of the mosque.  
2- Removing some part of mosque special for women in east side and excavating until 

reaching the main floor of the mosque – 190 m3 

3- The status of the building in terms of stability and hazards that threaten its existence 
Molana Mosque: 
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- Reinforcing the side walls  
- Reinforcing the domes and hashti arch 
- Canalling of floor 
- Flooring 
- Pointing of complex  
- Installing wooden door & window 
- Reconstruction of toilets 
- Completion of ablution house and toilets  

1- This management has technical supervision over completion of this mosque and 
brick, cement and scaffold has been delivered as much as possible. 

2- Toilets were reconstructed with the credit of Nobar Charity Organization. 
63-Column Mosque 

1- Execution of 10-cm wall at hashti place with square brick with the height of 2m - 37 m2 

2- Changing the corroded bricks at hashti place (at the height of higher than 2m)-1.50 m2 

3- Excavation for execution of dehumidifying canals - 9 m3 

4- Execution of walls of canal with the width of 35 cm – 3.50 m3 

5- Preparing and installing reinforced concrete span for canals with the width of 60cm and 
length of 3400m 

6- changing the wooden lintel of entrance door of mosque with the length of 2.50m 
Zanjirli Mosque 

1- Digging three wells with the depth of 7.50m, filling with rubble and concrete in order 
to reinforce and strengthen some part pf building in west side of mosque -23m  

2- Excavation of surroundings of foundation – reinforcement of foundation (execution of 
45-cm wall around the foundation with the depth of 60 cm) - 9 m3 

3- Execution of dehumidifying canal with the depth of 60 cm and width of 70 cm and the 
length of 135m 

4- Execution of 35cm wall around the internal wall of canal with the height of 60cm and 
length of 135m – 47.5 m3 

5- Execution of installations canal with the depth of 60cm and width of 90 cm - 17 m3 
6- Excavation of the floor of mosque with the depth of 60 cm for execution of blockage - 

140 m3 

7- Concreting of the floor of mosque with the thickness of 7cm – 443 m2 
8- Providing the span of canal made of reinforced concrete with the width of 70cm and 

length of 135m – 4.5 m3 
9- Removing the cement layers of north façade of mosque with the area of 98 m2 

Sahebabad Mosque: 
1- Execution of second dome of mosque in order to protect it against moist (including: 

A- Completing the reinforcement and tying around the dome with the length of 40, 
50m and dimensions of 50*30 

B- Placing reinforcement inside brick mold, 40, 50m 
C- Vertical tie concreting around the dome - 12 m3 

2- Execution of brick stairs of 65*65 cm with the height of 70cm 
3- Execution of the wall of second dome with the height of 60cm around the dome – 25m2 
4- Constructing the wooden template of second cover of dome for execution of dome – 

1.50 m2 
5- Plastering of some parts of quadrangle of mosque – 102 m2 
6- Completing the insulation of roof (two layers of gunnysack and three layers of tar) - 

176 m2 
7- Completing the brick cover of roof and pointing – 176 m2 
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8- Changing the location of dome’s pores – 4 m2 
Haj Safar Ali Mosque    

1- Excavation for establishment of dehumidifying canal with the depth of 100 and width 
of 150 cm – 80 m³  

2- Execution of a 30 cm wall inside the canal (at distance of 60 cm from wall) - 25 m³ 
3- Excavation of roof for lightening the load of roof – 255 m³ 
4- Execution of second spire up to the height of 3.50 m – 5.20 m³ 
5- Execution of stairway according to the drawing  
6- Excavation with the depth of 4m for dehumidifying the walls of north side – volume of 

excavation: 512 m³ 
7- Excavation for blockage of west mosque - 76 m³ 
8- Construction 22 cm wall around the walls of canal – 72 m³ 
9- Riprap  floor of the mosque with the depth of 60cm with rubbles - 23 m³ 
10- Molding the concrete spans of canals with the length of 108 m - 14m³ 
11-  Opening the joints of bricks of domes for cementing the outer part of domes – 100 m³ 
12- Clinkering for grading of rood - 30 m³ 
13- Tarring of roof – volume of asphalt: 11 m³ 
14- Collecting the chaff - 927 m³ 

Shishegarkhaneh Building  
South side – transom of Shishegarkhaneh – shops around the transom 

1- Removing the wall (Lux Nuts)  -12 m³ 
2- Execution of foundation with rubble – 1.40 m³ 
3- Esprakhoon stone wainscot with the height of 80 cm – 6 m² 
4- Brickwork of wall and bases with framework  (two storey) - 10 m³ 
5- Pointing of brick joints and painting the bricks – 40 m² 
6- Pointing of two domes in Shishegarkhaneh bazaar (south side) – 30 m² 
7- Completing the transom of Shishegarkhaneh (north side) 
8- Continuing the vertical and horizontal ties in four bases - 2 m³ 
9- Brickwork of four bases (dimensions of base 90*90 with the height of 4.20 m) - 13 m³ 
10- Execution of three Azeri arches in north, west and east sides and abri brickwork in the 

chest of the above arches  
11- Coping  - 182 m³ 

Blue Mosque: 
1- Study and preparation of God’s Names and Koran Verses & Traditions of Prophet 

project in blue mosque 
2- Covering the big dome of blue mosque 
3- Stabilization of cerulean tiles inside the tomb and cleaning its gold works 
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13- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 1999248 

Mirza Jalil Sara 
1- Restoration and removal of broken arch and domes and restoring them 
2- Removing the cement layers of dome, arch and bases 

                                                 
248 The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 1999 , can bee seen in fig. 451. 
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3- Restoration of bases under the arch which were subsided backwards and plumbing the 
bases 

4- Insulation of the roof of Sara 
5- Changing the iron and aluminum doors and installing wooden doors with similar 

design 
6- Restoration and reconstruction of all shops of Mirza Jalil Sara and pointing them 
7- Installation of stone wainscots with Esprakhoon stones in bases of Sara 

 
Sharbafan Timcha  

- Insulation of the roof of Timcha  (removing the older layers of tar and installing mesh 
and cement and asphalt instead) 

- Changing the broken and corroded bricks in arch of bases 
- Restoration and reconstruction of the shops of Timcha  

 
Shahidi Mosque 

1- Collecting the sewage of Shahidi mosque and connecting it to the main sewage path  
 
Shohada Mosque 

1- Blockage of floor inside the mosque (with the depth of 60 cm) – 53 m³ 
2- Making the façade of south part with brick - 35 m² 
3-Tiling of altar of mosque (two altars) - 33 m² 
4- Installation of wooden wainscot inside the mosque with the height of 70 cm – 150 m 
5- Four-companion wooden door – 28 m² 
6- Three-casement wooden window – 14 m² 
7- Execution of heating installation of mosque 

 
Blue Mosque: 

1- Continuing restoration of designs, inscriptions and geometrical knurling designs which 
has been started since 1998 

2- Showing the original pattern and design of tile works with different colors and types  
3- Re-writing of inscriptions on paper 
4- Execution of arch and dome of porticos and working porticos and maghali brickworks 
5-   Insulation of domes 
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14- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 2000249 

 
Building of Akbarieh School  

- Restoration of doors and windows - 160 m² 
- Digging two wells for water of drainpipes  
- Plastering of some part of bank and Akbarieh guesthouse –500 m² 
- Painting of some part of bank and Akbarieh guesthouse –500 m² 

                                                 
249 The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 2000 , can bee seen in fig. 452. 
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- Painting the doors and windows of school –100 m² 
- Painting the doors and windows of Akbarieh school - 60 m² 
- Flooring of the school yard (brick) – 380 m² 
- Execution of the wall of Sahebolamr area - 9 m³ 
- Execution of stone wainscots of west side of Sahebolamr – 1.20 m² 
- Execution of stone wainscot and internal part of Sahebolamr building – 68 m² 
- Restoration of mirror work of stands above the entrance of nave - 9 m² 
- Amending the plastering of main nave – 95 m² 
- Plastering of the entrance loggia and below the domes and entrance hashti - 690 m² 
- Asphalt and brick cover of main dome - 15 m² 
- Execution of brick copings of roof – 35 m² 
- Designing, making and installing the windows of mosque – 140 m² 
- Designing, making and installing the protective fences of windows in ground floor 

– 140 m² 
- Installing the glasses and windows  - 90 m² 
- Repairing the peak of altar - 20 m² 
- Repairing the false ceiling of altar – 9 m² 
- Repairing the frame of main door – 5.40 m² 
- Brick cover of the floor of windows of caps  - 15 m² 
- Execution of ceramic on floor of the room above entrance hashti - 21 m² 
- Painting the entrance loggia and amending the paintings of stands – 200 m² 
- Restoration of the old door of Sahebolamr (repairing the door and washing the 

doors) – 3 m² 
- Restoration of the paintings above the altar - 13 m²  
- Restoration of walls and entrance of basement – 58 m² 
- Installing the door of basement – 2.70 m² 
- Plastering the rooms in ground floor and first floor of Sahebolamr guesthouse - 450 

m² 
- Painting the rooms in ground floor and first floor of Sahebolamr guesthouse - 450 

m² 
- Cleaning the façade of guesthouse of Sahebolamr and entrance of Sahebolamr area 

– 250 m² 
- Designing, making and installing the façade of book museum (Sahebolamr) 
- Installing the curtains of building - 180 m² 
- Preparation of mechanical and electrical drawings  
- Making and installing the ventilation canals  
- Execution of electrical installations – 9.70 m² 
- Cobblestone (using marble) of internal space of building – 200 m² 
- Preparation and installation of concrete spans of installation canals - 115 m² 
- Restoration of paining under the dome - 7 m² 
- Execution of paining under the ceiling of altar - 3 m²  
- Cobblestone of Sahebolamr yard – 48 m² 
- Designing, making and installing wooden fences of loggias – 20 m 
- Opening the corroded stairs and pointing their body - 120 m² 

 
Blue Mosque: 

- Re-writing the inscriptions of internal sides of blue mosque 
- Designing and painting the gusset of entrance arch of small nave 
- Re-writing the raised inscriptions  
- Completing the knurling project of different sides and flowery margin of bases 
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-     Restoration of gussets of two sides of southeast corner 
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15- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 2001250 

Sehati House  
- Restoration of broken arch of basement with the span of 4m in basement - 40 m² 
- Inspecting the wooden beam to distinguish corrosion or non-corrosion of wooden 

beams in supports  
- Removing the ceiling of entrance hashti because of corrosion of wooden beams – 6.50 m² 
- Removing the layer of wallpaper – 800 m² 
- Removing the partition wall between the walls of basement - 20 m² 

                                                 
250 The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 2001 , can bee seen in fig. 453. 
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- Opening the access way to roof with the dimensions of 0.50*0.70 in ceiling of stairway 
– 0.35 m² 

- Removing the tile works of old toilet in the building and 10cm partitions in order to 
change the application of the above place and use it as teahouse  

- Execution of 5-cm wall with plaster mortar - 16 m² 
- Cleaning the area, garden and removing the chaff resulting from removal of west wall 

of yard – 40 m³ 
- Restoration of brick foundation up to the 1m from the stone wainscot -18 m² 
- Execution of 10 to 20 cm wall around east frames after removing adobe walls which 

were near to collapse because of penetration of water - 18 m² 
- Removing the west wall because of broken brick coping and cementing the internal 

parts of frames with sand and cement mortar – 40 m² 
- Execution of brick cover (second) of Sahebolamr dome – 105 m² 
- Execution of retaining wall of east yard – 152 m³ 
- Foundation of toilets - 36 m³ 
- Execution of 35 cm wall of toilets – 37 m³ 
- Execution of 10 cm wall of toilets - 36 m³ 
- Execution of the ceiling of vault of toilets - 56 m² 
- Execution of 45 cm wall of east yard (towards street) - 13 m³ 
- Excavation of motor house of west yard - 186 m³ 
- Removing the walls for establishing motor house there – 11.50 m³ 
- Execution of 50 cm wall of motor house 
- Execution of semicircle arch with the diameter of 2.50 
- Spooling between two old and new arches – 9.80 m³ 
- Establishing dehumidifying canal around the motor house 
- Making and installing the protective fences of area - 38 m² 
- Making and installing the entrance door of area - 10 m² 
- Making and installing protective fences of internal windows of the building - 46 m² 
- Painting the room behind the hashti of Sahebolamr - 70 m² 
- Painting the protective fences of Sahebolamr – fences of the area and entrance door 

towards the area-94 m² 
- Grading with clinker and execution of mortar for insulation of roof - 56 m² 
- Execution of stone façade with white Khavan stone in east street – 100 m² 
- Opening the brick joints of arches (new and old) - m² 
- Primary cementing of old and new arches – 103 m² 
- Tarring of new and old arches - 103 m² 
- Flooring with Malon stone in west side of yard - 4 m² 
- Installing the electricity panel in room behind the hashti – excavation of motor house 

of west yard with the length of 11.50 - 186 m³ 
 
Zanjirli Mosque: 

1- Execution of metal scaffold to commence the work - 550 m² 
2- Opening the brick joints in all internal parts of the mosque (walls and domes) - 550 m² 
3- Restoration of corroded and broken bricks and restoration of wall where required - 50 

m² 
4- Removing the plaster layer  (on 4 stone columns of mosque) - 8 m² 
5- Plasterwork of dome’s light (8 light) – 5.20 m² 
6- Pointing the brick joints inside the mosque with sand and white cement, soil-stone, 

stone powder mortar – 430 m² 
7- Flooring and leveling of the mosque’s floor – 230 m² 
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8- Removing the cement layers of outer wall of mosque – 230 m² 
9- Execution of stone wainscot with Esprakhoon stone – 10 m² 
10- Restoration of works of internal domes of mosque – 4.30 m² 
11- Collecting the chaff  - 28 m³ 

 
Tabriz Bazaar 
A- Basic restoration of Haj Mohammad Gholi Sara: 

1- Reinforcing and plumbing all bases of Haj Mohammad Gholi Sara 
2- Returning the façade of the Sara to its original state  
3- Restoration of loggias (changing the corroded wooden beams of loggia in east, south 

and west sides, lathing, strapping, grading, cementing and insulating) 
4- Reinforcing some part of foundation of columns and bearing wall 
5- Changing the corroded wooden columns of loggia, hemping, plastering of columns’ 

bodies, placing plaster capitals and restoring them. 
6- Restoration of all shops in Haj Mohammad Gholi Sara 
7- Replacing the iron and aluminum doors with wooden ones in traditional design in 

harmony with the arch of shops  
B- Restoration of domes, bases and arches of Haj Abolghasm Timcha  

1- Restoration of broken arches of Haj Abolghasem Timcha  
2- Returning the holes of domes (lights) to their original form 
3- Pointing all parts of Haj Abolghasem Timcha  

C- Restoration of arch and reinforcing some parts of the bases of Abolghasem Timcha  
1- Reinforcing the entrance foundation of the Timcha  with constructional materials (lime, 

stone, sand and cement) 
2- Repairing the broken entrance arch of Abolghasem Timcha  
3- Restoration of stairway of Timcha  with Esprakhoon stones  

D- Regeneration of Brick Façade of Mirza Mohammad Sara (West Part) 
1- Pointing the west part of Mirza Mohammad Sara 

E- Pointing of West Part of Mirza Mohammad Sara 
1- Basic restoration of vault 
2- Changing the iron beam used as column, foundation, establishing brick columns and 

four-section  dome, grading, installing suitable stone floor, installing wooden door and 
window in traditional form, pointing 

F- Installation of Esprakhoon stone wainscot in Haj Ali Akbar Sara 
G- Execution of a two-section arch and dome in entrance of Misgar bazaar 
H- Repairing and reinforcing two broken arches in Sadeghieh bazaar 
I- Making the entrance of newly-established passage to Haramkhaneh bazaar in traditional form 
J- Restoration of arch and dome of Tejarat Bank in Davachi Bazaar 
K- Restoring and reinforcing some part of Tejarat Bank in Sadeghieh Bazaar 
L- Restoration of Gharebaghiha Mosque: 

1- Reinforcing some part of bases and north wall with the length of 15m and preventing 
wall propulsion  

2- Establishing toilets  
3- Repairing the dome and returning it to its original state  

M- Restoring and repairing the broken parts of arch and reinforcing Haj Safar Ali mosque 
N- Executing and restoring the domes and arches of Ayatollah Khosroshahi mosque 

1- Execution of arch in west side of mosque 
2- Foundation in north part- execution of arches and dome including four sections 
3- Restoring and repairing the domes of mosque 
4- Executing dome and hashti for mosque entrance  
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5- Execution of toilets for men and women 
6- Pointing of all parts of mosque 

O- Restoration of the Mausoleum of Maghbare mosque in Bashmakhchi bazaar: foundation, 
execution of base, arch and dome 

P- Execution of arch and dome in entrance of Safi bazaar: removing vault, foundation  
Q- Restoring and reinforcing some parts of bases, arches and dome in west entrance of Amir 

Sara to Amir bazaar – four sections and the entrance arch which is repaired and strapped. 
R- During stone flooring of Mozaffarieh Timcha  and removing the later for foundation it 

became clear that the original flooring of this Timcha  was made of brick. Half bricks are 
placed on their angles in hidden from and the surface of the Timcha  is rectangular with the 
length of 70m and width of 10 m, which has brick flooring until the beginning of cants of 
two sides. The cants of the surface of the Timcha  in northern part and southern part were 
made with a stone edging the level of which is 20 cm higher than that of the main area. 

S- The repairs permits issued by department general of cultural heritage organization for the 
shops of merchants in bazaar from 27.March, 2001 to 21.Nov, 2001 is 900 permits, 50 of 
which is for basic restoration and repairing including Sara, Timcha  and shop. 

T- Removing the old broken dome of Davachi bazaar and re-executing it and reinforcing its 
bases. 

 
- Blue Mosque: 

1. Excavation, foundation of basement 
2. Execution of 5 domes with four sections  
3. Execution of wall of west side under domes and porticos  
4. Execution of wall of west side of basement (5 sections) 
5. Execution of wall of north side of basement  
6. Execution of stone bases (support for ties) 
7. Execution of skullcap dome 
8. Execution of joist block ceiling 
9. Execution of reinforcement of concrete tie on foundation 
10. Execution of stone base 
11. Execution of stone wainscot 
12. Designing and drawing of knurling frame in main size considering the existing and 

remained parts. All parts were designed, painted and stabilized with a layer of paraloid.   
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16- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 2002251 

-Tabriz Bazaar 
- Planking of broken arches 
- Scaffolding and supporting the arches using jack 
- Restrain the material used in execution of arch using thick textiles to prevent any 

probable damage and collapse  
- Removing the asphalt from the floor of Mozaffariyeh Timcha  and re-flooring it using 

stone and brick - 310 m² 
- Removing a layer of insulation and the chaff of roof of Jame mosque (east part) and 

repairing the broken arch, floor and wainscots of Miresmaeil Timcha  and re-flooring it 
using stone and marble and installing stone wainscots. 

                                                 
251 The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 2002, can bee seen in fig. 454. 
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- Removing the broken arch in entrance of Davachi Bazaar and reinforcing some part of 
bases and execution of vault and pointing and insulation.  

- Repairing the entrance arch of west side of Amir Sara and repairing the arch and domes 
of entrance of west side of Amir Sara and Amir bazaar 

- Changing the corroded bricks of arch and domes of Pambikhchi bazaar and pointing 
them and repairing the rooms of Haj Sheikh Saraway and insulating the roof and 
pointing of all parts of Sara way 

- Execution of the arch of dome in entrance of Misgar bazaar  
- Restorations made in private shops and stored with the expenses of owners under 

supervision of cultural heritage organization include reinforcing, pointing, insulating, 
plastering, flooring and so on as follows: 

1. Safi Bazaar 
2. Ghizbasti Bazaar 
3. Old Rasteh Bazaar (Sadeghieh) 
4. New Rasteh Bazaar 
5. Mirza Shafi Sara 
6. Old, middle age, and new Haj Seyyed Hassan Sara and Haj Abolghasem Sara 
7. Yamandouzan Bazaar and Small & Dalalezan Bozorg 
8. Mozaffarieh Timcha  
9. Pambikhchi Bazaar and Haj Mohammad Gholi Saraway 
10. Bashmakhchi Bazaar 
11. 1st, 2nd & 3rd Haj Sheikh Timcha  
12. Misgar Bazaar & Davachi Bazaar 
13. Changing the state of the altar of Jame mosque and executing its destructed parts -

40 m² 
14. Cleaning the arch and dome in front of Tejarat Bank-Davachi Bazaar Branch and 

re-pointing it – 20 m² 
15. Removing and collecting the stones of wainscot of Jame Mosque and installing 

wooden wainscot  
 
Sahebolamr Mosque 

- Excavation of northeast side – 1200 m³ 
- Execution of 45 cm wall - 47 m³ (ablution house and warehouse) 
- Execution of 35 cm wall - 20 m³ (ablution house and warehouse) 
- Cement working of east wall of east yard and insulation - 105 m³ 
- Covering the ceiling with girder and stairs connecting the yard to street 
- Cementing the toilets and ablution houses - 150 m³ 
- Vault of north side with brick bases - 54 m³ 
- Vault of ablution house and warehouse - 77 m² 
- Execution of stone wall of south and north side of east yard – 200 m² 
- Execution of brick wall of ablution house  
- Clinkering and grading of east and north side – 170 m³ 
- Execution of brick bases with pressed brick in north side – 5.30 m³ 
- Insulation of toilets and ablution house – 200 m² 
- Insulation of east wall of east yard and tarring it - 105 m² 
- Execution of brick façade of toilets with square bricks and semi-square bricks for 

bases, arch of façade and coping 
- Execution of stone cover of bases wit Esprakhoon stone and cornice of bases- 105 m² 
- Painting the metal fences  
- Insulation of east and north side (warehouse and toilets) – 235 m² 
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- Cementing on insulation to prevent its deterioration 
- Making concrete caps to cover the canals of hot and cold water 
- Execution of stone wainscot of roof of toilets – 35 m² 
- Designing, making and installing 6 metal fences - 18 m² 

 
Sehati House: 

1- Removing and re-executing the stairs of two sides of basement - 4 m³ 
2- Removing one of the 10-cm walls in basement because of subsidence of foundation - 3 

m³ 
3- Opening the joints of bricks - 50 m³ 
4- Removing the plaster overlay in ground floor (including walls and ceiling) - 30 m² 
5- Cleaning and organizing the area and transferring the resulted chaff - 10 m³ 
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17- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 2003252 

Restoration of Gharebaghiha Mosque   
1-Execution of scaffold  
2- Changing the helmet and safety shoes for any probable collapse of south side when 

removing it 
3- Planking of shield when removing the wall 
4- Continuing excavation in north basement for execution of temporary wall and cover – 

12 m² 
5- Foundation for execution of 45cm walls, internal partitioning and ceiling cover - 5 m³ 
6- Execution of 45cm temporary walls to cover the basement - 18 m³ 
7-Cover of ceiling of north basement with girder and vault - 50 m² 

                                                 
252 The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 2003, can bee seen in fig. 455. 
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8- execution of wooden planking to prevent collapse and propulsion of south wall – 14 
cases 

9- Removing two shields of south side of mosque because of fracture from foundation - 32 m³ 
10- Execution of stone foundation with rubble and batard mortar for re-execution of 

shields - 5 m³ 
11- Execution of horizontal tie under the wall – 1.20 m³ 
12- Execution of stone wainscot according to the original form and from the stones 

available in the previous wainscot before removing the shield – 4.80 m² 
13- Execution of 50cm wall with square façade brick and pressed brick behind the work - 

30 m³ 
14- Restoration of arches of south side (two arches) 
15- Grading of removed and worked parts in north side with the chaff obtained from roof – 

15 m² 
16-Insulation of cracked pats of roof and two worked shields - 50 m² 
17- Cement flooring of mosque on north basement – 80 m² 

 
Sahebolamr Mosque  

1- Restoration of old walls in northwest yard of the complex - 80 m² 
2- Execution of walls of praying room in northwest yard of the complex using pressed 

plaster - 40 m² 
3- Excavation of the stairway connecting the northwest yard to west yard under the 

building – 40 m³ 
4- Covering the mansard roof of praying room with galvanized sheet – 78 m² 
5- Execution of walls and ceiling of cement storehouse and northwest yard - 30 m² 
6- Ceramic tiling of toilets in northeast side of east yard  
7- Installing the toilets in north east side of east yard  
8- Installing the internal aluminum doors of toilets in northeast side of east yard 
9- Installing the wooden doors and windows  
10- Cementing the ceilings of toilets   
11- changing the sewage system because of broken cast iron pipes in guesthouse – 181 m² 
12- installing security glass in entrance towards book store – 7.50 m² 
13- Coarse plastering and plastering of entrance room of guesthouse - 25 m² 
14- Painting the walls of store with plastic paint in acceptable parts - 300 m² 
15- Changing the waterway in Akbarieh School because of broken-down old water supply 

system and leading the waterway to well 
16- Restoration of stone wainscot with the height of 1.20m in west transom of Akbarieh 

(Sahebolamr Complex) – 12 m² 
17- Execution of access stairs toward west transom from the area – 3 stairs - 15 m² 
18- Flooring with square brick in west transom area and pointing it – 15 m² 
19- Leveling the area in order to start landscaping of east yard – 400 m² 
20- Start landscaping with Esprakhoon stone and square brick and pointing it – 100 m² 
21- foundation of central pool inside the area  
22- Execution of stairway connecting the east yard to the quadrangle of mosque with 9 

stairs  
23- Installing the fences and metal door on east wall of east yard and painting them – 286 kg 
24- Cleaning the yard of northwest yard and transferring the drainpipes to well -100 kg 
25- Execution of canal in south side of yard in order to dehumidify the wall of Sahebolamr 

– 8 kg 
 
- Restoration of Sehati House 
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1- Execution of a 35cm wall in northwest side (the interval between this house and the 
neighboring house) -1250 m³ 

2- Execution of dehumidify the 35cm wall in basement - 1250 m³ 
3- Execution of a reinforcing wall in northeast side - 5 m³ 
4- Execution of a 22cm reinforcing wall in the rooms in east side of ground floor – 1050 m³ 
5- Execution of a 22cm reinforcing wall in the rooms of east side of first floor - 1050 m³ 
6- Execution of the wall of west side of basement, the interval between this house and the 

neighboring house (22 cm) - 18 m² 
7- Restoration and repairing of mansard roof 
8- Execution of hashti ceiling of entrance and toilets - 12 m² 
9- Execution and restoration of old arches of basement - 10 m² 
10- Replacing and reinforcing the old beams of the ground floor and first floor – 240 m² 
11- Execution of the metal skeleton of stairs with the width of 1.60 and length of 6 m - 18 m² 
12- Execution of vault of stairs with the width of 1.60 and length of 6m- 9.60 m² 
13- Making the concrete spans of canals of basement - 30 m² 
14- Execution of plaster and soil on walls of ground floor and first floor 
15- Execution of expanded metal on ceiling of the ground floor and first floor 
16- Opening the joints of bricks on the walls of basement and ceiling and cleaning them 
17- Continuing the execution of brick framework in south yard  
18- Amending and continuing construction of walls of south yard  
19- Excavation and removing the chaff of north yard - 40 m³ 
20- Removing the debris of the ruined building in north yard – 15 m³ 

 
- Restoration of Haj Safar Ali Mosque 

1- Roofing and repairing the arches and domes and tarring the arches, domes and floor 
2- Transferring the chaff and extra soils from yard to outside 
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18- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 2004253 

-Report of Restoration of Sahebolamr Mosque  
1- Sanding of the area in order to make concrete - 8 m³ 
2- Brick cover of roofs of toilets and some part of yard - 300 m² 
3- Stone cover of north side of the roof of warehouse in north part of the area - 58 m² 
4-Ghabbandi using Esprakhoon stone in the area - 60 m² 
5-Pointing of flooring bricks and stones - 350 m² 
6- Establishing foundation for pool in the big yard and small yard - 32 m² 
7- Plaster, soil and plasterwork of guard house – 75 
8- Flooring (blockage) of guard house and brick flooring of it - 20 m² 
9- Completion of tiling of toilets and ablution house - 60 m² 
10- Order for construction and instillation of wooden door of guard house – 3.50 m² 

                                                 
253 The places, in which conservative interventions are performed in 2004, can bee seen in fig.  456. 
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11-Installation of valves of toilets – 20 cases 
12- Installing the mirror and face washing basin in toilets  
13- Installing aluminum door of toilets – 37 kg 
14- Cleaning and collecting the chaff from area in order to start the landscaping 

operations - 20 m³ 
15- Brick flooring of the area with square bricks - 20 m³ 
16- Brick flooring of the area using square bricks – 20 m² 
17- Water supply of toilets - 140 m 

 
-Restoration of Gharebaghiha Mosque 

1- Excavation of the covered walls of north side of mosque - 96 m³ 
2- Foundation with rubble and batard mortar under the removed shields - 5 m³ 
3- Execution of horizontal tie under the wall and on the stone foundation of the wall in 

north side and concreting it – 15m 
4- Execution of stone cornice with the height of 80cm according to its original form and 

the available stones – 8m 
5- Restoration of three arches of north side of mosque 
6- Execution of retaining wall with square bricks (shield) in north side – 60 m 
7- Restoration of two domes in north side 
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19- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 2005254 

- Gharebaghiha Mosque 
1- Local repairing of arches and domes - 20 m² 
2- Samirom stones similar to the available wainscot stones for stone cornice - 6 m² 
3- Changing the corroded bricks of domes - m² 
4- Local insulation - 30 m² 
5- Pointing of arches, domes and west and north wall – 200 m² 
6- Opening the joints of bricks of domes, arches and west and north wall - 200 m² 
7- Tampering of stone columns and capital – 12 columns  
8- Leveling and flooring of mosque 
9- Piping of natural gas because of restoration of north side and development of mosque 

and the necessity of heating the mosque – 50m 
10- Operations carried out for cooling and heating – gas heater- 4 sets  

 
- Restoration of Sehati House 

                                                 
254 The places, in which conservative interventions are performed in 2005, can bee seen in fig. 457 
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1- Framework and reconstruction of wall on south side towards the alley 
2- Making the façade using framework form of the north façade according to the new 

design 
3- Plastering of ground and first floors 
4- Complete reconstruction of stairs at the entrance of the building and finishing with 

Esprakhoon stone 
5- Dredging and finishing of reservoir under the pool of the yard with mosaic  
6- Completing the hot and cold water piping operations in all floors of the building 
7- Restoration of the entrance transom and insulation of the roof of hashti  
8- Starting the construction of toilets according to new design and completing 20% of 

them 
9- Completing the flooring of the yard using brick and stone according to the new design  
10- Execution of new entrance from basement to reservoirs, arch cover and making stairs 

to reservoir 
11- Starting the pointing in basements and completing it in one of the basements  
12- Starting restoration and bleaching of windows and doors and 50% progress in work 
13- Complete restoration of the pool in yard with three layers of tar and cement 
14- Execution of complete piping in motor house (reservoir) 
15- Complete restoration of the Paye Shir in north basement 
16- Brickwork only in north yard, west and north sides of yard 
17- Foundation was carried out in toilets and wall of north side  
18- An expert supervised over execution of operations (restoration – brickwork) 
19- Restorative works in internal and external parts of the building, reservoirs of 

basements, Paye Shir, walls of external yard, finishing and pointing in basement have 
good progress and are going to be completed. 
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20- Restorative & Protective Actions of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex in 2006255 

- Gechachilar Sara 
1- Pathological study of Saraway and west loggia 
2- Eliminating any hazard in the building and planking of collapsing and broken arches   
3- Removing the collapsing arches and restoring them and executing arch and opening  
4- Reinforcing the ribs of loggia 
5- Repairing the body of the loggia 
6- Subgradeing of executed arches and loggias for insulations  
7- Pointing the arch of openings and loggia 
8- Reinforcing the bases of Saraway 
9- Insulations  

-Gurjilar Sara 
1- Reinforcing the retaining walls and bases of Saraway 
2- Repairing the arch and openings of Saraway   
3- Cleaning the arch and pointing all parts of the Saraway and north side 

-Haramkhaneh Bazaar 
1- Planking of collapsing arch 
2- Reinforcing the broken ribs and repairing them  
3- Repairing the arch 
4- Pointing of arches 

-Najjaran Bazaar – (Shahidi) 
1- Planking of wooden ceiling of the entrance  
2- Removing the collapsing wooden ceiling 
3- Reinforcing the south base and restoring it 
4- Execution of foundation and removed bases of north side and that opposite of Imam 

Jome mosque  

                                                 
255 The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 2006 , can bee seen in fig. 458. 
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5- Preparing wooden mold for execution of arch 
6- Execution of the arch of opening- four openings  
7- Subgrading of the roofs of executed arches and insulating the roof 
8- Pointing of the executed arches  
9- Repairing the arch 
10- Planking of collapsing arch at the beginning of the bazaar 
11- Repairing the arch and opening and pointing the repaired arch 

-Texture of Tabriz 
1- Nobar quarter of Tabriz   
2- Maghsoudieh quarter of Tabriz 
3- Amir Khiz quarter of Tabriz 
4- Kohne Khiaban of Tabriz  
5- Study and research on historical texture of Tabriz  

- 63-Sotun Mosque (63-Column Mosque) 
1- Reinforcing some part of stone pedestals and execution of horizontal tie with traditional 

materials  
2- Execution of the arch of coffer for lightening and dehumidification  
3- Execution of the installations arch in north, south and east sides of mosque 
4- Removing the bases incorrectly executed with Bahmani brick and repairing the arch and 

opening according to the available pattern   
5- Removing the saturated wet walls and execution of riprapping of floor and 

reconstruction of the existing walls and bases 
6- Reconstruction of the altar according to the architectural line 
7- Removing the cement layer of the body of north side – 5opening   
8- Removing the wall of south wall and revelation of the old altar behind the wall 
9- Removing the installations pipes inside the mosque and leading them through 

installations’ arch  
-Roof of Bazaar 

1- Collecting the chaff and cleaning the whole roof of bazaar 
2- Removing the grass and bushes of the roof 
3- Subgrading and repairing the roof of bazaar 

- Imam Jome Mosque  
1- Lightening the roof of the mosque  
2- Subgrading of the roof of the mosque 
3- Insulation of the roof of the mosque  

-Haj Safar Ali Mosque  
1- Reconstruction of the room in east side for execution of motor house  
2- Execution of central heating installations (motor house) 
3- Leading the hot water pipes from the installations canal 
4- Illumination of internal part of the mosque according to the plan 
5- Removing the cement layers at the beginning of the mosque  
6- Piping the natural gas to central motor house  
7- Lightening and subgrading of the first roof and insulating it 

- Jame Mosque of Tabriz  
1- Removing the stone installed in the entrance of the basement  
2- Executing and defining the entrance of basement with traditional brick 
3- Organizing the gas piping of the mosque to the central motor house  
4- High illumination 
5-Reconstructing the entrance stairs of the basement with Esprakhoon stone  
6- Installing the orusi window – 5.50×12 
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7- Insulation of the whole roof of the mosque  
9- Continuing the leading the sewage of the rear part of altar from the beginning of Safi 

Bazaar to the end of bazaar using polyethylene pipes  
10- Continuing the restoration and reconstruction of the wall of west side 
11- Pointing and executing the water-drop of the west wall with Esprakhoon stone  
12- Subgrading of the floor of the mosque and brick flooring and pointing  
13- Wiring and illumination of the mosque 
14- Leading the installation pipes through the channel  
15- Execution and installations of central motor house and radiator 
16-Leading natural gas to motor house  
17- Providing the dinking water of the mosque 
18- Providing wooden doors and windows and installing them 
19- Pointing of arches, domes and internal walls of the mosque 
20- Removing the separated plaster layers of east side 
21- Repairing and reinforcing some part of east walls  
22- Pointing of the walls of east side 
23- Removing the 3-cm brick inside the old altar in order to restore it 
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The statistic of earthquake in Tabriz region256:  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The distribution map of researched earthquake in seismic registration network of TABRIZ 
region 1995-2004 
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256 Y. Zoka, the Tabriz earthquakes, 1980, P:149  

 

Fig. 459. The statistic of earthquake in Aerbaijan region 
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Earthquakes monitoring table:- 

 
`No Season Time Date 

1 - - 858 

2 fall evening 1042 Oct 17 

3 mid-fall night 1042 Nov 8 

4 mid-winter 2 AM 1272 Feb 

5 mid-winter evening 1641 Feb 

6 -  1646 

7 -  1650 

8 - - 1664 

9 spring 1/5 PM 1721 Apr 26 

10 - - 1721 

11 - - 1724 

12 - - 1744 

13 - - 1755 

14 winter 2 AM 1780 Jan 6 

15 mid-winter 1 AM 1780 Feb 11 

16 mid-winter 3 AM 1780 Feb 18 

17 fall night 1786 

18 spring night 1806 May 

19 summer 2 PM 1812 Jun 23 

20 winter night 1819 Jun 29 

21 summer night 1834 Sep 13 

22 - night 1840 

23 spring night 1843 Apr 26 

24 - night 1849  

25 mid-winter - 1851 Feb 14 

26 mid-winter -  
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27 mid-winter night 1851 Feb 23 

28 winter night 1851  

29 spring night 1851 Apr 10 

30 fall 2 Am 1851 Oct 30 

31 fall - 1854 Sep 22 

32 fall night 1854 Sep 23 

33 fall night 1854 Sep 26 

34 fall night 1854 Sep 28 

35 winter - 1856 Mar 9 

36 summer - 1856 Jul 

37 summer 7 PM 1856 Sep 22 

38 fall night 1856 Oct 14 

39 fall 4 AM 1856 Oct 30 

40 - night  

41 spring - 1812 Jun 4 

42 winter - 1870 Jun 26 

43 - night 1872 

44 summer - 1874 Jul 28 

45 winter - 1879 Mar 12 

46 spring morning 1879 Apr 2 

47 summer - 1880 Aug 27  

48 summer - 1880 Sep 12 

49 spring - 1883 May 3 

50 fall night 1883 Oct 

51 spring - 1894 May 9 

52 winter night 1896 Jan 4  

53 winter 3 AM 1896 Jan 6 

54 spring - 1917 Jun 2 
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55 spring 11 AM 1930 Apr 6 

56 spring - 1930 Apr 7 

57 summer 8 PM 1937 

58 summer morning  

59 summer 3 PM 1937 

60 summer - 1937 

61 fall 1 PM 1965 Nov 3 

62 winter morning 1966 Jan 7 

63 fall 2 AM 1671 Nov 16 

64 winter 7 PM 1973 Jan 6 

65 winter 11 PM 1973 Jan 6 

66 winter - 1973 Jan 6 

67 summer 2 AM 1973 Jul 28 

68 fall 7 AM 1974 Oct 16 

69 fall -  

70 winter - 1976 

 
 
 
 

The reported of climate states (Dec 2007 - Dec 2008): 

 Data  Temperature (MAX)  Temperature (MAX) Amount of Rainfall Humidity (MIN)  Humidity (MAX) 

 2007/11/25   -7ºC  0ºC -- 63%  86% 
 2007/11/26   -4ºC  2ºC -- 65%  79% 
 2007/11/27   -4ºC  9ºC -- 64%  86% 
 2007/11/28   0ºC  1ºC 0.6 mm  46%  80% 
 2007/11/29   -8ºC  5ºC 0.2 mm  52%  70% 
 2007/11/30   -6ºC  5ºC -- 28%  63% 
 2007/12/01  -1ºC  8ºC 0.3 mm 36%  81% 

 
2007/12/02 

 -2ºC  1ºC 9.4 mm 68%  87% 

 
2007/12/03 

 -8ºC  1ºC 0 mm 73%  85% 

 
2007/12/04 

 -8ºC  0ºC -- 53%  80% 

 
2007/12/05 

 -4ºC  4ºC -- 60%  71% 

 
2007/12/06 

 2ºC  10ºC 1.2 mm 50%  97% 
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2007/12/07 

 1ºC  10ºC 0.3 mm 64%  91% 

 
2007/12/08 

 -2ºC  8ºC -- 44%  85% 

 
2007/12/09 

 -3ºC  8ºC -- 52%  88% 

 
2007/12/10 

 -3ºC  9ºC -- 54%  82% 

 
2007/12/11 

 -3ºC  10ºC -- 54%  84% 

 
2007/12/12 

 -2ºC  10ºC -- 52%  86% 

 
2007/12/13 

 -2ºC  13ºC -- 51%  87% 

 
2007/12/14 

 2ºC  12ºC 0 mm 25%  78% 

 
2007/12/15 

 -2ºC  11ºC -- 44%  87% 

 
2007/12/16 

 1ºC  3ºC -- 40%  75% 

 
2007/12/17 

 -4ºC  4ºC 4.6 mm 77%  96% 

 
2007/12/18 

 -3ºC  -1ºC 0.1 mm 62%  86% 

 
2007/12/19 

 -8ºC  0ºC 0 mm 59%  83% 

 
2007/12/20 

 -9ºC  1ºC -- 37%  74% 

 2007/12/21  -9ºC  3ºC -- 47%  79% 
 2007/12/22  -9ºC  2ºC -- 41%  80% 
 2007/12/23  -9ºC  2ºC -- 46%  77% 
 2007/12/24  -9ºC  2ºC -- 39%  76% 
 2007/12/25  -10ºC  2ºC -- 40%  81% 
 2007/12/26  -4ºC  2ºC -- 42%  70% 
 2007/12/27  -10ºC  2ºC -- 39%  82% 
 2007/12/28  -10ºC  1ºC -- 47%  83% 
 2007/12/29  -6ºC  -1ºC 0.6 mm  43%  89% 
 2007/12/30  -4ºC  1ºC 1.5 mm  75%  92% 
 2008/01/01  -6ºC  1ºC -- 58%  92% 
 2008/01/02  -4ºC  3ºC -- 54%  85% 
 2008/01/03  -5ºC  3ºC -- 57%  91% 
 2008/01/04  -5ºC  0ºC -- 62%  86% 
 2008/01/05  -3ºC  2ºC 0 mm  80%  87% 
 2008/01/06  -9ºC  -6ºC 0.2 mm  50%  85% 
 2008/01/07  -15ºC  -6ºC -- 38%  60% 
 2008/01/08  -16ºC  -6ºC -- 30%  70% 
 2008/01/09  -17ºC  -4ºC -- 48%  74% 
 2008/01/010  -16ºC  -4ºC -- 44%  72% 
 2008/01/11  -14ºC  -5ºC -- 51%  69% 
 2008/01/12  -10ºC  -3ºC -- 41%  65% 
 2008/01/13  -13ºC  -4ºC -- 37%  63% 
 2008/01/14  -16ºC  -3ºC -- 38%  70% 
 2008/01/15  -17ºC  -1ºC -- 35%  77% 
 2008/01/16  -16ºC  -2ºC -- 23%  69% 
 2008/01/017  -13ºC  -1ºC -- 31%  54% 
 2008/01/18  -14ºC  2ºC -- 38%  62% 
 2008/01/19  -15ºC  0ºC -- 21%  69% 
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 2008/01/20  -13ºC  -2ºC -- 31%  70% 
 2008/01/21  -15ºC  -1ºC -- 40%  73% 
 2008/01/22  -14ºC  0ºC -- 37%  80% 
 2008/01/23  -12ºC  -1ºC -- 36%  73% 
 2008/01/24  -1ºC  2ºC -- 37%  85% 
 2008/01/25  -11ºC  1ºC -- 43%  86% 
 2008/01/26  -11ºC  0ºC -- 54%  96% 
 2008/01/27  -8ºC  0ºC 0 mm  62%  92% 
 2008/01/28  -11ºC  4ºC -- 56%  89% 
 2008/01/29  -8ºC  9ºC -- 52%  83% 
 2008/01/30  -1ºC  6ºC 0 mm  34%  68% 
 2008/02/01  -4ºC  3ºC 0.6 mm  54%  85% 
 2008/02/02  -6ºC  0ºC -- 58%  80% 
 2008/02/03  -10ºC  2ºC -- 42%  78% 
 2008/02/04  -12ºC  1ºC -- 40%  70% 
 2008/02/05  -12ºC  4ºC -- 34%  74% 
 2008/02/06  -11ºC  4ºC -- 31%  68% 
 2008/02/07  -11ºC  2ºC -- 24%  72% 
 2008/02/08  -10ºC  4ºC -- 38%  75% 
 2008/02/09  -10ºC  6ºC -- 32%  67% 
 2008/02/10  -3ºC  3ºC 1.2 mm  22%  95% 
 2008/02/11  -2ºC  2ºC 0 mm  65%  89% 
 2008/02/12  -2ºC  4ºC -- 65%  88% 
 2008/02/13  -2ºC  2ºC 10.4 mm  53%  94% 
 2008/02/14  -4ºC  0ºC 7.7 mm  62%  95% 
 2008/02/15  -5ºC  2ºC 1.6 mm  76%  93% 
 2008/02/16  -4ºC  2ºC 0.2 mm  71%  85% 
 2008/02/17  -9ºC  4ºC 0.6 mm  59%  91% 
 2008/02/18  -8ºC  5ºC -- 47%  83% 
 2008/02/19  -6ºC  9ºC -- 45%  68% 
 2008/02/20  1ºC  6ºC 1.9 mm  43%  92% 
 2008/02/21  -4ºC  1ºC -- 50%  80% 
 2008/02/22  -8ºC  1ºC -- 40%  66% 
 2008/02/23  -8ºC  5ºC -- 37%  80% 
 2008/02/24  -7ºC  4ºC -- 33%  80% 
 2008/02/25  -6ºC  7ºC -- 40%  90% 
 2008/02/26  0ºC  4ºC -- 45%  80% 
 2008/02/27  2ºC  5ºC 0.5 mm  54%  86% 
 2008/02/28  1ºC  6ºC -- 82%  96% 
 2008/02/29  -1ºC  8ºC -- 62%  87% 
 2008/02/30  -3ºC  9ºC -- 55%  92% 
 2008/03/01  -1ºC  10ºC -- 55%  90% 
 2008/03/02  0ºC  13ºC -- 40%  86% 
 2008/03/03  -1ºC  12ºC -- 40%  84% 
 2008/03/04  0ºC  6ºC 3.9 mm  43%  92% 
 2008/03/05  -3ºC  11ºC 0 mm  71%  39% 
 2008/03/06  -1ºC  14ºC 0 mm  32%  76% 
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 2008/03/07  1ºC  15ºC 0 mm  28%  78% 
 2008/03/08  1ºC  17ºC 0 mm  26%  85% 
 2008/03/09  0ºC  17ºC 0 mm  24%  72% 
 2008/03/10  5ºC  18ºC 0 mm  25%  68% 
 2008/03/11  8ºC  20ºC 0 mm  18%  59% 
 2008/03/12  7ºC  18ºC 0 mm  28%  68% 
 2008/03/13  5ºC  16ºC 0 mm  18%  67% 
 2008/03/14  7ºC  13ºC 7.9 mm  31%  94% 
 2008/03/15  5ºC  9ºC 0.01 mm  37%  74% 
 2008/03/16  -2ºC  11ºC 0.01 mm  38%  84% 
 2008/03/17  -1ºC  14ºC 0 mm  28%  78% 
 2008/03/18  0ºC  17ºC 0 mm  28%  71% 
 2008/03/19  1ºC  18ºC 0 mm  18%  71% 
 2008/03/20  4ºC  18ºC 0 mm  19%  70% 
 2008/03/21  3ºC  18ºC 0 mm  16%  71% 
 2008/03/22  8ºC  23ºC 0 mm  28%  55% 
 2008/03/23  11ºC  23ºC 0 mm  14%  52% 
 2008/03/24  9ºC  25ºC 0 mm  11%  53% 
 2008/03/25  7ºC  26ºC 0 mm  14%  52% 
 2008/03/26  8ºC  24ºC 0 mm  14%  46% 
 2008/03/27  9ºC  23ºC 0 mm  11%  62% 
 2008/03/28  12ºC  21ºC -- 15%  62% 
 2008/03/29  7ºC  22ºC 0 mm  22%  70% 
 2008/03/30  5ºC  25ºC 0 mm  13%  51% 
 2008/04/01  16ºC  23ºC 1 mm  15%  45% 
 2008/04/02  9ºC  21ºC 0 mm  24%  53% 
 2008/04/03  5ºC  16ºC 0.7 mm  12%  62% 
 2008/04/04  3ºC  17ºC 0 mm  25%  63% 
 2008/04/05  3ºC  16ºC 0 mm  16%  57% 
 2008/04/06  6ºC  17ºC 0.01 mm  26%  88% 
 2008/04/07  5ºC  20ºC 0 mm  24%  60% 
 2008/04/08  9ºC  22ºC 0 mm  19%  52% 
 2008/04/09  8ºC  20ºC 8.2 mm  17%  90% 
 2008/04/10  6ºC  20ºC 0 mm  25%  76% 
 2008/04/11  5ºC  15ºC 0.2 mm  14%  80% 
 2008/04/12  6ºC  17ºC 0 mm  25%  65% 
 2008/04/13  7ºC  20ºC 0 mm  26%  67% 
 2008/04/14  11ºC  19ºC 0.1 mm  26%  71% 
 2008/04/15  8ºC  24ºC 0 mm  20%  56% 
 2008/04/16  10ºC  26ºC 0 mm  19%  58% 
 2008/04/17  11ºC  26ºC 0 mm  16%  61% 
 2008/04/18  14ºC  25ºC 0.1 mm  16%  60% 
 2008/04/19  6ºC  18ºC 0 mm  19%  41% 
 2008/04/20  7ºC  20ºC 0 mm  16%  56% 
 2008/04/21  8ºC  20ºC 0 mm  19%  62% 
 2008/04/22  6ºC  23ºC 0 mm  30%  71% 
 2008/04/23  9ºC  25ºC 0 mm  19%  57% 
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 2008/04/24  10ºC  28ºC 0 mm  20%  55% 
 2008/04/25  12ºC  29ºC 0 mm  15%  37% 
 2008/04/26  14ºC  30ºC 0 mm  13%  35% 
 2008/04/27  14ºC  30ºC 0 mm  11%  36% 
 2008/04/28  14ºC  31ºC 0 mm  38%  11% 
 2008/04/29  17ºC  28ºC 0 mm  13%  35% 
 2008/04/30  13ºC  28ºC 0 mm  17%  42% 
 2008/05/01  14ºC  21ºC 0.7 mm  17%  82% 
 2008/05/02  9ºC  23ºC 0.01 mm  35%  82% 
 2008/05/03  10ºC  18ºC 0.2 mm  19%  75% 
 2008/05/04  6ºC  19ºC 7.5 mm  47%  90% 
 2008/05/05  8ºC  21ºC 3.7 mm  35%  86% 
 2008/05/06  9ºC  22ºC 0 mm  26%  70% 
 2008/05/07  14ºC  23ºC 0 mm  20%  44% 
 2008/05/08  7ºC  20ºC 0.01 mm  18%  79% 
 2008/05/09  7ºC  19ºC 0 mm  16%  63% 
 2008/05/10  10ºC  19ºC 0.01 mm  19%  60% 
 2008/05/11  6ºC  19ºC 0.1 mm  28%  85% 
 2008/05/12  7ºC  19ºC 0 mm  28%  73% 
 2008/05/13  7ºC  21ºC 0.9 mm  22%  54% 
 2008/05/14  9ºC  20ºC 0 mm  18%  66% 
 2008/05/15  7ºC  19ºC 0.2 mm  26%  77% 
 2008/05/16  5ºC  23ºC 0 mm  17%  46% 
 2008/05/17  13ºC  24ºC 0 mm  12%  53% 
 2008/05/18  11ºC  24ºC 0 mm  28%  56% 
 2008/05/19  15ºC  24ºC 0 mm  17%  56% 
 2008/05/20  15ºC  27ºC 0.4 mm  30%  59% 
 2008/05/21  10ºC  25ºC 0 mm  21%  69% 
 2008/05/22  12ºC  25ºC 0 mm  15%  66% 
 2008/05/23  10ºC  27ºC 0 mm  19%  63% 
 2008/05/24  15ºC  29ºC 0 mm  15%  54% 
 2008/05/25  19ºC  31ºC 0 mm  14%  42% 
 2008/05/26  18ºC  32ºC 0 mm  17%  48% 
 2008/05/27  18ºC  29ºC 0 mm  16%  38% 
 2008/05/28  12ºC  27ºC 0 mm  14%  30% 
 2008/05/29  13ºC  27ºC 0 mm  14%  62% 
 2008/05/30  12ºC  27ºC 0 mm  18%  65% 
 2008/06/01  13ºC  26ºC 0 mm  17%  60% 
 2008/06/02  10ºC  27ºC 0 mm  26%  65% 
 2008/06/03  13ºC  29ºC 0 mm  16%  59% 
 2008/06/04  14ºC  30ºC 0 mm  11%  45% 
 2008/06/05  18ºC  28ºC 0 mm  16%  42% 
 2008/06/06  15ºC  29ºC 0.01 mm  25%  54% 
 2008/06/07  14ºC  29ºC 0 mm  14%  66% 
 2008/06/08  14ºC  31ºC 0 mm  15%  56% 
 2008/06/09  16ºC  32ºC 0 mm  15%  43% 
 2008/06/10  16ºC  29ºC 0 mm  16%  55% 
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 2008/06/11  17ºC  29ºC 0 mm  19%  55% 
 2008/06/12  14ºC  30ºC 0 mm  26%  62% 
 2008/06/13  15ºC  31ºC 0 mm  25%  58% 
 2008/06/14  16ºC  27ºC 0 mm  18%  68% 
 2008/06/15  13ºC  27ºC 0.01 mm  20%  64% 
 2008/06/16  15ºC  30ºC 0 mm  22%  51% 
 2008/06/17  17ºC  31ºC 0 mm  18%  45% 
 2008/06/18  19ºC  32ºC 0 mm  18%  45% 
 2008/06/19  17ºC  28ºC 0 mm  14%  47% 
 2008/06/20  16ºC  28ºC 0 mm  23%  65% 
 2008/06/21  16ºC  28ºC 0 mm  24%  67% 
 2008/06/22  16ºC  30ºC 0 mm  23%  62% 
 2008/06/23  17ºC  32ºC 0 mm  19%  41% 
 2008/06/24  19ºC  31ºC 0 mm  18%  60% 
 2008/06/25  15ºC  28ºC 0 mm  15%  70% 
 2008/06/26  15ºC  28ºC 0.2 mm  27%  77% 
 2008/06/27  16ºC  32ºC 0 mm  23%  65% 
 2008/06/28  19ºC  34ºC 0 mm  22%  59% 
 2008/06/29  20ºC  34ºC 0 mm  20%  53% 
 2008/06/30  22ºC  35ºC 0 mm  17%  51% 
 2008/07/01  19ºC  31ºC 0 mm  17%  56% 
 2008/07/02  18ºC  30ºC 0 mm  23%  56% 
 2008/07/03  16ºC  28ºC 4.3 mm  25%  95% 
 2008/07/04  17ºC  31ºC 0 mm  30%  64% 
 2008/07/05  19ºC  32ºC 0.1 mm  26%  64% 
 2008/07/06  18ºC  32ºC 0 mm  13%  48% 
 2008/07/07  17ºC  31ºC 0 mm  16%  60% 
 2008/07/08  20ºC  32ºC 0 mm  14%  53% 
 2008/07/09  19ºC  33ºC 0 mm  15%  51% 
 2008/07/10  18ºC  25ºC 0 mm  19%  71% 
 2008/07/11  13ºC  29ºC 3.4 mm  42%  96% 
 2008/07/12  20ºC  34ºC 0 mm  20%  62% 
 2008/07/13  21ºC  34ºC -- 16%  57% 
 2008/07/14  21ºC  32ºC 0 mm  22%  57% 
 2008/07/15  20ºC  35ºC 0 mm  27%  58% 
 2008/07/16  20ºC  34ºC 0 mm  17%  52% 
 2008/07/17  20ºC  32ºC 0 mm  23%  50% 
 2008/07/18  18ºC  31ºC 0 mm  25%  51% 
 2008/07/19  18ºC  34ºC 0 mm  20%  51% 
 2008/07/20  24ºC  36ºC 0 mm  18%  36% 
 2008/07/21  24ºC  37ºC 0 mm  7%  34% 
 2008/07/22  23ºC  37ºC 0 mm  16%  39% 
 2008/07/23  25ºC  37ºC 0 mm  13%  40% 
 2008/07/24  22ºC  37ºC 0.2 mm  18%  57% 
 2008/07/25  22ºC  35ºC 0.2 mm  16%  50% 
 2008/07/26  20ºC  34ºC 11.4 mm  20%  63% 
 2008/07/27  19ºC  36ºC 0 mm  21%  59% 
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 2008/07/28  22ºC  36ºC 0 mm  18%  42% 
 2008/07/29  26ºC  38ºC 0 mm  19%  33% 
 2008/07/30  21ºC  37ºC 0 mm  11%  37% 
 2008/08/01  24ºC  38ºC 0 mm  14%  46% 
 2008/08/02  24ºC  36ºC 0 mm  12%  29% 
 2008/08/03  23ºC  36ºC 0 mm  13%  34% 
 2008/08/04  25ºC  38ºC 0 mm  12%  30% 
 2008/08/05  22ºC  35ºC 0 mm  11%  39% 
 2008/08/06  22ºC  39ºC 0 mm  20%  43% 
 2008/08/07  28ºC  41ºC 0 mm  17%  30% 
 2008/08/08  26ºC  39ºC 0 mm  11%  35% 
 2008/08/09  24ºC  33ºC 0 mm  13%  51% 
 2008/08/10  21ºC  32ºC 0 mm  27%  54% 
 2008/08/11  18ºC  26ºC 0 mm  22%  71% 
 2008/08/12  16ºC  30ºC 0 mm  39%  63% 
 2008/08/13  18ºC  34ºC 0 mm  26%  59% 
 2008/08/14  21ºC  34ºC 0 mm  23%  59% 
 2008/08/15  20ºC  34ºC 0 mm  22%  49% 
 2008/08/16  20ºC  33ºC 0 mm  10%  33% 
 2008/08/17  20ºC  34ºC 0 mm  10%  26% 
 2008/08/18  23ºC  37ºC 0 mm  15%  25% 
 2008/08/19  24ºC  36ºC 0 mm  11%  27% 
 2008/08/20  25ºC  37ºC 0.01 mm  11%  38% 
 2008/08/21  22ºC  35ºC 0 mm  8%  33% 
 2008/08/22  20ºC  36ºC 0 mm  5%  29% 
 2008/08/23  24ºC  35ºC 0 mm  7%  21% 
 2008/08/24  20ºC  35ºC 0 mm  10%  39% 
 2008/08/25  19ºC  35ºC 0 mm  15%  38% 
 2008/08/26  21ºC  35ºC 0 mm  13%  35% 
 2008/08/27  22ºC  33ºC 0.01 mm  15%  40% 
 2008/08/28  18ºC  35ºC 0 mm  18%  52% 
 2008/08/29  20ºC  34ºC 0 mm  16%  37% 
 2008/08/30  21ºC  33ºC 0 mm  15%  55% 
 2008/09/01  20ºC  34ºC 0.3 mm  22%  63% 
 2008/09/02  19ºC  35ºC 0 mm  14%  52% 
 2008/09/03  21ºC  37ºC 0 mm  14%  29% 
 2008/09/04  21ºC  35ºC 0 mm  13%  60% 
 2008/09/05  20ºC  34ºC 0 mm  12%  68% 
 2008/09/06  20ºC  37ºC 0 mm  18%  60% 
 2008/09/07  20ºC  36ºC 0 mm  14%  41% 
 2008/09/08  18ºC  35ºC -- 10%  61% 
 2008/09/09  20ºC  34ºC 0.01 mm  15%  46% 
 2008/09/10  18ºC  33ºC 0.1 mm  16%  56% 
 2008/09/11  18ºC  29ºC 0 mm  18%  64% 
 2008/09/ 12  14ºC  29ºC 0.01 mm  23%  72% 
 2008/09/13  15ºC  25ºC 2.9 mm  24%  88% 
 2008/09/14  12ºC  24ºC 8.8 mm  36%  87% 
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 2008/09/15  12ºC  25ºC 4.6 mm  43%  87% 
 2008/09/16  15ºC  28ºC 0 mm  24%  81% 
 2008/09/17  14ºC  29ºC 0 mm  20%  56% 
 2008/09/18  14ºC  30ºC 0 mm  19%  54% 
 2008/09/19  17ºC  31ºC 0 mm  19%  69% 
 2008/09/20  16ºC  31ºC 0 mm  21%  68% 
 2008/09/21  15ºC  30ºC 0.01 mm  18%  69% 
 2008/09/22  15ºC  29ºC 0 mm  17%  57% 
 2008/09/23  13ºC  29ºC 0 mm  17%  68% 
 2008/09/24  15ºC  30ºC 0 mm  12%  54% 
 2008/09/25  15ºC  30ºC 0 mm  17%  60% 
 2008/09/26  15ºC  29ºC 0 mm  15%  45% 
 2008/09/27  17ºC  30ºC 0 mm  16%  55% 
 2008/09/28  15ºC  26ºC 0 mm  18%  55% 
 2008/09/29  13ºC  25ºC 0 mm  20%  76% 
 2008/09/30  13ºC  21ºC 0.2 mm  29%  80% 
 2008/10/01  11ºC  21ºC 8.8 mm  45%  91% 
 2008/10/02  9ºC  22ºC 0.01 mm  28%  83% 
 2008/10/03  10ºC  24ºC 0 mm  21%  69% 
 2008/10/04  12ºC  16ºC 2.5 mm  23%  88% 
 2008/10/05  7ºC  21ºC 13.6 mm  60%  93% 
 2008/10/06  12ºC  23ºC 0 mm  35%  74% 
 2008/10/07  11ºC  24ºC 0 mm  33%  77% 
 2008/10/08  10ºC  24ºC 0 mm  32%  82% 
 2008/10/09  10ºC  25ºC 0 mm  24%  60% 
 2008/10/10  11ºC  26ºC 0 mm  23%  64% 
 2008/10/11  12ºC  24ºC 0 mm  20%  59% 
 2008/10/12  11ºC  23ºC 0 mm  20%  57% 
 2008/10/13  10ºC  21ºC 0 mm  14%  61% 
 2008/10/14  12ºC  22ºC 0 mm  24%  60% 
 2008/10/15  12ºC  22ºC 3.9 mm  30%  90% 
 2008/10/16  11ºC  24ºC 0 mm  36%  86% 
 2008/10/17  11ºC  27ºC 0 mm  34%  72% 
 2008/10/18  13ºC  28ºC 0 mm  24%  61% 
 2008/10/19  12ºC  24ºC 0 mm  20%  54% 
 2008/10/20  9ºC  22ºC 1.3 mm  24%  84% 
 2008/10/21  10ºC  22ºC 0 mm  27%  72% 
 2008/10/22  8ºC  23ºC 0 mm  33%  72% 
 2008/10/23  12ºC  22ºC 0 mm  19%  67% 
 2008/10/24  7ºC  22ºC 0 mm  28%  78% 
 2008/10/25  9ºC  21ºC 0 mm  30%  73% 
 2008/10/26  11ºC  15ºC 6.7 mm  33%  88% 
 2008/10/27  7ºC  16ºC 0.9 mm  65%  94% 
 2008/10/28  11ºC  13ºC 9.2 mm  65%  96% 
 2008/10/29  6ºC  17ºC 9.1 mm  80%  96% 
 2008/10/30  9ºC  12ºC 0.5 mm  54%  85% 
 2008/11/01  7ºC  16ºC 0 mm  58%  77% 
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 2008/11/02  7ºC  14ºC 0.01 mm  47%  78% 
 2008/11/03  7ºC  11ºC 0.01 mm  53%  73% 
 2008/11/04  6ºC  9ºC 0.3 mm  61%  86% 
 2008/11/05  4ºC  9ºC 0.5 mm  60%  87% 
 2008/11/06  5ºC  12ºC 0 mm  56%  74% 
 2008/11/07  2ºC  16ºC 0 mm  52%  91% 
 2008/11/08  3ºC  14ºC 6.5 mm  40%  90% 
 2008/11/09  3ºC  15ºC 0 mm  53%  87% 
 2008/11/10  2ºC  14ºC 0 mm  38%  93% 
 2008/11/11  2ºC  14ºC 0 mm  48%  88% 
 2008/11/12  6ºC  13ºC 0.01 mm  41%  79% 
 2008/11/13  5ºC  14ºC 0.01 mm  50%  74% 
 2008/11/14  3ºC  7ºC 0.2 mm  43%  73% 
 2008/11/15  3ºC  12ºC 0 mm  49%  65% 
 2008/11/16  0ºC  13ºC 0 mm  46%  80% 
 2008/11/17  0ºC  11ºC 0 mm  38%  89% 
 2008/11/18  0ºC  11ºC 0 mm  46%  89% 
 2008/11/19  4ºC  12ºC 0 mm  47%  78% 
 2008/11/20  -1ºC  11ºC 0 mm  39%  81% 
 2008/11/21  0ºC  11ºC 0 mm  40%  82% 
 2008/11/22  -1ºC  11ºC 0 mm  40%  92% 
 2008/11/23  -1ºC  11ºC 0 mm  45%  85% 
 2008/11/24  5ºC  9ºC 0.2 mm  43%  78% 
 2008/11/25  4ºC  14ºC 1.3 mm  80%  92% 
 2008/11/26  0ºC  14ºC 0 mm  46%  93% 
 2008/11/27  1ºC  15ºC 0 mm  37%  85% 
 2008/11/28  2ºC  14ºC 0 mm  37%  85% 
 2008/11/29  2ºC  13ºC 0 mm  37%  83% 
 2008/11/30  1ºC  14ºC 0 mm  43%  85% 
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Sample of Atmospheric reports of TABRIZ in December 2008: 

 

- 

Fig. 460.  Report 1

Fig. 461.  Report 2
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Fig. 462. Report 3

Fig. 463. Report 4
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Fig. 464. Report 5

Fig. 465.  Report 6
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-general changes in the Tabriz bazaar (1956 - 2008 ):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 466.  Tabriz Bazaar in 1956 

Fig. 467.  Tabriz Bazaar in 1984 
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Fig. 468.  Tabriz Bazaar in 2005 

Fig. 469  Tabriz Bazaar in 2008 
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 Fig. 470. Monitoring stations for the traffic monitoring of the Tabriz Bazaar 
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-illustrated Monitoring of Bazaar: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        

Fig. 471.  The Religious ceremony in 
the Gizbasdi   Rasta, 2008 

Fig. 472. The National ceremony in the 
Bāshmākh-chilār  Rasta , 2008 

Fig. 473.  The Religious ceremony in 
the Muzaffariyya Timcha, 2008 

Fig. 474.  The National ceremony in 
the Najjār-lār Rasta, 2008 
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Fig. 475. The Muzaffariyya Timcha in 2008 Fig. 476.  The Muzaffariyya Timcha , 1993 

Fig. 477. Muzaffariyya Timcha in 2008 Fig. 478. The Muzaffariyya Timcha , 1993 
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Fig. 479. The Muzaffariyya Timcha, 
2008 

Fig. 480. the Muzaffariyya Timcha, 
1989 

Fig. 481. The kharazilar Timcha, 1989

Fig. 482. The kharazilar Timcha in 2008 
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Fig. 483. The Amir Timcha , 2008 Fig. 484. The Amir shomali Timcha , 1993 

Fig. 486. the Mirzā-Shafi Dālān, 1993Fig. 485. The Mirzā-Shafi Dālān,2008
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Fig. 487. Sheykh-kazim Timcha, 2008 Fig. 488. The Sheykh-kazim Timcha,1993

Fig. 490. The Sheykh-kazim Timcha, 1993 Fig. 489. The Sheykh-kazim Timcha , 2008 

Fig. 491. The Tāzā-Rāstā-Bāzāri, ,1989 Fig. 492. The Tāzā-Rāstā-Bāzāri, 2008 
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- Statistics of visitors of Tabriz historical bazaar complex in September- 2008.257 

                                                 
257 This statistical analysis is done by monitoring team of Tabriz historical bazaar complex Base, in September- 

2008. 

 

Fig. 494. The Shishegar Khānā Fig. 493. The Shishegar Khānā 

Fig. 495. The Birinji-Hāj-
Abulqāsim Dālān, 1989 

Fig. 496.  The Birinji-Hāj-
Abulqāsim Dālān 2008
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Number and variety of the visitors: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Local visitors 2643 52.9 52.9 52.9 

  Regional visitors 1079 21.6 21.6 74.4 

 Foreign visitors  75 1.5 1.5 75.9 

  Iranian visitors 1203 24.1 24.1 100.0 

 Total 5000 100.0 100.0  

 

Visitors from other regions of Iran 

Foreign visitors

Regional visitors

Local visitors 

Visitors from 
other regions of 

Foreign visitors

Regional visitors                   

Local visitors 

Fig. 497. Statistics of visitor numbers of Tabriz historical bazaar complex in September- 2008 
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The main reason for coming to the bazaar: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Which characteristic of the bazaar did most attract you? 

 

 

 

reason Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

the traditional architecture of the 
bazaar 

1568 27.1 27.1 27.1 

To make a short cut via the bazaar 412 7.1 7.1 34.2 

For shopping 2806 48.5 48.5 82.7 

 To work 998 17.3 17.3 100.0 

Total 5784 100.0 100.0  

 

To work

For shopping

The traditional architecture of the 
bazaar 

To make a short cut via 
the bazaar 

the traditional architecture of the 

To make a short cut via the bazaar 

For shopping

To work

Fig. 498. Statistics of visitor numbers (main reason for coming to the bazaar) in September- 2008 
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characteristic Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Liveliness of the bazaar as a 
commercial complex 

670 14.0 14.0 14.0 

Variety of the functions in the bazaar 869 18.2 18.2 32.2 

The architectural style 2070 43.3 43.3 75.5 

All of the above 1168 24.5 24.5 100.0 

Total 4777 100.0 100.0  

All of the characteristics  

Liveliness of the bazaar as a 
commercial complex 

Variety of the functions in the 
bazaar 

The architectural style

All of the characteristics  

The architectural style

Variety of the functions in the bazaar 

Liveliness of the bazaar as a 
commercial complex 

Fig. 499. Statistics of visitor ideas about Tabriz historical bazaar complex in September- 2008 
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7. a. Photographs, slides, image inventory and authorization table and 

other audiovisual materials 

 

Slides and DVD are attached to the end of this file.  
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Fig. 200. Setting of bazaar in Safavid period 

Fig. 201. These two diagrams show the relationship between the commerce and religion in the 

bazaar of Tabriz.  

fig. 202.  The groups which are establishing the social structure of bazaar of Tabriz have been 

acting since long time ago. 

fig. 203. Social ceremonies in Tabriz bazaar 

Fig. 204. Haj-Mohammad-Gholi timche 

fig. 205. Mass and open space are properly interrelated in Tabriz bazaar.  In the case of 

earthquakes or conflagration Central courtyard provide places to escape.   

Fig. 206 .Pol-bazaars of shoemakers (Eastern) along the Yemen-duzan bazaar. 

Fig. 207. Pol-bazaars on the Aji-chai River 

Fig. 208. Fred Richards sketch -The bazaar on the bridge 

Fig. 209. The map of Tabriz bazaar (Gharachi Daghi 19th AD.) 

Fig. 210. The western Pol bazaar, tabriz bazaar 

Fig. 211. Darolshafa bazaar in Ghom (www.archnet .com)  

Fig. 212. Miniature map of Tabriz, in the time of Shah Tahmaseb Safavi designed by Nasooh 

– metraghchi-Osmani. Bazaar, Joining the main squares and complexes and main 

centers of city of Tabriz . 

Fig. 213. Chardin Handmade design, showing cities' elements1 

Fig. 214.  Ghazvin city and Alighapoo in Safavi's reign (Ehsan Eshraghi-Ghazvin city-page 

322)  

Fig. 215.  Naghsh Jahān square in Isfahan 
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Fig. 216. Ganjalikhan square in Kerman  

Fig. 217. haj-hosein sara,tabriz bazaar 

Fig. 218. Mozafarie timche 

Fig. 219. Mirza-shafi timche 

Fig. 220. Sheikh-kazem timche 

Fig. 221. Mirza-jalil dalan 

Fig. 222. Amir Sara, Tabriz bazaar 

Fig. 223.  Kashani Sara, Arak bazaar 

Fig. 224. Arak bazaar, chaharsuq 

Fig. 225. Arak bazaar, chaharsuq 

Fig. 226. Eastern entrance of Arak bazaar 

Fig. 227. Western entrance of Arak bazaar 

Fig. 228. New commercial centers in bazaar of Arak 

Fig. 229. Western entrance of Arak bazaar, new constructions disturbed visual integrity of 

bazaar  

Fig. 230. Bazaar of Ardebil 

Fig. 231. Entrance of Gheisarieh, Ardebil bazaar 

Fig. 232. Kafashan and Alafan bazaar, Ardabil 

Fig. 233. Haji-mirza sara, ardabil bazaar 

Fig. 234. The map of Ardabil bazaar  

Fig. 235.  Naghsh-e-jahan sqare  

Fig. 236. Naghsh-e-jahan sqare  

Fig. 237.  Saru-taghi sara, bazaar of Isfahan 

Fig. 238. Agha bazaar , Isfahan 

Fig. 239.  One of karevansaras in isfahan bazaar,being used as parking 

Fig. 240. Isfahan historic axis. 

Fig. 241. An old hand made drowing of Tehran bazaar, 1873 AD 

Fig. 242. Bazaar of Tehran (mansur,h.) 

Fig. 243. Bazaar of Tehran (www.ketabeavval.ir) 

Fig. 244. Location of Tehran bazaar in the city 

Fig. 245. Bazaar of Tabriz (left) bazaar of Tehran (right) (Viret, 1972) 

Fig. 246. Bazaar of Zanjan in Friday (holiday) 

Fig. 247. Bazaar of Zanjan in Friday (holiday) 

Fig. 248. The map of Zanjan bazaar 
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Fig. 249. Gheisariyeh bazaar, ghazvin    

Fig. 250. Chaharsugh of sad-al-saltaneh bazaar, ghazvin bazaar 

Fig. 251. Masjed-al-nabi mosque, ghazvin 

Fig. 252. Razavi Sara, bazaar of ghazvin 

Fig. 253. One of the entrances of ghazvin bazaar 

Fig. 254. One of the entrances of ghazvin bazaar 

Fig. 255. The map of ghazvin bazaar 

Fig. 256.  Bozorg timche, ghom bazaar 

Fig. 257. Great timcheh, ghom bazaar 

Fig. 258. Great timcheh, ghom bazaar 

Fig. 259.  Ghom bazaar  

Fig. 260. The map of Ghom bazaar 

Fig. 261.  Kerman Bazaar  

Fig. 262. Western side of gang-ali-khan square, Kerman bazaar 

Fig. 263. Northern side of gang-ali-khan square, Kerman bazaar  

Fig. 264. Architectural ornaments in Kerman bazaar (an official building in bazaar) 

Fig. 265. Architectural ornaments in Kerman bazaar 

Fig. 266. Architectural ornaments in Kerman bazaar 

Fig. 267. The map of Kerman bazaar 

Fig. 268. Vakil bazaar, Shiraz 

Fig. 269. Mihrab of Jami mosque, Shiraz 

Fig. 270. Entrance to Noe Bazaar from Karim Khan Zand St. 

Fig. 271. Moshir Sara entrance  

Fig. 272. Moshir Bazaar, Shiraz  

Fig. 273. The map of Shiraz bazaar 

Fig. 274. Gheisarieh Bazaar of Lar 

Fig. 275. Lar city and location of bazzar in the city 

Fig. 276. Yazd Bazaar and mahalas around it 

Fig. 277. Yazd Bazaar 

Fig. 278. Mesgari bazaar, Yazd 

Fig. 279. Chaharsogh (junction) of Khan Bazaar, Yazd bazaar 

Fig. 280.  Bazaar (Kapali Çarsi) in bursa, turkey  

Fig. 281. Bazaar (Kapali Çarsi) in bursa, turkey 

Fig. 282. Kapaliçarsi-istanbul  
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Fig. 283. Cross-section of the Old Bedesten, Kapaliçarsi-istanbul 

Fig. 284. Chaharsugh of Istanbul Bazaar 

Fig. 285. Kapaliçarsi-istanbul  
Fig.286.  Kapaliçarsi-istanbul 

Fig. 287. Kapaliçarsi-istanbul  

Fig. 288. Kapaliçarsi-istanbul  

Fig. 289. Damascus bazaar area 

Fig. 290.  Souks of Damascus 

Fig. 291.  Damascus city and the souks of Damascus 

Fig. 292. Souks of Damascus 

Fig. 293. Souks of Damascus 

Fig. 294. Souk Al-Hamidiyy, Damascus 

Fig. 295. Souk Al-Hamidiyy, Damascus 

Fig. 296. Ciros historical center 

Fig. 297. Bazaar of CIRO 

Fig. 298. Functions in bazaar of CIRO 

Fig. 299. Bazaar of CIR  

Fig. 300. Bazaar of Cairo  

Fig. 301. Bukhara historical center  

Fig. 302. Reconstructed plan of the city center, Burkhara 

Fig. 303. Bukhara bazaar  

Fig. 304. Bukhara bazaar  

Fig. 305. Bukhara bazaar 

Fig. 306. Bukhara bazaar 

Fig. 307.  Red Fort, Dehli       

Fig. 308. Chatta Chowk Bazar 

Fig. 309. Chatta Chowk Bazar  

Fig. 310. Chatta Chowk Bazar  

Fig. 311. Chatta Chowk Bazaar 

Fig. 312. The map of the world and the situation of Morocco on it 

Fig. 313. The main square of the Medina of Marrakech  

Fig. 314. Souk Smarine in Marrakech    

Fig. 315. Main mosque in Marrakech    

Fig. 316. The main square of the Medina of Marrakech   
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Fig. 317. The main square of the Medina of Marrakech   

Fig. 318. The main square of the Medina of Marrakech   

Fig. 319. Textiles (Cloth) - Souk Smarine  

Fig. 320. Textiles (Cloth) - Souk Smarine  

Fig. 321. The main square of the Medina of Marrakech   

Fig. 322. Tapis (Carpets) - souk Zarbia  

Fig. 323. Tapis (Carpets) - souk Zarbia 

Fig. 324. Tapis (Carpets) - souk Zarbia  

Fig. 325. The main square of the Medina and the main mosque of Marrakech   

Fig. 326. The old picture of the Medina of Marrakech  

Fig. 327. The main square of the Medina of Marrakech  

Fig. 328. Map of The main square of the Medina of tunisia 

Fig. 329. Souk of Tunisia 

Fig. 330. Souk of Tunisia 

Fig. 331.Souk of Tunisia 

Fig. 332. Souk of Tunisia 

Fig. 333.  Some picture of the Souk of Tunisia that show its open and covered space. 

Fig. 335.   Old picture of the main square of the Medina in Tunisia 

Fig. 336. The main square of the Medina of Tunisia  

Fig. 337.  Gizbasdi bazaar 

Fig. 338.  Yamanduz bazaar 

Fig. 339.  Dār-Dallazan bazaar 

Fig. 340.  Sādiqiyya Chārsug (Inter section of tow rastes)  

Fig. 341.  Gan-Dallazan bazaar 

Fig. 342.  sarājān bazar 

Fig. 343. Shishagar khana bazar 

Fig. 344  Amir Sarā 

Fig. 345.  Gurjular Sarā 

Fig. 346. Mirzā-Abulhasan Sarā 

Fig. 347. Hāj-Mammad Quli Sarā 

Fig. 348. Mirzā-Jalil Quli Sarā 

Fig.349.   Mirzā-Mammad Quli Sarā 

Fig. 350. Iki-Gāpilār (Do Dari) Sarā 

Fig. 351. Hāj-husen-Gadim Sarā 
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Fig. 352. Hāj-husen-Miyāni Sarā 

fig. 353. Taza-Hāj-Husen Sarā 

fig. 354.  Shazde Bozorg Sarā 

Fig. 355. Darabbāsi (Darb Abbāsi) Sarā 

Fig. 356. Sāhib-Divān Sarā 

Fig. 357. Mirzā-Ismāyil Sarā 

Fig. 358.  Umud Sarā 

Fig. 359.  Muzaffariyya Timcha 

Fig. 360.  Amir-Shumāli Timcha   

Fig. 361.  Hāj-Safar-Ali Timcha 

Fig. 362.  Junubi Amir Timcha 

Fig. 363.  1-inchi-Hāj-Sheykh Timcha 

Fig. 364.  Boyuk-Sheykh-Kāzim Timcha 

Fig. 365.  Mirzā-Mammad Dālān  

Fig. 366.  Abāchi Dālān  

Fig. 367.  Hāshimiya Dālān  

Fig. 368.  Hāj-Abulqāsim Dālān  

Fig. 369.  Kabud (Goi-Machid) mosque: 

Fig. 370.   JUMĀ-MACHIDI MOSQUE 

Fig. 371. Dinvary mosque  

Fig. 372. Atmish-uth-Sutun Mosque 

Fig. 373. Shahidi mosque 
Fig. 374.  Bridge bazaars, western view  

Fig. 375.  Bridge bazaars, interior view   

Fig. 376.  Bridge bazaars, during reconstruction   

Fig. 377.   Mirza mehdi Hammām 

Fig. 378. Mirza mehdi Hammām 

Fig. 379.  Mirza mehdi Hammām  

Fig. 380. Mirza mehdi Hammām, ornaments 

Fig. 381. Haj_safar-ali mosqe-school  

Fig. 382. Bazaar of Tabriz in Safavid era and today 

Fig. 383. Analytical diagram of the integrity and consistency of entities constituting Tabriz 

Bazaar 

Fig. 384. Development pressure (northern areas of bazaar) 
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Fig. 385. Maintenances of southern parts of bazaar due to Economical value of these 

areas 

Fig. 386. Development pressure (Lack of management of internal transportation) 

Fig. 387. Development pressure (Lack of management of internal transportation) 

Fig. 388. Development pressure (Entrance of motorized vehicles) 

Fig. 389. Development pressure (Entrance of motorized vehicles) 

Fig. 390. Development pressure 

Fig. 391. Development pressure (illegible bazaar entrance) 

Fig. 392. Development pressure (Lack of parking) 

Fig. 393. Development pressure 

Fig. 394. Development pressure (lack of the transportation regulations) 

Fig. 395. Development pressure 

Fig. 396. Development pressure (changing Saras into storage) 

Fig. 397. Development pressure (changing Saras into storage) 

Fig. 398. Development pressure 

Fig. 399. Development pressure (Unprincipled interventions) 

Fig. 400. Development pressure (construction in Sara's open spaces) 

Fig. 401. Development pressure (construction in Sara's open spaces) 

Fig. 402. Development pressure (construction in Sara's open spaces) 

Fig. 403. Development pressure (construction in Sara's open spaces) 

Fig. 404. Development pressure (Unprincipled interventions) 

Fig. 405. Development pressure (Unprincipled interventions) 

Fig. 406. Development pressure (Unprincipled interventions) 

Fig. 407. Development pressure (Unprincipled interventions) 

Fig. 408. Development pressure 

Fig. 409. Development pressure 

Fig. 410. Development pressure 

Fig. 411. Development pressure (Building an extra storie) 

Fig. 412. Development pressure (Unprincipled interventions) 

Fig. 413. Development pressure (Decorating with new material) 

Fig. 414. Development pressure 

Fig. 415. Development pressure 

Fig. 416. Development pressure 

Fig. 417. Development pressure 
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Fig. 418. Development pressure 

Fig. 419. Development pressure 

Fig. 420. Development pressure 

Fig. 421. Development pressure 

Fig. 422. Development pressure 

Fig. 423. Development pressure 

Fig. 424. Development pressure (dividing Hojras in two parts due to high commercial value) 

Fig. 425. Development pressure 

Fig. 426. Development pressure (dividing Hojras in two parts due to high commercial value) 

Fig. 427. Development pressure (dividing Hojras in two parts due to high commercial value) 

Fig. 428. Unsuitable functions 

Fig. 429. Unsuitable functions 

Fig. 430. Development pressure 

Fig. 431. Development pressure (Decorating with new material) 

Fig. 432. Up to dating the utilities 

Fig. 433. Up to dating the utilities 

Fig. 434. Inappropriate utilities 

Fig. 435. Inappropriate utilities 

Fig. 436. Inappropriate utilities 

Fig. 437. Inappropriate utilities 

Fig. 438. Building an extra stories 

Fig. 439. Building an extra stories 

Fig. 440. Environmental pressure (damp) 

Fig. 441. Environmental pressure (damp) 

Fig. 442. Intrusive plants 

Fig. 443. Intrusive plants 

Fig.444. Ownership map 

Fig.445 . Tabriz historical bazaar complex Steering Committee chart 

Fig. 446. The procedure for approval of development plans by HCAUP 

Fig. 447. Organizations chat of Tabriz historical bazaar complex (THBC) 

Fig. 448. Statistics of visitors of Tabriz historical bazaar complex in September- 2008 

Fig. 449. The places, in which conservative interventions are performed in 1987-97 

Fig. 450. The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 1998 

Fig. 451. The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 1999 
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Fig. 452. The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 2000 

Fig. 453. The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 2001 

Fig. 454. The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 2002 

Fig. 455. The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 2003 

Fig. 456. The places, in which conservative interventions are performed in 2004 

Fig. 457. The places, in which conservative interventions are performed in 2005 

Fig. 458. The places in which conservative interventions are performed in 2006 

Fig. 459. The statistic of earthquake in Aerbaijan region 

Fig. 460.  Report 1 

Fig. 461.  Report 2 

Fig. 462. Report 3 

Fig. 463. Report 4 

Fig. 464. Report 5 

Fig. 465. Report 6 

Fig. 466. Tabriz Bazaar in 1956 

Fig. 467. Tabriz Bazaar in 1984 

Fig. 468. Tabriz Bazaar in 2005 

Fig. 469. Tabriz Bazaar in 2008 

Fig. 470. Monitoring stations for the traffic monitoring of the Tabriz Bazaar 

Fig. 471. The Religious ceremony in the Gizbasdi   Rasta, 2008 

Fig. 472. The National ceremony in the Bāshmākh-chilār  Rasta , 2008 

Fig. 473. The Religious ceremony in the Muzaffariyya Timcha, 2008 

Fig. 474. The National ceremony in the Najjār-lār Rasta, 2008 

Fig. 475. The Muzaffariyya Timcha in 2008 

Fig. 476. The Muzaffariyya Timcha, 1993 

Fig. 477. Muzaffariyya Timcha in 2008 

Fig. 478. The Muzaffariyya Timcha, 1993  

Fig. 479. The Muzaffariyya Timcha, 2008 

Fig. 480. The Muzaffariyya Timcha, 1989 

Fig. 481. The kharazilar Timcha, 1989 

Fig. 482. The kharazilar Timcha in 2008 

Fig. 483. The Amir Timcha , 2008 

Fig. 484. The Amir shomali Timcha , 1993 

Fig. 485. The Mirzā-Shafi Dālān, 2008 
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Fig. 486. The Mirzā-Shafi Dālān, 1993 

Fig. 487. Sheykh-kazim Timcha, 2008 

Fig. 488. The Sheykh-kazim Timcha,  1993  

Fig. 489. The Sheykh-kazim Timcha, 2008 

Fig. 490. The Sheykh-kazim Timcha, 1993 

Fig. 491. The Tāzā-Rāstā-Bāzāri, 1989 

Fig. 492. The Tāzā-Rāstā-Bāzāri, 2008 

Fig. 493. The Shishegar Khānā Bazaar, 2008 

Fig. 494. The Shishegar Khānā Bazaar, 1989 

Fig. 495. The Birinji-Hāj-Abulqāsim Dālān, 1989 

Fig. 496.  The Birinji-Hāj-Abulqāsim Dālān, 2008 

Fig. 497. Statistics of visitor numbers of Tabriz historical bazaar complex in September- 2008 

Fig. 498. Statistics of visitor numbers (main reason for coming to the bazaar) in September- 

2008 

Fig. 499. Statistics of visitor ideas about Tabriz historical bazaar complex in September- 2008 
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The list of slides 

 
Roof sketch  

1. General view of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex (sketch) 

Sarā 

2.  General View of Amir Sarā 

3.  View of Amir Sarā’s Eyvān 

4. General View of Mirzā-Jalil Sarā 

5. General View of Hāj-Husen-Gadim Sarā 

6. General View of Darabbāsi Sarā  

Timcha 

7.  General View of Malik Timcha 

8. General View of Hāj-Rahim Timcha 

9. General View of Hāj Timcha 

10. General View of 1-Inji-Hāj-sheykh Timcha 

11. General View of Muzaffariyya Timcha 

12. Structural element (Kārbandi) in Muzaffariyya Timcha 

13. General View of 2-inchi-Hāj-Sheykh Timcha 

14. General View of Hāj-Safar-Ali Timcha 

15.  Structural element (Kārbandi) in Hāj-Safar-Ali Timcha 

16. General View of Hāj-Mammad Quli Timcha  

17. Structural element (Kārbandi) in Hāj-Mammad Quli Timcha 

18.  General View of Hāj-Taqi Timcha 

19. General View of Boyuk-Sherbāflār Timcha 

20.  General View of Bālā- Sherbāflār Timcha 

21.  General View of Boyuk-Sheykh-Kāzim Timcha 

22. General View of Amir-Shumāli Timcha 

23. General View of Junubi Amir Timcha 

Rāstā 

24. General View of Gan-Dallazan Rāstāsi 

25.  General View of Dār-Dallazan Rāstāsi 

26.  General View of Yamanduz Rāstāsi 

27. General View of Sādeqiyya Rāstāsi  
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28. General View of Tāzā-Rāstā-bāzāri 

29.  General View of Butchu Rāstāsi 

30.  General View of Gadim-Rāstā-bāzāri  

31. General View of Gand-Chilar Rāstāsi 

32. General View of Safi Bazaari 

33. General View of Bāshmākh-chilār Bazaari 

34.  General View of Amir Bazaari  

35. General View of Sarrājān Bazaari  

Pol-Bāzār 

36.  General View of Pol-Bāzār 

Dālān 

37. General View of Aghā Dālāni 

38. General View of Gāni Dālāni  

39. General View of Mirzā-Mohammad Dālāni  

Mosque 

40. General View of Siqqat-ul-islām Mosque 

41.  General View of Hāj-Safar-Ali Mosque  

42. Structural element (Kārbandi) in Hāj-Safar-Ali Mosque  

43. General View of Jumā-Machidi 

44.  General View of Ālchāq Mosque  

45.  General View of 63-Sutun Mosque  

46. General View of Imām-Jumā Mosque  

47. View of Kabud Mosque entrance  

48. Portal of Kabud Mosque 

49. View of Kabud Mosque interior  

50. General view of Khosroshāhi Mosque  

51. General view of Shahid-Qāzi Mosque  

52. General view of Khāloglu Mosque  

53. General view of Hujjat-ul-Islām Mosque  

54.  A sample of inscription in bazaar unit’s portals  

School 

55. General view of Akbariyya School 
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Mausoleum 

56. General view of Sāhib-ul-Amr Mausoleum  

57.  Interior of Sāhib-ul-Amr Mausoleum 

Gate 

58.  General view of Khiābān Gāpisi 

Religious ceremonies in THBC  

59. Photo of Religious ceremony in Muzaffariyya Timcha 

60.  Photo of Religious ceremony in Muzaffariyya Timcha  

Some occupations in THBC  

61.  Photo of carpet merchant  

62.  Photo of rug merchant  

63. Photo of carpet Weaver   

64.  Photo of dry fruit shop  

65. Photo of traditional drugstore  

66. Photo of tea-house  

67. Photo of knife shop 

68.  Photo of carpet restoration workshop 

69.  Photo of Wool merchant 

70.  Photo of “Kabābi” 
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7.b. Texts relating to protective designation, copies of property management 

plans or documented management systems and extracts of other plans 

relevant to the property 
 

The texts and contents of the management plans and protective designation of the 

property as indicated in the Management chapter of this file: 

The protection of all historical monuments of Iran is ensured by ICHHTO. By the Law 

of Conservation of National Monuments approved on November the 3rd 1930, all the 

monuments registered in the National Heritage List are under the State’s protection and 

supervision. additionally, a number of other protection laws, such as the Law of Foundation 

of National Council of the City constructing and Architecture, the Law of City constructing 

and Architecture, the Law of City Properties approved in September the 12th, 1982, Law of 

Purchase of properties, buildings and archaeological monuments as well as some chapters of 

the Law of City Halls force the State or the private administrations to respect registered 

monuments on the National Heritage List.  

Some preventive laws have also been approved to guaranty the physical maintenance 

of National Monuments of Iran, and to preserve their cultural-historical values. Among these 

laws, one may mention a parliamentary record prohibiting illegal excavations (in force since 

27-05-1979), clauses of the Law of Islamic Punishments or the chapter 127 of the Annex to 

the General Punishment Law in Iran. The other significant measure is the act concerning the 

election and duties of the councils of religious and endowed places, approved on 29-04-1986. 

The legal implementation of these measures is ensured by Clause 2 of the Decree of 

the National Security Council concerning the protection of cultural properties, and also Clause 

‘C’ of Article 166 of the Ministry of Interior concerning directly the protection of ancient 

remains within the modern settlements. 

 

The legal designation of the protective boundaries of the site is as follows: 

The legal designation of the protective boundaries within the Tabriz historical bazaar 

complex is as follows: 

  

- General Regulation 

All individuals or legal bodies, whether governmental or non-governmental, are 

obliged to inform ICHHTO and acquire its prior agreement regarding any program, project or 
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intervention which can somehow change the natural, environmental, historical and cultural 

status of the entire area within the protected zones of THBC, especially in the following cases: 

macro-scale developmental projects (construction of bridges, roads and highways, building, 

etc) 

 

- Core Zone Regulation 

1-   All activities that may damage the core zone area are prohibited. 

2- All reconstructive activities including reparation, restoration, rehabilitation, re-

organization or changing the function of all or a part of the various monuments 

without the permission of ICHHTO (THBC) are prohibited. 

3- All activities that may damage the base of the core zone or its historical integrity 

including creating canals for water pipes, electricity wires, gas or telephone cables, 

installing vibrators, excessive trembling, smoky or excessively noisy systems, all 

advertising billboards and posters in addition to excessive traffic are all prohibited.  

4- Erection of posters or advertising bill boards which may compromise the visual 

integrity of the monuments is prohibited. 

    

- Buffer Zone Regulation 

1- All reconstructive activities including reparation, restoration, rehabilitation, re-

organization or changing the function of all or a part of the various monuments 

without the permission of ICHHTO (THBCB) are all prohibited. 

2- The maximum height of construction in the first area from the ground level to the 

roof is 7.5m with a maximum of two floors. All construction must be approved by 

ICHHTO (THBCB). 

3- Architectural designs and outward appearances of structures which may compromise 

the visual integrity of the area must be in accordance with the surrounding 

structures. 

4- All Urban development plans must be approved by ICHHTO (THBCB) in the 

feasibility stage.  

    

- LANDSCAPE ZONE REGULATIONS 

Large scale plans include skyscrapers, industrial complexes and development projects 

such as: Highways, Subways and Railways must be agreed by ICHHTO (THBCB) in the 

feasibility study stage. 
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-Management plans of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex (THBC)  

 

-Short-term program: 

Restoration, Protection & Development Plan of The Complex (Short Term) 

1- Annual monitoring of bazaar documentation and submitting the results to the related units 

(Monitoring unit) 

2- Exact and technical surveying of old and modern Rasta bazaars(series of shops)  

3- Restoration of different damages parts of bazaar and consolidation and protecting it 

4- Compiling the plan of organizing and restoring of bazaar from Gurjilar side (29-Bahman Bazaar) 

5- Constructing lavatories in halls and plazas.  

6- Organizing the signposts in bazaar 

7- Obtaining the results of soil mechanics.  

 

Plans of Research Department in Complex (Short-Term) 

1- Establishing documents and archive center of Tabriz historical bazaar complex and equipping it  

2- Establishing pottery studies bank in province in one of the historical houses in this city 

(Seghatoleslam’s House) 

3- Preparing database for all research activities 

4- Cooperation with scientific institutes and inviting the researchers of universities to participate in 

the researches related to study of historical work 

 

Plans For Introduction & Presentation of Work in Short-Term (One Year) 

1- Training the guides fin order for better introduction of historical, cultural and architectural values 

2- Placing signposts in suitable places (roads coming to city and also roads inside the city coming to 

Tabriz historical bazaar in different languages) 

3- Publishing suitable and variable brochures (in Farsi, English, Russian, French, Turkish & Arabic) 

to be given to the residents and visitors of the complex free of charge  

4- Explaining the activities and managerial plan of the complex for people especially for the visitors 

in order to increase their knowledge about the values and managerial and protective issues of the 

complex 

5- Cooperation with travel agencies in order to offer more and proper services to all visitors 

including domestic or foreign 

6- Increasing the cleaning services of the complex, toilets, services centers and so on     

7- Removing the limitations of tourism facilities  

 8-  Evaluating the facilities required for tourists   
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Schedule For presentation and promotion of Tabriz historical bazaar complex 

(Short-Term) 

1. Cooperation in establishment of local associations of cultural heritage stakeholders  with the aim 

of active partnership of all people residing in the region in execution and progress of the 

prioritized plans of base’s management plan 

2. Creating and reinforcing the relation between the governmental departments and originations and 

local associations with cultural heritage organizations’ managements including management of 

state organization of cultural heritage, director of historical fabric base with the aim of 

accelerating the execution of management plants through collaboration with these governmental 

organizations and organs and accomplishment of the joint objectives especially in the field of 

regional development 

3. Introducing the activities and objectives of management plan especially for the people residing in 

the site with the aim of increasing their knowledge and insight about the values of world heritage 

candidate and esteeming the actions taken with the aim of keeping these values and transferring 

them to the posterity through publishing of journals like periodicals and using audiovisual aids and 

mass media 

4. Establishing the research center of the complex with cooperation of the related organizations and 

researchers and professors in the fields of art, history, culture and architecture  

5. Distinguishing the required trainings for promotion of management in the complex   

6. Equipping the documents and studies center of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex  

7. Training the personnel of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex  

8. Training the guards of the complex for promoting the physical protection level of the complex 

9. Inviting for cooperation and welcoming the educational-cultural plans for more introduction of the 

complex taking advantage of modern and updated advertisement methods  

10. Creating a suitable background for publishing books, brochures, magazines and periodicals in high 

circulation and low price for the use of the public specially the residents of the site 

11. Introducing the natural resources and historical and cultural reserves of the region with the aim of 

increasing the visit attractions  
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-mid-term program: 

 

The Plans & Projects For Tourism Development in Tabriz in Mid Term (3-5 Years) 

1. Studying & Establishing of Tourism Substructure  

2. Organizing & Improving the Tourism Projects 

3. Studying & Establishing Fundamental Tourism Installations  

4. Evaluating and distinguishing the needs of the tourists with the aim of creating the required 

facilities in the region during execution and termination of this management plan and taking 

advantage of the obtained information in order to plan and compile development and tourism 

plans in future management plan 

5- Evaluation and analyzing the potentials and capacity of visiting the area for executing tourism 

development plans and providing the facilities to fulfill the needs of the present visitors and 

provide the conditions for future development 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Restoration, Protection & Development Plan of The Complex (mid-Term) 

1- Studies for reinforcing bazaar against earthquake  

2- Serious prosecution violations about the area, territory and appearance such as reflecting the 

violations of the previous years including removal of bases, using them in body and returning the 

balconies to their previous state and executing brick ceiling with brick and wooden dome and 

returning the showcases of shops to wooden and traditional form in the base of shops 

3- Restoration of bazaar mosques 

4- Releasing the snow banks of bazaar. 

5- Organizing the wires and cables of electricity and telephone lines and executing the infrastructure 

installations including sewage, electricity, gas and telephone. 

6- Holding training workshops to keep and promote the methods and principles of traditional 

restoration in bazaar. 

7- Flooring of public paths, plazas and hall using stone and brick and brick cover of bazaar roof. 

8- Restoring and protecting Mirza Shafi, Shahzadeh Kouchak and Mir Abolhassan halls. 

9- Establishing tourism and hosting places in bazaar. 

10- Establishing tourism information center in bazaar.  
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Plans of Research Department in Complex (Mid-term) 

1- Establishing databank from the data and documents in one of the historical houses (Zaka’s House) 

2- Carrying out of GIS studies in historical texture of Tabriz  

3- Helping for publishing, translation and compiling books, papers and researches made about 

historical bazaar of Tabriz  

4- Research & speculation plan for determining the archeological limit of bazaar inside bazaar 

complex  

 

 

Plans For Introduction & Presentation of Work in Mid Term (Three Years) 

1- Publishing the values and importance of the complex as an archeological, historical and cultural 

place in national and international level through publishing brochures, web sites and radio and 

TV. 

2- Publishing guide books and brochures in different languages 

3- Publishing and distributing new brochures and CDs in different fields and widely 

4- Cooperation with IRIB for producing programs of introducing the complex from historical, 

artistic and archeological aspects together with introducing of other attractions of the region in 

different languages and broadcasting these programs from international TV channels  

5- Cooperation with organizations and universities for holding training programs for tour guides  

6- Introducing the cultural and artistic activities in order to increase the number of visitors  

7- Organizing different cultural and artistic activities in the complex  

8- Organizing tours for students  

9- Organizing explanatory and training programs for tour guides and local guides  

10- Evaluating the facilities required for tourists  

11- Evaluating the satisfaction rate of visitors in certain intervals  
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Schedule For presentation and promotion of Tabriz historical bazaar complex  

 (Mid-term) 

1. Promoting the structural level of management system of the complex through employing competent 

experts and specialists  

2. Promoting the structural level of management system through holding continuous training courses  

3. Training all the personnel of the Tabriz historical bazaar complex Base for more protection of the 

complex  

4. Holding specialized conferences and seminars about the subjects related to the complex  

5. Directing and protecting NGOs (Non-Profit Governmental Organizations) for more introduction of 

the complex to the people  

6. Creating suitable structures for partnership of universities, higher education centers, scientific 

institutes and research centers in different fields related to world heritage candidate and works in it 

like management, planning, protection, environment, architecture, landscape & environment 

designing, sciences related to development and other related sciences through direction the 

research projects of universities, theses and dissertations and also concluding contracts for study 

and research in these fields  

7. Establishing relations and cultural and scientific exchanges with other related organs and institutes 

in national and international levels  

8. Introducing the values and importance of world heritage candidate as an archeological and cultural 

landscape in national and international level through publishing papers and researches and taking 

advantage of audio visual aids and mass media  

9.Evaluation and analyzing the potentials and capacity of visiting the area for executing tourism 

development plans and providing the facilities to fulfill the needs of the present visitors and 

provide the conditions for future development  
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-long-term program 

 

Restoration, Protection & Development Plan of The Complex (Long Term) 

1. Possession of violation cases in entrances including the occupied transom  and removing the 

commercial units established in halls  

2. Decreasing the height of newly-established passages 

3. Removing the extra stories of shops which are higher than the arch of facades in bazaar  

4. Defining eight gates and barbican of Najafgholikhan (gates of the old city) and regenerating 

them. 

5. Compiling plans for facades of Molana and Shams passages and the walls of Rasta Kooche, 

Daraei and Jomhuri streets including the sample of plans of facades for commercial and 

residential places  

6. Compiling the plan for continuing the connection paths of old bazaar which has been cut from 

the complex because of establishing streets and urban development, including the range of 

Shishegarkhaneh line, Haramkhaneh line, Rangchi bazaar line and Kohneh Bazaar line  

7. Returning the main applications of bazaar elements in bazaar body 

8. Regenerating the public places like squares, baths, schools and refrigerators   

9. Executing the central heating system in motor house (establishing the central motor house in five 

points in bazaar according to the approved plan of East Azerbaijan Tourism, Handicrafts and 

Cultural Heritage Origination) 

10. Regenerating Sahebabad square and historical complex around it 

11. Removing the disturbing production workshops and establishing non-disturbing and new 

production workshops like electronic assembly workshops 

12. Establishing Tabriz History Museum in some part of bazaar. 

 

 

Plans of Research Department in Complex (Long-Term) 

1- Continuing archeological researches and speculation in bazaar complex 

2- Studying and investigating the architectural elements of bazaar complex and documenting them   

3- Collecting all published documents and literature including books, papers, theses, reports, 

brochures, photos, films, microfilms, CD and so on published in Iran or abroad about bazaar 

specially Tabriz historical bazaar complex 

4- Research about architectural characteristics of bazaar 

5- Research about management method of bazaar and method of trade and business in bazaar from 

old times up to now  
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Schedule For presentation and promotion of Tabriz historical bazaar complex  

  (Long -Term) 

1. Establishing the History Museum of Tabriz in some part of bazaar complex  

2. Establishing museum and shop for handicrafts of Azerbaijan near the bazaar complex  

3. Establishing museum for carpet and equivalent industries for introducing the nobility and 

antiquity of local carpets and designs in the region especially in Tabriz to domestic and foreign 

visitors  
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7. c. Form and date of most recent records or inventory of property 

 

• The survey reports of the Tabriz historical bazaar complex 2008. 

• The Photogrammetry report of the saras in the bazaar 2008. 

• Photography and filming of the Tabriz historical bazaar complex 2008. 

• Preparing buffer zone and conservation regulations for the Tabriz historical bazaar 

complex 2008. 

• Preparing reorganization master plan for the Tabriz historical bazaar complex 2008. 

• The reports of presentation programs for introducing the Tabriz historical bazaar 

complex 2008. 

• The reports of reinterpretation and research abuot Hasan padshah square in first stage 

2008. 

• Establishing database and documentation archive center in base of the Tabriz 

historical bazaar complex 2008. 

• Establishing monitoring base in the bazaar area 2008. 

• Preparing the report of cleaning and dredging of the mehran rud river 2008. 

• Preparing the archaeological reports on the Hasan padshah archeological site 2007. 

• Preparing the archaeological reports on the goy machit archeological area 2006. 

• Preparing the studies and restoration plan for the Kishmishchilar sara  2008. 

• Preparing revitalization report on one of the mehran rud rivers banks 2007. 

• Preparing the report of restoration plan of the Mirzā-Jalil Sarāyi 2008. 

• Preparing the restoration report of the Haj-Husen-Gadim Sarāy i2008. 

• Preparing the report on restoration, one of the valuable buildings in the buffer zone 

2008. 

• Preparing the report of restoration plan of the Hāj-Safar-Ali Timchasi 2008. 

• Preparing the report of regular dredging the qanats in the bazaar 2008. 

• Preparing the consolidation report on the Hāj-Mammad-Quli Timchasi 2007. 

• Reviewing the Tabriz developing master plan in base of THBC conservation programs 

2008. 

• Preparing the report of restoration plan of the Sheykh-Kāzim Timchasi 2008. 

• Preparing the report of restoration plan of the Malik Timchasi 2008. 
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• Preparing the report of restoration plan of the Angaji Bāzārchā 2008. 

• Preparing the report of restoration plan of the Safi Rāstāsi 2008. 

• Preparing the studies and restoration plan for the Tāzā-Rāstā-Bāzāri  2008. 

• Preparing the studies and restoration plan for the Mabar-ul-Ulama Rāstāsi 2008. 

• Preparing the report of restoration plan of the Hāj-Safar-Ali Mosque & School 2008. 

• Preparing the studies and restoration plan for the Dār-Dallazan Mosque 2008.  

•  Preparing the report of restoration plan of the Qara-Bāqlilār Mosque 2008. 

• Preparing the report of restoration plan of the Jumā-Machid 2008. 

• Preparing the report of restoration plan of the Hujjat-ul-Islām mosque 2008. 

• Preparing the studies and restoration plan for the Dinavary Mosque 2008. 

• Preparing the studies and restoration plan for the Imām-Jumā Mosque 2008. 
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7. d. Address where inventory, records and archives are held  
 

-Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex base 

Tabriz, Province of Eastern Azerbaijan, Iran,  

Telefax: (+98) 411 - 5565388 

 

-The main office of the Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization of Iran,  

Masáudie palace Ekbātān Ave, Bahārestān Sq, Tehran, Iran,  

P.O. Box: 11416-54813 

Tel: (+98) 21-33111137 and 33953000 

Fax: (+98) 21-33111139  
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Fax: (+98) 21 - 33111139  
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8. b. Official local Institution/Agency 
 

Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization (ICHHTO)  

 

 

 

 

 

8. c. Other Local Institutions 
 

Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex (THBC) base 

Tabriz, Eastern Azerbaijan, Iran,  

Telefax: (+98) 411-5565388 

 

 

 

 

8. d. Official web address 
 

www.ICHHTO.ir 
www.iranmiras.ir 
www.Bazaar-e-tabriz.ir 
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-Site Director: Mr. Hossein Esmaeeli Sangar 

 

 

With the close collaboration of: 
 

Ms. Elhām Dehgāni 

Ms. Fereshteh Pāshāei Kamāli 

Ms. Solmāz Yadollāhi 

Dr. Behrooz Omrāni 

Mr. Hamid Bināei Faāl 

Mr. Majid Chatrooz 

Mr. Mortezā Farzāneh Alānaq 

Mr. Vahid Imāni 

Mr. Asgar Salmāni 

Mr. Gholām Rezā Yazdāni 
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And the help of: 
 

Ms. Sh. Asad zādeh 

Ms. S. Bahman poor 

Ms. H. E. Bānki 

Ms. T. Golkār 

Ms. N. Hāj zavvār 

Ms. A. Mahdi zādeh gohari 

Ms. A. Mehr tash 

Ms. N. Mosavi 

Ms. A. Razmgir 

Ms. S. Sādegi 

Ms. N. Sari' al-etlāg-e fard 

Ms. M. Seddig 

Ms. N. Shafáii 

Ms. L. Teimoor zādeh 

Dr. A. Gaffāri 

Mr. M. Abbās poor 

Mr. J. Ahmadian 

Mr. S.H. Alavi zādeh 

Mr. A. Amini 

Mr. M. Aminiān 

Mr. M. Azizi 

Mr. A. Dāmood 

Mr. H. Dehgan 

Mr. S. Ebrahim zadeh 

Mr. Vahid Eilāei 

Mr. E. Ensāfi 

Mr. S. Fatoorachian 

Mr. B. Gojā zadeh 

Mr. A. Jodāi 

Mr. A. Hojati 

Mr. A. Lotfiān 

Mr. A. Mahdodi 

Mr. M. Mir Abbās zādeh 
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Mr. A. Nezhād Ebrāhimi 

Mr. A. Onsoroudi 

Mr. M. Rāstin 

Mr. Ha. Reihani 

Mr. Ho. Reihāni 

Mr. M. Salmāni 

Mr. M. Shāh mersi 

Mr. A. Vāhedi 

Mr. H. Yousefi 

Mr. M. Zākeri 

 

 

Translators: 
 

Ms. F. Ebrāhimi  

Dr. K. Mehrbāni 

Mr. T. Bāgbān 

Mr. K. Ghanāie 

Mr. H. Umood ogli 

 

 
With the generous assistance and support of Prof. Farhād Fakhāri Tehrāni, 

Ma. Akbar Taghi zādeh Asl.  
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Anthropology 
 

Introduction 

The precedence of the bazaar, going back a thousand years in towns such as Tabriz, 

shows the significance of this institution in giving form, as well as dynamism to urban 

communities in Iran. Regulating economic relationships, modes of exchange of goods and 

products, as well as behavioral codes, required a form of space that has been embodied in the 

form of the bazaar, which entwined with the presence of different sections of the populace 

and the subsequent cultures that emanated from it manifested such spirit that still persists, 

albeit that it has been subject to considerable changes in the process. 

As one of the largest homogeneous manmade constructions and one of the largest 

stations on the Silk Route, the Bazaar of Tabriz has played a significant economic-cultural 

role in the social and cultural structure of Tabriz. The esteem of the people of this region for 

the Bazaar of Tabriz has been such that in building it, its artists employed their talent and 

creativity to the fullest. The magnificent architecture of the bazaar, with its handsome 

constructions of vaults and domes, brickwork and multicolored ornamentations can attract the 

eyes of any observer and demand admiration. 

The traditional Bazaar of Tabriz, precisely influenced by the inward oriented spirit of 

Persian Architecture, contains within, an internal force of attraction that draws the individual 

inwards, in the process transforming the space into an interior. Avoidance of redundant extras 

and waste of space, as well as excessive and useless decorations can be summed up as the 

principle of avoiding uselessness, which the Bazaar of Tabriz demonstrates as a prime 

example in its extreme utilitarianism. The bazaar’s space also reflects the religious beliefs of 

the populace and manifests a community’s worldview that desires freedom, avoidance of 

falsehoods and the best that can be garnered; this attitude provides the potential buyer with the 

means of comparison in order to choose for better quality and get a better deal. 

The fabric of the traditional Bazaar of Tabriz possesses a beautiful rhythm and weight, 

unity and variety that endow it with a special and unique identity. Its space totally 

corresponds to the cultural models of the community, something which itself contributes to an 

appropriate environment for culture, which in turn is important for cultural stability and 

resistance to adverse influences, thus bringing about a sustainable environment for the growth 

of an indigenous culture.  
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Housing and the Bazaar of Tabriz 

First and foremost an economic center, the Bazaar of Tabriz basically does not contain 

any houses or other forms of residence; therefore on Fridays, holidays and at nights it is 

empty of people. “Absence of housing in bazaars is amongst the characteristics that 

distinguish this eastern and Islamic institution of the Middle East from traditional commercial 

centers in old western and Indian towns” (Khossravi [Persian], 1993, p.352). 

Absence of housing in bazaars is one of the causes of the adoption of single floor 

buildings in them, an aspect that has been often pointed out by travelers such as Chardin. 

Perhaps it could be said that one of the reasons for the absence of housing is the 

imperative of security, which comes about automatically with the absence of housing. 

However, this is an important part of their formal morphology. 

Another possible interpretation for the separation between work and home could be 

that in Islamic countries the distinction between residential and business quarters is quite 

evident, and part of the Islamic thinking. “The privacy that a Muslim needed for his private 

and family life compelled him to build his house in a neighborhood where privacy was 

paramount, so that his family would be immune from the hubbub of the bazaar and the 

turmoil of the outside world” (Marcez, 1954, p254). 

Today in the Bazaar of Tabriz only guards such as “gozarchis” or “adabaashis”, as 

well as the regular police force have a presence; in the past, besides these precautions, 

entering or leaving caravanserais was subject to certain rules; in addition, caravanserais had 

other access points besides those from the bazaar proper that would not interfere with night 

security.  

 

Movement in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

The traditional fabric of the Bazaar of Tabriz and its particular architecture serve for 

the movement and presence of pedestrians, leisurely walks and shopping. Long and narrow 

routes, as well as courtyards and alleys that express a particular architecture are not suitable 

for motor vehicles. With the increase in population and the presence of greater numbers of 

people in the bazaar, one of the most important problems of the bazaar has become transport. 

Within the bazaar proper merchandize are moved by individual porters who carry things on 

their shoulders on a purpose made padded support; they move with great dexterity and let 

people know of having to move out of the way by uttering warnings such as “Yaallah” or “Ya 

Ali”. Besides this way of carrying things on shoulders, another group uses trolleys for moving 

heavier things. This group has a similarly impressive movement language. A number of 
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individuals who hire trolley pushers on a daily basis own the trolleys themselves. Motor 

vehicles are not used in the bazaar, except for occasional motorbikes; but the guards try not to 

allow this. 

 

Place Names in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Various stretches of the bazaar that specialize in particular items, as well as important 

structures have their own particular names that give the quarters they are in their names. It 

should be noted that the term bazaar, as a place for trade, was not used to refer only to the 

whole thing; rather the small quarters within, which specialized in a particular trade, guild or 

group were also referred to by that name.  

For example, Bazaar-i Tabriz refers to the huge commercial complex of Bazaar-e 

Tabriz; while it consists of various specialized parts, which each is also referred to as a 

“bazaar”, as in the case of the bazaar of goldsmiths, the bazaar of cobblers, the bazaar of 

cloth merchants etc. 

 

Individual bazaars would be named on different principles: 

Traders’ or craftsmen’s specialty, such as: 

Bazaar-e sarrājān: case makers, saddle makers, leather accessories… 

Bazaar-e abāchi: weavers of a robe known as abā, using high quality sheep’s and 

camel’s wool. 

Bazaar-e panbechi: in this bazaar cotton was prepared by hand for weaving. 

After the name of the founder and builder of a bazaar: 

Teemcheh-e Hāj Abolqāssem, Bazaar-e Sahrifololamā, Bazaar-e Amir, Sarā-e Mirza 

Mohammad, Bazaar-e Nāyeb Ebrāhim. 

In relation to the bazaar’s location or quarter: 

Bazaarcheh-e Damir Qāpu (iron gate): in which Darb-e Khiābān, one of the oldest 

gates of the city is located. 

Bazaar-e Masjid-e Jāmi: the bazaar nearest to the Friday Mosque. 

In relation to the origin or religion of traders or craftsmen: 

Teemcheh-e Almānihā: the place for the commercial activities of Germans before the First 

World War, including the presence of a German company in this part of the bazaar. 

Sarā-e Khān: the center for the commercial activities of the Jewish community of Tabriz.  

In relation to the size or particular shape of the bazaar: 

Ooch Teemchehlar (the three Teemchehs of Hāj Sheikh) 
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And even in relation to a particular group or stratum: 

Bazaar-e Haramkhāneh: in the Qājār period one of the doors of the building known as 

Āli-Qāpu was accessed from this part of the bazaar; it was an area that was 

frequented by Qājār women (haram), in particular the class of Qājār court ladies. 

 

Groups in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

The trade guilds of Tabriz fit into an unofficial hierarchy. Some sections such as 

goldsmiths or carpet merchants occupy a higher echelon. In spite of the hierarchy, as well as 

clear financial and social differences, the various sections of the bazaar form a homogeneous 

and rational ”totality”. It seems that the power and influence of each individual was directly 

proportional to his trustworthiness, religious abidance and financial credit worthiness. 

 

Merchants in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

The most senior and important group in the bazaar whose members are also 

considerably richer than others is that of the merchants. Merchants have been active in the 

bazaar for generations and enjoy great respect and credibility. They occupy the highest social 

stratum of the bazaar. They lead the import export business; however, because of their wealth 

and the means at their disposal, they also indulge in any other form of business. For this 

reason they have never grouped as a guild. In spite of their great wealth, merchants cannot be 

distinguished from other traders judging from their appearances, wearing similar clothes to 

others; this perhaps reinforcing solidarity and unity. However, their distinction is evident in 

the privileges they enjoy in public spaces such as teahouses, mosques and bathhouses, this 

because of the respect given to them by other Bazaaris. Many merchants used to live in 

closed communities, would marry in the family, and business would be inherited by 

succeeding generations. Of course, parallel to economic-political changes this semi-closed 

hereditary situation has changed in the last forty to fifty years.  

 

The Bonakdars of the Bazaar Tabriz 

Bonakdars (wholesalers and distributors) occupy the second echelon of the bazaar, as 

intermediary links in the chain of the sporadic supplies and demands of the bazaar. In fact 

they provide goods nationally and in particular at province scale, feeling the economic pulse 

of the bazaar; their role in the country’s economy is extremely important, this fact being 

behind their pronounced role in the events and socio-political changes of the bazaar.   
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The Small Tradesmen of the Bazaar of Tabriz 

In fact, specialization in trades begins from the small tradesmen. These are adept at 

dealing in special items, buying things from wholesalers and selling at a profit. Small 

tradesmen are from the lower middle classes and completely in tune with the culture and 

traditions of the bazaar; they participate in the socio-political life of the bazaar, conforming to 

the “group’s” code of conduct, and if opposed in anyway, would still opt for conservatism. 

Small tradesmen are usually of scant literacy or completely illiterate; however, they have a 

strong feel for business, such that in their own words: “whoever has grown up on the floor of 

the bazaar has a stronger feel for business and buying and selling than someone who has PhDs 

in economics”; they also believe that “bazaar is the best university for the science of 

commerce”. Members of this group usually try to hand down their businesses to their sons. 

 

Vendors outside the Bazaar of Tabriz 

This group of holders of small capitals has installed itself around the entrances to the 

bazaar, street vending. The people who buy from them are different to those who buy from 

the bazaar itself. They do abide by the rules of the bazaar, so that after the bazaar closes they 

store their goods in one of the Sarās and bring them out again in the morning to resume 

business. 

 

Agents and Middlemen in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

This group consists of the smartest of Bazaaris who operate in a multifaceted mode. 

They are well informed, in charge, and good at what they do, each specializing in one or more 

areas: import export agents, wholesale agents, currency agents, or province agents. Their job 

is to find customers, to “fix” deals, and to determine the terms of a deal. At times, arranging 

major guarantees and even banking requires its own agent. The smooth running of the affairs 

of the bazaar depends greatly on agents and middlemen. This group has a great overview of 

the life of the bazaar. At times Bazaaris who have gone through bankruptcy enter this activity 

because of the useful information they possess. Known throughout the bazaar, they are 

involved in most of the deals. The group registers every detail of a deal including the type of 

merchandize, price, form of buying or selling, as well as the names of the purchaser and 

vendor, alongside seals and signatures. The registry has validity, and can be presented to a 

court of law. 
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Currency Dealers in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

On par with merchants in terms of credibility, currency dealers have always been an 

inseparable part of the bazaar’s economy, and although gaining interest is forbidden in Islam 

and according to religion, currency dealing is considered better not chosen as a profession, in 

the bazaar, a great many are active in currency dealing, in particular at times of market 

activity. 

The main reason for the appearance and growth of this profession was people’s daily 

need for determining the weight and content of various coinage used in transactions, since 

with the variety that exists in coinages, lack of knowledge of their specifics and the relative 

values of metals would have made transactions impossible. The more important a trade center, 

the greater the importance of currency dealers’ profession would have been, and the greater 

this importance, lesser tax would have been paid. Currency dealers were accepted by the 

community and most of them owned land, shops etc., in the process increasing their capitals 

by also dealing in property. Whenever the government of the day was in financial difficulty, 

and politically vulnerable, this group would turn into the financial and commercial assurance 

and economic pulse of the country, from which they would gain credibility and worth in the 

eyes of the government, and authority amongst the people. 

Currency dealers had their specializations within their own realm, such that a group 

would only deal in currency exchange, some in providing secured loans and the more senior 

dealers would operate in buying,  selling and dealing in commercial bonds. The latter were 

dealers that enjoyed the highest degree of credibility, and had their own hierarchies. 

 

Producers and Craftsmen in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

For a very long time producers and craftsmen were important institutions in the bazaar 

and played a key role in trade. However, gradually their number has dwindled and production 

in the bazaar has become minimal. With factory based industrial production of equipment and 

household goods and the increasingly minor role of production in the bazaar, most of what 

was left of production was transferred from the bazaar itself to homes or locations around it. 

At present, the activity of production has disappeared from specialized bazaars or 

Bazaarchehs such as those of coppersmiths, hat makers, ironware manufacturers etc., with 

few remnants here and there. In the past the workshops and shops of craftsmen would line up 

into specialized bazaars or Bazaarchehs, and the craftsmen gathered into guilds. In some 

cases a guild would move from its location altogether, but that stretch of the bazaar or 

Bazaarcheh would retain the original name.  
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Production was carried out in workshops that in addition designated an area for selling 

the products. In such a workshop, the master craftsman who owned his place of business and 

equipment would work with the aid of other craftsmen and apprentices. This still occurs in 

some workshops. Apprentices are usually employed through family contacts and receive 

minimal wages in return for learning the craft. However, this is intended as an investment by 

the owner for the future of his business and the skill can only be mastered in time, and cannot 

be easily replaced. In such a relationship the apprentice is in fact considered to be a property 

of the master, to the extent that he would be known more after the master’s name rather than 

his own.  

 

 Mirzas and Monshis in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Jobs such as registering deals and book keeping are the responsibilities of Mirzas and 

Monshis. They are wage earners; however, they might also receive a commission on some 

deals. Paying a commission is not routine; it depends on the understanding between the 

merchant and the Monshi. Monshis and ordinary employees are sometimes the only people 

with some degree of literacy, a fact that to some extent separates them from a purely 

traditional world. 

 

Warehouse Keepers in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Warehouse Keepers are responsible for guarding one or more warehouses within or 

around the bazaar. Because of the nature of their work, warehouse Keepers practically live in 

the bazaar. On occasion, an older porter might get promoted to warehouse Keeper through his 

good work and the confidence invested in the merchants. The basic criterion for becoming a 

warehouse Keeper is trustworthiness, and non-Muslims are also taken. The responsibility for 

merchandize coming in or going out is with them. They install themselves at the door of each 

Teemcheh, and there is a keeper for every door of a Teemcheh or Sarā. Since the wealth of 

merchants is left in their safe keep, warehouse Keepers are chosen from amongst the cleverer 

and more reliable persons. The packing of the merchandize is carried out under their 

supervision, and depending on the importance of a particular Sarā or Teemcheh a number of 

workers, porters and packers work under their supervision and get their wages paid by them.  

In the Bazaar of Tabriz Odabasi is the name used for a warehouse Keeper. 
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Porters in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

The structure of the bazaar and its architecture do not allow the possibility of any 

vehicular movement within it. As a result, moving merchandize around is carried out by 

porters who can be of any age. They are from poor backgrounds, and lack of permanent work 

and pay makes life for them very difficult indeed. Under the pressure of the heavy weights 

carried by them every day, most suffer from bone and spinal disorders. Some porters work on 

a permanent, and some on a seasonal basis. The latter are agricultural workers who come to 

the bazaar to work as porters at times of decline in agriculture or seasonal unemployment. 

They are not covered by any form of social security, and since they are not connected to the 

bazaar either, they do not enjoy the advantages that being part of a “group” can give; instead 

they rely on the generosity of the Bazaaris. 

 

Tassmehkeshs and Adlbands in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Adlbandi [packing] and Tassmehkeshi [tying up] are specialized jobs in the bazaar and 

the number of Tassmehkeshs and Adlbands vary according to the importance of each bazaar. 

Most Adlbands work under the supervision of warehouse Keepers and receive their wages 

from them. 

 

Apprentices in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Apprentices do not have a particular responsibility, except for the daily activities of 

the shops. Cleaning, preparing food and buying what everyone might need are their chores. 

Their number varies according to the importance of the particular trade house or shop. Most 

of them are employed unofficially and do not enjoy any benefits besides the daily wage. This 

might be different depending on the good will of the boss. 

 

Vendors within the Bazaar of Tabriz 

This group, which provides services such as cotton futon making, shoe polishing, door 

to door bread vending, drink vending, fruit selling … and in winter, hot potatoes, local butter 

beans, tea etc. caters for the day to day needs of bazaar’s tradesmen.  

 

Policing and Firefighting 

The only representatives of the government inside the bazaar are the police and 

firefighters, who are not part of the bazaar in any way, and besides the services that they 

should give, are rarely allowed to interfere in the affairs of the bazaar.  
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State Bank Employees Stationed in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Banks cater for the bazaar and Bazaaris, but they are not considered to be part of the 

institution of the bazaar. The atmosphere of banking in the bazaar is under the influence of the 

bazaar itself. On the one hand, bank employees have to abide by government regulations and 

officialdom, and on the other have to adapt themselves to the environment of the bazaar, the 

Bazaaris and their traditional ways of doing things. This situation has led to a tense 

atmosphere in the banks that operate in the bazaar, which besides inflicting stress on 

individuals also impedes work. The characteristic speed of traditional trading in the bazaar to 

some extent counterbalances the slowness of the state bank’s performance. However, the clear 

contrast of this atmosphere with the gentility of the place leads to discordances with the rest 

of this “totality”. Although the operations of bazaar’s loans and lending societies seem similar 

to those of banks, such discordances do not exist in their case because they are part and parcel 

of the same “totality”. Members of these societies are themselves Bazaari, religious etc. and 

are at the service of the bazaar, its kudos, its culture and the regeneration of bazaar’s norms. 

 

Influential Factors on the Location of Activities in the Bazaar  

Numerous factors and phenomena have had a role in the way various activities and 

trades have been located next to each other in the bazaar. Some of the most important of these 

are the following:   

The attraction of bazaars for drawing people in: One of the most important factors in 

the formation of bazaars is their ability to attract people; since buyers can get full knowledge 

of similar products in one place and make a better choice as a result, as well as getting a better 

deal by comparing prices. Sellers group in the form of specialized bazaars in the expectation 

that regular customers return. 

Security and the value of goods: The degree of security needed is related to how 

valuable the merchandize are, or the services offered. It follows that the bazaar of goldsmiths 

needs more security than that of the coppersmiths, and similarly coppersmiths need more 

security than straw sellers. As a result, in the past traders would install themselves in a 

particular part of the bazaar depending on how valuable their merchandize was and the degree 

of security they expected. The bazaar of goldsmiths took shape at the center of the city near 

the Friday Mosque and other important buildings, while goods of less monetary value are sold 

further away from the center; so that the bazaars of blacksmiths and coppersmiths are located 

at a distance from the center, compared to the bazaars of goldsmiths and carpet sellers. 
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Concentration of compatible activities in one location: Activities that are similar or 

related in terms of method of production, use or supply, are grouped close to each other for 

convenience, so that for example mirrors, candelabra [both used in weddings] and cosmetics 

are near jewelers. Similarly, ironware and copperware are to be found in proximity to each 

other. 

Separation of incompatible activities: Some manufacturing or service activities would 

have been incompatible in terms of type of work, product or other aspects; therefore, they 

would never be placed together; an ironware workshop would not have been placed close to 

goldsmiths or currency dealers because of the noise that came with the work. Similarly, a 

currency dealer would not be found in the zone of pastry makers. Therefore, activities such as 

leather making and poulterers would be placed at a distance from others because of the foul 

smells and the noise that they caused.  

 

Gender and Division of Work in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

In an Islamic city such as in Tabriz, the bazaar is a world of men. The obligation to 

observe religious convention prevents women from being seen by men they are not related to. 

Women’s presence can only be justified as workforce in workshops that are mostly hidden 

from view in sarās. Women are present only in some small workshops, mostly doing sewing 

in sock making, duvet making and off the rack clothes making. It is said that in the Qājār 

period women ran one of the subsidiary bazaars that catered mainly for women customers, 

making and selling household items. It was called the bazaar of Dallāleh-zan, and still goes 

by that name.  

 

Methods for Ensuring Security and Orderliness in the Past 

Orderliness and security were the responsibilities of guards who were dispatched by 

the ruler and answered to him. The ranks and responsibilities of guards varied from town to 

town and region to region.  

 

Mohtasseb 

In Iran’s Post-Islam social history and administrative setup, mohtassebs had a constant 

presence in bazaars, based on the religious principle of believers’ right to vigilance and 

subversion of amoral acts. The duty of the institution they represented was to establish order 

and security and to safeguard the country’s interests. Issues related to quality control and 

prevention of misdeeds by shopkeepers, as well as keeping food and other products that were 
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susceptible to deterioration in check, pricing control and ensuring the proper functioning of 

the balances and weights used by shopkeepers were some of the things that mohtassebs kept 

under scrutiny.  

Mohtassebs, who were generally considered as representatives of the city’s chief 

justice, were members of the ruling body and of the clergy; therefore they were trained in 

religious law, could act as judges and pass sentences. Unlike regular judges who would act 

upon a complaint, or shartehs who would intervened if the ruling body deemed it necessary, 

mohtassebs would not hesitate to step in as soon as detecting a misdeed, brushing aside the 

need for an actual complaint. Their duties comprised religious, social and economic aspects; 

they often acted with a strong hand and without compromise and would seal off premises if 

felt necessary. Mohtassebs would prevent imposing interest on lending, something forbidden 

by religious law or sharia; they would even investigate the authenticity of coinage and the 

properness of their alloy. Mohtassebs’ jurisdiction was limited to towns, and did not include 

foreign trade.  

“The edict appointing the mohtasseb of Tabriz in the year 1072 Hijri, suggests that his 

duties were the guardianship of public morality, prevention of consuming alcoholic drinks, 

gambling and other acts prohibited by sharia law, collection of religious taxes (khoms and 

zakāt) and handing them out to the needy, upkeep and maintenance of mosques, schools and 

charity organizations, investigation of traders’ weights and quantities, policing of public 

spaces, and supervision of groups such as mullahs, muezzins and those whose job was to wash 

the dead before burial.” 

“At that time the country’s chief mohtasseb carried the title of mohtassebolmamālek, 

for whom 253 tomans would be collected annually, and worked directly with the sherrif 

(kalāntar) and the police chief (dārouqeh).” (Nizāmolmolk, 1976, p.61) 

In reference to the participation of women within the activity of ehtessāb, Allāmeh 

Dehkhodā says: “probably women did take part in ehtessāb on a voluntary basis, or would act 

as a co-worker alongside the mohtasseb, with some responsibilities delegated to them.” 

Besides the mohtasseb, other agents also carried the duty of guarding and security in 

the bazaar, so that night security was the duty of the assāss, who would go on the beat in the 

bazaars, checking the shops, taking suspicious persons into custody and interrogating them. 

“Assāsses worked under the direction of a figure known as the mirassāss or mirshab. 

Quite often he himself would be blamed for the disappearance of goods, in which case he 

would have no choice but to pay the damages; on the other hand, if he found some stolen 

goods, he could receive a sum as gratuity.” (Chardin [Persian], 1983, p.40) 
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Besides the dāroogheh, many security issues of the city, including those related to the 

bazaar and law abidance were carried out by an authority called dāroogheh. He was the figure 

that imposed order at the time of the Safavids with his aides who were called Ehdāss. Often 

he also had the right to judge. (Kaempfer, Engelbert [Persian], 1981, p.104) 

Ehdāss or Ehtāz (in the [Turkish] Āzari dialect) was responsible for security only in 

the bazaar. For maximum control Ehtāzes had a constant presence on the routes and even on 

the roofs of the bazaar. Early in the morning they would call aloud in a characteristic manner 

to announce their presence. Ehtāzes were night watchmen who would report to the 

Dāroogheh in the morning. They were paid half a Shahi [a currency of the time] per week 

from each shop owner for their services.  

As said before, the term Ehtāz was used only before the Qājār period. The ruling body 

did not have a say in engagement or dismissal of Ehtāzes; this was done by the Bazaaris 

themselves. Under Qājār rule this role was transferred to the dārouqeh. The difference was 

that the Dāroogheh was paid by the Bazaaris, but they did not have any role in his 

engagement or dismissal, which was done by the ruling body. 

Dāroogheh or Dārgā (in the [Turkish] Āzari dialect) was responsible for security. He 

was stationed in the bazaar with two or three subordinates called Dārgā-shāgerds. They 

would patrol in front of the station or Dārouqeh-khāneh with a rifle; penalties were usually in 

immediate payment, which if not paid, would be responded with physical coercion; otherwise 

it would double with the passage of time, and as a last resort a bazaar clergyman would be 

brought in to Persuade the nonpayer. (Older Bazaaris of Tabriz [Persian]) 

To make a living, the Dāroogheh would indulge in all manners of mischief. “…he had 

only one way of answering the accused or the convicted, which was the rifle butt, forced 

starvation and free use of the stick; harassing the Bazaaris and treating them the same as 

common criminals. He would accuse the Bazaaris of cheating or opening up too early, to 

which the Bazaaris could only respond with sweeteners and bribes. In order to extend their 

control over the Bazaaris, Dārooghehs would keep a record of all craftsmen and merchants, 

and would dispatch people to inform on the activities of merchants, this being the way he held 

a strong sway in the bazaar.” (Wilhelm Fleur [Persian], 1979) 

Besides the above guardsmen and security people, there were other agents who were 

responsible for controlling opening and closing hours or the arrival or departure times of 

caravans, or tax collection, as described briefly below: 
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Pātāchi 

Pātāchis were tax collectors. They collected taxes from those traveling with caravans, 

including the caravan leader (Chārvādārchi). The tax office set up tolling stations near towns 

in order to control the movement of caravans; the prime time for tolling was early morning. 

To prevent cheating and attempts at nonpayment, they had come up with certain measures 

including issuing a receipt (Pātā) to the caravan conductor, which he had to present to taxmen 

on leaving the city. If a caravan arrived before the dawn call to prayer and offered its goods in 

the city, it would be obliged to pay higher taxes when leaving. 

  

Jarchi 

In the past, as in today, bazaar’s activity was limited to certain hours, after which 

everyone had to lock up and leave the premises. Jarchi was the person whose job was to 

announce the closing time, usually using the same characteristic phrases such as: Durun 

bazari bagloyn, meaning: get up and close the bazaar, or Madinani topa bagliblar, meaning: 

they are shooting at the city with cannons. This he would do until the place was empty. He 

would get his weekly wages from the shopkeepers, but was appointed by the local ruler.  

 

Looti 

Lootis formed another group that wielded power over the locals, as well as on the 

Bazaaris, keeping an eye on their actions and coming forth as self-proclaimed enforcers of 

religious morality if necessary. Their main aim was to help the poor and the needy of the 

bazaar and the neighborhood. They would also help strangers, obliging the Bazaaris to help 

with money, later to settle the matter between them. Another duty of Lootis was to keep 

vigilant in the city and prevent disorder and anarchy by hoodlums. (Cited from Hāj Hossein 

Rassouli)  

Lootis would usually carry dagger type weapons (Qameh or Qaddāreh). Lambton says 

that: “lootis have a rather long history, and should be seen in broader contexts such as the cult 

of courage and bravery and living in compassion. In the 19th century, the term Looti was used 

to refer to certain groups such as artists (music players and singers), sportsmen and the 

champions of Zoor-khānehs [places for traditional Herculean sports]. Hence, genuine Lootis 

and ones that were protectors of the people would try to live according to their codes of 

bravery, so that anyone who wanted to attain the title of bravery had to place the protection of 

the weak and resistance to injustice as first priority. This attitude was similar to the 

characteristics of the Ayyārān of the previous times. However, the ruling bodies’ corrupt 
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elements would seek to exploit Lootis to reaching their aims. As a result, a new [gangster 

type] group of Chaqoo-keshs [anarchist] appeared that deviated from the traditional 

movement of Lootis….” (Lambton [Persian], 1977, p.14) 

 

Trade Regulations in the Bazaar 

The relationship between craftsmen and merchants with the public, as well as the way 

the various places of the bazaar were to be used were coordinated by regulations that were 

either written down or were in the form of an understanding between traders. These covered a 

variety of issues, some of which were: 

The location of various trades in the bazaar: Some businesses whose activities could 

cause environmental pollution had to operate from outside the city or near city gates. 

Slaughterhouses or leather makers had to be at a distance from town centers and residential 

quarters; as in the case of the bazaar of leather makers, which was located within the Bazaar 

of Tabriz until towards the end of the Qājār period, and was then moved out of the city to 

near a gate. 

Entry of trade caravans: Because of the large number of animals that carried loads of 

merchandize in caravans, and the likelihood of causing disruptions to daily life or spread of 

disease and dirt, caravanserais would be built near bazaar entrances, so that the goods would 

be allowed to be brought into the bazaar after cleaning, rest and also payment of taxes; “as in 

the period of the rule of Qāzān Khān, when next to each of the four main gates of the Bazaar 

of Tabriz a caravanserai and a Hammām was built, and a ruling edict determined that caravans 

should unload their merchandize at those locations.” (Rashideddin Fazlollāh, 1940, p.206) 

“Some food outlets had to be limited to locations that would allow easy supervision of 

their activities, such as being near Mohtasseb’s kiosk.” (Ibn-e Ekhveh [Persian], 1981, p.82) 

Building places such as mosques, schools, bazaars, caravanserais, Hammāms etc., 

especially when developed with profit-oriented motives required the permission of the ruling 

body. (Belāzari [Persian], 1985, p.60) 

In the book entitled Maālemolqorbeh, Ibn-e Ekhveh refers to some of the rules relating 

to bazaar routes, including: 

‐ Prohibition of placing stalls or planting trees in narrow passageways. 

‐ Sitting in narrow passageways or tying animals inside routes was discouraged. 

‐ Shop fronts should not protrude into routes beyond the line of structure supporting 

the roof.  
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‐ Prohibition of installing or channeling down pipes in narrow passageways, as well 

as disposing of refuse inside routes. 

‐ Prohibition of slaughtering animals in front of shops, or hanging carcasses beyond 

the line of shop fronts. 

‐ The obligation to abide by the religious laws of shariā in transactions.  

‐ The obligation not to buy or sell things disallowed by the religious laws of the 

shariā (Harām). 

‐ Scrutiny of the genuineness of items, trueness and proper functioning of weights. 

‐ Prevention of overpricing or hoarding. (Ibn-e Ekhveh [Persian], 1981, pp.60, 

89,137) 

In relation to price controls, some measures would be taken, but prices mostly 

fluctuated on the basis of supply and demand; on the other hand, the prices of basic items 

such as wheat, bread, meat, salt etc. would be determined and announced aloud by Jarchis for 

the information of the public. Hoarding and overpricing were kept under control, and there 

were severe penalties such as beheading or the cutting off of ears or noses for the perpetrators. 

 

The Role of the Bazaar of Tabriz in Political, Social, Cultural… Revolutions 

With the emergence of Qājār rule, the Bazaar of Tabriz manifested itself as an 

important economic pole and a new economic and cultural organization.  

Tradesmen, merchants and craftsmen gradually began to protest the injustices inflicted 

by Qājār courtiers and their arbitrary taxes. In time, strikes by Bazaaris that led to periods of 

closure demonstrated their true measure to the community, and they managed to show their 

presence on the scene by closures and gathering in holy places. 

Amongst Iran’s main economic centers that acquired great political and economic 

power after the Safavid period was the Bazaar of Tabriz and its tradesmen and merchants who 

alongside other sections of the community, formed a strong base for revolutions.  

Bazaar’s close ties with all ethnic and social groups made rapid contacts between 

people possible both in towns and all over the country as a whole, resulting in a strong central 

command. In addition, because of their dealings and knowledge of regulations and policies, as 

well as their contacts, merchants were in a position of considerable social and cultural 

knowledge, and staunchly opposed to any form of local or foreign economic, political and 

cultural domination because of their religious leanings. Among their actions were: 

‐ The first serious presence of the Bazaar of Tabriz on the political scene happened 

during the reign of Fathali Shāh of the Qājārs because of the situation after the first 
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and second wars between Iran and Russia (1228 & 1243 Hijri), when Iran lost the 

provinces of the Caucasus and part of Azerbaijan. The tradesmen and merchants of 

those parts left for Tabriz, giving accounts of the atrocities of the Russians to the 

bazaar community who then approached the clergy and finally implored Fathali Shah, 

receiving the fatwa for the holy war (Jihad) from the clergy, after which they took up 

arms and formed resistance groups.  

‐ The Bazaar of Tabriz during the Tobacco Movement: “This movement was the first 

widespread struggle of the people led by the clergy against the Qājār court. Following 

the agreement on tobacco rights, whereby production, sales and exports were given 

exclusively to the British Talbot, the protests of the public and the Bazaaris led by Hāj 

Mirzā Javād Mojtahed-e Tabrizi resulted in the tradesmen’s tearing up of the 

company’s advertisements and closing down of the bazaar, expressing their protest to 

the Prince Regent and the chief of the army (Amir Nezām). The protestors rallied 

alongside other sections of the community around the palace precinct. The protests 

finally resulted in annulling the monopoly.” (Oliā, Mohammad Rezā, 1993, p.4) 

‐ High prices, bread shortages and the closure of the Bazaar of Tabriz (the uprising 

of Zeinab Pāshā): One of the significant incidents in the Bazaar of Tabriz was the 

1894 uprising of Zeinab Pāshā against the hoarders and feudal lords of Tabriz. She 

still has a place in the collective consciousness of the people of Tabriz, some people 

referring to strong women by her name. She was a pioneer of the rise of Iran’s 

downtrodden women, breaking with the age-old silence of women, throwing away the 

chains of feudal traditions a hundred years ago. She took arms along with forty other 

women against colonialists and usurpers, and significantly, against sexual 

discrimination in an overtly male dominated environment for the first time in the 

history of Tabriz. With her group she struggled against Nāsseriddin Shāh and the 

hoarders of foodstuffs by taking over the bazaar with the force of arms and closing the 

place down, after which the band would disappear into the city’s labyrinths. Or else 

they would attack the warehouses of the hoarders, including that of the governor of 

Azerbaijan, distributing the wheat among the populace. In one of her protests in the 

bazaar she is reported to have said: “…if you men do not have the courage to give the 

usurpers what is their due, why don’t you wear women’s chadors and sit in a corner of 

the house; and do not dare to talk about being a man any more. We shall fight against 

the usurpers instead of you.” (Abdolhossein Nahid [Persian], 1978, p.23) 
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‐ The constitutional revolution and the Bazaar of Tabriz: One of the most important 

issues that led to protest, and in fact was a justification for uprising, was the hoarding 

of wheat by feudal lords and the wealthy, which caused famine and inflated the prices. 

The Bazaaris’ action in closing down their shops and gathering in the Mosque of Seyd 

Hamza triggered the sparks of protest. Some of the Bazaaris who took part in the 

uprising were: Hāj Rassoul Saddaqiani, Hāj Mirza Aqa Farshi, Hāj Mehdi 

Kouzehkanani, Hāj Mohammad Harriri, Mortazavi …” (Kassravi, Ahmad [Persian], 

1965, p.128). Citing The History of Iran’s Constitutional Revolution: “In the 

constitutional movement two groups came forward, the one consisting of ministers, 

courtiers, and prominent men, the other the Bazaaris, the unknown and the unsung 

…whatever there is, has been the work of the latter, the unknown and the unsung; 

history should be written in their names.” (Kassravi, Ahmad [Persian], 1965, p.5) 

 

Business Ways in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

One of the most basic and important social behaviors in the economic-cultural 

complex of the bazaar is “deals and forms of transaction”, where in these economic acts many 

cultural factors such as beliefs and prejudices, traditions, religion etc. have an influence, and 

many cultural and religious typologies can be acquired from them. In the Bazaar of Tabriz all 

kinds of deals and forms of transaction can be seen, some of which are mentioned below: 

 

Various types of deals 

One of the most important forms of a deal is in cash, in which the vendor receives all 

or part of the sum prior to handing the item over. It can take different forms according to the 

particular trade, such as: 

 

Buying on credit (Nessieh) 

A: Buying on interest free credit:  The buyer pays a deposit and pays the remainder of 

the sum on the basis of a mutual agreement. Another form of this type of purchase excludes a 

deposit, so that the buyer does not pay anything upon purchase, but pays in installments as 

agreed mutually. Another form of the same thing is when installment times are not 

determined, but the buyer guarantees that he will settle when he manages to sell the items 

bought.  
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B: Buying on credit with interest: Those buying or selling on credit usually use two 

forms, the one when the matter of interest is agreed on upon purchase, and the other when it is 

not mentioned, leaving it to the seller to add interest to the sum owed.  

Purchase on credit is usually accepted by traders when the vendor knows the buyer 

fairly well, otherwise a guarantor of the bazaar citizenry, and of good standing would be 

brought in.  

 

Cash purchases 

In this method the buyer enters a transaction with full knowledge of the item to be 

bought and its price, using cash or cheque. A cash transaction that has had a long precedence 

in the Bazaar of Tabriz is one known as rassool mali or Hazrat Abbassi. This form of 

transaction, in which the seller gets carte blanche, is the only form that does not include 

haggling. The procedure is that after selecting the item/s the buyer says to the seller: “lets 

rassool mali this item.” The seller might decide to declare the price of the item/s and the 

relevant interests to the buyer, in which case the buyer accepts the terms without uttering a 

word. 

 

Traditional guarantees 

The social and commercial credibility of each person active in the bazaar is directly 

proportional to his conduct. Considering that the community that is the subject of study is a 

religious one, this conduct is evaluated according to such beliefs. The words of those who 

prove reliable in the eyes of the Bazaari community are considered to be the best of 

“guarantees”. Therefore, in the past the word of a person was more significant than written 

contracts. In most cases deals were based on previous acquaintance. It was on the basis of 

such familiarities and trusts that “each buyer would deal with a particular vendor, and every 

vendor had his own customers.” (Assgari, Khaneqah [Persian], 2001, p.184) 

This kind of trust and familiarity is a result of the longevity of bazaar’s traditions and 

the continuous presence of the older generations of traders, a factor that consolidates such 

aspects. However, we can witness that today those who have inherited their businesses 

possess a rather limited experience of the bazaar, and this lack of familiarity with its workings 

has introduced the use of cheques and other forms of official guarantees. As mentioned 

before, in the past, a verbal agreement was enough for a deal, and one or two witnesses who 

could also act as arbiters if the case so necessitated would have sufficed for assurance. 

However, today with society having become more complex, and with a new generation of 
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sellers and even buyers, verbal confirmations have given way to written documents. What 

could be noted is that in traditional bazaars “unofficial relationships and economic activities 

based on mutual understanding and the trust that it created were the basic conditions for a 

strong economic activity.” (Assgari, Khaneqah [Persian], 2001, p.185) 

 

Book keeping (Hessab Siaq) among the Traders of the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Most transactions at the Bazaar of Tabriz are made in cash. Bartering happens much 

less. Bartering was common in the past, especially among villagers. They used to receive 

sugar and tea in return for the oil, butter, cheese etc. that they brought to the bazaar. 

Shopkeepers keep the daily accounts in a book called Dastak, and the general accounts in a 

Daftar.  

In the past, most Bazaaris, especially grocers, spice sellers and cloth sellers used a 

form of writing and accounting called Siaq. Whether literate or not, they had a particular 

preference for it, using it for all daily or general book keeping matters. Some older 

shopkeepers still use Siaq. However, now most of the traders prefer the use of common 

numbers and account books so that in case of death or accident, they can be deciphered by 

relatives or potential inheritors. 

Some shopkeepers have devised their own methods for book keeping. For example, a 

knife maker registers the accounts on a wall of his shop.  

Even today, some wives of merchants or shopkeepers are familiar with the Siaq way 

of book keeping and writing; they do the books from home, at the same time helping their 

husbands with other business matters. As a spice seller remembers, in his childhood it was his 

mother who kept the weekly accounts, his father only settling with customers on a weekly 

basis. 

In the past, most of the prominent merchants, in particular carpet merchants, had 

special receipt forms for transactions known as Qabz-e Sandoq that they used in deals.  

On these forms the sum and the date of the transaction would be written, which would 

then be sealed. The person owed would then go to the merchant who owed the money and 

was known as Mirza-e Tejaratkhāneh to receive the money owed.” (Cited from the Old 

Carpet Seller of the Bazaar of Tabriz [Persian]) 

Today this method still exists in some trades of the bazaar, but is not practiced as 

rigorously; for example, in the bazaar of tin workers, quite often buyers use signed forms that 

are similar to the Qabz-e Sandoq. The form records the item/s bought, the money owed, and 
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the date of payment, and is left with the seller. On the date agreed beforehand, after settling, 

the receipt is returned. 

 

Weights and Measurements in the Bazaar of Tabriz  

The presence of different trades in the Bazaar of Tabriz and the necessity of 

measurements have resulted in a variety of devices and units of measurement, so that each 

trade has its own.  

Of course a number of trades use the same weights, but they might differ in quantity. 

Some of the units that are used in the Bazaar of Tabriz will be referred to here:  

 

Man: A man of Tabriz is equal to 3 kilograms. In addition to weighing, it is also used 

in measuring land surface areas, in which case it is known as “Man-e Abbāssi”, equal to 256-

257 square meters. In Tabriz 200 mans equals to 157 square meters. 

A man known as seh-shāhi of Tabriz equals to 188 square meters. The man of Tabriz 

is synonymous with the term bātmān. Bātmān is a Turkish word going back to the Mongol 

period that has been in use in most parts of Iran at the times of the Safavids, the Zandieh, the 

Afshārieh and the late Qājārs; as well as in today’s Azerbaijan. However, each region has a 

particular man. “ (Dianat, Abolhassan [Persian], 1988, p.54) 

Chārak: 750 grams. 

Yarim bātmān: Half a Bātmān, equal to 1500 grams. 

Ponza: A division of man in Tabriz, equivalent to one sixteenth of a man or 62.5 

mesqals. Related to this form of measurement is a unit of length (Zar) common in the Bazaar 

of Tabriz, which is one sixteenth of the usual Zar, and is equal to 112.5 cm. 

The carpets that are brought in from villages near Tabriz and other parts of Azerbaijan 

are sold using Zar as measurement, but carpets made in Tabriz itself are sold as pieces. 

Kharvar, equal to three hundred kilograms, is also one of the larger units of measurement.  

Arshin: Arshin is of Pahlavi origin, equal to the distance between a wrist to the point 

of the index finger. Arshin, as used in Tabriz, is equal to 112 cm and includes smaller 

divisions such as Yārim Arshin, Chārak, Siāh, Ponzā, haft Deram or half a Ponzā. This unit is 

used in selling fabric or carpets made in villages. Haft Derham (seven Derhams) is a weight 

division of a 1000 Mesqāl man, equal to 1/32 of the man of Tabriz. 

Qarish (vajab): This is one of the simplest and oldest means of length measurement, 

which is the equivalent of the distance between the thumb and the small finger of an average 

sized normal man when the hand is fully open. Of course today Bazaaris use metric 
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measurements 9n addition to using electronic or digital devices that have replaced handmade 

ones.  

In the past there were people whose role was to set the prices of goods and ensure the 

correctness of weights. They could arbitrate if the situation arose.  

An important job in this relation was Qapāndāri. Qapāndār, a member of the council 

responsible for price setting would do this in conjunction with Youz'bāshi, Deh'bāshi and 

Baqqāl'bāshi. In addition, Qapān'dār was also responsible for weighing things and would 

receive a fee from the shopkeeper for this service. Another form of service was for those who 

could not stay in town until the completion of the sales of their goods, in which case the 

goods would be left in the care of the Qapān'chi. He would weigh the items and register them 

in his books, and would receive a percentage of the selling price, also calculating the sum that 

had to be paid to the Miāndār.  

 

The Culture of the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Various forms of relationship, trade, business, the relationships among the bazaaris 

themselves, as well as with the public and customers, the religious side of the bazaar, the 

seniority of the older generations of the bazaar and the family relationships of the bazaaris etc. 

reflect cultural, religious and social phenomena that function parallel to the economic 

activities of the bazaar. On the one hand the bazaar is an economic phenomenon, and on the 

other a social, cultural one. At the same time, it is a setting in which cultural exchange, 

exchange of goods and human relations occur concurrently. One interpretation could be that 

the bazaar is a place where social, ethnic and cultural strata, classes and groups interact and 

influence one another subconsciously, this permeating cultural phenomena from one cultural 

sphere to another. Investigation of the cultural aspects and factors of the bazaar gives impetus 

to economic aspects. Aspects such as a common language, kinships, common religion, 

common ethnicity, and common trades are their unofficial and traditional relationships. In 

other words, most activities continue to exist within an amalgam of cultural and social 

relationships.  

The use of Turkish language, assistance from relatives, patronage of a shop by relatives, 

familiarity with customers, and other such aspects ease activities up. A young shopkeeper 

could use the contacts and customers that his deceased father established. Dynamic and 

complex socio-cultural exchanges occur subconsciously; these cause mutual cultural 

influences. 
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Kinships and Work Relations in the Bazaar of Tabriz  

Investigating the nature of kinships in the Bazaar of Tabriz and its relationship to trade 

proves the importance of ethnicity and being of the same group. Kinship was of particular 

importance in the Bazaar of Tabriz, and intermarriage was common, so that the bazaar had 

practically become an extended family unit. “In the past the occurrence of intermarriages was 

greatest among the Bazaaris. The social aspect of the bazaar was evident in particular in the 

group prayers that were common in the many mosques of the area. Social events were not 

particularized to one trade; in fact being a Bazaari counted for more than a guild.” (Fleur, 

1984)  

Besides the daily group prayer, weekly religious meetings and mourning ceremonies, 

the community of the Bazaaris of Tabriz would meet to discuss current matters, including 

marriages.  

Today in addition, family relations dominate the financial-social life of the Bazaar of 

Tabriz. Employments are usually based on family relations and friendships, without any 

contracts and in contravention of social security regulations. In this relation, there are trusted 

people whose role is to find shop assistants, and their recommendation is the equivalent of a 

seal of approval. They are even consulted on marriages, and their approval is accept by 

Bazaari families.  

It is quite often seen in the Bazaar of Tabriz that in families that have been in the same 

business for generations, the unofficial nature of employments, in addition to demonstrating 

bazaaris’ desire for independence in relation to the employment act, also shows their attitude 

towards the ruling body. 

The family relationships that dominate work in the Bazaar of Tabriz turns the 

workforce, the assistants and the craftsmen into one family and human capitals. By 

participating in wedding expenses as well as other expenses incurred by his workers, a boss 

indirectly invests in his own business and assumes a fatherly role in relation to his workers. 

The workers too, respond in turn by becoming part of this “family”. 

The experience gained by the student under the tutelage of the master greatly elevates 

the working relationship and becomes a kind of committed family relationship, in which case 

both sides have to endeavor to maintain it.  Studies show that there is a network of family 

relations, especially among those who have been in business for a longer time. This confirms 

the socio-cultural fact that even today family relationships have a function in the context of 

the traditional bazaar network that plays a considerable economic role.  
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Bazaaris say that: “in the past, most Bazaaris preferred to find marital partners for 

themselves or their sons and daughters from within the bazaar. However, it was not always 

imperative that this should be from within one trade.” For example, a cloth seller recounts that 

although both his father and grandfather were in the same trade his wife comes from the 

bazaar’s soap making community and his mother from among the grocers. 

In the bazaar of wool merchants, although most of the merchants are linked to the 

wool activity through their father’s side, they might be related to other trades from the side of 

their mothers or wives, or even from outside the bazaar altogether.  

One of the goldsmiths of Bazaar-e Amir in Tabriz states that on his mother’s side 

everyone was in the goldsmiths’ business, and he himself learned the trade from his uncle’s 

business.” Aged fifty five he adds: “in the past all goldsmiths were related in one way or 

another; this feeling of kinship gives us a feeling of assurance and peace of mind.” 

Kinship is also evident in the bazaar of knife makers; in the case of the majority of 

those questioned, kinship was the result of the impressive performance of the apprentice, who 

would often marry the daughter or sister of the business proprietor. In general, the study 

shows that in Tabriz family ties relate most Bazaaris; whether close or distant ones, these are 

in many cases based on the promotion of apprentices. 

 

The Bazaar and the Social Origins of Bazaaris 

In response to an item of the questionnaire asking for the place of birth, as well as the 

social origins of the traders and shopkeepers of the Bazaar of Tabriz, the result was that the 

older and more stable an urban bazaar, the less likely was that its shopkeepers were of a rural 

origin. 

Most respondents to the questionnaire were born in the city, and only a few were of 

fathers born in villages, while this aspect is less pronounced compared to the newer parts of 

the Bazaar of Tabriz. In fact it is usually migrants from other towns or from villages that are 

active in the new bazaars. In such bazaars the arrival of a high number of craftsmen and 

people in search of work that come from villages has resulted in the realization of some parts 

of the bazaar, especially those related to the lower classes. In addition it the study made clear 

that traders of urban origins are the proprietors of higher echelon businesses such as 

goldsmiths, carpet merchants, currency dealers, shoe sellers, cloth merchants etc. who hold 

the economic pulse of the bazaar. But those who come from rural origins are in trades of 

lower standing, such as middlemen and hawkers.  
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How Differences are Settled in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Kinships and cultural similarities among the Bazaaris, as well as the need for 

safeguarding reputations and social and economic standings preempt differences from 

becoming public. Because of their need for maintaining a good standing and the trust of the 

public, Bazaaris avoid serious conflicts. The religious aspect of the bazaar and those active in 

it is another reason for safeguarding Bazaari’s reputation and character. 

In general, economic activity in the bazaar requires a particular code of behavior. If 

possible, differences would be settled internally; if it were not possible, senior figures (Aq 

Saqqals) are approached to intervene.  

The seniors who are some of the most prominent figures of the bazaar are chosen 

according to their age, experience, resourcefulness, moral standing and religiosity. Their role 

is to intervene in differences that might arise among Bazaaris. Each bazaar or Teemcheh has 

its own senior, and there is one grand senior for the whole bazaar. The power of such figures 

could be more than official courts of law. 

Most of the differences that come about in the bazaar are among the novices. Even 

when these younger people end up in court, they still seek the intervention of the seniors, 

sometimes meeting requirements such as bails. In some bazaars such as that of carpet 

merchants, there exists an arbitration council whose members are seniors particularly known 

for their honesty and good characters. Besides its role as arbitrator, this council also might act 

to check and warn in the case of inappropriate behavior towards customers, overpricing etc. 

 

The Present Culture of the Bazaar of Tabriz 

The changes that have resulted from renovation, urban planning and social 

developments in a city such as Tabriz have to some extent transformed the old and traditional 

culture of the bazaar; however, its overall characteristic has been preserved and adapted to the 

newer times. Even though the appearance of some of the shops on main streets is different to 

the shops of the bazaar, the behaviors and the “collective psyche” of the craftsmen and 

tradesmen and shopkeepers are basically the same as those of the Bazaaris, even considering 

that today things have changed in the bazaar. 

The trades and merchants based on main streets are members of the same 

cooperatives, syndicates and societies of the bazaar, including membership of religious 

mourning groups, which Is important in expressing allegiance. Not only have new shopping 

centers not diminished the role of the bazaar, but they have actually reinforced it.  
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Today, as in the past, the Bazaaris and the trades are mutually supporting of each 

other; in one of the days of this survey (September 2007) Bazaar-e Amir, one of the largest 

bazaars of goldsmiths in the province of Eastern Azerbaijan stayed closed in protest because 

of an incident in which a man sold a large quantity of fake jeweler to a goldsmith under the 

pretence of being a jeweler; and although the goldsmith lodged a complaint with the 

government, because of inadequate response the goldsmiths’ bazaar had gone on strike for 

solidarity with a fellow goldsmith.  

 

The Cultural Significance of the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Besides the economic importance of the bazaar, which is basically a place to go for 

meeting daily shopping needs, it is a complex of different trades and occupations in which 

people of various specializations work. Besides creating a center in which a diversity of 

industrial and commercial specializations is present, such a concentration of people engenders 

particular social behaviors and professional relationships, as well as the emergence of a 

specific and unique culture, which are in fact the most prominent features and the identity of 

that complex. By and large, these relationships have remained intact over the years; since the 

owners of traditional occupations naturally preferred to hand over their knowledge and 

experiences to the next generations. This cultural transference not only included the know 

how of a particular trade, but also contained a whole gamut of behaviors and moral codes 

linked to it. In fact the new generation would learn that alongside an economic service it was 

necessary to establish a system of appropriate relationships with customers, and to perfectly 

execute the principles of catering to customers, where mutual respect had to be observed.  

Even though that with the inevitable social and cultural developments, old traditions 

and beliefs as well as the occupations that emerged as a result of these are less pronounced, it 

seems that for Muslim entrepreneurs, the original motive for creating the bazaar was in fact to 

bring about a cultural, economic and social center in which the public could satisfy their 

diverse needs through numerous visits, such that their Islamic community could continue in a 

process of development upon a common and specified goal.  

It seems that the presence of the bazaar and the almost constant contact of the public 

with it was the result of a particular need and the public’s solution to it, so that in the process 

of satisfying this need mutual effort would be invested. In other words, the bazaar and the 

relationships that exist within it could be considered as a microcosm of the society at large, 

which has its own functions and workings, themselves subject to change with time. 
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The Rituals and Traditions of the Bazaar of Tabriz 

As an immense cultural complex, the Bazaar of Tabriz has an important role in 

disseminating cultural heritage, traditions and values. Besides commercial activity, bazaar’s 

people disseminate many cultural norms from one generation to another and from one ethnic 

group to another; thus spreading a culture. Alongside commercial matters, many social and 

cultural matters materialize and consolidate as well, such as: 

 

Rituals of hospitality: Whenever a guest arrives at a shop the first act of respect is to 

rise up, one of the most important cultural gestures of honoring guests. The refreshment 

offered to guests is tea, which the shop apprentice brings from the nearest teahouse. Or else, 

usually teahouse assistants move around the bazaar carrying large trays, offering tea to guests. 

A shopkeeper leaves a brass chip (Pateh) that carries his name and the number of teas 

consumed with the teahouse assistant, which he would settle later. However, today most 

shopkeepers make their own tea. 

 

Wedding ceremonies: Whenever there is to be a wedding of a shop owner’s son or 

daughter, but especially a son, most of the Bazaaris close to the shop owner would be invited. 

They would send presents individually or as a group. Another way is that individual presents 

are wrapped into one thing (Khoncheh) in a special way by shop assistants and sent over.  

 

Religious ceremonies: An important venue for the rituals of religious holidays is the 

bazaar. On the occasions of religious celebrations, the Bazaaris decorate the routes and 

courtyards in unison, illuminating the spaces with colored lights and hanging drapery and 

carpets provided by fellow Bazaaris; passersby are welcomed with tea and sweets. Such 

traditions show the cooperation and bonding among Bazaaris, consolidating the “nationalist 

religious morale”, declaring mutual allegiances, offering and strengthening “collective 

morale”. Thus, consciously or subconsciously, Bazaaris participate in preserving the unity 

and integrity of the cultural complex of the bazaar.  

 

Mourning ceremonies: Whenever a shopkeeper or a close relative of his dies, fellow 

shopkeepers close their shops, hang black drapes on the deceased’s shop front and participate 

in the funeral rites; they reopen their shops later in the same day. After three days of 

mourning, on the fourth day they go to the deceased’s house, expressing their condolences in 

the Muslim way and bring the deceased’s partner or inheritor back to the bazaar. They then 
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open the shop up again while repeating the Muslim verse of Salavāt, so as to relieve him of 

mourning and to encourage him to recommence the business. The new proprietor stays in the 

shop for a few hours, but closes up again and visits the other mourning ceremonies. What 

should be noted is that unlike wedding ceremonies, Bazaaris consider participating in 

mourning ceremonies as a religious duty; so everyone participates regardless of any possible 

previous differences.  

 

Healing rituals: In Tabriz, some mothers take a child that might suffer from anxiety 

or inexplicable fears and traumas, or a child that cries a lot at night to traditional knife 

makers; he performs a ritual that involves placing a piece of iron or a big knife on the floor, 

after which the child has to pass three times over the object, uttering the Muslim phrase of 

Salavāt; the knife maker then lightly impresses with the sharp point of a knife the shape of an 

x on the child’s shoulder, again uttering Salavāt; the knife maker is then paid some money for 

this. A similar ritual and superstition relates to ironware shops, with the difference that after 

the child passes over the ironware making utensils and uttering the verse of Salavāt the 

mother dips her hand in a small pool of water that is used for cooling iron pieces; she then 

strokes the child’s face with her wet hand. Not only do such beliefs have their origin in the 

healing power of metals, especially of iron, but they relate to the sanctity of the blacksmith’s 

profession, which the people consider to be an arduous and unsullied profession. 

 

Pilgrimage ceremonies: Among the Bazaaris of Tabriz pilgrimage to Mecca or the 

other religiously significant destinations of Najaf and Karbala is a must. Special rituals are 

observed before embarking on pilgrimage. For example, the pilgrim to be visits the shops of 

his fellow shopkeepers, asking them for forgiveness (Halāliat) and giving news of his 

intended journey, all of this done with a great deal of ritual exaggeration. On the day of 

departure, friends and fellow Bazaaris gather in front of the pilgrim’s shop and see him off 

while repeating the verse of Salavāt. At the same time a figure known as Jarchi recites 

phrases in praise of Shiia Imams; this is intended to give a mystical feel to the event. A 

similar thing happens upon the pilgrim’s return, when he is escorted to his shop or house, 

everyone wishing that his act of pilgrimage will be accepted.  

 

The ceremonies of the month of Moharram: One of the most important ceremonies 

in the Bazaar of Tabriz takes place during the first ten days of the month of Moharram when 

mourning marchers set off from the bigger courtyards (Teemchehs) such as Teemcheh-e 
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Mozaffarieh and important bazaar routes (Rāstehs), mourning the martyrdom of Imam 

Hossein and his followers, moving towards the city’s Friday mosque. They do this while 

carrying mourning flags on which the names of their Teemchehs and trades are written. It 

should be noted that on the ninth and tenth days of this month the bazaar would be closed, 

while on the other days of the first ten days the bazaar will be open only for limited hours. 

Mourning flags and drapery stay in place during the whole month, as well as in the following 

month of Safar. On other mourning occasions such as the death of the prophet, the death of 

Imam Ali etc. the bazaar will be closed, bazaar’s populace participating in mourning 

ceremonies on city streets or at the Friday mosque. 

 

Charity Initiatives in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Among the collective and moralistic activities of the Bazaaris of Tabriz is 

participation in organizations that help the destitute, or ones that are conducive to public 

good. These occur in various ways such as: 

‐ Forming lending societies, something which is of considerable social importance. 

Such societies are set up on the basis of the capital that accumulates as a result of the mutual 

trust of merchants and tradesmen. Their workers are unpaid members. These societies offer 

interest free loans, mostly to younger people. The only condition for such loans is having a 

guarantor, which is fulfilled by prominent Bazaaris. 

‐ Donating (Waqf) is another form of charitable activity in the Bazaar of Tabriz. 

Charitable individuals and the wealthy have donated particular places in the bazaar. For 

example the bazaar, mosque and school of Sādeqieh, which have been donated by Mirzā 

Sādeq. Similarly, the family of Shahid Qāzi Tabātabāii has donated the Mosque of Maqbareh 

(tomb) and the shops around it. Any income from these places would be spent on charitable 

causes. 

 

Trade Norms in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Each trade in the Bazaar of Tabriz possesses particular norms for selling and buying or 

the promotion of its goods. Depending on whether the customer is of urban or rural origin the 

term used to refer to an item might change. Many trades try to use a more effective 

presentation to promote their goods.  

Today most shops, in particular newer shops, have one person in charge of finding 

customers and PR; he usually stands in front of the shop and tries to draw people in by 

addressing them in an exaggerated manner, using convoluted and pompous titles. By 
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observing their appearances, the promoter would address people with titles such as Hāj Aqa, 

Jenab, or flatteries such as “it is your own shop”.  

Bazaaris consider their business, the opening up of their shop and their wait for 

customers as good fortune; even if customers are few and in between they keep their shop 

open, because they consider it as a sanctified act.  

Another behavior in commercial activity is haggling, which has been present for a 

long time. To get a better deal, the buyer tries a number of shops to get an idea of the right 

price, but would still resort to haggling for an even lower price.  

Haggling is popular because there are no fixed prices. Because of fluctuating prices a 

potential buyer cannot have exact prices.  

 

Opening Hours in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Normally bazaar’s calendar corresponds to the official national calendar. Besides 

Fridays, holidays include the [Persian] New Year [Norooz], religious holidays, and some 

national holidays such as the death of Imam Khomeini or the day of the Islamic revolution. At 

times, the bazaar closes because of the visit of a government authority.  

Different bazaars have different opening hours that depend on the particular type of 

the trade. For example occupations such as goldsmiths, carpet merchants and some grocers 

and craftsmen whose customers usually come from the city itself open at 9 in the morning, 

working until later than other trades, while occupations such as clothes shops, wool 

merchants, or craftsmen such as horse shoe makers, who cater to rural customers open up later 

and also close earlier than the former trades because rural shoppers get to town late and return 

early. So we can see that Bazaaris organize their working hours in relation to their customers. 

However, the hours might differ seasonally according to how long daytime might be. Also in 

arduous works such as making ironware, the craftsman might produce work for half a day and 

spend the rest of the day selling them.  

At midday’s call to prayer, the bazaar almost shuts down; the Bazaaris have lunch and 

possibly siesta in a corner of their shop or might even go home for this. The bazaar becomes 

active again at about 3 in the afternoon.  

Most Bazaaris prefer not to arrive before nine in the morning, or half past eight at the 

earliest. They also prefer not to be the last to leave. Therefore, once one shop begins to close, 

the rest follow suit.  
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The Entertainments of Tabriz’s Bazaaris 

In some seasons, and even on some days when business might be at a low ebb, 

Bazaaris resort to some forms of entertainment. This usually consists of gathering in one of 

the shops, having tea and chatting. On such occasions, joking and humoring each other is 

considered to be the most enjoyable part of the occasion. In the past, when teahouses were 

more numerous, Bazaaris would gather in them, drink tea, chat and listen to recitations from 

the Shahnameh [book of Kings]. At such times the apprentice would keep the shop in the 

absence of his boss. 

Among the entertainments of younger Bazaaris is playing Dominos or a game of the 

abacus. However, today one of the most popular games among the young is chess. It must be 

noted that priority is always with business activity.  

 

Bazaar in Azari Literature 

The folklore and oral culture of any cultural complex is a sign of the beliefs and 

aspirations of the people who make it up. A close study of the sayings, literature, terms and 

beliefs of a culture could decipher the thinking of the people. Below are some of the popular 

sayings about Bazaaris: 

- Galbi gan olan bazari: O Bazaari, whose heart is so full of blood.  

- Gami rial el gol sorati solan bazari: Turn your sorrows to Rials, the one whose 

flowerlike face has become sad. 

- Gozon agib bas entezar mostaridan: Your eyes have become sad in waiting for 

customers. 

- Ferage mostaridan gozlari axan bazari: O you whose eyes have become dim for 

want of customers. 

- Yemaz ogadr binava ygar polari: O miserable you, who do not eat but collect 

money. 

- Dialar geflatan oldy, galin folan bazari: One day will be said, come and take this 

bazaari, he died suddenly. 

- Dizin gojaxlar hamishe diyar bazaar yoxdi: He curls up in sorrow and always says 

bazaar is no more. 

- Edib axlamaxi adat, aglian bazari: He is used to weeping, the forever weeping 

bazaari. 

- Gono gara, ozo varli, fagir lebasinda: Well off, but miserable and in rags. 

- Edar basa omri natavan bazari: Wastes life, miserable bazaari. 
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Lyrics and Professions  

Tailor: 

- Oc ay geda mizin dalinda yata: Sleeps for three months behind his desk. 

- Axirnda gero goya yag sata: In the end pawn the cloth and buy oil. 

- Boda geda dadsinin yanina: This one will go to his father too. 

Spice Seller: 

- Attar oglan kam stan kam satan: The spice seller’s son cheated on quantity, 

cheater. 

- Attar oglan tot torabilm catan: I could arrest you. 

- Sasin geda obas mal meydanina: Your voice reaches the other side of the square 

where animals are sold.  

Merchant: 

- Tajer odi gabaxa dorsin polo: The merchant sitting at the front should stand up 

for rice.  

- Sohrati basin bordan estamblo: A merchant is one whose reputation goes as far 

as Istanbul. 

- Indi bo tajerlar olob bamboli: Today’s merchants are conniving. 

Barber: 

- Dallak ayagin goydin gosa: The barber put his feet together. 

- Olgjojni cakdi dasa: He pulled his blade on stone. 

- Vagt eladi goz gomasa: It is time for the eye to be impatient. 

- Bo neja gabil ostadidi: A maestro, to this extent? 

- Dis cakanda goz cixada: To pull a tooth, took out the eye!? 

Confectioner:   

- Gannadilar caycorain yandrar: The confectioner burns his tea and bread. 

- Ha and icib mostarini gandrar: Keeps swearing but cheats the customer. 

- Sagerdini sirinadadandrar: He gets his apprentice used to sweets. 

- Vay balan olson belaganadilar: May your offspring die, confectioner. 

Coppersmith: 

- Xabar alsan aval emamin: If you asked he will name his first Imam. 

- Diyajax cakos zendan: Hammer and bench. 

- Xabar alsan ikimji amami: If you asked he will name his second Imam. 

- Galajag onda o metal: that will be when he will have to wait. 
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Cobbler: 

- Kafasinan yoxdi sozum: I have no words to exchange with cobblers. 

- Hamisina gorban ozum: I will sacrifice myself for all of them. 

- Isin ostun pisir altin basdan gor: It looks good on the outside, but I feel it is no 

good underneath. 

- Hamisin ahle namaz yaxji goran xan groom: I see them all as devoted to prayer 

and the Koran. 

Grocer: 

- Bagalin isi bodi: This is a grocer’s job, to overprice and give less than he 

should. 

- Dozonim sari yaga: For one dozonim of animal fat. 

- Osdozonim goirox gata: He adds three and a half dozonims of sheep’s fat. 

Bazaar’s Inactivity 

- Hamannar bagli galib gosl elyan yox: The hammams are closed and those who 

want a wash are not around. 

- Gana galdi bazaar kasatix: Inactivity came to the bazaar again. 

- Basdi kasatix cox aglatin bizi: That is enough, inactivity brought our tears out. 

- Get tehrana birda kasatix: Go back to Tehran, misery. 

 

Business and the Bazaar in the Region’s Sayings 

Understanding the meanings of sayings and expressions in relation to cultural 

phenomena shows the public’s attitude towards them. By deciphering sayings and expressions 

one can find out about the attitudes, mentalities, as well as the beliefs of the people in relation 

to a particular cultural phenomenon. Sayings and expressions related to trade, business, the 

bazaar, book keeping and value of money hint at the public’s attitude towards business, the 

bazaar and Bazaaris. 

- Bazar coraki bol olson, bazarda olson: Bread of the bazaar is plentiful, but is to be 

found in the bazaar. 

- Bazara polsiz gedan, gabra imansiz gedar: Whoever goes to the bazaar without gold, 

will go to the grave a nonbeliever. (lack of money equals apostasy) 

- Bazari gozin cixardib: Has taken the eye of the bazaar out. 

- Ortoli bazaar doslgi pozar: A deal that is not clear, destroys friendships. 

- Amir bazari ot totsun, mana bir dasmal olsun: May Bazaar-e Amir burn, so that I 

should end up with a handkerchief. 
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- Bir dasmaldan otor geysariyeia ot varyer: Puts Qayssarieh on fire, just because of a 

handkerchief. 

- Taza galdi bazardan cohna dosdi nazardan: When something new comes to the 

bazaar, old things become boring. 

- Tolki bazarda na geyer: A fox should not be in the bazaar (what has a camel to do 

with Alaq'bandi). 

- Balali ev bazardi balasiz ev mazardi: A house with children is a bazaar. A house 

without children is a grave. (A sign of bazaar’s tumult) 

- Cor bazaar varmasin, bazaarcorsoz galmasin: A blind man should not enter the 

bazaar, the bazaar should not stay without a blind man. (If the bazaar stays black, 

it will be good) 

- Darogoni isdan saldilar. Didi: jahanam, halaja bazarin zirt virtinan gortoldog: The 

darouqeh was sacked; he said: to hell with it, I got rid of the noise of the bazaar of 

Hallajan. 

 

Saying and Expressions in Relation to occupations 

- Bas acigin makani borkcin dokani: The gathering place for bald heads is the hat 

maker’s shop. 

- Kozegar sinig gabdan sui car: The potter drinks from a broken jar. 

- Cor atin corda nalbandi olar: A blind horse’s horse shoe maker is also blind. 

- Asta ela, osta ela: Slowly, but surely. 

- Al gapoda sat gapoda: Buy next to the door and sell next to the door. 

- Al ver gardasdilar: Giving and taking are brothers. 

- Al ver diblar: Fathers have said: Dealing means to give and take. 

- Aliyji jozi satiyjidador: The eyes of the buyer are watchful of the seller’s hands. 

- Bosli boslinin saligin istar: the person owed to wants the person who owes to stay 

healthy. 

 

Saying and Expressions in Relation to Money and Business 

- Matahim, matah olonja, bazarim bazaar olson: instead of my goods being good, may 

my market flourish. 

- Mal jedar bir yana, iman jedar min yana: Property goes one way, but doubt and 

certainty a thousand ways. 
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- Vardi polon hamdi golon, yoxdi polon acixdi yolin: If you had money, everyone 

would be your servant; if you do not have money the road is open in front of you, 

so go as far as you can. 

- Yoz alis pol danisani, yoz kisi danisammaz: The talk of hundreds of deals can be 

uttered by money, not even a hundred men. 

- Har kas uz das tarazisinan olcar: Everyone judges with his own standards. 

- Sodani pol eylar, jangi samsir: Deals are made by money, wars with swords. 

- Ziyanin yarisinan gaytmax gazanijidi: If you pull back, half way into a loss, that 

would still be profit. 

- Bag alma baglanarsan, dag alma daglanarsan, al verinan yaglanarsan: Do not buy 

a garden, because your problems will multiply; do not buy a mountain or you will 

be ruined; only by buying and selling can you become rich. Polon vardi giris, 

polon yoxdi soros: If you have money enter into a deal, otherwise just move on. 

- Pol vear borani halvie, pol vearme boranie: Pay and you can buy bourani pie; do not 

pay, and you will not get to eat any. 

- Poli vear polalavirma cal cola: Give your money to money, not to frivolities. 

- Pol vearb soz alan pasiman olmaz: Whoever pays to buy advice will not be regretful. 

- Poloya bali dielar, yoxsola dali: The reply to a rich man is yes, a poor man is called 

a madman. 

- Pol adama agil gatiyar: Money gives one sense. 

- Polda vafa olsaydi, aldan ala gazmazdi: If money could be trusted, it would not pass 

from hand to hand. (The equivalent of the Persian saying: Money is the dirt on 

one’s hand.  

- Poli pol gazanar: Money brings money. 

- Polom jibimda aglim basimda: My money in my pocket, my sense in my head. 

- Poldan gonsi payi olmaz: The neighbor cannot have a share in the money. (Money 

cannot be handed out) 

- Polon oldi alli, adon oldi balli, oldi yoz, giricinda oz: When your wealth reaches 

fifty, you will be famous; if it reaches a hundred roll in it. 

- Polon coxdi zamen ol, ison yoxdi sahd ol: if you have too much money become a 

guarantor.  

- Poli az olanin gossasi az olar: The less the money one has, the less pain one has.  

- Poli kagazdan dogramazlar: Money is not cut out of a piece of paper. (Money is not 

the grass that a bear eats) 
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- Hesab arasina heczad girmaz: Nothing can get in the way of counting. 

- Hesab bilmorsanya gazig yemamisan: If you do not know how to make the books, 

you have not eaten ya gazig. 

- Dallazan jibkasan asgik olmaz: A pickpocket cannot be dishonored. 

- Damir cida picag tapilmaz: You cannot find a knife iatn a blachsmith’s.  

- Dostolan bazaar dosligi pozar: Making deals with friend or family destroys 

friendships. 

- Sanat gizil ozikdor: Industry is a gold ring. 

- Sanata kaj baxan ax galar: Whoever looks down on industry will stay poor. 

- Gabel sagerd ostad olor ostaddan: A worthy apprentice will do better than his 

master. 

- Olcmamis bisma: First measure then cut. 

 

Popular Names and Titles in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

In Tabriz for a long time, titles have been used to address prominent people. These 

titles, which have their origins in the popular street culture, have developed such strong roots 

that both still maintain their genuineness, and have become a form of oral identity for 

individuals. This collection contains titles that have been crafted precisely to suit every 

characteristic, including physical features and the occupation of the individual that the title is 

intended for.  

Most of the titles that the Bazaaris and the public choose for each other are mostly 

related to a person’s occupation and character, which are used in humoring as well as 

expressing a more genuine identity for a person. Such titles have spread beyond the territory 

of the bazaar. Some of the more popular of these are: 

- Sorbatagi (cook) 

- Gefel hosian (locksmith) 

- Shahramajid (cook) 

- Ahmad Ahangar (blacksmith) 

- Pooladikehbezan (In the past, a Looti – self appointed enforcer of order) 

- Xacaci Karim (teahouse person of Bazaar-e Haramkhāneh) 

- Ali Panama (cobbler) 

- Ayna darax (mobile barber) 

- Moharramzadeh yek-kalam (a character who does not haggle) 
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Acts Expressing Beliefs 

In order to repel evil, maintain customers, and safeguard property, the Bazaaris of 

Tabriz indulge in acts such as follows: 

At the time of locking up the Bazaari mutters, some verses from the Koran. Then he 

blows at the lock before leaving. The next day, on opening up, he repeats verses from the sura 

of Alrahman.  

To attract more customers and improve business he would get prayer notes from a 

person who provides these and fixes them above his shop front, or else would dissolve the 

prayer in water and pours it on the four corners of the shop. In addition, in order to improve 

business and repel evil eye he would burn a mixture of dust from the ground outside the shop 

and Espand [a seed that has a strong and refreshing perfume when burnt, but is also thought to 

repel bad omen]; at the same time reading phrases meaning:  

Espand, you are air, a remedy for the one subject to bad omen. 

Espands explode in fire; the eyes of the one who brings bad omen will drop out. 

Artisans such as carpet weavers and craftsmen do not sweep the workshop clean 

before closing shop at sunset. They believe that floors should not be swept after the 

disappearance of the sun. It should rather be done first thing in the morning, before starting 

work. 

During the New Year holidays of Norooz, they do not open up on the first day and 

consider opening shop on a holiday to be ominous.  

Bazaaris Codes and Allegiances 

Each trade in the bazaar has its own set of terms, which are verbal, gestural or pictorial 

and vary according to a particular situation. A number of these terms fall in the category of an 

oath to impress the truth of what they say.  

- Hazrat Abasa and olson: I swear to Hazrat Abbass [a Shia martyr]. 

- Alaha and olson: Swear to God. 

- Balalarim jani: I swear to my children. 

- Bestan and olson: Gesturing with an open hand, the oath is taken to five Shiia 

martyrs, represented by five fingers. 

- Bu masjeda and olson: I swear to this mosque. 

- Bu ceraga and olson: Swear to the light of this light. 

- Kabia and olson: Swear to Kaaba. 

- Allah shahid'di : Swearing to God (that he is not overpricing). 

- Bu choraka and olson: I swear to this bread. 
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- Jozimin isigna and olson: I swear to the light of my eyes. 

- Aziz janova and olson: In this case the seller swears to one dear to the customer. 

- Jadima and olson: Swear to my grandfather. 

- When a Bazaari wants to say something to his colleague that the customer should not 

hear, he uses phrases such as: Ozomozoncd: It is for ourselves. 

- When a Bazaari passes a customer on to another bazaari, but wants something for 

himself out of it, he uses the following term: Mana bir zad cix: Give us a share. 

- Mehdi xay qati: Mehdi bring tea: When a shop owner wants to get rid of a time waster, 

he uses the above expression, which also contains the added word, meh, meaning fog, 

which alludes to something that passes by quickly.  

- Nagd Ali chay qati: Nagd Ali bring tea: When a visitor seems like a potential buyer, 

uttering the above term notifies the assistant that he should be extra courteous. 

 

The Role and Authority of Senior Figures and the Clergy in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

Considering the entrenched presence of the religion of Shiia Islam in the bazaar, 

religious figures play an important role in the bazaar. The kinships between the clergy and 

Bazaaris, their cultural similarities, the integration of commercial and religious capitals 

(khomss, zakat, etc.), and the participation of these people in the financial-cultural-social 

regeneration of the bazaar more than doubles their importance. These two groups have always 

depended on each other: in order to establish their credibility and getting closer to the public, 

Bazaaris needed the clergy, and the clergy in return preferred to work with the Bazaaris 

rather than a government that they did not trust and did not consider to be culturally axiomatic 

with them. On the other hand, since part of the income of the clergy came from the 

commercial activities of the bazaar, a link existed between them, something which is still in 

place. These figures, in addition to being responsible for the mosques, are also responsible for 

the religious schools of the bazaar. They are often invited to speak in religious talks, events, 

celebrations and mourning ceremonies. Their approval is indispensable for taking advantage 

of certain socio-economic benefits. These include the activities of interest-free lending 

societies, which work directly with religious authorities, and their approval is a compulsory 

condition for being granted a loan from such societies. The number of religious figures in 

each bazaar depends on the importance and size of the bazaar, and obviously the number of 

mosques. 

Bazaaris consult these people who are based in mosques and religious schools for 

their problems. Bazaar’s seniors too, are among the main figures in the bazaar. They are 
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chosen on the basis of age, experience, moral propriety, and religious zealousness. Similarly, 

their role is also to arbitrate. Every Teemcheh has its seniors, and there is one for the whole 

bazaar. In fact these figures operate instead of law courts and other official authorities, which 

do not have a place in the bazaar. 

 

Transference of Occupations in the Bazaar of Tabriz 

A- Hereditary 

A profession and a skill have been the most sought after things by younger people; 

however, these could be gained only through hard work. The importance of a profession and a 

skill would force business proprietors to teach the know how first and foremost to their own 

sons, and then to their close relatives. Trust in one’s own family and relatives was among the 

factors that motivated interfamilial training; sons were particularly interested in learning the 

tricks of the trade, coupled with the extra motive of observing the respect expected of them 

for the figure of the father. 

 

B- The Master and Apprentice System  

Within the rigid guild system that dominated in Iran, a trade could not have been 

gained easily; to achieve this, certain conditions and rituals, at times very arduous, had to be 

fulfilled. The apprentice would attain the title of master only after great ordeals. Such a 

system was almost never seen before in Iran. Although this might seem a positive thing that 

shows the absence of monopolizing, if observed more closely, we could see that its cause was 

nothing less than Iran’s constant socio-economic instability.   

Among things that made the repercussions of this system rather unpleasant was that 

trade secrets would be handed down verbally and actually from father to son, which meant 

that not only would the know how not disseminate, but would often disappear altogether for 

any possible reason. 
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Conclusion 

As an important economic and cultural center, the Bazaar of Tabriz contains different 

trades and occupations within it, and brings together a variety of trade and commercial 

specializations. The presence of a fairly large number of people and the interactions among 

them has resulted in a unique culture, which is in fact the most prominent characteristic of the 

complex. As an economic and social system, the Bazaar of Tabriz follows a social model, 

meaning that in conjunction, spatial and social structures form a social environment within the 

social system of the city that exerts influence on individual and collective behaviors, this in 

turn defining the totality of individual and collective characteristics, which underpin the social 

structure itself. 

In other words, we could say that the Bazaar of Tabriz is a place of interaction 

between ideas, as well as the traditions of a variety of ethnic groups; an interaction and 

interrelation that forms a formidable force in a traditional community, consolidating cultural, 

social and historical ties and causing the spiritual and cultural aspects of the bazaar to 

overwhelm economic ones. By investigating the Bazaar of Tabriz and its social behaviors, it 

can be clearly deduced that factors such as religion and the family have had and still have a 

considerable role in the continuity and dynamism of the bazaar. Religion has a key role 

parallel to the bazaar’s economic aspects. The presence of mosques, religious schools, tombs 

and shrines interwoven in the fabric of the bazaar is evidence of this. Bazaaris always 

maintained their religiosity and have flaunted it; such that upon arrival, the individual is so 

overwhelmed by the space and the ambience that it is as if he had entered into a supremely 

sacred and religious territory; such that this religious spirit forces one to recognize its codes as 

sanctified, and therefore to express awe.  

Kinship is yet another factor that binds persons and trades in the bazaar, where being 

next to people similar to oneself, and in the same trade, gives a felling of assurance and calm. 

Besides their economic and commercial functions, from social and cultural aspects bazaars 

have had a very important role in disseminating culture; since skills and crafts originate in the 

bazaar and move from one generation to the next and from father to son, as well as the culture 

of the bazaar permeating homes, streets and the city as a whole, impressing its culture on the 

community’s habitat. Therefore, we could say that most cultural influences have originated in 

the bazaar, meaning that this sizeable human concentration has had a considerable role in 

generating culture. 
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TABRIZ Historical Bazaar Complex According to reports and narratives of 

historians and travelers 
 

As Tabriz is on the path of Silk Road and has had active trade in is bazaar, many 

persons, whether merchant or explorer, passed this city. Many itineraries have different hints 

about social and economic conditions and the texture and architecture of this city. These texts 

directly express the changes and vicissitudes of this city during different eras and the city has 

been reconstructed several times because of earthquakes, wars, strikes and other destructive 

factors.  For example we can find some examples of the prosperity of the city when Chevalier 

CHARDON (1672) and J. B. TAVERNIER (1713) traveled this city and there are some reports 

about the destructions of this city when John Bell (1717) and James J. MORIER (1808-9) 

traveled this city after destructive earthquakes of this city in 1780 – when no wall with the 

length of 25 cm remained in this city– and in 1786.   

After some time, when Von FREYGANG talked about the prosperity of this city in 

1812, he surprised Walter HARISS in his book published in 1896. He wondered about the 

perseverance of the people of this city in reconstruction of this city after its each destruction.  

Despite nine severe earthquakes during the last millennium that resulted in complete 

destruction of this city, Tabriz restarted a new life with a new energy in its place and 

commercial transactions continued despite the destruction caused by earthquake.  Tabriz 

bazaar have been completely or partially reconstructed after several destructions and has 

played its important role in survival of this city.  

The name of Tabriz can be found in the books of studying and introducing the 

commerce during different eras considering the fact that several commercial paths passed 

through this city.  

Tabriz as a city on the path of caravans, goods storehouses, goods exchange between 

the merchants from east and west and the statistics about the quantities and prices of goods 

imported to and exported from this city and also variety of nationalities and persons livening 

in this city have been mentioned frequently in these reports. These cases show the importance 

of this city as an important terminal on the path of Silk Road.  

The names of some itineraries and important books about commerce in the last century 

are mentioned in the table of “Tabriz Bazaar – Itineraries” according to the publication dates 

of the books which are mostly related to many years before writing those materials together 
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with some parts selected from the said books that contain some hints on Tabriz bazaar in 

different eras.  This list shows only a small part of these types of texts and we obtained the 

images of the original text through the Internet data banks: 

 
 
 
  

 
nom du livre 

   / book's 
name 

ecrivan  /   
writer 

da
te
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e 

la
 p

ub
lic

at
io

n
 

passages en rapport avec le bazar de 
Tabriz et la commerce en cette ville pa

ge
s

 

lie
u 

de
 la

 p
ub

lic
at

io
n

 

1 

Relation du 
voyage de 

Perse et des 
Indes 

orientales 

T. Herbert, J. 
Du Puis, J. 

van Vliet, A. 
de Wicquefort

1663 

La ville de Tauris, telle qu'elle est 
aujourd'hui, est grande et fort peuplée; toutes 
sortes de gens s'y rendant de tous costez; 
quoy que le Roy de Perse y entretienne une 
forte garnison … Le Bazar est grand, et ses 
jardins sont fort agreables. 

314- Fr. 

2 

Les six 
voyages de 

Jean-
Baptiste 

Tavernier 

Jean-Baptiste 
Tavernier 

1713 

Il s'y trouve une infinité de Marchands &de 
toutes sortes de marchandises,…,& l'argent y 
roule plus qu'en autre lieu de l'Asie ... 
Il y a des Bazars ou Halles pour les 
marchandises qui sont bien bâtis , & 
plusieurs Carvanseras très commodes dont il 
s'en voit à double étage... 
Le grand trafic de Tauris rend cette ville 
renommée par toute l'Asie, & elle a un 
commerce continuel avec les Turcs, les 
Arabes, les Géorgiens, les Mengreliens, les 
Persans, les Indiens, les Moscovites, les 
Tartares. Ses Bazars qui sont couverts, sont 
toujours remplis de très riches marchandises, 
& il y en a de particuliers pour les artisans... 

69-
70 Fr. 

3 

The World 
Displayed; 

Or, A 
Curious 

Collection of 
Voyages and 

Travels 

Emanuel, 
Bowen, 
Samuel 

Johnson, ... 

1760 

... arrived at Tauris, the second city of Persia, 
both with respect to its extent, its commerce, 
riches, and the number of its inhabitants…. 
the bazars, composing the heart of the city, 
…. There are here many magnificent 
structures, the bazars just mentioned make as 
fine an appearance as in any part of Asia, 
from their largeness and great extent ; from 
the beautiful domes with which they are 
covered ; from the multitades of people, and 
the vast quantity of merchandize with which 
they are filled. The finest of these, in which 
the jewels and most valuable merchandize 
are sold, is an octagon, and is called the 

185-
186-
187 

En. 
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Kaiserie, or Royal Market. As to the other 
public buildings they are equally noble. 
There are said to be 300 caravanserais, which 
are so spacious, that 300 persons may lodge 
in each ; and the mosques and baths are 
answerable to the grandeur of the other 
buildings. There are three hospitals in the 
city,... 
There is the largest square at Tauris I have 
ever seen ; it being much more spacious than 
that of Ispaban, The Turks when they were in 
the possession of this city, have frequently 
drawn up within this square 30,000 men in 
order of battle. In the evening the populace 
are diverted there with drolls, mountebanks, 
wrestling, ram and bull fights ; ther epeating 
of pieces in prose and verse, and dancing 
wolves. ... This spacious square is in 
the day time used as a market for all kinds of 
provisions... 
The commerce of this city extends not only 
all over Persia ; but into Turkey, Russia, 
Tartary, the Indies, and to the Black Sea,..  
(Chardin, 1672) 

4 

Histoire du 
commerce et 

de la 
navigation 
des anciens 

Pierre-Daniel 
Huet 

1763 

Il est croyable que les caravanes de Tauris, 
qui alloient au Levant, prenoient la même 
route, & se joignoient à celles-là. Cette ville 
étoit fort marchande en pierreries, en draps 
d'or & de soie, & autres marchandises de 
prix; & le commerce y attiroit des 
Négociants de l'Europe, de toute l'Asie, & 
des Indes. 

404-
404 Fr. 

5 

A new 
collection of 

voyages, 
discoveries 
and travels 

John Knox 1767 
The commerce of this city extends not only 
all over Persia ; but into Turkey, Russia, 
Tartary, the Indies, and to the Black Sea. 

381- En. 

6 

Memoires 
géographiqu

es, 
physiques et 
historiques 

Jesuits Letters 
from missions 

1767 

C'est sans contredit, après Ispahan, la ville la 
plus peuplée, la plus marchande & la plus 
riche de toute la Perse…. Les Bazards sont… 
de grandes rues remplies de boutiques… 
Outre ces Bazards, ce qui est le plus 
remarqueable, est premièrement le grand 
meydan, ou la grande place.... Cette ville est 
un rendez-vous des marchands qui vont 
continuellement des Indes & de Perse en 
Turquie, & de Turquie aux Indes & en Perse; 
aussi y trouve-t-on des marchands de toutes 
les nations, & les marchandises les plus rare 
d'Europe. 

109-
110-
111 

Fr. 

7 

Le voyageur 
françois, ou 

Le 
connoissanc

Joseph de 
Laporte, 
Fontenai, 

Louis 

1771 

Tauris renferme quinze mille maisons, & un 
pareil nombre de boutiques ; ce qui forme 
deux genres de bâtimens séparés. Les 
boutiques sont placées au centre de la ville, 

181-
182 Fr. 
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e de l'Ancien 
et du 

Nouveau 
monde 

Domayron dans des rues voûtées , très-longues , très-
larges , & de quarante à cinquante pieds de 
hauteur. Ces lieux , qu'on nomme bazars ou 
marchés , sont éclairés par des dômes, & 
remplis d'une infinité de marchandises. Leur 
forme intérieure, jointe au peuple nombreux 
qui les fréquente, offre un coup-d'œil des 
plus frappans. A l'égard des maison , elles 
occupent le contour & l'extérieur de cette 
vaste cité, la seconde de la Perse en richesse, 
en grandeur & en nombre d'habitants. On y 
compte jusqu'à trois cents caravanserais; & 
chacun d'eux peut contenir trois cents 
personnes. Ces caravanserais, qui devroient 
servir d'hôtelleries aux étrangers , ne leur 
servent que d'asy'e; car ceux-ci sont obligés 
de fournir eux-mêmes à leurs autres 
besoins.En revanche , il y a trois hôpitaux , 
dans lesquels on donne à manger gratis,…  
L'étandue de la place d'armes de Tauris; elle 
pourroit contenir plus de trente mille 
hommes rangés en bataille: elle est aussi des 
plus fréquantées, sur tout les soirs. C'est le 
tems où le menu peuple vient y jouir de 
differens spectacles, tels que les  tours 
d'adresse & les bouffonneries des, 
siltinbanques, les combats de taureaux & de 
belliers, les danses de loups. Ce dernier 
passe-tems est un des plus agréables pour les 
spectateurs dont nous parIons. Ils ont aussi 
des lutteurs , &, qui plus est , des acteurs qui 
récitent certains morceaux de poésie....On 
peut évaluer le nombre des habitans de 
Tauris à trois ou quatre cents  mille, entre 
lelquels il se trouve beaucoup d'étrangers. 
C'est une ville des plus commerçantes de 
l'Asie, & une de celles où l'industrie est le 
plus en vigueur.    (1739) 

8 

Essai sur les 
moeurs et 
l'esprit des 

nations 

Francois 
Marie Arouet 

Voltaire 
1771 

On comptait dans Tauris plus de cinq-cent 
mille habitans... il est imposible qu'une ville 
soit bien peuplée si les campagnes ne le sont 
pas, à moins que cette ville ne subsiste 
uniquement du commerce étranger. 

375- Fr. 

9 The modern 
traveller  1776 

...Tauris, a large and populous city, capital of 
the province of that name,... from the 
remains of ancient buildings, it is plain once 
to have been a magnificentcity ;but lawless 
ambition has laid it waste, and converted 
fruitful fields into desarts, ... Tauris has a 
considerable commerce in raw silk, and 
manufactories of carpets, and silk and cotton 
stuffs.   (John Bell, 1717) 

142-
143 En. 

10 Historical 
Account of 

William 
Fordyce 

1797 
This city is divided into nine quarters, or 
wards. The bazars, composing the heart of 
the city,...The bazars, or markets, make a 

190-
191 En. 
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the Most 
Celebrated 
Voyages, 

Travels, and 
Discoveries 

… 

Mavor very magnificent appearance from their 
extent and the beauty of the buildings. In 
one, which is of an octagonal form, jewels 
and other valuable merchandife are sold. 
This is called the Royal Market. The public 
structures, in general, are very noble, and, in 
point of magnificence, equal to the finest 
specimens of Asiatic architecture. ...   

(Chardin) 

11 

Essai sur 
l'influence 

des 
croisades 

Arnold 
Hermann 
Ludwig 
Heeren, 

Charles de 
Villiers 

1808 

Le commerce d'Arménie, dont la capitale, 
Tauris, était le point central du commerce de 
toute la Perse, de celui de Bagdad et de 
Bassora, rendait encore plus intéressans les 
établissemens dans cette partie. C'est à 
Tauris que se réunissaient les caravanes qui 
se dirigeaient à l'est sur Ispahan, Balkh et 
Bokhara, aussi bien que celles qui se 
rendaient au sud dans les villes situées sur le 

Tigre, et qui viennent d'être nommées. 

356-
357 Fr. 

12 Thalaba the 
Destroyer 

Robert 
Southey 

1814 

"there are the fairest Basars that are in any 
place of Asia; and it is a lovely sight to see 
their beautiful Duomos, and the arches over 

them."    (chardin) 

259- En. 

13 

The world 
displayed, 

or, A 
collection of 
voyages and 

travels 

Christopher 
Smart, Oliver 
Goldsmith, 

Samuel 
Johnson 

1815 

....He built a royal palace near the market-
place, in a most delightful garden, adorned 
with fruit trees, and spacious walks of 
cypress. The horse-market has, on the south 

side, several magnificent structures. 
The markets are full of shops and 
storehouses, where vast quantities of 
merchandise, and rubies, granates and 
turquoises, are sold very cheap. This city has 
also about fifty mosques, several 
caravanseras for the accommodation of 
foreign merchants, and many public baths.  
(Ambassador from the Duke of Holstein) .... 
the bazars composing the heart of the city, ... 
There are here many magnificent structures, 
the bazars just mentioned make as fine an 
appearance as in any part of Asia, from their 
largeness and great extent ; from the 
beautiful domes with which they are 
covered; from the multitude of people, and 
the vast quantity of merchandize with which 
they are filled. The finest of these, in which 
the jewels and most valuable merchandize 
are sold, is an octagon, and is called the 
Kaiserie, or Royal Market. As to the other 
public buildings, they are equally noble. 
There are said to be three hundred 
caravanseras, which are so spacious, that 
three hundred persons may lodge in each ; 
and the mosques and baths are answerable to 
the grandeur of the other buildings. There are 
three hospitals in the city, in which nobody is 

115-
392-
393 

En. 
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lodged ; but provisions are given twice a-day 
to all who come. Upon a hill, at the west end 
of the city, is a pretty hermitage, and at the 
east end are the ruins of a castle. There is the 
largest square at Tauris I have ever seen; it 
being much more spacious than that of 
Ispahan...The commerce of this city extends 
not only all over Persia, but into Turkey, 
Russia, Tartary, the Indies and the Black Sea.  
(Chardin) 

14 Lo 
Spettatore Spectateur 1815 

Ma non è più Tauris quella superba città ch' 
era ai tempi di Chardin : il terremoto ha 
rovesciato i più grandi edifizi. Pur vi si 
contano ancora dodici bagni pubblici , tra i 
quali alcuni assai belli , e un cimitero 
immenso. Il bazar è meschino e brutto , e le 
moschee belle giacciono a terra. 

283- It. 

15 

A Journey 
Through 
Persia, 

Armenia, 
and Asia 
Minor, to 

Constantino
ple, in the 
year 1808 
and 1809 

James 
Justinian 
Morier 

1816 

There are twelve public baths, some of which 
are handsome; and there is a bazar, which 
extends the length of the city, but it is mean 
and dirty. Tabriz has no mosques of any 
particular merit: on entering, indeed there is 
the large ruin already mentioned; and to the 
S.W. of the city (enclosed in the ark or fort 
of Ali Shah, which contains the barracks and 
magazines) are the remains of another, now 
converted into a look-out house. This is a 
conspicuous, but very unseemly object, and 
to me seemed of little use, and from its 
height to be the most exposed either to the 
shock of an earthquake, or to an attack from 
a battery. The danger of earthquakes has 
taught the inhabitants of Tabriz to build their 
houses generally as low as possible ; and to 
employ more wood than brick and plaster, in 
their construction. For the same reason the 
bazars have only wooden roofs, and are not 
arched as those in the better cities of Persia. 
Yet I am told that in earthquakes, the domed 
buildings (particularly the hummum khan, 
the largest in Tabriz) have invariably stood ; 
where others, the strongest walls, have been 
rent asunder.     (1808-1809) 

274- En. 

16 
Lettres sur le 
Caucase et la 

Géorgie 

F. von 
Freygang, W. 
von Freygang 

1816 

Les maisons en Perse ne tiennent pas aux 
boutiques; celles-ci, dans les grandes villes, 
forment un quartier séparé, qui a de longues 
et assez larges rues, voutées en bois de 3o à 
4o pieds de hauteur, et c'est ce qu'on nomme 
bazar. Le bazar de Tauris occupe le centre de 
la ville, et est peut-être le plus beau, qu'il y 
ait en Perse. 
On voit dans cette ville une place si étendue, 
que 5o mille hommes de cavalerie y ont été 
souvent rangés jadis en ordre de bataille. 
 Les manufactures de soie y sont en grand 

285-
286 Fr. 
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nombre et d'une perfection achevée, 
l'industrie assez générale, et le commerce par 
conséquent très actif.     (1812) 

17 
The 

Gentelemen'
s Magazine 

Sylvanus 
Urban 

1816 

The name Bazar is given in the East to places 
of great extent,divided into compartments for 
the different merchants. Those for the sale of 
fine and valuable commodities, (as 
jewellerys, silks, watches, & ..) are covered 
with lofty cielings or domes, admiting light 
from above. The Bazaar of Tauris is of such 
an extent, that it has more than once afforded 
cover for thirty thousand men ranged in order 
of battle. 

272- En. 

18 Philosophica
l Magazine 

Alexander 
Tilloch 

1816 
The Bazaar of Tauris is of such an extent that 
it has more than once afforded cover for 
30,000 men ranged in order of battle! 

74- En. 

19 

Narrative of 
a journey 

into Persia, 
in the suite 

of the 
Imperial 
Russian 

Moritz von 
Kotzebue 

1819 

The bazar here, which is reckoned the first in 
Persia, is nothing more than a narrow 
passage, the top of which is covered with 
rush mats, and it is lined on each side with 
small shops. Here and there the passage 
opens into a spacious court, occupied by 
caravansarays, which are merely stone 
warehouses, where merchants deposit goods 
which they afterwards retail in the shops. 
This famed bazar winds round the city in a 
variety of crooked directions, and is 
constantly filled with idle people and 
speculators of every description,…    (1817) 

177-
178 En. 

20 
Biographical 
conversation

s 

Willian 
Bingley 

1819 

...Tauris, a large and populous city, ... From 
the remains of ancient buildings which were 
still existing, this appeared to have once been 
a magnificent city ; but lawless ambition had 
laid it waste, arid converted 
the fruitful fields around it into deserts. It 
had, however, a considerable trade in raw 
silk, and some extensive manufactories of 
carpets, and of silk and cotton stuffs.   (John 
Bell, 1717) 

118- En. 

21 

Abrege de 
l'histoire 

generale des 
voyages 

Jean-François 
de La Harpe, 
Jean Baptiste 
Benoit Eyrles 

1820 Alep offre cinq routes pour Ispahan : la 
première , par le Diarbckr et Tauris ;… 416- Fr. 

22 

Historical 
Account of 
Discoveries 
and Travels 

in Asia 

Hugh Murray 1820 

...A few days more brought them to Tauris, 
once the capital and still the second city of 
Persia. It continued the seat of a most 
extensive trade, and was supposed to contain 
upwards of half a million of inhabitants. Its 
bazaars were magnificent, filled with the 
most precious commodities; and he saw no 
Meidan or public square in Persia so 
spacious as that of Tauris. It was the theatre 
of numerous games for the amusement of the 
populace, among which the wolf-fights 

66- En. 
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mentioned by Barbaro still prevailed. 

23 

Bibliotheque 
universelle 

des sciences, 
belles-lettres 

et arts 

 1820 

Le bazar, qui passe pour un des plus beaux 
de la Perse, n'est autre chose qu'un passage 
assez étroit, couvert d'un toit de jonc, entre 
deux rangs de petites boutiques, et rempli du 
matin au soir, d'oisifs de toutes les classes;… 

52- Fr. 

24 

The poetical 
works of 
Robert 

Southey 

R. Southey 1821 

At Tauris, he says,  (Chardin) "there are the 
fairest Basars that are in any place of Asia; 
and it is a lovely sight to see their beautiful 
Duomos, and the arches over them." 

255- En. 

25 

Travels in 
Asia, from 

modern 
writers, with 
remarks and 
observations 

William 
Bingley 

1822 

The situation of Tabriz is considered 
peculiarly healthful. This was once a 
magnificent city; but all its large buildings 
have been destroyed by earthquakes….The 
bazar extends through the whole length of 
the city, but is mean and dirty. The danger of 
earthquakes has taught the inhabitants to 
build their houses, generally, as low as 
possible; and to employ, in the construction 
of them, more wood than brick or plaster. 
Hence also the bazars have only wooden 
roofs, and are not arched like those in the 
better cities of Persia. 

162- En. 

26 

A general 
history and 

collection of 
voyages and 

travels 

Robert Kerr, 
William 

Stevenson 
1824 

TAURIS is a great city in the province of 
Hircania, and is a very populous place. The 
inhabitants live by the exercise of 
manufacture and trade, fabricating, 
especially, stuffs of silk and gold. The 
foreign merchants who reside there make 
very great gains, but the inhabitants are 
generally poor. They are a mixed people, of 
Nestorians, Armenians, Jacobites, Georgians, 
Persians, and Mahometans. 

285- En. 

27 

Historical 
sketch of the 
progress of 
discovery, 
navigation, 

and 
commerce 

William 
Stevenson 

1824 

Tauris, according to him, (Clavigo 1430), 
enjoyed a lucrative commerce  in its 
warehouses were an abundance of pearls, 
silk, cotton goods, and perfumed oils. 

324- En. 

28 

Bulletin des 
sciences 

geographiqu
e,… 

Aubert De 
Vitry 

1826 

A Tauris, au contraire, les principales 
opérations se font au moyen d'echanges;... 
La Perse reçoit de Constantinople les 
soieries, les draps d'or et d'argent, et d'autres 
objets de fabrique française, pour l'achat 
desquelles 300 marchands de Tauris font 
chaque année le voyage;...On compte 
environ 600 verstes de Tiflis a Tauris...
Les Arméniens expédient annuellement de 
Russie en Perse,par Tiflis et Ghilan, pour 
1,600,000 roubles de marchandises russe, ... 
les marchandises sont envoyées a Tauris a 
dos de cheval. 

285-
286 Fr. 
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Il arrive annuellement a Tauris, par 
Erzeroum, 10 a 12 caravanes de 
Constantinoples... 
Deux a trois cents chevaux apportent 
annuellement de Trebizonde a Tauris... 
... par Bagdad, il s'introduit aussi beaucoup 
de marchandises ... dans la seule ville de 
Tauris... 

29 

The modern 
traveller 

(Persia and 
China) 

Josiah Conder 1827 

No public buildings of any note at present 
exist at Tabriz, and few are the remains of 
those described by former travellers. 
Indications of the great maidan are still to be 
observed, and the bazar Kaiserieh is still 
known, but a wooden roof has been 
substituted for its former arched one. 

256- En. 

30 Il milione di 
Marco polo 

Marco polo, 
Giovanni 

Batista B. B. 
1827 

Tauris è una cittá grande ,  situata in una 
provincia nominata Hirach , nella quale sono 
molte altre cittá , e castelli; ma Tauris è la 
piú nobile , e più popolata, gli abitatori 
vivono delle mercanzie, e arti loro, perché vi 
si lavora di diverse sorti di panni d'oro , e di 
seta di gran valuta 

39-
41 It. 

31 

The modern 
voyager & 
traveller 
throught 
Europe, 

Asia, Africa, 
& America 

William 
Adams 

1828 

The frequency of earthquakes has taught the 
people of Tabriz to build their houses as low 
as possible, and to use more wood than brick 
or plaster. For this reason, the bazaars here 
have only wooden roofs. 

223- En. 

32 

Histoire du 
commerce 

entre le 
Levant et 

l'Europe …  
 Tome I 

G.B. Depping 1830 

... Tauris. Cette ville était le dépôt des étoffes 
de soie et d'or, des arômes, des perles, et en 
général des marchandises de l'Inde, de 
Bagdad, de Mossul, &c. Marco-Polo dit qu'il 
y venait des marchands de toutes les parties 
du monde, et non-seulement de l'Inde et de la 
Mésopotamie, mais aussi des pays 
occidentaux, parce que le commerce donnait 
beaucoup de gain à Tauris, probablement à 
cause des échanges avantageux qu'on pouvait 
y faire. Une grande route conduisait, à 
travers la chaîne de montagnes qui bordait 
l'empire au sud-est, jusqu'à Erzeroum, en 
Arménie, et de là à Tauris, en Perse, où 
siégea , au quatorzième siècle, le khan des 
Tartares, qui avait envahi l'Asie occidentale. 
On employait cinq à six jours, sur un chemin 
difficile, au trajet entre Trébizonde et 
Erzeroum ; mais il en fallait trente à trente-
deux pour que les caravanes arrivassent 
jusqu'à Tauris. Toutes les marchandises que 
l'on débarquait dans le port de Trébizonde, et 
qu'on y mettait en dépôt, s'expédiaient 
ordinairement par cette route pour la Perse, 
et les marchandises venues par la mer 

23, 
129-
130, 
132-
135, 
209 

Fr. 
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Caspienne ou de l'intérieur de la Perse, 
gagnaient, par la même route, le port de 
Trébizonde, pour traverser la mer Noire.
Les marchands arméniens ... fréquentaient 
les marchés deTauris,.. 
La route de Tauris et d'Erzeroum aboutissait 
au port d'A'ïas ou Lajazo, que Marco-Polo 
appelle Galza ou Glacia. 
Tauris, auprès du lac d'Ormyah, dans la 
province persane d'Azerbidjan , à quarante 
lieues de la mer Caspienne , était la résidence 
des khans ; il y régnait beaucoup de luxe :.... 
Tauris recevait de Caffa et de Bursa les 
velours et les draps de laine,... 
La douanne ... Chaque boutique du bazar 
payait selon sa valeur,... II résidait à Tauris 
beaucoup d'Arméniens, des Turcomans et 
des juifs. Les Génois allaient chercher les 
denrées orientales, surtout les épices venues 
par la voie de Tauris. 

33 

Histoire du 
commerce 

entre le 
Levant et 

l'Europe …  
 Tome II 

G.B. Depping 1830 

"Traités entre Venise et les rois d'Arménie". 
....  Il y est stipulé, entre autres conditions, 
que les Vénitiens pourront traverser 
librement les états du roi d'Arménie pour se 
rendre à Tauris, en Perse 

339-
340 Fr. 

34 

The history 
of maritime 
and inland 
discovery 

William 
Desborough 

Cooley 
1830 

Tauris or Tebriz appeared to him to be a 
commercial city of the first importance...  
(Oderic of Portenau) Tauris or Tebriz is 
described by Clavijo as a great commercial 
city,… In Tauris the Genoese enjoyed great 
commercial privileges … 

319-
333 En. 

35 

Revue 
universelle, 
bibliotheque 
de l'homme 
du monde et 
de l'homme 

politique 

 1832 

En Perse, du temps de Chardin, c'est-à-dire 
dès la dernière moitié du dix-septième siècle, 
on avait eu l'idée de fonder une imprimerie à 
Ispahan. Des caractères orientaux furent 
envoyés pour cet objet d'Europe. Mais la 
mollesse qui caractérisa les derniers 
souverains de la maison des Sofis, et les 
événemens qui troublèrent plus tard la Perse, 
empêchèrent de donner suite à ce projet. Ce 
n'est que dans ces dernières années que le 
prince royal Abbas-Myrza a créé une 
imprimerie à Tauris, chef-lieu de son 
gouvernement ; et encore la guerre 
désastreuse de la Perse contre la Russie en 
1826 a ralenti tout progrès. On cite 
cependant, parmi les ouvrages imprimés à 
Tauris, le Gulistan, ou Jardin des Rosés, par 
le célèbre Sadi, et une histoire de la dynastie 
des Kadjars, actuellement régnante en Perse. 

278- Bl. 

36 Abrege de 
geographie Adriano Balbi 1833 

On voit encore les vestiges de sa grande 
place (meïdan), rivale pour l'étendue de celle 
d'Ispahan; un toît de bois recouvre le fameux 

674- Fr. 
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Kaiserieh, regardé par quelques voyageurs 
comme le plus beau bazar de la Perse. 

37 
Blätter für 
literarische 

Unterhaltung
 1833 

Tebriz (Tabriz) ist die Hauptstadt der 
Provinz Aderbaijan (Azerdbijan),e, jetzt eine 
der voll reichsten und gerverbtreibendsten 
persischen Provinzen. 
In Tebriz .... Die Karavanseraien sind 
zahlreich und groß und die Bazars 
ausgedehnt; aber außer dem neuen, durch 
hohe, schöne Kuppeln grbedten Bazar hat 
ihre Bauart nichts Nemertenswerlhes. Tebriz 
ist der Mittelpunkt eines sehr lebhaften 
Handels. Seine großen Lager sind 
fortwährend so mit Waaren gefüllt, daß man 
sich nur mit Müh einen Weg durch dieselben 
bahnt. Doch ist die Stadt nicht der Sitz 
bedeutender Manufacturen, wenn man einige 
in Seidennaaren ausnimmt. 

  

38 
Précis de la 
géographie 
universelle 

Conrad 
Malte-Brun 

1835 

"On voit a Tebriz ou Tauris, ville 
considérable. Les bazars ou marchés et les 
autres édifices publics sont vastes et 
spacieux; et l'on dit, avec quelque 
exagération, que la grande place (Meidan) a 
contenu jusqu'à 30,000 hommes rangés en 
bataille...  Ce qu'elle offre de plus 
remarquable est le Kaissarieh, regardé par les 
voyageurs comme le plus beau bazar de la 
Perse. 

T8: 
360 Fr. 

39 

Bibliotheque 
universelle 
des voyages 
effectues par 
mer ou par 
terre dans 

les… 

A. 
Montemont, 

L. Mas Latrie 
1836 

J'arrivai à Tauris le 17 avril 1672 (Chardin) 
....Tauris est une grande et belle ville de la 
Perse, au fond d'une plaine, et au bas du 
mont Oronte. Elle n'a ni murs ni 
fortifications, un petit fleuve passe au 
travers. La ville est divisée en neuf quartiers. 
Elle a au moins quinze mille maisons et 
quinze mille boutiques. Les maisons en Perse 
sont séparées des boutiques, qui sont la 
plupart disposées en de longues et larges rues 
voûtées, de quarante à cinquante pieds de 
hauteur. Ces rues s'appellent bazars, c'est-à-
dire marchés. Elles font le milieu de la ville, 
les maisons sont sur les dehors. Presque 
toutes ont un jardin. Tauris n'a qu'un petit 
nombre de palais, mais ses bazars sont les 
plus beaux de l'Asie.....La place principale de 
Tauris est la plus grande de l'Orient; on y a 
rangé plusieurs fois trente mille hommes en 
bataille. 

49,2
05-7 Fr. 

40 

Historical 
and 

Descriptive 
Account of 

Persia 

James Baillie 
Fraser 

1836 

The bazaars are the only thoroughfares that 
deserve the appellation of streets; and some 
of these, as the long continuous ones at 
Ispahan, the Bazaar el Wukeel at Shiraz, and 
some of those at Teheran, Tabriz, and other 
chief towns, are spacious, lofty, solidly-built, 
and, comparatively speaking, magnificent. 

25-
26  
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The construction of these bazaars may be 
shortly described as follows : A paved 
pathway, varying from eight to sixteen feet 
in width, separates two rows of cells, before 
which runs a raised platform or continuous 
booth. Squatted upon these sit the venders of 
commodities, having their goods displayed 
beside them: the vaults contain the rest of 
their stock; and in some cases there is 
another apartment in therear, which serves as 
a magazine for the more opulent 
shopkeepers. The whole is arched over either 
with well-constructed brickwork or clay; or, 
in very inferior establishments, with 
branches of trees and thatch, which intercept 
the sun's rays. Here sit the merchants and 
various tradesmen, each class for the most 
part keeping to their respective quarters; so 
that smiths, braziers, shoemakers, saddlers, 
potters, cloth and chintz sellers, tailors, and 
other handicraftsmen, may generally be 
found together; but confectioners, cooks, 
apothecaries, bakers, fruiterers, and green 
sellers are dispersed in various places ; 
sometimes setting out their wares in a 
manner sufficiently pleasing, although quite 
unlike that in which shops are arranged in 
Europe. Attached to 'the bazaars in the larger 
towns there are usually several caravansaries 
for the accommodation of travelling 
merchants. The chambers of these are 
occupied both as offices for transacting 
business, and also for shops; and the gay 
appearance which they present, the bustle 
that prevails in the space before them, and 
the variety of costume, manners, and 
language, present a spectacle highly 
amusing, as well as interesting. 

41 El Instructor  1837 El mayor bazaar del Asia es el de Tauris 196-  

42 

Des hospices 
d'enfants 

trouvés, en 
Europe, et 

principaleme
nt en France 

B.B. Remacle 1838 

L'an 694 de l'hégire (1294 de J.-C.), 
Mahmoud Ghazan- Khan, deuxième prince 
de la dynastie des Tchanguis-Khan, monta 
sur le trône de Perse. Il fit construire à Tauris 
un édifice destiné à lui servir de tombeau, un 
hôpital, une bibliothèque, une grande 
mosquée, deux écoles, des bains, etc. 
L'article 7 de la fondation est ainsi conçu: 
«Les enfants que des malheureux exposeront 
aux portes des édifices publics ou sur les 
grands chemins, seront ramassés et soignés 
par des nourrices prises à gages. Il sera en 
outre fourni à tous leurs besoins jusqu'à ce 
qu'ils soient parvenus à l'âge de raison.» 

369- Fr. 

43 Histoire William 1840 Avant cette révolution commerciale , les 239- Fr. 
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générale des 
voyages de 
découvertes 
maritimes et 
continentales

Desborough 
Cooley, 
Adolphe 
Laurent 

Genois et les Vénitiens recevaient les 
marchandises de l'Inde et de la Chine par 
Caffa, Tana et Ajazzo. Elles y arrivaient par 
deux voies différentes. On les faisait venir à 
Bassora , à l'embouchure du Tigre , dans le 
golfe Persique; de là elles allaient par ce 
fleuve , et à travers la Perse , jusqu'à Tauris ; 
puis elles traversaient l'Arménie, et ensuile la 
mer Noire jusqu'à Tana, ville à l'embouchure 
du Tanaïs. Sanudo et Pegoleiti ont parlé 
d'une partie de cette route du commerce ; 
mais les objets les plus précieux, et d'un petit 
volume, étaient portés de Tauris à Ajazzo ou 
Aias, sur la mer Méditerranée.....Tauris ou 
Tébi'iz lui (Oderic) parut être une ville 
commerçante du premier ordre. Près de là 
s'elevait une montagne de sel, dont tous les 
passants pouvaient emporter des morceaux 
aussi gros qu'ils le désiraient sans payer ni 
droit ni taxe. Le roi de Perse tirait autant de 
revenus de cette seule ville que le roi de 
France de tous ses états réunis....
Clavijo nous dépeint Tauris ou Tébriz 
comme une grande cité commerçante ,... Les 
Génois, jouissant de grands privilèges 
commerciaux à Tauris, y formaient une 
colonie commerciale qui dirigeait le 
commerce entre l'Europe et l'Inde avec tous 
les avantages d'une position intermédiaire. ... 

314-
315-
328 

44 
Bibliotheque 

de l'école 
des chartes 

Societe de 
l'école des 

chartes 
1840 

..., l'Asie Mineure fût toujours, au moyen 
âge, un des pays les plus avantageux pour les 
marchands d'Europe, qui vinrent y chercher 
les soies, les laines et le chanvre ...les cotons 
...; la garance, le kermès, les noix de galle et 
autres matières tinctoriales, le laudanum, la 
cire, les fruits et les raisins secs, la gomme 
adragante ...les cuirs et les maroquins ...les 
fourrures et les poils de chèvre d'Angora ...; 
les savons ... , les étoffes de soie, les toiles de 
coton, les tapis aux couleurs vives,... les 
épiceries, les étoffes, les pierres précieuses et 
autres productions que les caravanes 
apportaient d'abord à Bagdad et à Tauris, et 
qui de là se disséminaient dans les ports du 
littoral , fréquentés par les navires latins. 
...Des voies directes mettaient Lajazzo en 
communication avec Sébaste, Diarbekir, 
Erzeroum, Tauris, Bagdad, entrepôts des 
productions des Indes et de la Chine... 

304-
305,
311 

Fr. 

45 Géographie 
universelle 

C. Malte-
Brun, V. A. 
Malte-Brun, 

G. Doré 

1841 

Il démontre que la route commerciale 
remontait jusqu'à Tauris: il n'en indique point 
la raison; il observe seulement qu'à Tauris, 
Torisso ou Tebriz, on faisait le commerce 
d'épiceries, de perles, d'indigo et d'autres 
articles; Les marchandises étaient portées par 
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des chameaux et d'autres bêtes de somme, de 
Tauris par le mont Ararat, par Erzeroum, 
situé à cinq journées de marche de la mer 
Noire, et par Erzinghian sur l'Euphrate, à 
Ajazzo, ville de commerce alors très célèbre 
dans la petite Arménie sur la mer 
Méditerranée, près du passage connu des 
anciens sous le nom de Pas d'Issus... Une 
grande quantité de marchandises allait de 
Bagdad à Tauris où l'on rencontrait des 
négociants de l'Inde, de la Perse et d'autres 
pays... 
Depuis Tauris il y avait des stations réglées 
où étaient un certain nombre de chevaux 
toujours prêts à porter les ordres du khan, ou 
pour le service des voyageurs. Tauris faisait 
un grand commerce; on y trouvait en 
abondance des perles, de la soie, des toiles de 
coton et des huiles odoriférantes. Les Génois 
y jouissaient de la liberté du transit pour 
leurs marchandises. 

46 La Perse Louis Dubeux 1841 

Il n'existe actuellement a Tauris que peu 
d'édifices remarquables,... on reconnait 
encore le grand meidan ou place publique qui 
pouvait, dit-on, contenir trente mille hommes 
rangés en bataille.  
Le bazar appelé Kaisarieh, qui passait pour le 
plus beau de la Perse, subsiste toujours, mais 
recouvert par une toiture de bois. 

29-
30 Fr. 

47 

Pensées et 
notes 

critiques 
extraites du 
journale de 

mes voyages 
dans l'… 

Jules Charles 
Teule 

1842 

Les bazars sont vastes : on achève en ce 
moment une nouvelle construction pour les 
augmenter encore, qui, par ses proportions, 
peut être réputée remarquable en Orient. Les 
voûtes, en forme de petites coupoles qui 
abritent ces monuments, sont en briques 
cuites, et j'ai observé qu'on les bâtit avec une 
grande précision du coup d'oeil, sans 
qu'aucune sorte d'échafaudage en forme le 
moule et l'appui. Les macons s'excitent au 
travail par la cadence d'un refrain 
perpétuellement répété, et les briques 
s'ajoutent les unes au-dessus des autres avec 
une si parfaite sujétion à la mesure, que l'on 
pourrait dire de ces voûtes, comme des 
murailles de Thébes, sensibles à la musique, 
qu'elles s'élèvent et s'arrondissent d'elles-
mêmes, sous la magique puissance du chant. 
Ce qui fait l'agrément des bazars de Tauris et 
de tous les marchés de l'Asie, c'est plutôt la 
variété de l'arrangement dans les choses 
qu'on y voit et l'animation de la foule qu'on y 
rencontre, que la richesse, que le goût et que 
la tenue de ces bazars. 

269- Fr. 

48 Essai sur le Jules Juliany 1842 "Une grande route , dit M. Depping , 
conduisait à travers la chaîne de montagnes 80, Fr. 
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commerce 
de Marseille 

qui bordait l'empire au sud-est jusqu'à 
Erzeroum en Arménie , et de là à Tauris en 
Perse ,... mais il en fallait trente à trente deux 
pour que les caravanes arrivassent jusqu'à 
Tauris....Toutes les marchandises que l'on 
débarquait dans le port de Trébisonde, et 
qu'on y mettait en dépôt, s'expédiaient 
ordinairement par cette route pour la Perse et 
les marchandises venues par la mer 
Caspienne ou de l'intérieur de la Perse 
gagnaient par la même route le port de 
Trébisonde pour traverser la Mer Noire." 
En 183S, 155 navires sont entrés à 
Trébisonde, ...Les importations effectuées 
par ces navires se sont élevées à 36 millions, 
dont 26 provenant de Constantinople (dans 
ce chiffre sont comprises des marchandises 
françaises et anglaises) , près de 8 millions 
venaient de Perse (Tauris),... 

82 

49 

Annali 
universali di 

statistica, 
economia 
pubblica, 
storia e 

commercia 

 1842 
...questo commercio con la Russia ha molto 
aumentato da qualche anno. I bazar di Tauris 
sono ingombrati di manifatture russe. 

185- It. 

50 
Monuments 
de tous les 

peuples 
Ernest Breton 1843 

Tauris renferme plusieurs bazars; le plus 
beau de tous, ou se vendent les pierreries et 
les marchandises les plus précieuses, est 
octogone, très spacieux et couvert en bois; on 
le nomme Kaissarieh, ou marche royal. Il a 
été bâti, l'an 850 de l'hégire, par le roi 
Hassan, qui faisait sa résidence a Tauris. 

235- Fr. 

51 

Chine ou 
description 
historique, 

géographiqu
e et littéraire 

de … 

M.G. Pauthier 1844 

Il n'existe actuellement a Tauris que peu 
d'édifices remarquables,... on reconnait 
encore le grand meidan ou place publique qui 
pouvait, dit-on, contenir trente mille hommes 
rangés en bataille. 
Le bazar appelé Kaisarieh, qui passait pour le 
plus beau de la Perse, subsiste toujours, mais 
recouvert par une toiture de bois. 

29-
30 Fr. 

52 Das Ausland  1846  441- Gr. 

53 

Études sur le 
commerce 
au Moyen 

Age 

F. Elie de La 
Primaudaie 

1848 

Tauris, ville aussi fameuse que Paris en 
France, merveilleusement grande, célèbre et 
florissante, était le premier entrepôt de la 
Perse. Elle renfermait les plus magnifiques 
bazars qu'il fût possible devoir, et l'on y 
comptait jusqu'à trois cents caravansérails; le 
kaiserieh ou marché royal excitait surtout 
l'admiration. De toutes les contrées de l'Asie, 
des caravanes arrivaient à Tauris , et il n'y 
avait point de marchandises que l'on ne pût 
s'y procurer. 

161- Fr. 

54 Histoire du Wilhelm 1849 Tauris avait acquis une grande importance : 217- Fr. 
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commerce, 
de la 

géographie 
et de la 

navigation, 
chez tous les 

peuples et 
dans tous les 

états 

Hoffmann, 
Joseph 

Duesberg 

les marchandises de l'Inde arrivaient par mer 
jusqu'au détroit d'Ormus, d'où elles allaient, 
par la voie de terre, ou bien par le golfe 
Persique en remontant le Tigre, à Bagdad; de 
là, les caravanes les transportaient à Tauris , 
marché célèbre pendant le XIIIe et le XIVe 
siècle....jusqu'à Tauris, entrepôt du 
commerce européen avec la Perse. Les 
marchandises apportées par les caravanes, 
sont distribuées dans toutes les directions. Il 
y a un mouvement d'affaires des plus actifs; 
des milliers de collis et de ballots, que l'on 
décharge le matin, ont disparu le soir. Les 
ventes se font par grandes masses. ....De 
Tauris partent, vers l'est, les routes de 
Téhéran, Mesched, Hérat, Bokhara, 
Samarkand jusqu'en Chine; et vers le sud-est, 
celles d'Ispahan , d'Yezed, de Schiras, de 
Kermaen, Douchouk et Ferrah vers 
Candahar....Au milieu du XIVe siècle, 
Ajazzo expédiait encore des convois pour 
Tauris. 

320-
321-
362 

55 

Voyages et 
mission du 

père 
Alexandre 
de Rhodes, 

de la 
companie de 

Jésus 

Alexandre de 
Rhodes, 
Jacques 

Machault 

1854 

Je n'ai point vu dans tous mes voyages de 
ville plus grande, plus peuplée, plus 
marchande que celle-là, et où toutes choses 
soient à meilleur marché… 

416- Fr. 

56 
Archivio 
storico 
italiano 

Deputazione 
toscana di 

storia 
1853 

Le mercanzie destinate per l'Armenia, erano 
portate da Bassora pel Tigri attraverso la 
Persia fino a Tauris (Tebris), residenza dei 
Kan e grande emporio commerciale;…
Una parte delle mercanzie venute dall'Asia e 
portate a Tauris, da questa città era condotta 
a Trebisonda, .... L'altro scalo importante pel 
commercio Europeo-Asiatico era quello di 
Trebisonda, perciocché a questo faceva capo 
una diramazione della via commerciale, che 
partendo dalla China e dalle Indie giungeva a 
Tauris. Da questa città una via si dirigeva, 
come dicemmo, verso l'Armenia , ... il 
commercio di Trebisonda trovava aperte le 
comunicazioni con quello dell'Asia centrale e 
settentrionale ; mentre la via di Sud-Est, che 
portava a Tauris, dove quelli di Trebisonda 
intraprendevano grandi speculazioni 
mercantili, apriva le vie al commercio 
dell'Asia Meridionale.... 
Da Bassora erano portate a Bagdad, o 
rimontando il Tigri giungevano a Tauris; e di 
qui. come dicemmo, una parte era destinata 
per Trebisonda, e un'altra per l'Armenia e la 

334-
335-
339-
344 

It. 
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Siria.... 

57 
Le 

corresponda
nt 

Recueil 
periodique 

1854 

...Que s'il veut voir le plus curieux édifice de 
Tauris, il n'a qu'à suivre la marche régulière 
de la foule. Dès le matin, de tous les quartiers 
de la ville, elle se dirige vers un même point, 
elle se réunit en un même courant, elle afflue 
au bazar. Là est le point vital de la cité, là 
sont étalées les richesses...Là est l'arène de la 
spéculation, le champ de labeur du marchand 
et la promenade de l'oisif...Dans ce même 
bazar sont les échoppes des écrivains publics 
qui ont, comme ceux de Paris, beaucoup de 
pétitions à rédiger et des lettres mystérieuses 
d'amour à composer; près de là sont les 
corporations d'ouvriers rangés l'une à la suite 
de l'autre par ordre de métiers; et enfin pour 
que rien ne manque à ce pandémonium, là est 
l'école publique où les petits enfants persans 
apprennent à lire en se jouant les écrits de 
Hifiz et de Ferdoussi, dont l'interprétation 
occupe les veilles et enorgueillit la pensée de 
nos orientalistes. 
La population de Tauris se compose de 
plusieurs éléments différents. Il y a là dans le 
commerce, dans la diplomatie, des 
représentant des principales nations de 
l'Europe, puis des Arméniens en assez grand 
nombre, des Turcs, des Grecs, des Kurdes et 
des Nestoriens. 

230-
231 Fr. 

58 
voyageurs 
anciens et 
modernes 

Edouard 
Charton 

1855 

Toris  est une grande cité qui est dans une 
province appelée Yrac, ... Toris est la plus 
noble cité de ce pays,... Il faut savoir que les 
habitants de Toris vivent de commerce et 
d'industrie, car ils travaillent maints draps 
d'or et de soie de grande valeur. La cité est si 
bien située que de l'Inde, et de Baudac, et de 
Mosul, et de Crémosor, et de maints autres 
lieux , on y apporte des marchandises , et il y 
vient maints commerçants latins pour acheter 
les marchandises qui arrivent des pays 
étrangers. On y fait commerce aussi de 
pierres précieuses, qu'on y trouve en grande 
abondance. Les marchands qui y viennent 
trafiquer y font un grand profit; les naturels 
eux-mêmes font peu d'affaires et sont un 
mélange de toutes sortes de gens : il y a des 
Arméniens, des nestoriens, des jacobites , 
des Géorgiens, des Perses et d'autres 
hommes qui adorent Mahomet.    (Marco 
Polo) 

274- Fr. 

59 
India in the 

fifteenth 
century 

R. H. Major, 
…. 

1857 

...and finally to Tauris, where I stayed many 
days, because the roads were not safe on 
account of the wars …. Here many 
merchants came to me, beseeching me to 
return to Tauris to buy jewels, silks, and 

9--
10 En. 
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crimson stuffs, and made me very large 
offers to induce me to go ; but as the roads 
were not safe I declined going.     (Narrative 
of the voyage of Abd-er-Razzak,ambassador 
from Shah Rokh, A.D. 1499) 

60 

Recueil des 
traités et 

conventions 
concernant 
le royaume 
de Belgique 

Désiré 
François 
Joseph de 

Garcia de la 
Vega 

1859 

Tous les renseignements que j'ai recueillis à 
ce sujet à Tauris se sont accordés pour fixer 
de 1,000 à 1,200 le nombre des colis arrivant 
par mois à Tauris. Ce qui donnerait par an 
14,400 colis au plus; mais cela est 
évidemment au-dessous de la réalité...
On peut dire qu'il y a trois sortes de 
commerces à Tauris : le commerce des 
Persans, celui des Géorgiens et celui des 
Européens... 
Le marché de Tauris offre un très grand 
avantage, c'est que, dans toute circonstance, 
on peut toujours vendre des marchandises 
propres a la consommation du pays. 

308-
310 Bl. 

61 Histoire 
universelle Cesare Cantù 1862 

...Le consulat de Tauris , en Perse , 
indépendant peut-être des autres, devait 
animer et diriger le commerce de l'Asie 
méridionale, mais surtout empêcher les 
marchands génois de former des sociétés 
avec les marchands étrangers … 

504- Fr. 

62 Il 
Politecnico  1865 

...in Tauris. Possiede un bazar vasto e ben 
proveduto, belle moschee, un sontuoso 
bagno, un grande serbatoio sotterrano di 
purissima acqua, e case signorili. 

6- It. 

63 

Storia del 
commercio, 
dei viaggi, 

delle 
scoperte e 

carte 
nautiche 

degl'italiani 

Michele 
Giuseppe 
Canale 

1866 

Già nel corso di quest' opera ebbi a notare 
che una parte delle carovane, le quali 
radendo il lembo meridionale del mar Caspio 
per la via d'Erzeroum, ove l'Armenia è più 
montuosa , scaricavansi a Trcbisonda, 
procedevano dall' emporio di forisi o Tauris 
di Persia , dove i Genovesi da tempo 
antichissimo facevano un ricco commercio, 
ed avevano un Console ed un Officio di 
Mercanzia, formandovi comune a guisa della 
Capitale, sicché dal luogo di Tauris teneano 
il monopolio delle mercanzie non solo 
persiane, ma di quelle della China, dell'India 
e dell'Arabia che colà si adducevano. 

233- It. 

64 
Persia and 
the Persian 

question 

G.Nathaniel 
Curzon 
Curzon 

1892   En 

65 
Journal of 
the Institut 
of Bankers 

Institut of 
Bankers 
(Great 

Britain) 

1892 

The men of Tauris (Tabreez) get their living 
by trade and handicrafts, for they weave 
many kinds of beautiful and valuable stuffs 
of silk and gold. The city has such a good 
position that merchandize is brought thither 
from India, Baudas, Cremesor and… 

 En. 

66 Harper's 
Magazine 

Making of 
America 

1893 ... the road from Trebizonde, throught 
Erzeroum, to Tabreez, or Tauris, the largest 652- En. 
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Project city in Persia, is undoubtedly the oldest 
caravan route in the world. All The 
merchandise… 

67 

From the 
Black Sea 
through 

Persia and 
India 

Edwin Lord 
Weeks 

1896 ….  En. 

68 From Batum 
to Baghdad Walter Harris 1896 

Tabriz ,… is the first commercial city of 
Persia,… One wonder at the perseverance of 
a race that, no sooner than it was destroyed, 
commenced once more to rebuilt it; and to-
day the city, if it presents little or no feature 
of beauty or wealth, must at least attract the 
attention of the traveller to its commercial 
vitality and its great size....  ...It is these 
bazaars that attract the traveller more than 
anything in Tabriz;... People in the position 
to know told me that in all there were some 
twenty-five miles of these covered streets;...  
the Tabriz bazaars consist of long, straight, 
coveres streets, with lofty roofs, the whole 
constructed of brick, and neatly and well 
built... In places these long covered ways 
open out into great halls,of immense size, 
and with their roofs 50 to 60 feet from the 
ground, the whole most handsomely built, 
with domes and decorative supports. Every 
now and then, too, one emerges from the 
dark ways into great patches of sunlight, fine 
open squares, .... 

98-
111-
112-
113 

En. 

69 La Perse 
d'aujourd'hui L. E. Aubin 1908 

Le bazar possede son Darougha propre, qui 
en est le véritable chef, il assure la 
surveillance nocturne et se reconnait 
responsable des vols commis pendant la 
nuit... 
Mon séjour a Tauris ayant coincidé avec ces 
événements, j'y trouvai les bazars clos; sauf 
pour les donrées première necessité, aucune 
boutique ne restait ouvert; les commercant 
étaient en grève, en temps ordinaire, l'activité 
est considerable;... Les Arméniens,... ceux de 
la ville s'emploient dans le commerce et les 
métiers. Les maisons arméniennes du bazar 
détiennent une bonne part du négoce avec la 
Russie. 

42-
44 Fr. 

70 travels to 
tana persia 

G. Barbaro, 
A. Contarini 

… 
1963   En. 
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Glossary & Encyclopedia of Tabriz Historical bazaar Complex 
 

 

Afsharieh: 

The dynasty that ruled Iran from 1734 to 1746. Its founder was Nader Shah-e 

Afshar. 
 

 

Bazaar: 

Bazaar refers to the main commercial center of a town, used both for retail and 

wholesale trade.   
 

 

Bazaarcha: 

A small bazaar. A bazaar of a short length.  

Bazaarchas were usually separate from main bazaars, often forming next to gates. 

However, if the bazaar expanded a Bazaarcha would connect to it. 
 

 

Bineh: 

The changing room in a bathhouse. The place in a bathhouse where people leave 

their clothes. 
 

 

Caravanserai (Sarā or Khan): 

The Sarai of a caravan, a building where a caravan would stop on its route 

(Dehkhoda’s [Persian] dictionary). 

A large area or Serai within a town or on a caravan route that would include many 

rooms in which traders and the rest of the caravan stayed in, trading there as well as 

storing their merchandize. 

From the beginning of the present century the term Serai [Sarā] gradually replaced 

caravanserai. Following a decline in the role of caravans in transporting goods, giving 

way to carriages and subsequently motor powered vehicles, the prefix ‘caravan’ was 

eliminated, as a result of which Sarā, an old word for house was employed to refer to 

urban caravanserais (Hossein Soltanzadeh, Persian Bazaars). 
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Chāhār-bakhshi: 

A form of dome construction resulting from the intersection of vaults perpendicular 

to one another; best formed on a square plan. 

 

 

Chāhār-soo, Chāhār-sooq, Chārsug: 

Literally meaning the place where four bazaars diverge from. Chāhār-rāh is the 

intersection of two main bazaar routes. In some cases a Chāhār-soo would be built at 

such intersections, which was important in terms of communication. 

 

 

Dālān and Dālāncheh: 

A narrow bazaar route flanked by shops; a covered corridor (Dālāncheh means a 

small Dālān).  

Dālān is a linear intermediary space of connection between the external and internal 

spaces of a building. 

 

 

Donboli: 

A Kurdish clan (Dehkhoda’s [Persian] dictionary). A Kurdish clan of the Moussel 

region. Of this clan were Ahmad Donboli-ibn Nassr, a Shafei religious scholar and Ali 

Donboli Abi-ibn Abi Bekr-ibn Soleiman Mohaddess (Montahelarab). 

Amir Ahmad Khan Donboli was the powerful ruler of Azerbaijan during the reign of 

Afsharieh, Zandieh and Qajar dynasties. 

 

 

Darband: 

A wide and short street incorporating a door that would be locked at certain times. A 

gated cul-de-sac. 

 

 

Gardchin: 

A form of dome construction where rows of bricks converge towards the dome’s 

center on a radial pattern. 
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Goosheh-sāzi: 

Goosheh-sāzi [pendentives] was used to transform a square plan, first to 8 corners 

and then to 16 and 32 corners successively, leading to the circle of the dome. Similarly, 

a near square rectangular plan can be transformed to 6 and then 12 corners and finally an 

ellipse. 

 

 

Gozar: 

Way. A wide street that leads to a number of other streets and places. 

 

 

Hammām: 

A bathhouse; also Garmābeh. 

 

 

Hashti: 

Part of the house, [vestibule], located behind the entrance, usually octagonal in plan 

(Dehkhoda’s [Persian] dictionary). 

Hashti is separate from the house proper and is varied in plan form; a covered 

intermediary space between the street and the house courtyard; a space after the 

entrance, usually located immediately after the entrance portal. 

The most important function of a Hashti is to provide several directions in internal 

movement, as well as keeping the privacy of the house proper (The Encyclopedia of 

Architecture and Urban Planning [Persian], p 589).  

 

 

Hojreh (Dokkan, Maqāzeh): 

A merchant’s shop. A room in a Madrassa [school] or a caravanserai (Dehkhoda’s 

[Persian] dictionary). 

Hojreh or Dokkan can be considered to be the smallest space of a bazaar, 

constituting the various parts of the bazaar, such as Rāsteh, Sarā … through its 

repetition. The surface area of Hojrehs varied greatly averaging between ten to twenty 

five square meters. 
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Hoorno: 

A roof light; since implementing this near the apex is not possible as in other parts 

of a dome, where it is required an area near the apex is left unfilled to perform the 

function of letting in natural light. 

 

 

Jenāqi:  
Jenāq is the v-shaped bone in poultry, used in Iran in a game of bets (Moin’s 

[Persian] dictionary). 

An arch type with a pointed apex. 

 

 

Kalil:  

Slow or unsturdy (Dehkhoda’s [Persian] dictionary). 

A shallow form of spanning an opening (or sometimes vaulting) comprising two 

parts: Pākār and kalāleh. Kalāleh is the shallow arch, and is not pointed. 

This type of arch, which can sustain high compressive forces was used in basements 

or ground floors or wherever high loads were to be supported. For covering two floor 

Shabestāns [indoor prayer halls] of mosques, this type of arch was usually used at the 

ground floor. 

 

 

Kārbandi: 
The section between a square plan volume and the beginning of the dome drum, 

formed by intersecting secondary arches (The Encyclopedia of Architecture and Urban 

Planning [Persian], p 439).  

Kārbandi is a form of Goosheh-sāzi or Pendentives, which transforms the square 

plan to the circle of the dome without increasing the dome’s height. 

Kārbandi consists of the following: 

A series of Samboussehs (triangles with curved edges, as mentioned previously), 

forming the uppermost part of a Kārbandi. 

One or more rows of Shāparaks (quadrangles with curved edges), forming the 

middle section. 

A series of Pā-bāriks (final quadrangles that lead to a pā-tāq). 
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A Kārbandi of the Yazd style (Yazdi-bandi) is simplified in form as much as 

possible, reducing the number of Shāparaks - to the extent that they are completely 

eliminated, so that Sanboossehs sit on Pā-bāriks. In such a case, Pā-bāriks are halved, 

so that the two halves find a linear common denominator. Each half is a Soussani. 

 

 

Khass-neshin: 

The private part of a bathhouse reserved for special patrons. 

 

 

Khazineh: 

Part of a bathhouse where hot water would be prepared by means of a traditional 

boiler room [toon]. At times cold water would be used instead. 

 

 

Kolombo: 

A small vault or dome type, usually without corner pendentives, constructed on 

supporting walls or columns on a square plan. Its construction has similarities to basket 

weaving (Assar Journal, no. 24, Cultural Heritage Organization).  

 

 

Madrassa: 

Place of teaching and learning; school. Place of learning science and technology. 

 

 

Maidān [square, piazza, plaza]: 

Open area, land, arena; an area where a number of streets converge on to. The term’s 

literal meaning is the same as that of Miān [in between] that became Maidān when 

Arabized; meaning the heart of the city, an open space for gathering supported by its 

surrounding bazaar. Maidān is referred to the intersection of a number of streets in 

towns or villages for gathering or ease of movement. 
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Masjid: 

Mosque, a place for Muslim prayer and worship, the house of God. A place for 

Namāz [Muslim prayer]. Muslims’ place of worship and gathering. 

 

 

Miāndar: 

A space in a bathhouse located between Garmkhāneh (bath proper) and Bineh 

(changing room). 

 

 

Mihrāb: 

Part of a mosque where the Imam or the prayer leader stands during Namāz [Muslim 

prayer]. It is positioned such that when faced towards it, the Imam or the prayer leader 

faces Qibla [Mecca]. 

 

 

Mināreh [Mināret]: 

A slim tower on a circular plan that is a feature of Persian architecture as well as 

other Muslim countries, usually used in mosques. 

 

 

Moqarnass: 

A stepped out stalactite shaped treatment to the underside of a dome or half dome in 

Eivāns [porticos] or portals, made in brick, plaster or tile work in which each succeeding 

row projects further out than the row below in order to form a portal. These projections, 

protrusions and concavities occur with various patterns and ornamentations. 

 

 

 

Moqoufi: 

Closed off; inaccessible. Related concepts: a Moqufeh property is one that cannot be 

sold or bought and should be kept intact, and any likely benefits from it should not be 

transferred (Dehkhoda’s [Persian] dictionary). The term’s plural is Oqāfāt. Property or 

land of such nature is referred to as Moqufeh. 
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Noorehkesh: 

A place in a bathhouse for removing body hair, usually located towards the middle. 

 

 

Orossi: 

Russian. 

A door facing a main courtyard (Sahn), of the vertical sliding sash type (Dehkhoda’s 

[Persian] dictionary).  

A window containing small divisions, that slides up into a purpose made cavity. 

Orossi usually occurs on the main facades of a Kooshk [freestanding pavilion/villa] 

or colonnades that face the main courtyard. 

The frame of an Orossi is made of solid wood, enclosing intricate geometrical or 

plant form patterns in inlay or latticed woodwork. In the latter case, small colored pieces 

of glass fill the open parts of the woodwork. 

 

 

Pol-bazaar: 

A bazaar atop a bridge. 

 

 

Qayssarieh: 

The term derives from the Latin “Caiseria”, meaning royal market place. Some 

sources indicate that the term Qayssarieh is related to “Qayssar”, which stands for 

“Caesar”. In Iran Qayssarieh refers to a space that in terms of architectural features 

would resemble a secondary bazaar route, a Dālān [corridor] or a Timcha, and in a few 

cases a Darāi [covered or open courtyard], while in terms of use it would usually 

contain luxury and expensive goods, in particular various high quality woven items. For 

this reason – security, Qayssariehs had one or more gates that would be locked at nights 

(Hossein Soltanzadeh, Persian Bazaars). 

 

 

Rāstā: 

A linear route (a linear bazaar), a linear and straight bazaar. 
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In its simplest form, a Rāstā of a bazaar had shops on either side of the route. Many 

bazaars took shape and developed gradually. For this very reason, similar to streets, the 

extensions of the routes of such bazaars were irregular and organic. A few bazaars, those 

built by rulers or charitable individuals would be built on a straight plan. 

 

 

Rasteh: 

Refers to a trade [guild], each trade occupying a certain length of a Rāsta (main 

bazaar route), such as cobblers, coppersmiths etc. By going to a particular Rasta a buyer 

could get a better deal. 

 

 

Sarbineh: 

In old bathhouses, platforms in the changing room or Bineh. 

 

 

Takieh (Hosseinieh): 

The word Takieh and its derivatives (Takieh dādan, Takieh dāshtan and Takieh 

kardan mean to lean against something, to rely on something, to trust. 

The place of communion for Sufis, Sufi sheikhs’ cemetery, temporary place of 

residence for Sufis when traveling, charge free hostels in pilgrimage towns; in Iran, in 

particular, the place of mourning for Shia martyred leaders, specially for the mourning 

ceremonies of the month of Moharram, as well as the performance of Tazieh [Shia 

reenactment performance]. 

 

 

Tāq: 

A concave ceiling or vault; also Āssemaneh (Dehkhoda’s [Persian] dictionary). 

A curved ceiling or vault, varied in shape depending on construction and form. 

 

 

Tāq-e Rūmi [Roman Vault]: 

A vault construction in which kilned or sun-dried bricks were laid in such a way that 

the rows in the vault were parallel to the rows in the walls. 
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Tāq-e Zarbi [Vault]: 

A form of constructing a vault in which kilned or sun-dried bricks were laid in such 

a way that the rows in the vault were perpendicular to the rows in the walls. 

 

 

Tavizeh: 

Architecturally, Tavizeh refers to narrow load bearing ribs placed at specific 

intervals in order to transfer loads from a vault (Asar Journal, no. 24, Cultural Heritage 

Organization). 

 

 

Tim or Timcha: 

A covered Sarā containing a number of shops on a centralized plan. As covered 

spaces these would provide a suitable space protected from rain and sun, where 

expensive goods such as carpets were offered. For this reason, in terms of property 

prices, these were more expensive than caravanserais, hence they would not be used for 

ordinary goods. 

 

 

Yakh-chāl: 

A place for keeping ice. A deep and covered sunken area where ice would be stored 

in winter to be used in the summer. 

 

 

Zoorkhāneh: 

A place for performing traditional sports. The place for Iran’s Herculean sports 

known as Bāstāni or ancient sports. 

Iran’s old Zoorkhānehs are covered structures lit by roof lights, and a sunken area in 

the middle. At the periphery, chambers would cater for onlookers, changing and keeping 

clothes. In the chamber next to the entrance of Zoorkhāneh a platform, Sardam, is the 

place where the Morshid [a drum beating and bell ringing rhythm giver who recites epic 

poetry] sits. In front of this is a framework for hanging a bell [used by the Morshid], as 

well as a furnace for heating the drum and preparing a mixture of ginger and cinnamon 

for after the exercises. 
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Qajar:  

The dynasty that ruled Iran from 1794 to 1925. Qajars were a Turkoman clan that 

appeared as an offshoot of the Mongol invasion of Central Asia. Safavid Shah Abbass 

moved one group of Qajars to Astarabad, now Gorgan. 

 

 

Zandieh: 

Zandiaan or Zandieh or the Zand dynasty are the names of a dynasty that ruled in 

Iran for forty six years in the time span between the disintegration of Afsharieh and the 

arrival of the Qajars. This dynasty was founded by Karim Khan-e Zand of the Zand 

clan. He came to power in 1749. 

 

 

Safavieh [Safavids]: 

Also Safavian, this was the dynasty that ruled Iran and its satellites from 1500 to 1732. 

 

 

Teimourian [Timurids]: 

Teimourian or Goorkanian (1370-1506) was a dynasty of Mongol ancestry. Its 

founder was Teimur-e Goorkani [Tamerlane], who was based in Central Asia, with 

Samarkand as his capital. 

 

 

Ilkhanian [Ilkhanids]: 

A dynasty of the descendents of Genghiz Khan that ruled Iran from 1255 to 1348. 

 

 

Saljuqian [Seljuqs]: 

Saljuqian, Salajeqeh refer to a dynasty that ruled large expanses of Western Asia 

including present day Iran during the 11th and 12th centuries. 
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Encyclopedias have been compiled through gathering the data to facilitate the access 

to sciences and information from the old times. We referred the encyclopedia to get 

information about bazaar. The information obtained from 32 encyclopedias accessible through 

the Internet, are gathered from those published during 1761 to 1867 in French, English, Italian 

and Spanish languages about bazaar are as follows:  

  

A) Bazaar is introduced as a roofed and unroofed place for trading of goods. 

B) Some bazaars are mentioned as examples in these texts and Tabriz bazaar is 

mentioned in all examples.  

C)“Tabriz Bazaar” is introduced with different explanations, such as: 

-   The biggest bazaar 

-   The most beautiful bazaar 

-   The most excellent bazaar of Iran 

-   The biggest bazaar in east in terms of transactions made there 

-   30,000 persons are gathered in its square to defend the city for several times   

-   It has more than 15000 shops  

The names of the encyclopedias used for gathering information will be mentioned in a 

table together with a selected text about Tabriz bazaar.  
  

 

 

 nom du livre    / 
 book's name 

ecrivan  /   
writer 

da
te

 d
e 

la
 p

ub
lic

at
io

n
 

passages en rapport avec le bazar 
de Tabriz et la commerce en 

cette ville 
pages

lie
u 

de
 la

 p
ub

lic
at

io
n

 

1 

Dictionnaire du 
citoyen ou Abrege 

historique, 
theorique et 

pratique 

Honoré 
Lacombe de 

Prézel 
1761 

… Le Bazar de Tauris le capitale de 
l'Aderbaijan, a l'entrée de la Perse, est 
sans contredit, le plus vaste. Il contient 
plus de quinze mille boutiques, & on y a 
rangé plusieurs fois trente mille 
hommes en bataille… 
 

127- Fr. 

2 
Le grand 

vocabulaire 
francais 

F. de Guyot 1768 
... Le plus beau Bazar que l'on 
connoisse, est celui de Tauris. On y 
compte plus de quinze mille boutiques. 
 

551- Fr. 

3 

Encyclopédie ou 
dictionnaire 

raisonné des 
sciences des arts 

Jean le Rond 
d' Alembert- 

Denis Diderot 
1780 

Le circuit de Tauris est, dit-on, de 30 
miles: ce qu'il y a de sûr, c'est qu'elle 
est remplie de jardins & de grandes 
places publiques, qui sont de vrais 

799-
800 Fr. 
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et des métiers-
Tome 32 

champs. Les mosquées sont belles & 
nombreuses. Les vivres sont à grand 
marché dans cette ville. Ses habitans 
font un commerce continuel avec les 
Turcs, les Arabes, les Géorgiens, les 
Mingréliens, les Indiens, les Moscovites 
& les Tartares. Ses bazards sont 
couverts & garnis de riches 
marchandises, entr'autres d'étoffes de 
soie, & de belles peaux de chagrin. 
 

4 

Encyclopédie ou 
dictionnaire 

raisonné des 
sciences des arts 

et des métiers-
Tome 4 

Jean le Rond 
d' Alember- 

Denis Diderot 
1781 

..., il faut avouer que le bazar de Tauris 
est la place la plus vaste que l'on 
conoisse: on y a plusieurs fois rangé 
trente mille hommes en bataille. Il 
contient plus de quinze mille boutiques, 
et passe sans contredit pour le plus 
superbe de la Perse. On appelle dans 
cette dernière ville le bazar des 
pierreries, kaisarie, c'est à dire, marche 
royal. 
 

604- Fr. 

5 
Encyclopédie 
méthodique. 
Géographie 

 1788 

Tauris, grande ville d'Asie,... Les vivres 
sont à grand marché dans cette ville. 
Ses habitans Font un commerce 
continuel avec les Turcs, les Arabes, les 
Géorgiens, les Mingréliens, les Indiens, 
les Moscovites & les Tartares. Ses 
bazards sont couverts & garnis de 
riches marchandises , entr,autres 
d'étoffes de soie, & de belles peaux de 
chagrin. 
 

349-
350 Fr. 

6 

Encyclopédie 
méthodique - 

Encyclopediana, 
ou dictionnaire 
encyclopédique 

 1791 

BAZAR. Le Bazar est chez les orientaux 
& sur-tout chez les perses , un lieu de 
commerce & répondant à peu-près aux 
marchés d'Europe. Un des plus 
célèbres est celui d'Ispahan. Celui de 
Tauris est le plus vaste que l'on 
connoisse : on y a plusieurs fois rangé 
trente mille hommes en bataille ; il 
contient plus de quinze mille boutiques. 
 

170- Fr. 

7 Encyclopaedia 
Britannica 

Colin 
Macfarquhar- 
George Gleig 

1797 

..., it is excelled by the bazar of Tauris, 
which is the largest that is known, 
having several times held 30,000 men 
ranged in order of battle. 
 

90- En. 

8 Encyclopaedia 
Britannica  1823 

Bazar or Basar… it is excelled by the 
bazar of Tauris, which is the largest that 
is known, having several times held 
30000 men ranged in order of battle. 
 

480- En. 

9 

Encyclopedie 
moderne, ou 
dictionnaire 
abrege des 

hommes et des 
choses, des… 

E. M. P. 
Courtin 1827 

... mais le plus vaste bazar de l'orient, 
sous le raport du commerce qui s'y fait, 
est celui du Tauris, capitale de 
l'Arménie; on y compte plus de quinze 
mille boutiques. 

201- Fr. 

10 The London 
Encyclopaedia Thomas Curtis 1829 

... it is excelled by the bazar of Tauris, 
which is the largest that is known, 
having several times held 30,000 men 
ranged in order of battle. 

691-
692 En. 

11 
Dictionnaire 
géographie 
universel 

Auguste 
Wahlen 1832 

Le commerce ... ; avec Constantinople 
se fait par 3oo marchands de Tauris, 
qui font annuellement le voyage. 

 Fr. 
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12 

The Family 
Encyclopedia of 

Useful Knowledge 
and General 

Literature 

John Lauris 
Blake 1834 Bazaar… That of Tauris is the largest 

known, and will contain 30000 men. 103- En. 

13 Encyclopedie des 
gens du Monde  1834 

..., on cite le bazar de Tauris comme 
l'emplacement le plus vaste que l'on 
connaisse; on y a plusieurs fois rangé 
30,000 hommes en bataille. Il peut 
contenir 15,000 boutiques. 

201- Fr. 

14 Encyclopédie 
théologique 

Jacques-Paul 
Migne 1834 

TAURIS ou TABRIS. — Ville de Perse, 
chef-lieu do l'Aderba'idjan,... On y voit le 
plus beau bazar de la Perse et l'on y 
trouve des fabriques de soie et de 
coton. Son commerce est considérable. 
Pop. : 100,000,âmes. 
 

1013- Fr. 

15 

A universal 
gazetteer; or, 
Geographical 

dictionary of the 
world 

George 
Thomas 

Landmann 
1835 

Within the new fortifications is a palace, 
a citadel, and other buildings. Here are 
12 public baths, and a bazaar that 
extends the length of the city : but no 
mosques of any particular merit; the 
earthquake in 1787, reduced a large 
one to ruins. The inhabitants have a 
trade in cotton, cloth, and silks. 
 

 En. 

16 Encyclopædia 
Americana 

Thomas 
Gamaliel 
Bradford 

1835 Bazar, Bazaar, Basar… That of Tauris 
is the largest known... 17- Am.

17 

Nuovo dizionario 
universale 

tecnologico o di 
arti e mestieri e 

della … 

 1835 

I bazar persiani vengono stimati i Più 
notabili dell'Oriente : citarsi 
principalmente quelli d'Ispahan e di 
Tauris che sono piazze immense dove 
potrebbero facilmente disporre in 
battaglia trentamila uomini. una di 
queste piazze e circondata da dodici 
mila botteghe, dove accade spesso 
trovare mercanzie di tutto le parti del 
mondo. 

269- It. 

18 The popular 
encyclopedia 

Daniel Keyte 
Sandford, 
Thomas 

Thomson, 
Allan 

Cunningham 

1836 Bazar, Bazaar, Basar… That of Tauris 
is the largest known… 460- En. 

19 Encyclopaedia 
Americana F. Lieber … 1838 

(bazar)… That of Tauris is the largest 
known. 
 

17- Am.

20 
Nouveau 

dictionnaire de la 
conversation … 

Auguste 
Wehlen 1844 

on cite le bazar de Tauris comme 
l'emplacement le plus vaste que l'on 
connaisse; on y a plusieurs fois rangé 
30,000 hommes en bataille. Il peut 
contenir 15,000 boutiques. 
 

113- Fr. 

21 Enciclopedia 
moderna 

Francissco de 
Paula Mellado 1851 

... pero el mas vasto de Oriente, por el 
comercio que en el se hace, es el de 
Tauris, capital de Armenia: cuentase en 
el mas de quince mil tiendas. 
 

878- Sp. 

22 

Encyclopedie 
moderne 

dictionnaire 
abrege des 

sciences, des 

Leon Renier 1851 

...; mais le plus vaste bazar de 
l'Orient,sous le rapport de commerce 
qui s'y fait,est celui de Tauris, capitale 
de l'Arménie; on y compte plus de 
quinze mille boutiques. 

734- Fr. 
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lettres, des arts 

23 
Dictionnaire de la 
conversation et 

de la lecture 

William 
Duckett 1852 

... Toutefois le plus vaste bazar qu'il y 
ait en Orient est encore celui du Tauris, 
puisqu'on n'y compte pas moins de 
quinze mille boutiques. 
 

655- Fr. 

24 

Dictionary of 
dates, and 
universal 
reference 

Joseph Haydn 1853 
... yet it is excelled by that of Tauris, 
which has several times held 30,000 
men ranged in order of battle. 

71- En. 

25 Encyclopedie 
moderne 

L. Renier, N. 
Desvergers, 
E. Carteron 

1853 

...; mais le plus vaste bazar de 
l'Orient,sous le rapport de commerce 
qui s'y fait,est celui de Tauris, capitale 
de l'Arménie; on y compte plus de 
quinze mille boutiques. 
 

734- Fr. 

26 

Dizionario di 
erudizione 

storico-
ecclesiastica de 
S. Pietro sino ai 

nostri … 

Gaetano 
Moroni 1855 

... parecchi caravanserragli e bazar , e 
tra le moschee una sola si distingue. La 
piazza d'armi è grandissima, vastissime 
le caserme. Vi si trovano parecchie 
manifatture di seta e di cotone, ma ciò 
che la rende una delle più importanti del 
regno è l'esteso commercio che fa colle 
carovane di più paesi, le quali vi recano 
le mercanzie d'Europa edell'Indie, e vi 
prendono in cambio merci diverse di 
Persia. 
 

19- It. 

27 
Nouveau manuel 
de bibliographie 

universelle 

F. Denis, G. F. 
de Martonne, 

P. Pinçon 
1857 

TAURIS,.. Mirza Giaffar y introduit 
l'imprimerie en 1822 ; il a donné une 
édit. du Gulistan de Saady. 
 

246- Fr. 

28 Dictionary of 
dates Joseph Haydn 1857 

... yet it is excelled by that of Tauris, 
which has several times held 30,000 
men ranged in order of battle. 

78- En. 

29 

Dictionnaire 
universel des 
sciences, des 

lettres et des arts 

M. N. Bouillet 1857 Le bazar de Tauris, en Armenie, 
renferme 15,000 boutiques. 167- Fr. 

30 

Encyclopédie 
théologique; 
Dictionnaire 

d'ofèverie, de 
gravure et de 

ciselure 
chrétiennes 

Jacques Rémi 
A. Texier 1863 

Fr. Jourdain… représente Tauris 
comme une ville très peuplée, et 
prétend avoir passe dans une cité fort 
riche. 
Fr. Guilleume (Ligi ou Ligius) fût l'an 
1328 institue premier évêque latin de 
Tauris en Perse. Tauris était alors la 
ville la plus importante de Perse... 
 

318, 
822 Fr. 

31 
Hayden's 

dictionary of 
dates 

Benjamin 
Vincent 1866 

... yet it is excelled by that of Tauris, 
which has several times held 30,000 
men ranged in order of battle. 
 

94- En. 

32 Manual of Dates G.H. 
Townsend 1867 The bazaar of Tauris is the most 

extensive in the world … 129- En. 
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APPENDIX  IIVV  
 
 

AGREEMENTS WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES FOR 
PROTECTION, CONSERVATION AND 
MANAGEMENT OF THBC 

 

 



Agreements with Local Authorities for Protection, Conservation and 

Management of THBC 

There have been many letters and communication documents among the Base 

of Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System Office and many other offices for 

collaboration conservation of SHHS such as the following: 

- Tabriz governorship 

- Municipality of Tabriz 

- Tabriz Water & Sewage Company 

- Tabriz Residence Foundation 

- Tabriz Electricity Office 

- Management of owing & low affairs 

- Iranian north-west Gas affairs company 

- Tabriz Judgment 

- Tabriz office for protection of environment 

- NGOs like: Tabriz Nobar donations clubs (from 1947 A.D.) 

Support of poor and orphans clubs like: Musa-ebne-jafar 

Aba-abdollae-e- Hussein 

Fatemat-o-zahra 

Movlal-movahedin 

& . . . . . . . . 

The Persian minutes of these agreement are as fallows: 



(Tabriz Electricity Office, Zone 8 of Municipality of Tabriz) 

Modifying of Electric cables in THBC 



(ICHHTO of East Azerbaijan, Tabriz Fire Extinguishing) 

Equipping of fire extinguishing facilities in THBC 





(ICHHTO of East Azerbaijan, Tabriz Electricity Office) 

Reorganization & Modification of electric cables in THBC 
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Results of session about the reorganization of entrances & architectural research of 
THBC 





The sample of historical ownership documentations of THBCs units 
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APPENDIX  VV  

  
  

DOCUMENTATION OF NATIONAL 
REGISTRATION OF PROPERTY 
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Documentation of national registration of Kabud Mosque (Goi-Machid) 
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Documentation of national registration of Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex  
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Documentation of national registration of Jāme Mosque (Jumā-Machidi) 
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Documentation of national registration of Akbariyya School 
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Documentation of national registration of Maqbare (Shahid-Qāzi) Mosque 
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Documentation of national registration of Sāhib-ul-Amr mausoleum  
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Documentation of national registration of Kuchak Mosque (Bālā-Machid) 
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Documentation of national registration of Mirzā Sādeq (Dinevari) Mosque  
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Documentation of national registration of Khālkhālli Mosque  
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Documentation of national registration of Ātmish-uch-Sutun (63 sotun) Mosque  
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Documentation of national registration of Qārā-bāqlilār Mosque  
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Documentation of national registration of around Kabud Mosque (Goi-Machid) 
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Documentation of national registration of Aharilar Mosque 
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Documentation of national registration of Shahidi Mosque 
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Documentation of national registration of Imām-Jumā Mosque 
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Documentation of national registration of Khosroshāhi Mosque 
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Documentation of national registration of Hāj-Safar-Ali Timchasi 
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Documentation of national registration of Mofid-āgā Mosque 
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Documentation of national registration of Siqqat-ul-islām Mosque 
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Documentation of national registration of Molānā Mosque 
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Documentation of national registration of Seyyed-Gulābi Hammāmi (Bath) 
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Documentation of national registration of Kalkatachi library 
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Documentation of national registration of Seyyed-Aliāgā Mosque 
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Documentation of national registration of Hujjat-ul-Islām Mosque 
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Documentation of national registration of Sorkhāb Bāzārchāsi 
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APPENDIX  VVII  

  
  

A3 SIZE MAP OF THE NOMINATED 
PROPERTY, 
SHOWING BOUNDARIES AND BUFFER ZONE 
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1. 

• Tabriz Historical Bazaar Complex (THBC) has always been one of 

the most important centers of international trade on the Silk Road 

and due to its strategic position is considered as one of the largest 

and most vibrant centers for trade between east and west. The Silk 

Road which during its high time has been the route of trade 

caravans from east to west and vice versa began from china and 

after passing central Asia, went through Tabriz and made it one of 

its main crossroads. At that time Tabriz was the focal point for 

trade among Caucasia and Trans-Caucasian regions in the north 

with Basra and Arabic as well as Middle Eastern and African 

countries in the south and Istanbul and European states in the west.  

Such widespread relations and interactions have been the principal 

reason for boosting the dynamism and prolonging the traditional 

life of THBC since a long time ago. 

• Tabriz Bazaar supports many different professions and trades due 

to its pivotal role in cultural and economical affairs which has led 

to the aggregation of many people active in various commercial or 

professional sections. The presence and interactions of these people 

has resulted in the generation of a unique and specific culture 

which can be considered as the most prominent characteristic of 

this complex. The complex enjoys one of most comprehensive 

social managements incomparable to other world markets. 

Additionally, it is a suitable social-economical system because in 

its lifetime people have had a key role in its construction, 

maintenance, restoration and preservation (public participation) 

Regardless of its economical and commercial functions, the 

complex has a key social and cultural role in spreading and 



accepting craftsmanship because techniques and crafts were 

generated in bazaar and were transferred to next generations. 

• Economical importance and traditional continuance of Tabriz 

Bazaar requires the constancy of its location. For this reason during 

the course of history its initial position has not changed even after 

devastating earthquakes. Governments of the time have always 

paid special attention and priority to the security of Tabriz Bazaar 

due to its significant regional and international role. Therefore, 

multiple fortifications have been constructed around it during its 

lifetime and several gates have been installed to connect it with the 

outside world. For example as mentioned in its history at section 

2.b during the Ilkanid rule, Tabriz city fortifications had twelve 

gates. Beside each one of these gates, bathrooms, marketplaces and 

caravansaries were built. According to Rasheedoldeen Fazlolah 

Hamedani in his book titled “The auspicious History of 

Kazanids”(pp204-206):” …The city of Tabriz which is presently 

the center of government is a city with several thousand 

inhabitants…who have built several thousand homes outside the 

fortification…upon each one of Tabriz new gates, a big 

caravansary, four markets and Hammam (hot bath house) have 

been constructed.” 

Therefore, Tabriz Bazaar served as a central nucleus around which 

several markets were built beside its gates. This type of city 

planning became a model in later periods so that after each 

earthquake which destroyed the city, it was rebuilt or repaired 

exactly in the same fashion as before accompanied by markets. 

After the earthquake of 1779 AD (1193 lunar AH) Najaf Qolikhan 

Donboli constructed fortifications around the city with eight gates 

at its different sides. The city and its bazaar were also rebuilt and 



repaired based on the aforementioned pattern. Thus, Tabriz Bazaar 

had a central part and eight markets at its gates among which only 

Shotorban market beside a gate with the same name, Rangi market 

beside the Street Gate and Sorkhab market beside Sorkhab Gate 

still remain. 

In the dossier sent to UNESCO, the three selected zones were the 

central nucleus area and two of these gate side markets which are 

still standing although have changed a little. (Refer to the 

appendices, diagrams…) 

 



2. 

In accordance with what was mentioned in section one, among the 

most important reasons for choosing these three zones as the 

historical bazaar of Tabriz are the following: 

 

1- Dynamism, continuity and vitality of the chosen zones 

compared with the eight (twelve) gates and the existing 

historical service-economical complex of the historical fabric of 

Tabriz 

2- Having all the parameters of authenticity including design, 

materials, workmanship and setting compared with the eight 

(twelve) gates and the existing historical service-economical 

complex of the historical fabric of Tabriz. 

3- Having integrity parameters such as visual, functional and 

structural ones  compared with the eight (twelve) gates and the 

existing historical service-economical complex of the so called 

historical fabric of Tabriz 

4- The central nucleus is closely connected to double market gates 

from a functional and commercial point of view and also have 

complicated social, economical and trade relationships. 

5- Making possible the monitoring, managing and conserving a 

limited and specific complex as a social-economical –cultural 

one with world value in comparison with diverse historical 

spaces existing in the historical fabric of Tabriz 

Tabriz Bazaar as the central nucleus of the city has made the whole 

city become a radial development in relation to it. This nucleus has 

undergone significant changes during different periods of time so 

that particular parts of it were developed by various governments. 

Every government or dynasty that came into power chose a certain 



section of Tabriz as its ruling center and began an intensive 

developmental plan. As a result due to the security of this specific 

district, bazaar naturally spread towards it. In this way, 

Mozaffarieh building (Goi Machid) was constructed during the rule 

of King Jahanshah Qaraqoyunlu at the southeastern section of 

bazaar which was also known as the Turquoise of Islam and was 

considered as the architectural masterpiece of its time. After the 

construction of Goi Machid, bazaar developed toward the south 

eastern direction of the central nucleus which was actually located 

east of the Rey Gate of the time. Passage of camel caravans from 

this section of the Silk Road made its trade more flourishing. Later, 

several earthquakes damaged Tabriz Bazaar and Goi Machid. The 

most devastating one occurred in the year 1779 after which Najaf 

Qolikham Donboli constructed fortifications around the city in 

order to enhance the security especially that of bazaar. It had eight 

gates at different angles. 

As said before, beside each gate a market was built among which 

only Shotorban, Rangi and Sorkhab markets (Bazarcha s) still 

remain. The route between the Street Gate and Sorkhab market was 

very important. Therefore a market called Rangi was built on it at 

the same place that the old market place was constructed by 

Qaraqoyunlus beside Rey Gate. This route also passed by 

Mozaffarieh building. Mozaffarieh building (Goi Machid) beside 

this path had increased its importance so that the reconstruction of 

Street Gate by Qajars over the Ilkhanid gate shows the dynamic 

function and operation of this market in this period. It also was 

connected to the central nucleus of Tabriz Bazaar but during the 

earlier part of the Pahlavi rule, they were separated by new streets. 

On the other hand, Sorkhab market was not bodily connected to 



bazaar nucleus but was regarded as an integral part of it because of 

their social, economical, cultural and trading relations. 

The architectural and structural style of Sorkhab market is actually 

the continuance of these styles in Tabriz Bazaar. As we can see, 

this market consists of row of shops (in Farsi: Rasteh) which were 

built in the form of commercial cells (called Hojreh in Farsi) 

around a central Rasteh. Building materials used in the lining of 

these Hojrehs and Rastehs are the same as the materials used for 

similar elements in the central nucleus of bazaar. Rangi and Old 

markets were built like Rastehs in a north western to south eastern 

direction and had an organic function to connect the central section 

with Street Gate and from there to Goi Machid. Here they also 

follow the central section whether regarding the building materials 

or the architecture and connection style of different elements 

located beside these Rastehs such as mosques, commercial 

warehouses (called Sara in Farsi) and Timchehs. Generally the 

same composition used in Rasteh of the new market and Sorkhab 

market is observed at this section vividly. 

Regarding efficiency and dynamism, contemplation in relations 

and functional manner of these two markets indicates that these 

two sections of bazaar complex and its middle section have 

functional independence at particular cases but on the whole are 

generally related to alterations and decisions of the whole complex 

just like other elements of it. Thus they are directly influenced by 

its relations and functions. Even in different social, political and 

religious aspects, a close relation between these two sections is 

seen, for example the holding of various ceremonies in Goi Machid 

and other mosques or praying houses such as eves, feasts and 

religious mourning are similar to those held in the central section. 



In a sense the function of these elements is quite like other 

elements of bazaar and their only difference is in their positioning 

and servicing which have taken their present form based on 

location and function requirements. Such a thing not only holds 

true for these two sections but also can be seen in many other parts 

of bazaar which grants unique variety and integrity to the complex. 

Sorkhab market and the section connected to Goi Machid have 

been built as branches of the central section of the complex but 

have changed little by little like other elements. At the same time 

they have continued their functions in accordance with the entire 

complex and at present are getting on with their lives in a dynamic 

and living manner beside other elements. 

With regard to accompanied diagrams and explanations given 

about the areas of Goi Machid and Sorkhab market, it must be said 

that the original concept of the historical bazaar of Tabriz includes 

eight gates (Each of these gates comprises economical, cultural, 

and social and service spaces) which together with the central 

nucleus of bazaar make a unique cultural and economical system. 

What has been mentioned in the 3.b part of the dossier as OUV and 

record criteria is actually the definition and justification of this 

integrated and organic system. As a result any specific cultural or 

trade section is not able to continue its social and economical life 

in isolation and separated from the whole. 

 



3. 

According to the annexed diagrams, the eight markets (Bazarcha) and the 

central nucleus were not originally interconnected spaces from a body 

and architectural point of view but Tabriz Bazaar encompasses several 

different professions and trades because of being an important cultural 

and economical complex. The interaction of people from all walks of life 

in bazaar has given rise to a unique and specific culture which can be 

considered as the most outstanding feature of the complex. This complex 

has the most complete social organization of all the world bazaars. The 

three selected zones of Tabriz Bazaar have intimate functional 

relationships with each other despite enclosing different trades. 

The Rangi market zone was formerly the main gate of the city for 

caravans entering Tabriz from Isfahan and southern Iran. In this market 

several caravansaries were working in order to accommodate the 

newcomers. When gates were closed for the night, travelers used to rest at 

these places. Furthermore, several traditional coffee houses and inns also 

served as the venue for trading rural productions such as rugs or carpets. 

Each day a large number of merchants, traders and middlemen came to 

these caravansaries and Rastehs for business. Among the most 

trustworthy caravansaries were: Hadj Sheikh Jafar, Mohammad Qoli 

Qarabaqi, Mirza Esmaaeel, Khalil Beig and Mirza Safarollah as well as 

the Khiaban Market (Bazarcha) and scores of inns. At present, only one 

of the above mentioned caravanserais, Rangi Market and the Kohna 

Bazaar Market are still in operation socially or economically. 

Functionally, Sorkhab Market consists of workshops manufacturing 

doors, windows, carpet looms, shoes and wooden products. Raw 

materials for such goods are obtained from the central zone and products 

are supplied either directly or indirectly in the central zone.  



The functional relation of this market with the central nucleus of bazaar 

was such that local traders procured needed raw materials from the center 

which was within the framework of the economical policy of bazaar. 

During mourning ceremonies or festivities these markets witnessed 

similar rites. Generally, the ruling system of religious, political and trade 

relations in the zones was a subordinate of the central section and still 

follows it. 

The main source of defining the buffer zone of Tabriz Bazaar is a 

miniature painting of the historical fabric of Tabriz by Metraghchi. This 

work which was drawn in the year 940 lu nar AH shows city 

fortifications, markets and the central nucleus of its bazaar. 

• The proposed zone has been respectfully approved according to the 

following items: 

 

1-Preservation of valuable historical and cultural 

elements existing inside the historical fortification of 

Tabriz (Najaf Qolikhan) and its historical axis 

 

2-Preservation of old and valuable homes around the 

bazaar belonging to Tabriz merchants and traders that at 

present are considered as part of the body identity of 

bazaar 

 

3-Prevention of functional changes into ware houses or 

service and production workshops which are contrary to 

the authenticity and integrity of bazaar 

 



4-Giving due consideration to remains of fortifications, 

the eight gates and related historical spaces used for 

trade, cultural and service matters 

 

5-Preservation of part of Mehran River route as one of 

the important elements of bazaar authenticity 

 

6-Making possible the monitoring, management and 

conservation of a limited and exclusive compound known 

as the buffer zone of a cultural-social -economical 

complex with universal values, considering diverse 

historical spaces existing in Tabriz historical fabric and 

the degree of cooperation and assistance by relevant 

governmental and non-governmental institutes in the 

proposed zone 

 

7-Paying due attention to the dynamism and vitality of 

cultural-social -economical affairs within the selected 

areas as well as the necessity for compilation and 

ratification of conservative rules and measures in order to 

warrant the survival of outstanding values of the great 

bazaar of Tabriz 
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 Connection of important parts of Tabriz (Important complexes and squares) and skeleton of the city 

structure by Tabriz Bazaar (Taken from miniature map of Tabriz – Metraghchi). 



4. 
 
The explicit wording of law no. one contained in paragraph B of chapter 
5.b of the dossier: 
Law pertaining to national monuments conservation ratified in 12th Aban 
1309 Solar AH 

 
Article one: All industrial monuments as well as buildings or places 
constructed in Iran by the end of Zand dynasty whether movable or not 
can be regarded as national monuments according to article 3 of this law 
and are under supervision and conservation of the government. 

 
Article two: The government is entitled to make a list of the entire 
national monuments of Iran which are presently known and specified and 
possess certain historical, industrial or scientific prestige. Later, more 
discovered monuments of this kind must be added by it to the aforesaid 
list. The list will be published and known to public after compilation. 

 
Article three: Registering properties within the national monuments list 
shall be done subsequent to the recognition and written permission of The 
Ministry of Education but registering a property with private owner will 
not be culminated unless the owner is warned in advance and his potential 
protest is submitted. Duties envisaged in this national monuments law are 
considered within the responsibility of the owner only after finalization of 
registering. 

 
Article four: The owner of an immovable property which is regarded as a 
national monument according to this law as well as anyone who finds out 
the existence of such property must inform the closest governmental 
office. Subsequently, should the relevant authorities competent according 
to the executive regulations of this law verify it as a national monument; 
it will be registered in the national monuments list. 

 
Article five: Individuals owning or occupying a property registered in the 
national monuments list can keep their right of occupation or possession 
but should not prevent the government from launching operations 
required to conserve such national monuments. Should government 



actions for conservation require some expenses; the government will not 
demand compensation from the owner and the relevant operations will 
not weaken property ownership. 

 
Article six: The following detailed operations are forbidden and the 
perpetrators will be sentenced to pay a cash amount of fifty to a thousand 
Tomans according to the verdict issued by judicial courts. Additionally, 
an equivalent of damages done to national properties by their action can 
be taken from them: 

 
A) Destroying or damaging national monuments, 

covering them with paint or plaster and drawing 
lines or pictures on them 

B) Launching activities in the vicinity of national 
monuments which cause the weakening of their 
foundation or the changing of their form 

C) Possession and transaction of materials belonging 
to a building inserted in national monuments list 
without official permission. Any reconstruction 
or restoration of national monuments occupied 
by individuals must take place by permission and 
under supervision of the government, if not the 
perpetrator will be sentenced to the 
aforementioned punishment. 

Article eleven: Digging the grounds and excavating for extraction of 
national monuments is an exclusive right of the government. Government 
is free to take action directly or entrust its right to individuals, companies 
or scientific institutes. Granting such a right by the government should be 
dependent upon special permit in which the excavation site or its limits 
and duration must be defined. Additionally, the government has the right 
to launch reconnaissance operations at any place which shows relevant 
marks and signs and is deemed appropriate for discovering and defining 
the type and quality of national monuments. 

 
Article twelve: Digging merely for the purpose of discovering national 
monuments or performing scientific investigations is considered as 
scientific excavation but if it is aimed at buying and selling antiques is 



regarded as commercial excavation. Permission for scientific excavations 
is only given to scientific institutes and commercial excavation inside 
immovable properties and buildings registered in national monuments list 
is strictly prohibited. 

 
Article thirteen: Digging in grounds which have a private owner requires 
the consent of owner in addition to governmental permit. Owners have no 
right to prevent digging at places registered in national monuments list 
even though it has been enlisted after explorative operations. But the 
owner can demand a right and the source of defining this right is rental 
value of the ground which the owner is deprived of using as the result of 
excavation as well as the damages incurred to the owner and the cost of 
returning the ground to its initial condition after diggings. 

 
This law consists of twenty articles that were sanctioned by the National 
Consultative Assembly at its session held in the twelfth of Aban 1309 
solar AH. 

 
The Speaker for the National Consultative Assembly 

Dadgar 
 

The explicit wording of law no. two contained in paragraph B of chapter 
5.b of the dossier: 

 
The bill concerning prevention of illegal digging operations and 
excavations aimed at acquiring antiques and historical relics which 
according to international measures, more than one hundred years have 
passed since the date of their manufacturing or constructing. (Ratified in 
27th Ordibehesht 1358) 

 
Single article: As for the necessity of preserving the reserves belonging 
and pertaining to cultural and Islamic inheritance as well as the need for 
conserving and securing them from a sociological point of view in 
addition to cultural and scientific investigations, Also as for the necessity 
of preventing the pillage and exportation of such valuable reserves abroad 
which are forbidden under national and international regulations, the 
following single article is ratified: 



 
1-Launching any kind of excavation and digging aimed at acquiring 
antique objects and historical relics is strictly forbidden. Perpetrators will 
be sentenced to a corrective imprisonment of six months up to three years 
as well as confiscation of discovered objects and excavation tools and 
devices for the benefit of the treasury. Should excavations be performed 
inside historical sites registered as national monuments, the perpetrator(s) 
will be sentenced to maximum punishment prescribed. 

 
2-Should the objects mentioned herein are discovered by chance, the 
finder is bound to present them to the nearest office of Culture and 
Higher Education Ministry at the earliest time possible. 

 
3-Antique objects according to international regulations means those 
objects which have been made or manufactured one hundred years or 
more ago. But discovered objects that date less than one hundred years 
will belong to the finder after deducting one fifth of its specified price in 
the interest of the treasury. 

 
4-Individuals who trade discovered objects in contrast to the 
arrangements envisaged in this law, will be sentenced to the punishment 
stated in article one. 

 
Regulation concerning the need for obtaining a permit for manufacturing, 
buying and selling, keeping, promoting and using  metal finder 
instruments ratified in 15th Esfand 1379 solar AH (Iranian calendar) 

 
Single article: manufacturing, buying and selling, keeping, promoting and 
using metal finder instruments as well as their importation into Iran is 
dependent upon acquiring permission of the Cultural Heritage 
Organization. 

 
Note 1: Executive institutions that use such instruments for specific legal 
duties are exempted from this law. 
Note 2: Those who violate this law are sentenced to the confiscation of 
the instrument. Should the device be used in illegal diggings aimed at 
finding historical-cultural objects, perpetrators will additionally be 



sentenced to one to three years in jail according to article 562 of Islamic 
Punishment Regulations. 

 
The explicit wording of law no. three contained in paragraph B of chapter 
5.b of the dossier: 
The law concerning purchase of lands, buildings and facilities used for 
preservation of ancient and historical monuments ratified in Azar 1347 
solar AH 

 
Article 1: Should purchase of lands, buildings and facilities belonging to 
individuals or private institutes is needed in order to preserve ancient and 
historical monuments as well as better presentation of them and launching 
excavation operations and archeological investigations, the Ministry of 
Culture and Art will act according to this law. 

 
Article 2: Purchase of lands, buildings and facilities will be done upon 
agreement. 

 
Article 3: Should no agreement is reached between the Ministry of 
Culture and Art and owner(s) regarding the price of lands, buildings and 
facilities, the price will be defined by a commission made of the interior 
minister, attorney general, general director of Registration Organization 
or their representatives upon the discretion of relevant experts. The 
decision made by the commission is final and in this case five percent 
overcharge is added to the specified price. Should the owner of object of 
transaction is also a resident of it another ten percent will be added to the 
five percent overcharge and the agreed price to be paid to the owner. 

… 
Article 7: The bylaw pertaining to the enforcement of this law shall be 
ratified by the council of ministers upon the proposal of the Ministry of 
Culture and Art. 

 
The above mentioned law comprises seven articles and three notes which 
has previously been approved by the Senate on Monday, 4th Azar 1347 
solar AH, And was also ratified by the National Consultative Assembly at 
its session held on Tuesday 26th Azar 1347 solar AH. 

 



The explicit wording of law no. four contained in paragraph B of chapter 
5.b of the dossier: 

 
Law pertaining to the establishment of Iranian Cultural Heritage 
Organization (ratified in 10th Esfand 1364 solar AH): 

 
Single article: The Ministry of Culture and Higher Education is allowed 
to establish an organization called the Iranian Cultural Heritage 
Organization in order to: 

A) Study and investigate relics remaining from the past to 
introduce their inherent values. 

B) Launch investigations regarding archeology, 
anthropology and traditional arts 

C) Survey, identify, register and conserve movable and 
immovable monuments with historical and cultural 
value 

D) Provide and enforce plans required to repair and 
revitalize monuments, buildings and valuable 
cultural-historical complexes 
 

This organization will be established by combining the following offices: 
1- Iranian Archeological Center (under the auspices of the Ministry 

of Culture and Higher Education) 
2- General Office of Traditional Arts (under the auspices of the 

Ministry of Culture and Higher Education) 
3- Anthropology Museum Center(under the auspices of the Ministry 

of Culture and Higher Education) 
4- Historical Monuments Bureau (under the auspices of the Ministry 

of Culture and Higher Education) 
5- Iran Bastan Museum(under the auspices of the Ministry of 

Culture and Higher Education) 
6- Cultural Heritage Preservation Administration in 

townships(under the auspices of the Ministry of Islamic 
Guidance) 

7- General Office of Museums(under the auspices of the Ministry of 
Islamic Guidance) 



8- General Office of Historical Buildings(under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Islamic Guidance) 

9- General Office of Palaces(under the auspices of the Ministry of 
Islamic Guidance) 

10- The National Organization of Ancient Monuments 
Conservation(under the auspices of the Ministry of Culture and 
Higher Education) 

11- General Office of Biotat (Golestan Palace) (under the 
auspices of the Ministry of Finance and Economy) 

 
Note one: All the duties, powers, personnel, movable and immovable 
properties, debts, obligations, claims, budgets and credits of the aforesaid 
offices will be transferred to Iranian Cultural Heritage Organization. 

 
Note two: the Ministry of Culture and Higher Education is entitled to 
take, preserve, revitalize and introduce those palaces remaining from 
former courtiers and their relatives which are of cultural and historical 
values. 

 
Note three: Palaces lacking historical or cultural value can be given to a 
certain ministry or institution if deemed appropriate by the majority vote 
of a commission made of ministers of the Ministry of Culture and Higher 
Education and Ministry of Hygiene, Treatment and Medical Training as 
well as the head of Shahid (martyr) Foundation. 

 
Note four: The Ministry of Culture and Higher Education is bound to 
settle the revenues of Iranian Cultural Heritage Organization into treasury 
accounts. 

 
Note five: The Ministry of Culture and Higher Education is entitled to 
draft the article of association for Iranian Cultural Heritage Organization 
within three months with the cooperation of the Office of Administrative 
and Employment Affairs and present it to the Islamic Consultative 
Assembly. 

 
Note six: After the ratification of the law, all laws and regulations 
contrary to it will be annulled. 



 
The above mentioned law consisting of the single article and six notes 
was sanctioned by the Islamic Consultative Assembly at its session held 
on Thursday 10th Bahman 1364 solar AH and later in 16th Bahman of the 
same year was confirmed by the Guardian Council. 

 



5. 

Main goals of management Plan in THBC:  

- To prepare a master plan for conservation and restoration of THBC. 

- To prepare educational programs 

- Survey, preparation of records, examination of reports.  

- To follow up legal matters. 

- To carry out scientific surveys and Consolidation research on 

earthquake.  

- To organize training programs for experts on exploration, research, 

preservation, and conservation.  

- To encourage local population and visitors; to continue a permanent 

training for the preservation of monuments and core zones, cleaning, 

conservation; exchange of scholars and experts for cultural activities in 

national and international levels for a better understanding of traditional 

culture of Iranian Bazaars; to prepare annual reports in a permanent 

way. 

- To introduce the Complex with brochures, books, and etc.  

- To equip technical office of THBC. 

- To improve tourism facilities. 

- To collect documents, including photos, maps, articles, and books about 

the Complex. 

- To train staff and guards of the site for cleaning, preservation, and 

visitor assistance.        



- To train guards and local people to prevent damages that may occur by 

the misuse or abuse of monuments; to document the monuments; to 

prepare regularly reports.  

- To establish contact with scientific and research centers in the country 

for cooperation of universities in research on multidisciplinary topics.  

 Due to reaching the appropriate scheduled programs for THBC, the 

SWOT tables have been prepared as Mentioned in chapter 5 of Dossier.   

Measures, regulations and devices required to achieve the main goals 

have been explained in section six. Here, a number of emergency 

conservative operations will be listed which have been performed in order 

to achieve the goals intended in the executive part of THBC. 

It should be noted that these series of activities are in accordance with a 

plan under the title of “conservative operations plan” envisaged in the 

dossier sent to UNESCO which has been devised considering existing 

threats and emergency conservative operations performed: 

 

Kache Chilar Saray 

Damages: 

• Fall of building materials due to gradual erosion as well as 

cracking of the structure 

• Color change of materials 

• Gradual erosion of materials 

Operations performed: 

1- Elimination of the danger from the building and piling of arches 

that are collapsing and breaking 

2- Removal of collapsing arches and reconstructing them in arch 

and Span works 



3- Bedding the arches and porches executed for insulation 

4- Tracing the porch and arch spans 

5- Strengthening of corridor pedestals 

6- Consolidation of porch lobes 

7- Sewing the porch body 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gorjilar Saray  

  Damages: 

• Gradual erosion of materials 

• Fall of building materials due to gradual erosion as well as 

cracking of the structure 

• Color change of materials 

 

Operations performed: 

1- Strengthening of corridor pedestals bearing walls and corridor 

pedestals 

2- Sewing the arch and spans of the corridor 

3- Cleaning the arch and tracing the entire corridor and the northern 

side 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Haramkhaneh of Bazaar 

Damages incurred: 

• Fall of building materials due to gradual erosion as well as 

cracking of the structure 

• Color change of materials 

• Unbalancing due to overload upon the structure 

 

Operations performed: 

1. Piling of the collapsing arch 

2. Consolidation of porch lobes and sewing them 

3. Sewing the arch 

4. Tracing arches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Shahidi Bazaar 

Damages: 

• Curving of wooden poles caused by decay and overload 

• Gradual erosion of materials 

• Fall of building materials due to gradual erosion as well as 

cracking of the structure 

 

Remedial operations performed: 

1- Piling of the first wooden roof of the entrance 

2- Removal of the falling wooden roof 

3- Strengthening foundations of the south side as well as restoring 

the base 

4- Laying the foundation and installing removed north side pillars 

opposite of Friday Imam Mosque 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5- Making a wooden frame for arch installment 

6- Installment of Taghecheshmeh with four spans 

7- Bedding the roofs of installed arches and insulating them 

8- Tracing the installed arches 

9- Sewing the arch 

          10-Piling of the collapsing arch at the entrance of bazaar 

         11-Repairing the arch, span as well as tracing of the sewn arch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Sixty three columned Mosque 

Damages incurred: 

• Penetration of moisture into the surface of the structure as well as 

materials erosion 

• Incorrect installment of facilities 

•  Improper annexations and their negative effect 

• Penetration of moisture into the wall mass and materials erosion 

• Destruction of part of the altar 

• Annexations and their negative effect 

• Incorrect installment of facilities 

 

  Remedial operations performed: 

1-Strenghtenment of the foundation beneath the stone columns and 

execution of horizontal Chanage with traditional materials 

2-Installment of box arches in order to remove moisture and to 

lighten the weight over the foundation 

3-Installment of facility arch at northern, southern and eastern sides 

of the mosque 

4-Removal of the incorrectly installed pedestals using Bahmani 

bricks as well as sewing the arch and span according to the existing 

pattern 

5-Removal of wet and saturated walls, Khoshkechini (dry casting 

masonry) of the floor, reconstruction of existing walls and 

pedestals 

6-Reconstruction of existing altar based on the architectural line 

7-Removal of the cement layer in the body of the northern side for 

five spans 8-Removal of the southern side wall in order that the old 

altar behind the wall could be viewed. 



8-Elimination of facilities tube inserted inside the mosque and 

directing it away from the facility arch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 



 Bazaar Roof 

Damages: 

• Amassing of rubble and rubbish on the roof 

• Growth of small trees and grass on the roof 

• Cracking of the insulation of the roof 

Activities done: 

1- Gathering the rubbish and clearing the roof of the whole 

bazaar 

2- Removing small trees and the grass grown on the roof 

3- Bedding and minor repairing of 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hadj Safarali Mosque 

Damages: 

• Absence of facility arrangements or installment of facilities 

with an improper appearance 

• Overload of arches and the possibility of their cracking 

• Additions using nontraditional materials 

Remedial operations: 

1-Installment of central heating systems (engine room) 

2-Directing hot water pipes through facilities canal 

3-Illumination of the interior of the mosque according to plan 

4-Connecting urban gas pipes to the central engine room 

5-Lightening the weight and bedding of the first roof as well as its 

insulation 

6-Removal of first cement layers of the mosque 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Imam Jomee Mosque 

Damages: 

• Inappropriate additions and interventions 

• Load increase of arches and possible cracking of them 

• Removal of the boulder put at the entrance of the basement 

Remedial operations: 

1-Lightening the roof of the mosque 

2-Bedding the roof of the mosque 

3-Insulating the roof of the mosque 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Djameh Mosque of Tabriz 

Damages: 

• Incorrect installment of facilities 

• Gradual erosion of materials 

• Corrosion and cracking of existing window 

• Decay of the insulation and moisture penetration 

• Erosion of the floor due to moisture-changing the materials of 

the floor 

• Erosion and loss of the property of materials  

• Decay of materials and overload on the pier 

 

Remedial operations: 

1-Execution and definition of the basement entrance with 

traditional bricks 

2-Laying of gas pipes from the mosque to the central engine room 

3-Extensive illumination 

4-Reconstruction of entry steps of the underground with Sprakhoon 

stone 

5-Installment of sash-windows sized: 12by 5.5m 

6-Insulation of the entire mosque roof 

7-survaing  

8-Continuance of directing the sewage at the back of the altar into 

polyethylene pipes from the beginning of Safi bazaar to the end of 

the bazaar 

9-Continuance of restoration and reconstruction of the western side 

wall 

10-Tracing and installing the water dripper in the western side wall 

using Sprakhoon stone 



11-Bedding of the mosque floor then brick laying and tracing  

12-Wiring the entire mosque in order to provide electricity and 

lighting 

13-Laying facilities pipes through the canal 

14-Execution and installment of the central engine room and 

radiators 

15-Delivering urban gas to the engine room 

16-Procuring drinking water for the mosque 

17-Purchase and erection of wooden doors and windows 

18-Tracing the arch, domes and the interior walls of the mosque 

19-Removal of plaster layers coming off the eastern side 

20-Sewing and strengthening the eastern side walls 

21-Tracing the walls of the eastern side 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



6. 

As mentioned in pages 497 and 498(5.B) of the dossier sent, THBC was 

nationally registered in 1975. 

 

The national and universal laws, regulations and constitutions to 

preserve and support the complex:  

the Historical Tabriz Bazaar complex has been registered in the list 

of Iran's national monuments with the number of 1097 in 1354 A.H (1975 

A.D), it is under the below _ mentioned legal support: 

By registering bazaar of Tabriz on the National Heritage List of 

Iran, this property enjoys special protection and conservation legislation.  

Approved regulations for bazaars core zone, buffer zone and its 

landscape are as follows: 

 

Regulations of core zone: 

1- All activities that may damage the core zone area are prohibited. 

2- All reconstructive activities including reparation, restoration, 

rehabilitation, re-organization or changing the function of all or a part 

of the various monuments without the permission of ICHHTO 

(THBC) are prohibited. 

3- All activities that may damage the base of the core zone or its 

historical integrity including creating canals for water pipes, electricity 

wires, gas or telephone cables, installing vibrators, excessive 

trembling, smoky or excessively noisy systems, all advertising 

billboards and posters in addition to excessive traffic are all 

prohibited.  

4- Erection of posters or advertising bill boards which may compromise 

the visual integrity of the monuments is prohibited. 



 

Regulations of buffer zone: 

1- All reconstructive activities including reparation, restoration, 

rehabilitation, re-organization or changing the function of all or a part 

of the various monuments without the permission of ICHHTO 

(THBCB) are all prohibited. 

2- The maximum height of construction in the first area from the ground 

level to the roof is 7.5m with a maximum of two floors. All 

construction must be approved by ICHHTO (THBCB). 

3- Architectural designs and outward appearances of structures which 

may compromise the visual integrity of the area must be in accordance 

with the surrounding structures. 

4- All Urban development plans must be approved by ICHHTO (THBCB) in 

the feasibility stage.  

 

Regulations of Landscape zone: 

Large scale plans include skyscrapers, industrial complexes and 

development projects such as: Highways, Subways and Railways must be 

agreed by ICHHTO (THBCB) in the feasibility study stage. 

Cultural Heritage Laws in Iran 

There different laws and regulations for protection and 

conservation of cultural heritage in Iran. These are in the following broad 

categories:  

A. Legislation governing general cases in the country, including 

cultural heritage; 

B. Legislation specifically treating cultural heritage;  

C. International legal instruments, recommendations and 

guidelines which is integrated within the national legislation; 

and 



D. Other regulations for cultural heritage. 



These regulations concerning core, buffer and landscape zones were 

ratified in the year 1356 solar AH (1977AD) by Iranian Cultural Heritage 

Organization (two years after THBC was registered in the national list) 

and were enforced immediately. During the past 32 years, they have been 

taken into account in all urban development projects of the public or 

private sections so that all decisions were made and announced according 

to them. As an example, the initial plan for Tabriz underground railway 

(metro) had one route passing through the core zone of bazaar which was 

in contrast with regulations of ICHHTO; as a result it was diverted out of 

the limits of THBC to a new route in order to serve the visitors and 

THBC itself better. 

As mentioned in pages 502, 503 and 504 of the dossier sent, THBC has a 

Board of Trustees selected by residents and businessmen. Since a long 

time ago, this system has ruled the large scale management of bazaar and 

in principle has always guarded and protected the bazaar. Actually, what 

has conversed and maintained this grand complex is its civil system.  

For example, during the process of Tabriz urban development starting at 

the early decades of the twentieth century as part of industrial and 

economical growth throughout Iran, new modern streets were planned to 

be constructed within the old context of the city. (As mentioned in 

pp.283-4) These were aimed at liberating THBC from traffic congestions 

and resolving its transportation problems and were welcome by the 

people especially bazaar residents and businessmen. But as can be seen in 

the annexed map, during the construction of Ferdowsi Avenue which was 

due to go through THBC, public opposition arose which made the 

authorities stop the work and subsequently cancel the project. In fact this 

significant public protest during Shah’s regime preserved the integrity of 

THBC. 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Map of THBC drawn in 1345 solar AH (1966 AD) 

 

 

The extension of Ferdowsi 

Avenue wh  confronted 

public protest d was halted  

ich

 an

Steering Committee 

Each Base has a steering committee of renowned experts who 

advises and adopts overall policies.  The Committee approves the 

technical decisions for conservation interventions at the property. For 

technical matters, the Bases co-ordinate with respective deputies of 

ICHHTO, especially the Deputy for Conservation. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vice-President and  
Head ICHHTO 

Deputy for Management 
Development Deputy for Tourism 

Deputy for Handicrafts 

Deputy for Cultural Heritage 
Conservation 

ICHHTO High 
Technical Council 

Deputy of Cultural Affairs and 
Communication 

 

 

Below the flowchart presented is about the base in THBC, its public 

management system, its associations with Boards of Trustees and 

councils as well as their individual locations. 

(This chart, its branches and names of all the people involved as well as 

their professions and specialties have been mentioned in pp.503-4, 

509&530-31separately)   

The following flowchart from ICHHTO shows locations of historical 

monuments bases which has also been mentioned in page 503 of the 

dossier sent. 

 

President of RICHT 

Coordinator for 
Bases 

Tabriz historical bazaar 
complex Base Director

Tabriz historical bazaar 
complex Steering 

Committee 

Deputy for Investment and 
projects 

•  Tabriz historical bazaar complex Steering Committee chart 



 The chart suggested by Tabriz historical bazaar complex Bas is 

mentioned below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Head of ICHHTO 

East Azerbaijan Organization of 
Tourism, Handicrafts & Cultural 

Heritage 

Director of Tabriz historical bazaar 
complex Base  

Technical TourismResearch Financial 

Monitoring 

Supervision 

Designing 

Documentation 

Art Research Expert 

Traditional Arts 

Fabric and building 
restoration

History Expert 

Archeological research

Geological research 

Architectural research 

Anthropology research

Education 

Presentation 

Handicraft 

Tourism 

Director of Bases office 

• .Organizations chat of Tabriz historical bazaar complex (THBC) 

Steering committee of 
Tabriz historical bazaar 

complex  

According to the management chart of THBC, members of the steering 

committee are governmental officials, parliament representatives from 

Tabriz, university experts and ICHHTO staff. Among their duties are: 

policy making, direction and coordination of programs as well as their 

timely enforcement. 

 



According to programs devised and approved by ICHHTO and THBC 

base and supported by Tabriz Bazaar Board of Trustees( mentioned in 

pp.516-22 of the dossier sent), director of the base is determined to 

enforce these programs in a timely manner. 

 

Considering short termed plans about tourism, conservation and 

restoration, research, introduction and training mentioned in the above 

mentioned pages of the dossier sent, most of these plans have been 

accomplished last year and the remainder will be done in this year. 

 

Regarding the management process of THBC in last decades which has 

been summarily indicated in pages 540-573 of the dossier sent and dates 

back to twenty years ago, the majority of short term plans have been 

fulfilled as predicted and medium or long term plans will be enforced 

within the specified timetable. 

Below, a pictorial list of activities and operations launched in THBC are 

provided which have been the continuance of previous ones and reveal 

the progressive trend in THBC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• Tourism:  

 

-Developing, organizing and planning for tourism and providing required 

facilities for visitors. 

-Installing a guide map at various parts of THBC in order that the visitors 

are better oriented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



-Planting guide boards at the entrance of each element to give 

information about various THBC spaces to site visitors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



-Establishing a Tourist Guiding Center at the 29th Bahman entrance which 

is a crowded spot inside THBC so that site visitors are better directed and 

oriented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• Conservation and Restoration 

1. Technical examination of Rastehs in the old and new bazaars 

In this regard it has initially been attempted to gather information 

about each space in which the following activities were performed 

in two branches: 

A) As the general map of bazaar indicates, THBC has formed around 

two vertical northern- southern pivots which make its main 

axis. These two pivots which are also known as Rastehs of old 

and new bazaars are considered as the link to all the 

constituents of THBC. But to gain a general impression, first 

of all these Rastehs must be analyzed technically and 

substantially. The first measure in this direction is drawing a 

precise map of them in which links to other elements directly 

or indirectly related to them are specified. These maps were 

sent enclosed to the registered file under these numbers: IV-

Main Rasta-I(map of sheet no.36 consisted of 8 separate 

spaces in direct relation with Rasteh of old bazaar) and IV-

Main Rasta II(map of sheet no.37 consisted of 3 separate 

spaces in direct relation with Rasteh of new bazaar) 

B) The second measure was to gather more information about each 

space which included the background and history of that 

space, the time of its establishment as well as its founder(s), 

possible important historical events occurring there, the 

location of the elements in relation to the whole THBC, 

function and usability of Hojrehs and their type of business, 

technical specifications of the monument such as its length, 

width, height, building materials, restoration periods and 

finally structural and technical examination of the monument 



such as the type of its dome and arch, consolidation against 

earthquakes, etc… 

It must be noted that the matter is discussed briefly in section (a) of 

the second chapter of the six- chaptered dossier. (Pages 20 to 223 

of the dossier sent). This year, a group of staff has been ordered to 

complete the above mentioned information. Presently, information 

about more than thirty spaces inside THBC has been completed. As 

said before, the priority is given to the double main pivots of 

Rastehs in old and new bazaars. The entire information has been 

observed by relevant UNESCO experts. 

 

2-Restoration and consolidation of damaged parts 

A) Devising restoration plans for Keshmeshchlar Saray, 

Meshkian alley house, ice-house and King 

Hasan compound. ( A brief report of these plans 

has been submitted to the relevant expert and 

their photo is presented below) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B) Flooring Hadj Hosein Miani, Haj Hosein Djadid and 

Mirza Abolhasan Sarays 



 

C) Emergency restoration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D) Installing a drainage system in Amir Saray 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4). Consolidation and strengthening bazaar foundations at emergency 

spots 

 

 

 

 



 

• Research 

1- Making a database and records center about THBC 

In this regard, during the completion of the THBC archives, 400 

volumes of reference books about Tabriz bazaar and related issues 

were bought. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2- Setting up a ceramic bank at Seghatol-eslam house: 

At this center ceramics pertaining to different periods of Tabriz 

area are held and required studies are underway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3‐ Cooperation with scientific centers and universities regarding 

historical investigation particularly about THBC:  

In this regard the following cases are noteworthy: 

 

A) 

 Partnership with Geo-Research Institute, Osaka, Japan; Azarbaijan 

University of Tarbiat Moallem, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran; 

Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, Japan; concerning: “Strong ground 

motion: Prediction of future large earthquakes to preserve historical 

buildings”  

B) 

Cooperation with Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, Japan; Azarbaijan 

University of Tarbiat Moallem, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran; Kyushu 

University, Fukuoka, Japan; concerning: “Material element tests as the 

first step of seismic retrofit of Tabriz Bazaar in Iran” 

C)  

Working with Ms Talli Golkar writing her MS and PhD theses about 

THBC for Berlin University in Germany. 

D)  

Cooperation with Mr. Amir Shouri an architecture student of Dikin 

University in Australia  (Melbourne) to write his PhD. Thesis 

E)  

Scores of student researches and BA, BS, MA, MS or PhD theses from 

Iranian universities. 

 

 

 

 



• Introduction and Training 

-Free distribution of measures and regulations pertaining to the 

historical fabric of Tabriz Bazaar among THBC residents and 

businessmen to further familiarize them with laws and more 

observance of them. 

-Publishing relevant brochures and distributing them among 

visitors and businessmen free of charge. 

-Inviting reporters from international satellite and TV networks to 

visit THBC and to introduce it to the world. 

-Inviting ambassadors and diplomats from various countries in 

order to visit THBC and to introduce it to their fellow countrymen. 
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Annex I 

 
 
In order to answer the first question, it should be mentioned that according to page 508 of the 

nomination dossier for inscription of the Bazaar on the World Heritage List, and based on the 

definition of the relations between various stakeholders in charge, the High Council of 

Architecture and Urban Development (affiliated with the Ministry of Housing and urban 

development) is the highest reference of decision making regarding urban development issue in 

Iran. The ICHHTO has a permanent, active representative at this council. Also, according to the 

law passed by the Supreme National Security Council in 2004, Article 165 of the Third 

Development Plan, and also Article 115 of the Fourth Development Plan all plan of any nature 

and all construction and development works within the boundaries of historical areas must be 

carried out under the supervision of the ICHHTO. The rules thus apply to historical area of the 

city of Tabriz including the old bazaar. The detailed plan for the old Tabriz (Attachment #1) is 

accordingly approved by Commission of Article 5 (including the Deputy Governor- General for 

Development, the mayor, the Head of the Provincial Office of ICHHTO, the head of the Housing 

and Urban Development Organization, the head of the Department of Environment, and the 

head of The Agricultural Jihad). All information from the database of the bazaar ensemble has 

been noted and embodied in the plan. 

 

The comprehensive plan and the detailed plan are in perfect compliance with the regulations 

mentioned in the Nomination File regarding the boundaries of bazaar (buffer and landscape 

zones). Some of these regulations are elaborated below: 

 

Regulations concerning the historical monuments mentioned in the comprehensive and 

detailed plans, and the historic city 

The utilizations allowed for the bazaar are defined based on traditional functions including 

commercial (wholesale and retail), and warehouses and docks, cultural and religious functions, 
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catering, business and trade offices, money-changing offices, etc. Establishment of more modern 

facilities such as banks and tourist centers are subject to compliance with cultural heritage 

regulations.  

o Minimum and maximum densities allowed around the property are defined by the 

regulations of the ICHHTO. 

o Density of structures located within the boundaries of properties marked by the ICHHTO 

as ‘valuable’ is also defined and allowed by the ICHHTO. 

o Particular plans would be defined and presented for bazaar and its immediate 

surroundings in accordance with the regulations of the ICHHTO. 

o The Committee for Planning, Policy-making, and Monitoring of the old town of Tabriz 

includes the followings: 

1. The mayor or his representative, who organize the meetings 

2. A member of the City Council or a representative of the deputy-director of the council 

3. Head of Housing and Urban Development, or envoys on his/her behalf 

4. Representative of consulting engineers in charge of compilation of the detailed plan for 

the historical area 

5. Head of the Provincial Office of ICHHTO or his/her representative 

6. The Deputy Governor-general for Development or his/her representative 

7. Head or representative of the Iranian Organization for Engineering Order       

 

Regulations concerning valuable historical buildings 

The following regulations apply to properties and sites marked as valuable on the maps of the 

ICHHTO and the reconstruction plan of the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development 

1. All properties either inscribed or to be inscribed by  ICHHTO , and are known to be of 

remarkable historical/cultural value should be protected. 

2. Methods and extents of operation or alteration of such structures are decided by experts 

from the ICHHTO. 

3. The Municipality, the ICHHTO, the Organization of Culture and Islamic Guidance, and 

the Organization of Endowment (Vaqf) are obliged to provide full financial and technical 

support for taking possession, preservation, and restoration of any such properties. 
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4. Restoration of significant urban structures such as mosques, bazaar, public bathhouses, 

and caravanserais should be carried out within the frameworks of regulations and the 

management plan of the ICHHTO, by the Municipality, Endowment organization, or any 

other individuals or corporate. 

5. The Organization of Endowment is obliged to make their plans for preservation and 

restoration of endowed properties in collaboration with the municipality and the 

organization of Culture and Islamic Guidance. 

6. Alteration of functions of residential buildings with historical significance is permitted by 

the ICHHTO. 

7. In case that the current function of the structure is in contrast with its values the 

Municipality should collaborate with the ICHHTO in order to take legal possession of 

the property. The ICHHTO is in charge of deciding the priority of taking possession of 

the property according to its values. 

8. Construction works or alterations of any nature in the adjacent buildings should be 

confirmed and permitted by the ICHHTO. 

9. Issuance of construction permit and progress report documents of adjacent tracts are 

subject to approval of the ICHHTO. 

10. Newly constructed buildings should be in the same direction as the historical ones. 

Any alterations otherwise should be permitted only by the ICHHTO. 

o Rules and regulations of the plan for the historical area are of priority to the 

regulations of the comprehensive plan; that is, if there is an instant of discrepancy 

between the two, regulations of the old area should be carried out as they bring about 

tighter limits. Even if two or more of the old area are in contrast, the one(s) with tighter 

bounding should be considered. 

 

Rules and regulations pertaining to the historical area of bazaar in Tabriz (detailed plan 

approved in 2006) 

Regulations of the souks: 

o Ceilings and windows should be preserved in the original shapes. Those ceilings which 

have undergone alterations should be restored to their original shapes. 
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o All signs, roller shutters, and electricity or telephone cables which somehow disturb the 

visual integrity of the property should be removed. 

o Blocking the pathways or disturbing the visual integrity by any means should be stopped. 

o The covering of ceilings would be restored under the supervision of the experts of the 

ICHHTO in conformity with traditional techniques.         

Regulations of restoration of stores in bazaar: 

o Interventions of any nature and transactions in all stores of the historical bazaar should 

be done after the inquiry from the ICHHTO. 

o Additions or alterations made earlier would be removed or corrected according to the 

regulations of buffer zones and boundaries. 

Regulations of corridors of bazaar: 

o Windows changed or replaced should be restored to their original conditions at the time of 

restoration. 

o Open areas of the corridors which have been occupied by merchandise or by kiosks should 

be evacuated as soon as possible. Cutting of trees is prohibited.  

o Buildings constructed in such area should also be removed. 

o Service lines of gas, water, and electricity should be provided only after obtaining 

permission of the ICHHTO. 

Regulations and the buffer zone of bazaar: 

o Reconstruction works within the buffer one of bazaar should comply with traditional plans 

and materials, and should be carried out under the supervision of ICHHTO experts. 

o Regulations of the first tract adjacent to the limits of boundary are the same as those of the 

buffer zone. 

NB. Should works of any nature such as restoration, alteration, expansion, attachment, or 

detachment are carried out within the buffer zone without prior permission of the ICHHTO by 

either individuals or corporate, and the work done would not follow Article 1, part B of 

regulations of restoration of stores of bazaar, the perpetrators would be treated and sued 

according to the laws concerning historical monuments (rules of Islamic punishment passed in 
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1996), charged with inflicting damage to historical properties, and obliged to remove the traces 

of their offence.   

The highlights of subjects considered in the master plan and parts concerning abidance by the 

regulations of buffer zones and core zones are as follows: 

‐ The first chapter provides detailed information about the natural, historical, and cultural 

characteristics of the area as well as the distribution of its population, means of 

communication, economic and cultural conditions, and distribution of cultural and 

historic monuments and properties.  

‐ The second chapter examines issues such as natural resources, villages and their road 

networks, the cities and their transportation system, infrastructures, locations and 

features of archeological areas and sites, population-related characteristics such as 

migration rate, urban and rural populations, and economic attributes such as production, 

potentials, and facilities.  

‐ The third chapter is dedicated to an introduction of the city as from historical, 

geographical, and natural viewpoints, prices of land and housing, investment, and 

related regulations and standards. It also discusses structural features such as the 

utilization of the urban lands, density of residential and commercial structures, urban 

organization, and historical texture. 

Moreover, this chapter closely examines the conditions of historical structures and areas in 

compliance with the rules and regulations set by the ICHHTO, particularly the definition of 

boundaries and core zones of such areas, their attachment to the Comprehensive Plan, and 

associated roads networks. 

Notes and written comments from the ICHHTO, and opinions from the experts who have 

participated the comprehensive plan meetings are observed. All national and internal and 

international rules and regulations together with preservation instructions in conformity with 

the cultural heritage law passed at the Islamic Majlis are included in this chapter.  

 

Chapter Four: 

This chapter contains analysis and conclusion of the aforementioned studies. It also 

envisages the major frameworks, the population density, and major shortcomings in 
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infrastructures, welfare, educational, and health facilities, equipment of cultural and tourism 

routes, and other means of economic and social development. Arranging sources to finance 

the plan and to encourage public support are among the results of these studies. Ultimately, 

criteria and regulations of structural planning concerning the density, view, height, and 

other architectural features, particularly of the historical part, would be represented in this 

part. 

 

Chapter Five: 

‐ This chapter presents practical long-, mid-, and short-term solutions based on the 

schemes discussed regarding the plan. The issues concerning the core zones and buffer 

zones, and also management plans of historical sites such as THBC mentioned in the 

cultural heritage law are closely observed in all solutions. 

 

Appendix 1 

It includes documents of the buffer zones of historical sites, function of the historical area of the 

city in the master plan, and announcement of regulations of buffer zone, core zone, and 

landscape zone in order to be considered in detailed plans by the municipality 
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Annex II: 
 

As for the requested report about page 507 of the dossier, Zone 8 of Tabriz was 

considered in the compilation of regulations for the buffer zone and core zone of 

the nominated area, whose maps are attached. Also, regulations of the core and 

buffer zones of the historical city of Tabriz, which were approved in previous 

years, are as well taken into consideration in compilation of the comprehensive 

plan of the city. 

Powerful levers of all organizations in charge guarantee the enforcement of 

regulations of buffer and core zones. Judiciaries are also charged with the duty of 

enforcement of laws. 

Concerning the issues mentioned about the main goals along with other issues in 

pages 516-522, it should be noted that the declared management plan is now being 

carried out. Some plans and projects stated in the dossier are already being 

executed, whose account is as follows: 

o Preparation of restoration plans and execution of some pilot projects within 

the nominated area 

o Compilation of educational and training plans such as organizing classes for 

the security unit 

o Preparation of tourism and restoration plans 

o Compilation of the regulations concerning the use of traditional materials in 

conformity with those originally used in bazaar; the regulations were also 

announced to the store owners of bazaar who intend to perform restoration 

works in their stores. 

o Establishment of an earthenware databank in order to move and store all 

discovered shards of pottery  
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o Providing training courses for university students, and providing trainings in 

restoration in the form of course books; providing assistance for graduate 

students (MA, PhD) with the dissertations related to the preservation objectives 

of bazaar 

o Publication of brochures containing information about bazaar 

o Equipment of House of Bazaar with the aim of providing information for those 

interested 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o Improving of tourist facilities such as information desks, tourist signs, etc 

o Training the employees of the Research Base of the Historical Bazaars of 

Tabriz in monitoring 

o Seeking and gaining the support of Iranian police for constant protection of 

bazaar  

o Gaining support of universities such as the Art University of Tabriz and the 

University of Azerbaijan with the aim of collaboration in research activities 

o Monitoring of the historical ensemble of bazaar, which has been elaborated in 

pages 601-610; It was also carried out in the year 2009 on a monthly basis, 

which is reported below: 

 

 

Fig.2-1 House of Bazaar 
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o Complementary documentation of the ensemble in the year 2009 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-2 a sample of conducted monitoring  

Fig.2-2 documentation projects performed in 2009- 2010 
(except green colored areas) 
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o Restoration of Kishmish-chilar Serai [corridor], Company Corridor, Do 

Dari Serai, Saqat-chilar Corridor, the house on Meshkatian alley, Haj 

Muhammad Qoli serai, and the entrances of bazaar on the side of Yaman 

Doozan, Sadeqiyeh, and Amir 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o Conclusion of an agreement with the Research Center for Islamic Arts and 

Culture in order to use Gorjilar site (app.1) 

o Construction and organization of public restrooms for the visitors of 

bazaar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.2-4 public rest rooms in the Bazaar 

Fig. 2-3 a sample shit of Meshkatian house restoration plan 
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o Purchasing and restoration of one of the historical houses adjacent to 

bazaar, and changing it into document center and library of the historical 

bazaar. All documentations from bazaar including maps, reports, restoration 

plans, books, photos, etc are kept in this center. It is active, and it can 

provide information sources for students, researchers, and those interested. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o Purchasing and organizing another one of historical house next to bazaar 

known as Thiqat-ol Islam, and changing it into the earthenware research 

center; discovered shards of pottery are examined and studied here, and 

pieces found in excavations of the core zone of bazaar, such as Hassan 

Padshah ensemble, Chahar Menar, etc are restored.  

o Establishment of a database for bazaar 

o Cooperation of the base of the ensemble with researchers and research 

centers such as: 

a. Cooperation with the Islamic Art University of Tabriz for examination, 

research, and documentation of Tarbiat sidewalk located within the buffer 

zone of the ensemble (app.2) 

Fig.2-5   signboards in the bazaar 
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b. Collaboration with Azerbaijan University and Kanazawa University of 

Japan consolidation, reinforcement and stabilization of bazaar over a 4-

year course, which is extendable. These research works have so far 

produced 2 articles presented in the national seminar (app.3).  

c. Collaboration with M.A. and PhD students for their research works and 

dissertations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See Report III about tourism plans on page 516. 

As timetables, amounts, and targets of funds are mentioned in pages 516-522 of the 

dossier, the average funds required to finance this project is a sum of four million 

dollars per year, which is also stated in the management plan. The amount is 

provided by the ICHHTO, the Organization of Endowment (Vaqf), the 

Fig.2-6   Japanese research team in 
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Organization of Housing and Urban Development, and some merchants of the city. 

It has an increase of 20% per year, e.g. in the solar year of 1389, which begins in 

March, 2010, a sum of 2 million dollars would be allocated to the project by the 

ICHHTO. 

 

 

 

 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2-8 the House of Bazaar 

Fig.2-7 Thiqat-ol Islam house 
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Fig.2-9   location of tourist centers  
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Appendix 2-I:  
 
It includes examples of expenses and the agreement between the base of the 

ensemble and other research centers about conduction of research and restoration 

works in bazaar. 

 

Appendix 2-II:  
 
Includes 3shits showing: 

 Location of the Tarbiat path  

 Classification of different paths in the buffer zone of bazaar 

 Functions in Tarbiat path  

 

Appendix 2-III:  

It Includes research agreement documents between THBC base and research 

centers for cooperation  
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Annex III: 
 

Regarding the requested issue number 3, it should be mentioned that the 

comprehensive tourism plan of Tabriz was prepared by the Art University of 

Tabriz in cooperation with the Organization of National and International Tourism 

in the years 2001-2006. The plan embodies the twenty-year prospective of 

development of tourism centers, residences, road facilities, entertainment, 

transportation, and banking services with particular emphasis on natural and 

cultural heritage. Parts of the plan have already been carried out, resulting in 

construction of 100 road facilities, 63 guest houses, and 28 hotels. 15 more will be 

opened in the next three years. Also air couriers, railroads, and roads have been 

established to facilitate tourist visits from neighboring countries.  

A multidisciplinary team of NGOs and free-lance consultants have also devised a 

detailed plan of the historical area. The final detailed plan for the tourism of 

Bazaar will be decided when a group of experts and professionals will meet in late 

2010. During the debate in this committee all the details with regards to the 

tourism aspects will be discussed.. 

 

Strategies of development of tourism are pursued in the following fields in 

accordance with the management plan presented in the nomination file: 

o Research  

o Training 

o presentation and performance  
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a. Research: 

Statistical monitoring of tourists is now underway for a range of users. Auto and 

pedestrian traffics, category and levels of visitors, and their needs are being 

surveyed. Multidisciplinary research works are also being conducted on 

Fig. 3-1 defined tourist path 
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anthropology, handicrafts, cultural products, and local products, whose findings 

would be included in the master plan for tourism in the historical area. 

 

b. Training: 

o The ICHHTO has opened tour-leading discipline, and is presently providing 

trainings to a considerable number of students in this filed. These people are 

later employed in various parts of the city. 

Also, part-time training courses are provided in the following fields: 

o Technical management of travel agencies, 296 hrs 

o Tour leading, 365 hrs 

o General management of tourist residences up to 3-star hotels, 220 hrs 

‐ Establishment of academic training centers in the ICHHTO to provide 

associate and bachelor courses in tour leading 

‐ Training of the guards in their demeanors and manners with the visitors, 

as well as in security issues 

c. Presentation and performance: 

‐ Establishment of tour guiding centers around bazaar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.3-4 signboards in Amir Timcha 
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‐ Diverse range of visitors enters the historical bazaar of Tabriz with 

variety of intentions including business tourism, cultural/art tourism, etc.  

Thus, various routes have been designed and made for each so to facilitate 

their maximum benefit of their trips.  

‐ Publication of bilingual brochures and installation of signs to guide 

tourists in different parts of bazaar and tourist routes of the ensemble 

(app.1) 

‐ Constructive collaboration with travel agencies in order to encourage 

provision of information for tourists 

‐ Establishment of information desk at Bazaar House and Thiqat-ol Islam 

House 

‐ Making documentaries about bazaar for national and international TV 

channels and for visitors 
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Fig. 3-2 pages from presentation brochure  

Fig. 3-3 tourist map of Bazaar 
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Appendix 3: 

A brochure containing information and presentation of the historical ensemble of 

Bazaar in Tabriz 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

The approved plan of 5 article 
Commission 



from: H.Ismaiili Sanghar (director of THBC Base) 
To: Eng. Abdar (the mayor of the Tabriz Historical 
Fabric)   

  
  

Title: the announcement of the core and buffer zone 
regulations to municipality     



  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE LOCATION OF TARBIAT PATH 



 

THE  CLASSIFICATION OF THE DIFFERENT PATHS 



 

THE FUNCTIONS 
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